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Yogena cittasya padena vācāṃ malaṃ śarīrasya ca vaidyakena 

Yo'pākarot taṃ pravaraṃ munīnāṃ patañjaliṃ prāñjalir ānato'smi 

I bow with hands folded to Patañjali, the best of sages who removes the impurity of 

the mind by his Yoga[-sūtras], of speech by his words [his grammar commentary 

called Mahā-bhāṣya], and of the body by his science of medicine [called 

Caraka-pratisaṃskṛta]. 
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Preface 

Yoga has been practiced for thousands of years by Indian spiritual seekers and saints. 
Yet, let us ask: Is there a single yoga text that specifically points out what those 
seekers and saints were actually contemplating in their yoga spiritual practice? 

Most modern yoga texts, in English, are about āsanas—postures for physical 
strengthening, relaxation, stretching, and physical therapy. A few also highlight the 
benefits of these āsanas for relieving stress. Some introduce a little meditation, 
bringing in some spiritual words, such as love, bliss, and divine. Some present an 
āsana practice that includes a life of yoga off the mat. They may explain these 
spiritual ideas and life styles with a few examples. There is often not enough depth 
unfoldment of these ideas and their expressions into a life style. Sometimes they 
encourage the readers to imagine their own explanations—as if the seekers already 
know the answers they are seeking. 

These texts do not fluently connect the student to the contemplative spiritual 
scriptures of India, for which India is so well known. In this way, these yoga texts are 
unlikely to bring the student to a clear sense of a broad, integrated, in-depth spiritual 
grounding that a full yoga encompasses. 

There is one ancient yoga text, though, that is held to be the philosophical and 
contemplative basis of yoga. That text is the Yoga Sūtras by Patañjali. Its study has 
come to be called Rāja Yoga, meaning the Royal Yoga. It is a teaching of yoga 
appropriate for a king (rājan) learned in scripture yet not a renunciate, such as that 
taught to King Janaka by Yājña-valkya in the Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Upaniṣad scripture and 
to Prince Arjuna by Lord Kṛṣṇa in the Bhagavad Gītā. We would think, then, that the 
commentaries and literature surrounding the Yoga Sūtras would be steeped in the 
scriptures of India—but that is not the case. 

The earliest extant and most influential Sanskrit commentary (bhāṣya) is by a man 
named Vyāsa. He does not quote any scripture. Instead, he sprinkles in his 
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commentary a few quotes from certain sages, culled mostly from the Mahā-Bhārata 
epic. The innumerable English translations and commentaries of these sūtras appear 
to only convey the spirituality, or lack thereof, of their many and varied authors. Even 
the scriptural leaning versions, such as the one by Bangali Baba (The Yogasutra of 
Patanjali: With the Commentary of Vyasa) and the one jointly by Swami 
Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood (How to Know God: The Yoga Aphorisms 
of Patanjali), sparingly connect the sūtras to specific scriptures. The effort here is to 
rectify this void. 

There is also the purpose here to directly connect the many students and teachers of 
the Indian scriptures to the vast yoga community, and the yoga practitioners and 
teachers to the spiritual community. 

Previously, the gulf between the two has been bridged only by the individual 
student or teacher on their own. Much of that effort has been through connecting a 
few of the topics in yoga to anecdotal stories of spiritual saints. Most of these stories 
revolve around the modern founders or practitioners of the teacher’s lineage. These 
stories are more of a devotee’s praise than a real grounding in a full yoga tradition 
dating back thousands of years. 

The effort here is to formally bridge these two communities in all their myriad 
lineages with a common language and understanding. This is done through mapping 
the terminologies, sūtras (aphorisms), and topics of the Yoga Sūtras directly to the 
highly revered scriptures of India—namely, the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā. 

As such, this text is helpful both to spiritual students seeking expanded and specific 
guidance, and to various teachers researching technical tools to bridge the apparent 
gap between yoga and the Indian scriptures. 

Coming from the United States, a different culture from yoga’s flowering ground, I 
was carefully and artfully introduced to these scriptures in 1976 by Pujya Swami 
Dayananda Saraswati (born 1930-). In India, I lived in the teacher’s family (guru-
kula) with over sixty other students for two and a half years. 
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The classes were five a day, six days a week. We studied Sanskrit; chanting; 
meditation; the Bhagavad Gītā with Śaṅkara’s commentary; several introductory 
Vedanta texts, such as Tattva-Bodha and Ātma-Bodha; the Upaniṣad scriptures Kena, 
Praśna, Īśāvāsya, Muṇḍaka, and portions of Chāndogya and Bṛhad-āraṇyaka; plus 
the three Upaniṣads Kaṭha, Māṇḍūkya with Kārika, and Taittirīya complete with 
Śaṇkara’s commentaries. Finally, we studied the four initial Vedānta Sūtras with 
Śaṅkara’s commentary—called the Catur-Śruti. We each have continued to study 
these and other texts as needed after our course. Many such long and short term 
courses have been conducted by Swami Dayananda Saraswati and by his students.  

In the past ten years, I have created a five volume set of texts called The Aruna 
Sanskrit Language Series. The series, in a self-teaching format, unfolds the grammar 
of Sanskrit along with the Bhagavad Gītā. It includes a grammar book and a lesson 
book, plus a dictionary, a translation, and a grammatical analysis of all the verses of 
the Bhagavad Gītā. 

But it is not these thirty plus years that show in these pages. It is the thousands of 
years of continuous tradition that preserved and elaborated on this deep, scriptural 
teaching tradition. 

I first read, more than thirty years ago, the Yoga Sūtras translated with Vyāsa’s 
commentary by Bengali Baba. I did not then see how they could properly fit with 
Vedānta scripture. Four years ago, I wanted to bring the yoga of Vedānta to a wider 
audience. I envisioned the Yoga Sūtras as an introductory vehicle. 

Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswati and Swami Tattvavidananda had recently given 
talks on sections of the Yoga Sūtras. Listening to them, I saw the possibility of a way 
to link the Yoga Sūtras to the yoga of Vedānta. 

Still, there are many sūtras, including the section in chapter three dealing with 
yoga superpowers, that on first glance appear incompatible with Vedānta scripture. 

Setting aside my doubts, I started from the sūtras’ beginning and, to my surprise I 
have to admit, found the way to reconcile each sūtra to Vedānta. In the process, I 
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found the available traditional commentaries to be of little use. None of them made an 
adequate attempt to base the sūtras on scripture. In fact, they took them in a different 
direction towards a later developing dualist philosophy called Sāṅkhya. 

Instead, I took the topics and individual words that Patañjali employed and quite 
easily found their source and contextual development in Vedānta scripture that 
preceded these sūtras. I was surprised at the ease of this process, since this had not 
been attempted in print before, to my knowledge. 

It is not easy to translate and comment on the Yoga Sūtras, while at the same time 
introduce and explain Vedānta scripture in one text. The reader has to bear with this 
apparent juggling process, but should quickly see the benefit. That benefit is not just 
understanding a traditional yoga text in a new way; it is seeing these Yoga Sūtras in a 
truly enlightening way as they were intended. It connects yoga back to its true 
beginning and purpose which the early seekers and saints embraced in their 
contemplations. 

To convey this enlightening teaching to its current students, these sūtras are 
explained in clear contemporary language. The explanations are in keeping with our 
current culture and sciences—the same as was done in Patañjali’s time. As it was 
then, this work is presented as a current spiritual non-fiction meant for enlightenment. 

I wish here to give adoration to my teacher, Swami Dayananda Saraswati, who is 
faithfully passing on this knowledge-tradition, renewing and reinvigorating it into the 
21

st
 century. I also wish to thank my editor, John Warne. John has studied Sanskrit 

and Vedānta, and has completed one of these long term courses. He corrected and 
questioned many of my expressions, as well as appropriately replaced or added many 
paragraphs where needed. Any faults or omissions in this text, though, are due to the 
rawness of my submitted material. 
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Introduction 

Yoga is popular in the West as physical exercise, a centering technique, and physical 
therapy. In India, though, it is much better known as a spiritual discipline that 
connects the individual with the divine. 

As a spiritual discipline, it spans two popular traditions—Yoga and Vedānta. 

Vedānta is a non-dualist tradition—the reality basis of everything including oneself 
is only one, not many. Its authority is the Upaniṣads (abbreviated in this text as Up.), 
Bhagavad Gītā (Bh. Gītā), and the Vedānta Sūtras. Within Vedānta, yoga (in this text, 
yoga without capitalization refers to a characterization of useful practices within 
Vedānta) is presented as karma-yoga and as jñāna-yoga. Karma-yoga means spiritual 
discipline related to life’s activities (karma). Jñāna-yoga relates to spiritual 
knowledge (jñāna) and its specific disciplines, such as the practice of renunciation, 
sannyāsa. 

Yoga (in this text, Yoga with capitalization refers to the separate tradition or school 
of thought called Yoga) is a dualist tradition—there is no one reality basis of 
everything. Its authority includes these Yoga Sūtras. Yoga is presented as kriyā-yoga 
and samādhi. Kriyā-yoga is essentially the same as karma-yoga. Samādhi is the 
disciple of pursuing knowledge (jñāna) through contemplation. Here, samādhi may be 
pursued for scientific as well as spiritual knowledge. The differences in the world are 
real, so pursuing knowledge of these differences involves contemplating these subtle 
differences. 

Although it will be argued here that there need be no essential separation between 
these two traditions, assuming the innate dualist understanding is preliminary to and 
can mature into a non-dual knowledge, an interesting twist has happened. The Yoga 
Sūtras, which are amenable to either tradition, have been subsumed by a pervasive 
early commentary that interprets the sūtras only through Sāṅkhya, a dualist scientific 
philosophy. This stops the disciplines in Yoga from further questioning the reasons 
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one believes in differences being ultimately real. Limiting samādhi (contemplation) to 
reaffirming Sāṅkhya’s dualist perspective, this samādhi becomes disconnected from 
the samādhi championed in the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā that pursue 
knowledge to its ultimate conclusion in the one unifying reality of everything 
including oneself. 

As a result, almost no one, even inside Vedānta, has since seen these Yoga Sūtras 
as easily being within the Vedānta tradition. These sūtras are taken as Sāṅkhya Yoga, 
instead of as Vedānta Yoga. 

The reason for this is likely that Vedānta already has its own sūtras, the Vedānta 
Sūtras. Sūtras are typically written early within a tradition to outline and capture the 
essence of an oral tradition into writing. These succinct outlines are easily memorized 
and passed down through the various teaching lineages. Those sūtras help maintain 
the accurate continuity of their teaching traditions through succeeding generations. 
Each tradition has one set of sūtras to encapsulate its teaching. Vedānta has its 
Vedānta Sūtras, while Yoga lays claim to these Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali. Therefore, 
Vedānta does not need the Yoga Sūtras to be complete. 

But Yoga needs Vedānta Yoga to really flower for the spiritual seeker. The 
commentary here will thus show that, when it comes to spiritual knowledge, it is 
much more meaningful to take the original Yoga Sūtras as Vedānta Yoga. This will be 
the more fulfilling approach to these sūtras for yoga spiritual seekers, who are the 
intended audience for this unique commentary. 

The sāṅkhya and Sāṅkhya 

It should first be noted that there is a difference between the Sanskrit word sāṅkhya 
and the name Sāṅkhya which applies to a particular philosophical doctrine. The word 
sāṅkhya (literally, related to reckoning or grouping, related to explaining—saṅkhyā) 
means enumeration or knowledge. 

As knowledge, the term sāṅkhya is used in the epic Mahā-Bhārata and in the 
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Bhagavad Gītā as the sacred knowledge handed down from the scriptures. In the 
second chapter of the Bhagavad Gītā, where Kṛṣṇa’s teaching starts (verses 2.11 
through 38, said therein to be dealing with ‘sāṅkhya’) the quotations, paraphrases, and 
teachings are directly from the Upaniṣads. Hence, the rest of the mantras in those 
non-dual Upaniṣads, in particular the Kaṭha Up., cannot be disconnected from what is 
called sāṅkhya in the Bhagavad Gītā.

i
 

Another use of the word sāṅkhya found in the Mahā-Bhārata epic was for 
describing a teaching that employs a methodology (prakriyā) of enumerating 
components or aspects (tattvas) of the universe, including the nascent scientific 
thinking that was developing. 

With regard to Vedānta, there are various teaching methodologies (prakriyās). 
First, there is the primary prakriyā of imposition-sublation (adhyāropa-apavāda). 
This prakriyā, meant for unfolding the non-duality unique to Advaita Vedānta, 
describes the entire universe, including what the individual thinks he or she is , as 

                                                 
i Most of Bh. Gītā verses 2.11 through 2.38 are borrowed from or can be easily seen as based upon the Kaṭha 
Up.: 

B.G. 2.11 with K.U. 1.2.22, 2.1.4 and 5; 
B.G. 2.12 with K.U. 2.1.13 and 2.2.8; 
B.G. 2.13 with K.U. 2.2.7; 
B.G. 2.14 with K.U. 2.3.6; 
B.G. 2.15 with K.U. 2.3.8; 
B.G. 2.16 with K.U. 2.3.13; 
B.G. 2.17 with K.U. 2.1.2; 
B.G. 2.18 with K.U. 1.2.22; 
B.G. 2.19 from K.U. 1.2.19; 
B.G. 2.20 from K.U. 1.2.18; 
B.G. 2.21 through 25 with K.U. 1.2.18 and 19; 
B.G. 2.28 with K.U. 1.2.5 and 6; 
B.G. 2.29 with K.U. 1.2.7; 
B.G. 2.30 with K.U. 1.2.22; 
and B.G. 2.38 with K.U. 1.2.14 and 2.3.18. 
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consisting of two or more categories of everything. It then dismisses these categories 
as being absolutely real. 

This adhyāropa-apavāda prakriyā consists of two components—adhyāropa 
(imposition) of a duality enumeration of the universe and its apavāda (sublation). By 
sublation (or subration) is meant its dismissal as being absolutely real and its 
subordination to a broader, overarching truth. 

Each of these two components is presented through one of several other prakriyās. 

 Adhyāropa (imposition) involves any of the prakriyās of seer-seen (dṛk-dṛśya), 
effect-cause (kārya-kāraṇa), three states of experience (avasthā-traya), the five 
embodiments (pañca-kośa), and so on. These prakriyās involve enumerating 
(sāṅkhya). 

Apavāda (sublation) involves the prakriyā of negation (neti-neti), where the 
authority of the scripture is invoked by asserting, “It (the truth) is not this or that 
(enumeration).” It also involves the prakriyā of co-presence–co-absence (anvaya-
vyatireka), where logic is employed to support the sublation claims. 

We thus find the scriptures presenting the entire universe by enumerating the 
dualities of seer-seen, cause-effect, subtle-gross, and eater-eaten; the trio of the three 
worlds (heavens, atmosphere, and earth), three guṇas, three states of experiences 
(waking, dream, and deep sleep), and the three gross elements (red, white, and black, 
that is, fire, water, and earth in Chāndogya-Upaniṣad 6.4.5); the five elements (space, 
air, fire, water, and earth); the seven worlds, the seven tattvas or categories (objects, 
senses, mind, intellect, cosmic mind, unmanifest, and the puruṣa or cosmic person in 
Kaṭha-Upaniṣad 3.10-11); the fourteen worlds; etcetera Any one of these 
presentations can be called a sāṅkhya. 

The Yoga Sūtras through Sāṅkhya 

With this scriptural background of employing enumerations to encompass the entire 
universe, many later philosophies and even science itself evolved. Indeed, the atheist 
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philosophy called Sāṅkhya, which elaborated on the gross-subtle, guṇas, elements, 
and tattvas (principles) to explain the universe, was considered around the start of the 
first millennium in India to be the science of the universe. Many of the arts, such as 
medicine, and other traditions, such as Buddhism and Vedānta, adopted in part or 
whole Sāṅkhya’s explanations of, or at least its approach to, the science of things. 

When this Yoga Sūtras text is interpreted from the background of the atheist 
philosophy of Sāṅkhya, it is taken as Sāṅkhya Yoga, an infusion of the theist 
tendencies of the majority of the Indian populous with the atheist philosophy and 
science of Sāṅkhya. This theist version of Sāṅkhya defines a world outlook through 
duality and the science of Sāṅkhya, while accepting a God as a separate, inactive 
participant in the world. Contemplation (samādhi) is the method to perfect this 
outlook in one’s life. 

The Yoga Sūtras through sāṅkhya 

In this text, we will instead take these same sūtras from the background of the theist 
scriptures—with their nascent science of enumeration (sāṅkhya) and their non-dual 
vision of everything, and with contemplation as its method to help assimilate this 
non-dual vision. 

Vedānta, Sāṅkhya, and Yoga Sūtras 

Vedānta non-dualism says that the basis of all reality is the one brahman (literally, 
the big and the reality, and often capitalized as if it is a name for reality). This reality 
is also indicated by the terms: Īśvara (literally, the ruler, and commonly meaning the 
Lord), puruṣa (literally, the one who pervades, and commonly meaning the Cosmic 
Person), or ātman (literally, the mover, pervader or devourer, and commonly meaning 
the self). 

I, the ātman, am in fact the reality of the universe, not other than the Lord. The 
diverse universe, in fact, simply appears to exist within this singular reality. In this 
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perspective all duality—all otherness and separation—is sub-rated as only existing as 
if and thus is not the absolute truth. This non-dualist perspective is uniquely Eastern. 

Sāṅkhya dualism, on the other hand, claims that the basis of all reality is dual—
more than one absolutely existing entity. The puruṣa is the reality of oneself, and 
there are countless puruṣas, with the Lord being one of them. Everything else is 
prakṛti or pradhāna (Nature). I, the puruṣa, am not any of the objects of the world. 
None of the objects and none of the other puruṣas are me. Duality—otherness and 
separation—is real. This dualist perspective is universally common, East and West, 
spiritual or not.  

People in yoga love to read the Bhagavad Gītā for its sweeping non-dualist vision, 
whereas, they read the Yoga Sūtras, because, as its title suggests, it should be the 
philosophy of yoga. Some people gloss over the difference of non-duality from 
duality as not being important to them. 

The majority of people, at least in the West, are by nurture dualist. They reconcile 
the non-dual Bhagavad Gītā to dualism by taking it as poetry, not as a spiritual 
science. Whereas, the people who wish to pursue non-dualism, consciously or not, 
reconcile for their spiritual needs the apparently dualist Yoga Sūtras to the Bhagavad 
Gītā by taking the sūtras to be aiming at an implicit mystical goal of non-duality—a 
samādhi in which differences temporarily disappear. 

This text cuts through this felt dilemma—finally bringing yoga back home to its 
scriptural fountainhead, where the truth to be contemplated within yoga is clearly laid 
out and well reasoned, not mystical. 

The Format 

This text will connect over two hundred and fifty quotations from the Vedas, 
Upaniṣads, and the Bhagavad Gītā to these Yoga Sūtras. The student is encouraged to 
read the footnotes since these are where the quotations are given. The footnotes also 
serve to interconnect related Yoga Sūtras, so the text can be better understood as a 
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consistent, integrated teaching, and not as a series of disconnected notions . If you do 
not investigate these footnotes and their quotations, half the purpose of this text will 
not be fulfilled. 

These quotations are not meant to exhaust all the possible connections of these 
sūtras to the scriptures, but to help start this process for students and teachers. The 
student and the teacher are encouraged to investigate these quotations in their sources 
to see their contexts and surrounding teachings. Each quotation is always taken 
appropriately from its context. 

The text is laid out in sūtra order. All the Yoga Sūtras are given. The original sūtra 
in Devanāgarī script is followed by its transliteration. Next, within square brackets, a 
word-for-word vocabulary is provided, and finally the translation followed by a 
commentary if required. 

The vocabulary is ordered the same as the English in the sūtra translation. This will 
make it easy to match the vocabulary with the translation. If the same word is 
repeated in the sūtra, the vocabulary will repeat it too. Except for the pronouns, 
typically, the uninflected forms of the vocabulary are shown, while the following 
sūtra translation will additionally show the inbuilt inflected syntax of the prepositions 
and other parts of speech required to expand the Sanskrit vocabulary into an English 
sentence. By stripping the inflection from the Sanskrit words of the sūtra, this section 
will display the words as true vocabulary items. Compound words are either shown 
together with hyphenation or, more often, separately as individual vocabulary items, 
depending on the transparency of the relationship between the component words of 
the compound. The translation of each vocabulary item is contextual within the sūtra 
and sometimes shows an adjective as a verb. There may be other parts of speech 
conversions as well, because of this adopted convention of exactly matching the 
vocabulary to how they are rendered in a flowing English sentence.  

The following literal sūtra translation (and the vocabulary) is shown in bold font. 
Embedded in each sūtra translation (and some of the vocabulary) are additional words 
in non-bold font that explain or expand the sense of the sūtra, or connect the topic to 
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other sūtras. After reading the entire translation, try reading just the bold words that 
are the bare words of the sūtra. 

The footnotes containing the scriptural quotations are given in English, with their 
full Sanskrit provided in Appendix B. Each of these quotations has been freshly 
translated by the author. To help understand these bare quotes within their scriptural 
context, the author has occasionally added contextual explanations in square brackets. 

The transliteration of Sanskrit words is here in keeping with the International 
Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST) scheme (see Appendix H), for example, 
sūtra, instead of sutra. Additionally, individual Sanskrit words are shown in the form 
one would find them in a Sanskrit dictionary, for example, ātman (!øøÇÛøÒø} for self), 
yogin (Þøø +úªøÒø } for yogi), and draṣṭṛ (ÌãñÀ < for seer), instead of their commonly found 
nominative inflected forms—ātmā, yogī, and draṣṭā, respectively. There is one 
exception, though. The Sanskrit word karman is shown as karma, because it is more a 
part of our international vocabulary. 

For those teachers who wish to use this version of the Yoga Sūtras to give classes, 
the translation of the sūtras as shown in Appendix A is available in a separate booklet 
format called, Patanjali Yoga Sutras: A Translation in the Light of Vedanta Scripture. 
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Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi 

Chapter 1 
On Contemplation 

Introducing Yoga 

!øËø Þøø+ªøøÒøüíøøòøÒøÛø}G(1.1) 
atha yogānuśāsanam. 

[atha—now; anuśāsana—traditional teaching; yoga—the means.] 

Now
1
 begins the traditional teaching of yoga (the means, the preparation and 

application). 

In the spiritual literature of India, the ultimate human goal is called mokṣa
2
 or 

kaivalya. This goal is freedom without any qualification, complete freedom in and of 
itself—encompassing everything in one’s universe in every way. 

Every small goal in life finds its complete fulfillment in the attainment of this 
freedom alone.

3
 This goal is not tied to any cultural trappings or spiritual beliefs. It is 

                                                 
1 “This use of the word ‘atha’ has the sense of the beginning (adhikāra) of a text.” (Vyāsa’s Pātañjali Yoga 
Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 1.1). 

2 “‘Mokṣa (freedom)’ is remaining in one’s own self, once there is the removal of the cause for the arising of 
[saṃsāra in the form of] ignorance (a-vidyā) [which is the cause of], desire (kāma) [which is the cause of], 
action and its results (karma) [in order to placate the felt sense of lack due to ignorance of the self as full and 
complete].” (Taittirīya Up. Sāṅkara Bhāṣya introduction). 

3 “When one knows that same limitless sukha (fulfillment that is the nature of the self, of ātman)—which is to be 
grasped by the intellect, [yet] is not within the scope of the senses—and abiding [there in the sukha], never 
moving away from this truth [i.e., reality], having gained that which one knows is not bettere d by another gain, 
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as applicable to any self-conscious creature anywhere in the universe, as it is to 
everyone on Earth. To recognize this one goal as alone fulfilling all goals takes a 
certain maturity, but there is no extraordinary qualification to initiate the study of the 
means which prepares one for this ultimate human pursuit. Yoga is this preparation. 

The first word, atha (now), of these sūtras indicates the beginning of the teaching 
of yoga. ‘Atha’ also traditionally carries with it a sense of auspiciousness by its mere 
sound, and is used at the beginning of many important undertakings to invoke a grace 
for completing the undertaking and for the undertaking to be widely beneficial . 

Sūtra style texts, such as Patañjali’s, are by design meant to briefly present a 
summary of a topic that has an already existing body of literature, oral or written, in 
which the topic is elaborated. To unfold and understand such a condensed text as this 
we need to rely on a valid means of knowledge (pramāṇa) with regard to this text and 
this background literature.

4
 

Intuition, a form of imagination,
5
 is not a valid means of knowledge with which to 

unfold this text. Proper unfoldment instead requires a background in the literature of 
which this text is a summary and, at the very least, familiarity with the Sanskrit 
language. Interpretations based on imagination or extrapolations of other translations 
in languages distanced from the original Sanskrit will be just that—imaginations or 
even further abstractions from the original text. There are quite a few of these 
Western clones, with the author’s dash of inventiveness to capture its audience. Being 
exposed to and keeping in mind the contextual meaning and import of yoga, the 
student will quickly learn whether or not an author is going to be helpful . 

Another approach with a long tradition that has been passed on through the most 

                                                                                                                                                                
and abiding in which [reality] one would not be affected—even by great pain—one knows that disassociation 
from association with sorrow to be what is called yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 6.21 through 23). 

4 Yoga Sūtra 1.7. 

5 Yoga Sūtra 1.9. 
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popular existing Sanskrit commentaries is to interpret these sūtras through a certain 
literature that came after them. That later literature was primarily the dualist Sāṅkhya 
work, called the Sāṅkhya-kārika, by Īśvara-kṛṣṇa. This philosophy is basically a 
mechanical dualism, not unlike the popular philosophies and theologies of today. 

When one adopts this dualism as the basic philosophy underlying these sūtras, as 
was done in the most prominent commentary of this text by an author called Vyāsa (a 
common name in ancient India, as well as a word that means editor or compiler), then 
the inherent limitations and divisiveness of that dualist thinking will permeate these 
sūtras and may lead the student astray. 

But what if the dualist thinking one has entertained since a child limits by  its nature 
one’s quest for freedom? If one is still seeking a fully satisfying truth after all these 
years, why not question these dualist assumptions? If dualism is by its nature divisive 
and not amenable to a complete freedom, then how could these dualist assumptions 
allow a text that purports to direct a student to unfettered freedom succeed? What is 
suggested here is that a dualist approach to this text is unnecessary since there is a 
better approach which avoids this limited, misleading, and divisive interpretation. 

This better approach is more firmly based in tradition and follows an earlier 
literature that is the authority on the nature of freedom (mokṣa). That earlier literature 
is also the first to mention yoga and present it as a means for this freedom.

6
 That 

literature is the sacred Upaniṣads
7
 that predate these sūtras by many hundreds to 

                                                 
6 The technical term yoga is used in Taittirīya Up., Kaṭha Up., Śvetāśvatara Up., Kaivalya Up., and many others. 
The activities (tapas), values, and meditations that characterize yoga are indicated in nearly every Upaniṣad 
from Īśā Up., Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up., Chāndogya Up., onwards. 

7 “One’s very self (ātman) is brahman (limitless reality). By clearly knowing that, there is [the mokṣa (freedom) 
said to be] the removal of [self-]ignorance. The Upaniṣad is undertaken for the sake of this knowledge of 
brahman (brahma-vidyā). This knowledge is called ‘Upaniṣad.’ [It is called Upa-ni-ṣad because] for those who 
are dedicated to that [knowledge], it loosens [the bonds of] entering a womb, birth, old age, etc., [finally] puts an 
end to that [saṃsāra, the life of unbecoming becoming] by leading [you] back to [yourself as] brahman, and, 
having done this, is the ultimate goal (śreyas) in this [knowledge].” (Taittirīya Up. Sāṅkara Bhāṣya 
introduction). 
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perhaps over a thousand years. Though it is more ancient than Sāṅkhya philosophy, it 
is more sophisticated and is quite new to most people interested in yoga. We will 
show how this approach to these sūtras, and to everything in your life, can be most 
enlightening. 

The Upaniṣads clearly unfold a vision of a limitless reality, free of division.  This 
vision pierces beyond cultures, environments, and histories. The Upaniṣad scripture is 
unlike the other scriptures of the world, because it is at once both a scripture and a 
science—a science of the nature of the spirit and the nature of the universe. It can 
then apply universally, as a science does, to all humankind—not just to a chosen, 
converted, or elite group. This science is different from the material sciences, since it 
is based on scripture (the report from someone who had realized its benefit) and the 
truth of one’s very nature. Though this spiritual science is not based on the senses, 
logic from sense perceptions, or doubt based experimentation—nor could it be—it is 
presented for peer review to the open minded in every society and every generation 
for the individual to benefit. 

This scripture applies to the basic human condition of every individual, whether 
that person believes it or not, or thinks it otherwise or not. And it allows everyone 
else to believe or think as they will. The vision of these Upaniṣads, which is assumed 
here in these sūtras, was transmitted from generation to generation to be available to 
whoever can approach and assimilate it. No attempt to convert, coerce, or conquer for 
spreading the word is required. Its own benefit to those individuals who have 
assimilated it has and will sustain its teaching tradition. 

Patañjali himself here indicates that there was this earlier body of literature from 
which he was summarizing this topic of yoga. The prefix ‘anu-’ in this initial sūtra is 
often used in the sense of anurūpe, meaning in conformity with. When applied to the 
term śāsana (teaching), it indicates that this will be the traditional teaching of yoga. 
This text is then meant to be in conformity with the prior traditional texts that deal 
with the topic of yoga and the topic of liberation, the goal of yoga. 

The prior traditional texts we have available to us today are only the scriptures, in 
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particular the Upaniṣads, that delve deeply into the topic of the nature of reality, as 
well as the popular literatures that help convey this teaching—called Purāṇas 
(legends) and Itihāsas (epics) about the lives and teachings of people who were called 
yogins. By far the most acclaimed teaching on yoga is within the Mahā-bhārata 
Itihāsa called the Bhagavad Gītā, which deals directly with yoga and its ultimate 
goal, liberation, as taught by the Lord incarnate, Śrī Kṛṣṇa. 

If we keep such texts as the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā as our principle 
reference while unfolding this terse work of Patañjali, then we will know we are 
understanding Patañjali as he intended—according to the same tradition that was 
before him, or contemporaneous (perhaps, as imagined by some academics, in the 
case of the Bhagavad Gītā), but not after him. 

When going through these sūtras, please read the commentary and the many 
footnotes, since they provide the direct connections of this work with the sacred 
tradition in which this work is to be reconciled. The original Sanskrit in as easy a 
format to read as possible is given in Appendix B for those footnotes that are 
translations of mantras and verses from scripture, the Bhagavad Gītā, and other 
original sources. 

General Definition of Yoga 

Þøø+ªøíø} ú²øÉÇøYéø;úÉÇøYúÒøáø+Ðø:G(1.2) 
yogaś citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ. 

[yoga—means; nirodha—mastery; vṛttis—thoughts; citta—mind.] 

Yoga
8
 (the means) is the mastery—discipline—of the thoughts of the mind. 

                                                 
8 “They know yoga as that [final goal (parāṃ gatim)] which has a steady control (dhāraṇā) of the organs [of 

action and knowledge].” (Kaṭha Up. 2.3.11). “The six-fold yoga is said to be withdrawing (pratyāhāra) [the 

mind and senses], retaining (dhyāna) [the wanted thoughts] in contemplation, controlling the breath (prāṇa-
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As a general definition of yoga it seems that the word nirodha is best rendered in its 
most general meaning, as mastery. Later in this text during the discussions on the 
final stages of yoga in which samādhi (contemplation) is discussed, the term nirodha 
is employed in a more specific technical sense as the culmination of samādhi. It is 
then best rendered in that context as assimilation or the dropping of ignorance and its 
various obstructions to freedom. 

The ultimate goal of yoga is to know and be only the unafflicted reality
9
 that is the 

nature of oneself, the puruṣa,
10

 the person at the core of one’s being.
11

 For this 
ultimate goal, the immediate goal of yoga is gaining clarity of mind that can 
eventually assimilate the knowledge of the nature of oneself.

12
 This involves 

sufficient mastery (nirodha) of the thoughts of the mind. 

Here, mastery does not mean suppression, rather a cognitive alertness allowing the 
most appropriate and helpful thinking to arise. This manifests outside the seat of 
meditation as propriety in action, both mental and physical, based on a clearer 
ascertainment of what is unconditional freedom. It is the mastery that a mature and 
informed person would command in a situation, as opposed to that of an immature or 
uninformed person. And this mastery is not for managing the external situation, but 
for managing the mind so that it remains a helpful tool, particularly with regard to 
intelligently seeking one’s ultimate goal in life.  

                                                                                                                                                                
āyāma), restraining (dhāraṇā) [the unwanted thoughts] in contemplation, contemplating with reason ( tarka) [in 

keeping with the scriptures], and contemplation that culminates in assimilation ( samādhi).” (Amṛta-nāda Up. 6). 

“Sameness [of attitude (buddhi) towards results—whatever they are] is called yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 2.48). “Propriety 

in actions [i.e., acting within dharma, where the means are as important as the end] is [called] yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 

2.50). “Disassociation (viyoga) from association with sorrow is what is called yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 6.23). 

9 Yoga Sūtras 1.24, 1.25, 2.2, 2.3, 3.49, 3.50, and 3.54. 

10 Yoga Sūtra 1.3. 

11 Yoga Sūtra 1.29. 

12 Yoga Sūtras 1.30 through 41, and 1.46 through 48.  
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It must clearly be understood that mastery or discipline of the mind is not in any 
way subjugation or narrow confinement of the mind. That would be confusing 
physical discipline with mental discipline. The mind is naturally fleeting and fickle, 
and can jump across the universe in a split second.13 The mind cannot be contained 
like an unruly pet. Mental discipline instead is predominantly conceptual. The only 
restrictive aspect possible here is in making an informed choice to start and remain in 
this discipline of knowledge leading to the goal of yoga. 

The word nirodha has the dictionary definitions of nāśa (destruction, 
disappearance), pralaya (resolution of an effect back into its material cause), and/or 
pratirodha (obstruction—mechanical or otherwise).14 Hence, in regard to the final 
goal of yoga, final assimilation would be an appropriate rendering of nirodha, since 
that final assimilation is a combination of a destruction of an ignorance that binds and 
a resolution of the effects of that ignorance to their objective cause—both realized 
through knowledge that frees and its assimilation. However, to reach that goal, the 
preliminary steps to this assimilation within yoga involve mastery of the mind. 

The mastery of the thoughts of the mind here in Patañjali’s yoga is willful 
direction, via repetition (abhyāsa),15 sitting (āsana),16 and breath control 
(prāṇāyāma).17 It is cognitive via trust (śraddhā),18 study (svādhyāya),19 

                                                 
13 “O Kṛṣṇa, since the mind is very fleeting, distracting, strong and well-rooted, I think that its control is quite as 
difficult as that of the wind.” (Bh. Gītā 6.34). 
14 Śabda-Stoma-Mahānidhi: A Sanskrit Dictionary by Tārānātha Bhaṭṭāchārya. 

15 Yoga Sūtra 1.12. 

16 Yoga Sūtra 2.46. 

17 Yoga Sūtra 2.49. 

18 Yoga Sūtra 1.20. 

19 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 
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contemplation (Īśvara-praṇidhāna),20 assimilation (samādhi),21 and clear knowledge 
(prajñā).22 The last of which, knowledge (prajñā), is the destruction (nāśa) of 
self-ignorance. 

Mastery (nirodha) includes the ability to assimilate and stay on a particular thought 
or topic that does not hinder (a-kliṣṭa) the goal in yoga as well as the ability to 
counteract and refrain from a particular thought or topic that hinders (kliṣṭa).23 This 
includes the ability to resolve (pralaya) cognitively all objects and the mind into the 
non-dual silence of their reality basis, into oneself. This mastery is a total 
commitment to a beneficial (śreyas) life of yoga and avoidance of what may be 
pleasurable (preyas), but not beneficial. 

An equally good rendering of the term nirodha in this context is discipline. It 
involves not just restraint from what is not helpful (by clearly seeing its unhelpfulness 
from start to finish), but also the pursuit of what is helpful. The ultimate goal of yoga 
will be further characterized as liberation (kaivalya),24 which is also said to be simply 
self-knowledge (prajñā).25 In this way, the term discipline (anuśāsana) is also 
appropriate to the final goal of yoga, since it indicates the need for the mind to follow 
a methodology, a means of knowledge (pramāṇa),26 to reach its goal. 

As the mind is finally the one that has to discipline itself, then this is self-
discipline. No one else can make you study, contemplate, and know. You have to 

                                                 
20 Yoga Sūtras 1.17, 1.23, 1.28, and 2.1. 

21 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 

22 Yoga Sūtra 1.48. 

23 Yoga Sūtra 1.5. 

24 Yoga Sūtras 2.23 through 27. 

25 Yoga Sūtras 1.48 and 4.26. 

26Yoga Sūtra 1.7.  
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complete this discipline.
27

 This is Patañjali’s yoga. 

The Goal of Yoga 

ÇøÌø ÌãñÀ ý: òéøY*Õø+{éøòËøøÒøÛø}G(1.3) 
tadā draṣṭuḥ sva-rūpe'vasthānam. 

[tadā—then; draṣṭṛ—witness; avasthāna—remains; sva-rūpa—its own 
nature.] 

From yoga’s success then, the self, the draṣṭṛ (witness)
28

 of thoughts and their 
objects, simply remains in its own nature. 

It is critical to note that it is not said that the self goes or returns to some state it does 
not have now, or had earlier, or might have in the future. This success of yoga is not a 
becoming, or a return. It is simply remaining as one really is and always has been, 
without the mind’s confusion. We will be told that the mind’s confusion is a self-
conception due to ignorance that is imposed upon the nature of the self, which the self 
does not and cannot have.

29
 You do not have to become something you right now are 

not. 

Clearly the body and the mind can be cleansed, but the belief that there is some 
cleansing process of the self that yoga achieves is nothing but further confusion about 
                                                 
27 “The beneficial (śreyas) and the pleasurable (preyas) confront a person. The wise person examines and 
differentiates the two. The wise person [such as yourself] chooses the beneficial over the pleasurable. The 
mediocre chooses the pleasurable out of [the desire for] acquiring and protecting [experiences].” ( Kaṭha Up. 
1.2.2). 

28 “You cannot see the witness (draṣṭṛ) of all that is seen. …This which is within all is your self (ātman). What 
is other than this suffers [destruction].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.4.2). “[Transparent like] water, the witness 
(draṣṭṛ) is one (eka), without a second (a-dvaita). This is what is viewed as reality (brahman), O King.” 
(Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.32). 

29 Yoga Sūtra 2.5. 
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the nature of the self. The self is never sullied, and always is and will be free in every 
way. The goal of yoga is to eliminate or sublate the false self-conception and enjoy 
the essential nature of oneself. 

What is the Essential Nature of Oneself  

The self has the most essential nature of the being that witnesses all thoughts that 
make up the mind and thereby witnesses all objects of those thoughts.

30
 Any other 

nature the self may appear to have is subsidiary and related to the particular nature or 
content of these thoughts, or the character of the objects of these thoughts. 

One may think one is a doctor or a janitor because of the knowledge and skills one 
has gained. One may think one is dull or smart because of the nature of one’s 
intellect. One may think one is sorrowful or happy because of the content of one’s 
emotive mind. One may think one is a man or a woman because of one’s body. One 
may think one is a husband or a wife because of the spouse. One may think one is a 
bachelor or a bachelorette because of the absence of a spouse. One may think one is 
an employer or an employee because of one’s activity . Whether employed, 
unemployed, unemployable, or retired, one may think one is rich, poor, or somewhere 
in-between, because of one’s possessions. One may think one is an American or an 
Indian, a Westerner or an Easterner, and so on, because of one’s geographic, political, 
social, or philosophical affiliations. 

There is a body of literature that analyzes such claims with straight-forward 
reasoning that reveals a profound vision of the reality of oneself. What that vision is , 
and how this vision changes one’s understanding of oneself and one’s entire world 
will be shown in the next few pages. This vision encompasses every way one knows 

                                                 
30 “The one who lights up this expanse consisting of the waking, dream, and deep sleep, etc. [the heavens, etc.], 
that reality (brahman) I am. Knowing this, one is free from all binds. Different from whatever is the 
experienced, the experiencer, and the experience, is the witness (sākṣin). It is pure awareness. It is I, ever calm.” 
(Kaivalya Up. 17,18). 
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oneself and the world. 

In every perception, every experience of the world, one’s self is there as the 
witness. One does not notice a difference between the witness through the eyes, the 
witness through the ears, or the witness through any of the other senses. Though the 
objects being witnessed and the senses differ, one’s self as the witness is not 
different. 

I see. I hear. I taste. In each of these, there am I. I am not two different persons. 
Each is but me as the witness accommodating every sense perception. 

Most times, I am not thinking of myself as a witness. The particular thought of 
myself as a witness of a perception is itself a thought that comes and goes. Thinking 
that I am a witness is only occasionally there, such as when I notice myself acting out 
of character. Whereas, I clearly am there as the witness in every perception, whether I 
have a thought about that witnessing or not. About this I have no doubt. 

As it is for perception, so it is for any thought. For every thought in the mind I am 
the witness. Without seeing myself as witness, I witness one thought after another. It 
is not that I witness one thought and someone else witnesses the next thought. Clearly 
I am the only witness of my thoughts. Even if I am not thinking of myself as the 
witness of my thoughts, I have no doubt I am there as the witness of every thought.  

What is the Ego 

Thoughts about myself as a perceiver or as a thinker are occasional. They come and 
go. When such thoughts come they take the form of defining me as the one who is 
witnessing the current perception (of objects or emotions) or the current thought. This 
defining myself limits me in time with respect to such and such perception or thought. 
These thoughts are what this teaching calls the ego. The ego is not some entity 
haunting within me. It is simply any thought I have about myself. The ego 
(ahaṃ-kāra), in other words, is only a type of thought that occurs in the mind. When 
it is not there, I am not consciously defining, not limiting, myself to what is 
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happening at any particular time. 

This understanding of the ego is unique in that every other teaching presents the 
ego as some entity that is either the hero or villain in life. This is simply not the case. 
The ego is only a thought that occurs in the mind, like any other thought. When it 
occurs, I am its witness. When it does not occur, I am still  the witness—the witness of 
the absence of an ego thought, whether as a non-ego thought or as the absence of any 
thought whatsoever. 

Just as I witness each thought, I also witness their absence. At the time of their 
absence I am not, nor could I be, thinking of myself as the witness of the absence of 
thought. This would be an obvious contradiction. Nevertheless, I witness the absence 
of thought. This clearly must happen between every thought this mind entertains. This 
absence of thought may be for a micro second or hours. When for just a micro second, 
like the space between movie picture frames, the gaps go mainly unnoticed, yet, like 
the movie, they are still part of and characterize the experienced, the witnessed.  

Extended periods of absence of thought happen each night I enjoy a good sleep. 
There is no ego thought occurring during this time, defining myself as being asleep, 
yet upon awakening I know I was asleep. When I am asked if I slept well, I do  not 
need to consult anyone; I myself know if I did or did not. I was the witness of being 
asleep, even though no thought occurred during that time. 

Myself as the witness is not something that comes and goes, whereas perceptions 
and thoughts do. My notions of myself as a doctor, janitor, smart, sorrowful, happy,  
married or not—these are thoughts that come and go and are ego thoughts that define 
me as one thing or another. These defining thoughts seem to limit myself to one status 
or condition, or another. But the truth is that no perception or thought can define or 
limit the very witness of them. 

Ego thoughts could only truly define a witness if the objects of these thoughts were 
that witness. Objects of thought are limited to the form of the thought. They are 
within time and place, from a limited perspective, and couched in the language of the 
mind expressing as this particular thought. 
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But the real witness is not the object of an ego thought. It is the witness itself of an 
ego thought. It transcends, as it were, the ego thought, since it is ever the subject, 
while all types of thoughts and their absence come and go. As an object in the form of 
an ego thought, such an object can never be itself the witness I am. Any ego thought 
then can never truly define, never limit, me who is the witness of all perceptions, all 
thoughts, and all objects of thought. 

The self-assessment that I need to get rid of the ego is itself another ego thought 
that defines the ego-me as a failure who has to improve, or whose ego thoughts have 
to go away. This makes little sense, since we need ego thoughts to survive in life. 
How would I know to feed this body unless I recognize I am the one who is hungry? 
If, without needing to change my language, I simply understand the expression “I am 
hungry” as meaning, in truth, “this body is hungry,” then what problem could such a 
thought be? We need these thoughts to transact in the world. 

These ego thoughts, objectively understood, do not need to go away, nor would we 
want them to all go away. They do not limit me if they are objectively understood as 
meaning this body is such and such, or this thought is such and such. They do not 
really limit me if I, in fact, clearly know myself as not these perceptions or 
thoughts—I am not these objects, but instead am their witness. 

How Can Logic Help 

Now, how do I know that I am essentially the witness of everything and am not this 
particular body and mind being witnessed? If I am the latter then I am indeed limited. 
If I am both the witness and the latter, both this witness and this witnessed entity, 
then also I am indeed still limited in time and place. I would be the witness 
conditioned, and thus limited, by the witnessed. So, while it is clear from my 
perceptions and thinking that the witness is always there, what reason do I have to 
understand myself as only the witness and not the witnessed?  

For this we need to apply correct logic toward our experiences to get at the 
essential nature of myself. We all have reasons for establishing what is real and what 
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is not real. Those reasons may vary, but the actual establishing of reality itself finally 
amounts to simply attributing one thing as real and another as not real. 

The initial criterion for reality may be stated as: We say one thing is not real and 
another is when we give up on the prior claim to reality and re-place that reality onto 
the other. This is essentially the same we do for truth also. That is why this teaching 
holds that truth and reality are essentially one and the same. Hence its word for 
reality, ‘satyam,’ is also its word for truth.

31
 Though the reasons for attributing the 

truth/reality of a thing may vary, the essential criterion for truth/reality is our 
attribution of truth/reality upon one thing or another. In other words, it is we who 
impute truth/reality to things, not that things intrinsically gain or lose some attribute 
called reality. 

An example of this attribution of truth/reality is this teaching literature’s classic 
example of snake and rope. In twilight, with enough light to see something but not 
enough to see clearly, one sees what he or she thinks is a snake. Upon closer 
examination with trust in the help of another who sees clearly, this person discovers it 
was only a rope. Here, the snake’s claim to reality (notice that it is the person who 
gave this claim, not the snake) lasted until the person re-placed that reality upon the 
rope (neither did the rope make this claim). When the rope gained that claim to 
reality, it did not in fact do anything or intrinsically gain anything. The rope had not 
lost and then regained its own nature (sva-rūpa). This sva-rūpa (its own nature) 
always was there—relatively speaking, of course, since the rope was created in time 
and will decay into something else. Nevertheless, the person now knows that what is 
there is a rope and it always was a rope, but initially or temporarily the person 
thought it was a snake. 

Another example of this attribution of truth/reality is how for millenniums people 

                                                 
31 “Speak satya (truth). Follow dharma (universal justice and local customs).” (Taittirīya Up. 1.11.1). “Satya 
(reality) is [all pairs of opposites and adjectives, such as] satya (real) and an-ṛta (unreal). They say that whatever 
there is is [only] that satya (reality).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.6.1). 
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in the West thought the Earth was flat, until a thinker and scientist gave good reason 
to think that the Earth was round. Over time this new understanding became the truth, 
the reality, of the shape of the Earth for nearly all of us. It is not that the Earth 
became round; it always was round. 

Like with the snake and rope, the facts did not change. Rather it was our cognit ive 
understanding of the facts that changed. The effect is that the roundness of the Earth, 
which we now know existed before, exists now and will exist for some time in the 
future, outlasted the flatness of the Earth, which only existed before and was limi ted 
to only our thinking it to be so. Notice that the reality of a thing is only as good as the 
next good questioning of its claim to reality. If it survives that, then it lasts until the 
next, and so on. This has become the accepted position of our modern sciences in 
their careful referencing of claims of reality or truth in their theories. 

But these two are either-or examples of claims to truth and reality. Much of life, 
though, is shades of gray, especially when categorizing the overall reality or truth of a 
situation or a thing. An extension, then, of this criterion of reality that provides for 
these shades of gray is: What outlasts or survives another, in terms of time or 
valuation of that time, is more real than the other. For example, a momentary spell of 
feeling satisfied is reduced in its overall truth or reality relative to the more pervasive 
spell of feeling unsatisfied. Therefore, thinking I am essentially unsatisfied is more 
likely than thinking I am essentially satisfied. That one is sometimes satisfied is 
true/real, but more often one seems to be unsatisfied. Both are equally real as 
experiences, but the more frequent one will prevail in one’s understanding of his or 
her overall life. 

This is an example of one thing being more true/real in our thinking than another, 
though the other cannot be totally dismissed as not real in our thinking. In this 
author’s life, I am more a student of Vedānta (of the Upaniṣads and their analysis) 
than a janitor, which I was for a few years of my life. Because of this my life choices 
now are weighted, are valued, much more towards the perspective of a student of 
Vedānta than to that of a janitor. Of course one can be both, since they do not exclude 
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each other, and indeed for a time I was both—meaning my livelihood involved both. 

If we want to examine the final reality basis of things, though, rather than just the 
temporary forms of their reality, then we can adapt a corollary of the above criterion 
of reality. That corollary is: What a thing cannot give up is its essential reality, and 
what it can give up is not its essential reality. This corollary employs the well-known 
anvaya-vyatireka (co-presence–co-absence) logic. The anvaya (co-presence) is in 
whose—the reason’s (the hetu’s)—presence something—the fact to be discerned (the 
sādhya)—invariably occurs; vyatireka (co-absence) is in whose absence that 
something invariably does not occur. This logic for getting at the essential nature of 
something is commonly used by all of us and is the basis of experimentation. 

For example, in trying to discern what is the problem with a computer, we proceed 
by removing a feature we previously installed and seeing if an unwanted, new 
symptom stops—this is the vyatireka (co-absence). Then we add back in that feature 
and see if the symptom returns—this is the anvaya (co-presence). This process 
informs us of what exactly is the nature of the problem with the computer , or at least 
which feature holds the problem. This logic is transparently used throughout the 
scripture, often through story telling,

32
 to discover the more subtle, that is, the most 

pervasive and hence basic, truth or reality of what looks like just a composite. The 
logic ferrets out the hierarchy of dependencies between seemingly equal composites. 

It is this final corollary that we will use to analyze the above claims as to who or 

                                                 
32 “ ‘Sir, how many deities sustain a creature? Which of them boast this [greatness]? And who is superior [in 
this] to those [deities]?’ To them he said, ‘This deity is Space, [as well as] Air, Fire, Water, Earth, and Speech, 
Mind, Eye, and Ear. Boasting, they say, ‘By supporting this reed [of a body], we sustain [the creature].’ Prāṇa 
(Life-force), who is superior, said to them, ‘Do not fall to this delusion. I alone, dividing myself five ways [as 
prāṇa (outward exhalation), apāna (downward inhalation and energy), vyāna (dispersing circulation), udāna 
(upward ejecting energy including the ejecting of the subtle body upon death), and samāna (uniting digestion)] 
to support this reed [of a body] and sustain [the creature].’ They did not trust [this truth]. Confidently he starts 
rising out [of the body]. When he arises, then [helplessly] all the others rise; when he settles back, every one of 
them settles back. In the same way all bees [praise] the royal bee, who arises, [by] their rising and si t when [s]he 
sits, so too Speech, Mind, Eye, and Ear, being satisfied, praise Prāṇa.’ ” (Praśna Up. 2.1 through 4). 
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what is the essential truth of the self. This corollary handles not only black or white, 
real or not real, but also shades of being more or less real/true. That is, it allows the 
dismissal of the more and more subtle natures of a thing, until one reaches the 
intrinsic nature of a thing which cannot ever be given up without the thing itself being 
lost. This corollary is applied to get at the essential reality, the essential truth, of a 
thing. 

Whatever can, in terms of out-lasting, be dismissed or devalued as not, or less, 
real/true cannot ever be a thing’s essential reality. What cannot ever be dismissed or 
devalued is, has been, and will be its essential reality. In other words, what is unreal 
can never be real (non-dismissible), nor can the real ever be unreal (dismissible).

33
 

How do I Know I am Simply the Witness 

Now, the earlier question was: How do I know that I am essentially the witness of 
everything and am not this particular body, mind, and their activities being 
witnessed? 

The claim that I am a doctor or janitor is only as true as the knowledge and skill 
that I have. This knowledge and skill set was acquired in time—before I did not have 
it, now I have it, and later when I retire and do not keep up with the knowledge and 
skills required I will lose it. Yet I am very much there before and after these 
acquirements and losses. I am more real than this knowledge and skill set. I can cease 
to be a doctor or janitor and I survive, but the doctor-me or janitor-me does not 
survive. The doctor-me or janitor-me are simply ego thoughts that come and go in 
life. The doctor-me, for example, disappears when I give attention to my wife. Then 
the husband-me occurs. The same process occurs for every other ego thought. 

If I think I am dull or smart, then this claim is based on a relative scale that I adopt. 
In comparison to a child I may be smart; in comparison to a genius I may be dull. So 

                                                 
33 “[The unreal] have a beginning and an end, [therefore] are time bound. …The unreal (a-sat) has no being 
(bhāva) [of its own], and the real (sat) has no nonbeing (a-bhāva).” (Bh. Gītā 2.14 and 16). 
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if I am both these opposite claims at the same time, then I am absolutely neither of 
them. If I study, I will be smarter and less dull. If my mind is not used or degenerates 
in sickness, then I will be more dull and less smart. These claims wax and wane 
through out my life and my day, and depend upon with whom I am comparing myself. 
Dropping these claims of being more or less dull or smart, I remain. It’s the same for 
sorrowful and happy. These wax and wane, yet I survive either of them. 

Nor am I the child, the young adult, or the geriatric. The child may be me. The 
young adult may be me. The geriatric may be me. But since they each were, are or 
will be me, then I cannot be any one of them. I exist before and after each of these 
metamorphoses. These metamorphoses of the body, like the metamorphoses of the 
mind, come and go. Again, I am simply their witness. 

Life and Death 

The gain of this body and its loss are also considered in this inquiry as something that 
comes and goes for the individual who precedes and survives these events.

34
 

An individual has his or her peculiar nature because of what that individual did 
before to earn this particular embodiment—this form, condition, or situation. What I 
do in this life will determine what I get later, after the loss of this body. 

This before-life and after-life existence of the individual is a belief (a truth claim), 
but so are many of the claims, such as I am this body, which we are dismissing here 
as not being the real I. Much of what we think we know is simply beliefs. Most of the 
information we have is personally untested, unverified by us, and simply believed to 
be so. We base many of our beliefs upon having read or heard about them from family 
and friends, from teachers in school, from a science journal, a novel, a self-help book, 
a newspaper, television, the Internet, or water-cooler gossip. 

                                                 
34 “Just as a person discarding worn-out clothes takes on other new ones; similarly, the embodied one (dehin), 
discarding worn-out bodies, takes on other new ones.” (Bh. Gītā 2.22). 
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Some people attempt to dismiss others’ beliefs to prop up their own . They resort to 
a generalization that the simpler explanation is more likely the truth. This is appealing 
to what is called Ockham’s razor, a principle of economy of explanation. I can simply 
dismiss someone else’s beliefs, such as a before-life and an after-life, as unreal if 
those beliefs look too complicated for me. In a self-defining system such as 
mathematics, this is effectively applied. It is rarely applicable, though, outside such 
artificial systems. It is not that the principle of simplicity is necessarily wrong; rather 
the application of the principle in regard to beliefs is often too simple-minded, if not 
prejudiced. Many times, and you can contemplate this yourself, a person appealing to 
this principle is not, in fact, taking into account the complexity or insufficiency of 
explanation of their assumptions behind their own beliefs. 

If, for example, one thinks that only what can scientifically be proved is real, then 
their world of the real is so tiny that it becomes nearly meaningless. When have they 
ever scientifically proved, or even scientifically established that it is provable, what is 
love, friendship, happiness, the identity of their parents and their relations, most of 
history, all of their imagined future, and on and on. Their world of the real quickly 
shrinks to a few sense perceptions they have had that they also know could be 
interpreted in an unknowable amount of ways—yet they think they are explaining the 
real world, the world of science, the supposed world we all live in.  

This is why simply labeling other beliefs as unreal and clinging to one’s own 
beliefs as real is not an ultimately satisfactory criterion for determining what is real 
and what is unreal. 

Rather than simply preaching opposing beliefs or resorting to generalizations, we 
should instead appeal to reason and inquiry to show that a particular belief is more or 
less realistic. However, with regard to the belief in the existence of an individual’s 
prior or future embodiment, it turns out that science or logic based on this life’s 
experience has no scope to prove or dismiss prior or future lives. Science cannot 
design an experiment to test the truth or untruth of the existence of prior and future 
lives. Such beliefs are about a subject matter that is outside of the stated scope of 
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either science or reasoning to prove or disprove. Dismissing, in one’s own mind, one 
or more instances of a claim of a past life as a hoax is not equivalent to dismissing the 
possibility of past lives. 

However, reasoning can dismiss the claim that I am the sum of or am any one of 
these embodiments—whether as a male or female, husband or wife, employer or 
employee, American or Indian, and so on—whether in the past, present, or future. The 
logic is that I survive these embodiments and take on other different embodiments. 
Before any one of these I was there, during I was there, and after I will be there, 
whether in this life, or any past or future life. And this logic applies whether one 
believes in a prior and after life, or not. 

So if I am not any of these, then am I nothing? —No, I always was and am the 
witness of these adventitious acquirements, qualities, metamorphoses, and 
embodiments. If there are future embodiments I will be the witness of them too.  

The 24/7 Reality 

Even in detailed analysis, I am always the witness.
35

 When I look at just a twenty-four 
hour period in this life, I am continually the witness. I witness all I experience while 
awake. In dream also nothing escapes my witnessing, since that alone can be what my 
dream is. In deep sleep when the conscious mind stops functioning, I experience the 
absence of any thing and can later clearly proclaim that I was sound asleep without a 
dream.

36
 How else would I know that? So, deep sleep is also witnessed by me. This 

same witnessing of the absence of thought happens in moments of thoughtlessness, 

                                                 
35 “‘O Yājñavalkya, when the sun has set, the moon has set, the fire has gone out, and speech has stopped, a 
person has what alone as a light?’ —‘The self (ātman) alone is his light. By the light that is the self alone, he 
sits, departs, does work, and returns.’” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.6). 

36 “[In deep sleep] it indeed does not see, [because though] indeed seeing it does not see, for there is no loss of 
vision for the witness (draṣṭṛ), since it is imperishable. Rather, there is no second thing other than it, which it 
could see as separate.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.23). 
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whether deliberate or not. In every moment of time I am the witness.  

I witness their coming and going, so I cannot be these moment to moment thoughts 
and objects I witness. They dismiss themselves in dream and deep sleep every night. I 
need not do anything to get rid of them, since they give themselves up as possibly 
being my real nature every night, every moment. Even if I philosophize that I do  not 
even exist, I am still there witnessing these philosophical, or religious, thoughts as 
they come and go. The same me, with and without these thoughts, is there before, 
during, and after every thought. 

There is never a time I was not, nor will not be. This is the statement made by  Lord 
Kṛṣṇa in the beginning of the Bhagavad Gītā. This was not a claim made because He 
is a special person, a reincarnation of the Lord. This was given as a teaching to 
Arjuna, his student, that this is the truth of Arjuna himself, the truth of the self—
never was the self not, nor will it not be.

37
 

However, my self consciously being the witness is itself a relative claim as it is 
always in relation to what I am witnessing. When there is nothing to witness, such as 
during sleep, I am not claiming this existence as a witness. It is only later, upon 
re-awaking, that I can re-claim that existence as the witness of thought or of 
thoughtlessness. If there is, in fact, no second existent thing to witness, there can then 
be no witnessor-witnessing-witnessed relationship. So while being the witness is more 
true/real than any other claim, it is itself not the absolute.

38
 

                                                 
37 “Never [was there a time that] I was not, nor you, nor these kings. Nor will any of us cease to exist hereafter.” 
(Bh. Gītā 2.12). 

38 “Because where there is as if duality, there something smells something. There something sees something. 
There something hears something. There something speaks something. There something thinks something. There 
something knows something. But where [upon the dissolution of the universe] everything is one’s self ( ātman), 
there, how would one smell what? There, how would one see what? There, how would one hear what? There, 
how would one speak what? There, how would one think what? There, how would one know what? How would 
one know that by which one knows all this? How, my dear, wou ld one know the knower?” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 
2.4.14). 
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If one were to make the better claim, then it would be that I am the reality that 
allows me to ever be the witnessor. ‘Being’ is not relational, whereas ‘witness’ is. I 
am the existence that witnesses all that can be witnessed. I am essentially existence 
itself

39
 that expresses as the witness of all. 

We will see later that the claim of the existence of any thing is itself based on the 
fact of it being witnessed. I am the source of the attribution of existence to all I 
witness, in the same way as I am the source of the attribution of reality to the various 
claims I had of my relative existence as a doctor, janitor, and etcetera. I am the being, 
the witness, who attributes all of reality to my universe of experience. None of this 
universe of experience lies outside of the reality I attribute to them, I lend to them, so 
that they may shine within my awareness of them. Being the witness of these 
experiences, they fall within my awareness. Yet they, independently, cannot be my 
nature as they are but the witnessed, the seen.

40
 Essentially, they are only the reality I 

lend to them. 

Acknowledging the fact that all things shine within the existence I am is a 
non-erroneous lending of my existence to these objects of experience. But if I 
attribute to them a degree or level of reality, such as imaginary, practical , or absolute, 
that they do not merit, then this is an erroneous attribution of the object’s existence. 
Simply making such an error, though, does not necessarily afflict me. It will afflict 
me, however, if this erroneous attribution of reality makes me erroneously take 
myself to be inadequate, unworthy, and insecure as a consequence. This is because, as 
this teaching, that is, the scripture that forms the basis of this teaching, will unfold, I 
alone cannot but be all of this existence, this reality. 

                                                 
39 “In me alone is born everything. In me everything remains. In me everything resolves. That without -a-second 
reality (brahman) am I.” (Kaivalya Up. 19). 

40 Yoga Sūtra 2.21. 
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What is the Benefit 

So what? What is the useful result of this inquiry? The benefit is knowing that all 
limitation, all that I do not want, everything that afflicts me, is something that is 
witnessed by me. Being more real than the limitations, I am not them. Any 
identification I have with these is sub-rated, (dismissed as less real) by this 
incontrovertible, unshakable knowledge that I am their witness. Any limitation is not 
me. What I do not want is not me. Any affliction I appear to have is not me. Any 
notion I have about myself is not me. 

I am not even limited by other conscious beings, since these so-called other beings 
are just the bodies I see and the minds I encounter. I cannot and do not witness the 
witness that they are.

41
 The witness is the one reality that cannot admit a second. For 

every witnessed thing there are innumerable other witnessed things to limit it. For the 
witness alone that possibility of being limited is not there. In this way the literature 
that guides this inquiry unfolds this witness reality as the only reality, the one without 
a second that has always been just this only reality.

42
 This witness is reality itself 

without limit. It is not inside you—it is the essential you, you are this reality, and this 
reality cannot be without you. It is all that is real, because it is reality itself. All 
beings, all of time and space, are within the scope of this witness, this reality. This 
limitless reality, even if taken as the Lord, is not other than you. How could it be 
otherwise and still be limitless? 

Once the knowledge of my real self as unlimited reality itself is fully assimila ted, a 
freedom from limitation, from all afflictions is attained.

43
 And that freedom is more 

                                                 
41 “This self (ātman) hidden [by unreal ignorance] in all beings does not appear.” (Kaṭha Up. 1.3.12). 

42 “Existence (sat) alone, my dear, was this in the beginning, one only without a second.” (Chāndogya Up. 
6.2.1). 

43 “By which [reality] all this [the time-bound unreal, including this mind-body complex] is pervaded, know that 
[timeless and real] to be indestructible. Nothing is able to bring about the destruction of this that does not 
change.” (Bh. Gītā 2.17). 
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real than the bondage I thought I was subject to, since I always was, am, and will be 
free from these limitations and afflictions as ever being their witness, whereas the 
sense of bondage comes to an end. Freedom is another expression of the truth, the 
reality of myself. 

So when someone wonders why you are trying to figure out who you are, thinking 
that this is something obvious and that you are wasting your time, then this small 
discussion may help you understand what this inquiry is.  

Not that you need to convince others, though. If you think you need to convince 
others that you are right (or at least okay), then you have not fully understood this 
teaching. Nor could you, or can you, convince others if they have not started to 
question their own erroneous assumptions about themselves. 

By the way, this is one of the reasons this teaching has been called the most secret 
of secrets. There can be no conversion of the multitudes. The truth is already 
everywhere available, 24/7, but few see it. That makes it the most secret of secrets. 
Seekers of this complete freedom have to come to discover this truth by correcting 
their vision, correcting their thinking. None can help the seeker, unless the seeker 
sincerely asks for help. But such seekers are few; most people simply struggle to 
survive in their short lifetime, clinging to a myriad of beliefs to console and comfort 
them in the struggle. That is what life is. 

Until one does this inquiry, one only has a vague, unverifiable belief in who one 
thinks one is. This belief lasts only until the next good question, but most people 
avoid these questions and avoid those who bring up these questions. It is unsettling to 
be reminded that you do not really know who you really are. 

Patañjali Indicates This Witness Reality 

Patañjali only touches here on the nature of this reality—with just the one telling 
word draṣṭṛ (witness). Later he will also present this self as untouched by the 
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afflictions of ignorance, the I-notion, attachment, aversion, and the fear of death;
44

 
pure perception or consciousness;

45
 the one reality in which all else is the very same, 

as not other;
46

 then again as time-less, pure and satisfied;
47

 the presiding presence in 
and the witness of everything;

48
 and finally as the immutable and the self-revealing.

49
 

This is the significant minimum to point out the exact nature of oneself and all of 
reality according to the vision of the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā. Patañjali 
assumes that one has been exposed to this teaching of the nature of reality, since that 
exposure

50
 (self-study, svādhyāya) is the initial and essential step in yoga, and that one 

is now ready to contemplate upon it to help assimilate this knowledge in one’s life. 

What Patañjali writes in these sūtras will then clearly follow from this 
background. Without this background, we end up with the less helpful translations 
and interpretations, replete with vague terminologies and mystical claims that fill 
yoga bookshelves. But now, with this understanding of what the inquiry is and what 
the topic of the contemplation should be, we can proceed as, we assume, Patañjali 
would have wanted us to proceed. 

Identification with Thought 

éø;úÉÇøYòøøY*ÕÞøÛø} "ÇøáÊøG(1.4) 
vṛtti-sā-rūpyam itaratra. 

                                                 
44 Yoga Sūtras 1.24, 2.3, 2.10, and 4.30. 

45 Yoga Sūtras 2.20 and 4.34. 

46 Yoga Sūtras 3.53 and 55. 

47 Yoga Sūtra 2.5. 

48 Yoga Sūtra 3.49. 

49 Yoga Sūtras 4.18 and 19. 

50 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 
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[itaratra—on the other hand; sā-rūpya—has the same form; vṛttis—
thoughts.] 

On the other hand, until yoga’s success, one erroneously believes he or she has 
the same form as the thoughts of the mind.

51
 

This, which we will see in the second chapter, is the fundamental ignorance in the 
form of a mutual imposing of natures between the seer and the seen, the witness and 
the witnessed. This is a clear statement of the fundamental problem. 

It is not the problem that thoughts (vṛttis) appear, but that one assumes the same 
form (sā-rūpya) of these thoughts: “I am a doctor,” “I am upset,” “I am not satisfied,” 
and so on. This mis-identification means the thoughts control and define the person, 
instead of the other way around. 

It will be shown later that simply mechanically stopping thoughts will not keep 
them from coming back.

52
 So the goal of yoga is not stopping thoughts, as many think 

it is. If simply stopping thought is yoga, then a sleep, drugs, or coma is instant yoga. 
This is why Patañjali next goes on to describe the nature and quality of thoughts, and 
which to pursue and which to avoid, since it is not that you think, which we all—
whether a great yogin or not—obviously do in our own ways, but how you think that 
is the problem addressed by yoga. 

Another meaning for itaratra is at other times. But this would convey the sense 
that the yogin resides in the seer sometimes and is identified with thoughts at other 
times. This sense of the word only weakens the earlier sūtra to merely indicating an 
intermediate stage of on again off again experience of meditative peace  in the self. 
This mediocre expression of the goal of yoga would not have been the intent of 
Patañjali at the defining start of this text. 

                                                 
51 “The mind (citta) alone indeed is one’s transient existence (saṃsāra). One should make effort to clean it up. 
In whatever way one thinks, that one becomes. This is an eternal mystery!” (Maitrāyaṇī Up. 1.9). 

52 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 
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The Nature of Thoughts 

é ø ; É Ç ø Þ ø :   Õ ø ¼ ø ´ Ç ø Þ Þ ø :   ù ¡ ç ¢ ñ À ø ù ¡ ç ¢ ñ À ø : G(1.5) 
vṛttayaḥ pañcatayyaḥ kliṣṭākliṣṭāḥ. 

[vṛttis—thoughts; pañcataya—of five types; kliṣṭa—hinder; a-kliṣṭa—do not 
hinder.] 

These thoughts are of five types, and either hinder or do not hinder one’s 
progress in yoga. 

The word kliṣṭa, as well as its negative a-kliṣṭa, is an adjectival form of the noun 
kleśa (affliction). Kliṣṭa refers to those thoughts that sustain the kleśas,53 while 
a-kliṣṭa refers to those thoughts that counter-act the kleśas. And to be free of the 
kleśas, the final goal of yoga, is to be the perfect puruṣa (person, self), the very nature 
of the Lord.54 

In this context, with reference to the goal of yoga, we are defining kliṣṭa as what 
hinders one’s progress in yoga, rather than the dictionary meanings as afflicted or 
painful. Those definitions miss the intent of this section which is to present thoughts 
as either helpful or not towards the goal of yoga. It is a mistake to say that some 
thoughts may be painful (kliṣṭa) and thus they should all be removed. That 
interpretation is based on duality and a fear of thoughts, of thinking. Mind is not your 
enemy in yoga; it is your tool and friend. 

A-kliṣṭa, in its fullest understanding, thus means what is other than what hinders 
one’s progress in yoga. However, it may also mean what is neutral—neither hindering 
nor helpful. Much of how we live life is neutral to our conscious goals in life, and this 

                                                 
53 “Kleśa-hetu (what occasions [nimitta] the afflictions)” (Vyāsa’s Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 1.5, and 
Śaṅkara’s Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya Vivaraṇa 1.5). 

54 Yoga Sūtras 1.24, 1.25, 2.2, 2.3, 3.49, 3.50, 3.54, and 4.30. 
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can be part of our aimless getting along in life without making any progress. But here, 
it will be shown that karma-yoga is very much a part of yoga.

55
 Thus, how one 

understands the entire world, how one understands oneself, and how one bases all 
choices in life become centered on one’s understanding of realities , which is the crux 
of this teaching. In that all-embracing world view including everything in everyway,

56
 

neutrality—ineffective action and thought—becomes less and less. A-kliṣṭa then 
becomes a matter of living entirely the understanding born of this teaching, and 
therefore means that which is always helpful in one’s progress in yoga. 

This distinction, then, between kliṣṭa and a-kliṣṭa is central to citta-vṛtti-nirodha 
(mastery or discipline in thinking). And this is more to the point of nirodha than is 
nir-vikalpa-samādhi which will be discussed later, and which is simply an 
unavoidable result of this discipline. This sūtra is often glossed over by the 
commentators and translators of these sūtras, and not clearly connected as it should 
be to the preceding sūtras (where the goal and the problem are stated) and following 
sūtras (where the means are stated). 

ÕøãÛøømøYúéøÕøÞøâÞøYúéø¡¢èÕøYúÒøÌãøYòÛø;ÇøÞø:G(1.6) 
pramāṇa-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidrā-smṛtayaḥ. 

[pramāṇa—knowledge; viparyaya—error; vikalpa—imagination; nidrā—
sleep; smṛti—memory.] 

These five types of thoughts are knowledge, error, imagination, sleep, and 
memory. 

These five can be taken as just five categories of thought that Patañjali wants to 
highlight, while not covering all possible types of thought. Alternatively, as we will 

                                                 
55 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 

56 Yoga Sūtra 3.54. 
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take them here, they may be taken broadly so that they do cover all possible thoughts.  

As broad categories of all thought, then, any thought that is factually connected to 
and is about a stimulus would be knowledge. For example, an emotion, which is a 
perception of a mental state (the stimulus), would be included in knowledge 
(pramāṇa). If a thought has no connection to a stimulus, it would be an imagination. 
But if that imagination is then taken as factually connecting to some stimulus, then 
that imagination would instead be an error. If there was no conscious thought of any 
stimulus at a given time, then a non-conscious experiential thought that this factually 
occurred would be later consciously recalled as having been sleep. If none of the 
above strictly applies, then it would be a thought about one of those first four types of 
thought. This would be what we call a memory. We do not directly remember stimuli. 
Instead, we only recollect right now a past experience (thought)—whether the 
experience is about a stimulus factually, imaginatively, or falsely, or it is about the 
lack of a stimulus. 

ÕøãÇÞø¦øøÒø üÛøøÒøøªøÛøø: ÕøãÛ øømøøúÒøG(1.7) 
pratyakṣānumānāgamāḥ pramāṇāni. 

[pramāṇa—knowledge; pratyakṣa—direct knowledge; anumāna—indirect 
knowledge; āgama—scripture.] 

Knowledge is either direct knowledge—direct sense perception of their objects 
and perception of one’s mental states; indirect knowledge—various inferences 
based on direct knowledge, other inferences, or on scripture;  or scripture, 
literally, truth that has come down from beginningless time through tradition—
scriptural knowledge of those things that are not within the scope of perception 
and thus inference. In this way scripture becomes a unique source of knowledge.  

Pramāṇa means knowledge or, more literally, a means of knowledge. Direct 
perception by way of any of the five sense organs (hearing, seeing, touching, tasting, 
or smelling) and valid inference, by themselves, do not hinder one’s progress. 
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Scripture understood in its full context, as well as direct perception and inference in 
support of the scripture, help one’s progress in yoga. 

Later philosophers, including some philosophically minded Vedāntins, technically 
distinguish from this broad term of anumāna (inference) three more means of 
knowledge: upamāna (comparison), for example, upon seeing a wild ox in the forest, 
there arises the knowledge, “this is like a cow”; arthāpatti (presumption), for 
example, this person remains hefty but is not seen to eat during the day, so there 
arises the knowledge, “this person must eat at night”; and anupalabdhi (non-
perception), for example, on a well lit ground, because of not seeing a pot, there 
arises the knowledge, “a pot is not there.” These extra technical distinctions in logic 
are simply included here in Patañjali’s use of the word anumāna (inference). Śaṅkara 
in his authoritative commentaries on the major Upaniṣads routinely lists just the three 
means of knowledge, as found here in this sūtra. 

In regard to the final means of knowledge, latter day philosophers of India have 
stretched āgama beyond the scriptures to mean any knowledge that comes from verbal 
testimony. This is an unreliable extrapolation of this essential means of knowledge. 
The classic definition of an independent means of knowledge is that it is both not 
contradicted (a-bādhita) by another means of knowledge and not gained (an-
adhigata) by another means of knowledge. With these two criteria, simple verbal 
testimony from a person does not stand up as a means of knowledge. 

First, what someone tells you is often contradicted later. Also what someone tells 
you can be just as well known to you directly either by perception or by your own 
inference of the object this person is talking about. Then again, what was the source 
of that person’s knowledge they are relaying to you? That source was likely either 
their perceptions or their inferences, but perhaps it was also imagination or error. So 
the truth of their words is only the truth of those other two means of knowledge, 
nothing more. If the person is knowledgeably relaying the scripture to you, then that 
is the passing along of the āgama (scripture, tradition).  

When you hear someone say something, you directly gain knowledge of that 
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person’s words. This is a direct perception through hearing. As with seeing, our 
knowledge through hearing is in the thought-form of words, for example, “this person 
is saying this…”. From that perceptual knowledge you may have anywhere from a 
strong belief to a strong disbelief in regard to what you think those words are 
referring. The result is this verbal testimony has the added aspect of inference. That 
is, since this person has always relayed true statements to me before, I accept what I 
believe this person is saying now. If the person had lied to me before, I may not take 
what I believe this person is saying as true. The person is giving verbal testimony to 
me in either case, so the only difference is my assumptions and inferences about that 
person. In other words, inference plays too crucial a role here to accept simple verbal 
testimony as an independent means of valid knowledge. 

If Patañjali really meant simple verbal testimony here, then he could have used the 
much more generic term śabda, or śabda-jñāna, (words or verbal-knowledge). 
Instead, he uses the term āgama which literally means what comes, and in practical 
usage usually means tradition or scripture—what has been handed down from 
beginningless time and is not considered authored, not created new by a specific 
human being. Knowledge from scripture is neither contradicted nor gained by any 
other source. 

The other scriptures of the world are admittedly written by men and deal mainly 
with specific events, dreams, or visions that were perceptual or could be as well 
inferred. They have a history and a date of creation, even though they may be 
considered inspired by God. They can easily be seen as borrowing inspiration and 
expressions from each other and from other indigenous traditions that have not 
survived intact. Many of these scriptures are stories that include moral guidance. 
Whereas, the scriptures this text relates to are metaphysical teachings, not otherwise 
knowable. 

The āgamas are these scriptures, the Vedas including their Upaniṣads, but also are 
the later Purāṇas (legends) and Iti-hāsas (epics) that relay the scriptural teachings in a 
popular format for all the people of India. But those later texts’ authority is only so 
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much as they do not contradict the scriptures, especially concerning the topics of 
these Yoga Sūtras, namely, the nature of the self (ātman, draṣṭṛ), the Lord (Īśvara), 
and the teaching (jñāna) including yoga. To represent the Purāṇas and Iti-hāsas, the 
Bhagavad Gītā has been chosen because it is specifically held in the highest esteem 
regarding the teaching of the Lord and of yoga. The many quotations in this book are 
from the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā. 

The glossing over of āgama pramāṇa (means of knowledge) to mean simple verbal 
testimony may imply or assert that whatever any yoga teacher says is to be taken as 
the gospel—because they said it. This is just uncritical thinking and can steal your life 
away. Always be careful of those who say, “Just trust me.” 

We instead believe that Patañjali wished to explicitly establish from the start of 
these sūtras the prāmāṇya (validity) of the scripture, which is the critical authority 
with regard to kaivalya (liberation), the knowledge of the self, and what is its helpful 
means (yoga). 

What in the scripture is a means of knowledge then? When the scripture in this 
tradition talks about heaven, the existence and nature of heaven cannot be 
contradicted (in this life) by direct perception and thus by inference, nor gained by 
those other two means of knowledge. Yoga perception of subtle things, such as 
heaven, is, for others, the yogin’s verbal testimony, or, in any case, is not a common 
means of knowledge. If it is believed, it would fall under direct perception of the 
yogin. If it clearly contradicts scripture, it would be taken in this tradition as 
mistaken. If it is in keeping with the scripture, it is a restatement of the scripture. 

When this scripture talks about dharma (universal order) it does not present it as a 
set of moral mandates writ large in stone or divine dreams. The scripture unfolds 
dharma as a universal law and a psychological principle operating in the universe by 
way of a mechanism, called karma. Karma connects causes, such as a past action, to 
their effects, though a passage of time may intervene. This is a teaching of realities, 
not a thou shalt. We perceive the effects of karma, but only a scripture can 
authoritatively present the subtle reality behind the perception. In this way, this 
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scripture is uniquely presented as a means of knowledge for gaining understanding of 
subtle truths essential for human maturity, not something to be blindly, 
unquestioningly believed or followed. 

This scripture is viewed as a manual of knowledge that comes along
57

 in every 
cycle of manifestation of the universe.

58
 It comes with the universe and is thus not 

originally authored by any human, but is only naturally re-revealed in each creation 
cycle through sages, whose teachings were orally preserved until written down in 
recent times. Being viewed as not coming from a particular person or persons, but 
rather from the Lord, then trust can be more easily given. This scripture could not be 
for the profit of some person or institution. Nor would it only be from some person’s 
perspective and information, where it could become irrelevant or outdated. Being 
directly from the timeless Lord, these preserved teachings are not taken as simple 
verbal testimony. 

When the scripture talks about rivers, cities, plants, flying machines, math 
techniques, and other types of topics, it has no exclusive prāmāṇya (validity), since 
these may as well be ascertained through perception and inference by those people in 
those times, and in our generation through perception and inference via geology, 
archeology, paleontology, or the other sciences. These are not what are being pointed 
out as the knowledge being conveyed by the scripture. But being a part of the 

                                                 
57 “The Lord of creatures (Prajā-pati) contemplated (abhi-atapat) the worlds. While they were being 
contemplated, He extracted their essences—Fire from the earth, Wind from the sky, the Sun from the heavens. 
He contemplated these three deities. While they were being contemplated, He extracted Their essences [the three 
Veda hymn forms] —the Ṛg [i.e., chanted] verses from Fire, Yajur prose from Wind, Soman [i.e., sung] verses 
from the Sun.” (Chāndogya Up. 4.17.1 and 2). 

58 “Repeatedly spreading out the net (jāla) [i.e., the Indra-jāla, the blinding net of appearances] one after 
another, this Lord (deva) withdraws it into this ground (kṣetra) [i.e., into itself]. Repeatedly manifesting (sṛṣṭvā) 
[the manifestations of creation] via the Lords of creatures (Prajā-patis) [in each cycle], the Lord (Īśa) as the 
limitless self (mahā-ātman) continues the over-lordship (ādhipatyaṃ kurute) of all [through these appearances].” 
(Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.3). 
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scripture, these types of statement are simply taken as true, and beneficial in some 
way to someone. 

If the scripture said “fire is cold,” that statement would, on the face of it, be wrong 
because it contradicts our perception. In taking the scripture as true (otherwise called 
śraddhā, trust), then one would look for another meaning for such statements within 
their context that would not contradict perception and logic. 

The āgama (scripture) thus only has validity in those statements about what would 
not be contradicted by another means of knowledge and not be otherwise gained by 
direct perception or by inference. That is why it stands on its own as a separate, 
independent means of knowledge, and why it forms the third pramāṇa. It remains a 
valid means of knowledge, no matter the expanse of the frontiers of mankind’s 
sciences. It can never become ill-relevant or replaced. 

One comes to look at scripture intelligently—not blindly. This is well laid out in 
the ancient science of scriptural analysis, called mīmāṃsā. The mīmāṃsā of the 
Upaniṣads (Uttara-mīmāṃsā), the science of the Upaniṣad scriptures, is otherwise 
known as Vedānta, and yoga is the preparation for assimilating this Vedānta, 
according to the Kaivalya Upaniṣad.

59
 

The ultimate knowledge taught in the scripture is the one that finally frees the 
individual from saṃsāra (the unbecoming life of becoming). The preparation of the 
mind so that it can quickly assimilate this freeing knowledge is called yoga.

60
  

                                                 
59 “Not by action, progeny, or wealth, but by renunciation they attain immortality—beyond heaven and hidden in 
the cave [of the heart/intellect]. Into this which shines there enter those who apply [appropriate] effort. Having 
clearly ascertained the meaning of the science (vijñāna) of Vedānta and who have clarity of mind (śuddha-
sattva) through the yoga of renunciation (sannyāsa), at the time of death they all are free and beyond mortality 
in the world(s) of brahman.” (Kaivalya Up. 3 and 4). 

60 “In this world, indeed, there is no purifier equal to knowledge. In time, the one who is prepared by yoga [and 
has a proper teacher] gains that [knowledge] easily in [one’s prepared] mind.” (Bh. Gītā 4.38). 
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úéøÕøÞøâÞøø + úÛøËÞøøY¹øøÒøÛø} !øYÇøÌ} Y*ÕøYÕøãúÇøñÂÛø}G(1.8) 
viparyayo mithyā-jñānam a-tad-rūpa-pratiṣṭham. 

[viparyaya—error; mithyā-jñāna—false conclusion; a-tad-rūpa-pratiṣṭha—
not based on the actual form of its object.] 

Error
61

 is a false conclusion not based on the actual form of its object. 

Mithyā-jñāna literally means falsely-knowing. For example, an error in perception 
would be thinking a rope in bad light is a snake. An error in assumption or inference 
would be one that does not amount to valid indirect knowledge. An error regarding 
what is not available for perception and thus inference would be, for example, 
thinking that one’s self is just this body-mind complex. Error is not knowing the 
actual nature of whatever is the subject matter of the cognition and then imposing 
one’s imagination upon it, thinking that this is its real nature.  

Error hinders progress in yoga, so it is kliṣṭa, though we may learn from our 
mistakes. If that learning takes place, then that learning would be due to one of the 
pramāṇas. It would be about what is learned, not the mistake. If the mistake is 
learned, then that would just be repeating it. 

íø×ÌY¹øøÒøøÒøüÕøøÇøû éøòÇøüYíøþÒÞøø+ úéø¡¢èÕø:G(1.9) 
śabda-jñānānupātī vastu-śunyo vikalpaḥ. 

[vikalpa—imagination; anupātin—based; śabda-jñāna—verbal knowledge; 
śūnya—lacks; vastu—object.] 

Imagination is based on and does not lead beyond verbal knowledge and 
lacks an actual, separate object. 

                                                 
61 “These two, known as ignorance (a-vidyā) and knowledge (vidyā), are widely opposed (viparīta) and 
diverging [leading to bondage and to freedom, respectively].” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.4). 
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Imagination is any belief or statement that amounts to only the meanings of the words 
it is couched in and does not actually attain its intended object . For example, “The 
self (has a measure which) is infinite” is an imagination, instead of the correct, “The 
self has no measure,” because the mind cannot attain an actual conception of an 
infinite measure. 

We use imagination to educate as well as entertain, such as in mythical or fictional 
stories, and imagination can be a part of scriptural upāsanas (meditations). As long as 
one understands the intended purport of these statements and does not blindly assume 
the validity of the literal details, these do not hinder progress in yoga and can even 
help. 

Imagination is also technically present in much of what we believe,
62

 especially 
regarding what is subtle. But, regarding subtle matters that must be understood 
instead of believed, imagination hinders progress in yoga.

63
 It is also why in this study 

we have to go beyond the words, which can as well add imaginations about oneself 
based on their literal meanings, instead of enlighten us, instead of resolving their 
meaning in the truth of oneself as their implied meaning. 

In the above example, “The self is infinite” only amounts to a mere concept in my 
mind about infinity, simply a thought, that I then equate with myself. This only 
expresses that I am some thought in my mind, which itself misses its target by an 
infinite measure. Whereas, “The self has no measure” is a negation of any limit that 
my mind can think of as being applicable to myself. This removes erroneous concepts 
I have about myself, such as I am just this body or this thought in my mind.  

Similarly, statements such as “I am all knowledge” make sense when taken to mean 
I am the reality that is the effortless witnessing that lights up all thoughts in this and 

                                                 
62 Yoga Sūtra 1.42. 

63 “[The self] is imagined (vikalpita) as these countless things such as the life-force (prāṇa), etc. This is the 
apparition (māyā) of that shining one (deva) [the self], by which that very one itself is deluded.” (Māṇḍūkya Up. 
Kārikā 2.19). 
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every mind. Whereas, an imagination of this would be thinking that I (this mind) 
should know in detail everything in the universe. Such imaginations are frequently 
seen in current yoga literature. Our self-conceptions should be in line with reality. 

Imagination (vikalpa), when given a status of reality, becomes error (viparyaya). 
Hence error (viparyaya) is sometimes called imagination (vikalpa), because error has 
both ignorance and imagination as its basis. It is a covering of the fact (the ignorance) 
and then projecting, superimposing, something else in its place (the imagination). 
Imagination with ignorance is hindering, since it limits one’s progress in clear 
understanding of realities. Imagination with knowledge is at worst non-hindering, like 
the enjoyment of reading a book of fiction. 

Imagination is what is being pointed out in the daring and significant āgama 
(scripture) statements that everything of the universe, of course including this mind 
and body complex, is no more than hanging on the tip of the tongue.

64
 

It is language itself, the vehicle of the mind, that forms the divisions of everything 
known and unknown in the entire universe by naming and categorizing. The 
expression of everything being only a name (nāmadheya) is the basis of the later 
expression of everything being only names and forms (nāma-rūpa). Here, the forms 
(rūpas) are simply the phenomenal sense perceptions, not separate from their word-
names that occur in the mind, because of the way the senses and mind are made. This 
same expression, nāma-rūpa, can as well be taken as “whose form/nature (rūpa) is 
but a name (nāman).” 

Because of our human ability of naming by way of our many languages by 
different humans, in different circumstances, in varying perspectives with different 

                                                 
64 “Just as, my dear, everything made of clay [e.g., a clay pot] is known through this one lump of clay, being a 
modification (vikāra) in name only (nāmadheya), based on words (vācā-ārambhaṇa), the ‘clay’ alone is their 
reality (satya). Just as, my dear, everything made of metal ( loha—often referring to either iron, copper, or gold) 
is known through this one lump of metal, being a modification in name only, based on words, the ‘metal’ alone 
is their reality.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.1.4 and 5). 
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sense acuities and language associations, the various forms of the universe are 
conceived quite different from each other. What to speak of how different these forms 
are from the perspective of the countless other creatures (from dolphins to insects) 
whose minds and thus languages, so to speak, are incomparably different. Being 
subject to countless, changing perspectives in time and place, and so without a single 
definitive form to be found anywhere—otherwise called being indefinable 
(a-nirvacanīya), not categorically and absolutely definable—then this universe is 
understood in this teaching as more a fiction, a mere appearance (māyā), than an 
absolute fact.

65
 Because we can change our perspective about anything and 

everything, then no one perspective about any object or any thought can define or 
limit what is truly reality. 

Language and imagination can imprison, by way of error, one who is ignorant of 
realities, but has no power to imprison one who no longer is ignorant of realities. So, 
though language and imagination do not in fact hinder a person, are a-kliṣṭa, finally, it 
is only ignorance, and what sustains ignorance, that hinders a person. 

                                                 
65 “‘Lord (Indra) was the reflection in every form, for revealing that form of His. By appearances (māyās) [in the 
senses of individuals] the Lord (Indra) is taken as multi-formed, because of His harnessed hundreds of ten 
horses (haris) [i.e., the ten organs of action and knowledge]’ (Ṛg Veda 6.47.18). He indeed is the horses [the 
organs], He indeed is the ten and the thousands [of creatures], many and countless.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 
2.5.19). “The wise say the dream and waking worlds are the same, because there is a well -known, logical 
similarity of their different objects. [Namely] what is not there before and after is in that same way [i.e., not 
there] in the present also. Those [objects in the waking world] are regarded [by the unwise] as not false, [even] 
while being similar [in nature] to the false [mirages, etc.] [which are also unreal even during their appearance]. 
[Additionally] their having a [real, i.e., lasting] utility is contradicted in dream [e.g., despite a supposedly real 
evening meal that satisfies hunger, one can then dream one is starving]. Therefore, by having a beginning and an 
end, they are taught (smṛta) to indeed exist falsely (mithyā).” (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.4 through 7). “The 
shining self imagines (kalpayati) itself by itself via its own māyā. It alone knows the different objects. This is 
the determination of the Vedāntas (i.e., Upaniṣads).” (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.12). 
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!øYÙøøéøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøæÛ×øÒøø éø;úÉÇøá} úÒøÌãøG(1.10) 
a-bhāva-pratyayālambanā vṛttir nidrā. 

[nidrā—sleep; vṛtti—mental state; ālambana—based; pratyaya—cognition; 
a-bhāva—absence.] 

Sleep is a mental state that is based on the cognition of absence of any object 
of thought, such that, “I knew nothing at that time.” 

Sleep in moderation does not hinder progress, but excessive sleep and certainly 
absent-mindedness in one’s activities may hinder progress in yoga.

66
 But sleep here 

should not be understood as the physiological condition of resting; it is rather the 
cognitive state of the mind that occurs during dreamless sleep, when the mind does 
not manifest any thought.

67
 Later we will see that a clear understanding of sleep, of 

the reality therein, helps one’s progress in yoga. 

!øÒøüÙøþÇøYúéøðøÞøøòø@Õø ãÛøø +ðø: òÛø;úÇø:G(1.11) 
anubhūta-viṣayāsaṃpramoṣaḥ smṛtiḥ. 

[smṛti—memory; a-saṃpramoṣa—not losing; viṣaya—object; anubhūta—
experienced before.] 

Memory is not losing in the mind an object experienced before. 

Memory is not a form of new knowledge, but is just the bringing up of the subject 

                                                 
66 “Yoga is not there for one who sleeps too much.” (Bh. Gītā 6.16). 

67 “Where the one who is asleep neither desires any object nor sees any dream, that is deep sleep. Whose world 
is the deep sleep, who has [therein] become one as pure cognition alone [without an objec t], who is peaceful as 
an enjoyer of the peace [of oneself] [via the absence of disturbance], who is the portal to the experience [of the 
other two worlds: dream and waking]—this one is [called] prājña and is the third quarter [of Om and of ātman].” 
(Māṇḍūkya Up. 1.5). 
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matter of a prior knowledge or prior experience, imagined or otherwise, stored in the 
mind (see Appendix D). Memory is required to progress in yoga since it is what keeps 
the teaching at the forefront of one’s understanding of everything in one’s universe. 
Remembered erroneous conclusions and falsified imaginations need to be 
re-evaluated and dropped in the light of new knowledge. 

Simply remembering the teaching, though useful, is not the goal of yoga. The 
teaching has to be converted to knowledge (pramāṇa), not to just a parroting, out loud 
or to oneself, of the mere words of the teaching. This is why memory is here listed as 
different from pramāṇa. 

Later it will be shown that memory is the nature of the past, while imagination is 
the nature of the future. The present is the realm of knowledge, error and sleep. That 
knowledge and the essence (the reality) of the present are one and the same.

68
 This is 

the nature of the teaching—it keeps getting deeper into the nature of reality around 
and within us, until clarity within the one reality that encompasses and includes all is 
one’s presence. 

Repetition and Non-attachment 

!øÙÞøøòøYéøeáøªÞøøÙÞøø@ ÇøÒø}YúÒøáø+Ðø:G(1.12) 
abhyāsa-vairāgyābhyāṃ tan-nirodhaḥ. 

[tad-nirodha—discipline of these; abhyāsa—repetition; vai-rāgya—
non-attachment.] 

The discipline of these thoughts is by repetition
69

 and by non-attachment,
70

 
which together lead to contemplation and a contemplative life. 

                                                 
68 See commentaries on Yoga Sūtras 4.12 and 4.19. 

69 “Making one’s body the fire-making block of wood and praṇava (i.e., Om) the upper churning stick, by the 
repetition (abhyāsa) of churning which is contemplation (dhyāna), the shining self (deva) becomes evident, as 
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Both abhyāsa (repetition) and vairāgya (non-attachment) will be defined in the 
following sūtras. What is to be repeated and how, plus the nature and importance of 
non-attachment will be fully dealt with in the rest of the sūtras. 

Initially, these two are repetition of what helps (a-kliṣṭa) one’s progress in yoga, 
and non-attachment to what hinders (kliṣṭa). Ultimately, it requires non-attachment to 
even what previously helped one’s progress, but later stands in the way. This 
discipline, which is yoga, brought about by repetition and non-attachment, becomes 
the contemplation described shortly. 

The goal of this discipline, of yoga, is oneself free of errors in thinking due to 
ignorance of one’s essential nature. But, unless yoga is taken as the end, as 
knowledge itself, what is only a means is just that—a means. It should not be taken as 
the end in itself. This is why people can get stuck in doing yoga and remain 
unfulfilled thinking there is nothing more. What is more is the ultimate goal of yoga, 
for which yoga is just a means that should be used until the goal is reached. Finally, 
one needs to be non-attached to yoga in order to arrive at one’s ultimate goal of 
freedom.

71
 

ÇøÊø úòËøÇøøe ÞøÈøÓø +{ÙÞøøòø:G(1.13) 
tatra sthitau yatno'bhyāsaḥ. 

                                                                                                                                                                
though [previously] hidden within.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 1.14). “Making one’s body the fire-making block of 
wood and praṇava the upper churning stick, by the repetition (abhyāsa) of churning which is knowledge 
(jñāna), the wise burn their karma demerit.” (Kaivalya Up. 11). “The mind is fleeting and difficult to master. 
But, O Arjuna, with repetition (abhyāsa) and with non-attachment (vairāgya), it is mastered.” (Bh. Gītā 6.35). 

70 “Continuing variously in ignorance, the immature boast ‘we have attained the goal.’ Since engaged in 
activities, they do not try to gain knowledge due to attachment (rāga). Suffering afflictions because of that, they 
fall back when [what it took to gain] their world (loka) [i.e., their human embodiment, heaven, etc.] is 
exhausted.” (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.2.9). 

71 Yoga Sūtra 3.50. 
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[abhyāsa—repetition; yatna—effort; sthiti—remaining; tatra—in that.] 

Repetition is mental and physical effort in remaining in that discipline. 

òø Çøü Ìû¬øâY¡¢øæYÒøeáÒÇøÞøâYòøÇ¡¢øáøòø+úéøÇøø+ Ì;ÄYÙøþúÛø:G (1.14) 
sa tu dīrgha-kāla-nairantarya-satkārāsevito dṛḍha-bhūmiḥ. 

[tu—but; saḥ—it; āsevita—thoroughly attended to; sat-kāra—utmost 
respect; nais-antarya—no interruption; dīrgha-kāla—long time; 
dṛḍha-bhūmi—firm success.] 

But, lest one think otherwise, it, repetition, is to be thoroughly attended to 
with utmost respect and no interruption for a long enough time until firm 
success. 

Sat-kāra (utmost respect) refers to śraddhā
72

 (trust in the words of the teaching and 
the teacher), rather than just politeness or reverence. It is taking the teaching, the 
discipline, as sat (true, fact). The teaching is not some unapproachable, divine 
mystery at which one can only bow. It being true or in keeping with the truth, one just 
undertakes this discipline, and it will provide its benefit in keeping with one’s karma. 
It is this approach to yoga that distinguishes yogins from academicians, the merely 
curious, or those who like to exercise in groups, or to have some quiet time. 

Ì;ñÀøÒø üîøãúéø¡¢YúéøðøÞøYúéøÇø;ðmøòÞø éøíøûY¡¢øáYòø@¹øø éøeáøªÞøÛø}G (1.15) 
dṛṣṭānuśravika-viṣaya-vitṛṣṇasya vaśī-kāra-saṃjñā vairāgyam. 

                                                 
72 Yoga Sūtra 1.20. 
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[vai-rāgya—non-attachment; saṃjñā—known; vaśī-kāra—mastery; vitṛṣṇa—
desire; viṣaya—objects; dṛṣṭa—seen; ānuśravika—repeatedly heard from 
scriptures.] 

Non-attachment is known as mastery over the desire for objects
73

 seen or 
repeatedly heard from scriptures, such as the subtle, pleasant realms of nature 
called heaven.

74
 

The scripture (āgama or śruti) talks not only about complete freedom, but also, while 
one is still within the throws of duality, how to make the best of it in a way that does 
not hinder your progress, your maturity, in the long run. The scripture’s view of the 
long run is over innumerable lifetimes. Just to finally come to the teaching found in 
this tradition is said to take a cosmically long time. Once you get to the teaching, 
though, final maturity can come quickly enough. This will be discussed shortly. 
Along the way, relatively short term rewards are mentioned for living a life that is in 
keeping with this maturing process. This maturing process is living a life of universal 
values (dharma), gaining a cosmic perspective on life and the universe, and engaging 
in certain prayers and acts that have special efficacy, not otherwise known than 
through scripture. 

These are not rewards given by the scripture or overseen by the sages who revealed 

                                                 
73 “For a person who mentally dwells on objects, attachment to them arises; from attachment arises desire [i.e., 
requirements in order to be happy and anticipations of their fruition]; from [thwarted] anticipations arises anger; 
from anger is delusion [i.e., error in judgment]; from delusion is lapse of memory; from lapse of memory is 
lapse of intellect; from lapse of intellect [what distinguishes the human condition] the person is destroyed [i.e., 
the unique human opportunity to attain what is truly beneficial is completely wasted, and the person remains in 
saṃsāra (the life of unbecoming becoming)].” (Bh. Gītā 2.62 and 63). 

74 “O Arjuna, the unwise—who remain engrossed in [the bulk of] the words of the Vedas [dealing with heaven-
going, and gaining power, wealth, and progeny], arguing that there is nothing more, who are full of desires [i.e., 
requirements/anticipations] and who hold heaven as primary—they spout flowery discourse full of special rituals 
[directed] toward gaining power and objects of consumption, [but] yield [further] birth as a result of their 
actions.” (Bh. Gītā 2.42 and 43). 
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the scripture. These are rewards inherent in the intelligent cosmic order of the 
universe, the manifestation of the Lord. They are seen to be as natural and objective 
as are the laws of science. These rewards, such as heaven, are all temporary, though a 
stay there may last for ages. If there is a going up, there will be a return, and around 
the cycle one goes. 

How could it make sense that one gets an everlasting heaven or an everlasting hell 
based on the actions or beliefs in the few years of one’s life?  In this tradition, you 
only get what you have earned, no more and no less. These scriptures are objective 
and reasonable even in their spirituality. 

The student addressed here, as well as the student addressed in the Bhagavad Gītā, 
is the one who has been on that up and down track for eons, and now chooses to get 
off. Consumerism, even on the spiritual side, can ensnare the human heart only so  
long. Eventually one discovers that it is complete freedom that one really wants, and 
will finally satisfy. This discovery takes vairāgya (non-attachment). 

Vairāgya (non-attachment) is not absence of desire or lack of passion, as often 
translated. This sūtra clearly states that vairāgya is a mastery over desires, not their 
absence. When at peace by not being overpowered by desire (rāga) and aversion 
(dveśa), two of the kleśas (afflictions),

75
 the mind naturally has clarity (prasāda). 

When agitated and overpowered by desire and aversion, it is said to have color 
(rāga)—the mind is as though stormy red or foreboding black. The mastery over this 
coloring is vairāgya (literally, the state of not being colored/affected). 

The discipline is not avoiding agitation, desires, or aversions. This will surely fail, 
since the circumstances that can trigger these kleśas are situations and objects outside 
of one’s control. One has to cultivate a discipline of mind which will render stressful, 
desirable, or adverse situations and objects impotent. With eyes open, come what 
may—what comes being what naturally comes according to one’s karma—one 
remains at peace. 
                                                 
75 Yoga Sūtras 2.7 and 8. 
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Another word for vairāgya is non-affectment, not allowing external situations and 
objects to control, to affect, your mind without your permission. So you, that is, your 
understanding of yourself and the world, have charge (vaśī-kāra) of your mind, not 
the other way around. The understanding of the nature of objects, the mind, and the 
true nature of oneself which this teaching unfolds, when held in a clear mind with the 
aid of the practices in these pages, will provide this mastery.  

ÇøÇø}YÕøá@ Õøü)ðøY¨ÞøøÇø+á} ªøümøYéøeÇø ;ðmÞøÛø}G(1.16) 
tat-paraṃ puruṣa-khyāter guṇa-vaitṛṣṇyam. 

[tat-para—ultimate of that; guṇa-vai-tṛṣṇya—non-attachment to the three 
constituents of all of nature; khyāti—discernment; puruṣa—self.] 

The ultimate of that non-attachment is non-attachment to the guṇas
76

 (three 
constituents of all of nature), by discernment of the true nature of the 
puruṣa

77
 (self). 

Non-attachment culminates within the knowledge that I am this limitless reality which 
is one without a second. Its culmination is also the same knowledge that what appears 

                                                 
76 “[The Lord, the deva] who is the source of the universe, who ripens itself [i.e., the prakṛti within it] [into 

manifestation], who matures all those fit to be matured [according to their karma], and who provides all the 

guṇas (constituents and their characteristics)—this one presides in this entire universe. …[Whereas]  the 

[individual] who identifies with the guṇas, who takes oneself alone [instead of the Lord] as the creator and 

enjoyer of the results of that action, wanders [in saṃsāra] as every form [thus identified with] consisting of the 

three guṇas within the three paths [up to heavens, across to human births, or down to lower births], according to 

one’s own actions, ruling [only] one’s own life.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.5 and 7). 

77 “Gārgya said, ‘That puruṣa who is in the sun [as its being] I worship as reality (brahman).’ Ajāta-satru 

replied, ‘No, do not talk about this [which I already know]’…” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.1.2 …to end of the 

Chapter in 2.1.20). “That indeed is puruṣa, who resides in the body (puri-śaya) in all compounds (purs) [i.e., in 

all bodies as their ruler and being]. There is nothing that is not covered by [i.e., included in] this [puruṣa].” 

(Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.5.18). 
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is but the reality that I am. In the wake of this knowledge, all objects—here indicated 
by the term guṇas—are known to be nothing more than their appearance to my five 
senses within my awareness.

78
 The objects come and go, and I remain the same 

reality, not in need of them for my existence (though this temporary body and mind 
complex has basic needs), or for my fulfillment. With them I am complete; without 
them I am complete. This is a fully assimilated non-attachment towards all. 

Two Forms of Contemplation 

úéøÇø¡â¢Yúéø²øøáøÒøÒÌøúòÛøÇøøY*ÕøøÒøüªøÛøøÇø} òø@Õø ã¹øøÇø:G (1.17) 
vitarka-vicārānandāsmitā-rūpānugamāt saṃprajñātaḥ. 

[saṃprajñāta—deliberative; anugama—appropriately following; rūpa—
form; vitarka—reasoning; vicāra—inquiry; ānanda—fullness; asmitā—the 
sense of “I am.”] 

Samādhi (contemplation) is called deliberative when it is through 
appropriately following a form

79
 of reasoning

80
 in keeping with scripture, such 

as in prati-pakṣa-bhāvana,
81

 and inquiry through the scripture into fullness,
82

 

                                                 
78 Yoga Sūtra 2.21. 

79 This word, rūpa (a form), is missing in some manuscripts.  

80 “Reasoning not in opposition to scripture (āgama) is called tarka.” (Amṛta-nāda Up. 17). 

81 Yoga Sūtras 2.33 and 34. 

82 “Reality (brahman) is knowledge (vijñāna) and fullness (ānanda), the ultimate goal of the one who gives 
oblation and of the one who abiding [therein] knows that [reality].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.9.28.7). “‘This is its 
limitless fullness (ānanda). The beings who [take themselves] as other (anya) survive upon a limited measure 
(mātra) of this fullness (ānanda). …That is the one complete (eka) fullness (ānanda) in the world of brahman, 
[which is the same fullness of] the one who is steeped in this teaching (śrotriya), who is without fault and 
untouched by desire (a-kāma-hata). Now this is the ultimate fullness (ānanda). This [fullness] is the world 
which is brahman, O king,’ said Yājñavalkya.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.32 and 33). “Brahman is 
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which is the basic nature of the self expressing in the sattva (non-dull and 
non-agitated mind), and on the sense of “I am,” a recognition of the reality 
basis in the self, the is-ness or is-notion present in every cognition.

83
 

The terms vitarka (reasoning) and vicāra (inquiry) connect to the second and third 
means of knowledge available in contemplation, namely, anumāna (indirect 
knowledge, inference) and āgama (scripture), respectively. The first means of 
knowledge, pratyakṣa (sense perception and perception of mental states) is not 
employed in contemplation, though some modern instructors bring in pratyakṣa, such 
as incense fragrance, Indian music, invoking emotions, etc. The preparation within 
the seat of contemplation here will instead involve the withdrawal of the senses, 
called pratyāhāra.

84
 If pratyakṣa is continued in contemplation, then pratyāhāra has 

not been completed. 

One is not gathering information or figuring out what is true or not in 
contemplation. Instead, one is re-viewing what one already understands so it is more 
fully appreciated and assimilated with certitude. 

The type of samādhi in this sūtra is what we normally understand as 
contemplation. It involves reasoning and instruction from the scripture. It is not the 
initial questioning, reasoning, and instruction themselves, though, since these would 
have already been attended to in first exposing oneself to the teaching and then 
thinking over how it applies in clearing all possible doubts, called śravaṇa (listening) 
and manana (understanding), respectively. 

                                                                                                                                                                
limitless[ness] (an-anta) reality (satya), knowledge (jñāna).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). “That indeed is the essence 
(rasa) [of everything, of names and forms], because having attained this essence (rasa) one is complete 
(ānandin).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.7.1). “This is the one complete (eka) fullness (ānanda) of Lord Brahman, and of 
the one who is steeped in this teaching (śrotriya) and untouched by desire (a-kāma-hata).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.8.1). 
“The one who knows the fullness of [i.e., who is] brahman does not fear of anything.” (Taittirīya Up. 2.9.1). 

83 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 4.20. 

84 Yoga Sūtra 2.54. 
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In the contemplation here, it involves just a few words to bring to mind what one 
knows from these words to help get past some mental obstacle to one’s assimilation 
of this teaching. It involves the two essential aspects of oneself—sat (existence) and 
ānanda (fullness). I exist without limit, and I am completely satisfied. These two go 
straight to the fruit of this knowledge, namely, my existence is without limit , is 
without loss or destruction, and my fulfillment is without limit and always available. 
This appreciation starts with seeing the logical fallacy in the notions I have about 
myself as being this or that thought in my mind. It then moves on to what the teaching 
says about the essential me. It culminates in the subsequent form of samādhi—“I am 
the witness that is limitless existence-fullness.” 

The forms of this contemplation are to be appropriately followed, in that they 
should be in keeping with the teaching, with the appropriate means of knowledge . The 
teaching is the āgama (scripture) with reasoning based on the scripture and which 
supports the scripture. These forms of contemplation are thus grounded in a proven 
teaching tradition and in reality. 

The word samādhi means that in which (everything) resolves (samādhīyate yasmin 
iti samādhiḥ). Samādhi is not in any sense a stopping of the mind, since there is no 
real resolution in temporarily stopping something. It is instead resolving (pralaya) 
everything including the mind as non-limitations into the limitless reality of oneself. 
Preceded by inquiry into the goal of yoga that is the unafflicted puruṣa as the nature 
of oneself, contemplation is the employment of the reasoning and deliberation therein 
to bring this inquiry into focus, and then remaining there to appreciate and assimilate 
the truth of oneself. The only resolution that can happen in contemplation is the 
resolving of the doubts and other forms of obstacles that has kept one from 
appreciating the fruit of this inquiry. The inquiry results in clarity in the knowledge of 
oneself, the witness, as limitless, fulfilling existence. One’s psychological baggage 
that seems to stand in the way of appreciating this truth is then laid bare to be 
dismissed (sub-rated) in the light of this clear knowledge. 

This is the samādhi presented here. The mental obstacles to freedom are what are 
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destroyed here. There is no imagined destruction of karma linkage that then prevents 
the mind from restarting again after samādhi. This latter, popular interpretation of a 
mechanical destruction of the mind within samādhi is a result of being hand-cuffed by 
a limited philosophy of duality. Duality is where the mind is believed to be as real as 
the self, therefore is a real problem that has to be overcome, and so must be 
mechanically destroyed in order for the self to surface and be free. 

But, since here the overcoming is by prajñā (knowledge), there can be no 
mechanical destruction. The only destruction that knowledge can do is the destruction 
of ignorance. Knowledge cannot destroy what is a fact; it is simply for revealing what 
is the fact. This discerning of the difference between the results of action and the 
results of knowledge is essential in gaining clarity on the proper means in this 
endeavor. 

úéøáøÛøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøÙÞøøòøYÕøþéø â: òø @ò¡¢øáYíø+ðøø +{ÒÞø:G(1.18) 
virāma-pratyayābhyāsa-pūrvaḥ saṃskāra-śeṣo'nyaḥ. 

[anya—other; pūrva—preceded; abhyāsa—repetition; virāma—quietude; 
pratyayas—cognitions; saṃskāras—latent tendencies; śeṣa—remain.] 

The other samādhi is called a-saṃprajñāta (free from deliberation), preceded 
by repetition of the saṃprajñāta (deliberative) contemplation, results in the 
quietude of even those cognitions from saṃprajñāta contemplation. 
Nevertheless, latent tendencies—habitual potentials caused by prior ignorance 
and its crop, the seeds of affliction

85
—remain, until nir-bīja samādhi

86
 

(contemplation free of seed) through puruṣa-khyāti (discernment of the true 
nature of the self) that is kaivalya (freedom). 

                                                 
85 Yoga Sūtra 2.3. 

86 Yoga Sūtra 1.51. 
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This samādhi is really just the result of the prior when the words within the prior 
samādhi drop and only their implied meaning abides. Their implied meaning is only 
oneself free of limiting identifications (sārūpya)

87
 with thoughts. So, here, there is 

only oneself. This dropping of words and quiet appreciation of being this limitless 
reality can happen without all doubts being cleared. Doubts, as manifestations of 
latent tendencies, may not arise at that time and so one gets a quiet—but temporary—
resolution. Later, these doubts and their repercussions re-surface and again one will 
want to continue one’s contemplation. 

ÙøéøYÕøãÇÞøÞøø+ úéøYÌ+ôYÕø ã¡;¢úÇøYæÞøøÒøøÛø}G(1.19) 
bhava-pratyayo vi-deha-prakṛti-layānām. 

[pratyaya—follows; bhava—birth; vi-dehas—subtle beings; prakṛti-layas—
beings who have been absorbed in unmanifest nature.] 

Temporary a-saṃprajñāta samādhi (contemplation without an assimilated 
knowledge) follows from the birth—the nature of the particular embodiments—
of certain subtle beings in a heaven because of efforts in yoga in their prior 
birth, and of all beings who are temporarily absorbed in unmanifest nature, 
until their next manifestation. 

When the preceding contemplations end, if one continues to limit oneself and one’s 
reality to what one witnesses, this is because of the latent tendencies to assume that 
limiting ego thoughts are true. These tendencies are there because the fundamental 
ignorance, from which those tendencies are a manifestation, remains. A temporary 
samādhi is just another witnessed experience from which to grow. 

Similarly, one may have this temporary samādhi while experiencing certain 
embodiments other than this current human embodiment. In some heavenly, subtle 

                                                 
87 Yoga Sūtras 1.3 and 4. 
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embodiments these pre-earned rewards are experienced. And, of course, during each 
period of universal dissolution, everyone’s mind is naturally absorbed.  

This sūtra is simply to explain the traditional stories in the Indian epics and 
legends about certain individuals, yogis who, after their earthly bodies die, continue 
in the subtle realms of saṃsāra. These would include the ethereal siddhas 
(accomplished beings) mentioned in sūtra 3.32, though not all of these siddhas would 
necessarily be śrotriyas (exposed to and able to teach the methodology of this 
tradition). They may have been natural shamans who could easily go into a trance that 
could simulate an a-saṃprajñāta samādhi. 

îøãpÑøYéøûÞøâYòÛø;úÇøYòøÛøøúÐøYÕøã¹øøYÕø þéø â¡¢ "Çøá+ðøøÛø}G (1.20) 
śraddhā-vīrya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā-pūrvaka itareṣām. 

[itaras—the rest of us; pūrvaka—follows; śraddhā—trust; vīrya—tenacity; 
smṛti—memory; samādhi—contemplation; prajñā—assimilated knowledge.] 

For the rest of us right here and now in this life, success in yoga follows from 
trust

88
 in the scripture as a means of knowledge, the same as one trusts one’s 

perception and logic; tenacity in this pursuit; memory—continuous retention of 
the teaching; contemplation on the teaching; and finally assimilated 
knowledge of the self. 

Notice here that the temporary form of samādhi, the a-saṃprajñāta samādhi, is not 
the final step for the path of the yogin. Prajñā (knowledge) is the final goal of yoga 
according to the progression indicated by Patañjali’s sequential ordering of these 

                                                 
88 “‘When indeed one trusts (śraddadhāti), in this way one thinks. Not trusting, one does not [so] think. Trusting 
alone one thinks. So trust (śraddhā) itself is to be understood.’ —‘Sir, I desire to know śraddhā.’ —‘When 
indeed one is dedicated (nistiṣṭhati), in this way one trusts. Not dedicating [oneself], one does no trust. 
Dedicating alone one trusts. So dedication (niṣṭhā) itself is to be understood.’” (Chāndogya Up. 7.19.1 and 
20.1). 
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steps in the compound word śraddhā-vīrya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā-pūrvaka. 

ÇøûéøãYòø@éø +ªøøÒøøÛø} !øøòøNø:G(1.21) 
tīvra-saṃvegānām āsannaḥ. 

[saṃvega—tenacity; tīvra—acute; āsanna—quickly succeeds.] 

For those whose tenacity in repetition and non-attachment is acute, samādhi 
(contemplation) quickly succeeds.

89
 

Ûø;ÌüYÛøÐÞøøúÐøYÛøøÊøÇéøøÇø} ÇøÇøø+{ùÕø úéøíø+ðø:G (1.22) 
mṛdu-madhyādhi-mātratvāt tato'pi viśeṣaḥ. 

[tataḥ api—and thus; viśeṣa—distinction; mṛdu—weak; madhya—middling; 
adhi-mātratvas—strong measures.] 

And thus there is distinction due to weak, middling, or strong measures of 
tenacity in repetition and non-attachment.

90
 

Contemplation on the Lord 

#îøêáYÕø ãúmøÐøøÒøøÌ} éøøG(1.23) 
īśvara-praṇidhānād vā. 

                                                 
89 “Commitment to study (brahma-cārya), non-violence, renunciation, and truthfulness—O may you always 
observe (rakṣataḥ) [these] with effort.” (Āruṇeya Up. 3). 

90 “Giving up [the notion of control over] the result of action, the yogin attains a peace born of [the degree of] 
commitment; [whereas] not [committed to] yoga, attached to result(s) by the pressure of requirements,  that one 
is bound.” (Bh. Gītā 5.12). 
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[vā—also; Īśvara-praṇidhāna—contemplation on the Lord.] 

The discipline of thoughts through repetition and non-attachment succeeds also
91

 
by contemplation on the Lord, since the Lord is the puruṣa (self) in its 
completely free and fully understood nature.

92
 

The general principles within yoga practice have been given, namely, repetition 
(abhyāsa) of the practices presented in this text derived from scripture and non-
attachment (vairāgya) to what hinders progress in yoga. What seems to hinder 
progress needs to be objectively reexamined and either reintegrated or dropped. 
Tenacity in these practices was indicated to impress upon the seeker their importance 
in succeeding quickly in yoga. Also stated were the initial and deeper levels within 
contemplation that lies at the core of yoga. These levels in contemplation will be 
further discussed in this chapter (sūtras 1.42 through 51). The source of the topics to 
contemplate (namely, scripture) as well as what to avoid (namely, error) were also 
indicated. 

Now, specifically, which scriptural topics to contemplate upon are presented. The 
first and primary topic is the Lord, the eka-tattva (the one reality), since the Lord is 
the clearest and most inclusive way to understand the real nature of the puruṣa, 
oneself. We naturally think ourselves to be limited and identified with the body and 
mind. Therefore, to contemplate the limitless puruṣa, which is the reality one is, 
Patañjali suggests that we contemplate the Lord—in the way this tradition presents 

                                                 
91 The Sanskrit particle ‘vā’ expresses one of two meanings—the exclusive ‘or’ (vikalpa-artha) or the inclusive 
‘and/or’ (samuccaya-artha). Its primary sense is the exclusive ‘or,’ the latter is secondary. The word ‘or’  in 
English is nearly always exclusive, whereas the English words ‘and,’ ‘also,’ and ‘besides’ are inclusive, meaning 
one may pick one or the other or both of what they conjunct. Quite often the difference between exclusive ‘or’ 
and inclusive ‘also’ in these sūtras is very important to understand. Therefore, where in the following sūtras the 
word ‘vā’ contextually has only an exclusive sense, then we will deliberatively render the word as the exclusive 
‘or,’ otherwise we will use the inclusive ‘also’ or ‘and.’  

92 “Freed from longing, fear, and anger, having taken refuge in Me [by] being Me alone, and purified by the 
discipline that is knowledge—many have attained My nature [i.e., complete freedom].” (Bh. Gītā 4.10). 
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the Lord. This will be given in the next nine sūtras. 

The Nature of the Lord 

¡ç+¢íøY¡¢ÛøâYúéøÕøø¡¢øíøÞøeá} !øYÕøáøÛø;ñÀ: Õøü)ðøYúéøíø+ðø #îøêá:G (1.24) 
kleśa-karma-vipākāśayair a-parāmṛṣṭaḥ puruṣa-viśeṣa īśvaraḥ. 

[Īśvara—Lord; viśeṣa—characterized; puruṣa—self; a-parāmṛṣṭa—
untouched; kleśas—afflictions; karma—action; vipāka—fruition; āśaya—
store-house.] 

The Lord
93

 is characterized as the puruṣa (self) untouched by the afflictions 
of ignorance and its crop—the I-notion, attachment, aversion, and the fear of 
death

94
—and by action along with its fruition and store-house waiting to 

fructify.
95

 

This is why the Lord is the puruṣa in its completely free nature and fullest 
understanding. Gaining knowledge of this puruṣa as one’s self is the goal of yoga. 
This is not the attainment of a God-like state or status, and this is not an imagination 
or wishful thinking that I will be similar or near to God. It is no less than the 
knowledge that I am exactly that limitless puruṣa. 

The compound word puruṣa-viśeṣa can also mean the excellent puruṣa, the perfect 
puruṣa. This is exactly who the Lord is—the puruṣa understood in its perfect limitless 

                                                 
93 “The one who sees the Lord [Me] as remaining the same in all beings, and as not being destroyed among those 
[bodies] being destroyed—that one [alone] sees. Because, seeing [Me] the Lord as remaining the same (sama) 
everywhere [as the self of all], one does not by oneself [i.e., through the mind]  destroy [i.e., lose sight of] the 
self [since that self is the all-pervasive Me] and, hence, attains the ultimate end [i.e., the end of saṃsāra].” (Bh. 
Gītā 13.27 and 28). 

94 Yoga Sūtras 2.3 through 2.9. 

95 Yoga Sūtras 2.12, 4.6, and 4.7. 
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nature. The Lord, then, is not a means for attaining one’s perfect nature; the Lord is 
one’s perfect nature. This bold truth reverberates across the scriptures, and should not 
be missed by any student of yoga. 

The qualities we attribute to the Lord as the source, sustenance, and resolution of 
the cycles of the universe, of course, are applicable only in relationship to the Lord’s 
manifestation as the total, and not to our individual body-mind complexes. The 
essential nature of this Lord—not the Lord’s nature as we think of it through those 
cosmic attributes—is the limitless puruṣa, and that also is the essential nature of 
oneself as limitless reality. 

The word viśeṣa often also means an adjective, a word to describe. Here, Īśvara 
(the Lord) when understood in its full implication is descriptive of the puruṣa. The 
term ‘Lord’ is the least limiting term, at least in this tradition, that one can give to 
reality, to the puruṣa. The Lord is the most accurately expansive description of 
inherently indescribable reality—reality that cannot be circumscribed in words, in 
notions. 

When the compound puruṣa-viśeṣa, here, is rendered instead as the special puruṣa 
by a commentator or translator, then you know you are reading a dualist rendering of 
these sūtras. This dualist vision amounts to a notion about God as a separate being, 
better than you, of course. With this perspective, you could never be the completely 
free puruṣa that is the goal of yoga. 

The dualist vision is naturally there for everyone, including those in the Abrahamic 
religions, the dualist sects within theist Hinduism, and even many neo-Vedāntins. By 
‘neo-Vedāntins’ we mean those who filter and fit the scripture to seem more amenable 
to a secular or a Western spiritual seeking audience. They are often the ones who 
claim that all religions are the same, and represent Vedānta as another belief system 
with nothing too foreign, too threatening to other belief systems. For them, the 
Upaniṣads are not a unique means of knowledge, but are just an additional set of 
scriptures, perhaps as believable as others. 

A motivated student, however, will discover the keys to the scripture and to him or 
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herself through Vedānta and Patañjali’s vision as presented herein. One of the keys is 
relating the totality of the Lord in its essence to the essence that is the reality of the 
individual. Westerners would need to learn how to expand their understanding of a 
Lord to this fullest of extent, to encompass everything including oneself. The 
following sūtras and their commentary will help. 

This fuller understanding of the Lord is also a means to a sense of universal 
community, social and ecological responsibility, and emotional health. These benefits 
will in turn help further mature the students so that their understanding of the Lord 
can finally expand to the identity of self and Lord. That identity is the resolution of 
the misconception of duality and isolation. 

ÇøÊø úÒøá}Y!øúÇøíøÞø@ òøéøâY¹øY×øûjøÛø}G(1.25) 
tatra nir-atiśayaṃ sarva-jña-bījam. 

[tatra—in that; bīja—seed; sarva-jña—knowing all; nir-atiśaya—
unsurpassed.] 

In that Lord the seed—capacity—of knowing all
96

 is unsurpassed. 

In the scripture (āgama), the Lord is understood as the material and efficient cause of 
the universe, pervading the cycles of manifestation. By material cause is meant that 
the Lord is the very reality, the existence, (sat) of everything that manifests. No 
separate material is necessary for creation. There is no prakṛti or pradhāna 
(unmanifest and manifest Mother Nature) apart from this reality (sat). In this 
understanding, there is not even a creation, a separation of the created from a creator. 
There is only a manifestation of a universe to the senses from the perspective of each 
individual totally within the only reality which we call the Lord. 

                                                 
96 “This is the Lord of all. This is the knower of all (sarva-jña). This is the ruler within (antar-yāmin). This is the 
womb (yoni), the source, and resolution of all beings.” (Māṇḍūkya Up. 6). 
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By efficient cause is meant that the Lord is the intelligence according to which this 
well-ordered manifestation occurs. The common example given for a material and 
efficient cause is the making of a clay pot. There, the clay itself is the material cause, 
and the intelligent potter is the efficient cause. In this example, the material and 
efficient causes are separate. The example where they are not separate is dreaming. 
You are the material of your dream world. Your dream world material does not exist 
apart from you, the dreamer. And you, as the intelligent dreamer, are the efficient 
cause of the dream. 

The material (upādāna) and efficient (nimitta) cause (kāraṇa) of the universe is 
none other than that which the scriptures call the limitless Lord. All the intelligence 
(jñāna) expressed as the amazing order (dharma) of this particular universe, from the 
quantum to the celestial, is only an aspect, just one manifestation, of the intelligence 
(jñapti-svarūpa, the nature of the source of knowing, that expresses as intelligence) 
that is the Lord. It is this same jñapti-svarūpa that is the nature of one’s self, the 
nature of the witness-puruṣa, the sarva-jñātṛtva (the very nature of the knower of 
all).

97
 

This may at first be an unexpected understanding of the Lord and the universe. The 
Lord and the universe and the self are not inherently separate things. Atheists and 
materialist scientists are accommodated in this sophisticated model. Here, the 
universe is but a reoccurring manifestation of the Lord. There is no separation 
between the universe and the Lord, any more than there can be separation between a 
clay pot and clay. There is one intelligence that accounts for both the manifestation of 
the pot and the manifestation of the universe. A Lord is not needed to explain the 
world; the manifestation of the world is nothing but what could be called a Lord. The 
‘Lord’ is just a respectful name we give to the singular reality of everything and of 
oneself. You can call it the quantum soup of everything, if you include yourself as 
that soup and understand that all time and space is that soup, that reality . And within 

                                                 
97 Yoga Sūtra 3.49. 
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that soup, that reality, there can be no distinctions. 

To a human being operating totally within the science of this one current 
manifestation, the appearance of the re-manifested universe from the unmanifest 
would naturally and scientifically look as if it were spontaneous. Within the model of 
our present science of multi-dimensional space and multiverses, it would not be 
necessary to postulate an external Lord. Nor does this scriptural tradition here in its 
purest form envision an external Lord. 

The expression of the Lord in our spiritual lives, though, is not limited to 
explaining our scientific life. Our total human life includes science, community, 
empathy, and love. One can construct a scientific universe model that is without an 
external Lord, but one can also construct a scientific universe model that includes an 
intrinsic Lord as the only material and order of this universe, a highly unifying and 
satisfying principle. The Indian tradition says that science and Lord need not and 
cannot exclude one another. 

Õøþéø + âðøøÛø} !øùÕø ªøü): ¡¢øæ+ÒøøÒøéø²µ+ÌøÇø}G(1.26) 
pūrveṣām api guruḥ kālenānavacchedāt. 

[api—also; guru—teacher; pūrvas—everyone before; an-avaccheda—not 
limited; kāla—time.] 

The Lord is also the teacher
98

 of everyone before, now, and later, since the 
Lord, being the cause of all, including time, is not limited by time,

99
 and since 

                                                 
98 “I [Kṛṣṇa, as the Lord] taught [in the beginning] this unchanging yoga to Vivasvat (the sun deity).” (Bh. Gītā 
4.1). 

99 “All this is puruṣa alone—whatever was and will be. It is the Lord of immortality.” (Puruṣa Sūkta, Ṛg Veda 
10.90.2). “That very reality (brahman) is without a prior and without a posterior, without an inside and without 
an outside. This reality (brahman) is the self (ātman) who experiences all (sarva-anubhū) [i.e., who according to 
their form exists as all]. This is the traditional teaching (anuśāsana).” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.5.19). 
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the Lord is the knower in the seat of the intellect of all beings.
100

 

That which is not limited by time, must also be free from space (ākāśa), since time 
and space (including the objects that change within space) are inseparable and 
mutually dependent aspects making up the warp and woof

101
 of the limiting adjunct 

(upādhi) we call the universe. The Lord is thus time-free and space-free. Whether 
time or space is there or not, the Lord, the unconditional existence itself, is there.  The 
Lord is free from, yet sustains, the universe. Sustains here is the sense that the Lord 
alone is the reality and is the truth of the limited reality this universe enjoys. The 
Lord alone lends this universe its limited reality. Nothing can exist apart from reality, 
from the Lord, whereas reality is not dependent on or limited by any thing. Things 
have no reality apart from the reality the Lord lends them, but that loaned reality does 
not in turn limit the Lord, since the Lord alone is that reality.

102
 

The dream is a very helpful example for loaned reality. We assign reality to the 
objects in our dream, but we are not circumscribed and made smaller by those dream 
objects. You think of them, and in that way alone they exist in dream. You think of 
them differently, and they change. No man-eating creature or horrendous catastrophe 
has ever succeeded in harming or destroying you, the dreamer and the waker. Only 
the dream changes or ends. The reality of these dream objects and experiences, 
including the role you play as an actor in the dream, resolves back into you the waker  
or deep sleeper, unscratched. 

                                                 
100 “[This limitless reality (brahman)] is knowledge (jñāna), what is to be known, and the result to be attained by 
knowledge. It abides in the center (hṛd) of everything [and is to be known in this intellect].” (Bh. Gītā 13.17). 

101 “He [Yājña-valkya] replied, ‘In space (ākāśa) [alone] is woven warp (ota) and woof (prota) [i.e., lengthwise 
and crosswise] [all] this, O Gārgī, which is above the heavens, below the earth, between the heavens and earth, 
and which they call the past, the present, and the future.’” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.8.4). 

102 “All beings exist in [i.e., are because of] Me, but I am not in [i.e., because of] them. [Yet] [as separate] beings 
they do not exist in Me. My self (ātman) produces [all] things [all names and forms], sustains [all] things, but 
does not exist in [i.e., is not dependent upon] these things.” (Bh. Gītā 9.4 and 5). 
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Dream appearances shine in the borrowed light of you the dreamer, and do not 
exist independent from you the dreamer, nor limit you the dreamer. You pervade and 
survive the dream, pervade and survive the deep sleep, and pervade and survive the 
waking world. You supersede all these. You outlast them as the reality that witnesses 
all states of experience, and are thus free from all sense of limitations. The ability to 
objectify sleep, dream, and waking in the light of the unchanging presence of the self 
underlying the three states is enough to support your understanding of your limit-less 
nature. No more or other experience, including thought-less samādhi, is required to 
assimilate this teaching. 

ÇøòÞø éøø²ø¡¢: Õøãmøéø:G(1.27) 
tasya vācakaḥ praṇavaḥ. 

[vācaka—expressive name; tasya—of that; praṇava—syllable Om.] 

The expressive name of that Lord is the syllable Om.
103

 

Om is presented and unfolded in the Upaniṣad scriptures as the limitless reality called 
brahman (literally, the big, from the Sanskrit verbal root bṛh,) and as the reality 
which is one’s self (ātman). Through its three component sounds a–u–m (a and u 
equaling o), on Om are super-imposed the three apparent states of oneself and all 
experience: waking-consciousness (a), dream-consciousness (u), and sleep-
consciousness (m). A so-called “fourth” state of oneself is reality as consciousness 
itself, the silent basis before, during, and after those three—from which they are 
produced, in which they are sustained, and back into which (without having left) they 
resolve.

104
 

                                                 
103 “Know praṇava (i.e., Om) to be the Lord (Īśvara), present in the intellect of all. Knowing Om as the 
all-pervasive (Lord), the wise person does not grieve.” (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 1.28). 

104 “They know the [so called] fourth [quarter of Om and of ātman] to be neither conscious of the internal [i.e., 
mind and the dream world], the external [i.e., external objects and the waking world] nor in between, nor a pure 
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The student can keep in mind that the Upaniṣad tradition is the basis for Patañjali. 
Om is the name for brahman (limitless reality) in the Upaniṣads. Patañjali’s use of 
this name for the Lord clearly indicates that Patañjali is referring to the Lord in its 
limitless reality as brahman, not as the role of creator, sustainer, and resolver of the 
manifestations of the universe, nor simply as a God to be prayed to . 

Consciousness 

In the West, particularly within philosophy and psychology, the English word 
‘consciousness’ is often used synonymously with (human) thought, self-conscious 
thought, mindfulness, or mind. Sometimes it is expressed as knowing that one knows. 
This is not how this commentary is using the word consciousness. Here, we are using 
it in the same way we find it in the reliable Vedānta texts, especially scripture 
translations. This is because the Vedānta scriptures present a unique understanding of 
the mind and knowledge that is not readily found in the West. 

Here, initially, the word ‘consciousness’ should be understood in its natural 
grammatical sense (and this is why Vedāntins choose to use this word) so it better fits 
the Vedānta scriptures’ meaning of its terms—cit and caitanya. That grammatical 
sense is the -ness, both the essence and reality, of being conscious of. Multiple 
thoughts, experiences, or minds cannot be called ‘multiple consciousnesses’—a word 
having a suffix that does not easily allow a plural form. So ‘consciousness’ is not an 
ideal word for what we all understand to be a thought or a mind. At best the word 
‘consciousness’ could indicate a particular type of thought, such as thoughts about 
oneself in relationship to others. But this is nowhere near what Vedānta means by cit 
and caitanya. The Sanskrit term citta (literally, what is witnessed), which Patañjali 

                                                                                                                                                                
cognition alone (prajñāna-ghana) [without an object in deep sleep], neither conscious nor non-conscious, 
neither seen, acted upon nor graspable, neither inferred, thought about nor describable [since] it is the essence of 
the cognition of the one self [in all three experiences of waking, dream, and deep sleep], in whom the universe 
resolves, peaceful and pleasing (śāntam śivam) [because it is] without a second. That is the self (ātman). That is 
what is to be known.” (Māṇḍūkya Up. 1.7). 
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uses throughout these sūtras and which certain Western scholars translate as 
consciousness, is rendered everywhere else in Sanskrit literature by native speakers as 
thought or mind, as it is here. 

Caitanya (consciousness) is not the conscious or witnessed thoughts themselves, 
rather the witnessing-being of conscious thoughts. It is the conscious-ness; the 
witness of, or witnessing capacity for, thoughts. With this initial understanding, this 
commentary will expand the meaning of the word ‘consciousness’ to bring out its full 
meaning that indicates brahman, the unchanging reality revealed in the teaching on 
Om. With the same meaning, an alternate rendering of the terms cit and caitanya is 
the word ‘awareness.’ These two words—consciousness and awareness—will be used 
interchangeably. 

Om is presented in this tradition as the entirety of language, hence of all knowledge 
and, in the final analysis, of everything, of everything distinguished and known to us 
through language and mind. The initial sound a is the simplest linguistic sound that 
can be made by opening and letting out breath from the back of the mouth without 
any other modification of the effort within the mouth. The linguistic sound u is that 
same sound modified by the rounding constriction of the last part of the mouth, the 
lips, as the breath is being expelled. The linguistic sound m is produced with the lips 
closed and the breath expelled out the nose. I am using the term ‘linguistic’ sound to 
indicate the sounds we use for language, not the other sounds we can make with the 
breath, such as expelling breath out of the mouth or nose while simply breathing. 

The entirety of linguistic sounds the vocal apparatus can make is represented then 
by the range of modifications of the vibration sounds of the vocal cords from the back 
of the mouth to the front, from a to u. The only other linguistic sounds are those made 
with the nose, namely n and m. The linguistic sound m is the simplest of the nasals, 
requiring no effort in the mouth. The n sound with its variations requires the opening 
of the lips with some shaping of the mouth, though the breath is only out the nose. 

In order for there to be language, there have to be separable words. By extension, 
the silence before and after words is represented by the silence between repetitions of 
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Om. We will see in the following commentary that the entire diversity of the universe 
can be appreciated as the names we give to distinguish phenomenal appearances from 
each other. 

In this way Om indicates the Lord, the entirety of experiences, the ultimate reality  
(brahman), all of language, all of knowledge, and the whole of the universe. 
Repeating this sound Om and contemplating upon it, upon its many meanings and on 
its meaning as oneself, addresses the central topic within the spiritual teaching 
tradition. 

Care must be taken, though, because it may have gathered a power by its utterance 
through billions of repetitions over thousands of years. As a single word mantra it is 
traditionally recommended only to renunciates, sannyāsins, because its essential 
meaning resolves everything of language, knowledge, and the universe to their silent 
basis, their final resolution—the ultimate renunciation. For those of us who live a 
more active life in society, the sound Om is combined with other sacred words, such 
as the mantra, Om īśāya namaḥ (meaning, Om, I surrender [the body, mind, and 
actions] to the universal Lord), which supports our most helpful actions and thoughts. 

Çøjø}YjøÕøòø} ÇøÌ}Y!øËøâYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G(1.28)  
taj-japas tad-artha-bhāvanam. 

[japa—oral or mental repetition; tad—that; bhāvana—contemplation; 
tad-artha—its meaning.] 

One should do oral or mental repetition of that praṇava (Om), and 
contemplation on its meaning, as unfolded in the Upaniṣad scripture. 

Your neighbor, unless he or she has studied the scripture, is probably not going to 
give you verbal testimony yielding knowledge about the meaning of Om. Only the 
scripture and its commentaries talk meaningfully and with authority about Om. This is 
why āgama pramāṇa, as scripture, is important to be correctly understood. It is not 
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reasonable to think you can read a contemporary yoga book, close your eyes, repeat 
Om, and attain the ultimate non-dual goal of yoga. 

The vast majority of the translations of and commentaries on these sūtras avoid the 
scriptures either because they do not understand them and their intimate connection 
with these sūtras, or the authors think the scriptures render yoga less marketable in 
secular societies. 

The teachings about praṇava, about Om, are important enough to be given in many 
Upaniṣads.

105
 This sūtra directs the student to them. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøãÇÞø¡}¢Y²ø+ÇøÒøøúÐøªøÛøø+{ÕÞø} !øÒÇøáøÞøøÙøøéøíø} ²øG (1.29) 
tataḥ pratyak-cetanādhigamo'py antarāyābhāvaś ca. 

[tataḥ—from that; api—indeed; adhigama—comes to know; cetana—
conscious being; pratyak—center; ca—and; antarāyas—obstacles; a-bhāva—
disappear.] 

From that contemplation, one indeed comes to know the conscious being, the 
consciousness, at the center

106
 of one’s being, and one’s obstacles to liberation 

as the knowledge of that limitless reality disappear by one’s understanding and 
by grace gained through this ultimate worship of the Lord as one’s self.

107
 

                                                 
105 Amṛta-bindu, Atharva-śikhā, Atharva-śira, Brahma, Chāndogya, Dhyāna-bindu, Kaivalya, Kaṭha, 
Maitrāyaṇa, Māṇḍūkya, Nāda-bindu, Nṛsiṃha-Pūrva-Tāpanīya, Nṛsiṃha-Uttara-Tāpanīya, Praṇava, Praśna, 
Rāma-Uttara-Tāpanīya, Śaunaka, Taittirīya, and Yoga-tattva Upaniṣads. 

106 “The one discriminating person, seeking freedom from death, who had directed the attention within [i.e., 
sought in terms of knowledge instead of possessions] came to know [as clear as seeing] (aikṣat) the self within 
(pratyak-ātman).” (Kaṭha Up. 2.1.1). 

107 “Fourfold are the people who do adaptive action and who seek Me, O Arjuna. [These four kinds of bhaktas 
(devotees) are] the one who is seized by trouble, the one who requires security, the one who wants to know 
[Me], and the jñānin (one who knows) [Me], O Arjuna. Among them, the jñānin—who is always united [in Me] 
and whose worship (bhakti) is of the one [Lord as everything]—is distinguished, because I [the self of all] am 
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By contemplation on the essential nature of the Lord,
108

 one comes to know the 
conscious being at the center of oneself, which is the reality of everything.

109
 Grace is 

said to be attained by chanting the name of and by contemplating the nature of the 
Lord. That grace can be seen as the opportunity and motivation to come to terms with 
the facts of one’s spiritual and emotional growth. It may play a part in removing  
psychological and other obstacles to gaining this knowledge. The obstacles are the 
limitations we impose upon ourselves because we think we are limited. The Lord is 
the limitless presence that we are saying is our true nature and we are contemplating 
as already being in fact our own true nature. How could those obstacles not be 
attenuated by this practice (abhyāsa)? The obstacles are our well-ingrained 
imaginations about ourselves that we believe are true; they manifest as distractions of 
the mind and self-defeating thoughts that hinder our progress in yoga. 

                                                                                                                                                                
totally beloved to that jñānin and that one is [totally] beloved to Me. All [four] indeed are exalted, but the jñānin 
is ātman (Myself) alone. That is My vision. Because that one, whose mind is absorbed [in Me], has attained the 
goal that is but Me, beyond which there is none.” (Bh. Gītā 7.16 through 18). 

108 “Being of clear mind, without fear, and firm in one’s vow of seeking brahman [i.e., brahma-cārya], 
mastering the mind—may the yogin sit, thinking of Me [through My teaching], having Me as the ultimate.” (Bh. 
Gītā 6.14). 

109 “The knower of brahman obtains the ultimate. …Brahman is limitless reality-consciousness. The one who 
knows the one existing [as though] hidden (nihita) in the intellect (guhā), in this limitless space [i.e., in this 
limitless expanse that lights up all thought therein], satisfies at once all desires.” ( Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). “That 
[brahman] you are.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.8.7…). “So even now the one who knows ‘I am brahman,’ that one is all 
this [universe].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.10). 
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Distractions of the Mind 

é Þ ø ø ú Ð ø Y ò Ç Þ ø ø Ò ø Y ò ø @ í ø Þ ø Y Õ ø ã Û ø ø Ì ø æ ò Þ ø ø ú é ø á ú Ç ø Y Ù ø ã ø ú Ò Ç ø Y Ì í ø â Ò ø ø æ × Ð ø Y Ù ø þ ú Û ø ¡ ¢ Ç é ø ø Ò ø é ø ú ò Ë ø Ç ø Ç é ø ø ú Ò ø  
ú ² ø É Ç ø Y ú é ø ¦ ø + Õ ø ø ò ø }   Ç ø + { Ò Ç ø á ø Þ ø ø : G(1.30) 
vyādhi-styāna-saṃśaya-pramādālasyāvirati-bhrānti-darśanālabdha-
bhūmikatvānavasthitatvāni citta-vikṣepās te'ntarāyāḥ. 

[te—those; antarāyas—obstacles; vikṣepas—distractions; citta—mind; 
vyādhi—dis-ease; styāna—lack of mental acumen; saṃśaya—doubt; 
pramāda—inattention; ālasya—laziness; a-virati—intemperance; bhrānti-
darśana—erroneous understanding; a-labdha-bhūmikatva—not attaining 
success at the stages; an-avasthitatva—lack of stability.] 

Those obstacles, which are distractions of the mind, are dis-ease mental and 
physical; lack of mental acumen; doubt; inattention; laziness of body and 
mind; intemperance—an inability to abstain from the excessive attraction to 
objects of desire; erroneous understanding; not attaining success at the 
stages in one’s progress in yoga; and lack of stability at various stages of 
progress one has made in yoga. 

Ì ü : ¨ ø Y Ì ø e Û ø â Ò ø ò Þ ø ø w « ¯ Û ø } Y % j ø Þ ø Ç é ø Y î ø ê ø ò ø Y Õ ø ã î ø ê ø ò ø ø   ú é ø ¦ ø + Õ ø Y ò ø ô Y Ù ø ü é ø : G(1.31) 
duḥkha-daurmanasyāṅgam-ejayatva-śvāsa-praśvāsā vikṣepa-saha-bhuvaḥ. 

[saha-bhū—arising together with; vikṣepa—distraction; duḥkha—sorrow; 
daurmanasya—despair; śvāsa—inhalation; praśvāsa—exhalation; ejayatva—
causing agitation; aṅgam—body.] 

Arising together with distraction of the mind are sorrow, despair, and 
unsteady inhalation and exhalation causing agitation to the body, which in 
turn further agitates the mind. 
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These two sūtras list twelve factors that distract the mind in this discipline. They are 
another expression of the five afflictions (kleśas). The scriptural literature has a 
number of ways of expressing the obstacles to gaining freedom in life. These two 
sūtras list many of them, however, the other sūtras tend to use the more succinct 
expression as the five kleśas—ignorance (a-vidyā), a possessive I-notion (asmitā), 
binding desire for (rāga) and against (dveṣa) objects and situations, and fear of death 
(abhiniveśa).

110
 

The detailed listing of the distractions here initiates a process in aspirants for 
addressing what they find most distracting from their goals, starting with health 
onwards. More importantly, these two sūtras connect those distractions that affect the 
body to the fact that they in turn affect the mind. This is where they become 
obstructions to yoga. One only needs adequate health to embark on this path. This is 
sometimes mistaken by those who believe that the body has to be perfected before 
meditation can even be taught or attempted. 

Considering that traditionally one takes to the spiritual path fulltime in one’s later 
years as the final stage in life upon retirement—as a vāna-prastha (moving out of the 
family house to a private or public hermitage in the woods) or as a sannyāsin (a 
secluded or wandering renunciate)—imperfect health (flexibility, energy level, and so 
on) is not likely to have been seen as an unmanageable obstacle in yoga. 

The Removal of Distractions 

ÇøÇø}YÕø ãúÇøðø+ÐøøËøâÛø } %¡¢YÇøÉÇéøøÙÞøøòø:G(1.32)   
tat-pratiṣedhārtham eka-tattvābhyāsaḥ. 

                                                 
110 Yoga Sūtra 2.3. 
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[tad-pratiṣedha-artha—for removing these; abhyāsa—repetition; eka-tattva—
one reality.] 

For removing these distractions of the mind there is repetition of keeping the 
mind on the one reality—the Lord that is at the center of oneself as the 
completely free puruṣa, the conscious being that is the truth of oneself, the only 
draṣṭṛ (witness). 

Some commentaries and most translations weaken this eka-tattva by taking it to mean 
only one object of contemplation. But this will be completely addressed in Yoga 
Sūtras 1.35 and 1.39. On the other hand, the ultimate tattva (reality)—the Lord 
understood as the completely free puruṣa that is oneself—has already been introduced 
and said to be appreciated as the remover of obstacles in the preceding sūtra 1.29. 
That tattva, the completely free puruṣa, and not some one object of desire is the goal 
of kaivalya (liberation). Therefore, its importance here as the key to removing 
distractions, to removing unsteadiness of the mind and objective self-acceptance of all 
that occurs in the mind, which is the goal of samādhi and hence of yoga itself, has to 
be and is included here. 

Yoga is a method for attaining a goal that is already possessed, for attaining the 
perfect nature of oneself. This already attained goal is not appreciated due to 
ignorance of that nature resulting in misidentifying oneself with the various beliefs 
and opinions in the mind. This method begins and ends with contemplating the 
already, always present ultimate nature of the self. At first it may be helpful to 
appreciate this as the Lord. Finally, it is appreciated as the real nature of oneself. 

It is like finding out that you are a twin by having your long lost twin come to your 
door and first simply tell you and then explain how you are twins. Initially, since the 
person looks a lot like you, you can understand how that person might be your twin, 
but finally you end up appreciating that you are the twin to this person. You were a 
twin before you knew you were a twin. You become the twin by appreciating the very 
fact itself, nothing else. 
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Only listening to the knowledge, listening to the teaching, not any change to the 
self, is required on your part. Contemplation on the ultimate person, at first, as the 
Lord—the person that you in fact are, and ultimately as the limitless reality within 
oneself—is the principle technique of Patañjali’s yoga. If you do not get it when you 
listen to the teaching, then there are a number of steps in yoga you can take to explain 
and clear any doubts. 

Many of the commentators and most of the translators assume that Patañjali 
advocates a version of dualist Sāṅkhya philosophy. Their aversion to appreciating the 
Lord as the pure puruṣa that is oneself is understandable. Understandable, because 
that identity is not acceptable to Sāṅkhya philosophy, which holds that there is no 
Lord. Moreover Sāṅkhya says the puruṣas are many and separate, without being able 
to give a satisfactory explanation of how these puruṣas can be both nir-guṇa 
(attributeless) and yet somehow many and separate from each other. Many and 
separate, themselves, are attributes. 

The so-called Sāṅkhya-Yoga philosophy also cannot accept the identity of the Lord 
and the self. They talk about a Lord as a separate, special puruṣa that one can pretend 
is in one’s heart, but who is not really there. That Lord sits somewhere staring, a 
unique non-action contact (saṃyoga) of the witnessing Lord, upon the witnessed 
pradhāna (unmanifest nature in non-evolving equilibrium) and somehow agitates the 
components (guṇas) within it into manifestation in the form of this evolving universe, 
with the purpose of being of service to the many puruṣas. 

Sāṅkhya and Sāṅkhya-Yoga both accept this agitation into manifestation of an 
insentient entity. Both are very odd in that they rely on this literally impossible 
phenomenon to prop up their thesis of the distinction between the self (puruṣa) and an 
insentient nature that can evolve. Even if they hold that the unmanifest nature 
(pradhāna) is kind-of sentient by the presence of a sentient-like component (sattva), 
still their philosophy also holds that the puruṣa is nir-guṇa (attributeless) and so 
could not be something that stares itself in contact with anything else! 

Their philosophy, for this reason, seems quaint and is logically inconsistent. This 
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may be why so many yogins spend more of their time practicing yoga than thinking 
about the philosophy behind those practices. Patañjali does not propose or argue for 
any dualist philosophy in any of these sūtras. Patañjali never uses the term sāṅkhya 
in any of these sūtras. The dualist views are all Īśvara-kṛṣṇa’s contributions that have 
been assumed to be behind Patañjali’s yoga by later commentators. Īśvara-kṛṣṇa was 
a later philosopher who formulated a version of dualist philosophy called Sāṅkhya. 

In regard to the Lord, Patañjali himself has no such reservation in offering many 
sūtras on this eka-tattva—eight so far and many more to follow. This can be taken as 
an indication that Patañjali was not an advocate of Sāṅkhya philosophy or a 
Sāṅkhya-Yoga philosophy. Patañjali, just as many Indian writers and commentators, 
did borrow common terminologies from the scriptures and also from each other. But 
borrowing some terminology does not necessarily entail accepting any of the 
philosophies that share these common terms. 

Rather, Patañjali appears here as simply an advocate of yoga that includes samādhi 
(contemplation) and an appreciation of an intelligent Lord as a means for equipping 
the mind to attain kaivalya (liberation). The vast majority of seekers in India accept 
that kaivalya means a Lord that really is in one’s heart. They grow up with a shrine in 
their homes, parents who understand that Lord in the heart, and a habit of going to 
temple to affirm that Lord’s presence. The iconography of these temples clearly 
adheres to this concept. The seeker enters from the external world into the religious 
environs of the temple. At the center of the temple is a dark enclosure (the mind in 
ignorance of the Lord) wherein the Lord’s presence is illumined by the lamp (of 
knowledge). 

Patañjali clearly takes an approach that accepts the same tenants as the Bhagavad 
Gītā, the other great and earlier, or perhaps contemporary, text on yoga. Patañjali 
expounds on the nuances of samādhi, which was only lightly touched upon in the 
sixth chapter of the Bhagavad Gītā. 

The Bhagavad Gītā is clearly based on Upaniṣad teachings and uses some of the 
same terminology as the original Upaniṣads. Sāṅkhya philosophy also borrowed from 
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and elaborated upon the terminologies of the Upaniṣads. The Bhagavad Gītā clearly 
teaches a real, not a pretend, identity of the limitless Lord and the limitless self. 
Please see this author’s works on the Bhagavad Gītā for more on this topic. 

Clarity of Mind 

Û ø e Ê ø û Y ¡ ¢ ) m ø ø Y Û ø ü ù Ì Ç ø ø + Õ ø + ¦ ø ø m ø ø @   ò ø ü ¨ ø Y Ì ü : ¨ ø Y Õ ø ü m Þ ø ø Õ ø ü m Þ ø Y ú é ø ð ø Þ ø ø m ø ø @   Ù ø ø é ø Ò ø ø Ç ø í ø }  
ú ² ø É Ç ø Y Õ ø ã ò ø ø Ì Ò ø Û ø } G(1.33) 
maitrī-karuṇā-muditopekṣāṇāṃ sukha-duḥkha-puṇyāpuṇya-viṣayāṇāṃ 
bhāvanātaś citta-prasādanam. 

[prasādana—clarity; citta—mind; bhāvanātas—through cultivating; maitrī—
goodwill; sukha-viṣaya—the joyful; karuṇā—compassion; duḥkha[-viṣaya]—
the sorrowful; muditā—approval; puṇya[-viṣaya]—the meritorious; upekṣā—
allowance; a-puṇya[-viṣaya]—the non-meritorious.] 
This clarity, which is sthiti (steadiness), of mind is also through the value 
structures of cultivating goodwill111 instead of envy towards the joyful, 
compassion instead of advantage towards the sorrowful, approval instead of 
jealousy towards the meritorious, and allowance instead of contempt towards 
the non-meritorious. 

These attitudes—based on the universal value structure called dharma (universal 
justice) in the scripture—uphold an objective, non-distracting, and supportive 
relationship with oneself, other people, other living beings, and all situations around 
us. The student’s objective is to assimilate this teaching in all thinking, attitudes, and 
behavior. It is a way of life, not a philosophy. These and other values that support a 
more open and contemplative mind are fully developed in the Bhagavad Gītā. 

The values noted in this sūtra are the student’s tools in addressing and assessing 
                                                 
111 Yoga Sūtra 3.23. 
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his or her attitudes toward him or herself as well as toward the world. Goodwill 
toward oneself is not self-indulgence. It is personal honesty and a commitment to 
integrate the various aspects of the psyche. It is a commitment to emotional maturity 
and inner growth. We envy another’s joy when we place unwarranted value on 
another’s possession or achievement. So neither the joy nor the envy is justified. 
Therefore to bear goodwill to oneself is to always have the highest value in mind, or 
easily available.  

Compassion, actually empathy, is a natural and honest human connection to all 
living things. Compassion toward oneself is easily overdone; we tend to be extremely 
forgiving of our mistakes, even more so than we are of others. It takes a sensitive, 
uncompromising objectivity to evaluate our underlying motivations.  Often our 
sorrows toward ourselves, our feelings of self-pity, voice our childish sense of 
entitlement and a more basic sense of worthlessness and unlovability. Feeling 
unworthy can influence our attitudes expressing judgment. 

There is no healthy mind incapable of entertaining the full range of human 
behavior, from abject depravity to saintly beatitude. What makes a difference is a life 
of allowance, objectivity, and unconditional understanding. Again this works both in 
relationship to our self and to the world. The clarity, the steadiness of mind this sūtra 
suggests, is gained by the development and nurturing of buddhi, of the intellect, the 
higher mind which is non-reactive, non-judgmental, understanding, bright, 
enthusiastic, and cheerful. This teaching that addresses the self, the Lord, and the 
world in terms of the benevolent whole is a proven, teachable sharing of spiritual 
truth. 

Õøã²µÌâÒøYúéøÐøøámøøÙÞøø@ éøø ÕøãømøòÞøG(1.34) 
pracchardana-vidhāraṇābhyāṃ vā prāṇasya. 

[vā—also; pracchardana—exhalation; vidhāraṇa—retention; prāṇa—breath.] 

This steadiness of mind is also through the practice of controlling the 
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exhalation and retention of the breath, which naturally calms the restlessness 
of the mind.

112
 

More details and the purpose of this, as it relates to the other steps towards 
contemplation within the eight limbs (aṣṭāṅga) of yoga, will be presented in Yoga 
Sutras 2.49 through 52. This is the second time breath has been mentioned in this 
chapter (see Yoga Sutras 1.31). In the second chapter the topic of breath will be 
covered, and in the third (Yoga Sutras 3.31) it is again taken up with reference to the 
gain of calm. Breath control is important and should be considered and practiced in 
order to promote a composed, meditative mind. This is not an attempt to raise 
kuṇḍalinī (the coiled energy at the base of the spine) here. We are simply making an 
honest effort to own up to our already perfect self, free of ignorance, sorrow, and fear. 

úéøðøÞøéøÇøû éøø Õøãéø ;úÉÇøá} $ÇÕøNøø ÛøÒøòø: úòËøúÇøYúÒø×øÒÐøÒøûG (1.35) 
viṣayavatī vā pravṛttir utpannā manasaḥ sthiti-nibandhanī. 

[vā—also; utpanna—developing; pravṛtti—concerted mental pursuit; 
viṣayavatin—having but one object; nibandhanin—brings about; sthiti—
steadiness; manas—mind.] 

Also developing a concerted mental pursuit having but one object, 
recommended by scripture or by one’s teacher, brings about a steadiness of 
mind. 

                                                 
112 “Restraining the organs of acting and sensing (the prāṇas), [thus] whose activities are disciplined, one should 

[sit and gently] breathe through the nostrils when one’s activity has diminished. Without indifference, the 

informed one should hold this mind, like it was the reins attached to unruly horses [i.e., the organs].” 

(Śvetāśvatara Up. 2.9). 
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úéøíøø+¡¢ø éøø jÞøø+úÇøðÛøÇøûG(1.36) 
viśokā vā jyotiṣmatī. 

[vā—also; jyotiṣmatin—having the light; vi-śoka—free of sorrow.] 

Also developing a concerted mental pursuit having the light,
113

 which is one’s 
conscious being, the light of all lights as its contemplation, which is free of all 
limitations including sorrow,

114
 brings about a steadiness of mind. 

This is contemplating the very nature of the awareful being that is oneself. This needs 
the person to understand that the shining being within is none other than the perfect 
puruṣa, the Lord. So instead of the contemplation upon the Lord as the perfect person 
in sūtra 1.23, this is upon the being within as the perfect person. Of course, they are 
the same, but this takes the understanding of the scripture. This is well taught in the 
scriptures, such as in the footnote quotations to this sūtra. Patañjali has already 
directed the seeker to the scripture (āgama) and he specifically indicates which 
scriptures by the terminology he uses—jyotis and viśoka. The commentator Vyāsa 
using the term hṛdaya-puṇḍarīka indicates the mantra from Kaivalya Upaniṣad which 
uses the equivalent term hṛd-puṇḍarīka. 

Imagine the person who knows not the scripture behind these sūtras trying to 

                                                 
113 “Now, the light (jyotis) which shines above this heaven, in the highest and unsurpassed regions above the 
universe, above all, is indeed this very same light within the person.” (Chāndogya Up. 3.13.7). “It is the light of 
lights [i.e., the solely self-revealing conscious being by which even the sun is revealed] said to be beyond 
darkness [or ignorance, as it reveals both].” (Bh. Gītā 13.17). 

114 “By the aging of that [body], this [‘space within the heart,’ brahman] does not age. By the destruction of that, 
this is not destroyed. This is the true city of brahman [i.e., the true body not other than brahman]. In this are 
placed [all] desires. This is ātman not affected by painful results, free of aging, free of death, free of sorrow 
(vi-śoka), free of hunger and thirst, [in which reality] desire and choice are realized.” (Chāndogya Up. 8.1.5). 
“Contemplating [until] the lotus like heart (hṛd-puṇḍarīka) (i.e., the open, mature mind arisen from the mundane 
mire) is free of agitation and pure, [then] madhye (within that) upon the bright one (vi-śada), free of sorrow 
(vi-śoka) [the Lord (Parameśvara)].” (Kaivalya Up. 5). 
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contemplate some painless light inside his or her head. It is irresponsible to not 
indicate to seekers what this viśoka jyotis really is. 

éøûÇøYáøªøYúéøðøÞø@ éøø ú²øÉÇøÛø}G(1.37) 
vīta-rāga-viṣayaṃ vā cittam. 

[citta—mind; vā—also; vīta-rāga—no attachment; viṣayas—objects.] 

The mind also attains steadiness when it has no attachment
115

 towards 
objects. 

Objects are manifestations of the tattvas (evolutes) of the world, in Sāṅkhya 
terminology. Thus attachment to objects, such as contemplating on the tattvas just to 
gain specific objects or powers, would be kliṣṭa (what hinders one’s progress in 
yoga).

116
 These objects should instead be contemplated in order to see their 

limitations. These limitations, no matter how grand, are not one’s self , nor can they 
make a difference in or improve one’s self in any way, shape, or form. 

òéøÕøÓYúÒøÌãøY¹øøÒøøæÛ×øÒø @ éøøG(1.38) 
svapna-nidrā-jñānālambanaṃ vā. 

[vā—also; ālambana—basis; jñāna—knowledge; svapna—dream; nidrā—
sleep.] 

The mind also attains steadiness when it has as its basis the knowledge of 
dream and sleep states, as taught in the Upaniṣads as part of the unfoldment of 

                                                 
115 “Having completely attained this [brahman], the sages were satisfied in knowledge. Their mind being 
prepared, they were free of attachments (vīta-rāga) and naturally cheerful. Having gained everywhere the 
all-pervasive and [always] united in [contemplation of the limitless] ātman, those wise ones become 
everything!” (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.2.5). 

116 Yoga Sūtra 3.37. 
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the one conscious being that unites all experiences.
117

 

Like the Lord in reference to this entire waking world, I, the dreamer, can see myself 
as the Lord of the dream world, as its source and substance. Then in deep sleep, 
which is also just me, this dream world as well as the waking world resolves, like the 
universe resolves into an unmanifest state in the reality we call the Lord, until  the 
next big-bang—in our case, the clang of the alarm clock. In this way one can come to 
assimilate how one can be that same reality from which the universe appears and into 
which it resolves. All this, as taught by the Upaniṣads, can be meditated upon with 
the help of Om, also called the ālambana (basis).

118
 

The Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad, especially, presents the nature of the self, of reality, via 
the three states of experience, waking-dreaming-sleeping. It says the conscious being 
that in-forms all three states, that is always there, unaffected before, during, and after 
each of the appearances of these three states, is the reality of oneself, the reality of 
brahman (the infinite). So these experiences within waking life that we cling to as if 
they make or break us are, in comparison to the reality of oneself, no more real than 
dreams. These experiences are simply movements of the mind that come and go in its 
restlessness. This understanding is what is to be contemplated during recitation of Om 
in meditation. Every thought, every experience, is the same as this Om arising in 
awareness, remaining for a moment in awareness, then resolving back within the 
awareful being, within oneself. It is temporary; oneself alone is permanent and 
untainted by the appearances of thoughts. 

                                                 
117 Brahma, Bṛhad-āraṇyaka, Chāndogya, Kaivalya, Māṇḍūkya, Nṛsiṃha-Pūrva-Tāpanīya, Nṛsiṃha-Uttara-
Tāpanīya, Praśna, Rāma-Uttara-Tāpanīya, and Sarva-ūpaniṣat-sāra Upaniṣads. 

118 “The abode (pada) which all the Vedas proclaim, which all prayerful disciplines speak, and desiring which 
they take to a life of seeking brahman, that abode I tell to you in brief is this Om [i.e., what has Om as its 
indicating symbol]. …This basis (ālambana) [i.e., āśraya, what one seeks refuge in] is the best, this basis is the 
ultimate. Knowing this basis [and thus being brahman] one becomes exalted [absolutely] in the world that is 
brahman (brahma-loka) [or, relatively, in the highest heaven called brahma-loka].” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.15 and 17). 
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These are not poetic statements that life is like a dream, but statements of fact 
about all our experiences, namely that all of life has a nature not essentially different 
from a dream—as simply the movement of the mind. This is reality based teaching. 
This and similar analyses of dream and deep sleep in the Upaniṣads is what Patañjali 
is referring to here in this sūtra, and again why scripture (āgama) is to be studied with 
the help of a skilled teacher.

119
 

The superficial commentary of Vyāsa on these last several sūtras led to a lack of 
independent analysis by the following commentators and translators. They completely 
miss the connection of these very important topics to their clear development in the 
scriptures. This allows a few translators to imagine that the ancient yogins were into 
psychotherapeutic dream analysis. This imagination cannot be laid at the feet of 
Vyāsa, though, as it is perhaps more a wish by those translators to make their 
medieval Sāṅkhya based interpretations sound current. 

The teaching analyses dream not for therapeutic experiences but for its lesson in 
understanding what is the reality of this world, the dream, and oneself—the waker and 
dreamer.

120
 

ÞøËøøúÙøÛøÇøYÐÞøøÒøøÌ} éøøG(1.39) 
yathābhimata-dhyānād vā. 

                                                 
119 “(Though) contemplating (cintyamāna) a lot, one finds this ātman explained by an inferior teacher difficult to 
know. When taught by one who knows it as himself (an-anya), there is no going wrong (gati).” (Kaṭha Up. 
1.2.8). 

120 “[Yājña-valkya replied to King Janaka:] Indeed that person (puruṣa) has only two abodes, this [life] and the 
other world [all other past and future lives]. Dream, a third, is their junction. Residing in that junction abode he 
sees both those abodes, this and the other life. Now, whatever brings one into the other life he takes that [ karma] 
and experiences sorrows and joys. When he dreams, he takes a little of this supportive world, abandons his own 
[physical body], creates himself [a dream body], and dreams as his own luster [dream] by his own light ( jyotis). 
Here, the person is his own light.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.9). 
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[vā—also; dhyāna—retaining a single pointed inquiry in contemplation; 
yathā-abhimata—any object one likes.] 

The mind also attains steadiness through retaining a single pointed inquiry in 
contemplation on any object one likes, and thus staying put upon that object 
for a time. 

One has to start somewhere. If only objects you desire attract you, then contemplate 
upon them in order to eventually appreciate their limitations through the teaching.  

ÕøáÛøømøüYÕøáÛøYÛøôÉÇéøøÒÇøø+{òÞø éøíøûY¡¢øá:G(1.40) 
paramāṇu-parama-mahattvānto'sya vaśī-kāraḥ. 

[vaśī-kāra—mastery; asya—of this; anta—extends; parama-aṇu—most 
minute; parama-mahattva—most pervasive.] 

Mastery in the form of vairāgya (non-attachment) of this mind extends from 
the most minute to the most pervasive. 

Mastery or control is not to be understood as power over individual things. Such a 
power and its craving, imagined to be a part of yoga or not, can only be based on the 
erroneous belief that objects, including this body and mind, can provide the 
satisfaction-full freedom which is the real goal of yoga and is the natural goal of 
everyone, whether they fully recognize it or not. Mastery, as had already been 
explained in Yoga Sūtra 1.15, here concerns the ability to pursue what is conducive 
and avoid what is not conducive to yoga. It is the nirodha (discipline) of the thoughts 
of the mind indicated in Yoga Sūtra 1.2 as the definition of yoga. 

The power this individual body and mind can have over even a tiny portion of the 
universe is a pittance. The real mastery is freeing oneself from the notions that these 
things of the universe are an addition to or subtraction from me, are to be pursued and 
possessed, or feared and avoided. It is complete independence, a lack of dependence 
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on anything.
121

 This complete mastery entails the appreciation that all this is not other 
than the reality that is oneself. 

¦øûmøYéø;ÉÇø +á } !øúÙøjøøÇøòÞø+éø Ûømø+á} ªøãôûÇø;YªøãômøYªøãøöà+ðø ü ÇøÇø}YòËøYÇøÌ}Y!ø ¼ø¸ÒøÇøø 
òøÛøøÕøúÉÇø:G(1.41) 
kṣīṇa-vṛtter abhijātasyeva maṇer grahītṛ-grahaṇa-grāhyeṣu tat-stha-tad-
añjanatā samāpattiḥ. 

[samāpatti—contemplation; vṛttis—thoughts; kṣīṇa—have waned; 
tat-añjanatā—what makes clearly evident that; tat-stha—which it rests 
upon; grahītṛ—knower; grahaṇa—knowing; grāhya—known; iva—like; 
abhijāta maṇi—quality crystal ball.] 

The contemplation of one whose distracting thoughts have waned is what 
makes clearly evident that which it rests upon, whether that be the knower—
the notion of I as a knower, the knowing—the senses and the mind, or the 
known—the object, like a quality crystal ball clearly takes on the exact color 
of whatever it rests on. 

This is the immediate goal of yoga—a sufficiently clean and clear mind that can 
easily assimilate, can easily take on the truth of, any truth it rests upon, like a clear 
crystal takes on the exact color of any object it rests upon. 

                                                 
121 “Whereas, the person who would find pleasure within the self alone, be satisfied with the self, and be 
contented in the self alone—that one has nothing [yet] to be done. For that [person] in this world, there is, 
indeed, no goal by doing, nor by not doing. Nor for that one is there any dependence for [any] thing towards any 
being.” (Bh. Gītā 3.17 and 18). 
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Four Forms of Contemplation With Seed 

ÇøÊø íø×ÌøËøâY¹øøÒøYúéø¡¢èÕøe: òøw£¯ûmøøâ òøYúéøÇø¡¢øâ òøÛøøÕøúÉÇø:G (1.42)  
tatra śabdārtha-jñāna-vikalpaiḥ saṅkīrṇā sa-vitarkā samāpattiḥ. 

[tatra—there; samāpatti—contemplation; saṅkīrṇa—mixed up; vikalpa—
imagination; śabda—word; artha—perceptual or logical object; jñāna—idea; 
sa-vitarka—with reasoning.] 

There in contemplation, the contemplation that is mixed up with imagination 
based on word, the perceptual or logical object, and its related idea is called 
sa-vitarka (with reasoning), a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi. 

òÛø;úÇøYÕøùáíøüpÑø e òéøY*ÕøYíøþÒÞø+éøøËøâÛøøÊøYúÒøÙøø âòøø úÒøá}YúéøÇø¡¢øâG (1.43) 
smṛti-pariśuddhau sva-rūpa-śūnyevārtha-mātra-nirbhāsā nir-vitarkā. 

[pariśuddhi—purified; smṛti—memory; nirbhāsa—illumination; 
artha-mātra—only the perceptual or logical object; iva—as if; śūnya—had no; 
sva-rūpa—form of its own; nis-vitarka—free of reasoning.] 

When purified of memory of word and idea, the samāpatti (contemplation) that 
is the illumination of only the perceptual or logical object in assimilated 
knowledge of the nature of the object free from erroneous mental projections , as 
if the mind had no form of its own, is called nir-vitarka (free of reasoning), 
also a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi because it is as if, so the mind is still subtly 
there. 

All objects of the universe, including the senses and mind with all its various ideas 
and notions, are but name and form, as the scripture never tires in pointing out. This 
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getting past the name and form in the mind to their reality, their is-ness,
122

 that is not 
separate from oneself is this being purified of memory of word and idea. The terms 
word and idea in these sūtras are the equivalent of the scripture’s terms name and 
form, respectively. The term memory is used because memory alone can be the 
vehicle to introduce into the current moment a name connected to a particular form 
learned in the past. Language, the matching of word with a form, is a skill learned  in a 
culture over time that is retained in memory and applied to the current moment at 
hand. This language is the tool to distinguish objects through these different names 
and forms. If these distinguished objects are then given (are hypothesized to have) a 
reality beyond the reality of the applied names and forms from memory, then one is 
making a mistake of creating a reality for objects that is not there. 

An example of such a mistake is hearing a noise in my room at night and bringing 
to mind the thought of a monster as actually existing in my room. When I know the 
thought as simply a thought, then it can be objectively investigated appropriately. 
When I believe, however, that there is an existing monster simply based on that 
thought, then this is a mistake. 

A more subtle and devastating example is thinking of my body and becoming 
worried that I am ageing, thus I am subject to death, to disappear. 

When I correctly know this body is simply a perceptual notion I have in the current 
moment, and when I correctly know that this notion is bound up with memories of a 
past body and with imaginations of an uncertain future body, and when I correctly 
know that the notion that I am this body is a mistake, then I can objectively see that 
this body is now something that may be called old but it is not me. This body is 
intrinsically only existing right now. There is no age for this current appearance other 
than the present moment. The reality of time and the flow of time will be analyzed in 
the later chapters to reveal this understanding.

123
 Though the momentary appearance 

                                                 
122 Yoga Sūtra 1.17. 

123 See commentaries on Yoga Sūtras 3.16, 3.52, 4.12 through 14, and 4.33.  
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of this body may be given the name old, still I do not then become old.  

However, if I believe that this body now is the same as the body in the past 
memories of it and is the same as the body in the imagined uncertain future notions of 
it, and therefore it is a single continuous entity that is continually ageing till death, 
and this ageing till death is myself ageing, then this is a devastating, death-dealing 
mistake. 

Believing that the current appearance of this body is a single continuous entity, 
external to and completely independent from thought and its content, is a mistake that 
does not necessarily cause a problem. This is just misidentifying a factual object (the 
current appearance of this body) with an imaginary object fading to its death. 
Thinking that what happens to this external entity is happening to me, to the notion I 
have of myself as the knower of these thoughts and entities, however, is a mistake 
that causes a problem. This latter mistake makes myself appear to be unduly limited 
and necessarily subjects this mind to baseless anxiety and fear—all because of 
shallow, loose thinking that mixes up entities and realities.  This is misidentifying 
oneself with a factual or imaginary object—limiting oneself to whatever problem that 
object appears to have. 

The moment, which is pure cognition, is the reality of oneself that is timeless 
(time-free) and limitless, whereas memory is of the past and imagination is of the 
future. These latter two are limited since they are simply thoughts in time that will go 
away in time. When contemplating the nature of the objects of the world, such as this 
body or the mind, in keeping with the teaching, one is objectively seeing their 
inherent limitations as simply names and forms. One sees their limitations as not 
belonging to or affecting the single reality in which they temporarily manifest as 
names and forms. This is the preliminary sa-vicāra contemplation. 

Then, in nir-vicāra, one finally comes to appreciate the pure is-ness of the object as 
the same “I am,” the same is-ness of oneself, sat-cit (reality-consciousness), the 
reality in which these objects manifest. At the moment of appreciating this single 
reality basis of objects, one is not imagining separate, real existences for the contents 
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of thoughts beyond their mere appearances in the moment, whether those contents be 
the memories of the names and forms that constitute the objects, or that content be 
another thought with the name and form of “I am now contemplating.” At that 
timeless moment, in other words, there is no notion distinguishing the thinker, 
thinking, and thought. The thought here is only of the nature of the object as is-ness. 
Hence, the normal activity of the mind employing its distinguishing names to various 
forms is missing, and is here said to be as though not there. Of course, it is there as 
the non-reflexive, non-distinguishing, non-dual thought of is-ness. 

Many commentators and translators imagine that contemplating an object free of 
word and idea, free of name and form, is some special yoga vision that yields some 
kind of supernormal knowledge about that object. But think about that claim. Isn’t it 
that, when you remove word and idea, the object in fact can only disappear? How 
could it appear in contemplation without any form whatsoever? It cannot. Thus, how 
could there then be any special super vision that yields supernormal knowledge about 
the object by such contemplation? If there is no form, there can be no supernormal 
information about the object. That supernormal information also would have to be 
without name and form too, if it were, in fact, part of this contemplation.  How could 
that be information at all? 

Does the author claim that he or she has this super vision? Or, are they claiming 
that some yogins are said to have these super power? Can you attain complete 
freedom in your life which is the goal of yoga simply by believing anecdotal stories 
about some yogins somewhere else or in the past? Do you really believe you also have 
the stuff to attain those rare powers yourself? 

Please think about such claims. Isn’t the scripture’s explanation given above the 
obvious way to understand these sūtras? Contemplating anything free of name and 
form can only be the scripture’s vision of non-dual reality, pure is-ness. This alone is 
a teaching grounded in reality and clarity that can actually help you, not something 
grounded in mysticism—if there is such an oxymoron. 
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%ÇøÞøeéø òøYúéø²øøáø úÒøá}Yúéø²øøáø ²ø òøþ¦ÛøYúéøðøÞøø éÞøø¨ÞøøÇøøG (1.44)  
etayaiva sa-vicārā nir-vicārā ca sūkṣma-viṣayā vyākhyātā. 

[etayā eva—in that same way alone; sūkṣma-viṣayas—subtle objects; 
vyākhyāta—is explained; sa-vicāra—with inquiry; ca—and; nis-vicāra—free 
of inquiry.] 

In that same way alone, mixed and not mixed with word and idea—with name 
and form—samāpatti (contemplation) in regard also to scriptural subtle objects 
is explained as being sa-vicāra (with inquiry) and nir-vicāra (free of 
inquiry). Both are a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi. 

Inquiry (vicāra) is a term used for scriptural analysis of subtle objects not otherwise 
known through the senses, and thus not knowable by any logic (vitarka) based on 
sense perceptions. 

Scriptural or divine objects, such as heaven or a particular form of a deity, though 
subtle in nature, are still objects. They are just not objects of the senses . They are 
either completely or mostly objects of the mind. Divine visions, such as when one 
dies and gets into heaven, are possible at that time by a provided subtle eye sight. 
Such subtle sights, sounds, etcetera would not be unlike the perceptions we have here 
within our dreams. These divine subtle objects, though, have no more intrinsic reality 
than the so-called mundane subtle objects, such as everyday thoughts, dreams, and so 
on. They both have the same subtle nature. 

Even scriptural objects are but name and form alone. This getting past the name 
and form to their reality, their is-ness, that is not separate from oneself is this being 
purified of memory of word and idea. When contemplating the limited nature of the 
subtle objects presented in the scripture—which perception and logic cannot reach, 
such as the heavens or the subtlest nature of common objects (such as all objects 
being only a manifestation of the Lord), and, in keeping with the teaching, dismissing 
those limitations as not constituting separate real entities—one starts to appreciate the 
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objective reality of the subtle object, freed of one’s mistaken  or incomplete 
perspectives. 

One then can ultimately come to appreciate the pure awareness of the subtle object 
as being the same “I am aware” awareness of the self, sat-cit (reality-consciousness). 
One gains a glimpse of the ultimate goal of yoga. At that time, one is not consciously 
aware of the thought process going on, of “I am now contemplating.”  

Fully appreciating mundane or divine objects all the way to their is-ness are not 
anything like the fanciful imaginations that we read in modern yoga advertising 
brochures. Neither are they like Arjuna’s divine vision given to him by Lord Kṛṣṇa in 
the eleventh chapter of the Bhagavad Gītā.

124
 That divine vision was of forms that 

Arjuna could give names to. That was not a vision free of names and forms, free of 
memory of word and idea. 

Seeing artha-mātra, an object purely free of erroneous mental projections, is not 
some mystical capacity hidden from others. Anything like an x-ray vision is still well 
within names and forms. All names and forms are projections, whether from x-ray 
vision, dream, or through the senses. A real vision, free of names and forms, can only 
be a non-sensory appreciation, understanding, of the is-ness of the object. That vision, 
then, only frees when it is clearly known that this is-ness is but the same is-ness of all 
objects, and is but the same is-ness of oneself (asmitā), and that is oneself. 

Included in scriptural objects or topics are, of course, Īśvara (the Lord), ātman 
(oneself), and brahman (limitless reality). They are also, initially, only the notions we 
have about them, and, as such, have no more intrinsic reality than their subtle nature 
as thoughts. Inquiry into their real nature, though, through the scripture supported by 

                                                 
124 “Arjuna said: ‘O Lord, I see in Your body all the deities and hosts of different types of beings, Lord Brahmā 
seated in the lotus [i.e., in Brahma-loka within the lotus-like universe], [and] all the sages and celestial serpents. 
I see You as having countless [bodies with] arms, bellies, mouths and eyes—whose forms are endless in all 
directions. And I see not Your end, nor middle, nor beginning, O Lord of the Universe whose form is the 
universe.’” (Bh. Gītā 11.15 and 16). 
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reasoning, reveals their true nature through an expanded meaning of the words, free 
from erroneous notions that appeared to limit them. They are all nothing but limitless 
is-ness. They are the puruṣa, the being which alone is kaivalya (freedom).  

òøþ¦ÛøYúéøðøÞøÇéø@ ²øøúæw«¯YÕøÞøâéøòøøÒøÛø}G(1.45)  
sūkṣma-viṣayatvaṃ cāliṅga-paryavasānam. 

[ca—and; sūkṣma-viṣayatva—nature of being a subtle object; paryavasāna—
reaches up to; a-liṅga—unmanifest.] 

And the nature of being a subtle object reaches
125

 up to, but does not include, 
the unmanifest total, also called prakṛti, pradhāna, or a-vyakta (unmanifest 
nature). 

One can contemplate on one single object, such as an annoying habit one may have, 
particularly if it blocks doubt-free knowledge and one needs to get past that single 
sticking point to gain clarity in knowledge. This sūtra, however, indicates that, in 
general, one should move from contemplating innumerable single manifest objects to 
contemplating their subtle, uniting totality as presented in the scripture. Since this 
mind cannot comprehend much more than one object at a time, then this 
contemplation would be on the subtle nature that unites these objects (see Yoga Sūtra 
4.14). 

All these contemplations based on the understanding of reality in the scripture, 
based on reasoning in keeping with the scripture (vitarka) and inquiry into the 
scripture (vicāra), are a subtle progression, leading to more subtle clarity of mind.

126
 

These contemplations connect the individual to the cosmos, and like the meditations 
in the Upaniṣads, called upāsanas, are meant to make the mind more subtle 

                                                 
125 Yoga Sūtra 2.19. 

126 Yoga Sūtras 1.47 and 48. 
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(pervasive) and amenable to the truth of all of reality. 

The puruṣa is subtle but is never an object. In the scripture (āgama), which 
Patañjali accepts as a means of knowledge, it is called the subtlest (sūkṣmatara)

127
 

and is the reality basis (satya) of even prakṛti.
128

 Prakṛti, being a-liṅga (unmanifest) 
and not oneself, is what naturally cannot be an object of contemplation. The term 
paryavasāna (meaning reaching culmination at) is thus here used exclusively, not 
inclusively. Subtle objects for meditation include everything subtle up to but not 
including prakṛti. 

The puruṣa, however, though the subtlest but not an object, is one’s self and so not 
totally unknown. Hence, it can be appreciated not as an object,

129
 but as oneself free 

of limiting concepts and thus always clearly available, including in quiet 
contemplation, in a-saṃprajñāta samādhi.

130
 

See Appendix E for a chart presenting the different names and forms of these 
stages of contemplation given by Patañjali. 

                                                 
127 “That limitless (bṛhat) [i.e., brahman] is the shining one [that lights up everything], not available as a form of 

thought, [yet] variously reveals [itself] as the subtlest (sūkṣmatara) of the subtle [in each and every thought]. 

Existing very far from what is remote [in terms of distance or time] and close to [i.e., closer than] here [i.e., than 

every thought right now], it exists [as though] hidden (nihita) here itself in the conscious intellect.” (Muṇḍaka 

Up. 3.1.7). 

128 “Whereas one should know māyā as mother nature (prakṛti), and the limitless Lord as having māyā within.” 

(Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.10). “Because, this My (devī) māyā—in the form of the [three] guṇas and coming from 

[Me] the Lord—is difficult to cross. [Therefore, giving up all else in māyā,] those who seek only Me [as 

themselves] cross over this māyā.” (Bh. Gītā 7.14). 

129 “The brahman which is immediate (sākṣāt) [as the witness] and not remote (a-parokṣāt) [as the one non-dual 

reality] …is this your self (ātman) that is within all. …You cannot see the witness (draṣṭṛ) of all that is seen, 

cannot hear the hearer of all that is heard, cannot think of the thinker of all that is thought, nor can you know the 

knower of all that is known.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.4.2). 

130 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 
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Çøø %éø òøY×øûjø: òøÛøøúÐø:G(1.46)  
tā eva sa-bījaḥ samādhiḥ. 

[tāḥ—these; eva—indeed; samādhi—contemplation; sa-bīja—that retains the 
seed.] 

These four samāpattis are indeed each a contemplation that retains the seed 
of ignorance and its afflictions, as long as that assimilated knowledge is not 
complete by including everything and oneself. 

The four sa-bīja samāpattis, in order of subtlety, were contemplation on common 
objects with reasoning (sa-vitarka) culminating in contemplation free of reasoning 
(nir-vitarka), and contemplation on subtle scriptural objects with inquiry (sa-vicāra) 
culminating in contemplation free of inquiry (nir-vicāra). 

These reasonings and inquires, though helping (a-kliṣṭa) one’s progress in yoga, 
are nevertheless within the realm of the fundamental ignorance (a-vidyā) that is there 
from birth. Until the fundamental ignorance goes, every thought one entertains, even 
if it is scriptural, will be within the skewed perspective of this original ignorance. 

How can a singular ignorance affect all thoughts? The reason is because this 
ignorance concerns the very nature of the seer of all thoughts, as well as the reality of 
all thoughts and their content.

131
 This fundamental ignorance takes what is unreal as 

real and the real as no better than the unreal.
132

 

This is why one can listen to this teaching over and over and gain more clarity  and 
more maturity, but there is yet no complete solution, no appreciation of complete 
freedom in one’s life, no acknowledgement of fearlessness as one’s being. The 

                                                 
131 “Whereas, those who are cynical, who do not follow this, My teaching, know them—who are [thus] variously 
confused in all [other areas of] knowledge [because they do not know who the ‘I’ is] and lacking discernment —
as lost.” (Bh. Gītā 3.32). 

132 Yoga Sūtra 2.5. 
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fundamental ignorance has to completely go. It cannot be kind of gone.
133

 

This fundamental ignorance (including the teaching to get out of ignorance)
134

 and 
its resulting afflictions are the seeds (bījas)

135
 that need to be rendered totally 

impotent for this teaching to finally bless. The teaching in all the Vedas, including 
their Upaniṣads, are just so many words, until their meaning is assimilated as clear 
knowledge—that knowledge alone is para-vidyā (knowledge of the unlimited).

136
 

Even in quiet contemplation (a-saṃprajñāta samādhi) one’s ignorance remains as 
latent tendencies to raise doubts and confusion upon coming out of these temporary 
samādhis. Nevertheless, these samādhis are included in the limbs of yoga (see Yoga 
Sūtras 3.1 through 3.8), and they serve their purpose in bringing discipline and clarity 
to the mind and thus making it contemplative. 

Being contemplative allows this vision of truth to take hold in one’s life. Being 
ever contemplative—never outside of clear, valid thinking—is a spontaneous 
expression of, or conducive to, the complete assimilation of this teaching. 

                                                 
133 Yoga Sūtra 3.54. 

134 “There are two types of knowledge (vidyā) to be known, say those who know scripture—unlimited (para) and 

limited (a-para). Concerning these two, the limited is the Ṛg Veda, Yajur Veda, Sāma Veda, and Atharva Veda; 

and the sciences of pronunciation, rituals, grammar, etymology, prosody, and as trology [for understanding the 

scriptural texts and performing their rituals at the proper time]. Then, the unlimited is by which [ brahma-vidyā 

(knowledge of limitless reality)] one attains that imperishable [brahman].” (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.1.4 and 5). 

135 Yoga Sūtras 1.24, 1.50, 1.51, 2.3, and 2.4.  

136 “For a contemplative person who knows [sat (reality)], there is as much usefulness in all the Vedas as [there 

is] in a small watering hole [in a once-dry river bed, when the river is] in a flood everywhere [i.e., seeing the 

truth everywhere, one is no longer dependent on the Vedas.]” (Bh. Gītā 2.46). 
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Clarity and Knowledge 

úÒøá}Yúéø²øøáYéøeíøøáÏ+{ÐÞøøÇÛøYÕøãòøøÌ:G(1.47) 
nir-vicāra-vaiśāradye'dhyātma-prasādaḥ. 

[vaiśāradya—mastery; nis-vicāra—free of inquiry; prasāda—clarity; adhi-
ātman—mind.] 

When there is mastery in the free of inquiry samāpatti, there is clarity
137

 of 
mind. 

Here is pointed out the immediate goal of nir-vicāra samādhi. It is clarity of mind. 
And this clarity can ultimately culminate in knowledge as nir-bīja samādhi.

138
 

&Çø@YÙøáø ÇøÊø Õøã¹øøG(1.48) 
ṛtaṃ-bharā tatra prajñā. 

[tatra—when that takes place; prajñā—knowledge; ṛtaṃ-bhara—bears the 
truth.] 

When that takes place—when there is sufficient clarity of mind—one’s 
knowledge bears the truth. 

Here, it is not exactly explicit what the source of this prajñā (knowledge) is. Some 
say that samādhi is a source of knowledge, but that is not said by Patañjali. He has 

                                                 
137 “Whereas, moving among the objects with the senses under authority of the intellect and freed from [being 
overpowered by] attraction and repulsion (rāga-dveṣa), the one whose mind is disciplined attains clarity 
(prasāda). When there is clarity (prasāda), there comes the destruction of all one’s sorrows [in the form of guilt 
and hurt] because, for the one whose mind is clear (prasanna), the [self-]knowledge [which destroys the sorrow] 
quickly becomes firm.” (Bh. Gītā 2.64 and 65). 

138 See commentaries on Yoga Sūtras 1.51 and 3.9. 
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given three sources of knowledge (pramāṇas): pratyakṣa (direct perception), 
anumāna (indirect knowledge), and āgama (scripture).

139
 Samādhi has been 

exhaustively presented here as a method of clarifying and steadying the mind, which 
is an instrument in all three pramāṇas. In particular, samādhi has here been clearly 
presented as a means of gaining clarity with the two means of knowledge one is 
employing in these contemplations, namely the last two, reasoning (vitarka) and 
inquiry into the scripture (vicāra). Just as it has been indicated that the a-liṅga 
(unmanifest) cannot be an object of samāpatti or samādhi, so also the puruṣa (self), 
which is the witness of everything, cannot itself be an object of samādhi. 

The grahītṛ (knower)
140

 as an object of contemplation that is talked about in each 
of the preceding samāpattis has been carefully limited as just a notion about oneself 
as a grahītṛ (knower), not the actual self that witnesses this mind’s notions.  Thus, 
samādhi cannot be a unique means of knowledge of the puruṣa. And it is knowledge 
of the puruṣa that will be said to be kaivalya (freedom). 

In this sūtra, when Patañjali uses the word prajñā (knowledge), one should 
understand it is a kind of knowledge, or rather an understanding drawn from āgama 
(scripture) in keeping with reason. It is an understanding that lacks full clarity that 
one will expand upon. It is an understanding one brings to the samādhi that can be 
and eventually is made clear by this method of clarifying the mind in regard to 
whatever is the object of the contemplation. 

To know certain things we either do or we do not have to also contemplate them. 
For example, we do not have to contemplate on one plus one equals two, since, once 
clearly explained, there is nothing more to clarify. But contemplation is helpful to 
clearly understand subtle topics as to how they should be incorporated in one’s world 
view. In particular, this samādhi taught here is helpful in owning up to the subtlest 
nature of the universe as one’s very self. 
                                                 
139 Yoga Sūtra 1.7. 

140 Yoga Sūtra 1.41. 
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The purpose of samādhi is indicated here by joining the prefix pra-, meaning 
thoroughly, with the Sanskrit verbal root jñā, meaning to know. Thus this sūtra 
indicates that the knowledge of subtle things does not bear its fruit of truth until it 
becomes thoroughly clear. This is the purpose of samādhi—to gain that clarity if it is 
not already there. 

When it comes to knowing the self, the process is one of dropping concepts about 
the self that necessarily limit the self. I have knowledge of myself, namely, that I 
exist, but it is not clear due to being mixed up with innumerable limiting notions 
about myself. 

This is not a blind dropping of any and all concepts; it is one of clearly 
understanding the inadequacies in these concepts as applying to the self. The way of 
approaching self-knowledge is given in the scripture as neti-neti (not this, not 
that)

141
—I am not the things I think I love, not the body, not the mind, nor the ego 

which is just one aspect of the mind. But the end of this neti-neti is not nothingness or 
thoughtlessness. Neti-neti is directed at oneself, and the self can never be unknown, 
never be denied, and thus never dropped. The culmination of neti-neti is just being 
oneself, without limiting concepts of oneself. 

This is described in the scriptures as knowledge. In the case of self-knowledge, the 
self is its own pramāṇa (means of knowledge), called svataḥ prāmāṇya 
(self-revealing—see the commentary on Yoga Sūtras 4.19 and 4.20), like any source 
of light does not require another source of light to physically illumine i t. In other 
words, the self, which illumines everything including the concepts in the mind, also 
illumines itself, or more precisely, does not require another source to illumine it. This 
is the most direct knowledge—sākṣāt a-parokṣāt (immediate and not remote)—
requiring no other instrument to reveal itself. But this self-revealing is not what one 

                                                 
141 “Now therefore the teaching [of brahman]—‘Not this, not that (neti neti).’” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.3.6). 
“This very ātman is not this, not that (neti neti). [That is] what is not able to be grasped [as an object and by 
words] is not grasped [by the mind], …” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.9.26, 4.2.4, 4.4.22, and 4.5.15). 
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may think must come in an imagined white heat of meditation. It is not a unique 
meditative experience which makes the meditator somehow transformed or super -
sensitive. The self-revealing reality, is-ness, is always present in every thought and 
between every thought—in “Pot is,” “Body is,” “I am,” everything is the is-ness I am. 
“Pot,” “Body,” “I” are just adjectives (upādhis)

142
 that make no division, no limitation 

in is-ness. Any more added to that knowledge will limit oneself. And until this is 
assimilated, even “I am infinite” is a limiting imagination (see Yoga Sūtra 1.9). 

Here, samādhi becomes an upāya (means) to this end, through gaining clarity on 
the inapplicability of one’s own life-long and unexamined concepts of oneself through 
the words of the scripture that point out what the self is not.  

And that is also why ultimate non-attachment (para-vairāgya) towards these near 
and dear concepts wrapped up with one’s ego is involved in this process so that they 
can be dropped once falsified. Knowing oneself is unlike other applications of 
seeking knowledge, such as learning one plus one equals two, where non-attachment 
plays no role. This is how and why ultimate non-attachment (para-vairāgya) is 
required

143
 to assimilate self-knowledge. 

îøã üÇøøÒøüÛøøÒøYÕøã¹øøÙÞøøÛø} !øÒÞøYúéøðøÞøø úéøíø+ðøøËøâÇéøøÇø}G (1.49) 
śrutānumāna-prajñābhyām anya-viṣayā viśeṣārthatvāt. 

[arthatva—object; viśeṣa—unique; viṣaya—object; anya—other; prajñā—
knowledge; śrutas—words of the scripture heard; anumānas—inferences.] 

Since the object of this prajñā (assimilated knowledge), being the very nature 
of everything and oneself, is unique—is not an object or goal that can be 
defined or inferred by words, or objectified with the senses—its object is other 

                                                 
142 Yoga Sūtra 3.14. 

143 Yoga Sūtra 1.12 through 1.16. 
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than the direct knowledge of the words of the scripture heard or the 
inferences made. 

Words of the scripture and the supporting logic, the two means of knowledge brought 
into contemplation, cannot directly reveal the self. The self is instead self-revealing as 
I.

144
 Nevertheless, it takes words, takes teaching, to remove mistakes we have 

imposed on the self-revealing I. 

This process of listening to the words of the scripture with their supporting logic, 
which together remove mistakes, can also be expressed as a going beyond the 
words

145
 to get to their implicit meaning, which points to the reality of oneself. 

It is not a pursuit of learning how to discuss the topic of yoga, not a PhD course, 
nor a training to be a lecturer. It is rather a pursuit to be a yogin and attain the goal of 
yoga, which is liberation as the limitless self. If one is unclear on the nature of the 
self that one has been taught through words and with reasoning, then the clarity of 
mind that contemplation brings to these words and logic allows this teaching to be 
                                                 
144 “This ātman is not attained by reciting [scripture], nor by memory [i.e., memorization] [of the scripture], nor 
by many [texts including the scripture] being heard. What one [i.e., the a-kāma—the one who has no other 
desire] chooses [i.e., appropriately commits completely to], by that [ātman so chosen] is it attained, [since] this 
ātman [self-]reveals its [true] form [as the limitless witness] to that one [alone].” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.23, Muṇḍaka 
Up. 3.2.3). 

145 “This one, [though] not moving, is faster than the  mind. The deities [in the body] [i.e., the senses] do not 
reach it, who [being all-pervasive] has already reached [everywhere].” (Īśā Up. 4). “From which, words along 
with thought return having not grasped, that fullness (ānanda) of brahman the wise person [knows as one’s self]. 
This person has no fear from anything [as there is no second thing to fear].” (Taittirīya Up. 2.9.1). “It is not 
attained by the eye, nor by speech, nor by the other deities [i.e., the other senses], nor by prayerful discipline or 
ritual.” (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.1.8). “The eye does not go there, nor speech, nor the mind. …What does not appear by 
speech, [but] by which speech appears, that alone may you know is brahman, not a ‘this’ [known or unknown 
thing] which people meditate (upāsate).” (Kena Up. 1.3 and 5). “Who is not available to many even for hearing, 
and which many, even having heard, do not know.” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.7). “This knowledge (mati) [gained with the 
help of a teacher who identifies with brahman] is not to be attained [āpaneya = āpanīya] [or, to be taught, i.e., 
āpaneya meaning āpayitavya] by reason (tarka) [alone].” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.9). “Even after listening, another still 
does not know this [which is oneself].” (Bh. Gītā 2.29). 
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assimilated and brings the truth of this teaching into one’s life, in the first-person, not 
as a third-person topic. 

It is possibly this distinction that Vyāsa in his commentary was alluding to by 
saying that the scope (viṣaya) of the words of the scripture and the supporting logic is 
general (sāmānya) (in my terms, is in the 3rd person), whereas, the scope of this 
assimilated knowledge (prajñā) is unique (viśeṣa) (in my terms, is in the 1st person). 

This is the limitation of words, even the words of the scripture and logic. They both 
are in the realm of the 3rd person. They are about the topic. They, themselves, are not 
here the topic, the object talked about. Here that topic, that object, is I, oneself alone. 
This self is doubly viśeṣa (unique). First, the self is not the words or the logic, nor 
their object. Second, the self, the only thing that always remains the subject (I) and 
never an object (he, she, it, you), is unlike anything else in the universe. Everything 
else in the universe, including thoughts and even notions one has about oneself, are 
objects known. The ātman (self) alone is the only subject in the universe and can 
never be an object by its very nature. 

This is why there is a need to assimilate this teaching and its supporting logic. The 
direct object of this teaching and supporting logic has the nature of being a 3rd person 
account about the self. What frees, though, is their 1st person assimilation that is the 
self free of the 3rd person erroneous notions imposed on the self, counteracted by an 
integrated understanding of the teaching and its supporting logic. It is a change from 
“The teaching says this or that about the limitless self,” to “I am the limitless self.” 

This is, and has always been, the critical sticking point for every generation of all 
students. The student hears the teaching (called śravaṇa) and has been trying to 
understand the teaching (called manana), but seems to get stuck at not yet 
assimilating the teaching (called nididhyāsana).146 

                                                 
146 “My dear, this ātman (limitless self) is to be seen [i.e., known through śruti pramāṇa (scripture as a means of 
knowledge) from a competent teacher, as clear as one sees by pratyakṣa pramāṇa (sight as a means of 
knowledge)]. [How?] It [the teaching pramāṇa regarding ātman] is to be [repeatedly] listened to (śrotavya) and 
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In nididhyāsana, instead of being simply a repeated mental activity, it is a repeated 
operation of a means of knowledge. It is similar to opening the eyes to see a visual 
object. No effort is required other than to operate the means of knowledge, for 
example, by simply opening the eyes sight takes place. In nididhyāsana, one is simply 
bringing to a contemplative mind the teaching and seeing its truth.147 

A term related to nididhyāsana is upāsana (meditation). Upāsana is a practice 
prescribed in the ritual parts of the Vedas that is a mental ritual of visualizing in an 
object the Lord. It is a mental worship of the Lord. In the Vedas, it is primarily for 
gaining puṇya (karma merit) through this mental activity. The upāsanas in the 
Upaniṣads, the last part of the Vedas, on the other hand, pertain more to topics within 
the teaching methodology than to rituals, such as meditating on space as the source 
and resolution of the universe, as sa-guṇa-brahman (reality in reference to the 
attributes of nature). 

These upāsanas develop a contemplative mind (cittasya naiścalya, steadiness of 
mind), and they have a special karma benefit (puṇya a-dṛṣṭa phala) later in life or in 
the after-life, such as getting to a better heaven. These Veda upāsanas have the same 

                                                                                                                                                                
understood (mantavya) and is to be [repeatedly] contemplated (nididhyāsitavya), O Maitreyī [since, unlike 
seeing an apple and being told, ‘this is an apple,’ there can be obstacles to this knowledge about oneself that 
listening and understanding alone, simple exposure to the pramāṇa, cannot resolve].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 
2.4.5, also 4.5.6). 
147 “By force of habit during many births, the notion that the self exists as these bodies [and minds] immediately 
arises again and again. In this way also [arises] the notion that the world is absolutely real (satya). By the 
contemplation (aikāgraya) that this notion is opposed [to the scripture and its logic] that notion goes away. This 
[ability to contemplate] arises [in yoga] through upāsana (contemplative worship) [of the Lord], even before 
[one may finally come to] the teaching on reality. Indeed because of this, upāsanas (contemplations, upāsti = 
upāsana) are observed even here within the teaching on reality [within the Upaniṣads, such as in many of the 
chapters of Chāndogya Upaniṣad]. For one who has not repeatedly performed [upāsana] before, may it be there 
[now] [regarding elements of the teaching methodology, as an upāsana] [and with this contemplative mind] 
[may contemplation be] in the form of repetition [of continual acknowledgment] regarding reality (brahman) 
[i.e., in the form of nididhyāsana].” (Pañca-Daśī 7.103 through 105). 
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detailed prescriptions in their performances as Veda rituals. As such, by performing 
them wrongly, they can yield unwanted benefits (pāpa a-dṛṣṭa phala) also. 

When these upāsanas, especially the ones from the Upaniṣads that relate to topics 
of the teaching methodology, are performed as a karma-yoga, as simply an offering to 
the Lord (Īśvara-praṇidhāna), they do not yield any special karma benefit (puṇya 
a-dṛṣṭa phala), nor unwanted benefit if performed wrongly. They instead always yield 
an immediate benefit of a more contemplative mind, in keeping with how well they 
are performed. If the upāsanas are a seeing of the truth of these teachings, these 
become contemplations. 

A contemplative mind is integral to assimilating this teaching. There are students 
who, because of a mind sufficiently groomed over prior lives, quickly mature 
spiritually in this life and are able to assimilate the teaching upon first hearing it 
(śravaṇa). We see this in the Upaniṣad descriptions of certain students with their 
teacher. Others take longer to understand what they heard and longer to assimilate 
it—until they know with certitude, “I am what this teaching is about.” 

Because of the universality of this vision, encompassing all of one’s understanding 
of the universe and oneself, the teaching cannot be fully assimilated until it is 
thoroughly understood. Not understanding the teaching correctly keeps the student 
from being able to assimilate it. When it is crystal clear, one can whole-heartedly 
jump into it, and just be it. 

Çøjø}Yjø: òø@ò¡¢øáø+{ÒÞøYòø@ò¡¢øáYÕøãúÇø×øÒÐøûG(1.50)  
taj-jaḥ saṃskāro'nya-saṃskāra-pratibandhī. 

[saṃskāra—latent tendency; tad-ja—born of that; pratibandhin—
counter-acts; anya—other; saṃskāras—latent tendencies.] 

The new latent tendency, the subtle seed of thought born of that prajñā (clear 
knowledge), with the help of sa-bīja samādhi (contemplation that retains this 
new seed in the form of the teaching) which nourished and matured that new 
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seed, counter-acts the other latent tendencies one has gained in this and in 
prior life-times, that have kept one as though a separate individuality to be 
reborn again and again. 

Clarity of knowledge through the preceding sa-bīja samādhi brings to maturity the 
saṃskāra, (latent impression) of the teaching of the limitless self. The teaching 
saṃskāra nullifies the ingrained but erroneous orientation that we each have had from 
beginningless time. Of course, this assumes that one is contemplating on the nature of 
the self and not on some object of desire or power. Contemplating worldly 
attachments, one remains in saṃsāra (rounds of unbecoming becoming and its 
attendant rebirths and deaths), chasing after phantoms with an enlarged ego. 
According to the Bhagavad Gītā chapter 16, such a lifestyle is trying to perfect the 
path of an asura, an unworthy person bent on consumption. 

There are two sets of saṃskāras. One set is the inherent tendencies that manifest as 
the continuing ignorant notions and their effects in the mind and thus in one’s actions. 
Those saṃskāras are formed over lifetimes of erroneous thinking. The other set is the 
inherent tendencies that manifest as the recall of the teaching and its supporting  logic. 
The second set counteracts, blocks, the first set of saṃskāras. The second set of 
saṃskāras also were formed over lifetimes, and have now brought you to listen to the 
teaching right here and now. It is this latter set of saṃskāras that pratibandhin 
(counter-acts) the other. 

Note here that we are talking about saṃskāras, not actual thoughts themselves 
(again, please see Appendix D for a description of the mind within this tradition). 
Yoga is about getting at the source of the problem. The problem may appear to be the 
negative thinking one has about oneself, but here the deeper problem is the root 
inherent tendency to manifest these erroneous notions. These tendencies are within 
the unconscious and may involve psychological issues, as well as the normal but 
blocking orientation of an individual against a world out there. 

That is why thoughtless samādhi is useless in yoga. Samādhi is all about bringing 
in the teaching from previous lifetimes and the current one in the mind and 
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assimilating it from 3
rd

 person to 1
st
 person in nature. 

Properly, this samādhi occurs while one is walking around, as well as while sitting. 
It is the awareful, continuous attempt

148
 to assimilate the teaching. This alone 

strengthens the beneficial saṃskāras that effectively counteract any limiting notions 
about oneself before, during, or after they arise—during the samādhi and for the rest 
of one’s life. 

Contemplation Free of Seed 

ÇøòÞøøùÕø úÒøáø+Ðø + òøéøâYúÒøáø+ÐøøÒø } úÒøá}Y×øûjø: òøÛøøúÐø:G (1.51) 
tasyāpi nirodhe sarva-nirodhān nir-bījaḥ samādhiḥ. 

[nirodha—dropping; tasya api—of even that; nirodha—dropping; sarva—
everything; nir-bīja samādhi—contemplation free of seed.] 

When there is the dropping of even that latent tendency in the form of the 
teaching due to the dropping of everything

149
 as not other than oneself,

150
 

through discernment of the limitless nature of the puruṣa, arrived at through 
continuous repetition of sa-bīja samādhi (contemplation that has the new seed 
which is the teaching of the self), this complete clarity in the knowledge that 
frees, that is not just another state of mind, is called contemplation free of seed. 

This nir-bīja samādhi is the natural, inevitable result of sa-bīja samādhi when one 
sees past the name and form of the object of contemplation to its reality basis, past the 
words of the contemplation to their meaning. That meaning is the limitless reality that 

                                                 
148 Yoga Sūtras 1.13 and 14. 

149 “When the mind—mastered (niruddha) by following yoga [i.e., contemplation]—abides [in ātman], and when 
one sees the ātman by the ātman (mind), [then] one is satisfied in oneself alone.” (Bh. Gītā 6.20). 

150 Yoga Sūtras 3.53 and 55. 
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is oneself. It is the fulfillment of the change from saṃprajñāta to a-saṃprajñāta 
samādhi, from 3

rd
 person understanding to 1

st
 person assimilated knowledge. After 

that, the teaching need not be repeatedly brought back to memory for the knowledge 
to remain clear and unshakable. There is no need for further activation of the teaching 
saṃskāras. 

The latent tendencies needed to regenerate these memories of the teaching have 
done their job in sa-bīja samādhi. Now they are not needed to correct any erroneous 
thinking. They too are dropped; though they are not destroyed. Latent tendencies are 
not destroyed as several translators suppose. They are just not activated into 
memories of the teaching in the quiet stillness of nir-bīja samādhi. This is their 
nirodha, in much the same way as the erroneous saṃskāras were not destroyed in sa-
bīja samādhi, only deactivated, rendered powerless for a period of time

151
 by the 

teaching’s saṃskāras. This quietude in nir-bīja samādhi, as we will see in sūtra 3.9, 
is in fact silently maintained by the saṃskāras of the teaching. They just do not 
manifest a thought in the form of a memory of the teaching during this nir-bīja 
samādhi. 

This is one way of understanding what goes on in samādhi. It is a very mechanical 
way of understanding samādhi and the purpose of yoga. However, there is a much 
deeper way of understanding nir-bīja samādhi. 

Instead of looking at this mechanically, paying far too much attention to what 
happens to the mind, the more fruitful vision is to look at the knowledge of the 
realities of nature including the mind and of the puruṣa, which alone is the real 
concern of Patañjali in these sūtras. 

Actually, Vyāsa had a much better grasp of this than most of the current translators. 
In his commentary he says that the saṃskāras born of the teaching did not destroy the 
other saṃskāras, they instead cause the stopping (avasādayanti) of the other 
saṃskāras from manifesting the afflictions (kleśas) in the mind. He goes on to say 
                                                 
151 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 
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that in nir-bīja samādhi the mind along with both sets of its latent tendencies remains 
merged in its own nature (saha saṃskārāiḥ cittaṃ svasyāṃ prakṛtau avasthitāyāṃ 
pravilīyate). For Vyāsa there is no destruction of saṃskāras, they only remain merged 
in their own nature, in the guṇas. 

Even in a mechanical way, this is a much better expression of what is going on. It 
provides the basis for a discussion of what is meant by the resolution into its own 
nature. If the resolution of the mind is understood within a dualist philosophy, then 
the mind having been resolved in this way cannot reappear in any way, shape, or 
form. This mind, once capable of sublime thought on the nature of the universe and 
the puruṣa, is now disintegrated into its unthinking components, not to reform again. 
Is this outcome desirable by anyone? 

If, however, the resolution of the mind is understood in the non-dual āgama 
tradition, then the mind—being clearly known as always being in its own insentient 
nature before, during, and after nir-bīja samādhi—cannot erroneously reappear 
confused as the sentient being that the puruṣa is, that I am. In that case, come what 
may in the mind, I remain in my own nature, free of identification with the thoughts 
in the mind. 

This deeper understanding is recognition of the nature of the prajñā (knowledge) 
itself that allows nir-bīja samādhi. The knowledge is that the only reality is the reality 
that is oneself, and that reality is limitless, without a second. This means that as long 
as this knowledge is deeply assimilated in the 1

st
 person, then even outside the seat of 

meditation this knowledge will remain. That knowledge is oneself—how could it not 
remain? Even while thoughts and their objects, the entire universe, parade in the 
mind, they are definitely known as not oneself, not the permanent reality, and hence 
unreal, less than real, dependent. 

Their unreality is not that they do not appear in the mind. Many unreal (imaginary) 
things appear in our minds and we are not confused into thinking them real. In this 
case, every thought (imaginary or relatively real) is now known as unreal, as not 
absolutely real, not as real as oneself. This means that, being unreal by their nature, 
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one is in nir-bīja samādhi without thoughts as being real, in and out of the seat of 
meditation. That is why we can have teachers who know (śrotriya) and have 
assimilated (brahma-niṣṭha) this reality,

152
 who can pass on this teaching to the next 

generation. Without this deeper understanding, no such teachers could exist. If 
resolution of the mind into its own nature is taken to be destruction of mind, great 
teachers would have to remain in the seat of nir-bīja samādhi, thoughtless and silent. 
This is not a helpful appreciation of kaivalya (freedom). 

Why bother studying Patañjali’s text if you think he either did not yet have the 
knowledge he talked about, or he did, became a zombie, and that zombie wrote this? 
Now, if the mechanical resolution of the mind is only during meditation, but not  
afterward (which was not what Patañjali said), and thus if this freedom from the mind 
is just temporary in a-saṃprajñāta samādhi, then do either the ignorant saṃskāras 
activate again later, or not? If the ignorant saṃskāras return to being active, then the 
knowledge that brought a-saṃprajñāta samādhi was clearly not complete and fully 
assimilated. If you know one plus one is two, but forget it later, then did you in fact 
know it, or did you just memorize the answer for a while? If it was just memorizing 
an answer, then there never was knowledge.

153
 

The freedom that is kaivalya is knowledge, and that kaivalya, that knowledge, is 
the very nature of the puruṣa.

154
 It was from the knowledge itself that nir-bīja 

samādhi effortlessly resulted. Nir-bīja samādhi, understood mechanically as simply 
quietude of the mind, would be just a state of the mind. The mind is not the puruṣa—
at least Patañjali was clear about that! Any state of the mind, quietude or not, 
therefore, cannot be the kaivalya here. 

In real kaivalya, which is the very nature of the self without identifying with any 

                                                 
152 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 2.25. 

153 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.54. 

154 Yoga Sūtras 1.48, 2.25, 4.26, and 4.34. 
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state of the mind, there is only the subject, oneself, as the only reality. Even when 
thoughts and their objects come and go, they are nothing but oneself, like all the 
bodies and all the thoughts in a dream, including my own body and thoughts therein, 
are nothing but me the dreamer. This was why Patañjali suggested contemplation on 
Om, and on the dream and sleep state. 

Otherwise, if samādhi is without this discernment, without the teaching, then it is 
only a temporary dropping of problems, to be picked up again when thinking and the 
old latent tendencies kick back in.

155
 This is why thought-less samādhi without the 

teaching has no efficacy here. Only clear knowledge (prajñā) has efficacy, since the 
problem is only one of ignorance.

156
 

                                                 
155 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 

156 “I know this limitless puruṣa, whose brilliance is [like] the sun, beyond darkness. Having known that alone, 
one goes beyond death. There is no other means for reaching [beyond death] [than knowing this puruṣa].” 
(Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.8). 
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Chapter 2 
On Preparation 

Yoga in Regard to Action 

ÇøÕø:YòéøøÐÞøøÞø+îøêáYÕøãúmøÐøøÒøøúÒø ù¡ã¢ÞøøYÞøø+ªø:G (2.1) 
tapaḥ-svādhyāyeśvara-praṇidhānāni kriyā-yogaḥ. 

[kriyā-yoga—means in regard to activity; tapas—prayerful discipline; 
svādhyāya—one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture; Īśvara-praṇidhāna—
surrendering to the Lord.] 

The kriyā-yoga (means in regard to activity) is prayerful discipline,
1
 one’s 

study
2
 of the family’s Veda scripture as it has been taught by one’s teacher, and 

intelligently surrendering to the Lord,
3
 to the whole interconnected order of 

                                                 
1 “Tapas pertaining to the body is said to be the honoring of deities, of those initiated into scriptural study, [and] 
of teachers and of scholars; cleanliness; straightforwardness [of thought, word, and deed]; a life of studentship i n 
the Vedas [for the unwed, it also implies chastity]; and harmlessness. Tapas in the form of speech is said to be 
speech that is not agitating, is truthful, and both pleasant [now] and beneficial [later] [for the person spoken of 
or to], as well as reciting to oneself the Veda texts [daily, in the prescribed manner]. Tapas pertaining to the 
mind is said to be this: mental clarity, cheerfulness, discipline over [inner] speech [i.e., the non -arising of—or 
the restraint from expressing—unhelpful thoughts], mastery [in general] over the mind, and clean intentions. 
That threefold tapas—performed with complete śraddhā (trust in the teaching) by disciplined people who do not 
require/anticipate [limited] results [like wealth and puṇya, but instead only seek clarity of mind for 
knowledge]—they say is predominately sattva.” (Bh. Gītā 17.14 through 17). 
2 “Having studied the Veda according to the prescribed rule(s) along with spending the rest of one’s time serving 
the teacher, and, [when study is complete and duties therein discharged] returning to one’s household from the 
teacher’s family, in a clean [i.e., tidy and sanctified] place [sitting and] studying one’s scripture ( svādhyāya) [as 
it was taught, so that it is retained, and as much more as one can study beyond what was taught by the teacher] 
…” (Chāndogya Up. 8.15.1). 
3 “Always acknowledging Me and making [proper] effort [to gain Me], [those] whose commitment is firm, 
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this universe.
4
 

Prayerful discipline (tapas) is total commitment to one’s goal. The following words in 
the sūtra give the context of this commitment. Here it is commitment towards the 
scripture as a means of knowledge in order to gain the ultimate freedom that is the 
Lord. This naturally entails the physical and mental disciplines of a dedicated student. 
Again Patañjali emphasizes study of the scripture. That is where the reality teaching 
is given. It is through the scripture that one understands what it to be contemplated.  

Īśvara-pra-ṇi-dhāna culminates, as was pointed out in the first pāda (chapter), in 
contemplation of the Lord, but it also means aligning (dhāna) oneself completely 
(pra-, prakarṣeṇa) with understanding (ni-, niścayena) towards the Lord, who is the 
whole order that expresses as this universe, and as this body and mind. In this, how 
one lives one’s life becomes an expression of a spontaneous sense of duty and care of 
all that is in-keeping with this order—respect for everyone and all of nature, with the 
proper values in support of this life style. 

As part of kriyā-yoga, application of Īśvara-praṇidhāna in one’s life is emphasized 
here. This kriyā-yoga is the equivalent of karma-yoga in the Bhagavad Gītā, where 
this topic is more completely unfolded. Knowing that, Patañjali does not here 
develop this topic. Contemplation within yoga is the special topic of these sūtras. 
Here, when Īśvara-praṇidhāna is understood in its fullest extent, it includes all the 
limbs of yoga up to and including samādhi,

5
 the contemplation of the perfect person 

                                                                                                                                                                
surrendering to Me, always united [to Me] with devotion—they [the karma-yogins] seek [Me].” (Bh. Gītā 9.14). 
4 “Three are the paths of sacred duty (dharma). The first is ritual (yajña), [continued] study (adhyayana) [after 
learning from a teacher], and charity (dāna) [as a householder]. The second is prayerful discipline ( tapas) [as a 
wandering mendicant]. The third is pursuing the scripture (brahma-cārin) while living with the family of the 
teacher and then staying one’s entire life in that teacher’s family [i.e., in a guru-kula]. [As sacred lifestyles] they 
all gain a virtuous abode (puṇya-loka). [But] the one who completely lives only in brahman (brahma-saṃstha) 
[in whatever lifestyle] gains immortality.” (Chāndogya Up. 2.23.1). 

5 Yoga Sūtra 2.29. 
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(puruṣa) in the form of the Lord as oneself.
6
 

The traditional teaching’s focus on the identity of self and the Lord helps develop 
one’s understanding of everything as interconnected. Seeing deeply into any one thing 
reveals the truth of everything. We will develop this more fully in the commentary on 
the many contemplations given in chapter three, sūtras 3.16 to 3.53. Here it is seen 
that the three components of kriyā-yoga are included in the niyamas, the second of the 
eight limbs of yoga.

7
 In the Yoga Sūtras, the three components of kriyā-yoga in their 

full sense, and particularly Īśvara-praṇidhāna incorporate all eight limbs of yoga. 
Indeed, thinking through any universal value, or any of the limbs of yoga, or any 
object—in full measure—will reveal the uninterrupted correspondence of microcosm 
and macrocosm. This is seeing the macrocosm in the microcosm. This follows the 
principle that what is true here is true everywhere. Whether in samādhi or enjoying 
one’s mind and life, truly knowing oneself is knowing everything. 

òøÛøøúÐøYÙøøéøÒøøËøâ: ¡ç +¢íøYÇøÒøþY¡¢ámøøËøâíø} ²øG (2.2)  
samādhi-bhāvanārthaḥ kleśa-tanū-karaṇārthaś ca. 

[artha—for; bhāvana—bringing about; samādhi—contemplation of the 
proper means of knowledge resulting in assimilation; ca—and; artha—for; 
tanū-karaṇa—minimizing; kleśas—afflictions.] 

Kriyā-yoga (activity when used as a means) is meant for bringing about 
contemplation of the proper means of knowledge resulting in assimilation of 
this reality that is the Lord and for minimizing the afflictions.

8
 

                                                 
6 Yoga Sūtras 1.23 through 32. 

7 Yoga Sūtra 2.32. 

8 “O Arjuna, in which way one who has attained the success [of karma-yoga] attains brahman, which is the final 
conclusion of knowledge [i.e., unlike knowledge of everything else, which can have no final conclusion] —in 
that way, in brief, pay heed to Me. [That one] endowed with a clear mind and, by resolve, g aining mastery over 
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Kriyā-yoga, which is the equivalent of karma-yoga, is a core aspect of the life of a 
yogin. The saints and sages of India underwent and were exposed to and influenced 
by this teaching discipline. If some saint appears to not have been formally initiated 
into this teaching tradition, then by his or her past karma, the person was naturally 
disciplined and had an appropriate attitude toward life and the universe . That person 
needed very little exposure to the teaching, which is inescapably heard in the cultural 
songs and literature of India, to be a saintly person. If you dream you are another 
exception, then a dream enlightenment may surely be yours. It would be better, 
though, to take advantage of this proven, detailed, and well maintained yoga tradition. 

Karma-yoga is not, after all, an activity one does. It is instead an attitude based on 
understanding the reality of the world and of God. If one has this matured attitude, 
there is nothing more needed to be done to gain a mind that can assimilate this 
teaching. If one does not have this matured attitude, one may engage in activities that 
help bring about the necessary understanding to mature this attitude. 

Karma-yoga brings about the two goals of yoga: samādhi culminating in an 
assimilated knowledge and freedom from the kleśas. These two goals are really just 
two ways of stating the same goal—being the perfect puruṣa (person, self).

9
 Put 

                                                                                                                                                                
the body-mind complex [so it is not wasted chasing fancies]; giving up the [requiring of] sense objects beginning 
with sound, etc., and giving up [i.e., being free from the hold of] attraction and repulsion ( rāga-dveṣa); having 
the disposition to repair to a quiet place; having the habit of eating lightly [to stay bright in this quiet lifestyle]; 
whose speech, body, and mind are mastered; [who is] always keeping contemplation and dedication [i.e., focuses 
only on oneself] as the ultimate; [who is] completely committed to objectivity; [who is] free from a notional ‘I’ 
(ahaṅkāra), power, arrogance, desire, anger, and possession(s); [who is] free from the judgment “[this] is mine” 
and is clear—that one is fit for being brahman (reality) [i.e., for simply being oneself, without mistaken notions 
of reality]. Attaining brahman [by the knowledge that the limitless brahman is—i.e., I am—all this, including 
oneself] [and thus] with a cheerful mind, one neither grieves nor requires [anything]. [Thus ] being the same 
toward all beings, [one] attains the ultimate bhakti (devotion) to Me. By that bhakti, one knows Me—who I am 
in extent [as everything] and in reality [as the only thing, the only reality]. Therefore, knowing Me in reality, 
that one [as though] enters [Me] immediately after that [i.e., by knowledge alone one attains Me even while 
living].” (Bh. Gītā 18.50 through 55). 

9 Yoga Sūtras 1.3, 1.24, 1.25, 3.49, 3.55, and 4.34.  
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positively, this one goal is the freedom in the assimilation of self-knowledge with the 
help of samādhi (contemplation); put negatively it is the freedom from the kleśas. 

The Five Afflictions 

!øYúéøÏøúòÛøÇøøYáøªøYÌê +ðøøúÙøúÒøéø+íøø: Õø¼ø´Y¡ç +¢íøø:G(2.3)  
a-vidyāsmitā-rāga-dveṣābhiniveśāḥ pañca-kleśāḥ. 

[pañca-kleśas—five afflictions; a-vidyā—ignorance; asmitā—I-notion; rāga—
attachment; dveṣa—aversion; abhiniveśa—fear of death.] 

The five afflictions are ignorance and its crop or germinations, namely, the 
I-notion, attachment, aversion, and the fear of death. 

These five afflictions and their interrelationships will be unfolded in the next eight 
sūtras. 

The Affliction of Ignorance 

!øYúéøÏø ¦ø+ÊøÛø} $ÉÇøá+ðøø @ ÕøãòøüÕÇøYÇøÒøüY úéøú²µNøø+ÌøáømøøÛø}G(2.4) 
a-vidyā kṣetram uttareṣāṃ prasupta-tanu-vicchinnodārāṇām. 

[a-vidyā—ignorance; kṣetra—soil; uttaras—others; prasupta—dormant; 
tanu—sprouting; vicchinna—variously breaking out; udāra—fully grown.] 

Ignorance is the soil [field of activity, arena] for the others, the other 
afflictions—whether they are dormant; sprouting, literally, gained a form; 
variously breaking out at different times and situations; or fully grown. 

For those who have lived a full life of yoga, the first two, the dormant and the 
sprouting (like seeds), are subtle and can be taken care of by contemplation and self-
inquiry, respectively. In this way the kleśas (afflictions) in these two states remain or 
are reduced to being dormant (prasupta). The later two, the variously breaking out 
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and the fully grown, are where the kleśa has broken out of its obstructions or is 
unobstructed, respectively. Kriyā-yoga addresses these kleśas by bringing not only the 
mind but one’s activities to bear at reducing or neutralizing these afflictions. 

!øYúÒøÇÞøøíøüú²øYÌü:¨øøÒøøÇÛøòøü úÒøÇÞøYíøüú²øYòøü¨øøÇÛøY¨ÞøøúÇøá} !øYúéøÏøG (2.5)  
a-nityāśuci-duḥkhānātmasu nitya-śuci-sukhātma-khyātir a-vidyā. 

[a-vidyā—ignorance; khyāti—determining; nitya—timeless; śuci—pure; 
sukha—satisfied; ātman—self; an-ātman—what is not the self; a-nitya—
within time; a-śuci—impure; duḥkha—unsatisfied.] 

Ignorance is determining the timeless, pure [attributeless], satisfied [full and 
complete] self to be in what is not the self, within time, impure [having 
attributes], and unsatisfied [empty and incomplete]. And visa-versa. 

Ignorance is the erroneous transference of the natures of the mind, body, and their 
possessions and relationships upon the pure witness self; and the transference of the 
timeless reality nature of the witness self to the mind and body, and their possessions 
and relationships. The mutual transference is thinking, “I am time-bound, limited, and 
incomplete (like this body and mind)” and “the mind, body, possessions, and 
relationships should somehow last forever, be unlimited, and fully satisfying (like the 
pure witness self).” This is the fundamental mistake from which all other afflictions 
arise. It is not a simple cognitive mistake; it is a fundamental perspective with which 
all humans are born. This mistaken orientation requires an encompassing life of yoga 
to re-orient oneself in keeping with objectivity and with ultimate reality. Patañjali 
tells us that kriyā-yoga and vairāgya (non-attachment) are proven disciplines for 
reorientation. 
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The Affliction of I-notion 

Ì;ªø }YÌíøâÒøYíøÇølàø+á} %¡¢øÇÛøÇø+éøøúòÛøÇøøG(2.6) 
dṛg-darśana-śaktyor ekātmatevāsmitā. 

[asmitā—I-notion; iva—apparent; eka-ātmatā—identity; śaktis—natures; 
dṛk—seer; darśana—instrument for seeing.] 

The I-notion—the problematic “possessive I,” not the unproblematic “is-ness I” 
of Yoga Sūtra 1.17—is the resulting apparent identity of the natures of the 
seer—the witness self, and the instrument for seeing—the mind. 

This mutual identity of oneself with the thoughts of the mind is called vṛtti-sārūpya 
(having the same form as the thoughts) in Yoga Sūtra 1.4. It includes the mind, in 
these cases manifesting as ego, thinking it is the witness self that should last forever, 
be unlimited, and fully satisfied. These are not possible for the mind, hence the 
resulting afflictions the ego, which is just one type of thought in this mind, suffers out 
of its own ignorance. The conflicts and defenses the ego suffers are rebuilt from 
childhood onwards—nurtured and possibly inflamed by parents who suffer their own 
problematic ego. 

The mutual identification of the ego and the limitless I is the natural condition of 
every human being. We are not born with knowledge of the whole and of its identity 
with the self. Enlightened parents and qualified teachers can bring the light of 
knowledge to the darkness of self-ignorance. The specifics of the individual 
complexities of ego, of the kleśas, of anger and covetousness and self-criticism, are 
the field, the arena, for Patañjali’s kriyā-yoga and vairāgya. These are the ways to 
come to terms with the mind and its habitual misidentifications as the self. The 
unexamined and unresolved misidentification, the human mistake, perpetuates 
through the subtle processes identified in the traditional Indian understanding of the 
human condition. 

This entity, the self identified with the mind, is the individual person called the 
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jīva. The subtle mind, senses, and powers of the bodily functions, collectively called 
the subtle body, inhabit a physical body, and then move on when that physical body 
can no longer hold them. This is recognition of the continuance of energy, which is 
what this subtle body is. The subtle body is not an effect of the physical body. Rather, 
in this tradition, it is just the opposite. The physical is always an effect or a 
phenomenal manifestation of the subtle. The subtle body is independent—existing 
before, during, and after the physical body. In its presence, this physical body is 
animated; in its absence this body lies motionless and decaying. Whatever it is that 
makes that difference between a live and a dead body is called the subtle body. The 
witness self that is attribute free and therefore timeless lends reality, lends 
consciousness, to this composite subtle body. Again, the identification of that which 
has no attributes is taken to be the self in an apparent individual relationship with this 
subtle body. That self-identified subtle body is the transmigrating jīva, the individual. 

The Sāṅkhya philosophers call the jīvas separate puruṣas. They mistakenly say the 
puruṣas are equivalent to the ātman taught in the Upaniṣads. There is an abrupt and 
irreconcilable discord in the Sāṅkhya explanation. 

Īśvara-kṛṣṇa was the author responsible for formalizing many of the Sāṅkhya 
inconsistencies. The term sāṅkhya was a Sanskrit word meaning a well thought out 
reckoning, and was so used in the early literature of the Upaniṣads, the Purāṇas, and 
the Bhagavad-gītā as a term indicating the scriptural teaching relating to the self, the 
world, and God. The teaching tradition that takes the time and care to go through all 
the statements of the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad-gītā holds that there is only one 
reality, variously referred to by the terms brahman, ātman, or Īśvara, depending on 
whether the term is in reference, respectively, to itself, to oneself, or to the universe. 
It is this truly complete teaching that we present here and that brings understanding 
and relevant skills to the student. 

Little is gained by philosophies which seek to confirm our innate sense of ultimate 
separation between individuals. Patañjali does not suggest a multiplicity of puruṣas. 
It is the one reality (the eka-tattva), the identification of the self and the Lord through 
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knowledge, that provides meaningful contemplation and a fully integrated emotional 
and physical life. This is the original sāṅkhya taught in the scriptures. It is the clear 
teaching in the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad-gītā. Patañjali makes no claims that 
would force these sūtras outside of this tradition. 

The Afflictions of Attachment and Aversion 

òøü¨øøÒøüíøÞøû áøªø:G(2.7)  
sukhānuśayī rāgaḥ. 

[rāga—attachment; anuśayin—being in-keeping; sukhas—pleasurable 
objects.] 

Attachment is being in-keeping, literally, to lie down, with pleasurable 
objects. 

Ìü:¨øøÒøüíøÞøû Ìê +ðø:G(2.8) 
duḥkhānuśayī dveṣaḥ. 

[dveṣa—aversion; anuśayin—being in-keeping; duḥkhas—painful objects.] 

Aversion is being in-keeping with painful objects. 

Both attachment (rāga, bandana-kāma binding desire) and aversion are impositions 
on objects of a capacity to be consistent sources of pleasure or sorrow. Seen as 
sources of pleasure and pain, we act upon those judgments, those beliefs, accordingly. 
Our judgments are based on subtle impressions (saṃskāras) formed during previous 
contact with similar objects and on our incessant desire to be fulfilled and satisfied. 

However, when objectively seen, objects, animate or inanimate, do not intrinsically 
have that nature of being a source of pleasure or pain. Pleasure and pain are 
subjective judgments related to the mind and senses. The objects are what they are. 
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The same object will stimulate pleasure or pain at one time and not at another; it will 
stimulate one person but not another, one creature but not another. Objects remain 
what they are irrespective of the imposition of emotional or sensed qualities upon 
them. Again, it is the individual’s unexamined and persistent need to find a sense of 
wholeness and satisfaction that drives him or her to attribute the potential for 
fulfillment to objects. It is the unexamined and wanting notion one has of oneself that 
drives an individual to seek remedy, or control, or approval, or attention, or safety, 
from the people with whom he or she is emotionally involved. 

 What Patañjali and the Yoga Sutras teach is that the only source of happiness and 
fulfillment is the fully realized self. When the student relieves objects , including other 
people, of the burden of providing satisfaction, when the value structure is 
appropriate, objects can serve their purpose and the student can enjoy or appreciate 
them and himself, or herself, without the confusion. 

It is a human tendency to become emotionally attached to objects of desire and to 
distance from or reject what seems to bring pain. Contemplation is an effective tool 
for freeing oneself from emotional reactivity. Īśvara-praṇidhāna (acknowledgement 
of the Lord as the universal order) helps here, because the Lord manifests not only as 
the physical order, but also as the psychological order. This acknowledgement and 
appreciation is relating one’s individual mind and body objectively within the total. 
This interconnected universe is a given, mostly outside one’s own two hands. One 
learns to accept this order graciously. 

Each person has a psychological background, and so too another person has his or 
her own background. If, in-keeping with the order, these two do not mesh together, 
then with this objective understanding one may stay away from another. One can 
draw a boundary—physically, emotionally, or intellectually (that is, make decisions 
that maintain a boundary). To hate another person is not objective, nor helpful, nor 
even natural, since one typically has to work oneself into that emotion. Hatred stems 
from an unwarranted imagination of this person as a source of pain (perhaps due to 
one’s own inability to maintain adequate boundaries) and an unwarranted expectation 
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of this person as being a source of pleasure, when all there is objectively is a potential 
clash of personalities or activities, which can be managed more wisely. 

To have a desire for or against something or someone is not the problem. These are 
privileges and necessities in order to enjoy the variety in nature. Otherwise, one 
would be an insensitive automaton. The problem is when one identifies with and 
becomes that obsession or hatred. This is being in-keeping with objects mixed up with 
one’s imagination upon them. One imposes the nature of being a source of pleasure or 
pain on the object, then oneself becomes different towards that object in keeping with 
one’s imagination upon it. This is another form of mutual imposing of natures, 
another expression of the basic ignorance. 

The Affliction of Fear of Death 

ò é ø Y á ò ø Y é ø ø ô û   ú é ø Ì ü ð ø ø + { ù Õ ø   Ç ø Ë ø ø   * Ä ø + { ú Ù ø ú Ò ø é ø + í ø : G(2.9)  
sva-rasa-vāhī viduṣo'pi tathā rūḍho'bhiniveśaḥ. 

[abhiniveśa—fear of death; vāhin—passed on; sva-rasa—one’s subtle essence; 
tathā—in that way; rūḍha (or ārūḍha)—well rooted; api—even; vidvas—scholar.] 

Fear of death is passed on in one’s subtle essence. In that way it is well rooted 
even for a scriptural scholar. 

Ni-veśa, and thus abhi-ni-veśa, normally means entering into or clinging to in classical 
Sanskrit, where here it can mean clinging to life or self-preservation. However, yoga 
has a particular meaning for the word. The word can as well be taken from the old 
Ṛg-Veda meaning for the Sanskrit prefix ni with the verbal root viś, from which come 
the words ni-veśa and abhi-ni-veśa.10 That old meaning is to sink down, to vanish, to 
cease, hence the meaning death, and, as an affliction, the fear of death—the fear that 
one will not be there after the body dies. The misidentification of the time-free self 
                                                 
10 A Sanskrit English Dictionary by Monier Williams. 
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with the body’s changes causes us to assume that the body should last forever and 
causes us to see our selves as mortal. We seem shocked and find it difficult to accept 
that this decay is happening to oneself. 

Even scriptural scholars who believe in life after death of the body still show fear 
and non-acceptance of death. What the āgamas (scriptures) reveal is beyond scholarly 
information; it is knowledge that affords a reorientation in understanding of oneself and 
the world. Yoga is the means to assimilation of that knowledge. 

The reality here is that it is the body that we see dying. The consciousness, the is-
ness that is my self, which is manifest as my mind, is the witness of this change in the 
body. To assume that the one who is witnessing it is dying, is the same kind of 
misidentification we can experience watching a 3-D movie, ducking every now and 
then because of that misidentification. It is another expression of the fundamental 
ignorance. If that is resolved, then so are all these afflictions, because these afflictions 
are not based in objective reality. It is a clear case of knowledge alone being the 
solution. But it is a knowledge that requires thorough assimilation for its benefit to 
manifest in one’s life. The saṃskāras (subtle impressions in the mind) and the scars of 
an unexamined emotional life do not yield readily. They have ways of coming back that 
require vigilance and patience until knowledge is free of doubt and spontaneous.  

Fear of death is the mother of all fears, and that is why it is included here as one of 
the afflictions. It is also taken up in the Bhagavad Gītā, when fear of inflicting death on 
members of his own family and clan impels Arjuna to seek from Kṛṣṇa the teaching 
that frees one from unwanted fear of death. Every living being shares the survival 
instinct. Perhaps we retain some memory of prior deaths and loss that conditions the 
present life. Perhaps there was pain involved that informs us now. Otherwise, it is 
difficult to account for this natural fear and behavior towards something we had not 
experienced before. 

It is not a fear of the unknown, though that also may be there. Can one really believe 
that a mosquito avoids its death because of fear of the unknown? This tradition’s 
explanation is that the subtle body and mind carry forth from birth to birth the 
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impressions (saṃskāras) related to fundamental self-ignorance which result in, among 
other things, a fear of death. In modern science, we may attribute it to instinctual 
mechanisms passed on through DNA. Either way, this fear results from subtle sources 
that come with birth. The various forms of the fear are lodged in the subtle recesses of 
the mind, and may be neutralized, according to this tradition, by better assimilation of 
this teaching. But fear itself is only eliminated by a fully ascertained knowledge that I 
am limitless in terms of time and the notion of duality is erroneous. 

Fear is not because of a second thing. There is, in fact, no second thing in reality. 
Nevertheless, we seem to have fear. Fear is thinking something else limits me. A wise 
person has the whole world all around, but fears not. The world is a secondary reality 
that makes no difference in the wise person.  

The subtle world is a part of the order in the universe we call the manifestation of the 
Lord. Science is also part of the manifestation of the order which is the Lord, and 
without that order there would be no mathematics or science. 

Some may have issue with a Lord. The issue is really with their concept of a Lord. 
This teaching tries to invoke the most open and broad sense for the term Lord. Any 
concept that cannot stand inquiry, including inappropriate or inadequate concepts of a 
Lord, need to drop in the light of a fuller understanding. 

There is an intelligent order that pervades the entire universe, which enforces e=mc
2
, 

as well as allows that formulation’s understanding. So , one logically needs an 
all-pervasive term to capture that fact. This is what is attempted here with the term 
Lord. It is a term used in the context of a very important understanding of a universe 
that is both sentient and insentient, but in both cases is completely intelligent. This 
universe manifest to our senses and understanding has its complete being in this Lord 
alone. The proof of such a Lord is, then, everywhere around. Open your eyes and you 
are seeing the Lord. Close your eyes and there is the Lord. You yourself are this Lord, 
and the Lord is you. If your concept of the Lord is smaller than this, then this teaching 
is here to expand it. 

These scriptures are there because of the human mind. These minds do not differ in 
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their issues and problems. If generations after generations contribute their 
understanding of these issues, such as in a scripture that grew and was gathered over 
millenniums like the Vedas, and faithfully commented upon for millenniums 
afterwards, then, when you look into that, you will see the basic truths of your own 
mind. They all had to deal with death for millenniums. They have something to teach 
on this subject, and it could be more profound than one can imagine. 

Giving Up Afflictions 

Çø+ ÕøãúÇøÕøãòøéøYô+Þøø: òøþ¦Ûøø:G(2.10) 
te pratiprasava-heyāḥ sūkṣmāḥ. 

[te—those; sūkṣma—subtle; heya—to be given up; prati-prasava—by 
resolving.] 

Those kleśas (afflictions) which are already or made subtle—dormant or 
sprouting, are to be given up by resolving them, seeing that they are sourced in 
ignorance and thus unreal. 

The kleśas (afflictions) arise from ignorance of reality, ignorance of the truth. 
Ignorance alone is their ground of being. When these afflictions are still just subtle 
thoughts, not broken out or in full bloom in one’s behavior, one only needs to see 
them as their source, as ignorance alone. By this, they easily resolve or dissolve 
themselves. No further counter action is required. This seeing their falsity can be 
employed anywhere and anytime, including in the seat of meditation. Basically, it is 
the application of objective, common sense to one’s afflictions. If their source in 
ignorance, in untruth, is not clearly seen continue your studies of this teaching with a 
competent teacher. 

ÐÞøøÒøYô+Þøøòø} ÇøÌ}Yéø;ÉÇøÞø:G(2.11) 
dhyāna-heyās tad-vṛttayaḥ. 
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[tad-vṛttis—their expressions; heya—to be given up; dhyāna—retaining a 
single pointed inquiry in contemplation.] 

Their, the already subtle or made subtle afflictions’, expressions are also to be 
given up by retaining a single pointed inquiry in contemplation. 

In contemplation, when these afflictions arise out of new and old saṃskāras, they are 
observed objectively, without identifying them as being associated with myself, and 
then let go without pursuing them, without being in-keeping with them, anuśayin 
(Yoga Sūtras 2.7 and 2.8). Contemplation is a quiet, mental pursuit that allows these 
sub-conscious afflictions to bubble up and be clearly seen. But in contemplation one 
exercises the capacity to choose to not react to them by not identifying with them. 
This deliberate, contemplative attitude of objectivity carries over into one’s entire 
life, where it continues to counteract the afflictions. Contemplation requires prior 
inquiry (vicāra); this inquiry is brought into the contemplation in an abbreviated 
form. Inquiry into these afflictions exposes their erroneous nature. Seeing them as 
simply forms of ignorance, the afflictions are neutralized as being real impediments in 
life, so that one naturally can mature out of them. 

Karma-Storage From the Afflictions 

¡ç+¢íøYÛøþæ: ¡¢ÛøøâíøÞøø+ Ì;ñÀøÌ;ñÀYjøÒÛøYéø+ÌÒøûÞø:G (2.12)  
kleśa-mūlaḥ karmāśayo dṛṣṭādṛṣṭa-janma-vedanīyaḥ. 

[kleśas—afflictions; mūla—source; karma-āśaya—karma-storage; vedanīya—
to be experienced; janmas—births; dṛṣṭa—seen; a-dṛṣṭa—unseen.] 

Having the afflictions as its source, the karma-storage, accumulated in a 
beginningless succession of human births, yet to fructify, and belonging to one 
jīva (individual), is to be experienced as births seen—the current birth, and 
unseen—births past and future. 
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It is said that only humans (or the equivalents to humans on other planets) can give 
rise to karma since it requires a faculty of choice, an intellect (buddhi). If a creature 
has no faculty of choice to guide its actions, as is the case with plants, insects , and 
other animals, then that creature has no resulting responsibility for those actions 
performed in that embodiment. These creatures have a mind (manas) that is controlled 
by instincts, and its own likes and dislikes which come with or are acquired in that 
birth. It is also said that subtle beings born into pleasant or unpleasant , purely subtle 
realms, such as a heaven, cannot accumulate new karma, since those embodiments, 
like other non-human physical embodiments, are only meant to exhaust certain 
karmas from an already existing karma-āśaya (storehouse of karmas). The 
individual’s karma-āśaya is not somewhere in a heavenly vault; it is part of the 
individual’s subtle body (karaṇa-śarīra) that is with you right now in an unmanifest, 
potential form. 

Only humans, or beings that are the equivalent to human in terms of having an 
intellect capable of making choices based on free-will and on the certitude of the 
judgment, “I am the doer,” “I am the experiencer,” and “I will reap the expected 
results of my actions,” can cause further births. Moreover, they alone can end their 
string of births through gaining knowledge of reality. That is also why the universe-
manifestation cycles are beginningless. There always has to be the equivalent, or 
better, of humans for there to be the karmas for rebirths now and in the past. These 
universes are manifested in order to provide the variety of beings and variety of 
situations for exhaustion of these innumerable karmas. 

This whole scheme of how the universe and its cycles are put together is, of course, 
a reflection of, and a discourse directed at the human mind, and itself is thus a 
reflection of the fundamental ignorance by which the human is born. The description 
of karma and rebirth is not of absolute reality. Instead, it is a means to understand the 
nature of conditional, dependent reality and of one’s experiences so that one can more 
easily understand and appreciate the teaching of the limitless reality that brings a 
mature freedom in one’s life. 
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òøúÇø Ûøþæ+ ÇøÌ}YúéøÕøø¡¢ø+ jøøÇÞø}Y!øøÞøüá}YÙøø+ªøø:G (2.13) 
sati mūle tad-vipāko jāty-āyur-bhogāḥ. 

[mūla—source; sati—is there; tad-vipāka—fruition of those; jātis—births; 
āyuses—life-spans; bhogas—life-experiences.] 

As long as that source of the karma-storage is there—as long as there is the 
fundamental ignorance manifesting as the afflictions—the fruition of those 
karmas becomes the births, life-spans, and life-experiences. 

Çø+ öçøÌYÕøùáÇøøÕøYÕø¢æø: ÕøümÞøøÕøümÞøYô+ÇøüÇéøøÇø}G (2.14) 
te hlāda-paritāpa-phalāḥ puṇyāpuṇya-hetutvāt. 

[te—these; phalas—results; hlādas—pleasures; paritāpas—pains; hetutva—
they are caused; puṇya—merit; a-puṇya—demerit.] 

These three—births, life-spans, and experiences—have results that are 
pleasures and pains, since they are caused by karma merit (puṇya) and 
demerit (pāpa). 

Giving Up Sorrow 

ÕøùámøøÛøYÇøøÕøYòø@ò¡¢øáYÌü:¨øeá} ªøümøYéø;úÉÇøYúéøáø+Ðøø²ø} ²ø Ìü:¨øÛø} %éø òøéøâ @ úéøéø+ù¡¢Òø:G (2.15) 
pariṇāma-tāpa-saṃskāra-duḥkhair guṇa-vṛtti-virodhāc ca duḥkham eva sarvaṃ 
vivekinaḥ. 
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[vivekins—discerning; sarva—all; duḥkha—painful; eva—alone; duḥkhas—
pains; pariṇāma—change; tāpa—worry; saṃskāras—latent tendencies; ca—
and; virodha—opposition; vṛtti—play; guṇas—components of nature.] 

The discerning view all separate entities as painful
11

 alone due to the pains of 
change, worry, and new latent tendencies, and because of the opposition of 
the play of the three guṇas (components of nature). 

Why is keeping these births going unpleasant when pleasures are also mixed in? 
Change always involves loss. All pleasures, as experiences, come at a loss in the form 
of what it took to get each pleasure, what else one missed in getting that, and the wear 
and tear on the body and mind in entertaining and holding on to that pleasure. 

The word tāpa means heat or fever. In the context of these sūtras, tāpa means 
worry, the overactive mind anticipating pleasure, its intensity and duration, concerned 
about securing the pleasurable object from competitors, and finally apprehensive over 
when that possessed object and oneself will decline and parish. Pleasures intensify the 
attachment to objects and strengthen tendencies (saṃskāras) to pursue more 
pleasures. These new and strengthened desires lead to actions whose future results  
necessitate more births, along with their additional mixtures of pains in the process.  

Objects of pleasure and the instruments we use to enjoy pleasure—the body, 
senses, and mind—are composed of the three guṇas. All objects exhibit all three 
guṇas. These three guṇas continually over-power each other throughout the day and 
one’s life.

12
 Candy creates cavities; ice-cream consumed too quickly creates 

headaches. Good food spoils. The tamas of old-age overpowers the agility (rajas) of 

                                                 
11 “Being [born] in here itself [in this body], in this way we have come to know that brahman. If not, [then] not 
knowing [this] is a great loss. Those who know that [brahman] are free from what is dead, whereas the others 
remain in sorrow (duḥkha) alone [being bound to what is dead or dying].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.4.14). 

12 “O Arjuna, sattva [throughout the day and one’s life] arises [by] overwhelming rajas and tamas, rajas arises 
[by overwhelming] sattva and tamas. Similarly, tamas arises [by overwhelming] sattva and rajas.” (Bh. Gītā 
14.10). 
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youth. Pleasure (sattva) leads to exhaustion (tamas) which interferes with one’s 
activities (rajas). The urge to get busy (rajas) overcomes the sleepiness (tamas), and 
causes one to be distracted from the experience of pleasure (sattva). The fluctuation is 
endless. No one expression of a guṇa can remain in isolation, holding off other 
expressions. 

Moreover, every thing is painful alone, since the only source of pleasure is one’s 
self. In fact, the self is not even the source; it is the pleasure. Everything else is a pale 
reflection of that pleasure, which, if we miss the satisfaction in one’s self, entices us 
to chase after that shadow, always leading us away from the real satisfaction. Hence 
they always tend towards dissatisfaction. Therefore, the discerning have an objective 
view towards all things. They see that all limitations are inextricably bound with pain, 
whereas the limitless self is free of all pain, and thus there is no reason for sorrow. 
When one’s self is not accepted as being in pain, then the pain belonging to the body 
can be endured without causing sorrow.

13
 

Those who discern are not more unhappy than the non-discerning, although some 
commentaries explain this sūtra in that way. But ignorance is not bliss. If it was then 
would you rather relive your life knowing what you know now, or not? 

It is not the case that this pursuit of freedom increases the experience of sorrow. 
Objectivity, matured by this teaching and its contemplation, is the avoidance of 
bondage towards irrational elation, and of bondage from irrational sorrow. 
Non-attachment (vairāgya) is not a pursuit to become passionless or to become more 
sad. In fact, there is a great passion for gaining the knowledge that frees . 
Non-attachment is to be more objective and factual towards the world, to see that the 
real passion and real pleasure in life has one’s self as its basis, its reality. This 

                                                 
13 “You have grieved for those not to be grieved, yet proclaim words of wisdom. The wise do not grieve for 
those whose life’s breath is gone or not [yet] gone.” (Bh. Gītā 2.11). “O Arjuna, the contacts of the senses, 
which give cold/hot and pleasure/pain [the natural pairs of opposites], have a beginning and an end and 
[therefore] are time bound. Endure them [i.e., accept them objectively as they are], O Arjuna.” (Bh. Gītā 2.14). 
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pleasure, this reality, does not wax and wane, cannot have a more or a less. One 
discovers this limitless reality as oneself that no longer requires attachment to 
situations that fit the mind’s subjective and flirtatious perspectives in order to become 
happy. This is what is being pointed out here. 

We all live lives confused with regard to the ability of objects to give happiness 
until we are taught by those who actually discern the confusion and its cause. This 
discernment (viveka) is the essence of the yoga of Patañjali and of the Upaniṣads and 
the Bhagavad Gītā where the discernment is explored and emphasized. It is taught 
that one’s self alone is the source of happiness never to be missed, and anything else 
is a shadow of this happiness. In fact, unhappiness, grief, is said there to be 
illegitimate, simply by clear reasoning, even without knowing oneself as independent 
from the body or the soul.

14
 

The yogin who is objectively rational and who knows himself or herself as 
completely independent from the objects of the world is the one with real śānti, real 
satisfaction and happiness in life, not otherwise. Turning away from once pleasurable 
things is indeed only possible, and real, to the extent that one has already discovered 
the pleasure that is one’s self. The Bhagavad Gītā clearly explains this.

15
 

Even the very next sūtra tells us that sorrow, unhappiness, is no longer to be 
entertained in the yogin’s life. 
                                                 
14 “O Arjuna, now if you consider this [the self—as the body or as an individual soul] to continually be born and 

die—even in that way, you should not grieve. Because, for what is born, death is certain, and for what is dead, 

birth [in another form] is certain. Then you should not grieve over a situation that cannot be avoided. O Arjuna, 

[all] beings are unseen [before] their beginning [i.e., unknown as to who or what they were before their birth], 

[are] seen in between, and [are] unseen [after] their end [i.e., unknown as to their lot after death]. Regarding 

that, [even relatively] why grieve?” (Bh. Gītā 2.26 through 28). 

15 “For the embodied one who does not feed [i.e., indulge the senses], the objects turn back [i.e., are not 

pursued], but the longing remains. Knowing the para [i.e., brahman (reality)], even one’s longing ceases.” (Bh. 

Gītā 2.59). “The one who sits, restraining the organs of action, [yet] contemplating the sense objects with the 

mind—that one is called one whose mind is deluded and whose conduct is useless.” (Bh. Gītā 3.6). 
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ô+Þø@ Ìü:¨øÛø} !øÒø}Y!øøªøÇøÛø}G(2.16)  
heyaṃ duḥkham an-āgatam. 

[duḥkha—sorrow; an-āgata—not yet come; heya—to be given up.] 

Sorrow not yet come is to be objectively given up. 

Future sorrow alone is what can be avoided. Obsession with past pain or sorrow, 
because it is past, is to be objectively dropped, and current pain is to be objectively 
endured. Saying future sorrows are to be given up (heya) can mean either they do not 
arise or, if and when they arise out of inattention (pramāda),

16
 they can be dropped 

once the teaching is brought back in to bear on the painful situation. 

Duḥkha can mean either pain or sorrow. Pain is different from sorrow. Physical 
pains are natural to the body. Mental preferences for avoidance of physical pains are 
likewise natural to the mind. What is unnatural, because it is due to ignorance that can 
be removed, is sorrow towards pains. To get to sorrow from pain requires a series of 
mistakes, a process of ignorance, which this teaching addresses. Pain and pleasure 
need not be removed; the mind’s habit of coveting and blaming objects for its own 
condition is where objectivity is advised. 

Sorrow can be seen as understandable, but unnecessary, to an objective outsider. 
However, that objective outsider is anything but, when it comes to one’s own 
experiences. Having a scholarly understanding is not enough. The knowledge here is 
the knowledge of one’s very identity. This knowledge is thus completely 
transformative of one’s vision of one’s self and the world. By removing ignorance 
through this knowledge based on objectively and thoroughly understanding realities, 
one can avoid sorrow in the heart, but not pain. If the pain is acute, an environment 
that is more therapeutic may be needed to better address re-emerging pain, guilt, 
shame, and trauma. 

                                                 
16 Yoga Sūtra 1.30. 
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Mutual Identification of Seer and Seen 

ÌãñÀ <YÌ;íÞøÞøø+: òø@Þøø +ªøø + ô+ÞøYô+Çø ü:G(2.17)  
draṣṭṛ-dṛśyayoḥ saṃyogo heya-hetuḥ. 

[saṃyoga—mutual identification; draṣṭṛ—seer; dṛśya—seen; hetu—cause; 
heya—to be given up.] 

Ignorance in the form of the mutual identification
17

 of the seer and the seen, 
literally, the seeable, is the cause of these afflictions to be given up. 

The Nature of the Seen 

Õøã¡¢øíøYù¡ã¢ÞøøYúòËøúÇøYíøûæ@ ÙøþÇø +úÒÌãÞøøÇÛø¡@¢ Ùøø+ªøøÕøéøªøøâËø â @ Ì;íÞøÛø}G (2.18) 
prakāśa-kriyā-sthiti-śīlaṃ bhūtendriyātmakaṃ bhogāpavargārthaṃ dṛśyam. 

[dṛśya—seen; sīla—nature; prakāśa-kriyā-sthiti—light-action-inertia; 
ātmaka—nature; bhūtas—elements; indriyas—organs; artha—for; bhoga—
enjoyment; apavarga—freedom.] 

The seen has the nature of the three guṇas, light-action-inertia; has the 
nature of the five material and subtle elements including the subtle organs of 
sensing and acting; and is for enjoyment in the form of what can bind and 
freedom in the form of the teaching that frees one from bondage.

18
 

                                                 
17 “As long as any being [i.e., a jīva] [continues to] be [re-]born as immobile or mobile—know that [continuance 

in saṃsāra (life of unbecoming becoming)] to be due to the saṃyoga (association) [due to a lack of viveka 

(knowing the difference)] between the kṣetra (the field of objects) and the kṣetra-jña (the knower of that field), 

O Arjuna.” (Bh. Gītā 13.26). 

18 “[Since that brahman to be known] [merely] appears as the attributes [i.e., the functioning— seeing, etc.] of 

all the organs [in these bodies], [yet] is free from all the organs; is unattached [yet] sustains all; and is free from 
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The objects of the world are both hindering and helpful. They can keep you in 
bondage or help you out of bondage.

19
 The attachment to the presence or absence of 

sense objects is what makes you feel as though you are bound. Believing that one is 
less or more whole as a result of the absence or presence of objects, associations, 
position, or influence is bondage and is ignorance. This teaching is also an object in 
the world, but it shows you how to convert what could bind, into what will liberate.  

úéøíø+ðøøúéøíø+ðøYúæw«¯YÛøøÊøøúæw«¯ø úÒø ªøümøYÕøéøøâúmøG(2.19)  
viśeṣāviśeṣa-liṅga-mātrāliṅgāni guṇa-parvāṇi. 

[parvans—levels; guṇas—components of nature; viśeṣa—particularized; 
a-viśeṣa—non-particularized; liṅga-mātra—merely indicated; a-liṅga—
non-indicated.] 

The levels in reverse order of the manifestation of the guṇas (components of 
nature) are particularized—the five mixed material and subtle elements; 
non-particularized—the five unmixed subtle elements;

20
 the merely 

                                                                                                                                                                
the guṇas [yet] is the experiencer of the guṇas.” (Bh. Gītā 13.14). “O Arjuna, brightness, [attachment-based] 

activity [i.e., rajas], and, indeed, delusion (tamas)—the one who is not displeased [when they] wax, nor longs 

for [them when they] wane [throughout the day and one’s life]; who, remaining seemingly indifferent, is not 

disturbed by the guṇas; who abides—[knowing] indeed that the guṇas act—and does not waiver [from this 

knowledge]; who is the same in pleasure and pain [and] abides in the self; for whom a lump of clay, a stone, and 

gold are [transcended as] the same; for whom the pleasant and the unpleasant are [objectively viewed] the same 

[way]; who is wise; for whom censure and praise of the self are alike [addressing only the mind or body—as the 

ātman cannot be flattered nor damaged by any misconception of it]; who is the same in respect and disrespect 

[which express only the others’ understanding and value structure, unrelated to the self], the same regarding the 

side of a friend or an enemy [seeing neither as friend nor enemy]; and who has completely renounced [doership 

in] all activities—that one is called guṇātīta (beyond the guṇas).” (Bh. Gītā 14.22 through 25). 

19 Yoga Sūtra 1.5. 

20 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.41. 
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indicated—the universal order or intellect assumed to exist because of its 
effects, otherwise called mahat (the great), and elsewhere called Hiraṇya-garbha 
(the Golden Womb); and the non-indicated—the unmanifest prakṛti (nature).

21
 

In each cycle of manifestation of the universe, the unmanifest prakṛti (nature), 
consisting of the undifferentiated guṇas, first manifests as intellect, the mind of God, 
so to speak, which is then said to contain the divisions cognized as the subtle and 
gross elements, each being five-fold in this human-authored description that is based 
on our five senses. 

The universe is said to be entirely formed according to the evolution of prakṛti 
through the subtle and gross elements in keeping with the universal order (buddhi). 
The evolution is not one level of nature changing into another; it is the later levels 
manifesting due to the continuing presence of the earlier more basic levels of reality. 
The manifest does not replace the unmanifest; it manifests because of the presence of 
the unmanifest, because of the order in the universe, because of the Lord . 

The elements have no independent reality. They and their manifestations are all 
nāma-rūpa (names and forms alone). They are all of the nature of names flowing from 
intellect. At the end of each cycle of manifestation they flow back into their 
unmanifest nature (prakṛti). All this happens in the unlimited being-awareness (sat-
cit) that is the Lord and that is oneself. 

The analogy at the individual level is that of one’s universe springing out from and 
returning back into the ignorance of deep sleep. It is the intellect that awakens. As the 
intellect thinks so one’s universe seems and so one’s conditional sense of reality is. 

                                                 
21 “Than the sense organs, the objects [of the mind] are more subtle (para). Than the objects [of the mind], the 
mind is more subtle. Than the mind, the intellect is more subtle. Than the intellect, the mahān ātmā [i.e., the 
universal intelligence, mahat—the entire subtle body of the universe] is more subtle. Than mahat, the 
unmanifest is more subtle. Than the unmanifest, the puruṣa [i.e., the limitless self] is more subtle. Than the 
puruṣa, there is nothing more subtle. That maximum limit (kāṣṭhā), that goal (gati), is the ultimate.” (Kaṭha Up. 
1.3.10 and 11). 
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And then the intellect resolves into unmanifest in sleep. Even at the universal level, 
this teaching’s presentation of the cycles of manifestation of the universe is itself only 
more names employed in the teaching to help reveal that, just as in waking and sleep, 
this cycle of manifestation and dissolution of the universe is still no more than the 
cyclic flow of names and forms. 

When the intellect has the abiding knowledge that there is only one reality, and 
from this one reality, which is oneself, nothing else separate from reality can possibly 
come into or go out of being, then there is no cycle. The cycle of creation simply 
falls, as a name (nāmadheya), from the tip of the tongue. The universe is spun from 
the mind in the form of words, lit up by the witness-being which alone is their reality. 

This is the only sūtra dealing with the evolution of the universe. The sūtra is in 
keeping with the scripture and thus with Vedānta and its analysis of the Upaniṣads. 

The Nature of the Seer 

ÌãñÀø Ì;úíøYÛøøÊø: íøüpÑø +{ùÕø ÕøãÇÞøÞøøÒøüÕøíÞø:G (2.20) 
draṣṭā dṛśi-mātraḥ śuddho'pi pratyayānupaśyaḥ. 

[draṣṭṛ—seer; dṛśi-mātra—pure perception; api—though; śuddha—pure; 
anupaśya—sees; pratyayas—thoughts.] 

The seer is pure perception—the jñapti-svarūpa (nature of the source of 
knowing) free of the three-fold knower-knowing-known aspects of the act of 
knowing, and though pure, indivisible and without a second thing, it sees, as it 
were, the thoughts. 

The nature of the seer has been presented and discussed in the context of earlier 
sūtras, where it had to be introduced to fully comprehend the sūtras up to this point. 
This sūtra clearly states Patañjali’s adherence to the scriptures as we have been 
unfolding them in the context of these sūtras. This sūtra emphasizes the 
undifferentiated nature of the seer. The seer, unlike the universe and all the entities 
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within it, is partless. In fact, the seer is the very partless reality of the universe and all 
within it, including the individual, yourself. 

Later, Patañjali and this commentary will discuss in detail the nature of thought, 
the seer, and knowledge in sūtras 4.18 through 4.24. 

The Seen’s Relation to the Seer 

ÇøÌ}Y!øËøâ %éø Ì;íÞøòÞøøÇÛøøG(2.21) 
tad-artha eva dṛśyasyātmā. 

[ātman—nature; dṛśya—seen; eva—simply; tad-artha—its object.] 

The nature of the seen is simply as its, draṣṭṛ’s (the pure-witnesses’) object. 

The seen has no more reality than its phenomenological experience, which is why it is 
always temporary. The example of dream and deep sleep comprehensively illustrates 
this point. Just because we see something does not determine the seen’s independent 
existence. We see in dream, yet the dream objects have no independent existence. 
When we move from dream back into deep sleep those supposedly independent dream 
objects lose all their independent reality. They disappear. The same can be said for 
the waking world objects. They too are temporary within the time they appear. The 
only existence any seen object has is just its nature of being seen. That nature of 
being seen is no more than being within awareness, the nature of the seer. 

A seen object is then nothing more than its nature of being a seen object. It does 
not in fact exist as an equal reality independent of the seer (draṣṭṛ). It is nothing more 
than a form (rūpa) perceived and a corresponding name (nāma) ascribed. Objects, 
including thoughts, have this transient, relative (vyāvahārika) existence. Their reality 
is attributed to them only in as much as they become, or can become, known. These 
objects do not exist in and of themselves. This understanding is consistent with the 
principles of quantum physics which say that the scientific manner in which you 
examine and measure an object determines what you will find to be that object. 
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An example of an object seen is a table. Now, there is no such absolute thing as a 
table that the eyes see. The eyes see something, but only the human mind has the form 
and gives the name ‘table’ or the various equivalents in other languages. A bug’s eyes 
certainly do not see a table; they may see something to fly around or something to 
climb upon to find food. At the atomic-scale, in what way would an electron 
experience, so to speak, this so-called table? Would not what it encounters be really 
an atomic field, not at all resembling a table? 

If one inquires into the table, then its absoluteness disappears. The absoluteness as 
a table object disappears when it is known that it is but wood. The absoluteness as a 
wood object disappears when resolved into cellulose fibers. Cellulose fibers resolve 
into molecules. Molecules resolve, when they are better known, into atoms, then into 
particles, and those into packets of variously vibrating energy in dimensions of space. 
These appreciations of various energies within dimensions of space are all notions 
within the awareness of the scientist. Where did the table go? It is still there as a 
name ascribed to a phenomenological experience. 

This more complete understanding of objects seen is incorporated in the process of 
sub-ration

22
 of very temporal and contingent realities to their more permanent and 

universal reality. 

In fact, none of these so-called objects need disappear to appreciate the partless, 
universal reality. At the same time I am seeing table, I also see wood, know fibers, 
molecules, atoms, and etcetera. While seeing table, I can transcend table and see 
wood. While seeing wood, I can transcend wood and see fibers, and so on. What one 
sees is not really an independently existing object, but rather one sees (with the mind) 
only the name which we have attributed to the experience. What disappears is my 
assumption that any of the object/name is absolutely real. What is absolute is reality 
itself. The names and forms—as the objects, the senses, and the mind—are relative 
perspectives of reality itself. These names and forms exist only as appearances within 

                                                 
22 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.44. 
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the awareness of the witness, in oneself alone. 

Prakṛti, unmanifest nature, which is the source of the perceived objects, can enjoy 
no greater degree of reality than the observed objects. Sāṅkhya claims prakṛti to be as 
equally real as puruṣa, the reality that is oneself. But Patañjali has not given equal 
status to prakṛti. Prakṛti is a concept and a reality only so far as one ascribes to the 
Sāṅkhya philosophy. Whereas, puruṣa (oneself) is universally never unknown or 
unknowable, and is independent of any seen object or collection of objects or their 
unmanifest aspect. 

Again the clear illustration is deep sleep, where all objects along with their 
supposed absoluteness disappear, yet I must be there in order for me to later recall the 
absence of any separate experience during that time. The puruṣa alone is the timeless 
reality to be discovered, and it alone is the goal of Patañjali’s yoga. It is reached, so 
to speak, by a knowledge (the knowledge alone is the reaching) that is free of 
erroneous thinking and incomplete philosophies. There is no new, special thing to 
know; there is only acknowledgement that the seen has not, nor ever had, the reality 
one had believed. 

¡;¢ÇøøËøâ @ Õø ãúÇø ÒøñÀÛø} !øÕÞø} !øYÒøñÀ @ ÇøÌ} !øÒÞøYòøøÐøøámøÇéøøÇø}G (2.22) 
kṛtārthaṃ prati naṣṭam apy a-naṣṭaṃ tad anya-sādhāraṇatvāt. 

[api—though; naṣṭa—lost; prati—in regard to; kṛta-artha—one who has 
achieved the goal; tad—it; a-naṣṭa—not lost; sa-ādhāraṇatva—it has 
commonality; anyas—others.] 

Though lost, as being absolutely real, in regard to one who has achieved the 
goal

23
—kaivalya (freedom)—it, the dṛśya (seen), is not lost, since it has 

                                                 
23 “Just as a reflecting surface covered by dirt, [when] it is clean, shines brilliantly, similarly the embodied one, 
clearly seeing the reality that is ātman (oneself) [with a transparently clear mind], is [thus] one (eka) [with that 
shining reality], has achieved the goal (kṛta-artha), and is free from sorrow.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 2.14). “Thus, I 
have told this most secret [i.e., in terms of sanctity, value, and by appearing to be difficult to understand] 
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commonality with others who remain in ignorance of the seen’s (un)reality. 

The seen’s status as an objective (vyāvahārika) reality is based on its commonality to 
multiple seers (grahītṛs). When it does not have that commonality and there is only 
one person seeing it, then it could be an imaginary (prātibhāsika) reality. 

Though objects are known to exist when they are seen by a person and not known 
to exist when they are not seen by a person, this status of objects does not lead to pure 
subjectivism—that objects are only their independent perceptions. Since a 
commonality of an object is also something that can be known.

24
 

This teaching accepts that a name and form can have commonality for multiple 
seers. Now, one seer’s version of the form of an object is not exactly the same as 
another seer’s, and no form is the same the next time you see it. But the fact that there 
are certain commonalities of these names and forms determines their objective 
(vyāvahārika) reality, as opposed to an imaginary (prātibhāsika) reality. That 
commonality itself is a name and form having an objective reality. Commonality is, 
like any other object, not absolutely real. Only existence-consciousness, the truth of 
the universe and you, is absolutely real. 

The word ‘others’ (anyas) here does not mean that there absolutely are multiple 
puruṣas. An individual seer (grahītṛ), which itself is a product of ignorance in the 
form of a mutual identification of the subject and an object (the act of seeing), enjoys 
the same non-absolute reality as the seen (grāhya). An individual seer is just another 
concept in the mind. This concept comes and goes; it is relative and impermanent, not 
absolute. 

Nor can the reality of a quality of many-ness for the puruṣa, as the pure witness, be 
established (siddha) by a conjunction of seer-seen which is a product of ignorance, as 

                                                                                                                                                                
teaching, O Sinless One. Knowing this, one becomes one who has [made best use of one’s] intellect and who has 
done what is to be done (kṛta-kṛtya), O Arjuna.” (Bh. Gītā 15.20). 

24 Yoga Sūtras 4.14 and 15. 
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will be told in the next two sūtras. In other words, one cannot establish a truth by 
reason of a fabrication. When witnessing, as an attribute of the attribute-less puruṣa, 
is only as if, then any opinion based on this as if assumption, namely, since there are 
many witnessings then there must be many puruṣas—is also as if. 

Moreover, this sūtra points out an even more profound fact. Namely, the same 
object can exist for certain people and not exist for others. And this not existing for 
others is not due to them not looking, but rather to them knowing a fact about the 
object that makes that object lose its supposed reality. To the others, to the unwise, 
the object is taken as absolutely (pāramārthika) real. Whereas, for one who has 
achieved the knowledge (prajñā) that is kaivalya (complete freedom), the same object 
is taken as only objectively (vyāvahārika) real—as transient and relative. Once one 
distinguishes pāramārthika (absolute) reality from vyāvahārika (transactional) reality, 
then this less-real world of phenomenon becomes what is meant by vyāvahārika, the 
transactional reality that is now understood as being only apparently-real (mithyā), 
not as real as oneself who is pāramārthika. 

Before knowledge, we confuse the relatively real (the ego, mind, body, and 
objects) with the absolute (the being-consciousness that is oneself and all of reality). 
We falsely believe that all that we desire should last forever and what we do not want 
should never be. We falsely believe we are born and die, when it is but the objects 
including this body that come and go within the unchanging awareness that is oneself, 
that is reality. Only the wise see in general the relative reality as it really is. The 
otherwise see a confusing reality that they think is absolute—which goes against 
reason and ultimate knowledge. 

In the snake-rope example, two people are looking at the same object. The one with 
knowledge sees a rope and has no fear; the other without knowledge sees a snake and 
has fear. This means that in error one does not see what is there and can project out of 
the fears in one’s mind what one believes is there. The one who has knowledge, upon 
first glance at the rope, originally also thought it was a snake, but after careful 
analysis with the light of a proper means of knowledge discovered it was really a 
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rope. For that person, the snake is lost (naṣṭa), but, more importantly to that person, 
the basis for the fear vanishes. One can still see how the mistaken rope could appear 
as a snake, but that correction nevertheless frees one from the fear of a snake  there. 
This is freedom (kaivalya) from one’s baseless fears. The snake is apparently-real 
(mithyā), and so now the basis for the fear is mithyā. 

The same relationship that exists between imaginary (prātibhāsika) reality and 
objective (vyāvahārika) reality, for example, the snake and the rope, also exists 
between objective (vyāvahārika) reality and absolute (pāramārthika) reality—the 
world and I (ātman), respectively. Both the imaginary (prātibhāsika) world and the 
phenomenal (vyāvahārika) world seem absolutely real only when they are believed to 
be so. In the wake of more complete knowledge, both are only mithyā (apparently-
real). The unwise and the wise see the same object, but their understanding of realities 
is vastly different. The unwise is limited and thus bound by the seen; the other is not. 
As a result, for the unwise, the objects as possessions become necessities they are 
bound to; for the wise, they are simply luxuries—life is seen as a luxury. 

The term mithyā when translated as false or imaginary or illusion has confused 
many. The word mithyā is a later form of the Veda word mithunā, meaning 
conflictingly, wrongly, falsely. Properly used, mithyā is an adverb describing how we 
take an object, how we know it. When we take an object falsely, that is mithyā. 

The statement, “The world is mithyā (jagan mithyā),” does not mean the world is 
false, imaginary, or useless. It means the world is taken, is understood, falsely. In this 
tradition, the world—or anything in the world—cannot be an object distinct from the 
absolute reality that is oneself, distinct from ātman, from sat (reality). There is 
already fundamental ignorance that keeps one from the factual, absolute reality nature 
of objects, in which case there would be mithyā, the taking of it as otherwise than 
what it is, along with that confusion reoccurring and cascading variously about 
everything throughout one’s life. 

Even what we call knowledge about the world, such as, “Today is hot,” is only 
relatively true from a limited perspective—hot for a human compared to that same 
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person’s memories of the past or expectations of the future temperatures at this 
location. That kind of knowledge has a practicality and usefulness; it is not absolutely 
and universally true. From the essential truth of everything and of oneself, even that 
knowledge is mithyā. Mithyā is an inevitable expression of one’s fundamental 
ignorance. 

The verbal root of the words mithyā and mithunā is mith, meaning to associate, to 
mix. Mithyā is mixing up one thing for another, which is what Patañjali has described 
as ignorance.

25
 

The wise who say “the world is mithyā” do not mean they are mixed up about the 
world. For them the world is none other than themselves—the one, indivisible, and 
sacred reality. The wise mean the world once was mithyā for them and is mithyā for 
the majority who take objects as other and as absolutely real, and who take 
themselves to thus be limited or bound by those objects. 

Patañjali points out that all objects (dṛśyas) are to be seen in terms of mithyā 
(falsely taken as being absolutely real). Every thing that has conditional, dependent 
reality is not of the same order of reality as absolute reality, as oneself. The status of 
absolute (pāramārthika) reality that an individual ascribes to objects out of ignorance 
is now lost. Objects enjoy conditional existence as name and form and are available 
for transaction (vyāvahāra), but they are entirely dependent upon the reality that is the 
self. The objects are dṛśyam eva (simply the seen), not reality as real as oneself.

26
 

The seen (dṛśya) is capable of being dismissed in thought, dismissed in samādhi, 
and permanently dismissed as absolute reality in knowledge, dismissed as mithyā. 
What is capable of being dismissed defines the dismissed as less real than what 
dismisses it (see the commentary on Yoga Sūtra 1.3). What is not dismissed in 
thought, contemplation, or knowledge is oneself (puruṣa), the being that alone 
                                                 
25 Yoga Sūtras 2.5 and 1.8. 

26 “Gone (naṣṭa) is the delusion. I have gained recognition [without error] [of myself] by Your grace [i.e., by 
Your teaching], O Kṛṣṇa.” (Bh. Gītā 18.73). 
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remains real. 

The pursuits and skills of yoga are themselves part of the vyāvahārika world. Yoga 
starts with inculcating an understanding of the absolute reality (initially as the reality 
of the limitless Lord) behind all this transactional life we lead. From there, we can 
loosen the grip of our mistaken identities with our limited and limiting thoughts in the 
mind. They are all a part of the universal order called the Lord, and are not my 
personal possessions or identity. Then one can begin to appreciate that I am this 
reality that is the Lord, in which all thoughts and objects come and go. 

This is not wishful thinking, or a simple positive attitude. It is a disciplined 
analysis and immersion in the realities of how I see myself and how I deal with an 
overwhelming large and complex world. The techniques have worked to free those 
who have gone before. As a student of this yoga, one starts with the following 
understanding. 

This universe is what I view from the limited perspective of my 
experiences I have in this mind during this life, so it is not absolutely, 
categorically real—not as real as me, its witness. And the various facets 
of this limited perspective may be wrong—“My perspective may be 
wrong.” This not only includes my perspective of the world and others, 
but of what I think myself to be, or to have been or will be. 

This allows one’s objectivity to be complete. This truly objective perspective helps 
heal the sorrows retained from the past that are based on absolutely identifying with 
the painful projections of my perspective of events and people. It provides a buffer 
from present pains to help keep them from becoming sorrows. This objectivity 
culminates in a clear absolute knowledge of life, where even this transactional 
universe has no more power to limit me than a dream can affect the one who awakens 
from dream. Life, like the dream upon waking, can surprise and pain me. But it has 
not the power it had, once I know it for what it is. This universe is not absolutely real 
as I had once thought. It has lost (naṣṭa) its power, its reality, to define me. I am the 
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reality, who alone validates the reality this transactional reality can enjoy.  The world 
is no different than before, but how I more wisely take the world has changed. This is 
true wisdom that frees. 

This is the full vision, and for Patañjali to point this out here among sūtras meant 
for explaining the nature of the self and of objects clearly places him outside of the 
later Sāṅkhya philosophy of Īśvara-kṛṣṇa, where duality is taken as real. These sūtras 
naturally fall within the teaching of the sacred scriptures of India, within the field of 
the Upaniṣads and the Bhagavad Gītā, where Patañjali clearly placed them. The 
sūtras understood in that field, in the field of knowledge, not of a sectarian 
philosophy, are where these words are pregnant with a depth of meaning and clarity, 
with tradition and certainty. 

òéøYòéøøúÛøYíøÇølàø+: òéøY*Õøø+Õøæú×ÐøYô+Çø ü: òø@Þøø +ªø:G (2.23) 
sva-svāmi-śaktyoḥ sva-rūpopalabdhi-hetuḥ saṃyogaḥ. 

[saṃyoga—conjunction; śaktis—natures; sva—itself; svāmin—master; 
hetu—cause; upalabdhi—ascertainment; sva-rūpas—their natures.] 

The seeming conjunction of the natures of itself—the dṛśya (object)—and its 
master—the draṣṭṛ (witness)—is the cause of the ascertainment of each of 
their separate natures, namely, that one is the seer and the other is the seen, that 
this duality is somehow real. 

Without the knowledge of reality, I have a notion of a separate, real object or thought 
only when I perceive or think of it; and I entertain a notion, a wrong notion, of myself 
as a separate, individual witnessor only when I see or think of an object or thought. 
Like pot-space, as though separate from limitless space, appears to come into 
existence when a pot is formed, so an individual, limited seer appears to come into 
existence when a thought is formed. 

But an independently existing, absolutely real pot-space is not really created when 
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a pot is formed. It is in fact only as if, but becomes a definite mistake if taken as 
absolutely real. So too, I (ātman), the witness-being, am not really created when a 
thought is formed. A pot comes and goes within limitless space without affecting 
space in the least; a thought comes and goes within the witness-being without 
affecting or limiting the witness-being in the least. This is the truth. If thought does 
seem to affect you, then that notion, an ego notion, of oneself being affected is itself 
just another thought, the same as any other thought. These notions that thoughts 
actually affect the witness of the thoughts are themselves thoughts, ignorant of their 
mixing up of realities. 

Because one thinks the self is like this or that thought, does not make it so. We 
need a pramāṇa (a valid means of knowledge) to help us see that the self and the 
thoughts are not in interrelationship, not in conjunction (saṃyoga). The self is the 
unchanging witness and reality of the thoughts. If one imagines the self is changing 
while seeing the thought, that imagined self is only a notion, a thought, about the self. 
The self witnesses that notion also, but does not change.

27
 Even in confusion one 

remains the changeless, limitless witness-being (sat-cit). This is what the scripture 
and this teaching says. Continue listening (śravaṇa) to this teaching pramāṇa while 
living a life of yoga and contemplation; the truth of this teaching will be one’s own 
truth. 

Cause and Removal of Mutual Identification 

ÇøòÞø ô+Çø üá} !øYúéøÏøG(2.24) 
tasya hetur a-vidyā. 

[hetu—cause; tasya—of that; a-vidyā—ignorance.] 

The cause of that conjunction is ignorance—the mutual misidentification of the 

                                                 
27 Yoga Sūtra 4.22. 
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seer and the seen as being separate and limiting. 

We see now why one has to include the phrase “as if” or “as though” in Yoga Sūtra 
2.20. By doing so, the connection between seer (draṣṭṛ) and thought/object is 
clarified. The limitless self, which has no attributes, cannot be an object, nor even a 
thought, which is within the realm of words. Every statement about it is an as if. The 
best one can think about the self is what it is not—neti-neti (not this—not that), since 
we have so many wrong conclusions about ourselves. Because the one who negates is 
oneself, then this negation ends in reality, your reality free of its seeming limitations , 
where you have always been. 

Negation is one technique within the teaching methodology. Another technique 
involves using words with a positive sense, such as satya (reality) and jñāna 
(knowledge). The understood meanings of these words are used as the basis to expand 
their sense and indicate the affirmative, inexplicable whole. Some negation is used to 
free these positive words of the limitations they connote within space, time, and the 
dualist separation of knower and known. Both negation and expansion of meaning are 
used to point out the nature of oneself as limitless reality (an-antam brahman), pure 
perception (jñapti-svarūpa), the witness-being.

28
 This reality is the changeless reality 

of all notions and objects, the inherent reality of the universe in and between every 
cycle of its manifestation.  

ÇøÌ}Y!øYÙøøéøøÇø} òø@Þøø +ªøøÙøøéøø+ ôøÒø@ ÇøÌ} Ì;íø+: ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø}G (2.25) 
tad-a-bhāvāt saṃyogābhāvo hānaṃ tad dṛśeḥ kaivalyam. 

                                                 
28 “Brahman is limitless (an-anta) reality (satya), knowledge (jñāna).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). 
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[hāna—giving up; a-bhāva—disappearance; saṃyoga—conjunction; 
tad-a-bhāva—disappearance of that; tad—that; kaivalya—freedom; dṛśi—
seer.] 

The giving up of heya (what is to be given up) is the disappearance of this 
conjunction by the disappearance of that a-vidyā (ignorance), its cause, in the 
wake of puruṣa-khyāti (self knowledge), and that is the freedom29 of the seer. 

Patañjali makes very clear here what is meant by freedom (kaivalya). It is not the 
disappearance of objects, the disappearance of the world. Freedom is the appreciation 
of the absence of any conjunction (saṃyoga) of the self with objects, the confusion of 
mixing the nature of the object with the nature of oneself, which confusion is a form 
of ignorance (a-vidyā). Once ignorance disappears, is removed, then confusions of 
ignorance also disappear. There is no reasonable way to interpret the words of this 
sūtra as a statement that Patañjali advises making the worldly objects disappear. 

Kaivalya means being one, non-dual (kevalaḥ ekaḥ bhāvaḥ), which also means the 
nature of being pure, without non-intrinsic attributes (kevalasya śuddhasya upādhi-
rahitasya bhāvaḥ).30 One is no longer seen as limited by some one thing or notion. 
This entire universe is but oneself, one non-dual, indivisible whole. This alone is 
known as complete freedom—not to be mistaken for isolation from the world. 

The disappearance is of the ignorance, not of the objects of the world, because 
what distinguishes the wise from the unwise is simply their knowledge. It is like a 
child looking at a rock, and a physicist looking at the same rock. The child simply 
sees what is before its eyes, the physicist sees the rock and knows it is not completely 
solid, but consists of mass-less packets of energy in mostly empty space, more 

                                                 
29 “By this [teaching regarding brahman] is attained a knowledge that dispels the ocean of saṃsāra (the life of 
continual unbecoming becoming), Therefore, knowing in this way, one attains the goal (pada) [called] 
completeness (kaivalya) [i.e., mokṣa (freedom)].” (Kaivalya Up. 24). 
30 Śabda-Stoma-Mahānidhi: A Sanskrit Dictionary by Tārānātha Bhaṭṭāchārya. 
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information than matter. The physicist knows the rock is simply a temporary, massive 
phenomenal presentation to the human’s senses, but its basic component reality is 
altogether something else. The phenomenal reality is less real and less amazing than 
its underlying component reality. But if the rock comes flying his or her way, like the 
child, the physicist ducks. That much practical reality it has.  The physicist does not 
stop seeing the rock simply as a rock, nor does he or she have to stop perceiving the 
rock to clearly know its underlying component reality. Similarly here, the yogins 
know the practical reality of the rock and the absolute reality as themselves in which 
this rock phenomenally appears, and that it is time to duck. 

Sāṅkhya-Yogins, on the other hand, seek to dismiss the objects of the world in 
kaivalya, even though believing the objects, as prakṛti (nature), are as equally real as 
themselves. It is as if they are simply closing their eyes in the face of the approaching 
rock. Their contradiction looms large. This is because of a mechanical interpretation 
of kaivalya, instead of the knowledge-based kaivalya which Patañjali clearly 
indicates.

31
 Knowledge cannot dismiss what is practically real; it can only dismiss 

ignorance. Along with that ignorance goes the confusions based on that ignorance, 
including the belief in the absolute nature of what is only practically real. In fact, 
knowledge is what discerns the practicality of objects as well.  

The freedom of the self is not some new condition of the self gained or 
accomplished by meditation or any other activity, nor is it the loss of the ability of the 
senses and the mind to behold their objects. It is merely the loss (a-bhāva) of what 
cannot withstand inquiry. Freedom is already the nature of the seer. L iving one’s life 
practically in this world with this assimilated knowledge is living in freedom. Then 
only can we have wise people who may be teachers for the otherwise. The necessity 
of having a teacher, and hence the necessity of that teacher being liberated even while 
living, is pointed out often in the scriptures.

32
 

                                                 
31 Yoga Sūtras 4.25 through 34. 

32 “Just as, my dear, having been blind-folded [and bound], and taken from the Gandhāra [region], and 
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ú é ø é ø + ¡ ¢ Y ¨ Þ ø ø ú Ç ø á }   ! ø Y ú é ø Õ ø ç é ø ø   ô ø Ò ø ø + Õ ø ø Þ ø : G(2.26)  
viveka-khyātir a-viplavā hānopāyaḥ. 

[upāya—means; hāna—giving up; viveka-khyāti—discerning knowledge; 
a-viplavā—which does not go astray.] 

The means for the giving up of this saṃyoga (conjunction) is a discerning 
knowledge which does not go astray. 

Again, Patañjali points out that the ignorance in the form of mutual identification 
(saṃyoga)33 goes away only by knowledge, not by some mechanical, karma stopping 
of the mind in samādhi. This knowledge has to be a-viplava, one that does not go 
astray—not float away or get inundated by life’s situations. This is what we have 
been stating to be a fully assimilated knowledge, not some new information or 
philosophy about the self and the world that one remembers, can forget, or be 
                                                                                                                                                                
thereupon left in a desolate place, one would shout ahead, up, down, and behind, ‘[I have been] brought blind-
folded and left blind-folded!’ And as one [a compassionate passerby] would remove his blind-fold and teach 
him, ‘Gandhāra is in this direction, go in this direction,’ then inquiring from village to village this [thusly] 
educated (paṇḍita) and smart [i.e., retentive and logical] (medhāvin) person alone would reach Gandhāra. In this 
way, a person [left] here [by his/her desires and blinded to his/her own nature] who [somehow] has a teacher 
would know [the ātman (self)], and for him [or her] the delay would only be as long as one [thinks] ‘I am not 
freed nor yet reached’ [or to match the example another way… though he or she is no longer blind to ātman and 
already abides in this freedom, still that body and mind is not released from this life’s karma nor yet reached its 
final mergence back to nature—otherwise called ‘videha-mukti’ so it still has to walk those last years until then]. 
This very [sat (being)] is the subtlest. All this [universe] has this [subtlest] as its nature. That is reality (satya). 
That is the self. That you are (tat tvam asi), O Śvetaketu.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.14.1 through 3). “Examining the 
worlds gained by action, the one who has been initiated in the scripture (brāhmaṇa), and being dispassionate 
(nirvedam āyān) [by thinking] the uncreated [i.e., reality] is not by action, should, for clearly knowing that 
[brahman (reality)], approach with sacrificial sticks in hand a teacher who indeed is [both] steeped in the 
scriptures (śrotriya) and established in brahman (brahma-niṣṭha) [i.e., who both knows how to teach and knows 
what to teach].” (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.2.12). 
33 Yoga Sūtras 2.17. 
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distracted from. 

ÇøòÞø òøÕÇøÐøø ÕøãøÒÇøYÙøþúÛø: Õøã¹øøG(2.27) 
tasya saptadhā prānta-bhūmiḥ prajñā. 

[tasya—its; prānta-bhūmi—final stage; saptadhā—seven-fold; prajñā—
assimilated knowledge.] 

Its final stage is a seven-fold assimilated knowledge. 

The seven-fold nature of the final, assimilated knowledge is not explained in this or 
the following sūtras. We could assume that there are some missing sūtras, since 
Patañjali has certainly given a consistent and thorough presentation. The 
commentators have assumed the task of delineating the seven aspects of this 
knowledge, and not with convincing success. Vyāsa’s attempt,

34
 which everyone 

seems to follow, looks more related to the various steps one takes to get to this 
knowledge, than the nature of the final stage itself. 

Many of the ancient texts were fixed and essentially frozen by their commentaries. 

                                                 
34 “This is as follows—(1) What is to be given up (heya) [i.e., all the kleśas (afflictions), see Yoga Sutra 2.10] is 

fully known, [so] nothing more is to be known about this. (2) The [continuing] reasons [i.e., the kliṣṭa 

(hindering) thoughts, see Yoga Sutra 1.5] for what is to be given up [the kleśas] have diminished and nothing 

more of them is to be diminished. (3) Their [the kleśas’] giving up is clearly seen through disciplined 

contemplation (nirodha-samādhi). (4) The means for their giving up in the form of a discriminative knowledge 

has matured. (5) The intellect has fulfilled its function. (6) Like rocks [naturally] find their level having been 

dislodged from the peak of a mountain, the guṇas [naturally] settle down [i.e., their potential for affliction is 

gone and, upon death of this embodiment, the guṇas of this body return to the elements] and are on the verge of 

[eventual] universal dissolution (pralaya) [i.e., become unmixed together] into their cause [i.e., into the a-vyakta 

(the unmanifest) prakṛti according to Vyāsa, or rather into the Lord as the unmanifest] along with that 

[intellect/mind (citta) of the yogin]. Having been dissolved, there is no rebirth [for the yogin] since there is no 

more [karma] purpose [for another embodiment]. (7) When they have settled down, the puruṣa, who transcends 

any relationship with the guṇas, shines in its own nature, free of impurity [any second thing], and complete 

(kevalī) [i.e., free].” (Vyāsa’s Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 2.27). 
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These commentaries established a final form that was thereafter maintained. In the 
case of the Yoga Sūtras, the commentaries, which became popular by quirk of history 
(perhaps simply due to the famous names [or titles] of two of those authors—Vyāsa 
and Śaṅkara—not likely the same as the famous Veda-Vyāsa and Ādi-Śaṅkara) and 
thus passed down to us, were the Sāṅkhya influenced commentaries. If they skipped 
over or dropped sūtras that were missing in their original or which contradicted their 
own views and might have been themselves thought to have been corruptions or 
incorrect additions, those sūtras would be lost. Certainly the content of the missing 
sūtra or sūtras that would have detailed this seven-fold nature of knowledge is a 
significant elision. 

A better and benign way of looking at this sūtra, though, is to see this as part of 
Vyāsa’s commentary being later confused as a sūtra in Patañjali’s work. These texts 
and commentaries were maintained as recopied, edge-to-edge lines of Sanskrit on 
stacks of palm leaves, not the highly formatted, multi-font texts we have nowadays. 
There are other possible examples of this mixing up of original with commentary in 
Patañjali’s Yoga-Sūtra text. This sūtra and Vyāsa’s filling in the answer are all just 
part of Vyāsa’s commentary, and is not a sūtra in Patañjali’s work. So nothing of 
Patañjali is lost at all, and that is why there is no follow up sūtra needed to explain 
the seven-fold nature of this knowledge. 

I’ve not seen anyone else suggest this, but it seems a possibility. Other translators 
in different places suggest that one or more sūtras have crept in from the surrounding 
commentary, though usually on the clue that those sūtras are missing in some of the 
existent manuscripts. Not attempting a textual exegesis, that manuscript claim is not 
being made here. 

The Eight Limbs of Yoga 

Þøø+ªøøw«¯øÒø üñÂøÒøøÌ} !øYíøüúpÑY¦øÞø+ ¹øøÒøYÌûúÕÇøá} !øø úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøÇø+:G (2.28) 
yogāṅgānuṣṭhānād a-śuddhi-kṣaye jñāna-dīptir ā viveka-khyāteḥ. 
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[anuṣṭhāna—following; aṅgas—limbs; yoga—the means; a-śuddhis—
impurities; kṣaya—diminish; dīpti—light; jñāna—knowledge; ā—reaches to; 
viveka-khyāti—discerning knowledge.] 

By following the eight limbs of yoga, as the impurities diminish, the light of 
knowledge reaches to the discerning knowledge that frees. 

Patañjali does not say that these eight limbs, which include samādhi, create new 
knowledge. They only remove the impurities that inhibit knowledge. We will discover 
more about the nature of knowledge in the last (the fourth) pāda (chapter) of these 
sūtras. Now Patañjali explains the eight limbs of yoga. 

ÞøÛøYúÒøÞøÛøøòøÒøYÕø ãømøøÞøøÛøYÕøãÇÞøøôøáYÐøøámøøYÐÞøøÒøYòøÛøøÐøÞøø+{ñÀøéø} !øw«¯øúÒøG (2.29) 
yama-niyamāsana-prāṇāyāma-pratyāhāra-dhāraṇā-dhyāna-samādhayo'ṣṭāv 
aṅgāni. 

[aṣṭa—eight; aṅgas—limbs; yama—avoidance; niyama—observance; āsana—
sitting posture; prāṇa-āyāma—controlling the breath; pratyāhāra—
withdrawing; dhāraṇā—restraining the pursuit of unwanted or hindering 
thoughts in contemplation; dhyāna—retaining the flow of wanted or helpful 
thoughts in contemplation; samādhi—contemplation resulting in 
assimilation.] 

The eight limbs of yoga are yama (avoidance) of the kliṣṭa (what hinders), 
niyama (observance) of the a-kliṣṭa (what helps), āsana (sitting posture)—
controlling the body for meditation, prāṇa-āyāma (controlling the breath), 
pratyāhāra (withdrawing) the senses, dhāraṇā (restraining the pursuit of 
unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation), dhyāna (retaining the flow 
of wanted or helpful thoughts in contemplation), and samādhi (contemplation 
resulting in assimilation). 

The limbs of yoga are effective as a full lifestyle. They are much less effective as 
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part-time.
35

 They are explained in order in the following thirty four sūtras, stretching 
into what the commentaries divide as the third chapter to sūtra 3.8. The pairs, yama-
niyama and dhāraṇā-dhyāna, are of special note. Yama-niyama is the basic life of the 
karma-yogin. Dhāraṇā-dhyāna is the basic life of the jñāna-yogin. These are the two 
lifestyles discussed in the Bhagavad Gītā. They are essentially the same. That is, both 
avoid what hinders and observe what helps. The yama-niyama pair is more in regard 
to one’s activities and attitudes in life, the dhāraṇā-dhyāna pair is more in regard to 
the quite life of contemplation. This is why both lifestyles are said in the Bhagavad 
Gītā to be conducive to freedom.

36
 

The 1st Limb: Avoidances 

!øYùô@òøøYòøÇÞøøòÇø+ÞøY×øãöÜY²øÞøøâÕøùáªøãôø ÞøÛøø:G (2.30) 
a-hiṃsā-satyāsteya-brahma-caryāparigrahā yamāḥ. 

[yamas—avoidances; a-hiṃsā—non-violence; satya—truthfulness; a-steya—
non-usurping; brahma-carya—pursuing the scripture; a-parigraha—
renunciation.] 

The first limb of yoga: the avoidances of the kliṣṭa (what hinders) are 
non-violence to one’s own body and mind, to other people and creatures, to 
cultures, and to the environment; truthfulness, actually, as a yama (avoidance), 
it is not harboring and speaking untruth; non-usurping what is not given; 

                                                 
35 Yoga Sūtras 1.13 and 14. 

36 “O Arjuna, long ago in this world I taught [in the Upaniṣads] two different lifestyles—[one] through jñāna-

yoga (yoga while simply pursuing knowledge, i.e., renunciation) for those dedicated to knowledge ( sāṅkhya), 

[and the other] through karma-yoga (yoga while performing one's duties) for yogins [i.e., those dedicated to duty 

as a means].” (Bh. Gītā 3.3). “Both [lifestyles of] sannyāsa (renunciation) and karma-yoga (yoga while 

performing one’s duties) lead to complete freedom.” (Bh. Gītā 5.2). 
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pursuing the scripture,
37

 as a yama (avoidance) it is not chasing after pursuits 
other than the āgama (scripture), which is the knowledge of truths that are 
outside one’s own two means of knowledge;

38
 and renunciation of what is 

given—renunciation of the notion of ownership.
39

 

Each of these yamas will be discussed in later sūtras. First, though, is an explanation 
of the translation of certain of these yamas. A-steya is rendered as non-surping. This 
is a rather old terminology, but so is this text. Though the popular meaning is not 
stealing (steya), as a part of karma-yoga that popular meaning stands out in this list as 
not needing to be said. Of course one should not behave like a criminal! The deeper 
meaning is through pairing it with a-parigraha (renunciation of what is given). A-
steya, then, is not confiscating what is not given. This is an avoidance of both the act 
and the attitude of usurping. A-steya is then a satisfaction that what little I have is 
enough. This is maturity, not just an avoidance of criminal behavior. 

In a Victorian way, brahma-carya is often equated with chastity, sexual abstinence. 
This can and should be a component in a full-time student’s life (particularly as a 
student from the age of twelve to twenty-four, while living in the teacher’s house), 
but the total dedication to this study is so much more than avoidance of unnecessary 
or inappropriate sex. Traditionally, the term brahma in brahma-carya means the Veda 
(brahman, scripture). So it meant Veda studies, the life of a scriptural student. Over 
time and with secular intensions, the expression took on the pre-marital status that a 

                                                 
37 “There once lived one Śveta-ketu, grandson of Āruṇi. His father said to him, ‘O Śveta-ketu, you please live as 
a brahma-carya [a student in a teacher’s house, since I am not now able to teach you myself]. Indeed, my dear, 
no one in our family is a brāhmaṇa in relation only, having not studied.’ He left at twelve years old and returned 
at twenty-four years old having studied all the Vedas.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.1.1 and 2). 

38 Yoga Sūtra 1.7. 

39 “[Also] absence of ownership; lack of identification towards son [i.e., offspring], wife [ i.e., spouse], house, 
etc.; continual equanimity of mind (sama-cittatva) towards occurrences of the desirable and the undesirable; 
[etc.] … [all] this is called knowledge (jñāna) [an expression of knowledge and, thus, a means of gaining 
knowledge]. What is other than this is an obstacle to knowledge (a-jñāna).” (Bh. Gītā 13.9 and 11). 
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young student was to have. It was only after finishing studies that one was qualified 
to get married. Until then, one was to remain chaste. The interpretation of 
brahma-carya as simply chastity is a result of a more and more secular society giving 
greater weight to the status of marriage than the status of scriptural studies. Moreover, 
the secular side of modern yoga does not want to promote scriptural studies as part of 
kriyā-yoga, or as one of the yamas. 

jøøúÇøYÌ+íøY¡¢øæYòøÛøÞøøÒøéøú²µNøø: òøøéøâYÙøøeÛøø ÛøôøYéøãÇøÛø }G (2.31) 
jāti-deśa-kāla-samayānavacchinnāḥ sārva-bhaumā mahā-vratam. 

[sārva-bhauma—applied to the entire universe; an-avacchinna—not limited; 
jāti—origination; deśa—place; kāla—time; samaya—circumstance; mahā-
vrata—great vow.] 

These yamas (avoidances), applied to the entire universe and not limited 
toward origination [species, class, and so on], place, time, or circumstance is 
the great vow, namely, sannyāsa (renunciation) in terms of knowledge within 
the lifestyle of the jñāna-yogin, or within the lifestyle of a mature karma-yogin. 

A-parigraha (renunciation) of the entire universe is sannyāsa.
40

 This renunciation is 

                                                 
40 “‘O Lord [Prajā-pati], how should I renounce karmas (actions and their results) completely?’ Prajā-pati said 
to him [Āruṇi], ‘Your children, siblings, relations, etc. [i.e.,  every one and thing related to you], the [sacred] tuft 
of hair, [performing the] investiture of the sacred thread, oblation rituals, the sacred thread [itself], [the initial, 
bulky heaven-going portion of the] Veda study, and the brahma-aṇḍa (i.e., the universe, see Chāndogya Up. 
3.19) [all the worlds (lokas), from] Bhū-loka [i.e., Earth], [and up to] Bhuva-loka, Svar-loka, Mahar-loka, 
Jalas-loka, Tapas-loka, Satya-loka, and [down to] Atala, Talātala [though usually placed just below Rasātala], 
Vitala, Sutala, Rasātala, Mahātala, and Pātāla—one should renounce… One should merge (sandhim ācaret) 
[the entire universe] in samādhi which is ātman. One should recite the forest section (āraṇyaka) in each of the 
Vedas [in which upāsanas (meditations) and the teaching of brahman are given]. One should [especially] recite 
over and over the Upaniṣads [within them]. …Commitment to study (brahma-cārya), non-violence, 
renunciation, and truthfulness—O may you always observe (rakṣataḥ) [these] with effort.’” (Āruṇeya Up. 1 
through 3). 
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cognitive, born out of an understanding of reality. A life of sannyāsa encompasses a 
life of yamas and niyamas. See the Bhagavad Gītā for a complete unfoldment of what 
constitutes sannyāsa. Only indirectly is sannyāsa defined in terms of a stage in one’s 
life, like a retirement from competitive society for study and contemplation.  Sannyāsa 
and its less formal equivalent vāna-prasthya (retirement in the forest) lifestyles are 
well known and accepted stages in the lives of people within the Indian culture.  

A more general interpretation of this sūtra, but one that is less likely to be what 
Patañjali intended, is—[The yamas as virtues] are applicable universally, not limited 
by [one’s own] social status, location, time, or circumstance, and (would be) a great 
vow [for anyone who could more fully live in accordance with these virtues]. 

The 2nd Limb: Observances 

íøøe²øYòøÒÇøø+ðøYÇøÕø:YòéøøÐÞøøÞø+îøêáYÕø ãúmøÐøøÒøøúÒø úÒøÞøÛøø:G (2.32) 
śauca-santoṣa-tapaḥ-svādhyāyeśvara-praṇidhānāni niyamāḥ. 

[niyamas—observances; śauca—cleanliness; santoṣa—contentment; tapas—
prayerful discipline; svādhyāya— one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture; 
Īśvara-praṇidhāna—intelligently surrendering to the Lord.] 

The second limb of yoga: the observances of the a-kliṣṭa (what helps) are 
cleanliness mental and physical; contentment, where satisfaction is found in 
one’s self instead of in circumstances; and kriyā-yoga,

41
 namely, prayerful 

discipline, one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture as it has been taught by 
one’s teacher, and intelligently surrendering what is the Lord’s—this body-
mind and its actions—to the Lord as the whole. 

Together, the yamas and niyamas cover what is expressed in the Bhagavad Gītā as 
living in keeping with dharma (the universal physical and psychological order in 

                                                 
41 Yoga Sūtras 2.1 and 2. 
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nature). Acting against the universal order—against the natural forces in nature, 
objective justice, and universal values—is acting against dharma. The yamas and 
niyamas essentially help connect the individual to the whole, helping the individual to 
be a better participant in the natural cosmic order. 

Patañjali does not take advantage of this understanding. He describes instead how 
they personally advantage the individual. The same also happens in the third chapter, 
where Patañjali offers many contemplations ostensibly for gaining superpowers. The 
values incorporated in these yamas and niyamas may be better understood by 
referring to their explanation in the Bhagavad Gītā and Śaṅkara’s commentary 
thereon. Within the limits of these sūtras, this commentary will attempt to bring in a 
sense of the cosmic order perspective in regard to these values, and to the 
contemplations in the third chapter. 

Nurturing the Avoidances and Observances 

úéøÇø¡â¢Y×øøÐøÒø+ ÕøãúÇøYÕø¦øYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G(2.33) 
vitarka-bādhane prati-pakṣa-bhāvanam. 

[bādhana—hindered; vi-tarka—wrong thinking; prati-pakṣa-bhāvana—
contemplate the contradiction.] 

When these yamas (avoidances) and niyamas (observances) are hindered by 
wrong thinking, one should contemplate the contradiction—apply correct 
reasoning, as a result of correct vicāra (inquiry). 

As in Yoga Sūtra 2.10, this practice here is to see the illogical and false nature of any 
hindrance as being in fact a hindrance to the truth. Until I am convinced that what I 
am doing results in the opposite of what I need and want, that ill behavior will remain 
uninhibited. I may stop doing it for a while. But, having not thought out the nature of 
that activity and its results, it can unconsciously return back in my life. 

Here, the word vitarka is not used in its general sense of reasoning as in sūtra 1.17. 
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Instead, the prefix vi in vi-tarka has more the sense of vaiparītya (the reverse of) 
tarka (logic). This means vi-tarka has the sense of illogic, for which prati-pakṣa-
bhāvana (contemplating the contradiction) is required to counteract that illogic, that 
wrong thinking. 

Wrong thinking, even a moral mistake, as is noted in the next sūtra, is seen to be 
illogical. Within this tradition dharma, the just and right thing to do, will always be 
the logical thing to do. The most logical will be what takes into account not only what 
seems best for me, but also best for others, best for the community, best for 
everyone’s spiritual well being, and best for our shared environment. If all this is 
considered in one’s deliberation, then such logic will be in keeping with dharma, the 
most supportive for everyone. 

The West tends to view logic as cold and misleading when it comes to doing what’s 
right. That is often true only because of an out of balance importance to what is me-
and-mine. Fixing the me-and-mine balance, reducing the over importance of the 
individual and of what’s in it for me in relationship to everything else in life, will fix 
both logic and our emotional heart. Within this balance, treating others as you would 
want others to treat you is logical, not just a commandment. 

If I am just commanded not to do something, I can easily disobey out of a sense of 
me-and-mine. If I understand it is wrong because it is illogical and not in my interest, 
then I will be disobeying myself by doing it. That is a more intelligent and powerful 
argument. 

úéøÇø¡¢øâ ùô@òøøÌÞø: ¡;¢ÇøY¡¢øùáÇøøÒø üÛøø +ùÌÇøø æø+ÙøY¡ã¢ø +ÐøYÛøø+ôYÕøþéø â¡¢ø Ûø;ÌüYÛøÐÞøøúÐøYÛøøÊøø  
Ìü:¨øø¹øøÒøøÒøÒÇøYÕø¢æø "úÇø ÕøãúÇøYÕø¦øYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G (2.34) 
vitarkā hiṃsādayaḥ kṛta-kāritānumoditā lobha-krodha-moha-pūrvakā mṛdu-
madhyādhi-mātrā duḥkhājñānānta-phalā iti prati-pakṣa-bhāvanam. 
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[prati-pakṣa-bhāvana—contemplating the contradiction; hiṃsā-ādi—
violence, etcetera; kṛta—done; kārita—ordered; anumodita—permitted; 
pūrvaka—out of; lobha—greed; krodha—anger; moha—delusion; mṛdu—
small; madhya—middling; adhi-mātra—great measure; an-anta—
continuous, unfailing; phalas—results; duḥkha—pain; a-jñāna—ignorance; 
vi-tarka—illogical; iti—“…”.] 

Contemplating the contradiction would be, for example, “violence and the 
other avoidances in the yamas done, ordered, or permitted, out of greed, 
anger, or delusion, whether in small, middling, or great measure, have 
unfailing results of pain and remaining in ignorance, which turns the pain into 
sorrow, so they are illogical.” 

The Components of the Avoidances 

!øYùô@òøøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ ÇøÇø}YòøúNøÐøøe éøeáYÇÞøøªø:G (2.35) 
a-hiṃsā-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ tat-sannidhau vaira-tyāgaḥ. 

[pratiṣṭhā—establishment; a-hiṃsā—non-violence; tyāga—dropping; vaira—
hostility; tad-sannidhi—those around that.] 

When there is establishment in non-violence as a yama (avoidance), there is a 
dropping of hostility in and towards those around that person. 

Violence toward another is often an attempt to control. The best approach towards 
this felt need to control another is to address that felt need within oneself, where a 
degree of control is more likely to succeed now and be yours later to have in relating 
to others. A matured non-violent understanding, attitude, and behavior toward others 
help evoke the same from others towards oneself. It does not always thwart hostility 
from some, but from some people there may be nothing more effective in the long 
run. 
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Along with this non-violent understanding, attitude, and behavior towards others is 
an equal directing of these towards oneself. Attending to non-violence towards one’s 
own body and mind, such as clearly knowing their capabilities and not chasing after 
what they do not really need, will help protect them and keep them from having to 
need so much protection. Additionally, attending to non-violence towards one’s own 
body and mind encompasses defending and protecting one’s own body and mind from 
others, when required. A-hiṃsā as a paramount value and a comprehensive skill is 
both logical and in keeping with dharma. 

An even deeper meaning for a-hiṃsā is the understanding that the one behind these 
eyes of mine is the very one behind all other eyes. Ātman (the self) is one and the 
same in all embodiments, in all life-forms. To hurt another is genuinely to hurt 
oneself. 

This understanding and behavior is saintly. There is no more miraculous change 
than to change one’s own attitudes for the better . 

òøÇÞøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ ù¡ã¢ÞøøYÕø¢æøîøãÞøÇéøÛø}G(2.36)  
sayta-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ kriyā-phalāśrayatvam. 

[pratiṣṭhā—establishment; satya—truthfulness; āśrayatva—has the power of 
sustaining; phalas—results; kriyā—action.] 

When there is establishment in truthfulness
42

 as a yama (avoidance), that 
truthfulness has the power of sustaining—lends the pure, uninhibited power of 
its conviction in fructifying the results of one’s action. 

A karma-phala (result of action) requires the willful, conscious power of a doer 
performing the action and desiring to gain its hoped for reward in order for the 

                                                 
42 “Speech that is not agitating, is truthful, and both pleasant [now] and beneficial [later] [for the other person].” 
(Bh. Gītā 17.15). 
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eventual result (karma-phala) to be stored in the individual doer’s karma account, and 
to be enjoyed or bemoaned later, even in succeeding births. An action without this 
will power, for example, purely accidental, yet not out of carelessness, will not create 
a lasting karma-phala accrued in one’s karma account for later fruition, though there 
will be an immediate result of action out of simple cause and effect. One’s head will 
hurt if it is accidentally bumped, but a residual karma to rebound later is not 
generated. 

We have a will, but its power is variable depending upon how informed and clear 
each choice is. The less informed and clear our choice, the weaker the will power in 
that choice, as well the power of the karma result to accrue in keeping with our 
intention. 

An informed, conscious, willful choice is not there (or is not fully developed) for 
very young children and other creatures lacking a fully functioning facility of choice, 
a buddhi (intellect). They act and react mostly instinctually from their manas (faculty 
of notion and doubt, saṅkalpa-vikalpa). We mistakenly think children are willful 
when they are being adamantine in their cravings of the moment.  A craving is not a 
willful choice; it is itself a result, not a chosen action. 

In the karma model, innocent children and animals cannot create new karma-
phalas. A lioness will not have to reap the karma result of killing, no matter how 
horrific it may seem to us. The activity itself, of course, has a result. For every action 
there will be a reaction. The action of the lioness will result in the death of the prey, 
but there is no willful mental action beyond just the intelligence to acquire food for 
survival, right now. 

Action is either physical (bodily or vocally) or mental. In willful actions, we are 
talking of a subtle karma result of the action of the mind—not of a physical action 
itself and its result. This action of the mind is an action of the willful choice by a 
mature human. 

Satya (truthfulness to ourselves and others) will better inform our not-so-blind 
actions. Truthfulness will guide our actions to do the most benefit for ourselves in the 
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short and long term, and least harm to others. The more clarity in the intelligence 
behind our choices and the more pure our will power, uncompromised by our self -
serving desires or fears, then the more power behind the fruition of a truly beneficial 
result. 

This willful power of a human is strengthened when the doer aligns thought, word, 
and deed in a truthful straight line, in other words, when there is integrity. This 
power, generated through all three actions of thought, word, and deed will sustain the 
karma-phala and presumably keep that result more on the top, so that it is retrieved 
more quickly. Any dilution or pollution of this power through these three sources of 
action will weaken and delay the fruition of the result, which may as well be harmful 
or less helpful when inadequate or inappropriate thinking is involved.  

!øYòÇø+ÞøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ òøéø âYáÈøÓø +ÕøòËøøÒøÛø}G(2.37)  
a-steya-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ sarva-ratnopasthānam. 

[pratiṣṭhā—establishment; a-steya—non-usurping; sarva—everything; 
upasthāna—around; ratnas—jewels.] 

When there is establishment in non-usurping as a yama (avoidance), 
everything around becomes one’s jewels, glories of the limitless reality, the 
Lord, not needing to be individually possessed. 

When one appreciates everything as the precious glories (vibhūtis) of the Lord, of the 
total, to be enjoyed freely wherever they are and in whosever temporary possession 
they are in, then the need to personally possess a few simply drops away.  This helps 
the mind settle and be available for what is really essential in life, including and 
especially for this teaching. 

×øãöÜY²øÞøâYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ éøûÞøâYæøÙø:G(2.38) 
brahma-carya-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ vīrya-lābhaḥ. 
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[pratiṣṭhā—establishment; brahma-carya—pursuing the scripture; lābha—
gain; vīrya—strength.] 

When there is establishment in pursuing the scripture, without distracting 
pursuits, as a yama (avoidance), then, like with satya (truth)

43
 in strengthening 

the results of action, there is the gain of strength, or rather tīvra-saṃvega 
(tenacity) in this pursuit. 

When this pursuit becomes the only pursuit, the power and tenacity in that inquiry 
will overcome all obstacles to understanding the scripture. 

!øYÕøùáªøãôYòËøeÞø + â jøÒÛøY¡¢Ëø@ÇøøYòøÛ×øø+Ðø:G(2.39) 
a-parigraha-sthairye janma-kathaṃtā-sambodhaḥ. 

[sthairya—establishment; a-parigraha—renunciation; sambodha—
understanding; kathaṃtā—reason; janma—birth.] 

When there is establishment in renunciation as a yama (avoidance), there is 
an understanding of beginningless, unwarranted desires

44
 as being the reason, 

literally, the how-ness, for birth. 

In cognitive-based renunciation, one comes to clearly understand that unwarranted 
desire, a sense of lack and inadequacy in oneself, leads to further re-birth, and that 
knowledge of the self, which possesses nothing yet is everything, removes the 
ignorance which is the source of desire and re-birth. 

There is no basis found in this sūtra to say that the tradition holds a value for 
discovering or exploring past life experiences, as some claim. If renunciation is the 
value here, then it would naturally include the renunciation of a me-and-mine notion 

                                                 
43 Yoga Sūtra 2.36. 

44 Yoga Sūtra 4.10. 
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in those past life experiences too. There is no purpose in renunciation to go there. 
Nevertheless, there are many commentators and authors who would like to take the 
student in that direction. The current life holds more than enough to come to the 
freedom that these sūtras unfold. The karma setup here is that the individual’s mind is 
wiped of the details of the previous life’s memories, allowing a fresh, clean start to 
get it right this time. This mind, after many years, has brought you to this teaching, so 
why regress back into what happened in your past? It may distract you, and this 
opportunity for the teaching may be missed. 

The Components of the Observances 

íøøe²øøÇø} òéøøw«¯Yjøüªø üÕòøø Õøáeá} !øYòø@òøªøâ:G (2.40) 
śaucāt svāṅga-jugupsā parair a-saṃsargaḥ. 

[śauca—cleanliness; jugupsā—repulse; sva-aṅga—one’s own body; 
a-saṃsarga—non-attachment; paras—others.] 

From the niyama (observance) of physical cleanliness, where the naturally 
accumulating bodily filth is recognized for what it is and then expunged, there is 
prati-pakṣa-bhāvana (contemplating the contradiction) of repulse from aspects 
of one’s own body, which counter-acts excessive admiration of one’s body, and 
there is non-attachment with others—the alluring beauty in others is 
objectively balanced with the non-alluring that will also be present. 

The objective attributes of the body are, of course, what they are. But when the mind 
also labels these as alluring or repulsive due to the ignorance of mutual identification, 
namely, “This improves or ruins me,” then this subjectivity needs to be balanced. If 
one extreme is seen then the other extreme cannot be far away, since an opposite does 
not exist without its contrary. Moreover, once the subjective nature of the labeling is 
better appreciated, then the allurement and repulsion is properly placed in one’s mind 
instead of in the object. This balance and understanding towards one’s own body is 
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easily applicable to the bodies of others too. 

This technique of prati-pakṣa-bhāvana (contemplating the contradiction) is useful 
here. We are not trying to develop a repulsion or disgust with the body or with other 
bodies. This and all other bodies are glories of the Lord. But, if one is nagged by 
emotions towards others, they can effectively be jolted back into balance by a one-
time realignment, as and when necessary. This is the repulse (an instance of being 
driven away) regarding the least agreeable aspects of this body being surely present in 
that other, otherwise alluring, body also. 

This is a preliminary discipline to counter-balance the extremes of attachment, so 
that one can get to a more objective center, from which to progress altogether out of 
attachment in all its forms, positive and negative, to arrive at an acceptance of all that 
one sees. But this is an objective acceptance, not a blind acceptance. If something 
needs fixing, and it is within my means to fix, then cleanliness (śauca) does not stop. 
It proceeds without attachment. 

òøÉÉÇéøYíøüúpÑYòøøeYÛøÒøòÞøe¡¢øªøãß+úÒÌãÞøYjøÞøøÇÛøYÌíøâÒøYÞøø+ªÞøÇéøøúÒø ²øG (2.41) 
sattva-śuddhi-sau-manasyaikāgryendriya-jayātma-darśana-yogyatvāni ca. 

[sattva-śuddhi—mental cleanliness; sau-manasya—contentment; 
aika-agrya—ability to stay on one; indriya-jaya—mastery over the senses; 
yogyatva—capacity; ātma-darśana—knowing the self.] 

From the niyama (observance) of mental cleanliness—the second aspect of 
śauca (cleanliness), where the mental waste and excesses, including excessive 
rajas (agitation) and tamas (dullness), and the errors in thinking that increase 
these two, is recognized for what it is and then reduced or neutralized—there 
arises contentment—the alert, clear, and bright mind attains an abiding peace; 
from that arises the ability to stay on one topic of contemplation; from that 
arises the mastery over the senses—mastering the mind first, which should be 
and now is the master of the senses; and from that arises the capacity of 
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knowing the self—the clarity of mind to stay in contemplation leading to 
assimilated knowledge of the self. 

òøÒÇøø+ðøøÌ} !øÒø}Y$ÉÇøÛø: òøü¨øYæøÙø:G(2.42) 
santoṣād an-uttamaḥ sukha-lābhaḥ. 

[santoṣa—contentment; lābha—attains; an-uttama—unsurpassed; sukha—
fullness.] 

From the niyama (observance) of contentment,
45

 where satisfaction is found in 
one’s self instead of in circumstances, one attains the unsurpassed fullness, 
which is the nature of the self. 

When the mind attains clarity, the nature of the limitless fullness of oneself, which is 
the teaching of this tradition, is unimpeded. This is through a discerning knowledge 
that I am full and complete, untainted by the limitations of the mind and body since, 
as their witness, I cannot be them, yet they cannot be without me since I am the 
existence they enjoy. 

¡¢øÞø+úÒÌãÞøYúòøúpÑá} !øYíøüúpÑY¦øÞøøÇø} ÇøÕøòø:G (2.43) 
kāyendriya-siddhir a-śuddhi-kṣayāt tapasaḥ. 

[tapas—prayerful discipline; kṣaya—wane; a-śuddhis—impurities; kāya—
body; indriyas—senses; siddhi—success.] 

From the niyama (observance) of prayerful discipline,
46

 due to the wane of 
impurities, then the body and senses attain their success. 

                                                 
45 “Whereas, the person who would [find] pleasure within the self alone, be satisfied (tṛpta) with the self, and be 
contented (santuṣṭa) in the self alone—that one has nothing [yet] to be done.” (Bh. Gītā 3.17). 

46 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 
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The body and senses also are allowed to be all they can be, not hindered by an 
undisciplined and doubting mind and by a weakness of will-power, which erect 
barriers that are not there. The tapas listed in the Bhagavad Gītā verses (17.14 
through 17) quoted under sutra 2.1 clearly are reasonable and effective disciplines 
that directly address the weaknesses the mind may have in assimilating this teaching.  

Tapas is sometimes confused with torturing the body or mind. Stories of 
exaggerated self-torture in local tales get passed down and spread by otherwise well-
meaning people—thinking they may be inspiring others, but are more likely 
discouraging. Self-torture is not what reasonable people would want to do unto 
themselves, or want others to do unto themselves. Self-violence cannot be the 
intention or the practice of tapas, since this runs exactly counter to a-hiṃsā (non-
violence). One cannot observe both at the same time. Patañjali neither introduces nor 
suggests any torturous practices in his sūtras. 

Self-violence is disrespect for the Lord’s creation, for the temple of the ātman. All 
these disciplines are to be imbued with satya (truthfulness) and a-hiṃsā (non-
violence), the two pillars of all values. A yogin undertakes certain practices because 
they are the more intelligent to perform. It may be like a medicine that could be 
unpleasant, though it is corrective. But if the corrective is more destructive than the 
problem, then such cures should be avoided or dropped. The body and senses cannot 
attain their success if they are distorted or destroyed in the practice of tapas. 

òéøøÐÞøøÞøøÌ} "ñÀYÌ+éøÇøøYòø@Õø ãÞøø + ªø:G(2.44) 
svādhyāyād iṣṭa-devatā-saṃprayogaḥ. 

[svādhyāya—one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture; saṃprayoga—
identity; devatā—Lord; iṣṭa—one’s family or personal worship.] 

From the niyama (observance) of one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture as 
it has been taught by one’s teacher, there is identity with the nature of the Lord 
of one’s family or personal worship. 
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One can gain enough of an understanding of limitless reality, of the Lord, so one can 
proceed to contemplate upon that Lord. One’s worshipped Lord (iṣṭa-devatā) may be 
just an aspect of the Lord. Any and all of the forces in nature can be looked upon as 
devatās (deities). A devatā is a manifestation of the Lord, so the Lord can be invoked 
in that particular form. Recognition of the Lord’s awareful presence in the sacred 
waters of Gaṅgā, in a temple stone carving, or in the embodiment of Lord Kṛṣṇa, is 
similar to gaining another’s attention by just touching their hand, instead of hav ing to 
touch their entire body. This is why the term devatā (deity) was used here. It can have 
this limited sense, unlike the term Īśvara (Lord) used in sūtra 1.24, that rarely has a 
limited sense. 

The term devatā (deity) here can be extended to nearly all the various descriptions 
of the gods and goddesses of any and all cultures. 

A limited form of the Lord does not limit the Lord itself. Even the worshipers of 
the gods and goddesses of any and all cultures really worship in their heart, 
knowingly or unknowingly, the limitless Lord. Though they may be temporarily 
confused into believing their own version of the Lord is the limitless, since a distinct 
version or perspective of anything, even of the Lord, can only be something that is 
limited. 

In fact, no one really worships a form, such as an element of nature, the sun, a 
stone-carving, or a historical person, but only what that form stands for, what it 
means, what it is a manifestation of. No one keeps staring at their glasses on their 
nose, but uses them to clearly focus beyond them. The iṣṭa-devatā is the lens adopted 
to appreciate the formless, limitless reality, called the Lord.

47
 

To grow up with such spiritual study and enjoying the presence and support of a 
personal and family deity is the norm in Veda inspired India. Few Westerners have 

                                                 
47 “He alone is the preserver of the universe in time, the Lord (adhipa) of the universe, [as though] hidden in all 
beings. Knowing in this way the one [Lord] in whom all the sages of the Vedas and the deities (devatās) are 
united, one cuts the noose of death.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.15). 
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experienced this quality of interaction with an ever-present and loving deity. The 
devotee grows up knowing that his iṣṭa-devatā hears and sees all words and gestures 
and understands their fullest meaning. That Lord is non-judgmental and points always 
to the way to grow from life’s experiences and challenges—the extra parent, so to 
speak, that one may need in life. This is an appreciation that fully lends itself to 
success in the contemplations in these Yoga Sūtras. Anyone can choose an aspect of 
creation to use as an altar for devotion and meditation. The Lord’s presence is in and 
available in all things. The student who does not already do so begins a relationship 
with the Lord as an aspect of nature and as a symbol of what she sees as her most 
complete and most mature self. 

It should again be noticed with due importance that Patañjali has not mentioned 
any other source or teaching upon which to contemplate than the Veda, as a means of 
knowledge. Completeness and clarity require a broad and certain basis—physically, 
emotionally, and logically. The various philosophies throughout history are based on 
various sets of assumptions that may or may not be true or pertinent. These 
philosophies may not have such a grand vision of oneself that encompasses the entire 
universe and accepts all forms of worship. They may not have a vast array of 
practical, mythical, psychological, and logical teachings that have been lived fully for 
thousands of years. Those other philosophies may not provide the student such a 
certain and firm basis that this teaching tradition does provide. 

òøÛøøúÐøYúòøúpÑá} #îøêáYÕøãúmøÐøøÒøøÇø}G(2.45) 
samādhi-siddhir īśvara-praṇidhānāt. 

[Īśvara-praṇidhāna—intelligently surrendering to the Lord; siddhi—
attainment; samādhi—contemplation resulting in assimilation.] 

From the niyama (observance) of contemplation on and intelligently 
surrendering what is the Lord’s—this body-mind and its actions—to the Lord 
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as the whole,
48

 there is attainment of contemplation resulting in assimilation. 

Gradually one comes to the surrender of his belief that one controls the results of 
one’s actions. When this surrender is fully assimilated, and all of one’s body and 
mind, and all of one’s actions and their results are no longer mine, but are known as 
belonging to nature as a manifestation of the Lord, of reality, and further, when one 
knows that this reality, the Lord, cannot be separate from, and in fact is, oneself, then 
that is samādhi. There is no second limiting, real thing—no thoughts, no body, no 
actions, no results which can be misidentified as one’s limited self. Then you 
understand that which is and always was yourself as complete and free of any sense of 
limitation. 

The 3rd Limb: Sitting Posture 

úòËøáYòøü¨øÛø} !øøòøÒøÛø}G(2.46) 
sthira-sukham āsanam. 

[āsana—sitting practice; sthira—stable; sukha—comfortable.] 

The third limb of yoga: the sitting practice—controlling the body for 
meditation—is stable and comfortable.

49
 

                                                 
48 “With all [your] being, surrender to that [Lord] alone [who is the center of your being and is in the form of 
your natural disposition moving you through life], O Arjuna. By that [Lord’s] grace you will attain the ultimate 
peace, the timeless abode.” (Bh. Gītā 18.62). 

49 “Keeping external the external sense objects and the vision within the eyebrows [i.e., the eyes shut], keeping 

[naturally] equal the exhalation and inhalation moving within the nostrils, the one who is contemplative —whose 

senses, mind, and intellect are mastered [enough to sit in meditation], having mokṣa (complete freedom) as the 

ultimate end, from whom are [mostly or completely] gone requiring/anticipating, fear and anger —that one [who 

sits in meditation, contemplating this teaching] is always liberated indeed.” (Bh. Gītā 5.27 and 28). “Arranging 

one’s seat in a clean place, firm, not too high nor too low, on which the cover is [from top to bottom:] a [soft] 

cloth, a hide [for padding], and kuśa grass [for insulation from cold and dampness] [or whatever else provides 
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If one cannot sit erect with head-neck-back in balanced alignment, remaining still and 
comfortable for a span of 48 minutes, one muhurta, then prior to meditation one can 
practice various yoga-āsanas (healing postures) to gain the required flexibility and 
strength to maintain this alert sitting posture. Whatever sitting, after practice, allows 
one to remain alert and comfortable for a sufficient length of time is called āsana. For 
more, one can see Śaṅkara’s Brahma-Sūtra-Bhāṣya 4.1.7 through 11. 

ÕøãÞøÈøÓYíøeúËøèÞøøÒøÒÇøYòøÛøøÕøúÉÇøÙÞøøÛø}G(2.47) 
prayatna-śaithilyānanta-samāpattibhyām. 

[śaithilya—relaxation; prayatna—straining; samāpatti—contemplating; 
an-anta—limitless.] 

Sthairya (stability) is gained by relaxation of straining, and sukha (comfort) is 
gained by contemplating on the limitless, for example, on limitless space, or on 
the limitless Lord, reality, or consciousness, which are all three the same. 

Until there is relaxation in the posture, then that stress will keep it from being still 
and stable. Comfort, on the other hand, is gained not only physically (by repeated 
practice in flexibility), but also mentally by removing the mind’s focus from the 
confines of any small bodily pain, and focusing instead on what lacks limitation. The 
body and its small pains are then, in time, dismissed and dropped in the seat of 

                                                                                                                                                                
the same]. [Then] sitting upon that seat [or its equivalent]—making the mind single-pointed [i.e., having just one 

object]—may the one whose activities of the mind and senses are mastered contemplate [the teaching] for clarity 

of mind [i.e., for removing obstacles to abiding in this knowledge]. Holding the body, head, and neck in line and 

still, being steady [i.e., having a wide base], [as though] looking at the tip of one’s nose [i.e., relaxing the shut 

eyes, whose open gaze otherwise would be along the tip of the nose], not looking [listening, etc.] in all 

directions, being of clear mind, without fear, and firm in [one’s] vow of seeking brahman (brahma-carya; i.e., 

listening to the teacher, then continually contemplating and teaching others), mastering the mind —may the yogin 

sit, thinking of Me [through My teaching], having Me as the ultimate.” (Bh. Gītā 6.11 through 14). 
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contemplation on the limitless. If the pains persist, though, better corrective measures 
should be applied to gain a more painless, still and stable posture. 

Samādhi is for gaining complete freedom in all of one’s life. Even to attain comfort 
in sitting for meditation Patañjali recommends contemplation on the limitless. Even 
the smallest thing, like breath, can be connected in the seat of contemplation to its 
cosmic manifestation, intelligently appreciating breath as the life force that pervades 
this entire universe. Similarly, the space of the body, or the space in the heart, is not 
different, not separated in anyway, from the entire expanse of the space in this  
universe, just as a pot does not divide or limit the space of the universe.  

Āsana for meditation may involve the visualization of the body, mentally observing 
the physical body as an object. Start from the top of the head slowly down to the toes, 
or from bottom up. Bathe in your attention and breath (as life’s energy) each part of 
the body—the top of the head, forehead, eyes, mouth, jaw, ears, neck, shoulders left 
and right, chest, and the rest of the lower body, relaxing each of them in turn. Then 
visualize the entire body, like it was a statue—a living, breathing statue—in limitless 
space, in the limitless space of awareness in the heart. 

Appendix F presents effective steps in contemplation. 

ÇøÇøø+ ÌêÒÌêøÒøúÙø¬øøÇø:G(2.48) 
tato dvandvānabhighātaḥ. 

[tataḥ—from that; an-abhighāta—not assailed; dvan-dvas—pairs of 
opposites.] 

From that stable and comfortable sitting posture one is not assailed by the 
pairs of opposites, for example, environmental hot-cold, bodily pain-pleasure, 
and other pairs of sensations. 

If the body has an itch, mentally scratch it with attention and let it go. You have an 
appointment later—note it and let it drop for now. A memory of what someone said to 
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you arises—acknowledge its current significance, then drop it for the time being. 

With repeated practice one can sit and quickly shut out awareness of the physical 
environment, including one’s body. The attention then can shift to the more subtle—
the breath, the mind, the teaching, and oneself. This alone is Patañjali’s advice 
concerning āsana. One needs to be able to sit still and comfortable, without bodily 
affliction, in order to contemplate subtle reality. Other yoga āsanas and practices are 
for addressing health and related concerns that might be a distraction for the mind.

50
 

The 4th Limb: Controlling of Breath 

ÇøúòÛøÒø } òøúÇø îøêøòøYÕø ãîøêøòøÞøø+á} ªøúÇøYúéø²µ+Ì: ÕøãømøøÞøøÛø:G (2.49) 
tasmin sati śvāsa-praśvāsayor gati-vicchedaḥ prāṇāyāmaḥ. 

[tasmin sati—established in this; prāṇa-āyāma—controlling the breath; 
viccheda—separating; gati—flow; śvāsa—inhalation; pra-śvāsa—exhalation.] 

Established in this āsana, the fourth limb of yoga: controlling the breath is 
separating with a pause the flow of inhalation and exhalation. 

Established in this (tasmin sati) does not mean when this (āsana) is perfected 
(siddha). That could take a lifetime and beyond. The breath control practices here 
only require one to be able to have a stable, comfortable sit, which naturally blocks 
out the environment, including the pains and itches of the body. The mind can then 
start to fully contemplate upon the infinite, the cosmic aspect of a topic of 
contemplation. 

Between inhalation and exhalation, introduce a pause. This pause is the first step in 
prāṇāyāma (controlling the breath). Because of the continual necessity for this major 
source of life-energy, this pause naturally draws one’s attention to the quiet 

                                                 
50 Yoga Sūtra 1.30. 
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subtleness of the life-breath. If the mind wanders away from this attention on the 
breath, recognize the distraction, acknowledge that the distraction too is present in 
this same life-force that pervades the universe, and gently bring it back. Do not scold 
the mind for wandering. The art of continually bringing the mind back to its topic is 
what meditation is. This prāṇāyāma (breath control) naturally calms the mind into its 
own quiet, subtleness, and thus fulfills its expressed purpose as the fourth limb of 
yoga. 

×øøöàøÙÞøÒÇøáYòÇøÛÙøYéø;úÉÇøá} Ì+íøY¡¢øæYòø@¨ÞøøúÙø: ÕøùáÌ;ñÀø + Ìû¬øâYòøþ¦Ûø:G (2.50) 
bāhyābhyantara-stambha-vṛttir deśa-kāla-saṃkhyābhiḥ paridṛṣṭo dīrgha-
sūkṣmaḥ. 

[vṛtti—operation; bāhya—outward; abhyantara—inward; stambha—
stoppage; paridṛṣṭa—is observed; deśa—location; kāla—length; saṃkhyā—
count; dīrgha—long; sūkṣma—subtle.] 

In prāṇāyāma (controlling the breath), the operation of pausing the breath first 
happens outward—after the out-breath when the lungs are empty. Next, the 
pausing is inward—after the in-breath when the lungs are full. And also there 
is stoppage—during out-breathing or in-breathing there is stoppage, where at 
least some air is retained in the lungs and held there. These three prāṇāyāmas 
are observed according to location, length, and count of the breaths, and their 
pausing and stoppage. With practice, they become long—the lengths of the 
out-breath and the pausing and stoppage become long, and subtle—the 
observance moves from the gross movement of the breath to the subtle presence 
of this life-force called prāṇa. 

Prāṇāyāma can be a simple practice learned in a few sessions, which is good enough 
for settling into contemplation. Its more elaborate practices need careful instruction 
and direction from a skilled and experienced teacher, but are not necessary for the 
following next step in prāṇāyāma. 
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×øøöàøÙÞøÒÇøáYúéøðøÞøø¦ø+Õøû ²øÇøüËø â:G(2.51) 
bāhyābhyantara-viṣayākṣepī caturthaḥ. 

[caturtha—fourth; ākṣepin—diminishing; viṣaya—attention; bāhya—
outward; abhyantara—inward.] 

The fourth prāṇāyāma is diminishing attention, literally, objectification, 
towards the outward and the inward movements and holding of the breath, so 
that they become imperceptibly lost in the attention upon the quiet s tillness of 
the presence of the life breath itself. 

The other three prāṇāyāmas are the bāhya (outward), abhyantara (inward), and 
stambha (stoppage). In the fourth, breathing continues, but no attention is placed on 
controlling the out-going or in-coming movements, or holding of the breath. Rather 
attention is placed only upon the presence of the breath. One’s breathing then 
becomes effortless and imperceptible. During this time the conscious controlling of 
the breath stops and the inward and outward breaths would become naturally equal 
(sama). This then becomes the more subtle, simple witnessing of the presence of the 
breath without attention to controlling the breaths, also called prāṇa-vīkṣaṇa. One 
moves from there to the next more subtle step of withdrawing the senses. 

The practices of āsana and prāṇāyāma will bless any practitioner. They are skills 
what can be gained and enjoyed for themselves. Indeed, for adept yogis they are 
simple, reasonable ways to promote a healthy life that supports the commitment to 
knowledge. Nevertheless, breathing techniques have an observable effect on the 
thought processes and the ability to contemplate on and with them.

51
 

ÇøÇø: ¦øûÞøÇø+ Õøã¡¢øíøøéøámøÛø }G(2.52)  
tataḥ kṣīyate prakāśāvaraṇam. 

                                                 
51 Yoga Sūtra 1. 31. 
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[tataḥ—from that; āvaraṇa—blocking; prakāśa—clarity; kṣīyate—lessened.] 

From that prāṇāyāma, the blocking of clarity of mind is lessened. 

The dullness (tamas) of the mind is lessened by oxygenating the body and brain 
through prāṇāyāma. Restlessness (rajas) is lessened by attention put on the quiet, still 
subtleness of the breath. Then, the natural clarity (sattva) of the mind will become 
more predominant. But a clear mind needs correct thinking to be brought in. We are 
not looking for an empty-headed samādhi. 

Like samādhi, prāṇāyāma cannot give knowledge. Prāṇāyāma quietly awakens the 
mind for entering into contemplation, and contemplation (samādhi) is for sitting 
undistracted in appreciation of what one already understands, but has  not yet 
assimilated as firm knowledge in one’s heart. 

Ðøøámøøòøü ²ø Þøø+ªÞøÇøø ÛøÒøòø:G(2.53) 
dhāraṇāsu ca yogyatā manasaḥ. 

[ca—and; manas—mind; yogyatā—fitness; dhāraṇā—restraining the pursuit 
of unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation.] 

And the mind gains fitness—discipline—for restraining the pursuit of 
unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation. 

The 5th Limb: Withdrawal of the Senses 

òéøYúéøðøÞøøòø@Õø ãÞøø +ªø + ú²øÉÇøòÞø òéøY*ÕøøÒøü¡¢øá "éø+úÒÌÞøømøø@ ÕøãÇÞøøôøá:G (2.54) 
sva-viṣayāsaṃprayoge cittasya sva-rūpānukāra ivendriyāṇāṃ pratyāhāraḥ. 
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[pratyāhāra—withdrawing; indriyas—senses; iva—seeming; anukāra—take 
on; sva-rūpa—very nature; citta—mind; a-saṃprayoga—withdraw; 
sva-viṣayas—their own objects.] 

The fifth limb of yoga: withdrawing of the senses is their seeming to take on 
the very nature of the mind, when, because the mind’s attention has been 
withdrawn by āsana and prāṇāyāma, they also withdraw from their own 
objects. 

The senses are by their nature led by the mind. If the mind lacks discipline and gives 
up the lead, then the senses, like wild horses yoked to a chariot with an unskilled 
driver, will drag the mind through the fields of their objects. When the mind gains the 
discipline and skill of the yamas and niyamas, the rāga-dveṣas (attraction and 
aversion toward objects) diminish. With the help of āsana and prāṇāyāma, the mind 
experiences a composure that is naturally available. When that informed and 
composed mind takes lead of the senses, then the senses will naturally follow suit, 
like well trained horses anticipating the subtle orders of their master.

52
 

The senses seeming to take on the nature of the mind is the key to gaining control 
of the senses. One has to command the mind by an informed intellect to not allow the 
mind’s attention to be stolen away against one’s will. The informed intellect is one 
that is clear about what is hindering (kliṣṭa) and what is helpful (a-kliṣṭa) in this 
discipline. Such an intellect will guide the other functions of the mind to remain in 
this discipline. 

                                                 
52 “But the undisciplined senses, of that [intellect] which lacks discernment and [thus is] ever with a mind 
(manas) not in control, are like the unruly horses of the charioteer [i.e., of the intellect without control of the 
reins, of the mind]. Whereas, the disciplined senses, of that [intellect] which has discernment and [thus is] ever 
with a mind in control, are like the trained horses of the charioteer.” (Kaṭha Up. 1.3.5 and 6). “Whereas, moving 
among the objects with the senses under authority of the intellect and freed from [being overpowered by] 
rāga-dveṣa (attraction and repulsion), the one whose mind is disciplined attains clarity (prasāda).” (Bh. Gītā 
2.64). 
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It is not by blocking sensory experiences that we command the senses. You can 
close your eyes in the seat of meditation, but the other senses remain wide open. They 
will do their job regardless. You cannot live your life in a sensory deprivation 
chamber. In meditation, as well as in your life, you simply have to choose not to let 
your mind be distracted by following after a sound, smell, or any other sensation that 
is not your current concern. That choice can only have effect when it is backed by a 
clearly ascertained understanding of what is one’s goal, what is the appropriate 
discipline for that goal, and how to undertake that discipline. 

If the intellect is not maintaining this control, then the preceding yamas and 
niyamas should be revisited. They concern the values, and the meaning of the values, 
that the intellect needs to invoke in the mind to control the senses and the body. 

With ahiṃsa (non-violence) in your life, when the world has no need of fear from 
you, then you can relax your ninja stance against the world and allow the Lord as the 
natural order to provide your sustenance. With satya (truthfulness) in your life, will 
power is strengthened by your mind, words, and deeds being in natural alignment. 
With asteya (non-usurping) in your life, the cravings of the senses are filtered through 
your assimilated values. With brahma-carya (pursuing the scripture) in your life, 
those values you have can be better assimilated through the more universal 
perspective the scripture invokes. With aparigraha (renunciation) in your life, a 
cleaner and simpler lifestyle will bring balance back from living your life for the sake 
of your senses to living your life for the sake of the highest goals your intellect can 
envision. Similarly, the niyamas (physical and mental cleanliness, contentment, 
prayerful discipline, studying one’s Veda, and intelligently surrendering to the Lord) 
will move one’s center of attention from sensory phenomena to contentment and 
contemplation of the reality stage upon which all these phenomena dance. 

Pratyāhāra (withdrawal of the senses) is at its core vairāgya—non-attachment to 
and non-identification with sense objects, as well as with thoughts that are equally 
objects within awareness. 
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ÇøÇø: ÕøáÛøø éøíÞøÇø+úÒÌãÞøømøøÛø}G(2.55) 
tataḥ paramā vaśyatendriyāṇām. 

[parama—best; vaśyatā—mastery; indriyas—senses; tataḥ—by that.] 

The best mastery of the senses is by that taking the lead by a mind, which is 
first itself quiet.

53
 

Compare this with Yoga Sūtra 2.41. This sūtra emphasizes the importance of an 
informed understanding of the erroneous ways of thinking that increase the distraction 
and agitation of the senses. An informed intellect bests the various forms of 
mechanical sense denial, because the point of this mastery is to command calmness in 
and out of the seat of meditation, not just when the senses can be temporarily denied.  

One of the Sanskrit words for the mind is hṛd or hṛdaya (heart or center). When the 
scripture talks of the heart, it means the buddhi (intellect). The hṛd of anything is its 
center. The individual’s subtle body, which includes the mind and intellect, pervades 
the entire physical body, and at its center is the intellect. This tradition does not 
accept that the heart and mind should be separated in any way. The intellect is where 
one’s deepest convictions are. Where the intellect is, where this heart is, that is where 
the senses will naturally be directed. If the intellect, the heart, is weak and unstable, 
then the senses will be in charge. 

                                                 
53 “Because, that very mind (manas), which follows after the roaming senses, takes away one’s wisdom (prajñā), 
like a small boat on the water, which follows after the wind.” (Bh. Gītā 2.67). 
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Chapter 3 
On Accomplishments 

The preceding five limbs of yoga deal with being in keeping with dharma—being an 
objectively virtuous and just citizen in the world, relatively free from conflicts and 
actions that result in conflicts. Additionally, one gains the ability to sit quietly in 
meditation, dropping attention towards sense stimuli. This creates the meditative 
environment for the mind to turn its attention to a selected contemplation. This 
chapter on siddhis (accomplishments) begins with the first siddhi—the skill of 
contemplation. That skill is developed in the next three limbs of yoga, namely, 
dhāraṇā (restraining the pursuit of unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation), 
dhyāna (retaining the flow of wanted or helpful thoughts in contemplation), and 
samādhi (contemplation resulting in assimilation). The chapter (pāda) ends with the 
teaching on the ultimate fulfillment—contemplation on the reality of the world and 
the puruṣa.

1
 This contemplation leads directly to Patañjali’s goal of yoga, kaivalya 

(complete freedom), the ultimate siddhi. 

Sūtras 3.16 through 3.42 point out an additional accomplishment. This is the 
acquisition of a cosmic perspective towards objects in the universe in contemplation. 
This helps one gain and abide in limitless freedom. This accomplishment is connected 
to specific side-effects (gauṇa-phalas, by-products, secondary to the main goal) in the 
contemplations of this section. These side-effects are the superpowers mentioned, but 
deemphasized by us. They too are called siddhis in Sanskrit. 

The student should avoid confusing these superpower siddhis with the main 
accomplishments in yoga. These superpowers play a part in the popular spiritual 
literature within this tradition, namely the Purāṇas (legends dealing with creation 
stories and the deities), such as the Viṣṇu-Purāṇa, and the Iti-hāsas (epic histories), 

                                                 
1 Yoga Sūtras 3.43 through 53. 
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such as the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahā-bhārata. These superpowers are typically 
attributed to heroes or demons, and are key to advancing a story within a particular 
legend or epic. The quests for superpowers were and are a part of the practices of 
some yogis, as well as of shaman practitioners from around the world in cultures old 
and new. Patañjali gives mention of them in this chapter, though he too deemphasizes 
their import.

2
 

The mention of these superpowers is more to connect these helpful cosmic 
contemplations to what the Indian practitioner has read in these very popular legends 
and epics that tell how these powers can be helpful and can be detrimental. In the 
West, where there may not be exposure to this literature, there could be an over-
tendency to take these superpowers out of context, and as being the most interesting 
and so necessary pursuits in yoga. 

There is no separate, special, or unique experience or capacity that one needs to 
fulfill the knowledge yogins seek. Every experience, every object, every thought, 
when viewed in keeping with the cosmic whole, reveals that whole. The task of this 
commentary, in keeping with the scripture of this tradition and with Patañjali, is to 
clearly indicate the real purport of these sūtras as the development of the three 
principle siddhis: skill in contemplation, the gaining of a cosmic perspective in the 
mind that certain contemplations can give if understood in the light of this tradition’s 
physics and metaphysics of life, and then the final goal of kaivalya. In the 
contemplations we will elaborately explore how the contemplations are employed in 
gaining a cosmic perspective, and then briefly note the purported side-effect 
superpowers and their connection with the topic of the contemplations. 

                                                 
2 Yoga Sūtra 3.37. 
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The 6th Limb: Restraining Thoughts 

Ì+íøY×øÒÐøíø} ú²øÉÇøòÞø ÐøøámøøG(3.1) 
deśa-bandhaś cittasya dhāraṇā. 

[dhāraṇā—restraining the pursuit of unwanted or hindering thoughts in 
contemplation; bandha—keeping; citta—mind; deśa—place.] 

The sixth limb of yoga: restraining the pursuit of unwanted or hindering 
thoughts in contemplation is keeping the mind in one place. 

This is keeping the mind from straying to other places, other areas of thought, that 
hinder or are not the topic of the contemplation. Dhāraṇā naturally culminates in the 
following dhyāna. When the mind is not where it should not be, then it is where it 
should be. All the preceding disciplines have given the mind this strength to settle 
down and the wisdom to know what to settle into. Like for pratyāhāra, it succeeds 
from an informed intellect that can stay alert to when the attention strays from the 
contemplation topic. Remember, we are talking about the mind here. Restraint in 
thinking does not mean suppression. It is not like the physical restraint of a pet. It is a 
cognitive alertness allowing the most appropriate and helpful thinking to arise and 
remain, in and out of the seat of meditation.

3
 

The Contemplation Process 

There is a progression from pratyāhāra through dhāraṇā to dhyāna—from 
redirecting the mind’s attention away from the external to being only upon the chosen 
topic of contemplation. But this directing inward is directing the mind toward the 
more inward truth of everything, not seeking isolation from the external world.  

The student generates a systematic practice that establishes a firm seat of 

                                                 
3 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 1.2. 
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meditation. There may be a confirmation of one’s intention to address the mind and to 
nurture a friendly and supportive relationship with one’s emotions. The student 
attends to āsana (including visualizing the parts of the body to relax them), 
prāṇayāma, and pratyāhāra. The student acknowledges the physical environment 
around, and mentally affirms that this particular time is for oneself not for everything 
else—including your body, health, finances, family, neighbors, co-workers, friends, 
foes, politics, and the world. They will all be there afterwards. Now is the time for 
this mind to attend to its own purpose in freeing itself, no matter what the 
environment. 

Then, beginning japa (quiet or silent chant), the student repeats a sacred mantra 
whose meaning he or she knows, for example, Om īśāya namaḥ, meaning, “Om (see 
sūtra 1.27) I surrender all ownership and identification with this body, mind, and 
senses unto the natural cosmic order that is the embodiment of the Lord.” I am one 
with the Lord that manifests and enlivens this entire universe, which is the reality into 
which all universes resolve in sleep as well as at the ends of time. 

If one finds that the mind tends to drift during the mental repetition of the mantra, 
use the voice to softly chant the mantra for a time. We can often control our body—
here, the voice—better than our mind, so vocalization may be introduced to bring the 
mind back. Returning to mental repetition, make the chant non-physical. Keep the 
mouth, tongue, and vocal chords still during the chant. This keeps the chant in the 
more absorbing depth of the intellect. The mental chant can be disassociated from the 
rhythms of the breath. Let the chant sometimes occur during in-breaths as well as 
during the change over from the in and out breaths. An additional technique is 
keeping the tongue still in the middle of the mouth without touching any part inside 
the mouth. 

Appreciate in the heart, in the center of one’s certitude and conviction, the truth of 
the mantra. Do not think about the mantra or its meaning; simply behold its truth, as 
to how it encompasses you and your universe. 

Let the silent pause between chants and between words of the chant lengthen, and 
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sometime stop, while beholding their meaning. The chant and silence are oneself, 
pure awareness. They resolve in the reality of oneself as the meaning of the mantra. 
They come out of the reality of oneself, they appear, and they resolve back into 
oneself. The truth of the mantra is the truth of oneself. 

Once the silence of oneself is foremost, let the chant drop. There is only oneself as 
the self-evident reality and truth of the mantra. 

One may recognize other thoughts or perceptions arising. If these thoughts or 
perceptions are felt to be distractions, recognize that they are all within your 
awareness, the truth of oneself. If it is a sense perception, that could only be from a 
contact of one of the senses with its object. Being a contact, there can be no distance 
between your sense organ and the object, whether it is the sense reaching out to the 
object or the medium of the object reaching to the sense organ. Even the notional 
distance or the calculated estimation of the distance between the seat of the sense and 
the seat of the object are a notion or estimation within the mind right now. There is no 
distance or separation of that notion or estimation in the mind from awareness. The 
sense or notion of the time elapsed also only occurs right now in the mind within 
awareness. Simply appreciate that these thoughts are well within the order and 
convention of the mind. The entire mind is within the Lord’s order. This thought and 
its object are both a manifestation of the Lord, the reality that is the Lord.

4
 Bring back 

the mantra which holds this fact and carries the sense and wisdom of surrender and 
freedom from identification with the mind and its separate thoughts. 

This understanding of the nature of thought, sense perceptions, objects, distance, 
and time will be unfolded in this text in keeping with the teaching tradition here and 
in the scriptures. 

The absorption discovered in contemplation is natural, unforced, and all-

                                                 
4 “Bringing it [i.e., the mind] back from whichever [distracting object] the [naturally] mobile, unsteady mind 
goes to—[by understanding that object also as] within limitless ātman alone—may one bring [the mind] under 
control.” (Bh. Gītā 6.26). 
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encompassing. Give depth to that absorption by introducing thoughts that express the 
truth of the identity of the Lord and oneself. These are the contemplation of one’s 
choosing. They may only be the mantra one has used for japa. They may be words of 
the teacher or from scripture that the student finds particularly meaningful and 
helpful. They may be prati-pakṣa-bhāvanas

5
 that counteract an affliction that is 

hindering your progress in yoga. Do not be content with aimless pondering, 
wandering through a disconnected enjoyment of some part of the whole truth. Keep in 
the mind well thought out expressions that encompass a truth you wish to always 
remain in your heart. This truth should be clearly seen as the truth of oneself in and 
out of contemplation. 

Again, when the mind strays during contemplation, see that thought and its object 
as not outside of the truth one is contemplating, then, having been brought back to the 
truth, remain in its contemplation—with or without words. 

For the steps involved in contemplation see Appendix F. 

The 7th Limb: Retaining Thoughts 

ÇøÊø ÕøãÇÞøÞøe¡¢ÇøøÒøÇøø ÐÞøøÒøÛø}G(3.2) 
tatra pratyayaikatānatā dhyānam. 

[tatra—when that is; dhyāna—retaining the flow of wanted or helpful thoughts 
in contemplation; ekatānatā—nature of having a oneness; pratyayas—
thoughts.] 

When that is complete, the seventh limb of yoga: retaining the flow of wanted 
or helpful thoughts in contemplation is this mind’s nature of having a oneness 
of thoughts. 

Consciousness is the one, timeless witness of all thoughts. The conscious mind is 

                                                 
5 Yoga Sūtra 2.33 and 34. 
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characterized by a flow of thoughts and images (of pratyayas). That flow tends to 
jump from one associated or distracting thought to another. This is the common mind 
with which we are all very familiar. Dhāraṇā is the practice we saw of limiting 
unwanted thoughts. This practice merges into dhyāna where only the wanted thoughts 
occur. Mind being a flow of thoughts, then this oneness of thought is a flow of the 
same (sajātīya) thought. It can be likened a flow of pure, clear oil.

6
 

Oneness of thoughts (pratyaya-ekatānatā) is not to be seen as only keeping one 
single thought in the mind for some time. The oneness of thoughts, the flow of 
thoughts, here implies an ongoing, relevant topic of contemplation. A topic started in 
dhāraṇā can be any prayer, such as japa,

7
 which sets up or is the topic of 

contemplation, or any reasoning (tarka) or inquiry (vicāra) belonging to the 
contemplation. Dhyāna naturally culminates in the following samādhi. 

The 8th Limb: Contemplation 

ÇøÌ} %éøøËøâYÛøøÊøYúÒøÙøøâòø@ òéøY*ÕøYíøþÒÞøÛø} "éø òøÛøøúÐø:G (3.3) 
tad evārtha-mātra-nirbhāsaṃ sva-rūpa-śūnyam iva samādhiḥ. 

[samādhi—contemplation that culminates in assimilation; tad eva—the 
same; nirbhāsa—appearance; artha-mātra—only the object; iva—as if; 
śūnya—lacks; sva-rūpa—its own form.] 

The eighth and final limb of yoga: contemplation that culminates in 
assimilation is the same dhyāna (retaining in contemplation), where there is 
the appearance of only the object of the contemplation as if the mind lacks its 
own separate form. 

                                                 
6 “Like the flow of oil.” (Dhyāna-bindū Up. 18). 

7 “I [Īśvara] am, among yajñas (rituals), the yajña that is the mental repetition [of the Lord’s name] ( japa).” (Bh. 

Gītā 10.25). 
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As noted in Yoga Sūtra 1.43, because this is as if (iva), the mind is still subtly 
present. This indicates the samādhi is with-seed (sa-bīja), that is, with-idea, the 
seed/idea being the teaching. The attention is completely on the object/topic of the 
contemplation, and there is no attention on the fact one is thinking of or 
contemplating on this object/topic. There is no conscious thinker-thinking-thought 
distinction. 

This is not the final goal of samādhi, though. The goal is without-seed (nir-bīja) 
samādhi) (Yoga Sūtras 1.51 and 3.8), where the teaching has done its job and one 
abides in this knowledge in and out of the seat of meditation.  

In sa-bīja samādhi the quality of the absorption is not too unlike that experienced 
by an artist or scientist when they create or invent, or by someone engrossed in a 
visual or mental activity such as reading. The difference is only in the nature of the 
topic under consideration. Here, for the yogin, the topic is oneself and, at the time of 
contemplation, not one’s psychological processes. The yogins mature their intellect so 
it abides in the teaching and in the truth that is oneself. Samādhi is not a degree of 
mental awareness and not a special awareness. It is the teaching, the bīja, one brings 
to the absorbing contemplation that makes this abidance a samādhi. 

Uniting (Saṃyama) of the Last Three Limbs 

ÊøÞøÛø} %¡¢Êø òø@ÞøÛø:G(3.4) 
trayam ekatra saṃyamaḥ. 

[traya—three; ekatra—together; saṃyama—uniting.] 

The three—dhāraṇā, dhyāna, and samādhi—together is called saṃyama 
(uniting). 

Saṃyama (uniting) is not a new contemplation. It is simply a convenient term that 
Patañjali uses to group the last three limbs of yoga. Again, in the seat of meditation, 
one directs one’s attention from thoughts that you do not want to the teaching that you 
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want to be there. This is dhāraṇā leading to dhyāna. The teaching is seen in its fullest 
meaning, to the purpose these words point, at which the words drop, having done their 
job. You sit with that assimilated knowledge, that revelation, of their meaning, their 
goal. With the background of the scripture, this revelation, this goal, will be 
acknowledged to its very reality, the reality that is oneself. This is prajñā (wisdom). 
That wisdom, once all doubts and vagueness are finally cleared, will not stray

8
 no 

matter where life takes you. This is timeless freedom, even while one still lives in 
time. 

Çøjø}YjøÞøøÇø} Õøã¹øøæø+¡¢:G(3.5) 
taj-jayāt prajñālokaḥ. 

[tad-jaya—mastering that; āloka—there manifests; prajñā—knowledge that 
is assimilated.] 

By mastering that saṃyama (three-fold uniting) there manifests a knowledge 
that is assimilated—the jñāna (scriptural knowledge) brought into the 
contemplation becomes pra-jñā (assimilated knowledge). 

ÇøòÞø ÙøþúÛøðø ü úéøúÒøÞøø+ªø:G(3.6) 
tasya bhūmiṣu viniyogaḥ. 

[viniyoga—application; tasya—of that; bhūmis—stages.] 

The application of that saṃyama (three-fold uniting) should occur in the 
various stages in one’s progress in yoga. 

Do not leave contemplation of reality to the end, exhausting life’s energy trying only 
to perfect the imperfectable body and mind. This is Patañjali’s injunction to include 

                                                 
8 Yoga Sūtras 2.24 through 27. 
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contemplation with your āsana practice. What can be done to heal, strengthen, or 
relax the body is to be done. Then employ the mind, where the knowledge takes place 
and where Patañjali’s techniques have proven their worth. Find out what is to be 
contemplated and contemplate. 

Which are the Internal Limbs of Yoga? 

ÊøÞøÛø} !øÒÇøá}Y!øw«¯ @ Õø þéø + âÙÞø:G(3.7) 
trayam antar-aṅgaṃ pūrvebhyaḥ. 

[traya—these three; antar-aṅgas—internal limbs; pūrvas—preceding.] 

These three, namely, dhāraṇā, dhyāna, and sa-bīja samādhi, are more internal 
limbs than the preceding five limbs of yoga, namely, yama, niyama, āsana, 
prāṇāyāma, and pratyāhāra. 

They are more internal since they deal only with the mind, which is more internal 
than one’s activities, posture, breath, and senses. The other limbs of yoga address 
those. These three internal limbs are more direct when it comes to assimilation of the 
knowledge. Nevertheless, without the external practices the internal cannot be 
mastered. Certainly without the external pursuit of the scriptures there would be 
nothing to contemplate, and so nothing to master. 

ÇøÌ} !øùÕø ×øùôá}Y!øw« @¯ úÒøá}Y×øûjøòÞøG(3.8) 
tad api bahir-aṅgaṃ nir-bījasya. 

[tad api—even they; bahir-aṅgas—external limbs; nir-bīja—free of seed.] 

But even they are external limbs to the nir-bīja (free of seed) samādhi. 

In the quiet appreciation of the self, there is no duality of seer-seen. The self is not the 
object of any word or thought. There are no thoughts as second things, as other than 
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oneself. There is only oneself, the only reality without a second, equal, and limiting 
reality. It becomes clear that this is in fact the nature of the self, the nature of reality. 
Even before this samādhi this was my nature. The thoughts, even mistaken thoughts 
of me being the thoughts, never affected or restricted the pure, limitless reality of me. 

The afflictions are known to have been due to the mutual identification that is 
ignorance. The well-assimilated knowledge (prajñā) removes for good the prior 
ignorance. Its crops, the afflictions (kleśas), are seen for what they are and cannot 
return in force. This is not a knowledge subject to forgetting; it is oneself. Once 
known it is always known. The reappearance of thoughts and their objects, even ones 
tied to emotional well-being, are within this prajñā that releases them of 
identification with oneself and eliminates any possibility of their having an 
independent reality. The thoughts remain as mere appearances, and the afflictions lose 
their potency to touch oneself.

9
 

The final stage of Patañjali’s teachings on samādhi is the culmination in complete 
freedom (kaivalya). Here, there is no longer an as if. This is different than the prior 
stage (see Yoga Sūtra 1.18) where the student suspended the presence of limiting 
thoughts which were otherwise taken as real. In nir-bīja samādhi there is no thought 
taken to have absolute reality and no affliction taken to limit the free self. Even  latent 
tendencies of doubt and confusion are left impotent to reappear as they were. If any 
personal criticisms arise from me or from others, they are objectively seen to apply 
only to the limited mind, not to oneself. They will lack any force or reason to afflict 
the self. No longer is there confusion with regard to the real and the unreal.  

This is what nir-bīja (free of seed) means. The many old seeds of doubt and 

                                                 
9 “For the one who sees (paśyan) thus [i.e., knows as clearly as seeing], [because of being one] who 
contemplates (manvāna) thus [i.e., thinks over with reason], and who ascertains (vijānan) thus [i.e., correctly 
determines]—from ātman is life (prāṇa), hope and love, space, fire and water, appearance and disappearance, 
food and strength, cognition, meditation, memory, intension and mind, speech and name, Veda verses and 
rituals—all this is from ātman alone. There is this verse—Seeing [thus] one does not see death, nor disease, nor 
affliction. Seeing [thus], one sees all and attains all, in all ways.” (Chāndogya Up. 7.26.1 and 2). 
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confusion in the field of ignorance in the form of afflictions neither sprout, or grow, 
or flower. Nir-bījā (the state of being free of seed) is where the potency of the seeds 
of doubt and confusion has been burnt by the fire of knowledge (jñāna-agni-bharjita-
bīja-śakti).

10
 

This samādhi, as assimilated knowledge of reality, remains in and outside the seat 
of meditation. The meditation has swallowed all time and all situations within this 
knowledge. All of one’s life resolves into this samādhi that is the very nature of I. 
This is no passing experience and no super-experience. The earlier states of samādhi 
pass. The beatific or prophetic or psychedelic experience, though memorable and 
inspiring, passes without yielding abiding knowledge. This knowledge abides as the 
reality that is self. 

Change Within Contemplation 

éÞøüÇËøøÒøYúÒøáø+ÐøYòø@ò¡¢øáÞøø+á} !øúÙøÙøéøYÕøãøÌüá}YÙøøéøøe úÒøáø+ÐøY ¦ømøYú²øÉÇøøÒéøÞøø+ 
úÒøáø+ÐøYÕøùámøøÛø:G(3.9) 
vyutthāna-nirodha-saṃskārayor abhibhava-prādur-bhāvau nirodha-kṣaṇa-
cittānvayo nirodha-pariṇāmaḥ. 

[pariṇāma—change; nirodha—assimilation; anvaya—regarding; citta—
mind; kṣaṇa—moment; nirodha—assimilation; prādur-bhāva—arising; 
saṃskāras—latent tendencies; nirodha—assimilation; abhibhava—quelling; 
vyutthāna—active mind.] 

There is a change by way of dharmas (distinguishing characteristics) during 
assimilation of the teaching in samādhi regarding the mind at the first 
moment of assimilation. The change is the arising of the latent tendencies 
introduced by the teaching that negate the kleśas (afflictions) in assimilation 

                                                 
10 

Sarva-Tantra-Siddhanta-Pada-Artha-Lakṣaṇa-Saṅgraha. 
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and the quelling of the other saṃskāras from the active mind that nourished 
the kleśas. 

The quelling or deactivation of the latent tendencies (saṃskāras), the seeds, of 
ignorance and associated tendencies (the crop of kleśas) by the activation of the 
saṃskāras, the seeds, of the teaching is the essential characteristic (dharma) of 
assimilation (nirodha) in samādhi. If it were just the quelling of the ignorance without 
the teaching, then such a nirodha (dropping) would either be deep sleep or a 
mechanical stunning of the mind, which is not the distinguishing characteristic, the 
dharma, of nirodha in samādhi. The saṃskāras of the teaching are active in samādhi. 

With continued progress, the adept yogi quells even the saṃskāras of the teaching, 
the cause of the first nirodha. With assimilation of the reality that is the focus of the 
contemplation, the second and comprehensive nirodha is the accomplishment of nir-
bīja-samādhi in the clear knowledge of reality. 

The current sūtra (3.9) addresses only the first nirodha, the change from no 
nirodha to nirodha. The beginner’s mind had active saṃskāras of ignorance. Then, at 
the first stage of nirodha, those saṃskāras are deactivated by the teaching saṃskāras. 

This is the start of a discussion on the three factors involved in change, initially as 
it relates to the changes that take place in saṃyama, and then extended to all 
objects—physical and mental. The three factors are the dharma (characteristic) that 
distinguishes one thing from others, the lakṣaṇa (external symptom) that surround a 
thing and in that way help point out a thing based on its surroundings, and the avasthā 
(period) that is the time a thing exists. 

ÇøòÞø ÕøãíøøÒÇøYéøøùôÇøø òø@ò¡¢øáøÇø}G(3.10) 
tasya praśānta-vāhitā saṃskārāt. 

[tasya—its; vāhitā—flow; praśānta—clarity; saṃskāra—latent tendency.] 

Its, the mind’s, flow of clarity is due to the final latent tendency, which is 
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knowledge of reality in the form of the teaching becoming fully assimilated.  

The final latent tendency (saṃskāra), knowledge in the form of the teaching being 
fully assimilated, maintains the characteristic (dharma) of the quelling of latent 
tendencies (saṃskāras) of ignorance during samādhi. The maintenance of the same 
characteristic of a thing that is continually being regenerated, such as the flow of 
thoughts during nirodha, requires a cause. In this case it is the saṃskāra of the 
teaching. 

Saṃskāras are not manifest thoughts. They are tendencies assumed to be present in 
the unconscious part of the citta (the storehouse of the mind). Again, see Appendix D 
for a description of the mind within this tradition. The existence of saṃskāras is 
proposed to explain how certain manifest thoughts or images arise in the mind and not 
others. The saṃskāras are seed potentials that when triggered may manifest a certain 
memory or image, or effect the flow and content of manifest thoughts, even during 
nirodha. 

The quelling here is not destruction of saṃskāras that can manifest unhelpful 
thoughts; it is the blocking of unhelpful saṃskāras by other, helpful saṃskāras. If the 
quelling of unhelpful thoughts is temporary, because the teaching is not clearly and 
fully assimilated, then the unhelpful thoughts return. If permanent, this is because of 
the assimilation of the teaching so that one no longer has to remember it  or keep it in 
the forefront of the mind to fight off notions of limitation, of bondage. One simply 
lives the teaching in the first person (as I am free), not as a student trying to get it. 

In nir-bīja samādhi and in the freedom that is kaivalya, there is even the nirodha of 
all saṃskāras, including the teaching, because one need no longer have to remind 
oneself of the teaching to negate the limiting saṃskāras of ignorance. The teaching is 
no longer a memory to be recalled, but is firm, assimilated knowledge, like we do not 
remember one plus one is two, we just know it. 

This nirodha is of all saṃskāras because it affects how I understand everything. 
The relativity and dependence of everything one knows is now perfectly clear. 
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Everything one knows is now known as only as if. They are recognized as only 
mithyā, as always only from a relative perspective. They are not and never will be 
absolutely true, as I had previously believed. They are imaginary or transactional, not 
pāramārthika (absolute). Only I, only awareness-being, am pāramārthika. The 
nirodha of these saṃskāras and their manifest affect as thoughts in the mind is not 
their disappearance; it is recognizing their nature of being mithyā (relative). This 
teaching is now ingrained in my thinking. This new perspective of thinking is now 
natural, not requiring an effort to remember it. 

We may think we know a person’s name, until we forget it. Perhaps the only name 
we know is our own, because we just don’t seem to forget it. We may forget facts 
regarding some area of knowledge, such as in calculus. But the simple fact of one 
plus one is two, does not appear to be forgettable. Its unforgettable nature may be said 
to be due to the unfading and unblockable power of the saṃskāra that maintains this 
particular knowledge. The simple knowledge of this teaching is “I am absolutely 
free.” With continued listening to the scripture from a qualified teacher, 
understanding what is being said, and contemplation, this simple teaching becomes 
ingrained as an unfading and unblockable saṃskāra. If contrary notions lack any 
power to contradict or block this simple knowledge, then this is one’s assimilated 
knowledge (prajñā). 

Controlling the appearances of contrary notions does not control the cause for them 
being taken as real, being taken as myself (see Yoga Sūtra 1.4). In the assimilation of 
knowledge as the culmination of contemplation, the latent tendencies that manifest as 
contrary notions lose their power when the fundamental ignorance about oneself goes, 
and they can no longer manifest a notion of a real duality of seer-seen, limiting 
oneself. When there is no manifestation of a believed notion of a real duality of seer -
seen, limiting oneself, that is nir-bīja samādhi. One is now free of the bījas (seeds) of 
ignorance and living a life of assimilated knowledge, of kaivalya. 

This liberating teaching brings with it an appreciation of its own fiction. The 
liberating teaching is relative to, is dependent upon, the belief in being bound. Even 
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the teaching is mithyā—this is its nirodha too.
11

 The teaching says the self is never 
bound, therefore any liberating teaching is no less a fiction than the sense of bondage 
itself. Nevertheless, until the liberating teaching is heard, considered, and assimilated, 
the delusion of bondage will not go away except in sleep or coma.  The liberated 
person would have a natural modesty in regard to this discovery of the already 
liberated self. 

òøéøøâËø âÇø e¡¢øªøãÇøÞøø+: ¦øÞøø+ÌÞøøe ú²øÉÇøòÞø òøÛøøúÐøYÕøùámøøÛø:G (3.11) 
sarvārthataikāgratayoḥ kṣayodayau cittasya samādhi-pariṇāmaḥ. 

[pariṇāma—change; samādhi—contemplation; citta’s—mind’s; kṣaya—
losing; sarva-arthatā—all directedness; udaya—gaining; eka-agratā—one 
directedness.] 

The change by way of lakṣaṇas (extrinsic symptoms) prior but leading to 
samādhi (contemplation) is the mind’s losing its all directedness and gaining 
its one directedness starting in dhyāna. 

Objects that cause, foster, or are a result of another object may be used to indicate 
that object. They become that object’s lakṣaṇas (external symptoms). The lakṣaṇas 
may even be causally unrelated, like a crow sitting on a house may help indicate the 
second house down the street, so long as they help point out the indicated object. 

The all-directedness, or rather the mis-directedness, is the mind’s normal condition, 
or symptom, prior to dhyāna. That symptom goes away, becomes external, in dhyāna. 
One directedness of the mind happens in dhyāna, and continues in samādhi. Dhyāna, 
in which the change to this one directedness first occurs, is thus indicated (lakṣita) by 
its contrast from the extrinsic condition of our normal all-directedness. Inside dhyāna 

                                                 
11 “There is no destruction, nor origination, nor one in bondage, nor one trying [to get out of bondage], no desire 
for freedom, nor freedom—this is the nature of ultimate reality.” (Brahma-bindu Up. 10, Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 
2.32). 
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and samādhi one characteristic of the mind occurs, outside another as an external 
symptom of the mind occurs. After samādhi, activities of life start again, and the all-
directedness returns, except in the case of nir-bīja samādhi. Nir-bīja samādhi is the 
appreciation of even all-directedness as within the limitless reality that is oneself and 
is the Lord. That assimilation would be, then, defined by Patañjali as an ongoing 
samādhi. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøüÒø: íøøÒÇøø+ùÌÇøøe ÇøüèÞøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøe ú²øÉÇøòÞøe¡¢øªøãÇøøYÕøùámøøÛø:G (3.12) 
tataḥ punaḥ śāntoditau tulya-pratyayau cittasyaikāgratā-pariṇāmaḥ. 

[punaḥ—and; tataḥ—apart from those; pariṇāma—change; eka-agratā—one 
directedness; citta—mind; tulya—same; pratyaya—thought; śānta—past; 
udita—present.] 

And apart from those two changes, the change by way of avasthās (periods) 
during one directedness starting in dhyāna is the mind’s same thought in the 
past, literally, the ended, and the present, literally, the arisen. 

The change occurring during one directedness (eka-agratā) of the mind is one thought 
ending and the same thought arising again. In one directedness the successive 
thoughts have a consistent theme and content. Because this succession involves past 
and present thoughts, it is better to connect avasthā (period) with time, than lakṣaṇa 
(extrinsic symptom). Other commentators, following the lead of Vyāsa, reverse these, 
connecting lakṣaṇa with time (a stretch grammatically), and avasthā with place 
(which can grammatically be either time or place). Whichever is the intended 
significance of these two terms individually, together they certainly indicate the two 
factors involved in change, namely, time and place. The three factors in change (Yoga 
Sūtras 3.9 through 3.12) during various meditative steps were singled out to set up the 
next sūtra. 
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Change Regarding All Objects 

%Çø+Òø ÙøþÇø +úÒÌãÞø+ðø ü ÐøÛøâYæ¦ømøøéøòËøøYÕøùámøøÛøø éÞøø¨ÞøøÇøø:G (3.13) 
etena bhūtendriyeṣu dharma-lakṣaṇāvasthā-pariṇāmā vyākhyātāḥ. 

[etena—by this; vyākhyāta—are explained; pariṇāmas—changes; dharmas—
distinguishing characteristics; lakṣaṇas—extrinsic symptoms; avasthās—
periods; bhūtas—objects; indriyas—senses.] 

By this three-fold change of the mind within saṃyama are explained the 
changes in distinguishing characteristics, extrinsic symptoms as to place, and 
periods in time, respectively, namely, the three factors of everything—in terms 
of content, place, and time—in regard to all objects—the elements and 
everything made from them, both subtle and material, including the subtle 
senses for experiencing the material objects. 

The change of the mind during nirodha is an example of a change of characteristic 
(dharma), as the appearance and subsequent quelling of the latent tendencies, of their 
self-limiting notions, is a distinguishing characteristic of nirodha (assimilation). 

The change of the mind leading to samādhi is an example of a change of an 
extrinsic symptom (lakṣaṇa), as the all-directedness to one directedness is prior but 
leading to (indicating where is) samādhi proper, not distinguishing it. 

The change of mind during eka-agratā is an example of a change of period 
(avasthā) where the same one directedness continues over time. Each thought is 
essentially the same within a flow of thoughts. 

These three types of changes happen to all other phenomena also. By these changes 
then, every change in phenomena can be defined (the what), located (the where), and 
their track through time (the when) be pointed out. Using the terminology of Vedānta, 
a change taking place is to be understood vastutaḥ (in terms of content), deśataḥ (in 
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terms of place), and kālataḥ (in terms of time).
12

 

In this text, the objects that undergo change are the three guṇas (Yoga Sūtras 2.18 
and 2.19) that form the five subtle elements (Yoga Sūtra 3.41), which combine to 
form the five gross elements and everything made from them. 

íøøÒÇøø+ùÌÇøøéÞøÕøÌ+íÞøYÐøÛøøâÒø üÕøøÇøû ÐøÛøûâG(3.14) 
śāntoditāvyapadeśya-dharmānupātī dharmī. 

[dharmin—domain of the characteristics; anupātin—consequence; 
dharmas—distinguishing characteristics; śānta—past; udita—present; 
a-vyapadeśya—future.] 

With regard to objects and their characteristics, the domain of the 
characteristics, literally, that which has dharmas (distinguishing 
characteristics), is the object. It is the conditioned reality basis within which the 
characteristics appear as recognizable phenomena. This domain of the 
characteristics is an indirect consequence of its distinguishing characteristics 
in the past, the present, and the future, literally, the not yet manifest. 

The sūtra now switches from the change that objects undergo, to the very object 
itself, while using the same terminology of characteristic, place, and time. With 
regard to an object itself, we are concerned only with the location (deśa) of the 
characteristics, not with the surroundings (lakṣaṇas), as we were when we looked at 
the change that objects undergo. Here, the characteristics are the lakṣaṇas, the 
indicators, of the location, of the object (dharmin). An object is seen in terms of its 
place. Indeed, that place (deśa) itself is the object (dharmin, what has a dharma), and 
it is where the characteristics (dharmas) are within time (avasthā or kāla). 

An object, a dharmin (domain of characteristics), is separately distinguished from 

                                                 
12 Using similar terms, these three factors are also employed, in different contexts, in Yoga Sūtras 2.31 and 3.53. 
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other objects (domains) by virtue of a set of qualities (dharmas) being held together 
over a span of time (kāla). The separation of objects is from the standpoint of a set of 
qualities in time, not from the nature of the domain itself in which the qualities appear 
for a time. Qualities do not attach to a permanently separable domain. Rather, our 
senses perceive certain qualities persisting in time and, we posit that there is a 
separate, individual object or domain, somehow distinguished from other objects. 

The example of pot-space is employed to point out how the mind assumes the 
objects it perceives are separately real, in the way we assume a separately real pot-
space is created by a pot being formed. 

A visible clay pot (a set of perceived characteristics), when formed, seems to create 
a pot-space (the domain) within. In truth, before the pot there is no pot-space, after 
the pot is destroyed there is no pot-space, and even during the life of the pot there is 
no independently existing pot-space. Pot-space is a creation of the human 
imagination.

13
 It exists only because we give a name to it. 

There is, objectively speaking, space and there is a pot, but there is no pot-space. 
The pot exists within space. Space exists outside the pot walls, within the clay of the 
pot walls, and between the pot walls. Space did not get cut up into separate entities  or 
objects, any more than space can be sliced up into separable chucks by swinging a 
sword in space. The human mind through language gives a name to an area between 
the walls of the pot and calls it a pot-space. That name, that pot-space, is not 
separately there for the countless other creatures in this world who have not this 
language, this imagination. 

In the example, limitless space is the more objectively real dharmin (domain, or 
reality basis), the particular pot walls are the dharma (characteristic), such as round or 
rectangular shape, and the pot-space is the imagined dharmin, the imagined object, 
existing as it is only because of the characteristics of the pot walls. If it had been a 
rectangular pot that was formed instead of a round pot, would that same space have 
                                                 
13 Yoga Sūtra 1.9. 
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been really a rectangular space all along? Is that same space instead or also a room-
space, a city-space, a state-space, a country-space, a continent-space, an Earth-space, 
a solar system space? Are these equally knowable to whom—a human, an ant, an 
atom? Or is that space really, categorically, none of these? 

Patañjali is telling us that an object (dharmin) is not its distinguishing 
characteristics; rather, it is wherever the particular conjunction of these distinguishing 
characteristics happens to occur within time. It is its intersecting, distinguishing 
characteristics’ domain. These distinguishing characteristics are then the limiting 
adjuncts (upādhi) for what we perceive the object, the domain of the characteristics, 
to be. The form of these intersecting characteristics within time, as they appear to this 
mind, is the peculiar form to which we can give a name. That name and form defines 
by circumscribing a domain. 

Later (in discussing sūtras 4.12 through 4.14) we will see that the ultimate domain 
(dharmin)

14
 is not many, individual things or beings, but is nothing other than the one, 

indivisible existence itself that lights up everything within. The limiting adjuncts 
(upādhis) are the words connected to perceptions of qualities that our mind uses to 
impose a temporary division in reality, without making any real change to the reality 
at all. 

Patañjali’s presentation of the nature of our perceptions and our unexamined take 

                                                 
14 “The mind, [memory, intellect, and I-notion], the outward breath, [downward breath, dispersing circulation, 

upward energy, and uniting digestion], desire, [and aversion], sattva, [rajas, and tamas guṇas], and karma merit, 

[and demerit]—these are the five groups [of characteristics of the individual person who travels from birth to 

birth, the jīva]. The domain (dharmin) [i.e., the individual jīva] of these five groups, lacking knowledge of the 

self of these elements [the bhūta-ātman], does not die [i.e., keeps wandering in saṃsāra]. It appears as being 

timeless [only] within [i.e., because of] the presence of [the timeless] ātman. What is an [apparently limiting] 

adjunct (upādhi) of ātman is that subtle body (liṅga-śarīra) called the knot of [i.e., around] the heart (hṛd-

granthi) [—the shackle of ignorance within the mind that needs to be dissolved for freedom]. In that [subtle 

body], the consciousness which lights it up is called the knower of the field [of this body and of the body of the 

universe] (kṣetra-jña).” (Sarva-Sāra Up. 16, or 7 and 8 by a different numbering). 
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on reality is based on the Upaniṣads, this culture’s science of the nature of the person 
and the nature of the universe. Together they deconstruct the attribution of reality to 
objects and take us back from sense-perceptions to ourselves, to the underlying 
reality. As we have said, doing this does not discount or seek to dismiss the 
experience and usefulness of objects and the empirical universe. We seek knowledge 
at a fundamental level of truth about the human condition. A mind firmly established 
in the appreciation of the limitations of perception will not inappropriately ascribe 
those limitations to oneself. 

Back to the topic of change regarding an object, as it is for change, to know or 
imagine any object all three factors are needed. This is knowing an object in terms of 
content, place, and time. 

¡ã¢ÛøøÒÞøÇéø@ ÕøùámøøÛøøÒÞøÇéø+ ô+Çø ü:G(3.15)  
kramānyatvaṃ pariṇāmānyatve hetuḥ. 

[anyatva—difference; krama—sequence; hetu—cause; anyatva—difference; 
pariṇāma—change.] 

Difference during sequence of past, present, and future is a cause for 
difference in change. 

Change in an object is a function of differences in its characteristics that apply to the 
sequence of past, present, and future. Again, the object is the domain for these 
characteristics. With regard to the mind as an object, in the movement from being all 
directed to one directed the characteristic of the quality of attentiveness changes and 
is noticeable. You do not see the mind, the domain of thoughts, as such; you see the 
attendant dharmas (characteristics), the thought characteristics, changing over time. 

Accomplishments and Superpowers – Siddhis 

Sūtras 3.16 through 3.53 list a variety of contemplations and their results. These 
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results can be taken as what are called superpowers. But that is far from their most 
useful and meaningful interpretation. As superpowers, these results fall far short of 
the limitlessness that is the object of samādhi. Patañjali, himself, notes their limited 
nature and their potential as obstacles to an enlightened appreciation of the self in 
Yoga Sūtra 3.37. 

Initially the listed results of these contemplations are forms of praise (stuti). Praise 
points out some glory in something or someone, but it may also involve exaggeration. 
One may draw a parallel with today’s commercials—Buy and use this toothpaste and 
that special person of your dreams will be irresistibly attracted to you. Not that one 
follows from the other, but they are not totally unconnected. 

These sūtras say that if you do saṃyama (that is, dhāraṇā, dhyāna, and samādhi) 
on some particular object for a certain number of years, or decades, or who knows 
how long, and if you are the best at it in the past year, decade, century, or millennium 
or so, then maybe this superpower will be yours. Patañjali may be putting value on 
strict discipline as a part of a healthy life. He may be emphasizing the value of these 
disciplines as they affect the chance for a better next life, including a heaven. Overall 
though, the student who pursues these disciplines and powers may be disappointed 
with the results of his or her attempts. The toothpaste does not often fulfill one’s 
dreams—but your teeth may be healthier. Mere praise of the disciplines leading 
toward enjoyable results, though, does not justify the space allowed here in the terse  
sūtra form.

15
 

Sūtra literature does not introduce a new subject matter; it consolidates and filters 
the verbal and written material already extant. Much of the yoga tradition and history 
is covered in the vast body of the Purāṇas. The yogīs and their accomplishments live 

                                                 
15 “Those who know sūtra literature know a sūtra as having minimal syllables (su-alpa-akṣara), lacking 
ambiguity (a-sandigdha), being meaningful (sāravat), being able to have more than one valid meaning as well as 
being non-contradicting (viśvato-mukha) [with what is said before and after], lacking elaboration in praise 
(a-stobha), and having no fault (an-a-vadya) [in grammar or logic].” (Śabda-Stoma-Mahānidhi: A Sanskrit 
Dictionary by Tārānātha Bhaṭṭāchārya). 
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on in the Purāṇas. The Purāṇas hold the history and tradition of the culture. They are 
a mixture of the histories of events and people and other beings in a way that reflects 
their current cultural mores and teachings while also being flexible and able to accept 
and carry new interpretations and meaning. The Purāṇas are the mind and heart of 
India in the form of fable and parable. 

The Purāṇas are the playing field for superpowers and super-beings. There are 
stories of powerful yogīs, and even of asuras (bad guys and gals),

16
 whose special 

powers are important features to dramatize the story. These highlight and amplify the 
struggle between the forces of dharma and a-dharma (justice and injustice). It is the 
grey area between the two that life is lived. The superpowers are not the exclusive 
property of either side of this struggle. Patañjali may give them space in the sūtras 
because, in light of the tradition, the superpowers are of interest and may encourage 
study and contemplation which do yield benefit for anyone. 

A more ancient literature that this section harkens to is the Veda Āraṇyakas, 
including the Upaniṣad literature, when they present various upāsanas (meditations), 
sometimes with their side-effects (gauṇa-phalas) being superpowers used as a praise 
to encourage their worthy practice. These various meditations involve contemplating 
the nature of the world with the specific intent to create a cosmic perspective  in the 
meditating mind. They often connect a feature in the meditator to a feature in the 
cosmos, such as the being behind one’s right eye and the being behind the face of the 
sun, indicating their identity of some sort. This helps expand one’s thinking and helps 
one to more easily accept the ultimate truth that the Upaniṣads are interested in, 
namely that oneself is limitless reality, and the whole cosmos is oneself alone. 

As we go through this section we will pay attention to the objects of contemplation, 
see their inter-connections and their connections to their superpower side-effects 

                                                 
16 Remember that saṃyama itself need not include the first two aṅgas (limbs) of yoga, which bring in values. If 
one is meditating on unbecoming things, then one also will gain strength in those unbecoming things. See the 
16th chapter of the Bhagavad-Gītā titled “Distinction Between Worthy and Unworthy Dispositions.”  
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(gauṇa-phalas). This analysis of the Upaniṣad upāsanas introduces the cosmic 
perspectives valuable to the meditator. 

We can also consider the strength of these powers as being of value to the student 
in a relative way. We do not consider the superpowers to be impossible, since that is 
generally impossible to prove. Rather, there is a maxim in the Mīmāṃsā discipline 
that analyzes the statements in the Veda as to their context. The maxim is that if a 
statement in the Veda says that fire is cold, then the Veda would be wrong, and since 
the Veda should not be wrong, then there must be some other meaning indicated by 
such a statement. In this example, a particular ritual fire should not cool down too 
much. 

A scriptural statement, as a means of knowledge (pramāṇa), cannot contradict any 
other means of knowledge (in our example, the sense of touch in contact with fire) ; 
therefore we need to revise our understanding of the scriptural statement so the two 
do not conflict. We will generally apply this Mīmāṃsā maxim in the following sūtras, 
if necessary, to see if there is something else being indicated here, than its literal or 
an exaggerated meaning. 

Saṃyama on Change 

ÕøùámøøÛøYÊøÞøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} !øÇøûÇøøÒøøªøÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.16) 
pariṇāma-traya-saṃyamād atītānāgata-jñānam. 

[traya—three-fold; saṃyama—contemplation; pariṇāma—change; jñāna—
knowledge; atīta—past; an-āgata—future.] 

From the three-fold saṃyama (contemplation) on change there is knowledge 
of past and future, as being essentially a mental construct in the mind.

17
 

                                                 
17 Yoga Sūtras 4.12, 13, and 33. 
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Patañjali has thrown light on the dependent reality of objects.
18

 By reflecting on what 
the nature of change is in distinguishing characteristics (dharmas), extrinsic 
symptoms (lakṣaṇas), and periods of objects, one gains a better understanding of time 
itself. We can draw from his instruction and see that time itself, in spite of our 
perception of past and future, is itself an object that exists only to our senses and in 
our mind in the present. 

The characteristic of a present experience of an object right now is different from 
the characteristic of a present notion of the object in the past or in the future. 
Nevertheless, the present experience of an object right now is often influenced by, 
and even mixed up with, how that object was in the past (through memories) or will 
be in the future (through fears and expectations).

19
 Even the present experience of an 

external object right now is an experience of its past, since it takes time for the light 
reflected from the object to get to us and for our mind to reach out to form a 
conscious idea of the object as being out there. Time often seems to drag or speed up. 
During dream, time is even more flexible, sometime stopping or repeating. While in 
deep sleep, time itself disappears. 

Time is a mental construct for thinking about and talking about that which is not 
now before one’s senses. We have cultural conventions that set time to certain units, 
for example, moments, minutes, and months. Even these will vary according to one’s 
individual experience, mood, age, and situation. Neither time nor its partner space is a 
fixed reality. Space too expands, contracts, and disappears in our daily experiences—
between and within waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. 

Einstein and Heisenberg taught us about the relative nature of time and the 
importance of the observer’s intent when he looks at things in nature. However, this 
teaching goes straight to the point of the reality basis of time by focusing on the 
individual mind’s experience of time, where alone time , as we know it, exists and 
                                                 
18 See commentary on Yoga Sūtras 2.21 and 22. 

19 See commentaries on Yoga Sūtras 1.43 and 3.17. 
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matters. 

Patañjali clarifies the processes and meanings of our day-to-day experiences. He 
asks us to question and investigate how we give value and reality to things in the 
world and in our minds. He incorporates this into a practical approach to maximizing 
one’s life. This is neither theoretical or an exercise of a superpower. Clarity in this 
pursuit makes the difference between the wise and the otherwise. 

Concerning the nature of change in terms of distinguishing characteristics 
(dharmas), extrinsic symptoms (lakṣaṇas), and periods (avasthā) of things, the 
dharma of the past is as a memory, of the future is as an expectation. The lakṣaṇa of 
the past and the future is the connection of both in the present. The avasthā of both is 
but the present alone. 

Without reflecting on all its aspects, there is so much we take for granted about our 
understanding of time, indeed any object, thinking it to be transparently real. The fact 
is there is much confusion about time. It appears to be both real and unreal. This 
status is what the teaching calls its being indefinable (a-nirvacanīya), unavailable for 
categorical definition as to whether it exists or does not exist. Sūtras to come will 
explain this further.

20
 This indefinable nature extends to all objects within time and 

space also. All objects are useful and available for transaction, and they would not 
even be said to exist but for the one indivisible reality. None of them enjoy 
independent reality. 

Nevertheless, one can certainly gain some transactional knowledge of an object’s 
past, which has its effect in the present object, and its future, which is its present 
potentiality, by a reflection—not necessarily on time itself, but, granting time and the 
object their transactional reality—on a particular object in its past, present, and 
future. As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, everything 
of an entity’s past and future is knowable. 

                                                 
20 Yoga Sūtras 3.52, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.33.  
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Saṃyamas on the Seen and on the Seer 

íø×ÌøËøâYÕøãÇÞøÞøøÒøøÛø} "Çøá+ÇøáøÐÞøøòøøÇø } òøw£¯áòø} ÇøÇø}YÕøãúéøÙøøªøYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} 
òøéøâYÙøþÇøY)ÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.17) 
śabdhārtha-pratyayānām itaretarādhyāsāt saṅkaras tat-pravibhāga-saṃyamāt 
sarva-bhūta-ruta-jñānam. 

[saṅkara—confusion; śabda-artha-pratyaya—word-object-idea; adhyāsa—
being imposed; itara-itara—each other. saṃyama—contemplation; 
tad-pravibhāgas—its separate parts; jñāna—knowledge; rutas—sounds; 
sarva-bhūtas—all beings.] 

The confusion of word-object-idea
21

 is due to their being imposed on each 
other. From saṃyama (contemplation) on its, the confusion’s, separate parts 
there is knowledge about sounds—communication—of all beings. 

The student’s contemplation and understanding gain by an appreciation of Patañjali’s 
teaching on perception and time. They also gain by a similar examination of what 
occurs in the process of naming, in the process of word recognition and ascription of 
a meaningful word to a recognized object. We do not as a rule separate the steps 
involved, and one may live an entire life without doing so. But by taking them apart 
we can see that mixing them up can lead to basic, but correctable errors. 

Without examination, we may tend to see what we are habituated to see, or expect 
to see, without seeing what is actually there. We may think that what we believe we 
saw was what was really there. The automatic and habitual practice that happens in 
our mind when we see and identify by name an object tends to cement our acceptance 
of that object as real and true. This in turn informs and conditions subsequent 
perceptions as to their valuation and reality. We tend to develop a mental narrative in 

                                                 
21 Yoga Sūtras 1.42 and 1.43. 
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our life that continually conditions our world of experiences. Unless we take the time 
to examine this narrative objectively, it may not serve us well. 

There is a reality in naming that attracts us; we like to know the names of the 
objects around us. Knowledge of our environment helps gives us a sense of security. 
This may be a false comfort that hides the fact of not knowing oneself. The name, the 
object, and the thought-form can be separately objectified, but they all exist within 
and because of the one consciousness that is the only reality. 

Contemplation is, in part, a quiet examination of how I interact with myself and 
with the world. I now also have an appreciation of myself as the whole in which this 
world shines. The clarity of understanding of myself is the basis with which to 
appreciate the world. 

Sounds of living beings, unlike sounds of inanimate objects, are often a form of 
communication. There is an intelligence in living beings that allows a rudimentary 
language for communication. We see this from insects to mammals. At the apex of 
this capacity for communication is the human. Since this human body and brain seems 
to be a product of the evolution of life on Earth, this same rudimentary capacity lays 
at the core of the human also. As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, 
fictional or not, all sounds of all creatures are understandable and thus knowable.  

òø@ò¡¢øáYòøø¦øøÇø}Y¡¢ámøøÇø} Õøþéø âYjøøúÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.18)  
saṃskāra-sākṣāt-karaṇāt pūrva-jāti-jñānam. 

[saṃskāras—latent tendencies; sākṣāt—immediate; karaṇa—instrumental 
cause; jñāna—knowledge; pūrva—prior; jātis—births.] 

From saṃyama on latent tendencies one is born with, as being the immediate 
instrumental cause of one’s birth, there is knowledge of prior births—their 
role in effecting and affecting one’s own tendencies and the tendencies in others. 

Contemplation on one’s unique tendencies leads to an assumption of prior causes for 
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these tendencies. Prodigies and those with inborn talent are examples of the breadth 
of human uniqueness. Patañjali gives us the traditional explanation for the individual 
conditions and capacities with which each being comes. The Indian perspective gives 
meaning and promise to the whole of human experience. We are as actors who come 
to the stage of life with a script to play, a script with many roles. We are actors who 
do not realize that we are more than our roles. The promise is that, when one 
recognizes the truth of the actor who takes on all the roles, the fullness of life is 
appreciated. Only as a self-conscious actor can you come to this realization—knowing 
that as the actor one is not diminished or exalted while playing the role of a beggar or 
a king with equal ease and satisfaction. Deities, animals, and other sentient beings 
must go around again until they earn birth as an actor capable of recognizing that the 
role does not define the actor. 

Since this script is for just one part in the great drama of creation, it can be taken as 
having been crafted for this individual to fit in with the whole. The scripture teaches 
that this script was self authored through various prior lifetimes, and it is this 
particular embodiment at this time in this place that was designed to play out this part 
in the drama. This script, in the form of these latent tendencies, thus becomes the 
immediate instrumental cause for ordering up this particular embodiment to 
appropriately play out the role. 

Of course, the ultimate cause of these tendencies, and thus this embodiment, is the 
basic ignorance of which these tendencies are its manifestation. By contemplat ing this 
script in the form of one’s natural latent tendencies, one can gain an appreciation for 
the existence of, and to a certain extent the nature of, the variety of causes for these 
effects in the form of these tendencies. For example, if I am having a protracted 
problem with some other person, it can indicate something in the relationship that 
occurred in the past, or it may be symbolic of how I act within all similar 
relationships. This can indicate an aspect of me where I can learn and grow and 
thereby contribute to my chances for a better current life and a better coming life . 

This is a recognition that everyone, including oneself, comes with a background 
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that cannot be fully known. Misunderstandings and confusions in relating to others 
can be the result of not appreciating these backgrounds. One’s known and unknown 
latent tendencies work in concert with new experiences and conditions to shape the 
current and future lives. There are recognizable patterns of behavior and feeling that 
can help one to learn and grow. Or this may be a lifetime where you enjoy so many 
assets and opportunities that you have little need to question life. The teaching 
tradition says that we all come to earth with some work to do toward mental and 
emotional maturity, and to the discovery of and owning up to the truth of the self. 
And we all, no matter our situation or our capacities, have an opportunity to seek the 
fullest expression of our intellects and to realize our sense of fullness . 

Clarity with respect to latent tendencies has positive benefits in this life. As a 
superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, all of one’s prior lives 
can not only be understood but also known. 

ÕøãÇÞøÞøòÞø ÕøáYú²øÉÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.19)  
pratyayasya para-citta-jñānam. 

[pratyaya—thought; jñāna—knowledge; para—other; cittas—minds.] 

From saṃyama about one’s own thought there is knowledge of the thoughts in 
other minds. 

Human minds overall have more in common than they do differences. Though there is 
a broad range of human expression, the feelings, motivations, and capacities are 
similar. One may contemplate on the distinguishing characteristics, defining stimuli, 
and patterns of thought and behavior within oneself, within one’s mind. By doing so, 
one may get in touch with empathy and patience and an understanding toward other 
human minds. 

Beyond maturing an empathy and an accommodative attitude towards others whose 
minds are not unlike our own, we may also consider the very nature of the mind and 
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how it makes contact with others. 

In the West we tend to identify the mind with the brain. But mind can be seen as 
much more, as a subtle capacity for knowledge that reaches out beyond the skull. One 
feels pain or movement in the toe as being down there in the toe, not in the spinal 
cord leading to the brain. One sees a tree across the valley and sees it as being over 
there, not in the brain or back of the eye. The mind encompasses the distance, as well 
as the object of the sense perception.

22
 The form of the thought of a distance is the 

distance we experience. 

Is it not so that the mind has gone to the toe and to the tree, by means of touch and 
sight, and filled the objects, taken their form and used those to identify and name the 
objects? Does not the mind envelop the expansive world of your experience? Does 
this not bring the whole of the universe into the realm, the scope, of your mind in a 
very intimate yet objective sense? Can you envision how a simple change in your 
mind changes how you see the world; how you can best see the world? 

The Western science model begins with the assumption that there are totally 
independent sense objects outside our minds, yet the current perceptual model in 
science is that all perceptions happen only inside this mind, this brain. Since this 
                                                 
22 “Here [regarding an external object cognition], just like water from a pond goes out through an opening, enters 
the fields in the form of canals, and becomes a four cornered form, etc., similarly the luminous mind (antaḥ-
karaṇa) also goes out through the gate of sight, etc. [any of the five senses], reaches the locale of an object 
(viṣaya), such as pot, etc., and changes into the form of the object, the pot, etc. That modification (pariṇāma) is 
called a vṛtti (thought or thought-form).” (Vedānta-paribhāṣā 1.18). This is a latter day Vedānta text by 
Dharmarāja Adhvarīndra, perhaps 17th century, specializing in the means of knowledge. This literal contact of 
the mind via the senses with the external objects is a natural extrapolation of scriptural statements, such as the 
“outgoing senses” (parāñcani khāni, Kaṭha Up. 2.1.1), “the five streams of water [the five senses] violently 
meandering among their five sources [the five great elements]” (pañca-srotas-ambuṃ pañca-yoni-ugra-vakrām, 
Śvetāśvatara Up. 1.5), “with the mind elsewhere I did not see, with the mind elsewhere I did not hear” ( anyatra-
manā abhūvam na adarśam, anyatra-manā abhūvam na aśrauṣam, Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.5.3), and others. 
Earlier Vedānta texts were less concerned with explaining the mundane world than the sacred, so their treatment 
of perception of everyday objects was more cursory, speaking only of a “contact of the senses with their 
objects,” without finding a need to speculate what is the nature of that contact.  
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assumed model has to also apply to the scientists themselves doing their experiments 
and analyses, there is no way for them to objectively be sure any object can be a 
totally independent entity outside their own, much less their test subject’s, mind. 
Since the determination that any object can be a totally independent entity is itself 
dependent on the world-view assumptions of those who setup and measure the 
experiment, then the experiment would be prejudiced by these unavoidable 
assumptions. 

That there are objects external to, distanced from, our brain is a common sense 
assumption not in dispute. However, science has no tools to independently verify the 
assumption that objects are also external to the mind, much less that these objects are 
not only external but also totally independent of our thought of them. The teaching 
here does accept as a given that objects exist externally to the brain, but the teaching 
does not accept that these objects can be independent of our mind. 

It takes the mind to know any object, and this mind will unavoidably have its own 
perspective and limitations that will color the perception or knowledge of any object 
it can think of. Even our current science is starting to recognize that the very act of 
perceiving an object or event, such as measuring whether light behaves like waves or 
particles, in some way affects the nature, or understanding of the nature, of the object 
or event. How could that be if the observer is simply a passive entity only 
encountering the object or event once it arrives to the brain? Can we take this 
scientific observation and its logical consequences as perhaps a confirmation tha t no 
object can factually be external to the mind? 

Moreover, since the current perceptual model is that an object stimulus indirectly 
reaches the brain and a resulting thought of that stimulus occurs, then doesn’t this 
implicitly impose a separation of external objects from our internal thoughts? The 
world of stimuli outside our brain is of one nature, totally independent of thought, and 
the world of thought inside our brain is another. Whether that model matches our 
common sense assumptions, or even our most current science, is debatable. 

The scientific perceptual model seems to propose some unknowable universe of 
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stimuli outside our brain that, once it enters into the brain, forms a known universe of 
thoughts within. This model tends to invoke a sense of isolation of myself from the 
universe, an isolation of my world of thoughts from the supposedly real world of 
stimuli out there. Nevertheless, we can muddle along in our life with this perspective. 
Thankfully, we don’t spend too much time pondering this perceptual model and its 
implications. While growing up, we have all managed to survive well enough before 
our teachers taught this perceptual model. Life has and can be lived with or without 
acknowledgement of this model. 

Let’s assume another model can apply. Suppose thought is not a passive, reactive 
entity in this universe. Imagine thoughts are active entities participating in every 
aspect of our universe. Imagine that there cannot be any object outside of or away 
from thought. If one assumes there is any object that is outside or away, that object at 
that time is not a totally, independently existing object, but is only an assumption of 
such an object. That assumption is itself a thought, a type of thought we call an 
assumption. How could we possibly think of any object, perceptual or logical, that is 
totally unconnected to thought? 

Let us imagine a model that, whereas the brain is a physical base or coordinating 
center for subtle thoughts and their sense organ apertures, these thoughts extend or 
expand out from that base (this teaching, however, prefers this base to be the heart as 
the center of the person, the center of the person’s subtle body)  into the perceptual, 
known, and imagined universe in keeping with the nature of the thought. If the 
thought has the nature of a distance between my body and a tree, for example, this 
thought is in the form of this distance. The nature of the thought is all we could ever 
know about the distance itself. The sense of any distance we have is simply our 
thinking of it. This is maybe why it varies from time to time in our perspective. The 
mountain at the other end of the valley we live in doesn’t look too far way, until we 
have to start walking towards it. We do not so much objectively see distance, as we 
sense distance. Our perceptual sense of distance is more wrapped up in our sense of 
current comparisons of near and far, than actual measurements. Near and far are 
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valuation thoughts. 

This teaching here does not prescribe any specific model of perception. It is 
concerned with the essential nature of oneself and world, not with different models of 
the universe wherein we can happily choose one or the other. But we can gain by a 
reexamination of any model of the universe that concretizes a sense of isolation and 
otherness within this world of experience. 

At least we may be able to learn to not be so inclined to think this experienced 
world perspective, this one life, is in fact categorically real and the permanent truth. 
Just recognize that every individual in the past, present or future has its own 
experienced world perspective. Our own perspective alone cannot categorically be the 
truth. This seems obvious, yet we continue to believe that the world is exactly how we 
currently think it to be. This certainty in our current beliefs would seem to be 
rationally impossible, yet we do it all the time. 

The traditional teaching here uses the word mithyā to describe the dependent nature 
of all that is objectified by our minds. The world is not independent of our thinking of 
it. Our thinking of it varies in time, so naturally the specific nature of the world 
appears variable and is not categorically true. Mithyā is not unreality or simply 
imagination; it is just incomplete knowledge which an individual is satisfied or stuck 
with for the time being. Objects are taken as absolutely real only until we more 
clearly understand them. We talked about mithyā when discussing Yoga Sūtra 2.22. 

The contemplative model of perception suggested here is that sight and the other 
senses, followed by the mind, directly expand or extend out into the universe. Where 
the senses cannot extend, the intellect reaches out beyond. Whereas sight can see that 
the stars are far away, only to the extent that the intellect knows how far away those 
stars are can one think them to be that far away. The distance is only what each 
person thinks it to be. This alone can be the expanse of one’s universe. 

This contemplative model provides a perspective in which the individual is 
integrally connected to and is co-extensive with the entire phenomenal and known 
universe, in keeping with how we each know our universe of experience. This 
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universe, because it is pervaded by the mind, is directly lit-up in situ, in place, by the 
awareness-being we are. As far as and to where the senses and mind are directed, that 
mind-pervaded universe of experience is lit by you, the awareness-being. One’s self, 
as this awareness-being, is at least as vast as one’s universe. 

You are the witness-being lighting this mind that pervades this entire universe of 
your experience, from your perspective. As the only witness-being, you are the 
witness-being (cit-sat) lighting up all minds that pervade all their perspectives of this 
entire manifestation, the manifestation of the Lord as this universe. There is a 
continuing thought and belief in this particular mind, in my mind, that its experience 
is all there is, that this particular universe of experience is absolutely real. This 
misconception can be removed by the teaching, by Vedānta as yoga. 

We will apply this understanding of the mind and of reality to gain a depth of 
understanding in those sūtras that deal with the individual and with the cosmos. 

Here, if the mind is not limited to the confines of the brain, then the ability of  a 
mind to come in contact with another’s thoughts is not necessarily a stretch of 
imagination. It can be viewed as objectively possible within the contemplative model 
of perception. Just as external phenomenal objects can be contacted by our mind, so 
too can other minds. Your mind moves about within a shared field of minds—of your 
family members, neighbors, community, group, and so on. The more intimate and 
interconnected the shared field of minds, such as between loved ones, twins, etcetera, 
the more the possibilities of these mental contacts. In an objective sense your mind 
moves about in others’ universes of experience, in their mind spaces too. 

But an ability to intentionally contact another’s mind seems thankfully limited in 
people. We generally seem to not have any more contact with the minds of others 
beyond mentally sensing another’s emotion or someone’s presence nearby. We would 
hardly recognize we have this subtle natural ability, unless it proves itself unusual in 
comparison with others. Different people naturally have, or perhaps can develop, a 
more extensive contact with others’ minds. There are also some people we may 
diagnose as unstable who may attest to having an extensive form of this ability. 
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As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one can 
perceive thoughts in another’s mind, can read another’s mind. 

Òø ²ø ÇøÇø}YòøøæÛ×øÒø@ ÇøòÞøøúéøðøÞøûYÙøþÇøÇéøøÇø}G (3.20) 
na ca tat-sālambanaṃ tasyāviṣayī-bhūtatvāt. 

[ca—but; na—not; tat-sa-ālambana—accompanied with its basis; 
a-viṣayī-bhūtatva—is not within the scope; tasya—of that.] 

But the other mind’s thought is not accompanied with its basis—its object—
since that latter is not within the scope of that yogin’s mind. Hence, the 
particular reasons others think the way they do cannot be fully known. 

One’s mind can come into contact with another’s current thought, but not with the 
object of that other’s thought. A yogin may cognize another’s feeling of desire, but 
the yogin’s mind does not also contact, at the same time, the actual object of that 
desire. We say this because we look upon a thought as different from the object 
perceived. A latent tendency of the mind can also generate a desire, but, just as with 
the object of desire, that latent tendency will not be contacted by the yogin’s mind. 
Latent tendencies involved in memory, in general, are not available to even the 
thinker’s mind. A latent tendency, the originating thought, or the object of that 
thought cannot be read by another. Only the current manifest thought is available.  

It might be possible that a manifest, though subliminal, thought may be noticeable 
to a yogin. Perhaps, whatever blocks the thinker from distinctly noticing his own 
subliminal thought would not be a block to the yogin. A subliminal thought, or aspect 
of a thought, is like an unnoticed object, such as a neighbor in a crowd, in one’s field 
of perception (see Yoga Sūtra 4.17). 

Why another person has a specific thought cannot be fully known even when this is 
interpreted as a superpower, since fully includes the original object and the latent 
tendency sources of the thought. 
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¡¢øÞøY*ÕøYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} ÇøÌ}YªøãøöàYíøúÇølYòÇøÛÙø+ ²ø¦øü:YÕøã¡¢øíøøòø@Õø ãÞøø +ªø +{ÒÇøá} YÐøøÒøÛø }G(3.21) 
kāya-rūpa-saṃyamāt tad-grāhya-śakti-stambhe cakṣuḥ-
prakāśāsaṃprayoge'ntar-dhānam. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; rūpa—form; kāya—body; tad-grāhya-śakti—its 
capability of being grasped; stambha—stopped; a-saṃprayoga—non-contact; 
prakāśa—light; cakṣus—sight; antar-dhāna—concealment.] 

From saṃyama on the form of a body when its capability of being grasped is 
stopped and there is non-contact of the light of sight, then there is 
concealment of the body, when need of avoiding others is helpful. 

If this is taken as a saṃyama dealing with the form of other bodies, other objects, then 
this is a method for making those bodies unnoticed, invisible. These bodies may also 
become unavailable to the other senses, inaudible, etcetera, by taking one’s attention 
from them. This may be seen as a development of the ability to intentionally not pay 
attention to what one knows is not helpful in life. Instead of being distracted by so 
many things, we do need to discipline our time and be selective in our attention.  

Or perhaps, by reflection on the form of one’s own body, understanding its nature 
of reflecting light and creating sounds, one can gain a certain stealth. This is a 
practicality when living in a forest with predators, a skill in the martial arts, and a 
science actively pursued today for military advantage. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one can gain a 
laser-like, undistracted focus of attention and one’s body can become invisible to 
others. 

òøø+Õø¡ã¢Ûø@ úÒøá}Y$Õø¡ã¢Ûø@ ²ø ¡¢Ûøâ ÇøÇø}Yòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} !øÕøáøÒÇøY¹øøÒøÛø } !øùáñÀ +ÙÞøø+ éøøG (3.22) 
sopakramaṃ nir-upakramaṃ ca karma tat-saṃyamād aparānta-jñānam 
ariṣṭebhyo vā. 
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[karma—subtle result of willful action; sa-upakrama—has a sequence that is 
quick; ca—and; nir-upakrama—has a sequence that is slow; saṃyama—
contemplation; tat—that; vā—or; a-riṣṭas—ill-omens; jñāna—knowledge; 
apara-anta—death.] 

The karma (subtle result of willful action) has a sequence that is quick and 
has a sequence that is slow. From saṃyama on that, or from noticing 
ill-omens, there is knowledge of certain death and perhaps when it will come. 

To have a body is to have the means to exhaust past karma. These karmas get 
exhausted early or later in life, but they eventually get exhausted, at which end the 
embodiment will end. Knowing this makes clear that the end is certain and relatively 
near. There are also said to be omens that indicate that death is near. Some are very 
clear, such as closing one’s ears and not hearing any sound, that is, there is little or no 
pulsing of blood heard. There are also said to be omens from the environment around 
or from the beyond. These are anecdotal beliefs that one may choose to take seriously 
or not. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one knows 
exactly when one will die. 

ÛøeÊÞø}Y!øøùÌðøü ×øæøúÒøG(3.23)  
maitry-ādiṣu balāni. 

[maitrī-ādi—goodwill, etcetera; balas—strengths.] 

From saṃyama on goodwill,
23

 […karuṇā (compassion), mudita (approval), and 
upekṣa (allowance)], there are strengths of being in accord with all, in these 
ways. 

Contemplating on these four makes a significant contribution to one’s clarity. Despite 
                                                 
23 Yoga Sūtra 1.33. 
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what some commentators claim here, allowance (upekṣa) towards those who have 
committed offence and towards the offence itself is a virtue of great value. It is, once 
again, seeing everything as within the order, within the Lord’s order. It is also a 
practical attitude because the yogin consciously limits the areas for which he or she 
needs to take responsibility. Seeing beyond good and bad is part of this. Often the 
tendency to criticize, condemn, and control others is a compensation for one’s doubt 
that a person can control himself. The student will use this sūtra as a guide toward 
emotional strength and good judgment. Saṃyama is to be done at all stages in one’s 
progress in yoga.

24
 

All the pairs of opposites we deal with in life are seen within this teaching tradition 
as the natural flow of the three guṇas. Stepping back from reactivity by means of 
contemplation gives the student freedom from unnecessary involvement with anything 
other than his or her proper concern. Apart from self or others’ immediate defense, in 
the view of the yogin, only a parent and perhaps someone in law enforcement needs to 
restrain another. Watching the guṇas at work, one knows he cannot influence them 
except as they affect his own intentions and manifest in his own behavior. Watching 
the guṇas at work, in a sense, is this contemplation. 

Clarity is not a mechanical clearing or cleaning of the mind. Clarity is being clear 
in the nature and quality of one’s thoughts so that they are in keeping with a proper 
means of knowledge, are without error, and are free of unnecessary imagination. This 
results in knowing what one wants and needs, and knowing the means to that. 

×øæ+ðøü ôúòÇøY×øæøÌûúÒøG(3.24) 
baleṣu hasti-balādīni. 

[balas—strengths; bala-ādi—strength, etcetera; hastin—elephant.] 

From saṃyama on strengths there is the strength, […grace, balance, and so 

                                                 
24 Yoga Sūtra 3.6. 
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on] of an elephant, and of other creatures. How the creatures exhibit their 
powers can be helpful in your own life. 

Beyond their names, many of the yogāsanas draw from animals as examples of how 
to stretch, relax, and tone one’s body and to fill it with maximal energy. The elephant 
is certainly an Indian icon of strength, steadfastness, dexterity, grace, and even 
wisdom. Other animals and forces in nature also have strengths and abilities that are 
worth contemplating. Many of the martial arts have adopted this study. Our sciences 
study nature for these same reasons. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one can gain 
super strength. 

Õøãéø ; ÉÇÞø}Y!øøæø+¡¢YÒÞøøòøøÇø} òøþ¦ÛøYéÞøéøùôÇøYúéøÕøã¡;¢ñÀY¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.25) 
pravṛtty-āloka-nyāsāt sūkṣma-vyavahita-viprakṛṣṭa-jñānam. 

[nyāsa—directing; āloka—light; pravṛtti—outward; jñāna—knowledge; 
sūkṣma—subtle; vyavahita—concealed; viprakṛṣṭa—remote.] 

By directing the light of the intellect outward, there is the knowledge of the 
subtle, the concealed, and the remote in this universe before us. 

Where the senses cannot penetrate, the intellect uncovers the rest of the universe. Our 
sciences have already demonstrated that this extends from the tiny loops of energy at 
the heart of matter to the farthest limits of space, and back in time from the first 
moments of this universe to the farthest reaches of possible futures. This teaching 
tradition goes further in that it opens this mind to the mind of the Lord, and in that 
way it resolves with objectivity this intellect, along with the entire universe, all the 
way to its singular reality. The light of awareness lights the way for this intellect.  

ÙøüéøÒøY¹øøÒø @ òøþÞø + â òø@ÞøÛøøÇø}G(3.26) 
bhuvana-jñānaṃ sūrye saṃyamāt. 
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[saṃyama—contemplation; sūrya—sun; jñāna—knowledge; bhuvanas—
worlds.] 

From saṃyama on the sun there is knowledge of the worlds—the other solar 
systems and the realms beyond the physical. 

The energy of the big bang is the source of the hydrogen and helium that eventually 
formed the stars by way of the gravitational attraction of these two elements. These 
stars are the source of all the other elements in the universe needed to form all the 
earths there may be. The gravity of the suns and their elements are the cause for the 
formations of planets. And the suns heat those planets to allow life to exist. This is 
what our sciences tell us. 

This was recognized, in very general, less exacting technical terms, by the tradition 
we are studying. In their terminology, the earth (bhū) is predominantly mass (tamas), 
while the sun (svar, the heavens including the sun) is predominantly energy (sattva), 
the obvious source of all energy on earth. The atmosphere (bhuvas) between the earth 
and the heavens is predominantly motion or turbulence (rajas). Between mass and 
energy, between tamas and sattva, is the entire makeup of the universe (bhū-bhuvas-
svar, tamas-rajas-sattva). 

Further, the light (the truth) of the sun removes the darkness here, so the sun also 
stands for the light of intelligence, the awareness itself that is the light of the mind.

25
 

Intelligence (sattva, also called satya), is the basic, subtle nature or reality of the 
universe. It manifests in the mind and to the senses as motion (rajas) and mass 
(tamas), by way of name (the motion of forming a thought) and form (the seeming 
fixed structure of the motion of thought), like the appearance of distinct patterns when 
the glowing end of a firebrand or incense stick is waved in darkness. In this firebrand 
example, the glow is the awareness-intelligence that alone is both the movement and 
the patterns, and their absence. 

                                                 
25 “We meditate upon that to be worshipped of the sun as this effulgence of the Lord which impels our 
intellects.” (Gāyatrī Mantra, Ṛg Veda 3.62.10). 
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The sun is also considered the door to the subtle heavenly worlds, and beyond to 
the truth of everything.

26
 This is recognition that heavens and hells are subtle forms of 

energy within the universe. They are not specific locations in space. Neither the 
physical body nor even a subtle body goes to heaven or a hell in a particular location 
in physical space. The subtle body—the mind and the subtle powers of sensing and 
action—has gone to various subtle realms before and after the death of this physical 
body. These are regions of thought-like reality, like in a realm of dream. Their order 
up and down is in terms of their pleasant or unpleasant valuation, not in terms of 
physical space. These subtle realms are the topic of the scriptures and the literature 
based on these scriptures. 

The sun is especially seen as a doorway to the highest heaven, Brahma-loka.
27

 
There one enjoys an extended opportunity to gain knowledge that frees one from 
moving through all realms of heavens and hells. Let your contemplation tie what you 
know from science together with what Patañjali and the Upaniṣads say. They are not 
at odds; they are helpful perspectives from those who have gone before. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one gains 
                                                 
26 “He goes to the sun, this indeed is the doorway to the [highest] realms [of heaven].” (Chāndogya Up. 8.6.5 
and 6). “The face [i.e., the true nature] of satya (i.e., brahman) is [as though] hidden by the golden vessel 
(pātra) [i.e., the blinding sun]. O Sun, please remove that [pātra, the blinding manifest form of yourself] for 
showing [the satya] to [me] the one whose nature is that satya.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 5.15.1). 

27 “Those who meditate upon this [five-fire ritual] in this way, and those in the forest who meditate with faith 
upon satya [i.e., Hiraṇya-garbha, the limit of subtlety but as ‘other’ than oneself, falling short of limitless 
brahman], they enter into the [funeral] fire[-deity], from the fire[-deity] they go to the day[-deity], from the 
day[-deity] to the waxing fortnight[-deity], from the waxing fortnight[-deity] to those six-months[-deities] where 
the sun travels north, by those six-months[-deities] to the heaven of the deities, from the heaven of the deities to 
the sun[-deity], from the sun[-deity] to the lightening-deity. From the lightening-deity a person born of the mind 
[of Hiraṇya-garbha] comes and takes them to the realms called brahma-loka [the highest heaven, wherein one 
can be taught brahma-vidyā, presumably, in the highest of these realms and get out of this rebirth cycle 
completely]. In those realms of brahma-loka they live a long time. For them there is no return again [during the 
life of this Hiraṇya-garbha, if at all, they will return upon the dissolution of that current brahma-loka during 
pralaya, the dissolution of all worlds].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 6.2.15). 
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detailed knowledge of the universe as this tradition understands it—with seven 
heavens (including the earthly realm in the lowest of these heavens) and seven hells, 
and the various regions within each one of these. These details are already given in 
various accounts throughout the classic literature of this culture.  

²øÒÌã + ÇøøáøYéÞøþôY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.27)  
candre tārā-vyūha-jñānam. 

[candra—moon; jñāna—knowledge; vyūha—arrangement; tārās—stars.] 

From saṃyama on the moon there is knowledge of the relative arrangement 
of the stars—the zodiac, and the path for rebirth. 

The moon traverses the visible sky in its nightly journey. The constellations and their 
positions were important to the herding and agrarian segments of this society in need 
of knowledge of the seasons, and for maintaining their ritual calendar. The lunar 
calendar is based on the movement, and the waxing and waning, of the moon against 
the backdrop of the constellations. 

In this tradition, the moon is seen as the doorway to all the lower heavenly 
realms,

28
 from which there will be a return to this world of opportunity to create new, 

                                                 
28 “Whereas, those who win [heavenly] worlds through ritual, charity, and prayerful discipline enter into the 

[funeral] smoke[-deity], from the smoke[-deity] they go to the night[-deity], from the night[-deity] to the waning 

fortnight[-deity], from the waning fortnight[-deity] to the six-months[-deities] where the sun travels south, from 

those six-months[-deities] to the heaven of the ancestors, from the heaven of the ancestors to the moon[-deity]. 

Reaching the moon[-deity] they [i.e., their karmas that brought them here] become food. There the deities enjoy 

them [like one enjoys] King Soma [saying] thus, ‘May you increase and [then] diminish [like the moon].’ When 

that [karma] of theirs elapses, then they fall out [of the lunar heaven] to this space [i.e., they, being emptied of 

their load of karma that was consumed by and thus swelled the waxing of the moon, become like empty space], 

from space to air, from air to rain, from rain to the earth. Reaching the earth they [i.e., their watery bodies] 

become food again, and they are offered into the [digestive] fire of a male, from him they [as seed] are born in 

the [reproductive] fire of a female, in this way alone rising [again] to [other]  worlds they revolve [in saṃsāra]. 

But, those who do not know [and follow] either of these two paths [of rites to the lunar heavens and of 
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beneficial karma or get out of the transmigration cycle altogether. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, by 
contemplation on this nightly wanderer there is detailed knowledge of all the 
constellations. 

Ðøã üéø + ÇøÌ}YªøúÇøY¹øøÒøÛø }G(3.28)  
dhruve tad-gati-jñānam. 

[dhruva—pole star; jñāna—knowledge; tad-gati—their movement.] 

From saṃyama on the pole star there is knowledge of their movement—the 
movement of the constellations and the annual and epochal rhythms of the 
universe from the human perspective. 

Around the Northern pole star, the constellations of stars slowly revolve as the earth 
daily spins around its axis. The stars visually arise from the horizon four minutes 
earlier every day throughout the year because of the combination of the earth’s spin 
on its axis and its rotation around the sun.

29
 Together, by these one can tell the time in 

the night. As the tipped earth rotates around the sun, the constellations  revolve at a 
slightly different angle throughout the year, so one can also tell the date. Even the 
pole star revolves in a circle around the earth’s axis once every 26,000 years as the 
earth wobbles on its axis like a spinning top that is off center.

30
 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, there is 
detailed knowledge of the movement of the constellations around the pole  star. 

                                                                                                                                                                
meditations to the solar heavens] [directly] become [i.e., may be born as] worms, flies, and this [bug, etc.] that 

keeps biting [us].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 6.2.16). 

29 Skywatching (A Nature Company Guide), David H. Levy, Time-Life Books, 1998, p. 86. 

30 ibid., p. 87. 
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ÒøøúÙøY²ø¡ã +¢ ¡¢øÞøYéÞøþôY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.29) 
nābhi-cakre kāya-vyūha-jñānam. 

[nābhi-cakra—navel plexus; jñāna—knowledge; vyūha—arrangement; 
kāya—body.] 

From saṃyama on the navel plexus, as a point of reference physically and 
energetically, there is knowledge of the arrangement of the body. 

Like the fixed pole star, so the central navel plexus may be used as a fixed point of 
reference to contemplate the arrangement of the various systems in the body.  

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, there is 
detailed knowledge of the various systems of the body. 

¡¢mÁY¡þ¢Õø+ ¦øüÇø }YùÕøÕøøòøøYúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G(3.30) 
kaṇṭha-kūpe kṣut-pipāsā-nivṛttiḥ. 

[kaṇṭha-kūpa—cavity of the throat; nivṛtti—suppression; kṣudh—hunger; 
pipāsā—thirst.] 

From saṃyama on the cavity of the throat there is suppression of hunger and 
thirst—when needed. 

Hunger and thirst may be suppressed by this contemplation. The mind plays, or can 
play, a large role in what we otherwise consider to be bodily processes outside of our 
control. 

¡þ¢ÛøâYÒøø®ßø@ òËøeÞø âÛø }G(3.31) 
kūrma-nāḍyāṃ sthairyam. 
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[kūrma-nāḍī—bronchial passage[s]; sthairya—calmness.] 

From saṃyama on the bronchial passage[s], literally, the turtle tube, there is 
calmness. 

This is related to control of the breath in that, just as slowing the breath calms the 
mind, watching the breath in the upper chest also calms the mind. This can be taken 
as the focus on the presence of the breath in prāṇa-vīkṣaṇa (Yoga Sūtra 2.51), the 
focal point for life’s energy, since this is where the essential life force of air is 
centered in the body. We may gain more energy from food than from air, but we can 
survive weeks without food, while only minutes without air. 

ÛøþÐø âYjÞøø+úÇøúðø úòøpÑYÌíøâÒøÛø}G(3.32)  
mūrdha-jyotiṣi siddha-darśanam. 

[mūrdhan-jyotis—light in the head; darśana—vision; siddhas—accomplished 
beings.] 

From saṃyama on the light in the head there is the vision of ethereal 
accomplished beings that may help guide one’s way in the afterlife, or inspire 
one in this. 

There are references to siddhas (accomplished beings) in the Purāṇa literature, and 
saṃyama on them is said to be a way of contacting them. If there is a description of 
any thing or any place, the human mind will find a way to reach it, and there will be 
those who claim to have the only or best way. The available teaching sources, present 
in these appropriately analyzed scriptures and texts, are enough to point the way to 
yoga’s freedom. If these teaching sources were not available at certain times or 
places, perhaps the mind would still be able to connect to a source wiser than itself. 

These siddhas are subtle beings, similar to someone you encounter in dream, who 
have a certain knowledge of these teachings. Being still within saṃsāra after their 
previous life, they themselves are not liberated. They may know about this 
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knowledge, but would not as yet have fully assimilated it.
31

 A teacher can be one who 
is fluent in the teaching methodology of the scriptures, but has not yet assimilated the 
knowledge being taught. He or she may be a śrotriya (scriptural master), but not yet a 
brahma-niṣṭha (reality master). Or, if they have assimilated the knowledge, then their 
karma, yet to be exhausted, is still somehow maintaining their subtle body after the 
death of the physical body. In either case, the best of knowledge they can impart to 
those who contact them would be this same teaching—that perfect reality always 
exists everywhere, is right here now, and you are that. 

You would know if there was another teaching that is more valid and reliable than 
this teaching. If you do know, you should take advantage of it . 

A more traditional way of understanding what the sūtras mean by the siddhas and 
the afterlife is found in the Upaniṣads that talk about the path the subtle body takes 
when it leaves the physical body behind. Siddhas can be subtle beings who guide us 
along the path to higher or lower heavens. Or, one’s actions and meditations on the 
shining conscious being behind the right eye (see footnote for jyotiṣmatin in Yoga 
Sūtra 1.36) gain for you the highest heaven within the universe, Brahma-loka, in that 
world there will be other likewise accomplished (siddha) beings in residence.

32
 Or, as 

                                                 
31 Yoga Sūtras 4.32 and 34. 

32 “Thus when this one [the common person] departs from this body, as well as the one who dies [uttering, i.e., 

meditating upon] ‘Om,’ then one goes upward through these rays alone [that come from the sun into the subtle 

pathways in the body called the nāḍīs reaching to the heart, and from them back to the sun, see Chāndogya Up. 

8.6.2, i.e., there is no disconnect of energy between the center of oneself and the representative center of the 

universe]. After the mind fails [to remain tied to this body], then one goes to the sun, this indeed is the doorway 

to the [highest] realms [of heaven]. There is passage [through the sun] for the [sufficiently] wise, but there is 

obstruction [there] for the unwise. There is this verse—‘One hundred and one nāḍīs of the heart. One of them 

goes out to the head. Going upward through that, one attains deathlessness. The other [nāḍīs] [going] in different 

directions are when going out [in those other directions, upon death].’” (Chāndogya Up. 8.6.5 and 6, and Kaṭha 

Up. 2.3.16). “Closing all the gates [i.e., the sense organs] and [as a visualization] withdrawing  the mind into the 

heart; placing one’s breath at [the top of] the head, and remaining [there] holding [the last breath] by [the 

strength of] yoga; chanting the single syllable ‘Om,’ which is brahman; remembering Me accordingly [through 
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an upāsana (meditation), in this life itself, one can gain the greatness (the siddhi) and 
brilliance of whatever, or whomever, siddha is meditated upon.

33
 

ÕøãøúÇøÙøøÌ} éøø òøéøâÛø }G(3.33) 
prātibhād vā sarvam. 

[vā—and; prātibha—light; sarva—everything.] 

And from saṃyama on the light of intelligence
34

 there is knowledge of 
everything that needs to be known. 

By intelligence, which is the mind lit in awareness, alone we come to know 
everything of our world. This fact can be lost in our interactions with the world. The 
mind often appears transparent and not a factor when we perceive the world, but it is 
only by the form our mind takes in perceiving and understanding the world that we 
can ever know anything. Whatever limitations or colorings the mind has, these 
limitations and colorings inform our knowledge of everything in our world.  
Contemplating this gives rise to renewed commitment to gaining more clarity of mind 
so that it does not unnecessarily limit and afflict one’s world of experience. 

Alternatively, the sūtra can be taken as: Or from the light (prāti-bha) [of 
intelligence just before total absorption in samādhi] there is [knowledge of] 
everything. 

                                                                                                                                                                
My teaching], [while] giving up the body—the one [yogin who is not yet fully wise] who departs [by movement 

as it were]—that one reaches the most exalted end [within saṃsāra, i.e., brahma-loka, the seventh heaven, 

where one may be taught brahma-vidyā and thus freed].” (Bh. Gītā 8.12 and 13). 

33 “That person [brahman] which is in the sun…I contemplate this one as existing across all beings, as [their] 

head and resplendent. The one who contemplates this one in this way [also] exists across all beings, as their head 

and resplendent.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.1.2). 

34 Yoga Sūtra 3.25. 
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The prefix, prāti- (= prati-), can mean pre- or before. As a superpower, when 
extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, just before total absorption of 
understanding in samādhi that is enlightenment, there is a power of knowing 
everything—according to some in the Sāṅkhya-Yoga tradition. 

However, this knowing everything is an expression in the Upaniṣad tradition for 
knowing everything to be known. One knows that everything is the reality that is 
oneself, so, in knowing oneself as such, one knows everything in essence. For 
example, when one knows the nature of clay, one knows the essential nature of all 
things made of clay. In the Upaniṣads the knowing everything by knowing reality 
itself is the enlightenment. Nothing more needs to be known for one to be totally free. 
There is even an entire Upaniṣad called Muṇdaka that is devoted to answering this 
specific question, “Upon having known what all this is known?”

35
 With this 

knowledge the knower comes to terms with all fear that is the result  of giving 
absolute reality to what is other than oneself, to what appears to limit and afflict 
oneself. 

The student can see here the major distinction between the freedom the Veda 
tradition teaches, the tradition Patanjali comes from, and the misinterpretation by 
those who see yoga contemplation as bringing about a fundamental change to oneself 
to become free and with superpowers. 

Sāṅkhya-Yoga writers misinterpret what yoga freedom is. They think that the mind 
has to disappear for freedom to arise in samādhi. The knowing of everything, if it 
happens, can only be possible just prior to the mind disappearing in samādhi 
absorption in which there is no other thing known. It is then designated as a 
superpower that comes to the meditator just prior to this absorption. Total absorption 
is their goal; it is a lonely goal (kaivalya, freedom in isolation). But this is a 
misinterpretation of freedom. It is not even consistent with the second sūtra of 

                                                 
35 “Śaunaka, a great householder, appropriately approached Aṅgiras and asked, ‘O Lord, upon having known 
what all this is known?’” (Muṇdaka Up. 1.1.3). 
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Patañjali’s text—“(From yoga’s success) then the witness remains in its own nature.” 
If freedom was not already one’s nature, then remaining in one’s nature could not be 
freedom. 

Freedom cannot be a state or stage arrived at in contemplation, preceded or not by 
a superpower of all-knowledge. If freedom were a result of contemplation, and not the 
very nature of the self, then, like every other result gained in the world, it would be 
limited in time and equal to its cost, and could just as well slip away in time and 
value. As with every experience, we soon enough get used to it and start demanding 
more and better and new. When has experience ever been anything else than that?  

/ÌÞø+ ú²øÉÇøYòø@ úéøÇø}G(3.34)  
hṛdaye citta-saṃvit. 

[hṛdaya—center; saṃvid—knowledge; citta—mind.] 

From saṃyama on the center, literally, the heart, and in particular the limitless 
expanse within the heart, there is knowledge of the mind—and the limitless 
expanse within, lit by the light of awareness, like the sun and stars light the 
universe outside. 

When this tradition talks about the heart, it is talking about the mind, in particular the 
intellect (buddhi). There is no knowing that goes on in the physical heart, but it is in 
the heart that one can be said to feel the truth of wisdom. 

Placing the mind or intellect in the heart is an imagery that has been used in the 
West too. The heart is the center of our body that remains active day and night. The 
heart is said to be the seat or wellspring of the mind. The heart stands for the center of 
one’s being, and that is realistically the mind , since one is essentially a cognitive 
being. Even now we still point to our heart when we talk about our deeply held 
convictions, and deeply held convictions are what constitute the intellect. Our 
language, even today, allows the use of the word ‘heart’ when we are indicating 
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where we know or believe something. As was pointed out before, the mind is subtle 
and thus is not really something that can be categorized as having, or being limited to, 
a physical location. But as the center of one’s own mind, in any culture, the heart is as 
good as any place to point. 

The heart is as vast as the mind. Within it can be seen the entire cosmos.
36

 

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøÞøø+á} !øÇÞøÒÇøøòøw£¯ûmøâÞøø +: ÕøãÇÞøÞøøúéøíø+ðøø + Ùøø+ªø: ÕøáøËøâÇéøøÇø} òéøøËøâYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} 
Õøü)ðøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.35) 
sattva-puruṣayor atyantāsaṅkīrṇayoḥ pratyayāviśeṣo bhogaḥ parārthatvāt 
svārtha-saṃyamāt puruṣa-jñānam. 

[bhoga—experience; arthatva—sake; para—other; a-viśeṣa—
non-distinguishing; pratyaya—notion; sattva—mind; puruṣa—self; atyanta—
completely; a-saṅkīrṇa—separate. saṃyama—contemplation; artha—sake; 
sva—the self; jñāna—knowledge; puruṣa—self.] 

Seeking experience for the sake of the other—all other objects—is a 
non-distinguishing—a mixed up—notion between the mind, literally, pure-
energy, and the puruṣa (self), which are completely separate. From saṃyama 
for the sake of the self there is knowledge of the puruṣa (self). 

Objects by their nature are limited, and the self by its nature is unlimited. We seek 
experience because of our binding desire for objects as unending sources of 
satisfaction. Unending satisfaction is the nature of only the self. Mutual imposing 
their natures is thinking the objects are limitless and the source of satisfaction, 

                                                 
36 “Indeed as vast as this space [in the cosmos] is this space inside the heart (antar-hṛdayaḥ ākāśaḥ) [i.e., the 
mind]. In this [mind, the space in the heart] are contained [are contemplated] ( samāhite) within both sky and 
earth, both fire and wind, both sun and moon, and lightening and stars. Whatever here one has and does not have 
[in this world], all that is contained [is contemplated] in this [mind, the space in the heart].” ( Chāndogya Up. 
8.1.3). 
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whereas oneself is limited and not satisfied. When this mutual imposing of natures of 
oneself and the objects is there in the confused mind, and oneself is thus thought to be 
unacceptable, then there is a drive for the sake of these objects of experience. This 
yoga is for turning away from this delusion and seeking the real, lasting satisfaction 
in the self. 

Sattva (pure-energy) is the guṇa that constitutes the essential nature of the mind. 
The other two guṇas, rajas (agitation) and tamas (darkness), are considered 
impurities of the mind. These two guṇas allow the mind to experience all objects, 
since every object is a composite of the three guṇas. If these two guṇas are 
predominant in the mind, they are said to inhibit the ability of the mind to 
contemplate their reality as dependent on the self that is free of the guṇas.

37
 When 

rajas and tamas are in abeyance, when they have only their appropriate proportion, 
the sattva predominant mind—in contemplation of the self, in removing its wrong 
notions of the self—becomes like a clear crystal unclouded by ignorance and doubt. 

The sattva mind in assimilated knowledge is said to have the form, so to speak, of 
the self, of brahman (nondual reality), called a-khaṇḍa-ākāra-vṛtti—the knowledge 
that limitations have no separate reality from the self, that there is only one undivided 
reality.

38
 In terms of contemplation, this is said to be the dawn of self-knowledge, of 

                                                 
37 “Among these [three guṇas], sattva—since it is free from impurity—is illuminating and free from affliction—
[yet] binds by [one’s] attachment to pleasure and by [one’s] attachment to knowing [i.e., attachment/identity is 
the problem, not the pleasure or knowledge], O Arjuna. Know rajas, which is of the nature of attraction [i.e., it 
is an impurity to the natural clarity of the sattva mind—projecting virtues on things they don’t have], as born of 
[i.e., increased by] longing and attachment. O Arjuna, it binds the embodied one by attachment to activity. 
Whereas, know tamas—for all those identified with their body—as delusion [i.e., as the lack of discerning the 
difference between oneself and objects of desire] born of [i.e., perpetuated by] ignorance. It binds by 
carelessness, laziness, and sleepiness, O Arjuna.” (Bh. Gītā 14.6 through 8). “When the seer sees [according to 
the teaching] that there is not a doer other than the guṇas and knows [the self] as beyond the guṇas, [then] that 
one attains My nature [called mokṣa (freedom).” (Bh. Gītā 14.19). 

38 “Manaso vṛtti-śūnyasya brahmākāratayā sthitiḥ (the status of the mind whose thoughts are unreal (śūnya) by 
having the form of brahman).” (Pātañjala-Yoga-Sūtrāṇi-Bhoja-Sadāśiva-Vṛtti 3.3). 
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knowledge that is true to the nature of the self. The tradition clearly says, though, that 
it is the words of the teaching from a capable teacher to the adept student that afford 
the possibility of realizing that knowledge.

39
 The practice of contemplation supports 

and helps the assimilation of that knowledge; it does not produce it.
40

 

Ignorance with regard to the nature of the self, once burned away in the light of 
truth, cannot stage a comeback. Just as one clearly and doubtlessly knows one exists, 
and this is not forgotten, similarly when one clearly and doubtlessly knows one exists 
free of limitations, this cannot be forgotten. One is no longer deluded by the 
appearance of limitations, thinking them to be real, to be as real as me. This 
contemplation is an appreciation of myself as unlimited reality, free of any mixing up 
with that which is not self. Compare this sūtra with Yoga Sūtras 2.17, 2.18, 2.20, and 
2.21. 

The only way one can know objects as other is through the duality of taking them 
as other. When contemplating simply oneself, there can only be non-duality, since 
one’s self is but the reality of everything. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøãøúÇøÙøYîøãøéømøYéø+ÌÒøøÌíøøâòéøøÌYéøø ÉÇøø â jøøÞøÒÇø+G(3.36)  
tataḥ prātibha-śrāvaṇa-vedanādarśāsvāda-vārttā jāyante. 

                                                 
39 “For assimilated knowledge of that [reality] one must with ritual fuel in hand [as a sign of dutifulness] 
approach only a teacher (guru) who is learned in the scripture (śrotriya) and established in that reality (brahma-
niṣṭha).” (Muṇdaka Up. 1.2.12). “When taught by one who is [established] in no other (an-anya) [reality], there 
is no going (gati) [astray] in regard to it. Because, it is subtler (aṇīyas) than the subtle (aṇu) and unapproachable 
by mere logic (a-tarkya).” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.8). 

40 “I know this fullness (puruṣa) that is limitless (mahat), clear and bright as the sun (āditya-varṇa), and beyond 
the darkness [of ignorance]. By knowledge of that alone (tam eva viditvā) one goes beyond death. There is no 
other way of getting [there].” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.8). 
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[tataḥ—from that; jāyante—arise; prātibha—light; vārttās—activities; 
śrāvaṇa—hearing; vedanā—sensation; ādarśa—sight; āsvāda—taste.] 

From that saṃyama for the sake of the self may arise various degrees of 
powers of the light of intelligence,

41
 and the activities of hearing, sensation—

touch, sight, and taste. 

The word vārttā (vārtā in some texts) is from the Sanskrit verbal root vṛt (to happen 
or take place) and generally means an occupation. It is rendered here as the activities 
of the four senses. Some take the word to mean smell, because of the word being 
limited sometimes to agricultural occupation. We can imagine the smell of the rich 
earth, the element connected with smell, in that occupation. Then the sūtra would 
read, “…the light [of intelligence], hearing, touch, sight, taste, and smell.”  

This sūtra indicates that meditation, or certain forms of meditations, can enhance 
the senses. For whatever entertainment or occupational value that would be, it can  be 
considered a superpower. 

Çø+ òøÛøøÐøøéø} $Õøòøªøøâ éÞøüÇËøøÒø+ úòøpÑÞø:G(3.37) 
te samādhāv upasargā vyutthāne siddhayaḥ. 

[siddhis—superpowers; vyutthāna—active mind; te—these; upasargas—
impediments [or secondary]; samādhi—contemplation.] 

Though being siddhis (superpowers) in the active mind outside of 
contemplation, these are, or may be, impediments [or secondary] in final 
progress in samādhi. 

Superpowers or imagined superpowers are not the nature of limitless reality that is the 
goal of samādhi. They are possible side-effects along the way. If they are mistaken as 
the main goal, they become upasargas (impediments) waiting along the way, from 
                                                 
41 See the alternative meaning of Yoga Sūtra 3.33. 
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which one may not get back on the path. Final wisdom is relatively uncommon (see 
Bhagavad Gītā 7.3); seeking can be a drawn out process. There are those who settle 
for the limited attainments of powers and perhaps the charisma to attract followers. 
There is no shortage of followers. This sūtra encourages the student to maintain focus 
on the goal and the worthy guides to that goal. 

These superpowers in and of themselves are not impediments. However, they can 
become impediments when they invoke in the seeker attitudes not helpful to success 
in yoga. Any attention the student gives to the superpowers should not be counter to 
vairāgya (non-attachment).

42
 The superpowers can only become impediments when 

the side-effects become ends in themselves. 

The pronoun te (these) in this sūtra refers specifically to the siddhis in sūtra 3.36. 
These are not intrinsically different, though, from all the other siddhis in the 
preceding and following sūtras, in regards to being possible impediments. All of them 
are attractive side-effects (gauṇa-phalas). They are neither the accomplishments of 
skill in contemplation (saṃyama), the gaining of a cosmic perspective in the mind, 
nor the attainment of greater clarity of mind that was pointed out in the first chapter 
as the immediate goal of contemplation. Nor are they the final attainment of samādhi 
culminating in assimilated knowledge (prajñā). So they are not part of the direct path 
to assimilated knowledge. They are like the other gauṇa-phalas mentioned here and 
there in the scriptures, such as gaining abundance or fame.

43
 By the very same 

reasoning that the siddhis in sūtra 3.36 can be impediments, all the superpower 
siddhis mentioned in this chapter are indicated by sūtra 3.37 as capable of being 
impediments. 

However, the siddhis in sūtra 3.36 were possible from the contemplation in sūtra 

                                                 
42 Yoga Sūtras 1.12 and 15. 

43 “One who knows [through contemplation] thusly becomes established [in the ultimate being within (parame 
vyoman)]. That one possesses food and is the eater of food, and is bountiful in progeny, wealth, spiritual 
radiance, and fame.” (Taittirīya Up. 3.6.1). 
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3.35. That contemplation has a quite distinct topic. The contemplation in sūtra 3.35 
was on the ultimate topic, the puruṣa free of misidentification with the mind or other 
objects. This contemplation would be the contemplation detailed in the first chapter of 
these sūtras. Any side-effect there would be considered by yogins possessing 
sufficient vairāgya (non-attachment) far short of his or her goal. 

Moreover, the other contemplations in this section are on various objects within the 
universe. Those contemplations may even be suggested for persons interested in other 
disciplines besides yoga. Students of astronomy, astrology, healing, martial arts, and 
other disciplines may find them useful. These superpowers, even in limited measure, 
may be their ultimate goal. They would not be impediments for such seekers. Since 
sūtras can have more than one meaning or application, this can be an additional and 
acceptable interpretation of this sūtra, and thus of this section of sūtras. 

Perhaps another way to understand the superpowers, while avoiding here the 
consideration of them being impediments, is by taking the word upasarga as meaning 
additional or secondary, opposed to pradhāna (primary). The simple, alternative 
meaning of the sūtra would be, “Though being superpowers, upon arising out of 
contemplation these are secondary to final progress in samādhi.” 

×øÒÐøY¡¢øámøYíøeúËøèÞøøÇø} Õøã²øøáYòø@éø +ÌÒøø²ø} ²ø ú²øÉÇøòÞø ÕøáYíøáûáøéø+íø:G (3.38) 
bandha-kāraṇa-śaithilyāt pracāra-saṃvedanāc ca cittasya para-śarīrāveśaḥ. 

[śaithilya—loosening; kāraṇa—cause; bandha—bondage; ca—and; 
saṃvedana—fully understanding; pracāra—travel; citta—mind; āveśa—
entering; para-śarīra—another body.] 

From the loosening of the cause of bondage to this body and from fully 
understanding the travel of the mind to new embodiments, there may be the 
entering of the mind into another body of the next life, perhaps even in this 
life, if one goes by the stories. 
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Here, nature of the subtle mind as not being an effect of the gross brain must be 
assumed. Nor does the mind die when the body dies. This allows the mind to not only 
go out during perception through senses, but also leave the body upon the body’s 
death. 

This sūtra also brings up questions about the propriety of a yogin ending this life to 
continue the pursuit in a young, healthy body. 

Belief in reincarnation can be just as sure in the believer’s mind as  a belief in going 
to a heaven. Belief in karma that continues past this life can be just as sure as the 
belief that one’s life résumé and personality tendencies continue up to and into a 
heaven, or doesn’t. Everyone, no matter what their beliefs, eventually arrive at the 
threshold of death. The wise in this tradition chose to contemplate this topic to their 
most honest satisfaction. Their decision should be understood within the context of 
their beliefs. 

At the advent of death, though the mind might not let go easily, the body may 
naturally lose appetite for life sustaining food and drink. The mind may also wish to 
let go as death nears. These are common experiences. Though we understand and 
accept that the body naturally can and eventually must shut down, we often do not 
understand or accept another person choosing death. We have recently gained a 
greater ability to extend the death process through medical discoveries. This has 
benefits in certain circumstances, but also prolongs an often agonizing event process 
for the individual and for others in relationship with the person. 

This sūtra provides some relief, acknowledging that in the karma model everyone’s 
spiritual progress continues to the next life.

44
 Though the karma model promotes a-

                                                 
44 “O Arjuna, neither here itself [due to the positive attitude of śraddhā (trust in the teaching)] nor hereafter 
[according to karma] is there loss for that one. Because, O Dear One, [to the extent] anyone performs adaptive 
action [in keeping with dharma], [to that extent] that one does not get a bad lot. The one who has ‘fallen’ from 
this yoga gains the [same] worlds [i.e., heavens] of those who do adaptive actions, lives there for countless 
years, [then] is [re-]born in the home of a virtuous [i.e., following dharma] and fortunate [family]. Or [even 
better] that one is born in the family of wise yogins. Such a birth as this is indeed more difficult to attain in this 
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hiṃsā (non-injury or offence) towards any body as a preeminent value, it allows the 
knowledge and decision of the individual as a positive or negative factor within this 
value. 

If one could separate from the physical body without injuring it (see the next sūtra) 
simply by the power of will to choose to separate from the physical body, then no 
hiṃsā would incur. It is the nature of the body to disintegrate and that will naturally 
continue and accelerate when the mind and the rest of the subtle body are not there to 
provide and direct the body’s life extending functions.  

In the legends and epics of India there are stories of characters leaving their own 
body to inhabit another body. This sūtra could be indicating how this may be 
accomplished. As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, 
one may gain, for whatever benefit it may be, the ability to leave this body, and even, 
according to the Purāṇa stories, enter into another person’s body. 

$ÌøÒøYjøÞøøjø} jøæYÕøw£¯Y¡¢m¾¡¢øùÌðéø} !øYòøw«¯ $Ç¡ã¢øúÒÇøíø} ²øG (3.39) 
udāna-jayāj jala-paṅka-kaṇṭakādiṣv a-saṅga utkrāntiṣ ca. 

[jaya—mastering; udāna—upward energy; a-saṅga—not getting stuck; 
jala—water; paṅka—mud; kaṇṭakas—thorns; ādi—etcetera; ca—and; 
utkrānti—ascending.] 

From mastering the upward energy in the body there is the power of not 
getting stuck in water or mud, or by thorns and so on, and the power of 
ascending out of the body at will. 

                                                                                                                                                                
world. There, one gains connection with [i.e., quickly matures to] an intellect [like the one] that existed while in 
the previous body and [then] strives further than that, towards success [i.e., complete freedom], O Arjuna. By 
that previous [life’s] practice [i.e., its karma-phala (the results of its karma)] alone, even without will, one is 
indeed swept along. Just desiring to know about [this] [jñāna-]yoga [one quickly] goes beyond the Veda text 
[i.e., its bulky heaven-going section].” (Bh. Gītā 6.40 through 44). 
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Udāna is one of the five subtle life-force energies (prāṇas). It accounts for any rising 
up power within the body. Certainly it takes power to stay afloat in water and to pull 
oneself out of mud. It takes dexterous power to tiptoe over thorny ground. Upon 
death’s door, it also takes strength to hang on longer or let go of the body, at one’s 
choosing. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one may 
become light and can walk on water and over mud, and lightly walk over thorns 
without getting stuck. Exit from the body, death, is a power one can wield at any 
time. The latter is connected with the preceding sūtra, since udāna is the force that 
also ejects the subtle body, including the mind, out of the then lifeless physical body. 

òøÛøøÒøYjøÞøøjø} jéøæÒøÛø}G(3.40) 
samāna-jayāj jvalanam. 

[jaya—from mastering; samāna—uniting energy; jvalana—glowing.] 

From mastering the uniting energy—center directed energy, including 
digestion in the body—there is glowing of good health in body, senses, and 
mind. 

Digestion, another of the five prāṇas, is the body’s subtle assimilation of the energy 
from food, water, and air. It provides strength to the body. So this glow is the glow of 
good health and strength, including the ability to survive cold temperatures when 
needed. This glow is also the brilliance of the senses and mind because of the 
assimilation of the energy from food.

45
 This brilliance may increase through a broad 

based knowledge and self-confidence, called brahma-varcasa (brilliance in scriptural 
knowledge). 

                                                 
45 “Since this [samāna] distributes equally the food offered [into the fire of prāṇa], from that these seven flames 

[of prāṇa] [issue out] [through the mouth and the two eyes, ears, and nostrils].” (Praśna Up. 3.5). 
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Through a broader knowledge of the various topics in the scriptures one can unfold 
these sūtras without having to leap to mystical or nearly impossible superpowers. 
This scriptural background should be there through svādhyāya (study).

46
 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one’s aura 
brightens, illuminates a room, or dries the clothes on one’s back in winter. 

îøãø +Êøø¡¢øíøÞøø+: òø@×øÒÐøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} ùÌéÞø@ îøãø +ÊøÛø}G (3.41) 
śrotrākāśayoḥ saṃbandha-saṃyamād divyaṃ śrotram. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; saṃbandha—connection; śrotra—sense of 
hearing; ākāśa—element space; divya—divine; śrotra—hearing.] 

From saṃyama on the connection between the sense of hearing and the 
element space there is divine hearing—the listening to and the understanding 
of the cosmic worldview from the scripture, and the pervasive connection 
between the individual and the universe, including the divine realms therein. 

Vedānta accepts one of the traditional Upaniṣad and Sāṅkhya explanations of the 
process of creation via the elements that make up the dependent universe. We use that 
explanation to unfold the Yoga Sūtras. Within that explanation, space is the first of 
the five elements: space (ākāśa), air (vāyu), fire (agni), water (āpaḥ), and earth 
(pṛthivī). From the subtle element space come the other four subtle elements, each 
successively less subtle than the other. Subtle, here, means incapable of being an 
object of the five sense organs, as well as being more innermost and/or more 
pervasive. From space comes air, from air comes fire, from fire comes water, and 
from water comes earth.

47
 Out of these subtle elements is the entire universe.

48
 Each 

                                                 
46 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 

47 “From that [brahman] indeed, which is this self (ātman), exists space. From space [exists] air, from air fire, 
from fire water, from water earth.” (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). 
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succeeding subtle element includes the natures of the previous. 

These elements seem to be just a selection of five common features we see in the 
world, but there is a significant sophistication behind these terms, when the tradition 
expounds on them as subtle elements. They are not actually the five features we 
experience in the world. Here, they are the subtle, hidden basics behind all features 
we experience in the world. 

Subtle space is defined as what gives accommodation (avakāśayati iti ākāśa). 
Subtle space thus means dimension. Subtle air means movement (vāti gacchati iti 
vāyuḥ). Subtle fire means heat and light (dahati iti dahanam agniḥ). Subtle water 
means liquidity (āvṛnoti iti vāriḥ). Subtle earth means solidity and mass (sambhavati 
iti bhūḥ). 

Each subtle element allows the following element to arise. Dimension allows the 
possibility of movement and form (rūpa), including thought forms. Dimension and 
movement via friction allow heat/light, the start of visible form. Dimension, 
movement, and heat/light allow liquidity, for example, the possibility of magma. 
Dimension, movement, heat/light, liquidity via cooling allows solidity/mass, for 
example, the possibility of land formation. 

These subtle elements, also called the tan-mātras (literally, merely that) the basic 
elements, not mixed together with any of the other elements, are not the gross 

                                                                                                                                                                
48 “In the beginning [of this manifestation cycle], my dear, [all] this was existence ( sat) alone, one indeed 
without a second. …That [existence as the Lord] envisioned [as it was before and in keeping with that], ‘May I 
be many, may I be born [as though many].’ That [existence] gave rise to Fire. That Fire envisioned, ‘May I be 
many, may I be born [as though many].’ That [Fire] gave rise to Water. Therefore, whenever a person is hot he 
perspires. So water is produced indeed from heat. That Water envisioned, ‘May I be many, may I be born [as 
though many].’ That [Water] gave rise to Food, i.e., Earth. Therefore, whenever it rains, then abundant food 
arises. So eatable food is produced from water.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.2.1 and 3 through 4). “From the earth are 
plants. From plants is food. From food is the person. This very person is made from the essence of food.” 
(Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). “All this [universe] is indeed this much—food and the eater of food.” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka 
Up. 1.4.6). 
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elements we interact with. The mixing of these subtle elements are their 
grossification—each one a combination of the other four with itself being the 
predominant element. This five-folding of the five elements is an extrapolation from 
the three-folding of the last three (visible) elements mentioned in scripture as just a 
naming convention employed by living beings to distinguish things.

49
 For example, 

the gross space we interact with is a combination of the subtle elements space, air, 
fire, water, and earth, with space being the predominant. That is, gross space we move 
through is a combination of mostly dimension, with movement, heat/light, fluidity , 
and solidity/mass. Because of its movement aspect, the expanding and bending of 
space can be demonstrated by experiments. Because of the particle aspect we have 
oxygen as well as space pollution all around us. It is from the distinguishing names of 
these gross elements that their more sophisticated subtle elements get their names: 
space, wind, and so on. 

This is our model. The model could be the string theory (multiple dimensions of 
space and spins of energy making up the characteristics of everything) or the periodic 
table of the elements from the airy light to the most massive. But those mappings 
have no benefit in understanding the self-based freedom that this teaching is alone 
concerned with. Our model’s purpose is simply to comprehend in five components the 

                                                 
49 “This very Lord thought, ‘Well, may I enter into these three deities [i.e., Fire, Water, and Food/Earth] through 
this [individual] living ātman [as in the previous cycle] and [through the enlivened mind therein] differentiate 
[all things] into name and form.’ This very Lord (thought), ‘Of these [three deities], may I make each one 
threefold. May I enter into these three deities through this [individual] living ātman and [through the enlivened 
mind therein] differentiate [all things] into name and form.’ In [triplicated, i.e., material/visible] fire, what is the 
red color/form is the color/form of [undifferentiated] Fire, what is the white color/form [in the fire] is that of 
Water, and what is the black color/form [in the fire] is that of Food/Earth — [thus] [a single] form/nature of 
[visible] fire has gone away from [what we call] fire [that is really tri -formed] [i.e., all that we give a name to is 
in fact a semblance consisting of something more subtle, and that more subtle is more real as it is more 
permanent]. [All] modification [i.e., form (rūpa)] is originating from speech (vācā-ārambhaṇa), mere name 
alone (nāmadheya). The three forms [of undifferentiated Fire, Water, and Food/Earth, not available to the 
senses] alone are [relatively] real (satya) [as even their reality is but existence (sat) itself, which has no 
beginning, no modification, and no end].” (Chāndogya Up. 6.3.2 through 3, and 6.4.1). 
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entirety of the universe, so everything within the universe can be later summarily 
dismissed as not fully satisfying our basic quest for ultimate freedom. 

This is an ancient, sophisticated presentation of the entire universe into five 
components because we happen to have five sense organs. The subtle elements of the 
macrocosm are matched to the five subtle sense organs with which the human body is 
equipped. So, wherever you go, whatever you perceive will be in keeping with this 
model. The addition of better means of gathering data, such as the telescope, 
microscope or electrocardiograph, is simply useful extension of the five senses. 
Eventually, they and their data also have to be perceived through the five senses. This 
five-fold elemental model, and its purpose within this teaching, will thus never 
become outdated. 

Space/dimension is connected to the sense of hearing, air/movement to the sense of 
touch, fire/heat/light to the sense of sight, water/liquidity to the sense of taste, and 
earth to the sense of smell. If we had six sense organs, then the tradition would have 
come up with six subtle and gross elements. If someone is born with less than the five 
senses, their entire universe would only consist of a mix of those elements sensed. 

An alternative presentation, which we have already seen, is the later, three-guṇa 
model, perhaps derived from the three-elemental presentation in the scripture of fire-
water-earth. These are models

50
 for comprehending everything in the universe without 

the sophisticated scientific tools and data we have now. Sitting in a cave in the 
Himalayas or in an apartment in New York City the entire universe through these 
elements can be contemplated. 

Our model sees the universe as proceeding from three or five and then assuming or 
condensing into the forms that are available to the five senses. Again, the three or five 

                                                 
50 Both of these models originate from the Upaniṣad literature. The Sāṅkhya and Sāṅkhya-Yoga philosophies 
would like to say they first thought of these explanations. They try to garner the perennial scriptural authority of 
the sage Kapila, who is connected with the guṇa model and who preceded the dates of the existent writings of 
these two philosophies. 
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are themselves said to manifest within the one reality that alone exists. The universe 
is but the names applied to the forms appearing along the continuum of the evolution 
of the universe. 

No future science could ever improve or dismiss this world view. This knowledge 
of the one reality that is everything and is oneself is more complete than any possible 
Theory of Everything from science. The sciences can, without certitude, speculate 
what is the building block of everything perceived, but lack a method to resolve with 
certitude both the perceived and the perceiver into one absolute reality—beyond time 
and space, beyond mind. One cannot objectively stand outside this singular reality-
consciousness to describe it or experiment with it. 

The subtle sense of hearing in the body is directly connected to the subtle element 
space, dimension. In the dark of night or closed eye meditation, hearing connects us 
to the dimensions of the universe. By reflecting on the connection of subtle, limitless 
space and the subtle sense of hearing, one can start to appreciate the participation of 
one’s body-sense-mind complex in the limitless. Space is not altogether limitless, 
since it is bound up with time. And space itself is said to be re-created along with 
each manifestation cycle of the universe from the one, limitless reality called 
brahman, the Lord. But within this embodiment, hearing directly connects us to the 
relative limitless within this transactional world we live in. 

Indeed, hearing also connects us to this oral teaching of the limitless reality of 
oneself, and this universe of space and time. Nothing is apart from this space, 
including the subtle realms of heaven. So one is directly connected, even here and 
now, to the entire universe including the divine heavens—everything one has heard 
of. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one’s hearing 
gains access to the whole, to all that is divine. 
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¡¢øÞøø¡¢øíøÞøø+: òø@×øÒÐøYòø@ÞøÛøøæ} æ¬øüYÇøþæYòøÛøøÕøÉÇø+íø} ²øø¡¢øíøYªøÛøÒøÛø }G (3.42) 
kāyākāśayoḥ saṃbandha-saṃyamāl laghu-tūla-samāpatteś cākāśa-gamanam. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; saṃbandha—connection; kāya—body; ākāśa—
space; ca—and; samāpatti—contemplation; laghu-tūla—light cotton; 
gamana—movement; ākāśa—space.] 

From saṃyama on the connection between the body and space, and from 
contemplation on light cotton, there is movement through space—the free 
movement, as it were, of the body-space within space, and the free movement of 
the mind within the space of the heart. 

Remember from the preceding sūtra’s commentary that the element air, meaning 
movement, exists from space, from dimension.  

The body, which we take as solid, is, in fact, mostly space. The subatomic particles 
of matter are many, but far between. Even these particles of matter are, at their basis, 
mass-less packets of vibrating energy in multiple dimensions of space. Even these 
mass-less packets of energy are more intelligence, more conception in our mind and 
in our mathematics more abstractions, than something actually there.  

This body is standing on earth, but the earth is spinning around on its axis. The 
earth is also flying around the sun. The sun is flying around in its star cluster. This 
star cluster is flying around in its galaxy. This galaxy is flying around in its galaxy 
cluster. This galaxy cluster is flying outward along with the expanding space of the 
universe. There is no standing still in space; it is mithyā—only apparently-real, valid 
only from a limited perspective and falsifiable when viewed in a broader and more 
factual context. 

Our experiences in life are appearances gained through our senses and mind. This 
is the nature of life. It is not that someone can peek behind the curtain , behind the 
appearances, to see absolute facts free from the limited perspective of the senses and 
mind. Since appearances are the nature of all things, then it is not really an illusion. 
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An ordinary illusion, such as pulling a rabbit out of an empty hat, can be corrected by 
figuring the trick. Here in our experiences, even figuring the trick, the appearances 
constantly continue to be believed. Seeing is believing, but if believed absolutely then 
the belief—not the appearance—is dismissible and can be characterized as a grand, 
though natural, illusion. The entirety of our experiences is not an illusion, but our 
believing in their absolute validity does qualify. Appreciating this helps free oneself 
from being caught up and identified with our natural belief system as a categorical, 
static reality in and of itself. 

What alone is not an illusion is the limitless reality that is oneself. What can be an 
illusion in regard to the self are only our wrong notions of our self. Once those 
notions get exposed to knowledge, they dismiss themselves and there is only you, the 
undeniable reality. This reality was before, during, and will be after every big bang of 
the universe that was, is, or ever will be. It is unmoving and unchanging, since it is 
outside of time and space. Time and space are totally within it, without modifying or 
affecting it. Though unmoving, this reality is still called sarva-ga, literally, the 
all-moving, as it includes all that moves within it.

51
 

Short of the freedom called kaivalya, even objectively resolving in understanding 
this gross body down to its subtlest elemental source, to ākāśa (space), according to 
the preceding sūtra’s understanding of subtle space, and via our scientific 
understanding to be 99.999…% multi-dimensional space, one is, in a relatively real 
sense, the all-pervasive space within this universe. 

This whole universe of names and forms before you is within your mind, within the 
space in the heart, that wields these names and forms. Within that space of your 
personal universe of experience you freely move, in the day and night. 

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, one can fly, 
can move, unaided through space. 

                                                 
51 “Those wise [sages], whose minds are merged [in that reality] [and thus] having attained the all -pervading 
(sarva-ga) in every way, they enter [i.e., become] everything indeed [as the self of all].” (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.2.5). 
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×øùôá} !øY¡¢úèÕøÇøø éø;úÉÇøá} ÛøôøYúéøYÌ+ôø ÇøÇø: Õøã¡¢øíøøéøámøY¦øÞø:G (3.43) 
bahir a-kalpitā vṛttir mahā-vi-dehā tataḥ prakāśāvaraṇa-kṣayaḥ. 

[vṛtti—thought; bahir—externally; a-kalpita—without error; mahā-vi-deha—
great disembodiment. tataḥ—from that; āvaraṇa—covering; prakāśa—light; 
kṣaya—removed.] 

Thought directed externally to the nature of the universe that is without error, 
correctly seeing the limitations as only belonging to the phenomenon, not to 
oneself, is called the great disembodiment—oneself disembodied of all 
limitations. From that, the covering of the light of knowledge is removed. 

Externally, here, means pertaining to beyond just this limited individual, to the entire 
phenomenal universe including this mind and body—in other words, with eyes wide 
open, not just in closed-eye meditation. A-kalpita means a-vikalpita, having a nature 
that is without vikalpa, without error. Knowledge of the external that is a-kalpita is 
then knowledge that is without one’s own erroneous imaginations (kalpas). It is 
seeing the universe objectively as it is, as has been unfolded in the scripture and 
indicated in these pages through these helpful five-element, three-guṇa, and waking-
dream-sleep state categorizations, and other teachings that properly connect and 
resolve the individual into the total, into the Lord, in keeping with this teaching 
tradition. 

Ultimately, all that is external is seen as but names and forms, as constructs. When 
thought, knowledge, of all that is external, of the entire universe within space, is free 
of error, that knowledge is great—as vast and true as the universe is, and is not 
limited to the body (deha). It is not bound up by the limitations of one’s body and 
mind. 

Knowledge totally free of error, of course, cannot mean knowledge about all the 
details one could possibly and impossibly know regarding the universe. It only means the 
knowledge of the one essential truth of everything that makes the difference between 
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oneself as totally free in this life, or not. 

One’s body and mind do not determine the nature of the universe; rather the 
universe ought to be recognized as it is, not as my senses present it. Any knowledge 
of the universe that is based on the senses, and on inferences from that sense-
generated knowledge, cannot but be constricted by the perspective and other 
limitations of those senses. 

Knowledge of the universe is clearly recognizing the limited and the not so real 
nature of the entire phenomenal universe. Knowledge is recognizing that the actual 
nature of the universe is not exactly what is presented to the limited senses, but it is 
the reality that one’s self is. This knowledge is what is gained from the teaching of 
the Upaniṣads, the āgama. This is the removing of the covering, of the ignorance, that 
has kept one from seeing the nature of the external world as it is, and appreciating 
oneself as completely free of its phenomenal limitations. Again, the conclusion that 
there are phenomenal limitations of the self is known to be a mistake. The limitations  
are nāmadheya (in name only).

52
 This is the great dis-embodiment. This is oneself 

disembodied of all limitations. 

The manifestation of the phenomenal universe is by māyā, the power (śakti) of the 
Lord. This māyā has two components: āvaraṇa (covering) that hides the real, non-

                                                 
52 “The Lord (prabhu) [i.e., the limitless self] diversely manifests (vikaroti) the limited (a-para) objects existing 
[dis-orderly, as in dream] inside the mind as well as the orderly [objects] outside the mind —in this way [the self] 
imagines (kalpayate). Those [objects] are inside because their time [of manifestation] is only that of their 
thought, whereas those others are outside [because] their time [of manifestation] is twice [i.e., as the time one is 
thinking of them and as the time of their being seen, or, in other words, their time from the perspective  of the 
seer and from the perspective of the seen], so, the distinction having no other reason [than their time of 
manifestation, and not for reason of any separate intrinsic nature on their part], they all [both internal and 
external objects] are but imaginations (kalpitas) [i.e., temporally ‘fixed up’ by the mind]. Those [objects] which 
are inside are indistinct (a-vyakta), whereas the others which are outside are distinct (sphuṭa). [Since] their 
distinction is but the difference in the organ [that perceives it, whether the mind or the mind via the senses], then 
[external objects being not intrinsically different from dream or mental-only objects] are [as well] all 
imaginations [i.e., not absolutely real].” (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.13 through 15). 
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dual reality that is the Lord as being oneself and vikṣepa (projection) of an unreal 
duality—in the form of the notion that these projections are distinct from each other 
and from oneself. This universal āvaraṇa that affects all creatures can be seen 
through, can be penetrated, by an individual who sees that the truth of this 
phenomenal universe is but the non-dual reality that is one’s nature, which is the non-
dual nature of the Lord. Then, the phenomenal objects are seen as being the reality, as 
being oneself, but I am not any of them. 

No super power accomplishment, whether visualized or actualized, is greater than 
that. The disembodiment, the freedom from limitation, always has been your nature . 
Through the teaching and your contemplations, as you inquire into the nature of 
yourself, see if you do not come to this appreciation and all it encompasses. Be wise! 

òËøþæYòéøY*ÕøYòøþ¦ÛøøÒéøÞøøËøâéøÉÇéøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} ÙøþÇøYjøÞø:G (3.44) 
sthūla-sva-rūpa-sūkṣmānvayārthavattva-saṃyamād bhūta-jayaḥ. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; arthavattva—significance; anvaya—connection; 
sthūla—gross; sūkṣma—subtle; sva-rūpa—its own nature; jaya—mastery; 
bhūta—created.] 

From saṃyama on the significance of the connection between the gross, the 
subtle, and its own real nature—the latter sub-rating the prior, there is 
mastery over the created universe, through this mature, objective 
understanding of realities, wherein one appreciates one’s reality as the reality 
that swallows, subsumes, all. 

The connection between the gross, the subtle, and the essence of a thing is one of a 
sub-rating the one by the other. ‘Sub-rating’ or ‘sub-ration’ is a useful term this 
author is borrowing from Eliot Deutsch in his book Advaita Vedanta: A Philosophical 
Reconstruction. Sub-ration is his rendering of the Sanskrit technical term bādha, 
which is often translated by the English term sublation. Sub-rating is more transparent 
in its meaning. It says that one thing is sub, meaning subsumed under or within, and is 
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sub-rated (bādhita), meaning it is less valued in terms of its reality, when compared to 
another thing. That is, one thing sub-rates another when the latter is subsumed and 
devalued by that first thing. The term bādha is also usefully rendered as negation, 
where, in comparison to another, one thing is more negative, that is, lessened in value 
or truth. 

The term sub-rating is employed in the context of levels or orders of reality. For 
example, the dream world is sub-rated by the waking world. Both worlds are known 
to the waker, but the dream world is a less inclusive level of reality than is waking. 
The dream world is based totally upon the waking world. 

We compose the world of our nighttime dreams from what we have gathered as 
memories while awake. These may be colored by saṃskāras (subtle impressions) 
gained in our prior births’ waking experiences, however mixed up or distorted those 
impressions may appear in the dream. A portion of those saṃskāras may be otherwise 
described as the collective unconscious, common to the human mind. In turn, the 
dream world has only a limited effect on the waking world. In this tradition, the 
waking is taken as more basic, more real than the dream. We tend to place more value 
on our waking experiences than our dream experiences. After a nightmare dream, we 
are relieved upon waking to discover it was just a dream and not real. The nightmare 
of physical or emotional pain and suffering experienced in waking may not be  as 
easily dismissed. The waking world in this way sub-rates the dream world. 

In the traditional teaching, there are three levels of reality—imaginary 
(prātibhāsika), objective (vyāvahārika), and absolute (pāramārthika). This teaching 
literature, which talks about these three levels of reality, also makes further 
distinctions within the objective (vyāvahārika) reality that amount to similar 
sub-rating connections between distinct sub-levels of that reality. For instance, we 
sub-rate falsified or subordinate notions with more correct or inclusive notions. My 
being human sub-rates my being an author, or any other role I play in this life.  

In the context of this sūtra, generally, the subtle sub-rates the gross, and the 
essence sub-rates the subtle. The gross is what our subtle senses perceive. This gross 
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universe is the material world. In the language of this tradition’s physics (see 
commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.41), the elements that make up the gross are actually 
composed of a mixture of the subtle elements. The gross is then nothing but a 
manifestation of the subtle. Moreover, the gross universe appears as it does only 
because of one’s peculiar senses, and is there only in our waking experience. It is not 
there in either the dream or deep sleep experience, which are both subtle. Two thirds 
of our experience, then, is purely subtle. 

While dream and sleep are limited to the subtle, the waking world also has a 
significant subtle component. In the waking experience, we likely spend more time 
manipulating our subtle thoughts, our ideas, than we spend manipulating the gross 
objects of the world. Moreover, the names and forms that constitute the distinctions of 
this multitudinous universe are all within the subtle mind that wields these names and 
forms. And, as was pointed out before, we determine the reality of objective things by 
our mental estimation of their reality. In other words, our subtle mind weighs the 
reality or unreality of phenomenal, gross things. Put together, we can easily see how 
our subtle world sub-rates the gross world. 

Sub-ration is even part of maturing as an adult. We get over dolls, marbles, 
excesses in unhealthy activities, and so on by sub-rating them for more fulfilling 
activities and interests. We usually get over pains and fears in life through being more 
concerned and occupied with and by the present moment. As we have seen, the 
present is the truth of both the past and future. Sub-ration, then, should not 
surprisingly be a natural process in spiritual maturation too. 

If one exposes oneself to this teaching and stays committed until it is assimilated, 
he or she will understand the absolute reality that is the basis and reality of the gross 
and subtle worlds. The expression, “its own (real) nature (sva-rūpa),” in the sūtra 
here is the same as the absolute (pāramārthika). It is reality in and of itself. As such, 
it cannot be other than the basic nature of me. And the basic nature of me is a 
conscious being. I am, and I light up everything else within my experience. This is 
sat-cit, reality-consciousness—not a mixture of these two, rather these two are 
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equivalent words indicating the single nature of myself. That single nature is what we 
say is beyond words and mind. These two words, sat and cit, point out that one reality 
which is all existence, which shines in the gross and the subtle, which is all words and 
mind, and which is more than words and mind. 

This reality-consciousness is the nature of oneself, the puruṣa. It is also, without 
being a second thing, the nature of reality, brahman. And it is also, without being a 
second thing, the real, essential nature of the universe, which is but a manifestation of 
the Lord, of brahman, the only reality. Thus this reality, the sva-rūpa of everything, 
sub-rates the entire universe. It is the absolute reality that allows the dependent reality 
of the gross and subtle universe. The entire gross and subtle universe is swallowed 
into this limitless reality.

53
 

This reality also sub-rates, in terms of devaluing, the entire universe, since within 
this reality alone is one’s limitless and total satisfaction, ānanda. Every experience 
we go after in life is for our own experience. It is for our self alone.

54
 Even altruistic 

activity is finally for the well-being of our own conscience, so we can be at peace 
with ourselves. This reality is indicated by the expression sat-cit-ānanda (existence-
awareness-fullness). Gaining the knowledge of this self is the only real mastery of the 
universe; it alone completely and finally fulfils one’s life.  

As a superpower, when extrapolated to its extreme, fictional or not, this sūtra, 
according to the Sāṅkhya-Yoga commentaries, shows how one can manipulate all the 
elements (bhūtas) of the universe. This could have been a valuable accomplishment in 

                                                 
53 “The one who is in this person [the individual] and the one who is in the sun [the Lord]—that is one (eka). 
That one who knows thus—leaving this world [of ignorance], transcending [by swallowing in terms of 
knowledge] this body (ātman) made of food, transcending this body made of energy (prāṇa), transcending this 
body made of mind, transcending this body made of intellect (vijñāna), transcending this body made of joy 
(ānanda)—moving about [all] these worlds consuming at will any food, assuming at will any form—he [or she] 
sits singing this song, ‘Oho [repeated 3 times]. [As every thing] I am [all] food [repeated 3 times]. [As every 
being] I am the eater of [all] food [repeated 3 times].’” (Taittirīya Up. 3.10.4 through 6). 

54 Yoga Sūtra 2.18. 
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their system. This advantage over nature and over others was as well the pursuit of the 
demons in the epics and myths of India. We are just not sure how a superpower like 
this, or all the previous superpowers, fit with vairāgya (non-attachment), and all the 
values like a-steya (non-usurping) and a-parigraha (renunciation) that really lay at 
the core of this teaching. 

If secondary (gauṇa-phala) superpowers are kliṣṭas (hindrances) to the goal of 
yoga, then what is the point of presenting the sūtras (3.16 to 3.48) about siddhis 
(accomplishments) as only meant for superpowers, instead of for accomplishing 
kaivalya in keeping with the means given in the other three chapters, as well as the 
starting and ending sutras (3.1 to 3.15, and 3.49 to 3.55) of this chapter? Yet, 
commentary after commentary gets sidetracked into exaggerating these sutras as 
primarily or only about superpowers. Has anyone else questioned this? 

We continue to show how these siddhis (accomplishments) pertain to inculcating a 
more cosmic perspective towards this body, mind, and the things of this universe. In 
this way, all these sūtras resolve into the singular goal of oneself completely free 
from limitations without having to change this body, or this universe.  

ÇøÇøø+{úmøÛøøùÌYÕøãøÌüá}YÙøøéø: ¡¢øÞøYòø@ÕøÇø} ÇøÌ}YÐøÛøøâÒøúÙø¬øøÇøíø} ²øG (3.45) 
tato'ṇimādi-prādur-bhāvaḥ kāya-saṃpat tad-dharmānabhighātaś ca. 

[tataḥ—from that; prādur-bhāva—evident; aṇiman-ādi—the most small, 
etcetera; kāya-saṃpat—attainment of the body; ca—and; tad-dharma—that 
nature; an-abhighāta—cannot be assailed.] 

From that mastery, in terms of knowledge, becomes evident what is both the 
smallest and the largest—namely, the self—as well as the attainment of the 
body of the universe itself, and that body’s nature cannot be assailed by 
anything. 

Once one acknowledges that one’s self is the limitless reality, then all forms are one’s 
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form, from the smallest to the largest.
55

 This self is smaller than the smallest, and at 
the same time larger than the largest.

56
 Such a one whose form is all forms and is one 

without a second—who or what could assail? There is no second thing. 

Even on a relative level, at the level of the subtle (aṇiman), the contemplation of 
the yogin is to bring to mind the identity of the subtle prāṇa in one’s body with the 
cosmic subtle prāṇa—reaching whatever limit in the universe one is contemplating. 
For example, in a typical meditation one is to contemplate the subtle being behind the 
right eye as being the same as the subtle being behind the solar orb. This is a will-
based expansion and appreciation of the mind from the individual to its cosmic 
source, to the total subtle body of the universe. 

The Sāṅkhya-Yoga writers, drawing from the storied yogins of the epics and myths, 
instead of from the scriptures, imagine the yogins’ gross body can become as small 
(aṇimā) as an atom and big enough to touch the moon (as if that is really big in 
comparison to the entire universe). But this is not what Patañjali would advise all his 
flesh and blood students. These myths live large in the imaginations and psyche of 
those who know India’s heritage, but the Sāṅkhya viewpoint fades in the truth of the 
Yoga Sūtras. 

There is something profound to be understood here, yet some people can miss it out 
of desire for the prosaic. 

*ÕøYæøéømÞøY×øæYéøjøãYòø@ôÒøÒøÇéøøúÒø ¡¢øÞøYòø@ÕøÇø}G (3.46) 
rūpa-lāvaṇya-bala-vajra-saṃhananatvāni kāya-saṃpat. 

                                                 
55 “What is shining and is subtle (aṇu) among the subtle [i.e., the tiniest] objects (aṇus), and in which are placed 
all the worlds and dwellers in these worlds, that is this immutable brahman (reality).” (Muṇḍaka Up. 2.2.2). 

56 “The self (ātman) is smaller than the small (aṇu), bigger than the big (mahat); present in the heart of [every] 
creature.” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.20). 
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[kāya-saṃpat—attainment of bodies; rūpa—shapely; lāvaṇya—beautiful; 
bala—strong; saṃhananatva—hard; vajra—diamond.] 

And there is the attainment in terms of knowledge of all bodies that are 
shapely, beautiful, strong, and hard as diamond [cf. Yoga Sūtra 2.37]. 

All glories (vibhūtis)
57

 of the universe are one’s own glories. They cannot all be 
physically possessed; they need not be. Than chasing bodily perfection, this body and 
mind have enough to do just taking care of themselves. Whereas, simple maintenance 
of the body and maturation of the mind through this teaching is all the effort required 
for allowing complete fulfillment. 

All glories are perfectly fine just where they are. All forms are mine, wherever they 
are.

58
 Like the Lord, we too can say that all glories in the world are mine—if one 

knows oneself as not other than the Lord. The real nature of my self and the Lord is 
one, and my body and mind is none other than the body and mind of the Lord. 

This is a mature non-usurping (a-steya), mature renunciation. As an individual, I 
did not create the elements of which this body and mind is composed. I do not create 
the food on which they live. I do not create the upbringing and environment that 
nurtures them. I am not the author of any of this around me. All this cannot be 
“mine”; it is not mine. It is factually a portion of the interconnected whole of nature 
that forms the body of the Lord. As the Lord, though, all this, all glories , are mine, are 
ātman, wherever they appear. 

The special glories of the world are not what they seem; all things, all aspects of 

                                                 
57 “Like collections of gems [i.e., so many glories] on a thread, all this is strung in Me.” ( Bh. Gītā 7.7). “The 
Lord said: Well now, O Arjuna, I will tell to you the extraordinary glories of Myself [the self of all] wherever 
there is importance, since there is no end to My detailed description…Whatever entity has glory ( vibhūti), has 
wealth, or is indeed powerful—that itself, may you know, is born of a fraction of My power.” (Bh. Gītā 10.19 
and 41). 

58 “The one who according [to the teaching] sees all beings in one’s self (ātman) alone, and one’s self in all 
beings.” (Īśā Up. 6). “By this [knowledge] you will see all beings in Me and even in yourself.” (Bh. Gītā 4.35). 
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the Lord, are glories. Even the glamour and glitter publications show that the 
supposedly beautiful and the rich suffer the same human failings as the rest. The body 
and its possessions can gain culturally valued glories, but the mind alone controls 
one’s appreciation of those glories. The mind is not made any more adequate by a 
beautiful body or fabulous possessions. These material things of the world have no 
edifying affect on the subtle world of the mind. Nor can educated minds, skilled in the 
valued professions of a society, by profession escape the same human failings as the 
rest. It is not learning how to manipulate things and people that is going to educate 
you in how to be a fully satisfied person in your own glory, without need of 
comparison with others. 

A teaching the equal of this ancient tradition alone can bring out this full 
satisfaction in oneself as perfectly acceptable in every way. In this vision all glories 
are one’s own. I am the self of all—this is the vision born of sure knowledge, not 
imagination. I need not suffer the trials and tribulations in physically gaining and 
retaining those glories in order to appreciate that they are all the glories of my own 
reality. They are perfectly and naturally acceptable wherever they are in my reality. 
This physical body need not have to suffer their gain and their expense for this mind 
to appreciate their beauty. They are there free to have and hold in the glory of my 
reality—effortless, painless, limitless, and ever-lasting. This comes from 
understanding this teaching and remaining in contemplation therein. 

Fixation on one’s own or others’ objects, or body, or mind, is a hindrance. All 
things can be enjoyed fully as they are, without comparison or possession. All things 
pass away, even diamonds. Only the reality that is the self is what will not decay, will 
not ever be away from you. 

In the Bhagavad Gītā, Kṛṣṇa taught that the embodied one is untouched by any 
physical element, that the embodied one is none other than the Lord, and the Lord is 
that embodied one. And Kṛṣṇa taught that all glories are the Lord’s glories. All 
actions and their results, including a nice body, belong to the Lord, not to the 
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individual.
59

 

Kṛṣṇa was not interested in catering to the desires of the masses in his teaching to 
Arjuna. He was interested in teaching reality, and living in keeping with this reality. 
We do not think Patañjali was interested in trying to entice the largest following by 
promoting their desires either. You’ll have to decide for yourself how much the 
superpower advocates bend and break the teaching of Kṛṣṇa and Patañjali. As we 
have shown, one does not have to interpret Patañjali’s Yoga Sūtras as they do, and 
remain more true to the sūtras’ words than they, but, more importantly, remain true to 
the sacred literature of India that is the entire background of this work. 

Without overemphasizing them, there is nothing wrong with going after limited 
goals, such as a healthy body and a pleasant environment, if that is what one dearly 
needs and wants. And the means should be taught! Especially, a means that is as 
benign and beneficial as meditating. This is the spirit of the bulk of the Vedas when 
they give countless prayers, rituals, and meditations for these human goals of security 
(artha) and pleasure (kāma), which includes having a beautiful, impervious, heavenly 
body in the heavens. 

But these limited goals need not, and should not, be overly promoted in a text that 
is clearly meant for kaivalya, liberation from these ill-informed notions of lacking and 
insecurity. Incremental moving from the limited to the limitless, through goal 
seeking, is not only mathematically and logically impossible, it is also 
psychologically impossible. It requires a total cognitive re-orientation in keeping with 
a clear knowledge of reality that is already limitless by nature. The teaching has to be 

                                                 
59 “Weapons [made from the element earth] do not cut it [the embodied one], nor [does the element] fire burn it, 

nor [does the element] water soak it, nor [does the element] wind wither it.” (Bh. Gītā 2.23). “O Arjuna, the self 

(ātman) [yourself, the I] residing in the mind [i.e., in the seat of thoughts wherein reality is to be acknowledged] 

of all beings is Me. The source, the center, and the resolution of [all] beings is Me.” ( Bh. Gītā 10.20). “There is 

no end to My divine glories.” (Bh. Gītā 10.40). “O Arjuna, if—renouncing both attachment [to action] and [its] 

result [i.e., as karma-yoga]—enjoined karma is performed as simply what is to be done, [then] that renunciation 

is considered predominately sattva.” (Bh. Gītā 18.9). 
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based on reality, not on fiction or vague promises in the future.  

ªøãômøYòéøY*ÕøøúòÛøÇøøÒéøÞøøËøâéøÉÇéøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} "úÒÌãÞøYjøÞø:G (3.47)  
grahaṇa-sva-rūpāsmitānvayārthavattva-saṃyamād indriya-jayaḥ. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; arthavattva—significance; anvaya—connection; 
asmitā—I-notion; sva-rūpa—its own nature; grahaṇa—perceiving; jaya—
mastery; indriyas—sense organs.] 

From saṃyama on the significance of the connection between the I-notion—
the is-ness presence notionally appearing in the landscape of the mind—and its 
own real nature—the limitless is-ness that is the presence everywhere—in 
regard to perceiving, there is mastery over the sense organs. 

As the mind’s I-notion loses its possessiveness which is caused by a sense of 
limitation and neediness, the mind gains the fullness that is knowledge of its limitless 
reality basis. This allows the mind and the senses to relax and do their natural jobs, 
free of ultimately baseless desires and of ignorant fears. This sūtra takes us back to 
the first chapter and contemplation on the asmitā (I-notion).

60
 

The difference between the real I and the notional I may be likened to the 
difference between the sun and its reflection in a mirror or in a bucket of water.

61
 The 

one is the source, the ever-shining light of knowledge, while the latter is a pale 
reflection, disturbed by the slightest ripple in the waters of the mind. When I identify 
with the mind, due to misidentification, I as though become the rippling reflection. 
From the perspective of the reflection, I am in the bucket, in the body, peering out , 

                                                 
60 Yoga Sūtra 1.18. 

61 “As [clearly] in a [spotless] mirror, so in the mind [i.e., here in this world with the valid teaching]; [but] as 
[indistinct] in dream, so in the world of the ancestors, and as was seen [more distinct but still not steady] in 
water so in the world of the celestial musicians [and so also in any other world where the teaching is not 
available, therefore make effort to prepare your mind here itself to get this clear teaching].” ( Kaṭha Up. 2.3.5). 
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like reflected rays of the sun, at my surroundings, their overwhelming size and 
danger. Moreover, my life seems to be leaking out from this holey bucket. Like the 
sun to the rippling water, the reflection, the bucket, and their surroundings, I can 
enjoy the mind’s rippling, the body, and their surroundings. I can know that I am that 
which is unconnected to and unaffected by the mind, the I-notion, the senses, the 
body, and its surroundings. 

When the reflection gets enlightened, so to speak, and sees its reality as pure-light 
itself, pure awareness, that lights up every experience, and that light survives every 
bucket of water this reflection manifests in, what fear can affect this  enlightened one 
who takes itself as purely its limitless real nature, not as this surface patch of water? 
In this full appreciation of reality, what does it matter if there are re-births in more 
buckets or not? In either case, I remain the pure light of awareness, without limit in 
time or space. 

Any sense experience is another glory of my shining nature. Pleasure and pain are 
alike powerful expressions of my brilliance; I bask in their show of life. The senses 
can no longer confuse me, no matter what they see or do not see. I am the master, and 
these are just tools with which to play the game of life. I do not identify with them, 
like the pale reflection did, disturbed by every ripple fracturing and helplessly tossing 
around its sense rays pointing wildly around their surroundings. I do not follow, like a 
captive, these wild swings of the mind, as before. Because this reflection, which still 
remains after enlightenment and is nothing but an aspect of the mind, a notion in the 
mind about myself that no longer takes itself as only this limited reflection, is no 
longer upset at the ripples of the mind. 

That reflection of myself, the notion of myself, no longer disturbs the rest of the 
mind. The mind itself calms down naturally as a result. When the mind calms, the 
senses naturally follow suit. 
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ÇøÇøø+ ÛøÒøø+YjøúéøÇéø@ úéøY¡¢ámøYÙøøéø: ÕøãÐøøÒøYjøÞøíø} ²øG (3.48) 
tato mano-javitvaṃ vi-karaṇa-bhāvaḥ pradhāna-jayaś ca. 

[tataḥ—from that; javitva—swiftness; manas—mind; bhāva—one exists; 
vi-karaṇa—free from the senses; ca—and; jaya—mastery; pradhāna—mother 
nature.] 

From that mastery over the sense organs, there is the swiftness of the mind. 
One exists completely free from the senses, and there is mastery of mother 
nature, instead of mother nature mastering the senses and mind. 

When the senses are under control through an informed and calm mind, then the mind 
is free to wield its power of swiftness in what does not hinder this vision of reality. 
The senses no longer control the mind. The mind is not pulled down wasting by-lanes. 
The mind is now freely in control of the senses (the horses in the chariot illustration, 
see sūtra 2.54). They quickly get the mind to wherever it directs them. In this way, 
one not only becomes free from the control by the senses, one now is allowed the 
natural control of them. And from this, one has mastery over nature itself. 

By mastering the subtler, one masters the less subtle. By self knowledge, which is 
the subtlest of knowledge, since it informs one of the nature of oneself and of all of 
nature, then there is control of the subtle mind. When the subtle mind is in control, 
the grosser, more external, senses come under its control. When they are in control, 
then the outside, gross world is now under one’s control, in that it no longer limits 
you—there is nothing to fear from it.

62
 When the chariot, the mind-sense-body 

                                                 
62 “The one who sits restraining the organs of action, [yet] contemplating the sense objects with the mind—that 
one is called one whose mind is deluded and whose conduct is useless. [Such is the predicament of a renunciate 
not prepared for a contemplative lifestyle]. However, O Arjuna, the one who rules the senses with the mind, is 
unattached [i.e., not anticipating results], who through the organs of action undertakes action as a yoga (a means 
for preparing for knowledge)—that one is better [than the deluded of useless conduct].” (Bh. Gītā 3.6 and 7). 
“They say that the senses are superior [to the body and all other objects], the mind is superior to the senses, the 
intellect is superior to the mind; whereas the one who is superior to the intellect is that [limitless self]. O Arjuna, 
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complex, is under your control, the avoidable (kliṣṭa) ditches on either side of the 
road are no longer sources of danger; they clearly mark the highway of life that can 
now be smoothly traveled with ease and certainty. 

The Final Accomplishment is Freedom 

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøøÒÞøÇøøY¨ÞøøúÇøYÛøøÊøòÞø òøéøâYÙøøéøøúÐøñÂøÇø;Çéø@ òøéøâY¹øøÇø;Çéø@ ²øG (3.49) 
sattva-puruṣānyatā-khyāti-mātrasya sarva-bhāvādhiṣṭhātṛtvaṃ sarva-jñātṛtvaṃ 
ca. 

[khyāti-mātra—one who has reached discernment; anyatā—distinction; 
sattva—mind; puruṣa—self; adhiṣṭhātṛtva—one presides; sarva-bhāvas—all 
beings; ca—and; sarva-jñātṛtva—very nature of the knower of all.] 

For one who has reached discernment of the distinction between the mind—
any object including the mind—and the puruṣa (self), then like/as the Lord, one 
presides as the reality in all beings, and is the very nature of the knower of 
all.

63
 

                                                                                                                                                                
in this way [of] knowing [oneself] as superior to the intellect, steadying the one by the other one [steadying the 
senses by the mind, the mind by the intellect, and the intellect by self -knowledge], destroy the enemy in the form 
of kāma (overpowering desire), [otherwise so] difficult to get a fix on.” (Bh. Gītā 3.42 and 43). 

63 “Committed to contemplation as a means (dhyāna-yoga), they have seen [i.e., come to know] the power (śakti) 
behind the individual (ātman [i.e., the jīva]) as the shining being (deva) [or, the power (śakti) behind (ātman) the 
shining mind (deva)] [as though] hidden by the guṇas, who alone (eka) presides in (adhitiṣṭhati) all causes 
related to time [i.e., nature] and the individual.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 1.3). “One completely attains this peace [i.e., 
freedom from grief], seeing that shining (deva), worshipful, blessing-bestowing Lord (īśāna), who is the one 
alone (eka) who presides in (adhitiṣṭhati) each and every [other] source (yoni), within which all this resolves and 
manifests.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.11). “Lighting up all directions—up, down, and across—the one who shines 
[powerfully] like a bull [in a field of cows], that Lord shining (deva) in this way, the one to be chosen, is the one 
alone (eka) who presides in (adhitiṣṭhati) [all] that have the nature of being sources (yonis). The [single] source 
(yoni) of everything [including prakṛti], who ripens [everything’s] nature, who would [appropriately] mature all 
those that are to be matured [i.e., deserving maturity, one way or another, according to their karma], who would 
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Sattva means the mind, since the sattva guṇa is the predominant nature of the mind in 
its non-confused, non-agitated state. A sattva predominant mind is the immediate goal 
of yoga. 

Sattva (literally exist-ness, sat-tva) can also mean any object, since an object is that 
which enjoys sat (existence). Knowing that one is the self alone, and not the 
limitations presented in the mind or the limitations apparent in objects, one knows the 
nature of oneself as sat-cit, unlimited reality-consciousness. This reality-
consciousness is the reality in all things. It is the adhiṣṭhātṛ, the one who provides the 
adhiṣṭhāna (reality basis, asmitā, of all things), like the power of employees within a 
business is only an expression of the power given by the owner and president of that 
business. 

In common parlance, the word adhiṣṭhātṛ would mean a ruler or an administrator. 
But this teaching is hardly common parlance. An individual yogin cannot be the 
administrator of all, since all in this teaching has come to mean just that, the entire 
universe including all of time and space, in fact every cycle of the manifestation and 
dissolution of the universe. Only the Lord has this title of the administrator of all, 
since the Lord manifests as the order within this and all other manifestations of the 
universe. Nor is the Lord just the administrator and not also the body of this entirety 
(see Śaṅkara’s Brahma-Sūtra-Bhāṣya 2.2.37 through 41). 

When I say, “I am the Lord,” I do not mean this yogin as the body-mind complex 
right here and now is the equivalent of that universal Lord. I mean this sat-cit 
(unlimited reality-consciousness) is not other than that sat-cit (unlimited 
reality-consciousness). In self-knowledge, as an individual, I do not become the 
administrator of all. There is no reason or reality for the individual to claim of being 

                                                                                                                                                                
[appropriately] present (viniyojayet) all attributes (guṇas), is the one alone (eka) who presides in (adhitiṣṭhati) 
this entire universe.” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.4 and 5). “It is jñāna (knowledge) [i.e., universal order and what lights 
everything in that order], jñeya [to be known], and the result to be attained by/as jñāna. It abides (viṣṭhita) in the 
center (hṛd) of everything [and is to be known in this intellect at the center of the human being].” ( Bh. Gītā 
13.17). 
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the ruler of all. 

When one approaches a text like this, one does mīmāṃsā (analysis of the words). 
This analysis assumes the text is internally consistent with itself and, if part of a 
tradition, consistent with that tradition also. Therefore, we understand each word in 
its present, whole context. If a word or statement cannot be taken in its common 
usage, for example, “fire is cold,” then we resort to its possible grammatical meanings 
that fit the context. In this sūtra, we derive the root meaning of the word adhiṣṭhātṛ 
differently than is done in day-to-day speech. 

As sat-cit, unlimited reality-consciousness, I cannot do any activity, whether 
administering or knowing. Only the body and mind can do such activities, and they, 
being limited, cannot administer everything, the all. However, as sat-cit, unlimited 
reality-consciousness, I am the reality that, relatively speaking, supports these 
activities, and that support does extend to all, every cycle of the universe. On a 
grammatical basis we understand this word in keeping with the rest of the teaching as 
the one who provides the basis (adhiṣṭhānaṃ adhikaraṇaṃ kartā iti adhiṣṭhātṛ), the 
reality basis of all, of everything in the yogin’s universe. 

Of course, everyone unknowingly does this providing reality to everything all the 
time (see commentary on Yoga Sūtra 1.3) by being the source of the attribution of 
reality. One cannot but be the reality of everything, yet one may not fully know this 
fact or its implications. This teaching is reality based knowledge, not a time-bound 
activity of becoming something one is not already. This knowledge is timeless and 
alone is complete, because it is ever and always an accomplished fact. What is 
different here is that this yogin now knows this reality completely, and has completely 
assimilated this knowledge in his or her understanding of himself or herself and the 
universe. 

Additionally, even as an administrator, as the sole owner and president of a 
company, I alone hand out, provide, the titles to the others in the organization which 
become their only basis, their authority roles, within the organization. Even assuming 
any one of the roles within an organization, each one allows the other employees their 
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authority roles, their bases, only to the extent that they recognize and understand 
those titled roles. 

An administrator does not create the people. He or she only assigns and allows 
their title/basis. That is basically what this creation is also. The separate individuals in 
this creation, this universal organization, are only distinguished by their names 
(nāmadheya)—their being, their reality, is not created. Only their title or name is 
assigned or allowed that distinguishes them and relates them within the universal 
organization, for example, “my co-worker,” “my spouse,” “my neighbor,”, “that 
person,” “this bird,” “those stars,” and so on. In this way too, even as an individual, I 
assign or allow the titles/names of all entities within my universe. These titles alone 
are the basis of their so-called separate existence, as nāmadheya. The yogin, as one 
who truly knows reality, alone can properly assign these titles/names without creating 
real divisions beyond the separate names and thus lessening his or her reality, without 
creating afflictions by these names. 

The yogin no longer hands out titles/names to things as sources of happiness, as 
separate, real entities. This is the true, unlimiting power of the yogin. In this way, the 
yogin alone remains as the administrator of all, whereas others immediately lose that 
status as administrator of all by reducing their own status through naming things as 
sources of happiness, as separate, real entities. Accepting a limited, dependent role for 
themselves, the others become overwhelmed and even dependent upon all other 
things.

64
 The yogin is in control of his or her thoughts and the naming of everything; 

the others are controlled by their thoughts and naming. 

                                                 
64 “Now the teaching in regard to oneself (ātman) apart from this [body-mind complex]—oneself alone is alone 
below, oneself is above, oneself is west, oneself is east, oneself is south, oneself is north, and oneself is indeed 
all this. The very one who sees in this way, who contemplates in this way and who has assimilated knowledge in 
this way [as well] revels [inside] (rati) in the self, plays [outside] (krīḍā) in the self, and copulates [with a 
partner] (mithuna) in the self, [because] oneself is fullness (ātma-ānanda). That one alone rules (sva-rāṭ). That 
one has free rein (kāma-cāra) in all worlds. Whereas, those who know otherwise than this are ruled by another. 
Their worlds decay. They have no free rein in any of those worlds.” (Chāndogya Up. 7.25.2). 
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From the point of view of the total, this can be expressed as the assimilation of 
one’s identity as the Lord, the only ruler and presiding presence.

65
 The Lord is the 

perfect person (puruṣa) that is one’s reality in truth. As one gains clarity in 
knowledge of being this perfect person, one loses subservience towards what was 
other,

66
 even towards some notion of a Lord as other. When there is no subservience 

to anything, since there is no other thing or power, then that is ultimate sovereignty 
(adhiṣṭhāna). One’s role is subservient in this interrelated universe, but the role’s 
natural subservience does not adhere to the reality and understanding of oneself. One 
may be a janitor as a participating role, but this person is foremost the Lord with 
perfect dignity and sovereignty. 

As one gains knowledge of being a perfectly acceptable person, one loses the sense 
of being less than or unworthy of full integration with oneself and the Lord’s world. 
The difference between oneself and the Lord is incidental in terms of creation and 
naming. There is no Lord who is in reality other than oneself. That knowledge is 
ultimate sovereignty (adhiṣṭhāna). 

The only reality that all objects, starting with the mind, really enjoy is this reality 
which is none other than oneself. And one is the awareness in which all things can 
become known. These are not two qualities of oneself; they are the single na ture of 
oneself manifesting in our understanding in these two ways: I exist , and I am the 
witness. This is the essential person. As this essential person, there is no limitation. 
As reality, there cannot be anything outside of me. There can be no division in reality. 
If one were to imagine a division, the only thing that could exist outside of reality is 
non-reality, and that is just the point. Nothing exists outside of reality, so nothing 

                                                 
65 “Presiding over (adhiṣṭhāya) [by giving conscious-being to] [the subtle functions of] hearing, vision, touching, 
taste, and smelling—and the mind—this [Lord, in the form of the individual] experiences the sense objects.” 
(Bh. Gītā 15.9). 

66 “Whereas, the person who would [find] pleasure within the self alone, be satisfied with the self, and be 
contented in the self alone, …for that one there is no dependence for [any] thing toward any being.” ( Bh. Gītā 
3.17 and 18). 
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exists outside of me. This being a fact, then any such division in reality itself amounts 
to no more than an imagination, a mere name as ‘other’—nothing more. 

All that enjoy the claim of reality are only what I am aware of in order to lend that 
claim. I am aware of everything—I clearly am aware of what my mind knows and 
does not know. I am as much aware of the Mandarin language which my mind does 
not know—this is why I am absolutely sure I do not know it—as I am aware of the 
English language that I do know, at least sufficiently enough. 

Since this is the subtlest of knowledge, it bears repeating (abhyāsa). All exist in the 
shining reality that I am. This mind through its sense organs can only point in one 
direction or another, therefore its field is certainly limited, but that does not create a 
limit in me who is illumining this mind and its senses. This shining reality is not 
inside the mind or body. This shining reality is free of spatial division—being the 
witness of these phenomenal divisions. 

There cannot be an inside or outside for reality, so there cannot be an inside or 
outside for me, the real me. When one says that all things exist within me, the 
meaning is that as reality itself, there can be no second thing. If something appears in 
my awareness, it cannot be a separate thing. There can only be reality; there cannot  be 
reality plus the divisions. If the divisions are real, then they are not apart from reality , 
and so not a second thing that can really divide me. If they are not absolutely real, 
then they do not exist to be a second thing or create a real division. This is having 
one’s identity in reality, in awareness, itself, and not in the phenomenal divisions.  
This is being all-knowing, being the very nature of the knower of all (sarva-jñātṛtva). 

By ascertaining the meanings of these words according to their grammatical roots 
and context, the student can appreciate the fullest meaning of these sūtras. Their 
meaning presents a total re-orientation of one’s understanding that is a freedom which 
is more real than the bondage, the limitations, I previously thought I was under. That 
bondage ends. This freedom always was and will be the reality.  

This is a reality-based knowledge which brings a complete and lasting satisfaction 
in oneself. This is a knowledge and teaching tradition, couched in the Sanskrit 
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language, that we know has been available in India for thousands of years and has 
proved true for countless adepts. It is a knowledge that is said to be true, real, in every 
cycle of manifest universe, so it can be reasonable to think it is present throughout the 
extent of each universe. The teaching is so fulfilling and reality-based it is hard to 
imagine it would not be universally present. This teaching is getting clearly expressed 
here and now in the English language also.

67
 

ÇøÌ}YéøeáøªÞøøÌ} !øùÕø Ìø+ðøY×øûjøY¦øÞø+ ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø}G (3.50) 
tad-vairāgyād api doṣa-bīja-kṣaye kaivalyam. 

[api—and; tad-vai-rāgya—non-attachment to that; doṣa-bījas—defect-seeds; 
kṣaya—withered; kaivalya—freedom.] 

And from non-attachment to that—from no longer identifying with that mind 
and all other objects, including superpowers and even the teaching as a last 
crutch, in other words, from ultimate non-attachment

68
—when the defect-

seeds—the afflictions in their seed form onwards
69

—are finally withered by 
this complete knowledge that destroys the ignorance that is the fertile field for 
these seeds, there is kaivalya (freedom). 

This knowledge is meant to be completed. If one stops before clarity is attained, one 

                                                 
67 Swami Chinmayananda initiated in 1952 public talks on these scriptures in English for the f irst time to anyone 

who came to listen throughout India and abroad. This now continues with Swamiji’s disciple, Swami Dayananda 

Saraswati, in public talks, and in short and long term courses in English around the world. Swami Dayananda’s 

precise presentation of the original Sanskrit teachings into English is unique in its ability to keep these scriptures 

current and pertinent and applicable in terms of the student’s own experience. This precision in teaching will 

continue through enough of the hundreds of students Swami Dayananda has taught and who have matured into 

teachers themselves. We hope the English presentation of this text is a clear example of the clarity that can be 

brought to a traditional text, long thought to be outside of the Advaita Vedānta tradition. 

68 Yoga Sūtras 1.15 and 16, and 1.49 through 51.  

69 Yoga Sūtras 2.3 and 4. 
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may be left with just a self-righteous or scholarly view of the texts. The real I is not a 
topic—it is oneself. One cannot know the real self, know about the real self. One can 
only be the self, without limitations. Any knowledge about the self, such as, “I am 
limitless,” can amount to only a notion about oneself. This can only be another 
thought, another notion, not the being-witness of thoughts. 

This teaching is about knocking off the notions that limit the self. It is not for 
gaining more notions of grandeur of a holy or perfect self. When the seeds of 
affliction can no longer stage a comeback, one enjoys the fruit of this knowledge 
called complete freedom. 

Like light to darkness, knowledge is opposed to ignorance—the dark field in which 
these seeds of afflictions sprout and flower. Knowledge and ignorance cannot 
co-exist. In the wake of knowledge, ignorance must go. Once gone, it cannot come 
back. Even if one were to lose the powers of the mind through accident, disease , or 
senility, there is no reason for wrong notions to be re-entertained. This knowledge is 
not extraneous knowledge that can be forgotten. It is a loss of wrong notions, without 
reason for them to return. It takes practically no mental power to know that one 
exists; even a bug knows it exists. It takes very little more to know that one exists 
without limitations. And this is all one needs for knowing oneself as free of 
limitations. No religious, prophetic, or mystic promise can surpass this. 

At that point, one no longer has attachment to or identification with this mind, the 
objects of the mind, or any grandeur gained in the process. Even the words and 
practices of the teaching are themselves but means to the end, which is here now. I 
always exist without limitations. More teaching than this clear knowledge is just 
words (nāmadheya). 

òËøøÒÞø}Y$ÕøúÒøÛøÒÊømø+ òøw«¯YòÛøÞøø¡¢ámø@ ÕøüÒøá}Y!øÒø}Y"ñÀYÕøãòøw«¯øÇø}G (3.51) 
sthāny-upanimantraṇe saṅga-smayākaraṇaṃ punar-an-iṣṭa-prasaṅgāt. 
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[upanimantraṇa—invitation; sthānins—those in high position; a-karaṇa—no 
reason; saṅga—attachment; smaya—conceit; prasaṅga—necessitate; punar—
return; an-iṣṭa—what would not be chosen.] 

When there is invitation to join from those in high position, no matter what 
one’s karma brings, there is no reason for attachment or conceit, because 
attachment and conceit necessitate a return of what would not be chosen.

70
 

Once knowledge dawns, whatever happens in life, whether life gets simpler or more 
complicated, whether one enjoys position or power or influence, these situations make 
no change to me. These situations happen to the mind and body, not to me. The self 
does not become simpler or more complicated, or more or less powerful. It remains as 
it is, as limitless reality. When promotion or demotion happens in life’s situations, 
these have no connection with oneself. They only relate to the body and mind, and the 
unfoldment of the karma that brought them into being. These are results that, in this 
life, are mostly out of one’s hands, much less are they reasons for worry, distain, fear 
or hatred at their approach.

71
 

The scripture is replete with stories of great sages, such as Yājña-valkya in the 
Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Upaniṣad, whose counsel and instruction were sought by the great 
kings of the time. The sages were well rewarded for contributing their knowledge to 

                                                 
70 “O Lord Death, ephemeral things waste away the vigor of all of a mortal’s senses. All of life is short. [As for 
Your counter-offer, let] the cars, dances, and songs be Yours alone. A mortal cannot be [fully] satisfied by 
wealth. If I have beheld You [Lord Death] [and survived], I will receive wealth [anyway, when I get back to 
Earth]. [Having already been freed from You] as long as You rule, I will live. But, my best choice  (vara) [to be 
taught the knowledge of existence (asti) by You] [instead] remains the same.” (Kaṭha Up. 1.1.26 and 27). 

71 “The same (sama) toward [another who takes himself or herself as] an enemy or a friend and toward respect or 
disrespect; the same toward [the opposites] cold and hot, pleasure and pain; free from attachment, for whom 
censure and praise are alike [addressing only this body or mind, but not one’s self]; disciplined in speech; 
satisfied with whatever [happens]; homeless [i.e., a renunciate or who has no ownership toward a house he or 
she may own]; whose knowledge is firm—who [in this way] has devotion, [that] person is dear to Me.” (Bh. 
Gītā 12.18 and 19). 
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those who were wise enough to approach and request the greatest of teachings. Some 
of those kings in turn became wise teachers of this sacred knowledge. In the Indian 
tradition, the best of politics, economics, and even war were in the light of spiritual 
wisdom. 

There are translators who interpret this sūtra to mean one should avoid those in 
high position or in power out of fear of contamination. But the student need not 
necessarily limit his contact with anyone of power. Those powers can be confronted 
and dealt with as well as temptations from other sources. Those with authority and 
influence can and do benefit from association with adepts who understand the 
scriptures. It was indeed part of the culture that scriptural students pay no tuition 
while living with the teacher, but afterward were expected to go to the king or ruler in 
the area to demonstrate their learning and, if impressive, receive rewards for the 
student’s teacher. Surprisingly, the commentators and translators here either ignore or 
are unaware of this traditional role of the rulers in supporting the educational systems 
of India. 

This sūtra emphasizes the student’s focus on her own growth and learning, and her 
strength of character that keeps her from binding attachment and distractions from her 
purpose. This is the attitude one has as a karma-yogin of accepting life’s twists and 
turns as part of the natural order of nature. There is no reason now for a sudden fear 
or hatred toward those who happen to be rich and powerful. If that were so, then this 
wisdom would be a sudden stupidity. 

No new situation is unacceptable, though there may be situations not of one’s 
choosing. Only the inappropriate attitudes towards these situations, such as 
attachment or conceit, that are completely under one’s control , are not allowed back 
in, not chosen, since they were based on an ignorance that is gone. Or at least, these 
inappropriate attitudes would not be chosen by the seeker pending the gain of the real 
wealth of this knowledge.

72
 

                                                 
72 “Freedom from fear, purity of mind, steadiness in [i.e., commitment to] knowledge and its contemplation, 
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¦ømøYÇøÇø}Y¡ã¢ÛøÞøø+: òø@ÞøÛøøÌ} úéøéø+¡¢Yjø@ ¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.52) 
kṣaṇa-tat-kramayoḥ saṃyamād viveka-jaṃ jñānam. 

[saṃyama—contemplation; kṣaṇas—moments of time; tad-krama—their 
sequence; jñāna—knowledge; viveka-ja—born of discernment.] 

From saṃyama on the notional reality basis of the moments of time and their 
sequence, there is knowledge born of discernment between the timeless self 
and the transactional universe. 

This sūtra returns us to the types of change that objects may undergo. Here,  by 
contemplating on one of the factors, time itself, one attains a knowledge that discerns 
the difference between the self and this transactional universe.  

There is no single entity that is exactly a moment of time. Any length of time is 
further divisible into shorter and shorter lengths. If we say that a moment is just the 
shortest length of time that a human can notice, then what of other creatures? For 
creatures whose life-span is only in terms of a few human days or hours, then couldn’t 
their moment be much shorter? Moreover, our sciences cannot advance without an 
even shorter understanding of moments of time, so they measure down to f ractions of 
vibrations of an atom or frequency of light. In fact, there cannot be a single shortest 
moment of time. If there is any length to a moment, then the beginning of the length 
is really part of the past, and the ending a part of the future. Yet we imagine time as a 
series of moments. If we cannot really know what a moment is, how can we know 

                                                                                                                                                                
charity, mastery over the [ways of] behavior, performing [daily] yajña [prayers, etc.], reciting to oneself the 
Veda texts, prayerful discipline, straightforwardness, harmlessness, truthfulness, resolution of anger, 
renunciation, clarity, apaiśuna (not exposing defects of one person to another), compassion toward living 
beings, aloluptva (absence of agitation of the senses in the presence of objects), gentleness, modesty, absence of 
[meaningless] physical agitation, brilliance [expressed as self-confidence], accommodation [i.e., patience and 
understanding], resolve, cleanliness, absence of malice, absence of demanding respect from others —[these] are 
there for one born to the wealth of a deva (i.e., a worthy person), O Arjuna.” (Bh. Gītā 16.1 through 3). 
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what is a series (krama) of such moments? 

Let us assume there is a series of moments that characterize time.  How do we 
experience this flow of time? 

A past moment is something that does not exist anything like a present moment. A 
future moment also is something that does not exist anything like a present moment. 
Nor is a past moment anything like a future moment. A past moment is more like a 
memory of an experience that does not (now) exist. A future moment is more like an 
expectation of an experience that does not (yet) exist. The present is the experience of 
what exists. The flow of time would then be an expectation of an experience that does  
not exist, becoming an experience of existence, which then becomes a memory of that 
which does not exist. These three are much more unlike than alike. Yet we think of 
them as a series of the same thing, a series of moments.  

Which is the real moment? Is it the expectation, the experience, or the memory? Of 
the three, the only one that deals with reality is the present moment. But that present  
moment can have no length lest it again be reduced into expectation and memory, 
future and past. Any measure that aggregates future, present, and past, such as a 
minute, and which we call time, cannot exist apart from our conception of that 
aggregate existing. 

In fact, the past is nothing more than a present moment of an existing memory of 
an experience that does not (now) exist, and the future is no more than the present 
moment of an existing expectation of an experience that does not (yet) exist. What 
alone is real of time is the experience of existence, of the present . That present has 
nothing to do with any length of time. The present is wholly a length-less, a time-less, 
experience of existence. Existence is all there is in life. And it is present only in the 
present. Never is there non-existence. The present is not even an experience of 
existing in time. This length-less experience of existence, having nothing to do with 
time, is but my self, existence itself. My self is timeless.

73
 

                                                 
73 “This intelligence (vipaścit) [i.e., consciousness] is not born nor does it die. Nor did this come from anything, 
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This timeless existence that is myself is that by which my mind has what it calls 
experiences, and then attributes reality to these experiences and to this seeming 
fiction we call time. It is the mind that creates the concept of time, of past -present-
future moments and their passage (krama). But the conscious mind itself is a flow of 
thoughts in time. The mind, it seems, then has no more reality than time itself. The 
mind and time appear to be mutually dependent fictions. Yet they make up our 
experience of reality. 

This is what is meant by transactional reality (vyāvahārika-sat). Transactional 
reality is what appears to be real, but becomes less and less real the more one 
questions it. Yet it cannot be dismissed as not real. It is good enough for life to carry 
on; it need not be anything more than that. 

What alone is unquestionably real and cannot be dismissed is oneself. It is the same 
throughout the moments of time and the flow of the thoughts of the mind that allows 
these to be aggregated. It remains the unblinking witness that never changes, and 
remains the unchanging background by which all this ever changing transactional 
reality we call life flows. Without this unchanging background, there would be no 
experience of change.

74
 

If the self changed along with the flow of life, then there could be no experience of 
the flow of life. Just as, when our senses move along at the same speed, they never 
sense the fantastic speeds in various directions that we move through the universe on 
this spinning planet flying through the ever revolving and expanding systems that 
make up this universe. If our senses could somehow stand outside of this movement, 
then only would this movement be fully sensed. Only because there is a reality 
outside of time and space do we have our limited experience of time and space gained 

                                                                                                                                                                
nor did it become anything else. This, which is unborn, timeless, ever the same, and is always there, is not 
destroyed [i.e., changed] when the body is destroyed [i.e., changed].” (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.18). “The timeless of the 
time-bound (a-nityas), the consciousness of the conscious.” (Kaṭha Up. 2.2.13). 

74 Yoga Sūtra 4.18. 
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through our senses and mind. 

The existence of reality that includes time and space but is more than time and 
space is what we come to appreciate through the teaching and contemplation.  This 
reality is yourself, and this is why you have these experiences throughout your life 
that make up this transactional reality. The same ever-fresh witness of your 
childhood, is the ever-fresh witness of your adulthood, and is the ever-fresh witness 
of your old age. That witness does not age.

75
 That is why all your experiences remain 

ever vivid. The timeless reality of your awareness, of your sense of your self, is why a 
child cannot wait until his body grows up, the teen thinks he will live forever, and an 
older person cannot accept his mortality. Only the body and mind undergo 
transformations in time, not the self. 

We do not even experience a real flow of life or of thoughts. There is no real flow 
of life plus myself as its witness. Life itself is less permanent and real than the reality 
of me, and the flow of life is an abstraction in the mind’s eye. This mind also is a part 
of impermanent life and is itself a flow. The mind has notions about life but the mind 
is not the witness of life, is not the I who witnesses life. The mind is lit up, so to 
speak, by the light of the self. This lighting of the non-luminous mind is no more than 
the presence of the luminous self wherever the mind goes.  These ideas will be 
elaborated and explained in the next chapter of sūtras. 

The self is called the witness relative only to the act of witnessing which happens 
in the subtle mind that alone is the action of witnessing and the act of labeling. As 
explained under Yoga Sūtra 1.3, I am the reality that allows me to ever be the 
witnessor. I am the existence that witnesses all that can be witnessed. I am essentially 
existence itself that expresses as the witness of all by way of the mind. This witness is 
the witness of the conscious mind that is a flow of thoughts. The self is the  
unchanging reality, the unchanging background, by which the mind can experience 

                                                 
75 “Transcending these three guṇas that give rise to the body—and freed from birth, death, ageing, and sorrow 
[i.e., guilt and hurt]—the embodied one attains immortality.” (Bh. Gītā 14.20). 
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this flow. That mind is not essentially other than this reality. It participates in this 
unchanging reality, thus the mind can make sense of a flow, an aggregation, of time , 
and can become enlightened as to its basis in unchanging reality.  

Through this inquiry into the nature of time, one comes face-to-face with the 
unchanging reality behind time, and that reality cannot be other than oneself. The 
mind may at first be challenged by the realization, but it will learn to rest in the truth 
of its unchanging basis. The mind will learn to enjoy freedom from having to try so 
hard to make sense of life and from trying to make oneself and one’s world 
acceptable. Once this unchanging reality is discerned, time itself is objectively 
understood. Time and all within time enjoy an objective, phenomenal reality. 
Whereas, the self is reality itself, being without limitation. The self is known as 
reality unfiltered through the senses and mind, whereas everything else within reality 
is phenomenally filtered and limited. 

Time and all within time have a dependent, conditional reality. The self is the 
unconditional, independent reality. The conditional is within the unconditional, and 
they are not two separate entities. Time and all within time, the transactional world, is 
reality, but reality is not the transactional world. As Swami Dayananda puts it, “B is 
A, but A is not B.” The broad universe is ātman (oneself), but ātman is not the broad 
universe. The broad universe is not the equal of reality, ātman; the transactional world 
is not the total reality. As we have seen, that does not mean the transactional world is 
not real. The universe is the reality that is oneself; it cannot and does not exist apart 
from this reality. Yet we are not born knowing this fact, and we come to take the 
universe and its apparent limitation as its reality and as our reality.

76
 

                                                 
76 “Ātman [here, the shining intelligence manifest as the subtle universe] alone was there in the beginning. 
…That [which is] this very universe was at that time undifferentiated. It became [itself] differentiated only into 
name and form (nāma-rūpa), ‘this [existence] is this [particular] name, this [existence] is this [particular] form.’ 
Even now this [universe] is differentiated only into name and form, ‘this [existence] is this [particular] name, 
this [existence] is this [particular] form’ [i.e., not into separate real entities, not away or different from ātman]. 
This very [ātman] had [already] entered into these [bodies] all the way to the tips of the [finger and toe] nails, 
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The universe is real, is nothing but the reality, and its limitations are only apparent. 
Its limitations are apparent in the same way a shirt is apparent, is only name and form, 
with respect to the fabric, its material. Its material is (relatively speaking) its reality . 
If you remove the fabric from the shirt, there is no more shirt. If you remove shirt 
(shirt-ness) from fabric, there is still fabric. The shirt is not the equal of the fabric; the 
shirt is a name we give to fabric in a certain form. The shirt is fabric, but fabric is not 
shirt. Similarly, a dream is me the dreamer, but I am not the dream. 

This so-called relationship between the real and the unreal (what is other than the 
unconditional, total reality, yet is not totally nonexistent) is what Kṛṣṇa is indicating 
in the ninth chapter of the Bhagavad Gītā.

77
 With this understanding, the transactional 

universe, though unreal, is reality, but reality is not the transactional universe, the 
unreal. The unreal cannot be totally nonexistent (śūnya, tuccha), like a square circle 
or a rabbit’s horn. The totally nonexistent does not exist in any way, not even as an 

                                                                                                                                                                
like a razor would be placed in its case [i.e., as manifest within like the obvious shining awareness in the mind 
(hṛd), the is-is-is in every cognition, yet not fully known, as if encased] or like fire/energy (viśvaṃ-bhara) [i.e., 
the support of the body] within the nest/body (kulāya) of fire/energy (viśvaṃ-bhara) [i.e., as latent within like 
fire yet to be converted from unmanifest into manifest energy within the wood, here, as existence present in the 
body throughout and not fully known, yet fully, blazingly, knowable]. They [the people] do not [in fact] see it 
[ātman]. Because [viewed from a limited perspective] it is not [seen] complete/whole (a-kṛtsna). Only while 
[manifesting the function of] living [does it go by] the name ‘life (prāṇa)’; while [manifesting the function of] 
speaking…‘speech’; while seeing…‘sight’; while hearing…‘the sense of hearing’; while thinking…‘the mind.’ 
Each of these are merely the names for it through these functions. The one who meditates upon it as individual 
and separate from it does not [in fact] know, because this is incomplete as separate from it. Only as ātman [i.e., 
as oneself, complete, without separations or divisions] can one contemplate it, because in this [ ātman] all these 
are one whole (eka). Among all these [names], this ātman is what is to be attained [by knowledge], because all 
this [i.e., everything, every name] is known [only] by this [by ātman, by this consciousness].” (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka 
Up. 1.4.1 and 7). 

77 “All beings exist in [i.e., are because of] Me, but I am not in [i.e., because of] them. [Yet] [as separate] beings 
[they] do not exist in Me. Look at My, the Lord’s, yoga (connection to/attaining in) [the world]! My ātman (self, 
the self of all) produces [all] things [all names and forms], sustains [all] things, but does not exist in [i.e., is not 
dependent upon] these things.” (Bh. Gītā 9.4 and 5). 
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unreal entity. The unreal, any object both factual and imaginary, is what exists, but 
does not exist as absolutely real in every way. 

The limitations, which make up the diversity of the universe, are only experiences 
from the perspective of our senses. It is we who then mistakenly take these limitations 
as being as real as ourselves, and then further impose those limitations (of the body  
and mind) on ourselves. Once all limitations, being impermanent, are known to be 
unreal, not absolutely real, not as real as oneself, then there can be no real difference 
between the universe and oneself. And that is why, once the universe is seen 
objectively and given proper consideration, the methodology of sub-rating, of 
negating, the unreal phenomenal limitation, reveals the reality of oneself and identity 
with the whole. 

The tradition Patañjali follows does not attempt to explain reality in terms of 
common knowledge because what is commonly known is exactly where the mistake 
lies. Insecurities and misplaced values are embedded in our language and our mindset. 
Nevertheless, we must use common words. We use them and expand their 
connotation, their meaning. And we ask the student to put that expanded meaning up 
against his or her own experience. 

This tradition unfolds an uncommon knowledge of realities that permanently frees 
one from all sense of shortcoming. The foundation of the meaning of words is re-
oriented to the knowledge that you are whole and you are the whole. This is the 
revelation shared from the teacher and confirmed in contemplation. The words of the 
teaching bring out a more clear understanding of how reality ought to be understood, 
which subsume, sub-rate, our previous understandings of realities as less real, or as a 
lower level of reality. We already have in our common understanding two levels of 
reality: imaginary (prātibhāsika) and objective (vyāvahārika).

78
 To this is to be 

                                                 
78 Actually, from the perspective of the common person, the two levels of reality are imaginary ( prātibhāsika) 
and absolute (pāramārthika), because what is actually the objective, transactional world, once all three levels are 
understood, is taken, before that understanding, as an absolute reality. That is why this transactional world is 
misunderstood as something that absolutely limits and binds oneself, because we take it as absolutely real. This 
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understood an absolute (pāramārthika) reality, that is not a third reality, but the only 
reality, under which the other two are objectively subsumed, sub-rated. 

jøøúÇøYæ¦ømøYÌ+íøeá} !øÒÞøÇøøÒøéø²µ+ÌøÇø} ÇøüèÞøÞøø+òø} ÇøÇø: ÕøãúÇøÕøúÉÇø:G(3.53) 
jāti-lakṣaṇa-deśair anyatānavacchedāt tulyayos tataḥ pratipattiḥ. 

[tataḥ—from that; an-avaccheda—no separation; anyatā—distinction; jāti—
character; lakṣaṇa—symptom; deśa—place; pratipatti—ascertainment; 
tulya—both being the same.] 

From that knowledge born of discernment of the self in this transactional 
universe, since there is no real separation of distinction in terms of character, 
symptom, and place in time—the very ways we carve out dualities are 
themselves exposed as fleeting notions and their separations and limitations are 
known to be only apparent—then there is ascertainment of both the mind or 
universe within time and the self as being the same—the one reality within 
which the apparent are active. 

When the separations, the limitations, in terms of character, symptom, and period 
between the mind (or any object) and oneself (sattva and puruṣa, see Yoga Sūtra 
3.55) are recognized as apparent and not absolute, then the identity of everything as 
oneself, as reality, is ascertained. This is seeing the sameness everywhere, called 
sarva-ātma-bhāva (being the self of all). This sameness (tulya) is the sama (the same) 
that Kṛṣṇa explained in chapter five and six of the Bhagavad Gītā as the reality that is 
otherwise called brahman.

79
 

                                                                                                                                                                
is exactly what is meant by the error of identifying oneself, the absolute, with what is seen, with the thoughts in 
the mind (compare Yoga Sūtras 1.4 and 2.17). Again, why isn’t this two level imaginary-absolute perspective 
absolutely true? Because the freedom from bondage sub-rates that perspective, making it incapable of being 
absolutely real. If freedom were not possible, then the common perspective would be absolutely tru e. 

79 “Those whose mind is rooted in what is by nature the same (sama) win over birth here itself. Because the 
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Though it is obvious that these last few sūtras from 3.49 to the end of this chapter 
are summing up what is the goal of yoga and the eight limbs of yoga, namely, the 
knowledge and what is freedom, the Sāṅkhya-Yoga commentaries and translators 
strive to interpret this sūtra as one more superpower. 

They take the term deśa to mean only physical location, and not time. An 
accomplished yogin can glean knowledge of the temporal distinction of two entities 
that are similar (tulya) in character, symptom, and location. Then the yogin could 
distinguish two similar newly minted coins from each other, or one fruit from another, 
by being able to perceive atomic differences because of the difference in time they 
were formed and presented in front of the yogin. One commentator goes on to say the 
yogin would be able to tell if someone switched the coins or fruits when the yogin was 
not looking. I suppose they would be terrific at winning shell games on the streets of 
Delhi. But I have no idea how important this superpower is towards kaivalya 
(liberation). 

Promoting superpowers and ignoring the scripture’s physics and metaphysics when 
explaining these meditations not only misses the point, it misleads the student.  These 
meditations should be seen for their help in preparing the mind for liberation through 
inculcating a cosmic perspective that connects the microcosm to the macrocosm and 
transcends the mundane all the way to the limitless. This is recognizing and staying 
on the purport (tāt-parya) of all these sūtras from the beginning to end of this text. 

                                                                                                                                                                
defect-less brahman is the same (sama) [i.e., everywhere it is one only], therefore they abide in brahman.” (Bh. 
Gītā 5.19). “That one is exalted whose vision is the same (sama) toward the kind-hearted, friends, enemies, 
acquaintances, mediators, the hateful, kin, the virtuous, and even sinners.” (Bh. Gītā 6.9). “Whose mind is 
absorbed in [this] contemplation, who sees the same (sama) [i.e., brahman] everywhere—sees [one’s] self 
abiding in all beings and all beings in [one’s] self. The one who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in 
Me—I am not lost [i.e., remote] to that one, nor is that one lost [i.e., remote] to Me. Having attained [this 
vision/knowledge of] oneness, the one who [thus] gains Me as abiding in all beings, that yogin, though engaging 
in all types [of action], abides in Me [i.e., abides not just when in the seat of meditation —because knowledge is 
continuous, in and out of meditation].” (Bh. Gītā 6.29 through 31). 
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Liberating Knowledge – Kaivalya 

Çøøá¡@¢ òøéøâYúéøðøÞø@ òøéøâËøøYúéøðøÞøÛø} !øY¡ã¢Ûø@ ²ø+úÇø úéøéø+¡¢Yjø@ ¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.54) 
tārakaṃ sarva-viṣayaṃ sarvathā-viṣayam a-kramaṃ ceti viveka-jaṃ jñānam. 

[jñāna—knowledge; viveka-ja—born of discernment; iti—is said to; tāraka—
liberate; sarva-viṣaya—includes everything; sarvathā-viṣaya—in everyway; 
ca—and; a-krama—lacks a progression.] 

This knowledge, born of discernment of the self from this transactional 
universe, is said to liberate

80
 one from saṃsāra, which is mistaken 

identification of oneself with the limitations of this transactional universe, 
includes everything in the universe in everyway,

81
 and lacks a progression—

since liberation is not a simple gradual feeling of freedom on a relative, sliding 
scale of reaching in condition, place, and time, but is an absolute and timeless 
knowledge of what already is, as complete freedom. 

There is no slowing getting liberated. Liberation is not an incremental knowledge that 
one gathers in terms of information, as is the case with subjects such as philosophy 
and psychology. The teacher’s words reveal the nature of one’s reality by  removing 
all wrong notions regarding this reality. Until all wrong notions go, one remains 
limited by each one of them. 

                                                 
80 “‘Revered Sir [i.e., O Sanat-kumāra], as I am, I am but a knower of mantras (sacred verbal texts), not a 
knower of ātman. Because I have indeed heard from those like yourself that the knower of ātman crosses over 
(tarati) sorrow (śoka) and, Revered Sir, as I am, I suffer, [then] may your reverence [as a teacher] help me cross 
over (tārayatu) beyond sorrow.’ [Sanat-kumāra] replied to him [Nārada], ‘Whatever you had studied is but 
name (nāman) alone.’” (Chāndogya Up. 7.1.3). “Rudra distinctly imparts the saving (tāraka) scripture 
(brahman), by which one who [already] is free (a-mṛta) [by nature], is [now] free [by knowledge].” (Jābāla Up. 
1.1). 

81 “There is this verse—Seeing [thus] one does not see death, nor disease, nor affliction. Seeing [thus], one sees 
all and attains all, in all ways.” (Chāndogya Up. 7.26.2). 
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The last wrong notion is in the form, “I am limited.” Freedom is knowing oneself 
as limitless—nothing more and nothing less. This alone is to be thoroughly known 
and assimilated. It takes time to untangle and remove the layers of confusions and 
wrong convictions that have been taken for granted all one’s life. Then, it also takes 
time to assimilate this understanding during this process. But the knowledge itself is 
so simple; it can take no time at all. We already know we exist; we just have to know 
that we exist without limitations. 

The knowledge itself, since it removes all notions of limitations, also removes the 
limitation of time. In this sense, the knowledge is timeless, and therefore does not 
actually take place in time. Between the limited and the limitless, from a logical or a 
practical standpoint, there cannot be any incremental path. The leap, so to speak, from 
limited to limitless can only happen because one is already and always unlimited. 
There can be no distance or time span in that leap, without limiting the endpoint as 
within space or time. Only ignorance that blocks this appreciation stands in the way 
of the limitless. 

This teaching is about including the universe in one’s understanding  in everyway. 
It is not about blocking out the universe in deep samādhi, hoping the self will pop up 
later in a blank trance of meditation. If the self has to pop up in a trance, then who has 
been living your life? The self is always there as the being-witness of this life. The 
mind has just been busy changing and justifying its wrong notions about the self. 
Patañjali offers us yoga, a life of assimilating the teaching regarding the world, God, 
and oneself, aided by values, attitudes, and contemplation. 

Some Sāṅkhya-Yoga commentaries and translators here create a brand new 
meaning for the term tāraka, saying that it means intuitional. This is their attempt to 
claim that Patañjali would accept their thesis that samādhi creates new knowledge. 
For them, that new knowledge would be an intuition and would not come from the 
guru (teacher). There would be no background of study or teaching (brahma-carya 
and svādhyāya) involved in this intuition. Every New Age author can make any claim 
he or she wants under the guise of intuition. Anything goes. 
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But no single experience one has in meditation, no superpower or mystical 
epiphany, will deliver the goods. Freedom, abiding freedom, does not come and go 
with specific experiences, even specific intuitions. It cannot because anything that 
comes in time cannot but be susceptible to, and will,  leave in time. The student must 
read all translations and commentaries, new or old, with an eye to the tendency to 
overstate the nature of the experiences one may have while living a life of yoga. 

Samādhi along with its prior practices brings about a clarity and steadiness of mind 
to apply to what one has studied by way of svādhyāya (see Yoga Sūtra 2.1), so that 
this mind may assimilate the knowledge of the teaching. The clarity in knowledge is 
brought about by the words of the teaching removing ignorance. From the nothingness 
of a samādhi without a teacher and a teaching, one will get nothing more than a quiet 
sit. What is the point of contemplation, if there is nothing to contemplate? One has to 
bring into the contemplation the teaching, and then the culmination of samādhi will 
be oneself free of the notions the teaching knocks off. Why would Patañjali have 
wasted so many other sūtras about values and attitudes, wrong saṃskāras and 
correcting saṃskāras, living a life of study, learning from the scripture, and 
assimilating this knowledge, if all there was to yoga was a trance samādhi that created 
its own new intuitional knowledge? 

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøÞøø+: íøüúpÑYòøøÛÞø+ ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø} "úÇøG (3.55) 
sattva-puruṣayoḥ śuddhi-sāmye kaivalyam iti. 

[śuddhi-sāmya—pure equality; sattva—mind; puruṣa—self; iti—is called; 
kaivalya—freedom.] 

When there is understanding and assimilation of the pure equality
82

 of the 
                                                 
82 “I [the Lord, the ultimate puruṣa] am the intellect (buddhi) of all who have an intellect.” (Bh. Gītā 7.10). “I 
am the mind (manas) among the powers [of perception and action].” (Bh. Gītā 10.22). “I am the contemplative 
disposition (sattva) among the contemplative.” (Bh. Gītā 10.36). “I am the source of the entire universe, as well 
at [its] resolution.” (Bh. Gītā 7.6). 
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mind, including any and all objects, and the puruṣa (self), this is called 
kaivalya (freedom). 

Discernment (viveka) of the self as different from the apparent world, and the 
apparent world as different from the self—this is an initial step in gaining the 
knowledge that liberates. It gets you onto the raft of self-knowledge as one’s sole 
pursuit. But, by itself, it may only result in an isolated self, afraid of seeing the world 
again. The real liberation is the next step born of this discerning knowledge. That step 
is called sarva-ātma-bhāva (being the self of all)—limitlessness even while seeing the 
apparent limitations of the universe. 

Sarva-ātma-bhāva is the figurative crossing over (tāraka) the ocean of limitations 
to the limitless brahman as oneself. This is the active life that Kṛṣṇa lived for all to 
see and learn from. This is the pure equality, the equality that is obvious once there is 
purity from the limitations of the universe and the imagined self. That purity is not a 
physical destruction of limitations. The limitations of the world obviously are not 
destroyed. The universe, or even one’s personal universe, is not destroyed when 
someone, somewhere gets liberated. Rather the wise person subsumes and sub-rates 
these limitations by his or her all-encompassing knowledge of limitless reality. 

The limitless is first recognized through the discernment that oneself is not the 
unreal limitations—the A is not B from the second half of Swami Dayananda’s 
formula.

83
 But is finally recognized according to the first half of that formula, B is 

A—all this broad universe is nothing but myself (ātman). 

This formula, B is A but A is not B—the broad universe is ātman (oneself), but 
ātman is not the broad universe—applies to relating to (applies to including) the 
world in oneself through the liberating knowledge of this teaching. The essential 
knowledge that brings this understanding about is that B is exactly A, expressed in the 
Great Saying (mahāvākya): That (brahman) is you, you are that (tat tvam eva tvam 

                                                 
83 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.52. 
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eva tat).
84

 That limitless reality (brahman) is you (ātman) and you are that. This 
doubtlessly reveals the exact identity, oneness, of oneself and the limitless. Being the 
limitless, everything must be within oneself. 

Whereas, the dualist Sāṅkhya-Yoga philosophy holds that liberation is a mechanical 
process like breaking a car engine. One stops the mind, stops the engine. Once the 
mind stops then (with a little tinkering under the hood—this is the mystical part) the 
karma seed linkage gets unlinked, and the mind, the engine, can never get started 
again. Presto, the problem is solved. 

Sāṅkhya-Yogins see the mind as a problem, and they say eliminating the mind 
solves the problem. Liberation for them is whatever remains after this thought-
stoppage. It literally amounts to the yogin stranded in his or her isolation philosophy 
without an intellect to get out. There are even stories of yogins walled off in a cave or 
an ashram room, fed by their students and devotees through a small opening. This is 
somehow a sign of the yogin’s liberation. 

All dharma efforts toward growth, though, will bring rewards and puṇya (karma 
merit). A yoga-bhraṣṭa (fallen from yoga) is the one who gets as far as he or she does, 
but does not finish. The lot of a yoga-bhraṣṭa is questioned and answered in the sixth 
chapter of the Bhagavad Gītā dealing with samādhi contemplation.

85
 

                                                 
84 “That [limitless reality] is you, you are that.” (Kaivalya Up. 16). 

85 “O Kṛṣṇa, [the renunciate talked about in this sixth chapter] endowed with trust [in this Your teaching], [but] 
who does not make [adequate] effort, whose mind wanders away from yoga, not gaining success in yoga—what 
is [that one’s] lot? O Kṛṣṇa, deluded in the path [i.e., the means for the knowledge] of brahman, fallen from both 
[karma-yoga and jñāna-yoga] [and thus] without a basis, I hope that this one does not fizzle out, like a cloudlet 
[split off from a cloudbank]? …O Arjuna, neither here itself [due to the positive attitude of śraddhā] nor 
hereafter [according to karma] is there loss for that one. O Dear One, [to the extent] anyone performs adaptive 
action [in keeping with dharma], [to that extent] that one does not get a bad lot.” (Bh. Gītā 6.37, 38, and 40). 
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Chapter 4 
On Freedom 

Causes of the Accomplishments 

jøÒÛøøeðøúÐøYÛøÒÊøYÇøÕø:YòøÛøøúÐøYjøø: úòøpÑÞø:G(4.1) 
janmauṣadhi-mantra-tapaḥ-samādhi-jāḥ siddhayaḥ. 

[siddhis—superpowers or accomplishments; ja—effected; janma—birth; 
oṣadhis—herbs; mantras—repetition of sacred declarations; tapas—
austerities; samādhi—contemplation.] 

The siddhis (superpowers or accomplishments) mentioned in the preceding 
section can be effected by one’s birth with a fast-track to maturity due to one’s 
prior efforts, or in this life by healthy herbs, repetition of mantras, austerities, 
and/or samādhi. 

One may achieve these superpowers to varying degrees naturally from one’s birth, or 
from drugs, incantations, austerities, or samādhi (the various saṃyamas talked about 
in the preceding section). We accept these accomplishments in their relative sense as 
conceivably possible but unnecessary and indistinct. They hold their place in the 
Indian tradition as more of a cultural or cult phenomenon and, as superpowers, do not 
give us sensible goals. 

A better understanding of siddhis (accomplishments) here is the gain of the 
qualifications sufficient to assimilate this teaching. That alone is the most worthwhile 
accomplishment within yoga, and is in keeping with everything that Patañjali has 
presented and intended in this text. 

A conducive birth and upbringing supports and nourishes the student’s spiritual 
growth, his or her sense of integrity and understanding of one’s identity with the 
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Lord. The mantras of the scriptures express the essential understanding of this 
liberating teaching. Patañjali refers to herbs, which may be combined with specific 
mantras, employed in Ayurveda to heal the mind and body of distracting conditions 
(see Yoga Sūtras 1.30 and 31). In a broad sense, a vegetarian diet contributes to a 
steady mind and a healthy attitude.

1
 

A vegetarian (oṣadhi) diet complements the prime virtue of non-injury (a-hiṃsā) in 
one’s life. We’ve become efficient farmers in the past several thousand years. We do 
not have to kill to survive, unless we choose to. A vegetarian diet may be seen as an 
accomplishment of a more intelligent consumption from the healthier base of the food 
chain, instead of from its accumulated poisonous top. But, in making this personal 
decision does the intellect or desire win out? Which is in charge of the diet? How 
could the same not be in charge of the rest of one’s actions and thoughts?  If 
intelligent sincerity and tenacity are perhaps lacking even at the sacred dining table, 
when and where will they show? 

We simply want to present here an understanding about non-violence in one’s life. 
Our own choice in this matter is our choice—understandable and acceptable no matter 
what it is. Vedānta and yoga do not demand or command anything. We each have to 
demand and command our own action—that’s all. This here is simply to inform. 
                                                 
1 “Those who eat the food left after first offering to the Lord are freed from all transgressions.” ( Bh. Gītā 3.13). 
“Others, whose food [consumption] is regulated, offer [their] prāṇas (energies) into the prāṇas (digestive 
fires).” (Bh. Gītā 4.30). “For one whose food and activity are moderated—whose bodily movement is regulated 
during activities, whose sleeping and waking [hours] are moderated—yoga is a destroyer of [all] sorrows.” (Bh. 
Gītā 6.17). “The food [offered to the ancestors] is Me, the food (auṣadha, made from plants [oṣadhis]) [offered 
to the Lord] is Me.” (Bh. Gītā 9.16). “Having entered the earth [as the brilliance from the sun], I sustain with 
My strength all beings. And being the extracted juice in the form of sap [from the earth], I nourish all plants 
(oṣadhis) [hence, I am the food]. Being the digestive fire, obtaining in the body of living beings, and united with 
[i.e., stoked by] exhalation and inhalation, I cook [inside the body] the four kinds of food [drunk, chewed, 
licked, and sucked]. And I am present [as the conscious being] in everyone’s intellect [energized by Me as the 
digested food].” (Bh. Gītā 15.13 through 15). “Foods that increase longevity, mental clarity, strength, health, 
pleasure [in taste], and satisfaction [visually or physically], [that are] tasty, oily, long lasting [in the body], and 
pleasing to the mind—[they] are [said to be] a favorite of one predominately sattva. (Bh. Gītā 17.8). 
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Action and the Mind 

jøøÇÞø}Y!øÒÇøáYÕøùámøøÛø: Õøã¡;¢ÇÞø}Y!øøÕø þáøÇø}G (4.2) 
jāty-antara-pariṇāmaḥ prakṛty-āpūrāt. 

[pariṇāma—change; jāti-antara—another birth; āpūra—filling in; prakṛti—
pre-existing nature.] 

The change into and within another birth, which may bring these powers, as 
well as any and all abilities one is capable of in keeping with that embodiment, 
is due to the filling in of one’s pre-existing nature. In the context of change 
into a new birth, this filling in is the possibility within one’s entire storehouse of 
karma; in the context within this birth, this is the subset of latent tendencies one 
is born with. 

The abilities of any embodiment, whether divine, human, animal, or other, are not 
solely due to any current activity one undertakes in that embodiment . These current 
activities are themselves more an effect of the current embodiment and situations with 
which one has been provided, than any change within this embodiment. They are 
more due to one’s past store of karma that creates one’s physical body and shapes the 
subtle body (the mind) appropriately for the various experiences this embodiment can 
provide. The past karmas play out as one’s abilities and the situations around, with 
which to experience and grow. 

There is free-will to be exercised in one’s choices throughout life. These chosen 
activities create new karmas. Free-will activities make growth possible, but even 
these are within the possibilities allowed to one’s mind with its background that has 
been mostly provided and not caused by you. This shaping background is provided by 
the total environment—one’s genetic material, one’s mother and father, one’s siblings 
and extended family, neighbors, friends, teachers, co-workers, guru, literature, 
language, art, society, technology, cuisine, locale, geography, climate, weather, and 
on and on. You did not cause any of these, but they shaped you according to what 
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your karma required and allowed. 

This total environment is what is appreciated as the manifestation of the Lord in 
one’s life. This appreciation is the predominant attitude within Īśvara-praṇidhāna 
(intelligent surrender to the Lord as the whole order of the universe) as part of 
kriyā-yoga.

2
 In appreciation of this provided background and order, one has natural 

duties to give back as an offering to the whole, even if that offering is but this 
prayerful appreciation. 

If part or much of this background is seen as a problem by you, still that 
background has also allowed you to see the problem and thus to start to address the 
problem. This problem was likely there because of one’s karma to be worked out in 
this life. That storehouse of karma was your own doing in countless lives past. Do not 
blame the messengers for this karma which is yours to work out. This acceptance of 
one’s own storehouse of karma is also part of the appreciation of this provided 
background, of the Lord in one’s life. 

In the course of resolving the shame and blame that conflict one’s life, the student 
recognizes that much of what occurs in life is outside of his or her control . It can be 
accommodated as the given environment. Then, one can turn to adjusting one’s 
emotional attitude to accept this objective fact. This allows a more unclouded intellect 
to freely choose the best course of action in this given reality. This is a life of karma-
yoga. 

The concept of a storehouse or account holding one’s karma is a belief. It is a 
belief that is not essential to gaining liberation, but it is a healthy and supportive 
belief system. 

Some may believe that what happens is due to good or bad luck, uncaused chance 
occurrences, at which to rejoice or curse. But science does not accept non-causation 
or uncaused magic. Or, some may think that everything in their life is caused by their 

                                                 
2 Yoga Sūtra 2.1. 
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will, their choices. This more easily leads to more shame, guilt, and a sense of failure, 
than to self-empowerment and satisfaction. 

The karma model allows a balanced, healthy measure of importance to present 
choices within the given interlinked causal mesh of life, within the Lord. It 
respectfully acknowledges the intricate web of life in which one participated in 
forming around oneself, and pinpoints where informed choice can be effectively 
directed right here now. In respectful and informed choice alone is growth in life 
which can shape one’s current attitudes and future experiences. It is a greater mastery 
of one’s attitudes in life that brings real and lasting maturity—not control of 
situations which are, in truth, not controllable.

3
 

There are translators of this sūtra and the next one who find in the meaning of the 
word jāti a connection to the evolution of species. Jāti can mean group or species. 
This is again an attempt to fit Patañjali into a Sāṅkhya mold, with its elaborate 
analysis of evolution. Patañjali’s reference here is to freedom from the confusion of 
seeing the world as equally real as the self. He explains how the individual makes 
progress in this birth within the scheme of karma towards an appreciation of that 
freedom. Understanding jāti as birth is the appropriate translation and is consistent 
with the context. 

Moreover, those translators have little to offer for their efforts in trying to throw 
light on species or world evolution through these few sūtras here that are ill-equipped 
for such a topic. One is left as a result in the next sūtra wondering just who would be 
the farmer in its irrigation metaphor? If these two sūtras are about species, then is 
God their farmer? But God or the ātman, the parama-ātman, is actionless.

4
 How can 

                                                 
3 “You have control only in doing action, never in its results. Do not [think yourself to] be the cause of the 
results of action [that cause being but the Lord as embodied in the universal laws of karma]. Nor should you 
have attachment to inaction. O Arjuna, being free from attachment [toward anticipated results], [i.e.] being the 
same (sama) towards success or failure, established in yoga [this attitude], [then] perform action. Sameness 
(samatva) [of attitude (buddhi) towards results—whatever they are] is called yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 2.47 and 48). 

4 “O Arjuna, since it is beginningless [i.e., uncaused/un-effected] and since it is without attributes, this 
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an actionless farmer plant and pull weeds to cultivate crops, or anything like that? 

úÒøúÛøÉÇøÛø} !øYÕøãÞøø +jø¡@¢ Õøã¡;¢ÇøûÒøø@ éøámøYÙø+Ìòø} Çøü ÇøÇø: ¦ø+ùÊø¡¢éøÇø}G (4.3) 
nimittam a-prayojakaṃ prakṛtīnāṃ varaṇa-bhedas tu tataḥ kṣetrikavat. 

[nimitta—efficient cause; a-prayojaka—not the instigator; prakṛtis—pre-
existing causes; tu—rather; kṣetrika-vat—like a farmer; bheda—removal; 
varaṇas—obstacles; tataḥ—to them.] 

An efficient cause—one’s current action—is not the instigator of the pre-
existing causes—the already existing store of karma—rather, like a farmer 
opening a gate in an irrigation system and removing weeds, there is only the 
removal of obstacles to them, to the preferred karma pathways possible in this 
life. 

The part of the storehouse of karma that materially effects and affects this current 
life, namely prārabdha karma, is not fate set in stone. It is a wealth of possibilities, 
within the mind as its latent tendencies, that is the promise this life can entail. Current 
choices and actions remove obstacles (varaṇa = āvaraṇa) to different karma-currents 
within these possibilities in this life to flow into manifestation. To use the given 
metaphor, the opening of certain irrigation gates is equivalent to the informed free-
will choices one makes, and the removing of weeds in the chosen channels is the 
equivalent here of clearing away the kleśas, the blocking obstructions, within the 
karma matrix of fixed possibilities that hold one back from fulfillment in life. This is 
the importance of choice in action and then following through in thought, words, and 
deeds that are in keeping with dharma (what is appropriate in every situation).

5
 This 

                                                                                                                                                                
changeless parama-ātman (limitless I) does not do action—even though obtaining in the body—nor is it affected 
[by the results of action].” (Bh. Gītā 13.31). 

5 “Propriety in actions [i.e., acting within dharma, where, like for the Lord, the means are as important as the 
end] is [called] yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 2.50). 
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topic, which is only hinted at here, is covered very well in the Bhagavad Gītā. This 
freedom to exercise choice is also the basis of what prayer is. 

Prayer’s purpose is to exercise a choice and mentally act upon it, where physical 
action is not possible or not enough of an effective option, such as in helping another 
in one’s life to mature in their own life. Prayer is for removing any obstacles to a 
preferred outcome that is possible. Much of that removal of obstacles is of one’s own 
false sense of helplessness that keeps one unhappy in the current situation. By gaining 
a healthier attitude towards what is being prayed for, by doing all that one can do in 
the situation, this at least helps prepare oneself for any outcome and accept it.  

Prayer should not be seen as requesting some deity to interfere in the nature of 
things and people to create some positive outcome for you or for certain of your 
friends. Deities are, in this tradition, viewed as the very forces that make up the 
nature of things, such as Lord Agni (Fire), Goddess Sarasvatī (Perennial Knowledge), 
or Lord Dharma-rāja (Death), not as spoilers in nature with preferences towards 
whomever most appeases them. Whenever the scripture talks about appeasing the 
gods and goddesses, it means appreciating and acknowledging, in words and deeds, 
their effectiveness in this world. This is why these types of prayers , such as the Veda 
ritual prayers, simply praise the glories of these forces in nature. It is an expression of 
a fact, and an acceptance of this fact in one’s attitudes and actions in the world. 

With one’s limited mind and its personal background, one cannot know exactly 
what is best in the long run for anything or anybody; much less know what is best for 
everything and everyone in this interconnected universe. Let nature by way of karma 
take its course. It is not enough to choose or wish an outcome; one has to act on the 
choice. One does what one can and one prays for what one believes is the better 
outcome. Then, with this maturity of a sense of duty fulfilled, and understanding of 
the power and interconnectedness of all karmas, one accepts whatever is the outcome 
with this maturity, and carries on happily with the next choices in life with wisdom.  

In regard to the teaching that frees, note that the methodology of the teaching is 
through neti-neti (not this—not that), removing wrong notions, quite like the farmer 
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removing weeds—as opposed to adding new information about categories of the 
evolution of the world through an unnecessary dualist philosophy. In seeking limitless 
liberation, why nurture a philosophy about divisive dualist notions? Everyone already 
has these divisive beliefs anyway without any study or philosophy. Those alone are 
the weeds that need to be cleared, not cultivated. 

úÒøÛøøâmøYú²øÉÇøøÒÞø} !øúòÛøÇøøYÛøøÊøøÇø}G(4.4)  
nirmāṇa-cittāny asmitā-mātrāt. 

[cittas—minds; nirmāṇa—fashioned; asmitā-mātra—purely by a notional-I.] 

Minds are fashioned purely by a notional-I, identified with actions as the doer 
and enjoyer, creating new and different karma—adding to and reinforcing the 
latent tendencies in these minds. 

Births of new bodies and the shaping of the subtle body and mind to fit those 
embodiments are due directly to the storehouse of karma in one’s own series of 
births. In regard to all births of all individuals, these births are due to the various, 
personal storehouses of karma, in everyone’s series of births. My own storehouse of 
karma itself is due to the ignorance that I am this body and mind, and thus the body’s 
and mind’s actions and their outcomes are mine also. This continuing false identity, 
which results in further births to allow those outcomes to be expressed, is the 
notional-I. 

Over the course of birth and rebirth, the migrating notional-I persists in a 
continuum of appropriate subtle body adaptations—appropriate for the next round of 
growth and the exhaustion and accumulation of karma. This notional-I for each 
individual has been there from the beginning-less beginning, and its current 
storehouse of karma has accumulated countless karmas for countless more and varied 
embodiments yet to fructify. But this notional-I, as absolutely real, does have an end 
in knowledge of the self as limitless reality and the notional-I is but a notion. Once 
this limited identity is falsified, there is no more an owner of this individual’s 
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storehouse. The storehouse, no matter how full, wastes away on its own, like 
unclaimed baggage, for lack of ownership. 

Patañjali in this sūtra is moving from the single seeker’s mind to the plurality of 
all minds (cittas), because the next sūtras are about the Lord and all individuals in 
respect to the karma model that has been presented. 

Õøãéø ;úÉÇøYÙø+Ì+ ÕøãÞøø +jø¡@¢ ú²øÉÇøÛø} %¡¢Ûø} !øÒø}Y%¡+¢ðøøÛø}G(4.5) 
pravṛtti-bhede prayojakaṃ cittam ekam an-ekeṣām. 

[bheda—distinction; pravṛtti—activity; eka—one; citta—mind or self; 
prayojaka—instigates; an-ekas—all other ones.] 

When there is distinction of one’s self from activity,
6
 hence no doership and 

no limited I-notion, there is only the one Mind [or self]—the Lord or the 
limitless consciousness—that instigates all other ones, all other individuals. 

That one citta can be viewed in two ways here. Citta can be the cit (the conscious 
reality that is oneself alone) free of ignorant limitations. The mind (citta) after all is 
nothing but cit (consciousness-being) in reality; and one who is liberated knows this 
to be the fact of the mind. That cit (consciousness-being), of course, does not instigate 
any second thing, but it does allow all imagined second things to come into 
phenomenal being, to enjoy a degree of existence, remain for a time, and then resolve 
without ever leaving the one and only limitless reality. 

Without conflict, this one citta can also be the Mind of the Lord, the total or 

                                                 
6 “And the one who sees actions being done in every way by prakṛti (nature) alone and, in that way, [sees] that 
the self is not a doer—that one [alone] [correctly] sees.” (Bh. Gītā 13.29). “Those who thus know, through the 
eye of wisdom, the distinction between the kṣetra and the kṣetra-jña [i.e., the object and the subject—the subject 
being the substance of all objects, of all names and forms] and [their inherent] freedom from prakṛti (the cause) 
of [all] beings—they attain the ultimate.” (Bh. Gītā 13.34). 
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cosmic mind, also called the mahat.
7
 This is the intelligent order of the universe that 

shapes the universe and all embodiments within this universe. It materially is not 
other than the Lord, being like the Lord’s dream that  phenomenally occurs but does 
not make any real change in, does not have any real effect on, the Lord. 

When one person, one individual mind, is liberated by knowledge, apparent 
saṃsāra (the life of perpetual unbecoming becoming) carries on for all other 
individuals until they also gain this knowledge. This universe naturally continues to 
be perceived by the liberated person, and this universe is maintained by the total 
manifestation we call the Lord, all within the reality that is oneself. The liberated one  
does not see duality, no longer accepts duality as absolutely real. He or she only sees 
the one reality that is this Lord as oneself, within which this beautiful and enjoyable 
dream-like manifestation is incapable of any longer afflicting the wise person. There 
is only the one Mind of God as everything, with everything and everyone else 
revolving within that Lord.

8
 

ÇøÊø ÐÞøøÒøYjøÛø} !øÒø}Y!øøíøÞøÛø}G(4.6) 
tatra dhyāna-jam an-āśayam. 

[tatra—in that; dhyāna-ja—born of contemplation; an-āśaya—no 
storehouse.] 

In that clear vision of oneness, born of contemplation that brings the clarity 
and allows assimilation of this teaching, there is no storehouse of karma. 

The contemplation is of the one being—none other than the limitless Lord free of 
everything, including being free of all karma. Initially, this may be something on 

                                                 
7 Yoga Sūtras 2.19. 

8 “O Arjuna, the Lord—causing all beings to spin around, [as if] mounted on a machine [as on a wheel revolving 
in saṃsāra—now up, now down] by māyā (the Lord’s power of projecting)—remains [unmoved as the self of 
all] in the seat of the intellect (hṛd) of all beings.” (Bh. Gītā 18.61). 
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which one is trying to gain clarity. Eventually, it is known as a fact of one’s nature, 
because it is one’s nature and always has been one’s nature. This knowledge is made 
firm by all the contradicting notions being laid thread-bare in contemplation. In 
oneself as the Lord, as the perfect person (puruṣa), there is no binding storehouse of 
karma for new births.

9
 

¡¢Ûøøâíøü¡ç¢ø¡;¢ðmø@ Þøø+úªøÒøòø} ùÊøYúéøÐøÛø} "Çøá+ðøøÛø}G (4.7) 
karmāśuklākṛṣṇaṃ yoginas tri-vidham itareṣām. 

[yogin—the one who has attained success in yoga; a-śukla—neither pure; 
a-kṛṣṇa—nor impure; karmas—results of action; itaras—everyone else; 
tri-vidha—three-fold.] 

For that yogin (the one who has attained success in yoga) there is neither 
pure nor impure karmas; for everyone else there is the three-fold—
sattva-rajas-tamas karmas—with their full range from pure to impure. 

In the knowledge of the identity of the self and the Lord, a separate individual jīva 
who accumulates a storehouse of karmas is known to be a false conclusion. For the 
one who knows, without a real jīva there can be no owned storehouse of karmas. 
There cannot then be its pure or impure karmas. As expressed in the Bhagavad Gītā, 
the wise person is naturally beyond all dharma, all right and wrong,

10
 which are 

relative notions within duality. However, the wise person, having lived a life of 
values in order to arrive at this understanding, will have no pressure to act otherwise, 
nor require incentive to act in keeping with dharma. As was mentioned, when one 
person is liberated, life carries on for the others. For them, karma, in all its variety, is 
taken as real. 

                                                 
9 Yoga Sūtras 1.24. 

10 “Giving up all dharma [and a-dharma] (adaptive and maladaptive action) [by giving up doership], surrender to 

Me alone [as there is nothing other than Me].” (Bh. Gītā 18.66). 
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ÇøÇøòø} ÇøÌ}YúéøÕøø¡¢øÒøüªø ümøøÒøøÛø} %éøøúÙøéÞøúÇølá} éøøòøÒøøÒøøÛø}G (4.8) 
tatas tad-vipākānuguṇānām evābhivyaktir vāsanānām. 

[tataḥ—from that; abhivyakti—manifestation; vāsanās—latent tendencies; 
anuguṇa—in keeping; tad-vipāka—fruition of those; eva—alone.] 

For everyone else, from that store of karmas, there is the manifestation of 
latent tendencies that are in keeping with the fruition of those karmas alone 
which are not obstructed. 

Until that understanding, for everyone else, the karma model is still a healthy 
perspective with which to view one’s life in this interconnected universe. The karmas 
of the storehouse are themselves the results of previous lives’ will-based activities 
which in this life become subtle causes of the physical body and situations , and of the 
subtle nature of one’s mind. Vāsanās (latent tendencies) are aspects of the nature of 
the mind that themselves are the results of these karmas, as well as newly acquired 
karmas in this life. The vāsanās lie within as the unmanifest mind, later becoming the 
immediate causes of feelings, attitudes, habits, and aptitudes—all in the form of 
various memories whose source lies outside one’s conscious mind. Vāsanās (latent 
tendencies) are this tradition’s expression of the human unconscious. Another word 
for vāsanās is saṃskāras. Again, for a fuller discussion of the nature of the mind see 
Appendix D. 

jøøúÇøYÌ+íøY¡¢øæYéÞøéøùôÇøøÒøøÛø} !øÕÞø} !øøÒø }Y!øÒÇøÞøâ @ òÛø;úÇøYòø@ò¡¢øáÞøø+á} %¡¢Y*ÕøÇéøøÇø}G(4.9) 
jāti-deśa-kāla-vyavahitānām apy ān-antaryaṃ smṛti-saṃskārayor eka-rūpatvāt. 

[eka-rūpatva—having the same form; ān-antarya—linkage; smṛtis—
memories; saṃskāras—latent impressions; api—though; vyavahita—
separated; jātis—births; deśas—locations; kālas—times.] 

Due to having the same form, there is linkage between memories and their 
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latent impressions that cause them, though the formation of those latent 
impressions by past karmas are separated from their manifest memories by 
many, different intervening births, locations, and times.

11
 

A memory and its source saṃskāra (latent tendency) created previously have the 
same form. The saṃskāra is that memory, but in just its potential state. The saṃskāra 
remains in that potential state until there occurs the appropriate embodiment, time, 
and place for it to express as a manifest memory—as a feeling, attitude, habit, or 
aptitude. The varieties of latent tendencies that match what one needs for this 
particular life were sown in a variety of one’s previous human-like lives as creatures 
with a faculty of relatively free choice, though many non-human births may have 
intervened. The appropriate tendencies for the non-human births were expressed in 
those intervening births, while the ones appropriate for a human birth remained 
dormant. 

A particular saṃskāra appropriate to only a certain human being would itself be 
sown by a deliberate action in a past human-like birth, even though there may have 
been intervening births as other creatures or as humans in which this tendency was 
not appropriate to manifest. For example, a tendency sown thousands of years ago to 
consume beyond all rationality, would be inappropriate for a person born a hundred 
years ago in the jungles of New Guinea, but not unusual for one born now in the 
consumer driven United States. 

The universe itself is cyclic in its manifestations, so the separation of an original 
cause and its final result can span generations, centuries, millenniums, eons, or 
manifestation cycles—maintained in that span in seed form as a karma within one’s 
karma storehouse. 

                                                 
11 “O Arjuna, at the end of the kalpa (manifestation cycle, the start of night for Lord Brahmā), all things go [i.e., 
become unmanifest] into My prakṛti (māyā). Again, at the beginning of the manifestation cycle, I project [i.e., 
manifest] them [from My māyā].” (Bh. Gītā 9.7). 
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ÇøøòøøÛø} !øÒø }Y!øøùÌÇéø@ ²øøúíøðøø+ úÒøÇÞøÇéøøÇø}G (4.10) 
tāsām an-āditvaṃ cāśiṣo nityatvāt. 

[ca—and; an-āditva—no beginning; tāsām—for these; āśis—desire; 
nityatva—eternal.] 

And there is no beginning for these saṃskāras (latent tendencies) because 
desire that induces will-based action which in turn creates karma

12
 is eternal—

beginningless. 

The flow of saṃskāras from desires is beginningless. Like the chicken and egg, there 
cannot logically be a first saṃskāra. This is because their wellspring, desire, is 
beginningless. And desire is beginningless because its cause, ignorance of the real 
nature of oneself, is beginningless. The reason that every link in this seeming causal 
chain is beginningless is because all effects are a manifestation of their material 
cause; in this case it is beginningless ignorance. The inherent, underlying reality of 
each effect is its material cause. Moreover, these effects are but the seemingly 
different names (nāma-rūpas) we imagine, and even time and its sequence will be 
shown to be more apparent than real. 

In this seeming time-bound life, though, when the nature of oneself as full and 
complete, lacking any limitation, is not known, where one identifies with the limited 
objects of perception, and where those objects are taken to be sources of fullness and 
completeness that one naturally misses in oneself, one will have a very strong desire 
for those objects. This desire generates the will-based decisions for actions to acquire 
those objects. These will-based actions create subtle karma that can take any length of 
time to eventually fructify. Being subtle like a photon let loose at the beginning of the 

                                                 
12 “Desire [i.e., requiring], anger, and greed: This is the threefold gate of hell [i.e., painful experience], which is 
the loss of oneself [i.e., it is the destruction of a mind able to pursue a worthy existence]. Therefore, one should 
give up this triad [by this teaching].” (Bh. Gītā 16.21). 
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universe, there is nothing to wear out the karma, other than their eventual fruition. 
These separate karmas can survive over a cycle of universe-manifestation.

13
 A subset 

of these karmas, to be exhausted in each embodiment, forms the saṃskāras at the 
start of each birth. 

ô+ÇøüYÕø¢æøîøãÞøøæÛ×øÒøe: òø@ªø ;ôûÇøÇéøøÌ} %ðøøÛ ø} !øYÙøøéø+ ÇøÌ}Y!øYÙøøéø:G(4.11) 
hetu-phalāśrayālambanaiḥ saṃgṛtītatvād eṣām a-bhāve tad-a-bhāvaḥ. 

[saṃgṛhītatva—held together; hetus—causes; phalas—results; āśraya—
abode; ālambanas—bases; eṣām—these have; a-bhāva—no existence; tad-
a-bhāva—these have no existence.] 

Since those saṃskāras (the latent impressions) are held together by their 
causes starting from ignorance of oneself, initiating a chain of causes, their 
results which instigate a new round of saṃskāras, their abode—the uninformed 
mind, and their bases—the physical or subtle objects that form the basis or 
motive for the saṃskāras, when these four factors have no overvalued 
existence, then those saṃskāras have no overvalued existence. 

It is not possible to directly address the saṃskāras, the content of the unmanifest, 
unconscious mind. However, these unmanifest subtle potentials have linked manifest 
factors: the causes, results, locations, and motivations connected to them. To gain 
relative freedom from the saṃskāras’ painful or destructive effects, one needs to 

                                                 
13 “Just as, my dear [Śveta-ketu], bees prepare honey [by] collecting the essences of many distant trees and 

making them one essence, and just as in that [honey] those [essences, though bringing with them their different 

flavors] have no discernment, ‘I am the essence of this tree, I am the essence of that tree [etc.],’ in this way 

alone, my dear, all these creatures [as subtle bodies] having merged into existence ( sat) [during deep sleep, after 

death of the body, and after the dissolution of the universe], do not know, ‘We [separately] have merged into 

existence (sat).’ [Nevertheless, their individual tendencies remain as their own karma-storehouse, therefore] 

whatever they are here [before]—tiger, lion, wolf, boar, worm, fly or biting thing [tendencies]—that they return 

to [upon waking and re-birth].” (Chāndogya Up. 6.9.1 through 3). 
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address these manifest factors. Even if these subtle potentials, the unwanted 
saṃskāras or vāsanās, are there but are deactivated, blocked, or neutralized to some 
extent, this mastering helps manage the seeming unmanageable unconscious mind. 

The saṃskāras do not have to be destroyed to be free from them. Absolutely not 
owning, not identifying, with them or their effects, frees me from them. Not giving 
them a permanent existence, which is myself alone, is not valuing them with my 
identity, not including them in my reality. This is recognizing oneself as indeed free 
from everything, including the unconscious mind. 

In the same way that the immutable puruṣa is, in fact, free even before the 
liberation called kaivalya,

14
 so too self ignorance and its effects called the saṃskāras, 

as well as their abode called the mind, and the saṃskāras’ bases called the objects of 
this universe, in fact, always are and have been a-bhāva (unreal). 

The process of contemplation that Patañjali gives us addresses the causal chain 
involving these saṃskāras. This causal chain starts with, and never leaves, ignorance 
of the self, manifesting as dissatisfaction in oneself and an imagined satisfaction in 
the gain of objects. This forms the inner core of, the material basis of, this causal 
chain. This causes, or at least allows the arising of, a strong desire for the objects. 
These desires induce will-based actions to satisfy these desires. This will-based action 
creates new karmas that need to fructify. These karmas will create an embodiment 
with appropriate saṃskāras in the mind. These saṃskāras will shape one’s desires for 
their objects. Those desires induce will-based actions to satisfy these desires—and on 
and on. The chain itself is ignorance of reality, of the limitless consciousness-being. 
Whether your life is easy (golden) or hard (iron), the chain of ignorance binds to 
one’s sense of smallness and impotence. 

Absolute or at least relative freedom can be gained by addressing this causal chain. 
Once ignorance of reality is removed, one is absolutely free from saṃskāras. Short of 
that, relative freedom can be gained by not expecting the results to be as one demands 

                                                 
14 Yoga Sūtras 1.24, 2.24, 2.25, 3.49, 3.55, 4.18, and 4.34.  
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(Bh. Gītā 2.47), not assuming ownership of the results (Bh. Gītā 2.51), and not 
allowing the emotional or immature mind to control one’s choices in action (Bh. Gītā 
2.52 and 53). Put positively, relative freedom can be gained by informing the intellect 
so one can appreciate the natural order of the universe and then live in conformity to 
that order (Bh. Gītā 3.30), and by understanding the nature of objects as not the 
source of one’s happiness (Bh. Gītā 5.21).

15
 In the light of the student’s understanding 

and resolve, the unwanted saṃskāras are buffered and weakened. The natural, 
unavoidable pains of living can be kept from becoming sorrows. 

Being less driven by undesirable saṃskāra-based desires, one’s actions will be 
more mature. The results of more mature decisions and actions will tend towards 
human re-births more receptive to and conducive for gaining this knowledge that 
frees one from the fundamental ignorance that had kept one in this beginningless 
cycle. See the Bhagavad Gītā for a complete unfoldment of these simple, objective 
steps one can take to gain freedom from sorrow. 

                                                 
15 “You have control only in doing action, never in its results. Do not [think yourself to] be the cause of the 
results of action.” (Bh. Gītā 2.47). “Because, the wise, endowed with this attitude—after discarding [the 
pressure for] result born of action…” (Bh. Gītā 2.51). “When your intellect crosses over the confusion that is 
delusion, then you will gain a dispassion for what has been heard and is yet to be heard [from the secular and the 
spiritual marketers]. When your intellect—[previously] distracted by the śruti [i.e., the bulk of the Vedas 
(scriptures) concerned with providing means for gaining heaven, power, wealth, and progeny]—becomes steady 
and centered on samādhi (oneself)…” (Bh. Gītā 2.52 and 53). “With a mind centered on oneself [as the Lord, as 
the reality], renouncing all action in Me [the Lord—as prakṛti (nature), the cosmic order], being free from 
anticipations, and free from [the judgment] ‘this is mine.’…” (Bh. Gītā 3.30). “The one whose mind is 
[relatively or absolutely] not attached towards external sense objects finds [relative or absolute] happiness in the 
self. That one whose mind is endowed with clear knowledge of brahman attains the sukha (fulfillment) that does 
not wane [i.e., mokṣa (freedom)].” (Bh. Gītā 5.21). 
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The Past and Future and the Present 

!øÇøûÇøøÒøøªøÇø@ òéøY*ÕøÇøø+{òÇÞø} !øÐéøYÙø+ÌøÌ} ÐøÛøøâmøøÛø}G (4.12) 
atītānāgataṃ sva-rūpato'sty adhva-bhedād dharmāṇām. 

[atīta—past; an-āgata—future; asti—exist; sva-rūpatas—in their own form; 
bheda—difference; adhvan—path; dharmas—characteristics.] 

The past and the future exist in their own form as different notions in the 
mind, because of the difference in the path of their characteristics. 

Among the strongest of the saṃskāras are those that nurture the notions of a past and 
a future time. 

The past and the future are not non-existent entities. They exist according to the 
nature of their characteristics. The past exists as a present memory of the previously 
present. The object of this memory is what is presently called the past. The future 
exists as a present expectation. The object of this expectation is what is presently 
called the future. The present is what is real. The present is the reality of all three 
times. The past never exists except as the present, either as its thought or as its object, 
and the future never exists except as the present, either as its thought or as its object. 
When Patañjali woke up it was always the present. He himself never woke up in the 
past. As a child I never woke up in the morning in the past, it was always the present. 
If I wake up again, it will be the present, not the future. 

Yet our existence within time informs us to give the past and the future an absolute 
reality. This is because, even though they are but the present in their essential reality, 
in their characteristics, in how we agree to talk about them, they are distinguished as 
present memories, present expectations, or as present inferences about what we agree 
to call the past or future. These are their characteristics, distinct from each other, by 
which we talk of a past or future as different from the present, and from each other. It 
should be understood, though, that these characteristics are not intrinsic to the present 
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in which alone the past and future exist. 

Nor does the intrinsic nature (sva-rūpa) of the past or future modify from past to 
present or from present to future—does not modify from was-existent into existence, 
or from existence into not-yet-existent. If an entity’s intrinsic nature (sva-rūpa) 
modifies into something else, then that was not the real sva-rūpa of that entity in the 
first place. In all three periods of time existence itself is the real sva-rūpa; past and 
future are adjectives that make no essential difference in this sva-rūpa. 

The past is not something that existed and then became non-existent, and the future 
is not something non-existent that will become existent. Non-existence can never 
become existent, and existence can never become non-existent.

16
 All there can ever 

essentially be is existence.
17

 For this tradition’s succinct analysis on this you can read 
Śaṅkara’s Brahma-Sūtra-Bhāṣya 2.2.26 and 27. The logic of the law of conservation 
of matter/energy is applicable here; it is in fact why the law exists. Existence always 
was, is, and will be. Only phenomenal characteristics keep changing, keep being 
replaced, into other forms with different names. These characteristics are but the 
forms our human senses or mind pick up, and the names we give to them. To a rock or 
to another creature these characteristics (as memories or expectations) either do not 
appear or exist, or they appear quite differently. Therefore they do not categorically, 
do not universally, exist in and of themselves. That is, phenomenal characteristics are 
categorically (universally) indefinable (a-nirvacanīya). 

These characteristics cannot but be of the very existence that is their domain, that 
is existence itself, the existence that is oneself as an awareful being. A non-existent 

                                                 
16 “A-sat (the unreal, the time-bound) has no being [of its own], and sat (the real) has no nonbeing.” (Bh. Gītā 
2.16). 

17 “Existence (sat) alone, my dear [Śvetaketu], was this in the beginning—one alone without a second. Now, 
some say that non-existence (a-sat) alone was this in the beginning—one alone without a second, and from that 
non-existence came existence. But how, my dear, indeed could it be said that such a thing is possible? How 
could existence come from non-existence? Rather, existence alone, my dear, was this in the beginning—one 
alone without a second.” (Chāndogya Up. 6.2.1 and 2). 
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characteristic is just that—non-existent. Existence alone can be the categorical truth 
of these characteristics. That existence is the real dharmin (domain),

18
 the real and 

only presiding presence of everything (adhiṣṭhātṛtva).
19

 All the characteristics are 
only the limiting adjuncts (upādhis) which do not exist except in the present, in 
reality. Being within existence, being dependent on the existence that is the self, the 
characteristics do not in any way limit that overarching reality. They come and go as 
various names we give in the present moment. Only the present always is as it is. 
These characteristics cannot be outside of existence to limit existence.  

In regard to time, the present that is the reality of all three times is, in fact, the 
presence that is oneself free of time. This presence, this reality, is the domain 
(dharmin), the ultimate nature (sva-rūpa), of the different characteristics, the different 
forms and names, by which we phenomenally distinguish past, present , and future. 

The reason Patañjali keeps coming back to the topic of time is that in the seat of 
meditation, with eyes closed and no attention directed to the environment, there is 
only oneself and time. If time itself can be seen for what it is, as nothing but a name 
that makes no change to the presence that is the timeless self,

20
 then that resolution is 

samādhi—is pure presence whether thoughts come or thoughts go. 

Çø+ éÞøÇølYòøþ¦Ûøø ªøümøøÇÛøøÒø:G(4.13) 
te vyakta-sūkṣmā guṇātmānaḥ. 

[te—these; vyakta—manifest; sūkṣma—subtle; ātmans—natures; guṇas—
characteristics.] 

These times exist as the manifest—as the manifest present—and subtle—as the 

                                                 
18 Yoga Sūtra 3.14. 

19 Yoga Sūtra 3.49. 

20 Yoga Sūtra 2.5. 
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subtle thought of a past and future—natures of their characteristics. 

The past and future are subtle, since they exist only as subtle thoughts, as memory 
and expectation in the mind. The objects of these thoughts are also subtle, in that they 
are either subtly present as their effects in the present because of which one has the 
memory of a present moment in the past, or subtly present as their potential in the 
present because of which one has an expectation of a present moment in the future.  

The past and future only subtly exist, only manifest, right now. The advantage of 
this factual based worldview is that all one’s baggage of regrets and resentments of 
the past and one’s fears of the future only exist right now, whenever they are brought 
up as memories or expectations, respectively. All these, which we thought we could 
do nothing or very little about, are right now available. They can be addressed in a 
mind that now has more mature attitudes and understandings that can help nullify the 
afflictions these would otherwise evoke. The past and future need not bookend you 
into a tiny gap of the present. You, in fact, are the presence, the existence, of the 
present moment in which alone the past and future occur. You are the master of them, 
not the other way around. Only ignorance of realities, yours and theirs, keeps you 
from being the master you naturally are. 

This is not theoretical. Yoga is about knowing the body, its environment, and the 
mind, with oneself as their sole reality. The goal of yoga is to completely assimilate 
these truths about realities. Try it and see the natural benefit. Because it is reality 
based, there can be no downside or loss of effort in the pursuit of this yoga. 

Oneness Determines Entities 

ÕøùámøøÛø e¡¢ÇéøøÌ} éøòÇøüYÇøÉÇéøÛø}G(4.14) 
pariṇāmaikatvād vastu-tattvam. 

[tattva—reality; vastu—entity; ekatva—oneness; pariṇāmas—modifications.] 

The reality of an entity is due to the oneness of its various modifications. 
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The word tattva literally means that-ness. All the various modifications of an entity 
are the various that-s which can be connected by the oneness, the -ness of the entity, 
to keep it the same entity. Despite the differences in characteristics and times of an 
entity, their oneness allows them to be included into the that-ness of the entity. For 
example, a tree modifies over time—as that seedling, that small tree, that large tree, 
that fallen tree—but its treeness remains. Despite the differences in characteristics, 
places, and times of multiple entities, their oneness allows them to be included into 
the that-ness of the entity, for example, trees range in characteristics, places, and 
times—as that spruce tree, this pine tree here, that pine tree over there, or that tree 
back then—but their treeness remains. 

Now let us connect the simple analysis of this sūtra to the topics that have come 
before, such as in sūtra 3.35 where we saw that the śuddhi-sāmya (pure oneness) of 
everything and oneself (puruṣa) constitutes freedom (kaivalya). 

An entity’s modification (pariṇāma) is nothing more than its form coming together 
in time and place. Entities are either thought-forms or their object-forms. The object-
forms are themselves either entirely subtle or a combination of subtle and physical. 
Each is just a form, a modification, to which we give a particular name, as well as call 
each in general an entity. The reality or nature (tattva) of an entity is what makes the 
entity what it is. An entity can be said to be either indirectly (anupātin) its 
distinguishing form or characteristics, or directly (sva-rūpin) the more subtle, more 
pervasive domain (dharmin, see sūtra 3.14) in which the form comes together. 

For example, the reality or nature of a shirt can be said to be either the form or 
shape that qualifies as a shirt, or it could, more fundamentally, be the material basis 
of the form—here it would be the fabric. In the first case, the form of the entity and 
the shirt are one and the same thing. One particular form may be slightly or quite 
different from another particular form, but we may still call both forms a shirt. In this 
case, their oneness is what allows them both to be called a shirt. It is the broad 
oneness of the form that does not differ in the least in all the variations of the form to 
which we give the same name. But a shirt can be varied until it is not a shirt, such as 
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being cut down to a handkerchief. 

Even more fundamental in the oneness is its material basis, in this case the fabric. 
With its material basis present, a particular form can be called a shirt, but, without 
this basis present, the form or shape cannot exist at all. How can one have a shirt 
without its fabric? Can you think of a shirt without it being made of some kind of 
fabric or material? Without its material there can be no particular form for any entity. 
So whether as a particular form, for example, a shirt or skirt or handkerchief, or as a 
material basis of these various forms, for example, a fabric, the sense of oneness plays 
an essential role in defining an entity and its reality. 

We give reality to whatever we perceive and conceive, and thus give a name to. 
Whatever the mind has not yet or cannot perceive, nor conceive, and we have not, to 
our knowledge, any name for it, is as well non-existent, not distinguishable as a 
separate entity. If such a perception or conception later comes to us, or we gain a 
name for it, we will at that time attribute reality to it. It was not non-existent before 
and now becomes existent as an entity we recognize and know. In our understanding 
of our attribution of reality, we understand that it existed before our perception or 
conception and our naming of it. The round earth was there even before we knew the 
earth to be round. 

The entire world has a certain composite form and a given name, because of which 
it exists as an entity to us, as something having a separate reality. Many possible 
composites are not known as distinct entities. Perhaps we know what a table is and 
what chairs are, but we do not know they were made and intended to be taken as a 
particular dining room set. Once we understand the concept we can name it as a single 
entity. That composite form, forming a composite unit in our understanding, is the 
oneness of its modifications. The table and chairs themselves did not have to change 
to produce the new entity. Neither did their material wood or cellulose fibers or 
molecules have to change. Only our understanding had to change. This applies 
equally to scientific discoveries. Previously we knew it took varying amounts of 
effort to move an object. Now we recognize different aspects of that effort through 
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the quantifiable scientific terms: inertia, acceleration, and momentum. 

A composite may also change over time and still be considered a single composite 
entity. It is the oneness of our understanding of that continually modifying composite 
that alone allows it to remain as one entity to us, such as our body. Because of the 
different names we have for entities, though, we may call an entity that changes over 
time by an entirely different word. For example, a burning log becomes ash. We set a 
boundary to the oneness of that composite, that form, outside of which we call it a 
separate entity. For example, carbon in a certain form gains the name “8-caret 58-
facet round-cut diamond.” 

The important idea to note in all of this is that from oneness alone comes the 
attribution of reality. But the more fundamental, the more subtle and objective one’s 
appreciation of this oneness, then the more inclusive and closer to reality, to non-sub-
ratable permanence, one gets. 

The ultimate reality, which provides freedom from all sense of limitation, is the 
oneness of existence itself that unites all including time. This ultimate reality is the 
dharmin (domain) of all phenomena. Nothing can gain or lose that reality. Unlike the 
countless, mutable composites of this universe, this ultimate reality cannot change. 
There cannot exist anything else to cause it to change, nor can it change into anything 
else, since that anything else to affect it or to change into it could only be 
non-existence, and non-existence is just that—non-existent. This ultimate reality 
alone is the non-sub-ratable truth of myself, the universe, and God. Its importance is 
that in thoroughly understanding it to be, in fact, my reality, I am totally free. 

This freedom is as non-sub-ratable as the reality itself, because that freedom is 
based solely on this certain, ultimate reality, not my or anyone else’s changeable 
opinions or theories. No New (or Old) Age theory can shake this certain clarity of 
ultimate understanding. Nor will there ever be a more valuable reality of myself or the 
universe, since this reality is, always was, and will be limitless and perfect. 

Since all that can come by my perception, all entities of perception, are modifying 
composites, then the easiest and clearest understanding of the one ultimate, non-
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modifying oneness is not the objects, but myself alone. In my universe of common 
understanding, the only non-modifying oneness of my experience is the single 
witnessing conscious being, myself. Gaining clarity of oneself as the ultimate reality 
allows me, with the teaching, to include the entire universe of my experience within 
this reality. This is why the scripture, as a teaching methodology, says that one should 
seek this limitless reality in one’s heart, in the center as the reality of one’s body-
mind complex.

21
 

Many philosophies get stuck on statements such as this that talk of seeking the 
limitless reality in one’s heart. They come to the conflicted, and hence unsatisfactory, 
conclusion that there are a multitude of separate ultimate realities—one in each heart. 
The tradition that tells us to look inside is clear that the seeking, the looking, into the 
heart is to appreciate the one real thing that all are, whether that single reality be 
called the Lord or the ultimate self. When I look within there is only myself and no 
second thing with independent reality. 

Moreover, that reality in the heart is said in the scriptures to be as vast as this 
entire universe. The many and separate can only come from preconceived notions, or, 
later, from philosophizing. The many and separate are just preconceived I-notions 
(asmitā) or otherness-notions (anyatā) to be given up (heya). With this mistake, no 

                                                 
21 “[The teacher should say] ‘Now, in this city of brahman [i.e., the body with its nine gates, which are the seven 
sense openings in the head and the two lower openings in the bottom of the trunk, into which brahman has 
‘entered’ as the self], there is this small lotus[-like] abode [i.e., the closed, downward pointing lotus-like 
heart/intellect, that needs opening, expansion], and in this is [as though] a small enclosed space. What is interior 
within that [heart/intellect] is that which is to be sought and indeed to be known.’ If [the students] were to reply 
to him, ‘In this city of brahman, there is this small lotus[-like] abode, and in this is a small enclosed space, 
[then] what is that in this which is to be sought, and indeed to be known?’ He should  reply, ‘As much indeed as 
this space [outside], that much [and more, as it is totally limitless] is this space [i.e., in this imagery —is this 
brahman] in the inner heart [i.e., the inner core of the person, the heart and intellect of the person]. In it ar e 
resolved (samāhita) within indeed both heaven and earth. Both fire and air, both the sun and the moon, the 
lightning, the stars, and all of this that is here and is not—is resolved in this.’” (Chāndogya Up. 8.1.1 through 
3). 
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true freedom is possible, since the scripture warns that as long as one gives reality to 
duality there will be fear

22
—fear of being overpowered or shown up by the other, fear 

of being forced by another to change into something else, fear of losing one’s sense of 
self-identity, fear of death. In oneness alone there is truth, there is reality. 

Contemplations from Science 

Recent science can be taken as another source of cosmic meditations (upāsanas) for 
this teaching regarding the mind and oneness of reality. For example, in Brian 
Greene’s book, The Elegant Universe (pg. 46-51), he explains Hermann Minkowski’s 
and Einstein’s conception of space-time. 

There are our common three dimensions of forward-sideward-vertical in space. In 
addition, there is a fourth dimension that is time, which we also move through; hence 
these four are together called space-time. This space-time is as ordinary as knowing 
that not only do we need to know where in space to meet a friend, but also where, that 

                                                 
22 “Fear [including insecurity] arises [only] from a second thing [i.e., a thought or an object of thought].” 

(Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.2). “Existence unmanifest (a-sat) [i.e., brahman unmanifested] indeed was this 

[universe] in the beginning. From that arose existence manifested (sat) [i.e., brahman manifested as names and 

forms]. That [existence (brahman)] [as though] created itself. Therefore, it is said to be perfectly created 

(su-kṛta) [i.e., without a second thing required as an external factor or condition, in other words it is sel f-

manifesting]. That which is self-manifesting (su-kṛta) is indeed that essence (rasa) [of everything, of names and 

forms], because having attained this essence (rasa) one is full (ānandin) [i.e., this essence, being without a 

second, is an absence of fear and insecurity, and manifests as fullness and security alone—ānanda and sat]. 

Since who [else than brahman] would breath in and who [else] would breath out, if this space [within oneself as 

one’s essence] be not fullness (ānanda) [that is this brahman—satyam jñānam anantam brahma]? Since this 

alone gives rise to fullness. Since, when this one discovers [one’s] being and absence of fear in this [ brahman] 

which is not [a second object] seen, as bodiless, as not named [i.e., not a form having a name], and not  having 

[any other] abode [than itself], then that one has attained [as not being separate from] fearlessness. [But, not 

finding this due to ignorance] when this one makes (kurute) [i.e., imagines] even the least difference (antara) in 

this [brahman (reality)], then there is fear of that [other thing, e.g., as God, as others, etc.]. But that [separate 

other, though being but brahman] indeed becomes a terror (bhaya) for one who [thus] knows without [properly] 

thinking.” (Taittirīya Up. 2.7.1). 
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is, when, in time, to meet. The concept of space-time and its mathematical 
consequences became extremely useful, though, in physics and in understanding 
relativity. 

In this space-time there is an interesting fact according to Einstein—we are always 
moving in this space-time at the same speed, the speed of light. If we stand perfectly 
still (which by the way we cannot since we are standing on this spinning, careening 
globe), we actually move in space-time at exactly the speed of light through the time 
dimension alone of space-time. If we additionally move through one or more of the 
other dimensions in space, the combination of the speed through all four dimensions 
will still only equal the speed of light. 

This is why the faster or slower we travel through dimensions of space the slower 
or faster, respectively, we move through time. And that is why a photon of light 
speeding through space at the speed of light actually stands still in time—it never 
ages. That is why we can today perceive the photons created just after the big bang, 
billions of years ago. The photon, from its perspective, has not gotten a second older. 

Moreover, as a whole within this space-time, since it includes at once every 
moment of time (like three dimensional space includes within it every location at 
once), there absolutely (totally, cosmically) cannot absolutely be any change or 
movement within the space-time continuum. Everything that ever was or will be is 
right here now in space-time. It is only when our mind takes a relative perspective to 
distinguish time from space that we can conceive of change, of movement, between 
moments of time. That is a step down from the more absolute, and more accurate, 
knowledge of space-time that Einstein points to. The relative perspectives are brought 
about by the natural makeup of the human mind that deals with information from the 
senses and is conditioned by one’s identification with itself and its states . 

With this understanding of space-time, we can now do a thought-experiment. To 
our mind, the three dimensions of space exist in their entirety as the currently 
unfolded universe while the fourth dimension of time only makes its appearance to 
our mind as an infinitely short slice in the present moment—perhaps because the 
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mind is really just one thought after another thought, each one directly perceiving 
only the moment, or the only moment. Now, see if you can conceive, perceive, that 
fourth dimension as having the same quality of being simultaneously present, as the 
other three dimensions. That makes all of space-time one fully present occurrence. 
This would be the mind, if it had one, of the first (age-less) photon. 

Now imagine a mind that exists before, during, and after every cycle of creation. 
For that one mind, the current universe and its entire occurrence is but one moment, 
one ageless thought. Normally, we have a sense of time that is limited and that sees a 
beginning for creation. Stretch that sense from where there is not one creation to 
where there is only the uncreated, timeless reality. Wit   h that sense of time, see the 
one cosmic mind as holding simultaneously all the thoughts of past, present, and 
future universes as but one present occurrence, one ageless thought in this multiverse , 
space-time continuum. 

Only the uncreated, limitless mind of the Lord could be this pervasive. This is why 
this teaching tradition says the Lord is sarva-jña (all-knowledge) and sarva-śaktimat 
(all-power), in full recognition of the beginningless cycles of the universe. That is 
also why the entire universe’s complicated karma sequence could be so effortlessly 
accomplished by the Lord—said to be as easy as a breath.

23
 To the Lord it is no more 

than a thought.
24

 Not a thought starting everything off. That one thought is but this 

                                                 
23 “As the breath of this limitless [brahman (reality)] are the Ṛg-Veda, Yajur-Veda, Sāma-Veda, Atharva-Veda, 
Iti-hāsa (epics), Purāṇa (legends), vidyā (arts), Upaniṣads, ślokas (verses), sūtras (aphorisms), vyākhyānas 
(commentaries) and their anuvyākhyānas (explanations), iṣṭa (rituals), huta-āśita (ritual food offerings), pāyita 
(ritual drink offerings), this loka (world) and the other, and all beings. From it have breathed forth all these.” 
(Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.5.11). 

24 If one could somehow peek into a fraction of this existing mind, this order, of God, one would glimpse a 
fraction of the past or future, or the distant also, to the extent of the capability of one’s mind. The paranormal 
could thus also be accepted as part of objective reality, and not necessarily imaginary. In this way, we would no 
longer feel we have to force every seemingly paranormal experience into our rounded off scientific holes of 
thinking. The paranormal naturally is not the usual, but it also cannot be categorically defined as impossible.  
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entire beginningless, cyclic universe, from beginningless beginning to endless end in 
total. Consider how easily you do something as complicated as driving a car, 
particularly a stick shift in traffic. The Lord has the capacities to accomplish the 
entire order of karma and nature effortlessly. We do the same, even though not so 
well, in our own dream worlds. 

This space-time thought-experiment amounts to the same understanding of the 
present moment as the timeless reality contemplations this ancient tradition teaches. 

Now, as this teaching unfolds, you are this Lord. This has already been indicated in 
the fact that all of the past and future exists only in the presence one is. The present of 
this presence is the same as the timeless present of that age-less photon. Within that 
present, the entire age and breadth of the universe is traversed. Do you still think you 
are limited? 

This thought-experiment, this contemplation, expands the individual’s mind, 
expands thought, to the degree that the teaching suggests, to reality-awareness itself. 
At this comprehension, the mind, thought itself, does not limit and is true to its very 
reality, to limitless existence-knowledge called brahman (satyam jñānam an-antam 
brahman). 

The expanded thought itself, the experience of the thought-experiment, is not 
limitless reality. Rather, the expanded thought does not obstruct the limitless reality 
of oneself that clearly reveals itself as one’s very nature. This  expanded space-time 
presence, in which the flow of time disappears and the remoteness of space vanishes, 
is but the presence, the reality-awareness, of the reader of this book right now. This is 
the oneness of everything that includes oneself. This is the vision of this teaching. 

Since this vision is an acknowledgement of reality itself, it is neither simply the 
thought about it nor the thought-experiment itself. The vision is an acknowledgement 
of reality no matter what thoughts occupy the mind. This cosmic vision remains while 
washing the dishes or laying down for a nap. In assimilated knowledge, all 
experiences are assimilated from this understanding so that any passing notion of 
smallness or otherness fails to obscure one’s fullness, one’s ānanda. One does not 
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have to continually do this thought-experiment, or any of the contemplations in this 
text, to remain in fullness. It is rather that any stray or unresolved limiting ego 
thought is unable to effect a real sense of limitation, a loss of freedom. Those stray 
ego thoughts are like toasted seeds unable to take root in a soil of ignorance that is 
now gone. This is the factual oneness of everything including oneself.  

The objects of the universe, including the thoughts that make up the mind, are the 
modifications (pariṇāmas) in the universe. Their oneness (ekatva) is the limitless, 
immutable consciousness-being. 

Distinction of Objects and Thoughts 

éøòÇøüYòøøÛÞø+ ú²øÉÇøYÙø+ÌøÇø} ÇøÞøø+á} úéøÙøÇøl: ÕøÒËøø:G(4.15) 
vastu-sāmye citta-bhedāt tayor vibhaktaḥ panthāḥ. 

[sāmya—oneness; vastu—entity; bheda—different; cittas—thoughts; 
vibhakta—separate; panthan—path; tayoḥ—for the two.] 

Though there is a oneness of an entity, because of different thoughts about 
that one entity, there is a separate karma path for the two—the object and the 
thought of the object. 

From this sūtra onwards, the reality of entities is analyzed to their fundamental basis , 
and certain philosophies about the reality of entities are dismissed in the process. 

Path here simply means its own unique karma track, its modification path, that 
brought the object or the thought into manifestation as a single, separate entity. This 
sūtra denies that, even though the reality of an object is known from our thought of it, 
the entity is the same (sāmya) as the thought itself. That would amount to solipsism, 
thinking the world is only thoughts without there being any objects external to these 
thoughts. We continue to distinguish between the thoughts and the objects external to 
these thoughts. This distinction allows the student a universe that is not the private 
domain of his or her thoughts. 
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The teaching tradition here moves the student from subjectivity, from the sense of 
me and mine, to objectivity. It emphasizes acknowledgment of the Lord as presented 
in the preceding sūtras. That Lord is more than any one mind, and every mind is the 
Lord. The Lord stands as the objective universe which includes this body, the mind, 
and all that is external to the body. Within the common, external reality of this 
universe are all the common values. This can provide a helpful sense of dharma, of 
duty to this interconnected order within this objective reality. With this understanding 
the student can discover the truth of the ordered universe and the ultimate reality that 
is freedom. 

Despite an entity being considered only one entity existing in time, we clearly can 
have many thoughts of it, and there may be many different minds having thoughts of 
it.

25
 Since the entity exists separately from any one of these thoughts or minds, as can 

be seen from their karma tracks that bring them into manifestations at different times, 
for different lengths of time, and in different locations, then the entity and the many 
thoughts of it are not one and the same thing. 

Objective experience has two components: the thought as my thought, and the 
thought’s object as an object of the world. To the extent that my mind has a limited 
perspective, the thought has its peculiar, limited karma track. To the extent that the 
object contacted has its own separate karma track, then my thought does not 
determine that object, though it determines how I experience the object . 

My thought’s karma track is included in what I call my karma. However, the 
object’s karma track is separable from my karma. I know what’s mine, and I know 
what is other. This framing of the distinction of my thought from its object is a 
common sense understanding, quite unlike solipsism which can brook no distinction 
between the two. 

External objects exist for the very reason that we all perceive them as external and 
we always have—not because some philosophy has convinced us, or convinced us 
                                                 
25 Yoga Sūtra 2.22. 
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otherwise. Moreover, we clearly recognize the different characteristic of perceptions 
of external objects from the characteristic of perceptions of dream objects or 
imaginations. For these refutations of solipsism see Śaṅkara’s Brahma-Sūtra-Bhāṣya 
2.2.28 through 32. 

This tradition accepts the common sense understanding of the nature of things in 
the world. But it also says that a fuller understanding is beneficial. No object or entity 
can categorically be defined as only one thing. We have seen how there are a variety 
of perspectives from which to view and redefine anything. The distinction between 
thought and the object of thought is an acceptable and common perspective. However, 
we must also understand that this distinction is not categorical; it is just a 
perspective—an idea expressed in so many words. A more universal perspective still 
remains that both a thought and its object are but a mere name (nāmadheya). 

The understanding of vyāvahārika (transactional) reality, where an object is not 
equal to a thought, needs to include the appreciation that all of both prātibhāsika 
(imaginary or projected) and vyāvahārika (transactional) realities are but names and 
forms (nāma-rūpas). 

Òø ²øe¡¢Yú²øÉÇøYÇøÒÊø@ éøòÇøü ÇøÌ} !øYÕøãÛøømø¡@¢ ÇøÌø ù¡@¢ òÞøøÇø}G (4.16)  
na caika-citta-tantraṃ vastu tad a-pramāṇakaṃ tadā kiṃ syāt. 

[na ca—nor; vastu—object; tantra—dependent; eka-citta—single thought; 
tadā kiṃ syāt—were that ever to be the case; tad—that; a-pramāṇaka—never 
have a means of knowing.] 

Nor is an object totally dependent on—only equal to—a single thought of it. 
Were that ever to be the case, that object, being unique and momentary, would 
never have a means of knowing it as true or false—as being verifiable. 

Some say let the sameness of an entity be only its sameness to the one thought of it. If 
there are multiple thoughts of it, then they would each be separate entities. They say 
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we just imagine that these separate object-thoughts are the same entity, that they have 
any commonality. Those imaginations themselves are each separate thoughts that 
exist only when they occur also. This is the philosophy of universal momentariness  or 
impermanence—that there are only discrete momentary object thoughts that we 
erroneously connect. They say that makes any connection between them erroneous as 
well. There is then no domain, no basis, no reality in which or by which these discrete 
moments exist in commonality. 

Such a philosophy, though, lacks any means of knowing anything. If realities are 
momentary and their connection is illusory, then one could have no thought of a 
preceding thought by which to prove the first thought true or not. If one believed 
there could be a thought that proved or verified a preceding thought, then such a 
belief in a proof or verification as really connected in any way to the preceding would 
itself be, by their definition, an imagination. The only proof of the truth of a thought 
would be the single, isolated thought in itself. 

Were that the case, every single thought would necessarily be true. There could be 
no such thing as an untrue thought. This is not only unacceptable in common sense, it 
renders the term ‘true’ to be meaningless, without its opposite being possible. The 
philosopher of universal momentariness has condemned his or her own philosophy to 
not being meaningfully true. Moreover, every philosophy, every possible statement, 
that can ever be made would necessarily be meaninglessly true. In point of fact, 
according to their thinking there could be no valid statement of any thing, since any 
statement made of separate syllables and words would then itself be an erroneous 
connection of moments involved in making the statement. Meaningful statements 
themselves would be impossible, if not just imaginations. 

Most commentaries or translations of this sūtra take the word citta to here mean a 
mind, rather than a single thought. Reading citta as mind makes the sūtra say that if 
an object were totally dependent upon only one mind then there would be no means of 
(provably) knowing that object. This is also untenable, since these same 
commentators and translators would then be stuck by their own logic into 
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acknowledging that only what more than one mind perceives is objectively real and 
knowable (or at least provable). Every thought and feeling in my mind is in fact 
known to my mind; many objects and events in my life are seen only by me. These 
would then become unknown and unreal, or at least improvably true, by their logic 
here. 

Universally experienced timeless awareness is in fact the basis of knowing what is 
in my own mind. No other mind is required for me to know what is in my mind. Even 
the thoughts that are imagination exist and are known by me. Whether they are an 
imagination or not depends on the nature of their content, not the thoughts’ reality or 
unreality or whether only I see it or others do too. 

Some translators try to fix up their interpretation by giving a weaker meaning to 
pramāṇaka, calling it a perception instead of its clear meaning as a means of knowing. 
They take this sūtra as saying that an object cannot depend on one mind (citta) 
because that object would be non-existent when not perceived (pramāṇaka). But the 
momentarians would gladly accept this outcome. This interpretation does nothing to 
encourage the momentarians to drop their claim. While the previous sūtra answered 
the solipsists who say that entities are but the individual minds or individual thoughts , 
this sūtra answers the momentarians in a way the previous sūtra did not. 

There are Buddhist interpretations of these Yoga Sūtras that ignore the subtle yet 
crucial differences between Buddhism and the Veda tradition. There are differences in 
terms of world views, the nature of the mind, and of the self. Patañjali’s tradition is 
that of the Veda. The Veda view is of verifiable commonsense objectivity and positive 
unconditional wholeness. The current Buddhist trends are to a Zen nothingness, an 
emptiness that is meaningless in light of consciousness as presented here. 

Though Patañjali expresses a particular point of view about the efficacy of 
contemplation, the Veda tradition rests on and recognizes what is true in every way of 
thinking. Vaguely it may be said that all religions say the same thing, but how they 
each help the individual is quite different. This Vedānta and yoga tradition is neither a 
religion nor a philosophy. It is an inquiry into the reality of the world and of the self 
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that reshapes one’s entire perspective of the world and oneself. It is not just a part-
time respite from daily life. It is employed as a means of knowledge regarding all 
aspects of life—not a pure belief system. Commonsense and logic are not thrown out 
in assisting this inquiry. 

True allowance for all beliefs
26

 is an acknowledgement that everyone is variously 
mistaken about reality, until reality is clearly known by individuals. Mistaken, limited 
views and conclusions keep the student from emotional growth and clear knowledge 
of limitless reality. Beliefs do not need to cause one to judge others, to practice 
intolerance, or to try to convert others. In the course of time, perhaps over a number 
of births, any person can come to the vision of the oneness of reality that 
accommodates peacefully all differences. This is true, universal allowance (upekṣa). 

The oneness of reality is not the destruction of differences. It is seeing the subtle 
oneness that brings everyone and everything together, even while appreciating and 
enjoying the varieties, including the different perceptions of those varieties.  

ÇøÌ}Y$ÕøáøªøøÕø+ú¦øÇéøø²ø} ú²øÉÇøòÞø éøòÇøü ¹øøÇøø¹øøÇøÛø}G (4.17) 
tad-uparāgāpekṣitvāc cittasya vastu jñātājñātam. 

[apekṣitva—requirement; tad-uparāga—its influence; citta—mind [or 
thought]; vastu—object; jñāta—known; a-jñāta—unknown.] 

From the requirement of its influence on the mind [or thought]—its mutation 

                                                 
26 “Those whose discrimination has been robbed away by various [heavenly or worldly] requirements and are 

ruled by their own disposition worship various deities, following various stipulations [per the appropriate deity 

to fulfill each particular requirement]. Whoever be the devotee and to whichever [limited] form [of Mine] one 

wishes to worship with faith—for that one, the very same faith I make firm [by giving the result of the devotee’s 

action]. That one, endowed with that faith, engages in the worship of that [deity, that limited form of Me] and 

obtains from that [deity] those desired objects—because those are ordained by Me alone [in the form of the laws 

of karma].” (Bh. Gītā 7.20 through 22). 
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of the mind—an object becomes known or remains unknown. Therefore, the 
mind has to distinctly mutate over time for its object to be known. 

A single object in the wide field of one’s perception-thought, like a single face in the 
crowd, may be immediately known or remain unknown depending on whether or not 
that single object in the entire vision had yet distinctly drawn the attention and thus 
distinctly affected the mind. Only when an object within the perception-thought 
makes its own distinct change to the mind does the existence of the object become 
known. 

This becomes another problem for the universal momentarians to explain, because 
the object not only has to be within the thought, it also has to distinctly influence or 
affect the mind or the thought in order for that particular object knowledge to be 
included in the entire perceptual knowledge. Universal momentarians do not permit 
such a two-step or heterogeneous process. 

This relative argument by Patañjali is no more than a light jab at the even more 
relative solipsist or momentarian opponents to set up the absolute knockout punch in 
the next sūtra. Knowledge, it will be said, is neither the mind nor the modified mind. 
The mind, the thought, itself can only be known by the self, the witness. And the self 
alone is ultimately what knowledge is. The mind, the thought, is only a particular 
form of that knowledge, though it does not change the self, the very nature of the 
knower (jñātṛtva). The mind is a known object; it is neither the knower nor 
knowledge itself. 

Distinction of Thoughts and Self 

òøÌø ¹øøÇøøíø} ú²øÉÇøYéø;ÉÇøÞøòø} ÇøÇø}YÕøãÙøø+: Õøü)ðøòÞøøÕøùám øøúÛøÇéøøÇø}G(4.18) 
sadā jñātāś citta-vṛttayas tat-prabhoḥ puruṣasyāpariṇāmitvāt. 
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[a-pariṇāmitva—immutability; puruṣa—self; tad-prabhu—its master; vṛttis—
thoughts; citta—mind; sadā—always; jñāta—known.] 

Though the mutation of the mind is the form of the knowledge, it is not the 
knowledge itself, since the thoughts themselves need to be known. Due to the 
immutability

27
 of the puruṣa (self) who is its, the mind’s, master,

28
 the 

thoughts in the mind are always known. 

Unlike the mind sometimes not distinctly reflecting an individual item in a perceptual 
field of many items, the puruṣa, who is pure awareness, is always aware of every 
thought in its entirety. The self is the unblinking witness (a-lupta-dṛk) of the mind. 
Awareness does not have to be affected by something for that thing to be witnessed. 
Awareness does not change. This is why it can recognize every moment, every 
change, of thought. A thought has a form and has to distinctly change in order to 
reflect its object. That is why we sometimes miss the recognition of an object within a 
thought. 

We are fuzzy in certain thoughts or parts of a thought, because the content of those 
thoughts are indistinct in their form, whether visual or in their language. For example, 
a friend’s face in the periphery of a crowd may not catch the notice of my mind until 
the mind focuses towards that face; or, for example, the language of a particular 
thought may be vague or in doubt when answering a pop quiz. 

                                                 
27 “The one (eka) shining being (deva) is the one who is [as though] hidden in all beings, pervading all as the self 
(ātman) within all beings, the seer (adhyakṣa) of [all] activities, the inhabitant (adhivāsa) of all beings, the 
witness (sākṣin), the knower (cetṛ), complete (kevala), and without attributes (nir-guṇa).” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 
6.11). “O Arjuna, since it is beginningless and since it is without attributes (nir-guṇa), this changeless (a-vyaya), 
limitless I (parama-ātman) does not do action—even though obtaining in the body, nor is it affected [by the 
results of action].” (Bh. Gītā 13.31). 

28 “The puruṣa is indeed the limitless Master (prabhu, the Lord); it is the prime mover (pravartaka) of the real 
(sattva, all entities including the mind).” (Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.12). “The goal, the nourisher, the Lord (prabhu), 
and the witness (sākṣin) [are Me (the Lord)].” (Bh. Gītā 9.18). 
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Awareness is the reality within which comes and goes every thought, whose 
content is manifest (the conscious mind) or unmanifest (the unconscious mind, the 
saṃskāras), is completely or partially fuzzy, or is mostly or fully clear. The 
unconscious mind is known only as an assumption from the manifest effects in the 
mind. 

Awareness is also timeless and thus unaffected by time, because time itself is just 
one type of notion that itself comes and goes. Time is there for you only when you 
think about it. It is because awareness provides this timeless, unaffected background 
that the changing mind can reflect on its memories of the past and consider the future. 
The background also allows us to recollect dreamless sleep, where the conscious mind 
itself was asleep. 

Awareness is ever fresh and shining. It is only the mind and body that can become 
dull and sleepy, or does not focus on every detail in its perceptions. Awareness is ever 
aware of the states (dull, sleepy, and etcetera) and the thoughts of the mind. Not 
having to change in order to be ever awareful makes its witnessing effortless. It does 
not therefore perform an act of witnessing the mind; rather, the self is itself the 
effortless witnessing. 

The puruṣa is also called the master (prabhu), since it is not because of the mind. 
The mind is because of the puruṣa. In other words, the self is independent; the mind 
is dependent. The self, reality, exists whether there is a mind or not. The mind neither 
exists nor is known without reality, without the self. 

This runs counter to the common Western notion that consciousness is a product, 
an effect of the brain. These Western notions of consciousness are not the 
consciousness being talked about here. In fact, their notions of what thought is and 
what consciousness is also fall to the same logical fallacies as the other philosophical 
notions of thought and mind discussed in the sūtras that follow. 

This sūtra is for presenting the self, the witness, as the only self-revealing reality, 
though we may erroneously believe the mind, the thoughts, to be self-revealing. This 
error is simply misidentifying thoughts with oneself. 
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Being ever self-revealing, the self cannot submerge or surface, like a submarine, 
from the mind or the brain. The confusion of a self, the seer, surfacing to comprehend 
itself when the thoughts in the mind die away in samādhi is completely ungrounded in 
this teaching, in the teaching of the scripture behind this text.  

Òø ÇøÇø} òéøøÙøøòø@ Ì;íÞøÇéøøÇø}G(4.19) 
na tat svābhāsaṃ dṛśyatvāt. 

[na—nor; tad—it; sva-ābhāsa—self-revealing; dṛśyatva—it has the nature of 
being seen.] 

Nor is it, the mind—each thought in the flow called the mind—self-revealing, 
because it has the nature of being seen. 

This argument may not be very convincing on the face of it. In some explanations it 
amounts to a circular argument, because the reason given for something not being 
self-revealing is that it is because it is seen, and the reason that this is so is because 
the seen needs to be seen because it is not self-revealing—not very edifying. 

The better argument is that because the mind, including the Westerners’ concept of 
mind, is an ever-changing composite, then it cannot be the one consistent knower of 
itself and everything around, which we obviously take ourselves to be. But we can 
gain some clarity here in the argument as it is given, by clarifying the terminology 
and the intent of the argument. 

Self-revealing is not the equivalent of self-luminous. Any source of light is self-
luminous. But here we are not talking of a source of light waves whose waves of light 
are illumining other parts of that same light generator, like a light bulb. We are 
instead talking of knowing, and this knowing has to amount to the completeness of 
knowledge in our universe of understanding. Since we are saying that there is only 
one self-revealing entity, and since everything else including the mind is an insentient 
object, then that one entity that reveals everything else including itself has to explain 
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every bit of what knowledge is, not just part of it.  

Now, if the mind is the one self-revealing entity by which all is known, then it has 
to stand up to a test it cannot pass. The mind is not self-revealing as it does not 
completely know itself, much less everything else. This is why it has an unconscious 
aspect that is not known to it, and why some of its memories are not available when 
you want them, but reappear when you do not. The mind is, in fact, not other than just 
another object in the world that is as well not completely known. Our vaunted 
sciences have to admit that there is no object in the universe that is completely 
known, since there will always be something more, and better to know, about any 
object. 

Moreover, objectifying an object by the mind is really no more than reflecting the 
object of the thought—no more than the mind being modified, being affected, by an 
object. The mind appears to be a peculiar entity that has the ability to change in the 
presence of another object and even in the simple presence of itself. Knowledge itself 
is something that escapes our understanding, just like many deep secrets of nature 
escape the understanding of our sciences. Knowledge just happens; there is no 
satisfying explanation for what creates it. 

However, this teaching takes a different approach to understanding knowledge. It 
says that knowledge is not created, and that is why its creation cannot be adequately 
explained. All that is really happening is that ignorance is removed. The mind is 
viewed as a special subtle, non-luminous matter that has this capacity to take the form 
of what is in the purview of the senses, including the ability to bring up memory 
forms from within itself. The consciousness in which these thoughts occur is the 
knowledge having that particular form the thought has.

29
 Our notions, our thoughts, in 

the mind that we have about something may be dropped, replaced, or modified in this 
process of more clearly reflecting on some object or topic. That is, certain thoughts 
are sub-rated or dis-valued in this process. 

                                                 
29 Yoga Sūtra 4.22. 
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It is also not that a new and better thought or notion is then the knowledge, since 
we know that this new notion may itself be improved when later the mind has gained 
a more exact form of its object. There are always new and better notions that express 
the exact form of the object, the real content of the knowledge that a notion is about. 
And that new and better notion is itself subject to correction in the near or distant 
future. 

Knowledge is then really not something created anew here; rather, we only 
discover or uncover what is closer to reality. The closer to reality we get, the more we 
feel that we are getting closer to the truth, that we are gaining knowledge. The process 
of gaining knowledge is thus the mind losing its prior form, its prior modification, 
that was not or did not match the form of its object, which was the definition of error 
(viparyaya) given in the first chapter of these sūtras.

30
 

What this reveals is that it is actually reality itself that is the knowledge we are 
discovering. A word given in the Upaniṣads (scriptures) for the one reality that 
always exists is ‘jñāna’—the one, unambiguous word for knowledge.

31
 In other 

words, reality and knowledge are not in fact two separate things. What is actually 
being said when this teaching is talking about the self-revealing puruṣa is that the 
puruṣa alone is the reality. And if this is not obvious to you, then it is to be 
dis-covered. 

All objects including the mind are essentially only this one self-revealing reality 
viewed from the limited perspective of their form and the name we give to them. 
These individual names and forms, being impermanent, cannot be the single witness 
of all their mutations. This is why this teaching says that this reality is the sole source 
of knowledge, because it is knowledge itself. It is what reveals itself to us in our 
mind, and reveals all names and forms by way of the thought forms that make up the 
mind. Once the mind drops its ignorance, its erroneous notions, about this singular, 
                                                 
30 Yoga Sūtra 1.8. 

31 “Brahman is limitless reality (satya), knowledge (jñāna).” (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). 
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limitless reality, then that is complete knowledge, that is oneself, that is reality.  

Knowledge, oneself, and reality are one and the same. This alone is the self-
revealing. Every object including the mind is revealed by this existence-knowledge, 
sat-cit, and is finally revealed as nothing but this limitless existence-knowledge. 
Knowledge of the self simply means the knowledge that is the self. This is the reason 
this knowledge alone is said to be ultimate, while every other knowledge, falling 
infinitely short of the limitless, is nothing more than a notion subject to correction, to 
sub-ration.

32
 

This self-revealing being-consciousness is otherwise called the Lord, the total.
33

 
This reality, this Lord, is not a thing to be believed or dis-believed, like a God sitting 
in heaven to be believed or not. It is what is to be known directly as the reality of 
oneself. As you cannot believe or dis-believe the reality of your own self, so you 
cannot believe or dis-believe the Lord, this reality of everything. Knowing the Lord 
completely is not knowing completely about the Lord—only the mind of the Lord 
contains all details of all times. It is instead knowing the Lord freely, free of any 
limitation. Indeed, knowing oneself freely, free of any limitation, is knowing reality 
freely, and is the same as knowing the Lord freely. 

If you ask why the self needs to be uncovered if it is self-revealing, we agree! Why 
don’t you know yourself as limitless? If you do not fully know yourself, then it must 
be because of ignorance. 

Because of ignorance, everyone projects one mistake after another upon the self—
“I am mortal,” “I am unhappy,” and so on. These projections of ignorance are a 
covering (kośa) that only covers because it is believed to be real. Once revealed as 
untrue, that cover is no longer there. This means there really never was a cover, just 
like there never was a snake in our snake-rope error example that covered the rope. 
                                                 
32 “There are two types of knowledge to be known, say those who know scripture—unlimited (para) and limited 
(a-para).” (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.1.4). 

33 “I [the Lord] am the knowledge (jñāna) among those who have knowledge.” (Bh. Gītā 10.38). 
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Or, like a cloud does not actually cover the sun. In fact, it is the sun that reveals, that 
lights up, the cloud also. Like the cloud, ignorance can only block the full 
appreciation of knowledge, of reality, from the mind’s perspective. And the ignorance 
itself is lit by that knowledge, the awareness that you are. 

Like that, the self reveals even our ignorant notions of our self. Every ignorant 
notion shines in our knowledge of them. This allows the problem, as well as the 
solution. The self, being self-revealing, is already completely known as reality-
awareness—“I am, and I am aware I can think and not think.” But in addition we also 
impose our ignorant notions which then limit reality, limit oneself , limit knowledge—
“I am limited.” The solution, the process of gaining self-knowledge, is to recognize 
and dismiss the notions as being myself. The notions, like the clouds, do not have to 
disappear; they only have to be acknowledged as notions, as not the truth, like 
knowing clouds as clouds, not as the sun. This alone is freedom from their limitations. 

%¡¢YòøÛøÞø+ ²øø+ÙøÞøøÒøéøÐøøámøÛø}G(4.20)  
eka-samaye cobhayānavadhāraṇam. 

[ca—and; eka-samaya—same moment; an-avadhāraṇa—no ascertainment; 
ubhaya—both.] 

And at the same moment, there is no ascertainment of both the object and the 
thought, for example, “this is a pot” and “this is a thought about a pot”—one or 
the other disappears in attention. Therefore, thought cannot always be self-
revealing itself. 

Another reason the mind is not self-revealing is because a thought is always of 
whatever the content of that thought is. At the same time, a single thought has either 
the content, the form, of an object external to the thought form, for example, “this is a 
big dog,” or it has the content, the form, of the thought itself, for example, “this 
thought is of a big dog.” But they do not coexist at the same time. 
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If thought was self-revealing, it would never lose this nature of revealing itself in 
every thought. But this is not our experience. Only sometimes are we aware of, is our 
attention on, the thoughts themselves, our thinking of an object. Therefore the mind 
itself cannot be inherently self-revealing, though it occasionally is self reflecting. 
That self reflecting of the mind is only taking a form or shape of itself or of a 
recollection of itself in memory, for example, “that was a big dog yesterday that I 
saw.” In either case, thought is not itself, even then, the awareness, the knowledge, of 
itself, nor is it objectifying the awareness. 

The self illumines only by being the reality of the form of the subtle entity called 
the mind, which in turn simply reflects, simply encompasses, the form of the object 
that is its content. 

Some translators take the term ‘both’ here to refer to both the object and the self, 
instead of the object and the thought/mind. They believe the sūtra says that at the 
same moment there is no ascertainment of both the object and the self . But the 
ascertainment of the object and the self, in fact, is what actually does happen . In every 
perception there is both the form (the object) seen and the knowledge that is the 
existence, that is oneself. It is just that this knowledge, that is oneself, is mixed up 
with, and thus appears limited by, the form seen. 

An example of the form of a perception is—“This is a pot.” The name and form of 
the object is expressed here as “this pot,” a specific form (the ‘this’) of clay to which 
we give the name ‘pot,’ whereas the existence is expressed here as ‘is.’ Reality, 
expressed as ‘is,’ is there in every perception. Pot is. Shirt is. Table is. Absence of a 
table is. Thought is. Lack of thought is. I am. Every thing and its absence is -is-is. 

This recognition of ‘is’ in every cognition is what the self-revealing of is-ness 
means. It is why reality is self-revealing, all the time, in every cognition.

34
 For more 

                                                 
34 “It [brahman (reality)] is [rightly] known [when] it is known in every cognition [as ‘is-is-is,’ as ‘existence-
existence-existence’], because [by that knowledge] one attains the nature of being free from death.” ( Kena Up. 
2.4). 
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on this, one can see Śaṅkara’s Bhagavad-Gītā-Bhāṣya 2.16. 

The translation of the term ‘both’ as the object and the self is the siddhānta (what 
is to be established), not what is to be denied by the sūtra. Several of the 
commentators and translators seem confused here. Their confusion may be more a 
matter of not knowing the scriptures, or not taking the scriptures as the inherent 
background of these sūtras. 

ú²øÉÇøøÒÇøáYÌ;íÞø+ ×øüúpÑY×øüpÑ +á} !øúÇøY Õøãòøw«¯: òÛø;úÇøYòøw£¯áíø} ²øG(4.21) 
cittāntara-dṛśye buddhi-buddher ati-prasaṅgaḥ smṛti-saṅkaraś ca. 

[dṛśya—object; citta-antara—another thought; ati-prasaṅga—over necessity; 
buddhis—cognitions; buddhis—cognitions; ca—and; saṅkara—confusion; 
smṛtis—memories.] 

In the case of a thought becoming an object of another following thought in 
order to be known, there is an over necessity—a logically vicious infinite 
series, infinite progression—of cognitions of cognitions, and there would be 
confusion with memories, which would be required, but could not even exist, 
for this endless series to continue. 

Assuming that a thought is not self-revealing, if one argues that a thought must then 
require a following thought to reveal it, to see it, then there would be an over 
necessity of requiring a further thought to know the current one, since the current 
thought’s following thought would have not yet occurred. Therefore, this is a vicious 
logical error. The term ‘vicious’ in logic means the progression is such that none of 
the thoughts in the progression, each being dependent upon a latter being known, 
could ever be known. Namely, in the series of thoughts A-B-C-D…, A requires B to 
be known in order to know A, but B cannot be known until C is known, which cannot 
be known until D is known, ad infinitum. The whole series becomes impossible. 

Since the current thought cannot be known until the next, the current thought’s 
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knowledge of its preceding thought is not available. This is a progression to infinity. 
In other words, no knowledge would ever be available. 

Any thought about a prior thought is, in fact, only a memory—not to be confused 
with a pramāṇa, a knowledge-thought such as a perception or an inference.

35
 

Using the problematic logic that a thought can only be seen by another thought, a 
manifest memory, being just another thought, suffers the same vicious infinite 
progression. So there would be no memory that can be known. 

Moreover, a current thought of a prior thought, could only be in the form of a 
memory of that prior thought, but that prior thought, not yet known, could not have 
generated a saṃskāra for the current mind to have a memory about it. So it is a 
confusion to think that there could even be memories for this endless series to 
continue.  

Why all these nit-picking arguments? Since these questions and doubts are known 
to come to students and to those who hold to philosophies.  The teaching is altogether 
willing to address any and all doubts because freedom is clarity in self-knowledge, 
and that clarity of knowledge has to be unshakable. 

The scriptures were challenged by the Buddhist logicians prior to Patañjali, and 
these challenges had to be addressed. The reason they had to be addressed is because 
the challenges sought to erode the logic that supported the teaching’s removal of 
ignorance. A logic that supports, that props up, duality, even one that calls this duality 
emptiness, needs to be brought down in the light of knowledge that is freedom. That 
which is the underlying, permanent, self-revealing reality does not need support. 

Any logic or philosophy that also holds that clarity in self-knowledge is only 
possible and available in a singular moment’s experience during samādhi, or 
otherwise, demands to be challenged. New experiences or epiphanies cannot be 
required if the self is always self-revealing, self-existing. We do not need to seek a 

                                                 
35 Yoga Sūtras 1.7 and 11. 
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new experience of the self; rather, we need the removal or dismissal of limiting 
notions. And that cannot be for just a moment, an epiphany, but needs to be 
permanent, needs to be sure knowledge. 

It is easy to see that the popular world religions, even the popular forms within 
Hinduism, are grounded in emotions, thou-shalt rules, and beliefs. None talk about a 
physics of realities that points to a self-evident truth that can be known without 
confusion. Their popularity, perhaps driven historically by their conversion practices 
and their economic and military force, is enhanced by their emphasis on emotions or 
beatific experiences, than on logic. Where do most people spend their spare change? 
They spend on emotional entertainment, even if it is spiritual entertainment and 
inspiration, not on physics lectures. Thankfully, Indian thought, through their 
scriptures, was already well grounded in physics, which allowed its following 
entertainment arts (epics, legends, song, and dance) to play upon that reality-based 
stage. 

This tradition recognizes the importance of a logical physics of reality to underpin 
their clarity in knowledge. It allows an unshakable freedom that does not have to hide 
from spiritual specialists, peddling their wares. This is the same reason, now that 
burning at the stake or stoning is more or less unpopular, why science today does not 
feel threatened by popular religious assaults to the claims of science—unless those 
claims overstep the bounds of their scientific experiments and logic. 

The freedom sought here is an unshakable cognitive freedom, not an emotional 
freedom. An unshakable cognitive freedom will naturally be an emotional freedom 
too. The heart will be where one’s deepest convictions are. Convictions can only 
reside in clear, firm thought—this is buddhi (intellect). If the heart is not where the 
head is, or the head is not where the heart is, then this may be because one’s emotions 
are on bodily (chemically) driven autopilot, and/or one’s intellections are erroneous 
or are in conflict with each other. 

Those spiritual gurus who propound that one should follow one’s heart instead of 
the head, or one’s head instead of the heart, are clearly misguiding. One’s heart and 
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head should be inline with each other, since that is where their natural, healthy 
balance resides. The heart cannot be directly controlled, but the intellect can be 
corrected from error to knowledge. When that knowledge is true to the objective 
world, the emotional world, and to reality, then the heart will easily and fully follow. 
If you can imagine a teaching that has this as its goal and has been successful enough 
for a variety of generations to survive in retelling and in reprint for many thousands 
of years, then you are in fact looking at that teaching in these pages.  

But that teaching is not easily and faithfully translated outside of its Sanskrit 
source. This makes its availability rare, but, then, so too is the student who can 
fathom its depth. Freedom filled knowledge within an unshakable cognitive freedom, 
and its logic, should become common sense to the student, though it may be an 
uncommon knowledge to others. 

ú²øÇø+á} !øYÕø ãúÇøòø@¡ã¢ÛøøÞøøòø} ÇøÌ}Y!øø¡¢øáøÕøÉÇøø e òéøY×øüúpÑYòø@éø +ÌÒøÛø}G(4.22) 
citer a-pratisaṃkramāyās tad-ākārāpattau sva-buddhi-saṃvedanam. 

[a-pratisaṃkrama—unchanging; citi—consciousness; saṃvedana—
knowledge; sva-buddhi—its cognition; āpatti—take; tad-ākāra—the form of 
that.] 

The unchanging consciousness has the knowledge of its cognition when it 
seems to take the form of that cognition. 

If it is neither the same cognition nor a following cognition that has the knowledge of 
the cognition because of the preceding reasons, then what has the knowledge? 

It is consciousness (citi) that has knowledge. Here, ‘citi’ is the same as the 
previously used term, ‘cit’ (limitless consciousness). It is oneself that has knowledge. 
After all, I have the knowledge of what is in my mind—this is our common 
understanding of knowledge. We may say that knowledge takes place in the mind, but 
what actually happens is that knowledge is there wherever the mind is. This is 
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because I myself am the knowledge, which gets expressed wherever there is a 
cognition form—for example, “table is,” “shirt is.” 

Yet it is not the consciousness-I that is actively taking the form of the cognition,
36

 
since existence itself can neither move or change. Where could it move to? What 
could it change into, and from what? Apart from existence itself, there is no second 
thing. Only phenomenal forms can move, change into and from each other—all within 
existence. When these phenomenal forms are of the special nature of the subtle forms 
of thought, there itself is knowledge of these thoughts and their content. The presence 
of awareness throughout the thought form is the knowledge of the thought form.  

As mentioned before, this does not need to happen inside the brain; it can happen 
wherever the cognition is while it takes its various forms—going out by way of the 
subtle outgoing senses, or not, if the senses are not in play for the thought form. In 
perceptual cognition, the thought takes the form of the external object as well as the 
distance to the object, and the awareness lights up that entire out-going thought form. 
However, this teaching is not dependent on this particular model of cognition.  It is 
just that this model of cognition so well matches the analysis that shows us that 
everything is nāmadheya (name only). The language of thought itself is the form of 
the thought and the form of the experienced object, so the meanings of the names 
‘external’ and ‘distance’ are the external distance we experience. The world is 
essentially all nothing more than this language of thought, the form or structure of 
thought. 

These models of explanation are themselves, like everything within the universe, 
not categorically (a-nirvacanīya) right or wrong. The common sense model that better 
explains the entirety of the experience being explained is preferred. Common sense 
will side with the felt sense that our thoughts wander out amongst their objects, not 
inside the invisible wiring of our brains. 

If one wants, one can limit the mind to within the body or the brain without here 
                                                 
36 Yoga Sūtra 4.18. 
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being in contradiction to this essential teaching. The model one chooses to analyze the 
world and its experience is just another form within existence-consciousness. The 
essence of this teaching is that I am limitless existence-consciousness and that every 
form of and in the universe does not divide this existence, hence makes no limitation 
in me. Whatever it takes to get to that understanding is acceptable. But it helps if it is 
a reasonable, common sense process, otherwise it might not complete. The more one’s 
common sense is fooled, the less one’s certainty can reign.  

ÌãñÀ <YÌ;íÞøø+ÕøáÇø@l ú²øÉÇø @ òøéøøâËø âÛø }G(4.23)  
draṣṭṛ-dṛśyoparaktaṃ cittaṃ sarvārtham. 

[citta—mind; uparakta—affected; dṛśya—seen; draṣṭṛ—witness; sarva—
everything; artha—object.] 

The mind, affected by the limited seen and the presence of the limitless 
witness—limitless existence-consciousness—has everything, the entire known 
and unknown universe, as its object. 

The mind can take the form of any limited object within existence, and thus can gain 
knowledge therein of any form in existence. Your entire universe, up till now, is all 
the forms your mind has assumed in your life—through perception by way of the 
senses and the mind, through logic or scripture, and even through knowing what all 
you know you do not know. Even what you do not know is known well enough to 
confidently say that you do not know it. Through this teaching, even the self is there 
for your mind to comprehend, not as a limited object of the mind but as the very 
existence of the mind, as knowledge itself, and as the reality of this entire universe.

37
 

                                                 
37 “The one who lights up this expanse consisting of the waking , dream, and deep sleep, etc. [the heavens, etc.], 
that reality (brahman) am I [the parama-ātman, previously deluded by māyā into thinking itself limited]. 
Knowing this, one is free from all binds. Different from whatever is the experienced, the experience r, and the 
experience, is the witness (sākṣin). It is pure awareness. It is I, ever calm. In me alone everything is born, in me 
everything is sustained, and in me everything is resolved. I am that brahman, without a second. [Since I am 
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ÇøÌ} !øYòø@¨Þø+ÞøYéøøòøÒøøúÙøíø} ú²øÊøÛø} !øùÕø ÕøáøËøâ @ òø@ôÇÞø Y¡¢øùáÇéøøÇø}G(4.24) 
tad a-saṃkhyeya-vāsanābhiś citram api parārthaṃ saṃhatya-kāritvāt. 

[tad—that; api—though; citra—diverse; a-saṃkhyeya—countless; vāsanās—
latent tendencies; para-artha—for another; saṃhatya-kāritva—it acts like it 
is being put together.] 

That mind, though diverse—consisting of parts, through the countless old and 
new latent tendencies, seemingly adjusting itself—is for another, not for itself, 
since it acts like it is being put together—is a construction with a foundation 
and new additions, like a house made for its occupant. 

These latent tendencies, here given the equivalent name vāsanās instead of 
saṃskāras, are part of the many and countlessly different components that constitute 
the complex called the mind. Its latent tendencies drive the mind in countless 
directions, though it is not being driven for its own sake. Each individual has its own 
storehouse of karma. All objects, including this mind, are for the individual to 
experience these karma results of the individual’s prior actions, and are for 
maturation of the individual through this teaching to be free of all limitations.

38
 

When an object is an elegant interconnected complex, there is little doubt that it is 
a construction having a purpose. Everything’s purpose lies outside of itself as well as 
within, since everything is, in fact, an interconnected whole. A house not only stands 
by its own design, but also serves the purpose of the people who built it, the person 
who sold it, who lives in it, and who visits it, and for the bird who perches on it, and 
for the spider who puts its web in one of its corners, and is for insulating the ground 

                                                                                                                                                                
unlimited in everyway] I am indeed subtler than the subtle, and in that same way I am the vast, diverse universe. 
I am the puruṣa that is always there. I am the Lord who shines [as everything]. I am ever calm.” (Kaivalya Up. 
17 through 20). 

38 Yoga Sūtra 2.18. 
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below and, if a wooden house, for binding its carbon molecules for a time being. 
Whether anticipated or not, all of these purposes are there.  

Of course, from our anthropocentric perspective we think the house is only for 
ourselves, the home owner. This is the usual take on this logic and is the direction of 
the logic here, namely that the mind, like a house, seems to be a complex for the 
person’s enjoyment. Being inert by its own nature, a mind cannot be for its own 
enjoyment or purpose. This logic is to help point out that there is something other 
than the mind that is the master of the mind. That master is oneself, the witness. That 
master, the witness, is one and partless, while the objects of the universe including the 
mind are all composed of parts, elements, and guṇas. 

The purpose of an entity can extend its benefit beyond the individual to all 
individuals too. For another example of a complex entity in this universe, DNA is an 
elaborate construction for the purpose of passing on genetic traits to the offspring, 
allowing enough variety to guarantee a viable genetic pool, and providing the variety 
of embodiments required for individuals to be born as any of the countless variet ies of 
creatures. It fulfills this purpose, and many others, very well. This DNA itself is a 
result of conforming to, participating in, and thus surviving within the intelligent 
order of the universe. 

There is an intelligent order to the design of all these systems—from the subatomic 
mathematically describable particles to the inter-connected formation forces of the 
entire universe, and everything in between. The mind is indeed, for all we know, at 
the pinnacle of this evolutionary chain, with its unique ability to reflect upon the 
entire order of the universe from its very beginning, though centered in a tiny body 
for a tiny span of time in one tiny corner of this vast cosmos. By the intelligence of its 
construction, we can appreciate that it indeed has a grand purpose within the 
intelligent order of the universe. 

Its ultimate purpose, for the individual, is to come to know the intelligence itself in 
its reality, to know the reality of the Lord manifesting as this intelligent order. That 
reality is yourself, waiting patiently, so to speak, for you to figure it out. Knowing 
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this, you own up to your timeless reality. 

Knowledge as Freedom 

úéøíø+ðøYÌúíøâÒø !øøÇÛøYÙøøéøYÙøøéøÒøøYúéøúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G (4.25)  
viśeṣa-darśina ātma-bhāva-bhāvanā-vinivṛttiḥ. 

[darśin—one who knows; viśeṣa—distinction; vinivṛtti—cessation; bhāvanā—
imagining; bhāva—being; ātman—oneself.] 

For the one who knows as clear as seeing the distinction of the witness self 
from the mind there is cessation of imagining the mind being ātman (oneself). 

Once one knows that one is the seer, the immutable (a-pariṇāmin) witness, of the 
changing mind, then one no longer identifies oneself with the changing thoughts in 
the mind. According to sūtra 1.3, then the witness remains only in its own nature 
without the mind’s confused identifications. 

ÇøÌø úéøéø+¡¢YúÒøÛøÓ @ ¡e¢éøèÞøYÕøãøªø }YÙøøá@ ú²øÉÇøÛø}G (4.26) 
tadā viveka-nimnaṃ kaivalya-prāg-bhāraṃ cittam. 

[tadā—then; citta—mind; nimna—surrenders; viveka—discernment; 
kaivalya-prāk-bhāra—has freedom before it.] 

Then the mind surrenders
39

 to this discernment and has freedom before it. 

The mind is meant to surrender the limited notions it has about the nature of itself and 

                                                 
39 “The one who—though always performing all karma—has Me as the basis [of all actions and results] attains 
by [this] My grace [i.e., by the result (clarity of mind), which is given by the Lord as the teacher and as what is 
taught] the end, which is ever the same and imperishable. …With all [your] being, surrender to that [Lord] alone 
[who is the center of your being and is in the form of your natural disposition moving you through life], O 
Arjuna. By that [Lord’s] grace you will attain the ultimate peace, the timeless abode.” (Bh. Gītā 18.56 and 62). 
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of oneself unto this all-encompassing knowledge that is the reality of oneself. Then 
freedom itself looms on its horizon all around as its very nature. Freedom from 
limitation happens for the mind, but it always was the nature of oneself.  

One cannot completely surrender what one is convinced is one’s own. Only when 
one is convinced that something is not one’s own is complete surrender possible. If 
one goes to the temple every day and one’s prayer is, “O Lord, I surrender to You,” 
then what is the nature of this surrender? If one had really surrendered yesterday, then 
what is the meaning of surrendering again today? This is an indication that the real 
surrender is yet to come. As my teacher expresses it—it is an act-it-out, an act upon 
what I believe until I fully understand. What I want to be is what I say I am, until I 
gain clarity in understanding that I am, in fact, what I say I am. Once that clarity is 
there, whether I keep saying it or not, it is an accomplished fact that I am what I had 
always wanted to be—a free being. 

But if limitation is my nature, and if limitation is also the truth of the mind, then 
surrender of limitation is ignorance. It is an unrealizable goal. It would only be a leap 
of faith or a mystic goal that is unattainable in this life, and will remain an 
unattainable goal because it is unrealizable by its nature. 

Surrender is, finally, not a belief or an emotion, though it may start as an act-it-out 
until I make it. If it is real, then it can only be based in reality. This is why this 
teaching is always centered on gaining clarity of what is reality, and this is the reason 
for the importance that Patañjali gives to correctly employing the proper means of 
knowledge in this pursuit. That is why he placed the explanation of the means of 
knowledge at the beginning of these sūtras, before the meditations and the other 
auxiliaries to gaining self-knowledge. Patañjali’s teaching should not be understood 
as claiming that these limitations—as their unmanifest potential, as prakṛti—are as 
real as the self, like Sāṅkhya philosophy claims. This goes against the āgama 
(scripture) that is the proper means of knowledge in this pursuit. If nature is equally 
real and is limited, then it cannot surrender what is its very nature. But if, in fact, 
limitation is unreal, and its supposed separate reality from the limitless puruṣa is 
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equally unreal, then limitation is not its real nature. Its real nature is limitless reality.  

This is why kaivalya (freedom) is when there is pure equality in reality between the 
mind and the self, according to sūtra 3.55. Otherwise, it could only be mystical 
imagination, or so much poetry that can only fail in the long run to allay life’s 
suffering.  

The puruṣa is already free, and always has been free. This teaching is for the mind 
to lose its notions of limitation that are in fact not the nature of its reality. That is why 
it can surrender these notions since they are imaginary (prātibhāsika), and why that 
surrendering itself is real, transactionally (vyāvahārika) real, and logical. 

Çø²ø}YúµÌã +ðø ü Õø ãÇÞøÞøøÒÇøáøúmø òø@ò¡¢øá+ÙÞø:G(4.27) 
tac-chidreṣu pratyayāntarāṇi saṃskārebhyaḥ. 

[chidras—cracks; tad—that; antara—those different; pratyayas—thoughts; 
saṃskāras—latent tendencies.] 

When there are cracks in that discerning knowledge, those different thoughts 
are to be known as born of the latent tendencies in the mind, laid down by 
prior ignorance. 

ôøÒøÛø} %ðøø@ ¡ç +¢íøéøÌ} $ÇølÛø}G(4.28) 
hānam eṣāṃ kleśavad uktam. 

[eṣām—their; hāna—giving up; -vat—like that; ukta—said; kleśas—
afflictions.] 

Their, the ignorant saṃskāras’, giving up is like that said
40

 for the afflictions. 

This gets us back to one of the express purposes of contemplation (samādhi). Full 

                                                 
40 Yoga Sūtras 2.10 and 11. 
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clarity is when one no longer seriously entertains thoughts of being limited by 
phenomenal forms. These thoughts can bubble up from the unconscious in quiet 
meditation. In that quiet meditation these thoughts may be clearly seen and 
contemplated for what they are. The practice is to objectively witness them and let 
them drop without reacting to and identifying with them, and also to proactively 
contemplate their contradiction, prati-pakṣa-bhāvana.

41
 This contemplation develops 

a mind that no longer reacts to notions from old saṃskāras (latent tendencies) that the 
now informed mind knows were the products of ignorance. This mind will then carry 
on outside of the seat of meditation, bearing the fruit of this new, beneficial saṃskāra 
consisting of this teaching. 

There is no such thing as exhausting all these latent tendencies. That is like trying 
to empty the ocean with a teaspoon. In trying to exhaust the old vāsanās (latent 
tendencies), only you will become exhausted. What bubbles up, in fact, are only 
manifestations of these tendencies, not the actual tendencies themselves. The fertile 
field of these latent tendencies has to be upended. The basic ignorance of the nature 
of myself and the world has to go. Then, even if these now baseless thoughts bubble 
up, they are never again taken as real. This is why the term ‘hāna’ is used in regard to 
these tendencies. Hāna primarily means giving up, not destruction. It is a giving up of 
the notion of these limited forms being real, as being as real as myself, so they are 
unable to delimit the real me. 

Õøãòø@¨ÞøøÒø+{ÕÞø} !øY¡ü¢òøûÌòÞø òøéøâËøø úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøÇø+á} ÐøÛøâYÛø+¬ø: òøÛøøúÐø:G(4.29) 
prasaṃkhyāne'py a-kusīdasya sarvathā viveka-khyāter dharma-meghaḥ 
samādhiḥ. 

                                                 
41 Yoga Sūtras 2.33 and 34. 
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[api—even; a-kusīda—no interest; sarvathā—in any way; prasaṃkhyāna—
meditation process; viveka-khyāti—discerning knowledge; samādhi—
contemplation; megha—mass; dharma—support.] 

For one who even has no interest in any way in the pleasurable meditation 
process, including secondary benefits, and who has discerning knowledge, 
samādhi (contemplation) is a mass of support. 

The steadiness of the body, senses, and mind, and the pleasure therein, can become 
addictive. It is easy to be waylaid by the bodily and mental pleasures that āsana (quiet 
sitting, as well as the variety of other āsanas for strengthening the bodily functions) 
and meditation can bring. But that pleasure is not here the purpose of meditation , 
according to Patañjali. Here, yoga is not taken as another way to get an intoxicating 
high. It is much more than that. Yoga matures the person so the addiction to needing 
to be high is nullified. This is also why the goal of yoga is easily attainable by one 
who has a tenacious degree of nonattachment (vairāgya)

42
 to and independence from 

all one has desired before, all rāgas (attractions).
43

 

Apart from the effects on the body and mind that accrue from the meditation 
process (prasaṃkhyāna), however, the contemplation itself, the clarity in 
understanding that takes place there, can never be a problem. One should always be 
contemplative—as long as one is contemplating on knowledge based in a valid 
pramāṇa (means of knowledge), and not in some imagination or a going after some 
superpower siddhi. Both clarity of the mind

44
 and contemplation ought to be pursued 

until the knowledge, the teaching, being contemplated gains complete clarity. This is 
called discerning knowledge. All doubts and the nature of everything in the universe 
and the nature of oneself—all are covered and resolved by this teaching of their one 

                                                 
42 Yoga Sūtras 1-12, 15, 20, and 21. 

43 Yoga Sūtras 1.37 and 2.7. 

44 Yoga Sūtras 1.30 through 41. 
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reality.
45

 

The culmination of the teaching is this vision of oneness, the knowledge that frees 
oneself. This knowledge is thus called samādhi (that in which everything is 
resolved).

46
 The reality, oneself, is also called samādhi, since it is that into which 

everything is resolved.
47

 That is why the knowledge and the self are one and the same. 
Additionally, where this resolution happens—the mind—is in certain contexts 
indirectly called samādhi (that in which everything resolves).

48
 The everyday mind 

may also, in general, be called samādhi in the context of all the various experiences of 
my universe, which happen in only one place—in the mind. 

The more currently popular meaning of the word samādhi is, unfortunately, the 
mental process of having a mystical experience of oneness. Few are aware that it is, 
instead, an abiding knowledge that is the basis of all experiences, including that 
occasional mystical experience of oneness. 

Samādhi, when it amounts to discerning knowledge (prajñā),
49

 by which the clarity 
of the truth of oneness lasts outside the seat of meditation, is here called a mass of 
dharma. 

Dharma means that which supports (dhārayati iti dharmaḥ). It can also be 
expressed as that by which the universe, the society, and the person are supported 
(dhriyate lokaḥ anena iti dharmaḥ). Thus dharma becomes a term variously 

                                                 
45 Yoga Sūtra 3.54. 

46 “Brahman (reality) indeed is to be attained by the one whose vision of identity (samādhi) is that [every aspect 
of] action is brahman.” (Bh. Gītā 4.24). 

47 “When the intellect becomes steady and becomes centered (a-cala) on your self (samādhi), then you will attain 
yoga.” (Bh. Gītā 2.53). 

48 “For those whose minds are carried away by that [flowery talk] and who are attached to consumption and 
power, a well-discerned knowledge is not formed in their mind (samādhi).” (Bh. Gītā 2.44). 

49 Yoga Sūtras 1.48, 2.26, 2.27, and 3.5. 
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indicating karma (what makes the world, or the individual, the way it is), tradition 
(what sustains the culture of society), teaching tradition (what sustains the nourishing 
knowledge from one generation to the next), virtue (what straightens the mind in 
thought-speech-action), and values (what bring maturity in a person’s life). In all of 
these, as their basis, dharma clearly also means the reality that supports, that is the 
basis of, everything and oneself, and is that by which every name and form that 
constitutes the variety of the universe is sustained. In this sense, samādhi is a mass of 
dharma, where samādhi is the culmination of the process of samādhi. It is clear 
knowledge itself, which is oneself alone, which is this limitless reality that supports 
all. 

ÇøÇø: ¡ç +¢íøY¡¢ÛøâYúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G(4.30) 
tataḥ kleśa-karma-nivṛttiḥ. 

[tataḥ—from that; nivṛtti—cessation; kleśas—afflictions; karmas—results of 
action.] 

From that discerning knowledge there is cessation of afflictions and results of 
action that seem to bind the individual. 

Having discerning knowledge means that the root ignorance—by which the mind 
identifies oneself with the limitations seen and by which the limited objects seen are 
taken to be as real and permanent as oneself—is removed from the mind. The 
products of that ignorance—the afflictions and karma—no longer separately exist as 
being absolutely real for this person. This is the cessation (nivṛtti) of afflictions as 
being able to afflict, and of karmas as being able to bind. 

Those products of that ignorance which have an objective reality, such as the 
practical I-notion and certainly the karmas, continue, but without afflicting the 
individual. The practical sense of I is still there to carry on the bodily needs. One 
knows that if hunger is there, one needs to put food into this mouth, not any other 
mouth or onto the floor. One does not become unreasonable or foolish once 
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discerning knowledge takes place. Moreover, the karma that brought this body 
continues until its exhaustion in this life. 

This I-notion and these karmas are incapable of afflicting the person, since this 
person does not take them as real as the self. It is similar to enjoying a movie without 
having any of the afflictions of the main character in the movie. This body and mind 
have their peculiar, limited natures. They are there to be enjoyed as an  adventure, 
comedy, mystery, and tragedy. Like the movie, they end, but I do not end. 

ÇøÌø òøéøøâéøámøYÛøæøÕø+ÇøòÞø ¹øøÒøòÞøøÒøÒÇÞøøjø} ¹ø+ÞøÛø} !øèÕøÛø}G (4.31) 
tadā sarvāvaraṇa-malāpetasya jñānasyānantyāj jñeyam alpam. 

[tadā—then; malas—impurities; āvaraṇa—cover; sarva—all; apeta—gone 
away; jñeya—to be known; alpa—insignificant; jñāna—knowledge; 
ān-antya—limitless.] 

Then, for the one whose impurities that cover everything have all gone 
away—have become transparently unreal—what is to be known is 
insignificant because one’s knowledge is limitless. 

The impurities are the various forms of ignorance and its crop, the kleśas.
50

 Since, for 
this person, the knowledge is as true as the limitless reality, then the knowledge itself 
is limitless. 

This was explained before—the knowledge is reality, and reality is the knowledge, 
and this is now known as oneself. Then the details of the universe, the limitations of 
the universe, are as many as before, but now pale in significance to the limitle ss 
reality that is their real nature. When there is an abiding and complete satisfaction in 
oneself, then there is no binding desire for any small, limited gain. Once the limitless, 
that includes the truth of everything, is yours, what else could be considered a gain? 

                                                 
50 Yoga Sūtra 2.3. 
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Once the life-fulfilling thirst for knowledge has been quenched by the water of the 
truth of life itself, by the knowledge of the self as limitless, then the various sips of 
detailed information of the universe are like the relaxing sips of flavored teas—to be 
enjoyed but not necessary. They are entertaining, but triflings. 

ÇøÇø: ¡;¢ÇøøËøøâÒøø @ ÕøùámøøÛøY¡ã¢ÛøYòøÛøøúÕÇøá} ªøümøøÒøøÛø}G (4.32) 
tataḥ kṛtārthānāṃ pariṇāma-krama-samāptir guṇānām. 

[tataḥ—from that; guṇas—constituents of nature; kṛta—have completed; 
artha—purpose; krama—sequence; pariṇāmas—changes; samāpti—end.] 

From that, when the guṇas (constituents of nature) in the form of this 
embodiment and its karma, have completed their purpose—the wisdom is 
gained, nothing more needs to be known, and the karma that brought the 
physical embodiment has played out—then the sequence of their changes 
comes to an end. 

The coming to an end of the sequence (krama) of their changes is, in this context, the 
playing out of the guṇas that seem to have bound you. The sequence has completed its 
purpose by serving to free you.

51
 This is the fulfillment of one’s karma and the end of 

saṃsāra, the continual unbecoming becoming and its attendant rebirths and deaths. 

There are three types of karma—the new karma created or yet to be created in this 
life (the āgāmin karma), the past karma fructifying as this life (the prārabdha karma), 
and the balance of karma yet to fructify sitting in the individual jīva’s account (the 
sañcita karma). 

When one knows oneself as limitless reality, that reality does not produce new 
karma (āgāmin). One has to have a deliberative sense of “I am an individual doer who 
owns the results of this action” to create new will-based karma. This is required to 

                                                 
51 Yoga Sūtra 2.18. 
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create the karma, attach it to one’s storehouse of karma, and then later reap its result. 
This limited notion of oneself as an individual doer who requires the results of the 
action for one’s fulfillment is no longer there for this person.

52
 In effect, this body and 

mind complex is then, like any other innocent creature, living out its embodiment, not 
adding any new karma to an individual jīva’s account. 

The body and mind are still acting, though, and the immediate effects of their 
actions (karmas) will be there and will exhaust themselves in this life-span. The past 
karmas (prārabdha) which brought about this embodiment play themselves out, 
affecting only the body and mind, not the reality, the knowledge, of the person. 

The balance of the karmas (sañcita) waiting to fructify in future embodiments, 
belonging to the individual jīva who created and owned it, is now without an 
individual jīva with a sense of ownership. Those karmas become unable to sprout and 
thus waste away unclaimed, like unclaimed airport baggage. 

Whether there is karma that survives this embodiment or not, or, if there is, 
whether there is an exit out of karma or not, both are beliefs. Even if such karma is 
not there, this freedom that Patañjali leads us to realize in this life is a satisfaction 
one had sought all one’s life. This satisfaction is here and now permanently and fully. 
One could want nothing more in life. If there is rebirth later due to karma, it is still 
within the Lord’s order and still is exactly what the Lord provides us to continue our 
growth. 

It is said that God can incarnate on Earth according to this tradition (for example, 
Kṛṣṇa is portrayed as the incarnation of Lord Viṣṇu) or an individual’s body and mind 
can be viewed as the incarnation of a facet of the Lord (for example, Arjuna is 
portrayed as the son of the powerful warrior Lord Indra). When later schools of 
thought and the arts wax eulogistic about their founders and leaders, for obvious 

                                                 
52 “The contemplative knower of the truth, maintaining that the organs [of sense and action] engage in their 
objects, would think ‘I do not do anything,’ even though seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, moving, 
sleeping, breathing, talking, releasing, grasping, [or] opening and closing [the eyes].” (Bh. Gītā 5.8 and 9). 
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reasons, as incarnations of various gods, these are better to be understood as being 
like Arjuna’s (a partial incarnation), than like Kṛṣṇa’s. 

¦ ø m ø Y Õ ø ã ú Ç ø Y Þ ø ø + ª ø û   Õ ø ù á m ø ø Û ø ø Õ ø á ø Ò Ç ø Y ú Ò ø ª ø ã ø â ö à :   ¡ ã ¢ Û ø : G(4.33)  
kṣaṇa-prati-yogī pariṇāmāparānta-nirgrāhyaḥ kramaḥ. 

[krama—sequence; prati-yogin—associated; kṣaṇas—moments; nirgrāhya—
can be assumed; apara-anta—other end; pariṇāma—change.] 

Sequence is associated with moments of time, which only exist for the guṇas 
not the puruṣa, and can only be assumed to exist at the other end of a change, 
of which the puruṣa has none.53 

Only by the change of objects do we, whether yogins or not, understand there is 
sequence and moments of time. Within deep sleep where there are no objects, there is 
no sense of time. When change itself is no longer taken as real, as real as oneself, and 
thus not something that can affect oneself, affect reality, then sequence and time itself 
can no longer be taken as real and as affecting oneself. One knows oneself as timeless 
and free of any sequence of births. The objects composed of the guṇas alone are 
within time, and have a sequence of being constructed and de-constructed. The 
timeless, partless reality of oneself can have no sequence. If the body continues, or if 
rebirths continue, this continuance has no affect on oneself or the knowledge that is 
oneself, free of all limitations. 

Õ ø ü ) ð ø ø Ë ø â Y í ø þ Ò Þ ø ø Ò ø ø @   ª ø ü m ø ø Ò ø ø @   Õ ø ã ú Ç ø Õ ø ã ò ø é ø :   ¡ e ¢ é ø è Þ ø @   ò é ø Y * Õ ø Y Õ ø ã ú Ç ø ñ Â ø   é ø ø   ú ² ø ú Ç ø Y í ø ú Ç ø l á }  
" ú Ç ø G(4.34) 
puruṣārtha-śūnyānāṃ guṇānāṃ pratiprasavaḥ kaivalyaṃ sva-rūpa-pratiṣṭhā vā 
citi-śaktir iti. 

                                                 
53 Yoga Sūtra 4.18. 
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[artha-śūnya—no more purpose; puruṣa—person; guṇas—constituents of 
nature; pratiprasava—return to their origin. kaivalya—freedom. vā—
otherwise; iti—known as; śakti—pure power; citi—consciousness; 
pratiṣṭha—remaining; sva-rūpa—its own nature.] 

When they serve no more purpose for the puruṣa (person), the guṇas 
(constituents of nature)—the elements that make up this embodiment and this 
universe—return to their origin without identifying with and thus limiting the 
person.

54
 This is kaivalya (freedom).

55
 Otherwise, positively it is known as the 

pure power of consciousness remaining in its own nature, always beyond 
time, beyond change.

56
 

Some take the expression, “the guṇas return to their origin,” to mean the guṇas return 
to prakṛti. This is impossible. Prakṛti is nothing but the three guṇas, whether in 
unmixed equilibrium called the unmanifest or in combination called the manifest 

                                                 
54 “Whereas, O Arjuna, the one who knows the truth of the distinction of the guṇas [from ‘I’], and of [their] 

actions [from ‘I’], thinking ‘the guṇas [i.e., the body and mind] engage among the guṇas [i.e., among the 

objects—physical and mental]’—that one is not bound.” (Bh. Gītā 3.28). “Giving up attachment [i.e., not 

anticipating results], the one who performs actions, offering [them] unto brahman (the Lord—as prakṛti 

(nature), the cosmic order)—that one is not affected by pāpa (karma demerit), like a lotus leaf [is not soaked] by 

water.” (Bh. Gītā 5.10). “O Arjuna, these karmas (actions and their results) do not bind Me, who is seated [here 

as the basis of prakṛti (nature)], seemingly indifferent [being its mere conscious witness] and unattached towards 

these karmas.” (Bh. Gītā 9.9). “The one who in this way knows puruṣa and prakṛti with its guṇas—that one, 

even though performing action in all ways [whether as a student, householder, retiree, or renunciate] is not born 

again.” (Bh. Gītā 13.23). “When the seer sees [according to the teaching] that there is not a doer other than the 

guṇas, and knows [the self] as beyond the guṇas, [then] that one attains My nature [called mokṣa].” (Bh. Gītā 

14.19). 

55 “By this [teaching regarding brahman] is attained a knowledge that dispels the ocean of saṃsāra (the life of 
continual unbecoming becoming). Therefore, knowing in this way, one attains the goal (pada) [called] 
completeness (kaivalya) [i.e., mokṣa (freedom)].” (Kaivalya Up. 24). 

56 Yoga Sūtra 1.3. 
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universe. Prakṛti cannot be without the guṇas for them to return. The return here 
means they no longer, through the ignorant thoughts of this individual, throw their 
limited, separate identity upon the limitless real self, nor do they imagine the limitless 
real self to be this limited mind. Mutual misidentification goes way. Kaivalya, being 
free of the guṇas, is not some new condition, but is simply an assimilated 
understanding of the nature of the problem (ignorance, see Yoga Sūtra 1.4 and 2.5) 
and the solution (see Yoga Sūtra 1.2 and 1.3). 

For the person who no longer identifies with the modifications of the guṇas, the 
guṇas return to where they operate—as the phenomenal universe, not as oneself. That 
is, they factually remain where they are, instead of being erroneously imposed upon 
the nature of oneself. This is what is meant by the mind surrendering to this 
discriminating knowledge.

57
 It is surrendering what is only transactionally real to the 

body of the Lord, to the phenomenal universe, by acknowledging the absolute reality 
as the one reality of oneself and the Lord. It is essentially the recognition of realities.  

The guṇas operate as the relative reality of the universe, not as the timeless, 
space-less reality that is the domain of, is the basis in and through, this universe, and 
that is the truth of oneself. Any puruṣārthas (purposeful goals) sought in pursuing 
limited objects of the universe before the dawn of this knowledge now become trifles. 
This is a negative view of what freedom is. 

The positive view of freedom is that one remains as one’s very nature—as the pure 
power of consciousness, not in need of possessing any limited object to fulfill oneself , 
yet not afraid of any gain or loss, or of any situation.

58
 Nothing is actually gained. The 

puruṣa is no longer identified with the guṇas, the thoughts in the mind, and the 
puruṣa remains in its own limitless, perfect nature, which brings us back to the start 
of these sūtras. 

                                                 
57 Yoga Sūtra 4.26. 

58 See commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.51. 
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Freedom is a loss of ignorance, and the loss of the countless problems that are 
associated with ignorance. Freedom is a loss of that which cannot stand up to inquiry 
(vicāra)

59
 into reality and its resulting viveka-khyāti (discerning knowledge).

60
 

Ignorance and its products are not real, not as real as oneself. Therefore, their loss is 
only an understanding of their actual lack of reality. This is knowledge, and this 
knowledge is oneself. This is kaivalya. Kaivalya is the nature of oneself.  

Thus (iti), you now know what this teaching can be. May you find a teacher who 
can guide you to this, your limitless birthright. 

 

                                                 
59 Yoga Sūtra 1.17. 

60 Yoga Sūtras 2.25 and 26. 
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Yoga Sutra Text 

Chapter 1 

On Contemplation 

Introducing Yoga 

!øËø Þøø+ªøøÒøüíøøòøÒøÛø}G(1.1) 

atha yogānuśāsanam. 

Now begins the traditional teaching of yoga (the means, the preparation and 
application). 

General Definition of Yoga 

Þøø+ªøíø} ú²øÉÇøYéø;úÉÇøYúÒøáø+Ðø:G(1.2) 

yogaś citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ. 

Yoga (the means) is the mastery—discipline—of the thoughts of the mind. 

The Goal of Yoga 

ÇøÌø ÌãñÀ ý: òéøY*Õø+{éøòËøøÒøÛø}G(1.3) 

tadā draṣṭuḥ sva-rūpe'vasthānam. 

From yoga’s success then, the self, the draṣṭṛ (witness) of thoughts and their 
objects, simply remains in its own nature. 
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Identification with Thought 

é ø ; ú É Ç ø Y ò ø ø Y * Õ Þ ø Û ø }   " Ç ø á Ê ø G(1.4) 
vṛtti-sā-rūpyam itaratra. 

On the other hand, until yoga’s success, one erroneously believes he or she has 
the same form as the thoughts of the mind. 

The Nature of Thoughts 

é ø ; É Ç ø Þ ø :   Õ ø ¼ ø ´ Ç ø Þ Þ ø :   ù ¡ ç ¢ ñ À ø ù ¡ ç ¢ ñ À ø : G(1.5) 
vṛttayaḥ pañcatayyaḥ kliṣṭākliṣṭāḥ. 

These thoughts are of five types, and either hinder or do not hinder one’s 
progress in yoga. 

Õ ø ã Û ø ø m ø Y ú é ø Õ ø Þ ø â Þ ø Y ú é ø ¡ ¢ è Õ ø Y ú Ò ø Ì ã ø Y ò Û ø ; Ç ø Þ ø : G(1.6) 
pramāṇa-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidrā-smṛtayaḥ. 

These five types of thoughts are knowledge, error, imagination, sleep, and 
memory.  

Õ ø ã Ç Þ ø ¦ ø ø Ò ø ü Û ø ø Ò ø ø ª ø Û ø ø :   Õ ø ã Û ø ø m ø ø ú Ò ø G(1.7) 
pratyakṣānumānāgamāḥ pramāṇāni. 

Knowledge is either direct knowledge—direct sense perception of their objects 
and perception of one’s mental states; indirect knowledge—various inferences 
based on direct knowledge, other inferences, or on scripture; or scripture, 
literally, truth that has come down from beginningless time through tradition—
scriptural knowledge of those things that are not within the scope of perception 
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and thus inference. In this way scripture becomes a unique source of knowledge.  

úéøÕøÞøâÞøø + úÛøËÞøøY¹øøÒøÛø} !øYÇøÌ}Y*ÕøYÕøãúÇøñÂÛø}G(1.8) 

viparyayo mithyā-jñānam a-tad-rūpa-pratiṣṭham. 

Error is a false conclusion not based on the actual form of its object. 

íø×ÌY¹øøÒøøÒøüÕøøÇøû éøòÇøüYíøþÒÞøø+ úéø¡¢èÕø:G(1.9) 

śabda-jñānānupātī vastu-śunyo vikalpaḥ. 

Imagination is based on and does not lead beyond verbal knowledge and 
lacks an actual, separate object. 

!øYÙøøéøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøæÛ×øÒøø éø;úÉÇøá} úÒøÌãøG(1.10) 

a-bhāva-pratyayālambanā vṛttir nidrā. 

Sleep is a mental state that is based on the cognition of absence of any object 
of thought, such that, “I knew nothing at that time.” 

!øÒøüÙøþÇøYúéøðøÞøøòø@Õø ãÛøø +ðø: òÛø;úÇø:G(1.11) 

anubhūta-viṣayāsaṃpramoṣaḥ smṛtiḥ. 

Memory is not losing in the mind an object experienced before. 

Repetition and Non-attachment 

!øÙÞøøòøYéøeáøªÞøøÙÞøø@ ÇøÒø }YúÒøáø+Ðø:G(1.12)  

abhyāsa-vairāgyābhyāṃ tan-nirodhaḥ. 

The discipline of these thoughts is by repetition and by non-attachment, 
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which together lead to contemplation and a contemplative life.  

ÇøÊø úòËøÇøøe ÞøÈøÓø +{ÙÞøøòø:G(1.13) 

tatra sthitau yatno'bhyāsaḥ. 

Repetition is mental and physical effort in remaining in that discipline. 

òø Çøü Ìû¬øâY¡¢øæYÒøeáÒÇøÞøâYòøÇ¡¢øáøòø+úéøÇøø+ Ì;ÄYÙøþúÛø:G (1.14) 

sa tu dīrgha-kāla-nairantarya-satkārāsevito dṛḍha-bhūmiḥ. 

But, lest one think otherwise, it, repetition, is to be thoroughly attended to 
with utmost respect and no interruption for a long enough time until firm 
success. 

Ì;ñÀøÒø üîøãúéø¡¢YúéøðøÞøYúéøÇø;ðmøòÞø éøíøûY¡¢øáYòø@¹øø éøeáøªÞøÛø}G (1.15) 

dṛṣṭānuśravika-viṣaya-vitṛṣṇasya vaśī-kāra-saṃjñā vairāgyam. 

Non-attachment is known as mastery over the desire for objects seen or 
repeatedly heard from scripture, such as the subtle, pleasant realms of nature 
called heaven. 

ÇøÇø}YÕøá@ Õøü)ðøY¨ÞøøÇø+á} ªøümøYéøeÇø ;ðmÞøÛø}G(1.16) 

tat-paraṃ puruṣa-khyāter guṇa-vaitṛṣṇyam. 

The ultimate of that non-attachment is non-attachment to the guṇas (three 
constituents of all of nature), by discernment of the true nature of the puruṣa 
(self). 
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Two Forms of Contemplation 

úéøÇø¡â¢Yúéø²øøáøÒøÒÌøúòÛøÇøøY*ÕøøÒøüªøÛøøÇø} òø@Õø ã¹øøÇø:G (1.17) 

vitarka-vicārānandāsmitā-rūpānugamāt saṃprajñātaḥ. 

Samādhi (contemplation) is called deliberative when it is through 
appropriately following a form

1
 of reasoning in keeping with scripture, such 

as in prati-pakṣa-bhāvana, and inquiry through the scripture into fullness, 
which is the basic nature of the self expressing in the sattva (non-dull and 
non-agitated mind), and on the sense of “I am,” a recognition of the reality 
basis in the self, the is-ness or is-notion present in every cognition. 

úéøáøÛøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøÙÞøøòøYÕøþéø â: òø@ò¡¢øáYíø+ðøø +{ÒÞø:G(1.18) 

virāma-pratyayābhyāsa-pūrvaḥ saṃskāra-śeṣo'nyaḥ. 

The other samādhi is called a-saṃprajñāta (free from deliberation), preceded 
by repetition of the saṃprajñāta (deliberative) contemplation, results in the 
quietude of even those cognitions from saṃprajñāta contemplation. 
Nevertheless, latent tendencies—habitual potentials caused by prior ignorance 
and its crop, the seeds of affliction—remain, until nir-bīja samādhi 
(contemplation free of seed) through puruṣa-khyāti (discernment of the true 
nature of the self) that is kaivalya (freedom). 

ÙøéøYÕøãÇÞøÞøø+ úéøYÌ+ôYÕø ã¡;¢úÇøYæÞøøÒøøÛø}G(1.19) 

bhava-pratyayo vi-deha-prakṛti-layānām. 

Temporary a-saṃprajñāta samādhi (contemplation without an assimilated 
knowledge) follows from the birth—the nature of the particular embodiments—

                                                 
1 This word, “rūpa (a form),” is missing in some manuscripts.  
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of certain subtle beings in a heaven because of efforts in yoga in their prior 
birth, and of all beings who are temporarily absorbed in unmanifest nature, 
until their next manifestation. 

îøãpÑøYéøûÞøâYòÛø;úÇøYòøÛøøúÐøYÕøã¹øøYÕø þéø â¡¢ "Çøá+ðøøÛø}G(1.20) 

śraddhā-vīrya-smṛti-samādhi-prajñā-pūrvaka itareṣām. 

For the rest of us right here and now in this life, success in yoga follows from 
trust in the scripture as a means of knowledge, the same as one trusts one’s 
perception and logic; tenacity in this pursuit; memory—continuous retention of 
the teaching; samādhi (contemplation) on the teaching; and finally prajñā 
(assimilated knowledge) of the self. 

ÇøûéøãYòø@éø +ªøøÒøøÛø} !øøòøNø:G(1.21) 

tīvra-saṃvegānām āsannaḥ. 

For those whose tenacity in repetition and non-attachment is acute, samādhi 
(contemplation) quickly succeeds. 

Ûø;ÌüYÛøÐÞøøúÐøYÛøøÊøÇéøøÇø} ÇøÇøø+{ùÕø úéøíø+ðø:G (1.22) 

mṛdu-madhyādhi-mātratvāt tato'pi viśeṣaḥ. 

And thus there is distinction due to weak, middling, or strong measures of 
tenacity in repetition and non-attachment. 

The Lord as Topic of Contemplation 

#îøêáYÕøãúmøÐøøÒøøÌ} éøøG(1.23) 

īśvara-praṇidhānād vā. 
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The discipline of thoughts through repetition and non-attachment succeeds also 
by contemplation on the Lord, since the Lord is the puruṣa (self) in its 
completely free and fully understood nature. 

The Nature of the Lord 

¡ç+¢íøY¡¢ÛøâYúéøÕøø¡¢øíøÞøeá} !øYÕøáøÛø;ñÀ: Õøü)ðøYúéøíø+ðø #îøêá:G (1.24) 

kleśa-karma-vipākāśayair a-parāmṛṣṭaḥ puruṣa-viśeṣa īśvaraḥ. 

The Lord is characterized as the puruṣa (self) untouched by the afflictions of 
ignorance and its crop—the I-notion, attachment, aversion, and the fear of 
death—and by action along with its fruition and store-house waiting to 
fructify. 

ÇøÊø úÒøá}Y!øúÇøíøÞø@ òøéøâY¹øY×øûjøÛø}G(1.25) 

tatra nir-atiśayaṃ sarva-jña-bījam. 

In that Lord the seed—capacity—of knowing all is unsurpassed. 

Õøþéø + âðøøÛø} !øùÕø ªøü): ¡¢øæ+ÒøøÒøéø²µ+ÌøÇø}G(1.26) 

pūrveṣām api guruḥ kālenānavacchedāt. 

The Lord is also the teacher of everyone before, now, and later, since the Lord, 
being the cause of all, including time, is not limited by time, and since the Lord 
is the knower in the seat of the intellect of all beings.  

ÇøòÞø éøø²ø¡¢: Õøãmøéø:G(1.27) 

tasya vācakaḥ praṇavaḥ. 

The expressive name of that Lord is the syllable Om. 
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Çøjø}YjøÕøòø} ÇøÌ}Y!øËøâYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G(1.28) 

taj-japas tad-artha-bhāvanam. 

One should do oral or mental repetition of that praṇava (Om), and 
contemplation on its meaning, as unfolded in the Upaniṣad scripture. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøãÇÞø¡}¢Y²ø+ÇøÒøøúÐøªøÛøø+{ÕÞø} !øÒÇøáøÞøøÙøøéøíø} ²øG (1.29) 

tataḥ pratyak-cetanādhigamo'py antarāyābhāvaś ca. 

From that contemplation, one indeed comes to know the conscious being, the 
consciousness, at the center of one’s being, and one’s obstacles to liberation as 
the knowledge of that limitless reality disappear by one’s understanding and by 
grace gained through this ultimate worship of the Lord as one’s self.  

Distractions of the Mind 

éÞøøúÐøYòÇÞøøÒøYòø@íøÞøYÕøãÛøøÌøæòÞøøúéøáúÇøYÙøãøúÒÇøYÌíøâÒøøæ×ÐøY ÙøþúÛø ¡¢ÇéøøÒøéøúòËøÇøÇéøøúÒø 
ú²øÉÇøYúéø¦ø+Õøøòø} Çø+{ÒÇøáøÞøø:G(1.30) 

vyādhi-styāna-saṃśaya-pramādālasyāvirati-bhrānti-darśanālabdha-
bhūmikatvānavasthitatvāni citta-vikṣepās te'ntarāyāḥ. 

Those obstacles, which are distractions of the mind, are dis-ease mental and 
physical; lack of mental acumen; doubt; inattention; laziness of body and 
mind; intemperance—an inability to abstain from the excessive attraction to 
objects of desire; erroneous understanding; not attaining success at the 
stages in one’s progress in yoga; and lack of stability at various stages of 
progress one has made in yoga. 
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Ì ü : ¨ ø Y Ì ø e Û ø â Ò ø ò Þ ø ø w « ¯ Û ø } Y % j ø Þ ø Ç é ø Y î ø ê ø ò ø Y Õ ø ã î ø ê ø ò ø ø   ú é ø ¦ ø + Õ ø Y ò ø ô Y Ù ø ü é ø : G(1.31) 
duḥkha-daurmanasyāṅgam-ejayatva-śvāsa-praśvāsā vikṣepa-saha-bhuvaḥ. 

Arising together with distraction of the mind are sorrow, despair, and 
unsteady inhalation and exhalation causing agitation to the body, which in 
turn further agitates the mind. 

The Removal of Distractions 

Ç ø Ç ø } Y Õ ø ã ú Ç ø ð ø + Ð ø ø Ë ø â Û ø }   % ¡ ¢ Y Ç ø É Ç é ø ø Ù Þ ø ø ò ø : G(1.32) 
tat-pratiṣedhārtham eka-tattvābhyāsaḥ. 

For removing these distractions of the mind there is repetition of keeping the 
mind on the one reality—the Lord that is at the center of oneself as the 
completely free puruṣa, the conscious being that is the truth of oneself, the only 
draṣṭṛ (witness). 

Clarity of Mind 

Û ø e Ê ø û Y ¡ ¢ ) m ø ø Y Û ø ü ù Ì Ç ø ø + Õ ø + ¦ ø ø m ø ø @   ò ø ü ¨ ø Y Ì ü : ¨ ø Y Õ ø ü m Þ ø ø Õ ø ü m Þ ø Y ú é ø ð ø Þ ø ø m ø ø @   Ù ø ø é ø Ò ø ø Ç ø í ø }  
ú ² ø É Ç ø Y Õ ø ã ò ø ø Ì Ò ø Û ø } G(1.33) 
maitrī-karuṇā-muditopekṣāṇāṃ sukha-duḥkha-puṇyāpuṇya-viṣayāṇāṃ 
bhāvanātaś citta-prasādanam. 

This clarity, which is sthiti (steadiness), of mind is also through the value 
structures of cultivating goodwill instead of envy towards the joyful, 
compassion instead of advantage towards the sorrowful, approval instead of 
jealousy towards the meritorious, and allowance instead of contempt towards 
the non-meritorious. 
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Õøã²µÌâÒøYúéøÐøøámøøÙÞøø@ éøø ÕøãømøòÞøG(1.34) 

pracchardana-vidhāraṇābhyāṃ vā prāṇasya. 

This steadiness of mind is also through the practice of controlling the 
exhalation and retention of the breath, which naturally calms the restlessness 
of the mind. 

úéøðøÞøéøÇøû éøø Õøãéø ;úÉÇøá} $ÇÕøNøø ÛøÒøòø: úòËøúÇøYúÒø×øÒÐøÒøûG (1.35) 

viṣayavatī vā pravṛttir utpannā manasaḥ sthiti-nibandhanī. 

Also developing a concerted mental pursuit having but one object, 
recommended by scripture or by one’s teacher, brings about a steadiness of 
mind. 

úéøíøø+¡¢ø éøø jÞøø+úÇøðÛøÇøûG(1.36) 

viśokā vā jyotiṣmatī. 

Also developing a concerted mental pursuit having the light, which is one’s 
conscious being, the light of all lights as its contemplation,  which is free of all 
limitations including sorrow, brings about a steadiness of mind. 

éøûÇøYáøªøYúéøðøÞø@ éøø ú²øÉÇøÛø}G(1.37) 

vīta-rāga-viṣayaṃ vā cittam. 

The mind also attains steadiness when it has no attachment towards objects. 

òéøÕøÓYúÒøÌãøY¹øøÒøøæÛ×øÒø @ éøøG(1.38) 

svapna-nidrā-jñānālambanaṃ vā. 

The mind also attains steadiness when it has as its basis the knowledge of 
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dream and sleep states, as taught in the Upaniṣads as part of the unfoldment of 
the one conscious being that unites all experiences.  

ÞøËøøúÙøÛøÇøYÐÞøøÒøøÌ} éøøG(1.39) 

yathābhimata-dhyānād vā. 

The mind also attains steadiness through retaining a single pointed inquiry in 
contemplation on any object one likes, and thus staying put upon that object 
for a time. 

ÕøáÛøømøüYÕøáÛøYÛøôÉÇéøøÒÇøø+{òÞø éøíøûY¡¢øá:G(1.40) 

paramāṇu-parama-mahattvānto'sya vaśī-kāraḥ. 

Mastery in the form of vairāgya (non-attachment) of this mind extends from 
the most minute to the most pervasive. 

¦øûmøYéø;ÉÇø +á } !øúÙøjøøÇøòÞø+éø Ûømø+á} ªøãôûÇø;YªøãômøYªøãøöà+ðø ü ÇøÇø}YòËøY ÇøÌ}Y!ø¼ø¸ÒøÇøø 
òøÛøøÕøúÉÇø:G(1.41) 

kṣīṇa-vṛtter abhijātasyeva maṇer grahītṛ-grahaṇa-grāhyeṣu tat-stha-tad-
añjanatā samāpattiḥ. 

The contemplation of one whose distracting thoughts have waned is what 
makes clearly evident that which it rests upon, whether that be the knower—
the notion of I as a knower, the knowing—the senses and the mind, or the 
known—the object, like a quality crystal ball clearly takes on the exact color 
of whatever it rests on. 
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Four Forms of Contemplation With Seed 

ÇøÊø íø×ÌøËøâY¹øøÒøYúéø¡¢èÕøe: òøw£¯ûmøøâ òøYúéøÇø¡¢øâ òøÛøøÕøúÉÇø:G(1.42) 

tatra śabdārtha-jñāna-vikalpaiḥ saṅkīrṇā sa-vitarkā samāpattiḥ. 

There in contemplation, the contemplation that is mixed up with imagination 
based on word, the perceptual or logical object, and its related idea is called 
sa-vitarka (with reasoning), a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi. 

òÛø;úÇøYÕøùáíøüpÑø e òéøY*ÕøYíøþÒÞø+éøøËøâÛøøÊøYúÒøÙøø âòøø úÒøá}YúéøÇø¡¢øâG (1.43) 

smṛti-pariśuddhau sva-rūpa-śūnyevārtha-mātra-nirbhāsā nir-vitarkā. 

When purified of memory of word and idea, the samāpatti (contemplation) that 
is the illumination of only the perceptual or logical object in assimilated 
knowledge of the nature of the object free from erroneous mental projections,  as 
if the mind had no form of its own, is called nir-vitarka (free of reasoning), 
also a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi because it is as if, so the mind is still subtly 
there. 

%ÇøÞøeéø òøYúéø²øøáø úÒøá}Yúéø²øøáø ²ø òøþ¦ÛøYúéøðøÞøø éÞøø¨ÞøøÇøøG (1.44) 

etayaiva sa-vicārā nir-vicārā ca sūkṣma-viṣayā vyākhyātā. 

In that same way alone, mixed and not mixed with word and idea—with name 
and form—samāpatti (contemplation) in regard also to scriptural subtle objects 
is explained as being sa-vicāra (with inquiry) and nir-vicāra (free of 
inquiry). Both are a part of saṃprajñāta samādhi. 

òøþ¦ÛøYúéøðøÞøÇéø@ ²øøúæw«¯YÕøÞøâéøòøøÒøÛø}G(1.45) 

sūkṣma-viṣayatvaṃ cāliṅga-paryavasānam. 
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And the nature of being a subtle object reaches up to, but does not include, 
the unmanifest total, also called prakṛti, pradhāna, or a-vyakta (unmanifest 
nature). 

Çøø %éø òøY×øûjø: òøÛøøúÐø:G(1.46) 

tā eva sa-bījaḥ samādhiḥ. 

These four samāpattis are indeed each a contemplation that retains the seed 
of ignorance and its afflictions, as long as that assimilated knowledge is not 
complete by including everything and oneself. 

Clarity and Knowledge 

úÒøá}Yúéø²øøáYéøeíøøáÏ+{ÐÞøøÇÛøYÕøãòøøÌ:G(1.47) 

nir-vicāra-vaiśāradye'dhyātma-prasādaḥ. 

When there is mastery in the free of inquiry samāpatti, there is clarity of 
mind. 

&Çø@YÙøáø ÇøÊø Õøã¹øøG(1.48) 

ṛtaṃ-bharā tatra prajñā. 

When that takes place—when there is sufficient clarity of mind—one’s 
knowledge bears the truth. 

îøã üÇøøÒøüÛøøÒøYÕøã¹øøÙÞøøÛø} !øÒÞøYúéøðøÞøø úéøíø+ðøøËøâÇéøøÇø}G (1.49) 

śrutānumāna-prajñābhyām anya-viṣayā viśeṣārthatvāt. 

Since the object of this prajñā (assimilated knowledge), being the very nature 
of everything and oneself, is unique—is not an object or goal that can be 
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defined or inferred by words, or objectified with the senses—its object is other 
than the direct knowledge of the words of the scripture heard or the 
inferences made. 

Çøjø}Yjø: òø@ò¡¢øáø+{ÒÞøYòø@ò¡¢øáYÕøãúÇø×øÒÐøûG(1.50) 

taj-jaḥ saṃskāro'nya-saṃskāra-pratibandhī. 

The new latent tendency, the subtle seed of thought born of that prajñā (clear 
knowledge), with the help of sa-bīja samādhi (contemplation that retains this 
new seed in the form of the teaching) which nourished and matured that new 
seed, counter-acts the other latent tendencies one has gained in this and in 
prior life-times, that have kept one as though a separate individuality to be 
reborn again and again. 

Contemplation Free of Seed 

ÇøòÞøøùÕø úÒøáø+Ðø + òøéøâYúÒøáø+ÐøøÒø } úÒøá}Y×øûjø: òøÛøøúÐø:G (1.51) 

tasyāpi nirodhe sarva-nirodhān nir-bījaḥ samādhiḥ. 

When there is the dropping of even that latent tendency in the form of the 
teaching due to the dropping of everything as not other than oneself, through 
discernment of the limitless nature of the puruṣa, arrived at through continuous 
repetition of sa-bīja samādhi (contemplation that has the new seed which is the 
teaching of the self), this complete clarity in the knowledge that frees, that is not 
just another state of mind, is called contemplation free of seed. 
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Chapter 2 

On Preparation 

Yoga in Regard to Action 

ÇøÕø:YòéøøÐÞøøÞø+îøêáYÕøãúmøÐøøÒøøúÒø ù¡ã¢ÞøøYÞøø+ªø:G (2.1) 

tapaḥ-svādhyāyeśvara-praṇidhānāni kriyā-yogaḥ. 

The kriyā-yoga (means in regard to activity) is tapas (prayerful discipline), 
svādhyāya (one’s study) of the family’s Veda scripture as it has been taught by 
one’s teacher, and Īśvara-praṇidhāna (intelligently surrendering to the Lord), 
to the whole interconnected order of this universe.  

òøÛøøúÐøYÙøøéøÒøøËøâ: ¡ç +¢íøYÇøÒøþY¡¢ámøøËøâíø} ²øG (2.2) 

samādhi-bhāvanārthaḥ kleśa-tanū-karaṇārthaś ca. 

Kriyā-yoga (activity when used as a means) is meant for bringing about 
contemplation of the proper means of knowledge resulting in assimilation of 
this reality that is the Lord and for minimizing the afflictions. 

The Five Afflictions 

!øYúéøÏøúòÛøÇøøYáøªøYÌê +ðøøúÙøúÒøéø+íøø: Õø¼ø´Y¡ç +¢íøø:G(2.3) 

a-vidyāsmitā-rāga-dveṣābhiniveśāḥ pañca-kleśāḥ. 

The five afflictions are ignorance and its crop or germinations, namely, the 
I-notion, attachment, aversion, and the fear of death. 
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The Affliction of Ignorance 

!øYúéøÏø ¦ø+ÊøÛø} $ÉÇøá+ðøø @ ÕøãòøüÕÇøYÇøÒøüYúéøú²µNøø+ÌøáømøøÛø}G (2.4) 

a-vidyā kṣetram uttareṣāṃ prasupta-tanu-vicchinnodārāṇām. 

Ignorance is the soil [field of activity, arena] for the others, the other 
afflictions—whether they are dormant; sprouting, literally, gained a form; 
variously breaking out at different times and situations; or fully grown. 

!øYúÒøÇÞøøíøüú²øYÌü:¨øøÒøøÇÛøòøü úÒøÇÞøYíøüú²øYòøü¨øøÇÛøY¨ÞøøúÇøá} !øYúéøÏøG (2.5) 

a-nityāśuci-duḥkhānātmasu nitya-śuci-sukhātma-khyātir a-vidyā. 

Ignorance is determining the timeless, pure [attributeless], satisfied [full and 
complete] self to be in what is not the self, within time, impure [having 
attributes], and unsatisfied [empty and incomplete]. And visa-versa. 

The Affliction of I-notion 

Ì;ªø }YÌíøâÒøYíøÇølàø+á} %¡¢øÇÛøÇø+éøøúòÛøÇøøG(2.6) 

dṛg-darśana-śaktyor ekātmatevāsmitā. 

The I-notion—the problematic “possessive I,” not the unproblematic “is-ness I” 
of Yoga Sūtra 1.17—is the resulting apparent identity of the natures of the 
seer—the witness self, and the instrument for seeing—the mind. 

The Afflictions of Attachment and Aversion 

òøü¨øøÒøüíøÞøû áøªø:G(2.7) 

sukhānuśayī rāgaḥ. 
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Attachment is being in-keeping, literally, to lie down, with pleasurable 
objects. 

Ìü:¨øøÒøüíøÞøû Ìê +ðø:G(2.8) 

duḥkhānuśayī dveṣaḥ. 

Aversion is being in-keeping with painful objects. 

The Affliction of Fear of Death 

òéøYáòøYéøøôû úéøÌüðøø +{ùÕø ÇøËøø *Äø+{úÙøúÒøéø+íø:G(2.9) 

sva-rasa-vāhī viduṣo'pi tathā rūḍho'bhiniveśaḥ. 

Fear of death is passed on in one’s subtle essence. In that way it is well 
rooted even for a scriptural scholar. 

Giving Up Afflictions 

Çø+ ÕøãúÇøÕøãòøéøYô+Þøø: òøþ¦Ûøø:G(2.10) 

te pratiprasava-heyāḥ sūkṣmāḥ. 

Those kleśas (afflictions) which are already or made subtle—dormant or 
sprouting—are to be given up by resolving them, seeing that they are sourced 
in ignorance and thus unreal. 

ÐÞøøÒøYô+Þøøòø} ÇøÌ}Yéø;ÉÇøÞø:G(2.11) 

dhyāna-heyās tad-vṛttayaḥ. 

Their, the already subtle or made subtle afflictions’, expressions are also to be 
given up by retaining a single pointed inquiry in contemplation. 
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Karma-Storage From the Afflictions 

¡ç+¢íøYÛøþæ: ¡¢ÛøøâíøÞøø+ Ì;ñÀøÌ;ñÀYjøÒÛøYéø+ÌÒ øûÞø:G(2.12) 

kleśa-mūlaḥ karmāśayo dṛṣṭādṛṣṭa-janma-vedanīyaḥ. 

Having the afflictions as its source, the karma-storage, accumulated in a 
beginningless succession of human births, yet to fructify, and belonging to one 
jīva (individual), is to be experienced as births seen—the current birth, and 
unseen—births past and future. 

òøúÇø Ûøþæ+ ÇøÌ}YúéøÕøø¡¢ø+ jøøÇÞø}Y!øøÞøüá}YÙøø+ªøø:G (2.13) 

sati mūle tad-vipāko jāty-āyur-bhogāḥ. 

As long as that source of the karma-storage is there—as long as there is the 
fundamental ignorance manifesting as the afflictions—the fruition of those 
karmas becomes the births, life-spans, and life-experiences. 

Çø+ öçøÌYÕøùáÇøøÕøYÕø¢æø: ÕøümÞøøÕøümÞøYô+ÇøüÇéøøÇø}G (2.14) 

te hlāda-paritāpa-phalāḥ puṇyāpuṇya-hetutvāt. 

These three—births, life-spans, and experiences—have results that are 
pleasures and pains, since they are caused by karma merit (puṇya) and 
demerit (pāpa). 

Giving Up Sorrow 

ÕøùámøøÛøYÇøøÕøYòø@ò¡¢øáYÌü:¨øeá} ªøümøYéø;úÉÇøYúéøáø+Ðøø²ø} ²ø Ìü:¨øÛø} %éø òøéøâ @ úéøéø+ù¡¢Òø:G (2.15) 

pariṇāma-tāpa-saṃskāra-duḥkhair guṇa-vṛtti-virodhāc ca duḥkham eva sarvaṃ 
vivekinaḥ. 
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The discerning view all separate entities as painful alone due to the pains of 
change, worry, and new latent tendencies, and because of the opposition of 
the play of the three guṇas (components of nature). 

ô+Þø@ Ìü:¨øÛø} !øÒø}Y!øøªøÇøÛø}G(2.16)  

heyaṃ duḥkham an-āgatam. 

Sorrow not yet come is to be objectively given up. 

Mutual Identification of Seer and Seen 

ÌãñÀ <YÌ;íÞøÞøø+: òø@Þøø +ªøø + ô+ÞøYô+Çø ü:G(2.17) 

draṣṭṛ-dṛśyayoḥ saṃyogo heya-hetuḥ. 

Ignorance in the form of the mutual identification of the seer and the seen, 
literally, the seeable, is the cause of the afflictions to be given up. 

The Nature of the Seen 

Õøã¡¢øíøYù¡ã¢ÞøøYúòËøúÇøYíøûæ@ ÙøþÇø +úÒÌãÞøøÇÛø¡@¢ Ùøø+ªøøÕøéøªøøâËø â @ Ì;íÞøÛø}G(2.18) 

prakāśa-kriyā-sthiti-śīlaṃ bhūtendriyātmakaṃ bhogāpavargārthaṃ dṛśyam. 

The seen has the nature of the three guṇas, light-action-inertia, has the 
nature of the five material and subtle elements including the subtle organs of 
sensing and acting, and is for enjoyment in the form of what can bind and 
freedom in the form of the teaching that frees one from bondage.  

úéøíø+ðøøúéøíø+ðøYúæw«¯YÛøøÊøøúæw«¯øúÒø ªøümøYÕøéøøâúmøG (2.19) 

viśeṣāviśeṣa-liṅga-mātrāliṅgāni guṇa-parvāṇi. 
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The levels in reverse order of the manifestation of the guṇas (components of 
nature) are particularized—the five mixed material and subtle elements; 
non-particularized—the five unmixed subtle elements; the merely indicated—
the universal order or intellect assumed to exist because of its effects, otherwise 
called mahat (“the great”), and elsewhere called Hiraṇya-garbha (the “Golden 
Womb”); and the non-indicated—the unmanifest prakṛti (nature). 

The Nature of the Seer 

ÌãñÀø Ì;úíøYÛøøÊø: íøüpÑø +{ùÕø ÕøãÇÞøÞøøÒøüÕøíÞø:G (2.20) 

draṣṭā dṛśi-mātraḥ śuddho'pi pratyayānupaśyaḥ. 

The seer is pure perception—the jñapti-svarūpa (nature of the source of 
knowing) free of the three-fold knower-knowing-known aspects of the act of 
knowing—and though pure, indivisible and without a second thing, it sees, as 
it were, the thoughts. 

The Seen’s Relation to the Seer 

ÇøÌ}Y!øËøâ %éø Ì;íÞøòÞøøÇÛøøG(2.21) 

tad-artha eva dṛśyasyātmā. 

The nature of the seen is simply as its, the draṣṭṛ’s (pure-witnesses’), object. 

¡;¢ÇøøËøâ @ Õø ãúÇø ÒøñÀÛø} !øÕÞø} !øYÒøñÀ @ ÇøÌ} !øÒÞøYòøøÐøøámøÇéøøÇø}G(2.22) 

kṛtārthaṃ prati naṣṭam apy a-naṣṭaṃ tad anya-sādhāraṇatvāt. 

Though lost, as being absolutely real, in regard to one who has achieved the 
goal—kaivalya (freedom)—it, the dṛśya (seen), is not lost, since it has 
commonality with others who remain in ignorance of the seen’s (un)reality. 
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òéøYòéøøúÛøYíøÇølàø+: òéøY*Õøø+Õøæú×ÐøYô+Çø ü: òø@Þøø +ªø:G (2.23) 

sva-svāmi-śaktyoḥ sva-rūpopalabdhi-hetuḥ saṃyogaḥ. 

The seeming conjunction of the natures of itself—the dṛśya (object)—and its 
master—the draṣṭṛ (witness)—is the cause of the ascertainment of each of 
their separate natures, namely, that one is the seer and the other is the seen, that 
this duality is somehow real. 

Cause and Removal of Mutual Identification 

ÇøòÞø ô+Çø üá} !øYúéøÏøG(2.24) 

tasya hetur a-vidyā. 

The cause of that conjunction is ignorance—the mutual misidentification of the 
seer and the seen as being separate and limiting. 

ÇøÌ}Y!øYÙøøéøøÇø} òø@Þøø +ªøøÙøøéøø+ ôøÒø@ ÇøÌ} Ì;íø+: ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø}G (2.25) 

tad-a-bhāvāt saṃyogābhāvo hānaṃ tad dṛśeḥ kaivalyam. 

The giving up of heya (what is to be given up) is the disappearance of this 
conjunction by the disappearance of that a-vidyā (ignorance), its cause, in the 
wake of puruṣa-khyāti (self knowledge), and that is the freedom of the seer. 

úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøúÇøá} !øYúéøÕøçéøø ôøÒøø+ÕøøÞø:G(2.26) 

viveka-khyātir a-viplavā hānopāyaḥ. 

The means for the giving up of this saṃyoga (conjunction) is a discerning 
knowledge which does not go astray. 
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ÇøòÞø òøÕÇøÐøø ÕøãøÒÇøYÙøþúÛø: Õøã¹øøG(2.27) 

tasya saptadhā prānta-bhūmiḥ prajñā. 

Its final stage is a seven-fold prajñā (assimilated knowledge). 

The Eight Limbs of Yoga 

Þøø+ªøøw«¯øÒø üñÂøÒøøÌ} !øYíøüúpÑY¦øÞø+ ¹øøÒøYÌûúÕÇøá} !øø úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøÇø+:G (2.28) 

yogāṅgānuṣṭhānād a-śuddhi-kṣaye jñāna-dīptir ā viveka-khyāteḥ. 

By following the eight limbs of yoga, as the impurities diminish, the light of 
knowledge reaches to the discerning knowledge that frees. 

ÞøÛøYúÒøÞøÛøøòøÒøYÕø ãømøøÞøøÛøYÕøãÇÞøøôøáYÐøøámøøYÐÞøøÒøYòøÛøøÐøÞøø+{ñÀøéø} !øw«¯øúÒøG (2.29) 

yama-niyamāsana-prāṇāyāma-pratyāhāra-dhāraṇā-dhyāna-samādhayo'ṣṭāv 
aṅgāni. 

The eight limbs of yoga are yama (avoidance) of the kliṣṭa (what hinders), 
niyama (observance) of the a-kliṣṭa (what helps), āsana (sitting posture)—
controlling the body for meditation, prāṇa-āyāma (controlling the breath), 
pratyāhāra (withdrawing) the senses, dhāraṇā (restraining the pursuit of 
unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation), dhyāna (retaining the flow 
of wanted or helpful thoughts in contemplation), and samādhi (contemplation 
resulting in assimilation). 

1. The Avoidances 

!øYùô@òøøYòøÇÞøøòÇø+ÞøY×øãöÜY²øÞøøâÕøùáªøãôø ÞøÛøø:G (2.30) 

a-hiṃsā-satyāsteya-brahma-caryāparigrahā yamāḥ. 
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The first limb of yoga: the avoidances of the kliṣṭa (what hinders) are 
non-violence to one’s own body and mind, to other people and creatures, to 
cultures, and to the environment; truthfulness, actually, as a yama (avoidance), 
it is not harboring and speaking untruth; non-usurping what is not given; 
pursuing the scripture, as a yama (avoidance) it is not chasing after pursuits 
other than the āgama (scripture), which is the knowledge of truths that are 
outside one’s own two means of knowledge; and renunciation of what is 
given—renunciation of the notion of ownership. 

jøøúÇøYÌ+íøY¡¢øæYòøÛøÞøøÒøéøú²µNøø: òøøéøâYÙøøeÛøø ÛøôøYéø ãÇøÛø }G(2.31) 

jāti-deśa-kāla-samayānavacchinnāḥ sārva-bhaumā mahā-vratam. 

These yamas (avoidances), applied to the entire universe and not limited 
toward origination [species, class, and so on], place, time, or circumstance is 
the great vow, namely, sannyāsa (renunciation) in terms of knowledge within 
the lifestyle of the jñāna-yogin, or within the lifestyle of a mature karma-yogin. 

2. The Observances 

íøøe²øYòøÒÇøø+ðøYÇøÕø:YòéøøÐÞøøÞø+îøêáYÕø ãúmøÐøøÒøøúÒø úÒøÞøÛøø:G (2.32) 

śauca-santoṣa-tapaḥ-svādhyāyeśvara-praṇidhānāni niyamāḥ. 

The second limb of yoga: the observances of the a-kliṣṭa (what helps) are 
cleanliness mental and physical; contentment, where satisfaction is found in 
one’s self instead of in circumstances; and kriyā-yoga, namely, prayerful 
discipline, one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture as it has been taught by 
one’s teacher, and intelligently surrendering what is the Lord’s—this body-
mind and its actions—to the Lord as the whole. 
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Nurturing the Avoidances and Observances 

úéøÇø¡â¢Y×øøÐøÒø+ ÕøãúÇøYÕø¦øYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G(2.33) 

vitarka-bādhane prati-pakṣa-bhāvanam. 

When these yamas (avoidances) and niyamas (observances) are hindered by 
wrong thinking, one should contemplate the contradiction—apply correct 
reasoning, as a result of correct vicāra (inquiry). 

úéøÇø¡¢øâ ùô@òøøÌÞø: ¡;¢ÇøY¡¢øùáÇøøÒø üÛøø +ùÌÇøø æø+ÙøY¡ã¢ø +ÐøYÛøø+ôYÕøþéø â¡¢ø Ûø;ÌüYÛøÐÞøøúÐøYÛøøÊøø 
Ìü:¨øø¹øøÒøøÒøÒÇøYÕø¢æø "úÇø ÕøãúÇøYÕø¦øYÙøøéøÒøÛø}G (2.34) 

vitarkā hiṃsādayaḥ kṛta-kāritānumoditā lobha-krodha-moha-pūrvakā mṛdu-
madhyādhi-mātrā duḥkhājñānānta-phalā iti prati-pakṣa-bhāvanam. 

Contemplating the contradiction would be, for example, “violence, and the 
other avoidances in the yamas, done, ordered, or permitted, out of greed, 
anger, or delusion, whether in small, middling, or great measure, have 
unfailing results of pain and remaining in ignorance, which turns the pain into 
sorrow, so they are illogical.” 

The Components of the Avoidances 

!øYùô@òøøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ ÇøÇø}YòøúNøÐøøe éøeáYÇÞøøªø:G (2.35) 

a-hiṃsā-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ tat-sannidhau vaira-tyāgaḥ. 

When there is establishment in non-violence as a yama (avoidance), there is a 
dropping of hostility in and towards those around that person. 
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òøÇÞøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ ù¡ã¢ÞøøYÕø¢æøîøãÞøÇéøÛø}G(2.36) 

sayta-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ kriyā-phalāśrayatvam. 

When there is establishment in truthfulness as a yama (avoidance), that 
truthfulness has the power of sustaining—lends the pure, uninhibited power of 
its conviction in fructifying the results of one’s action. 

!øYòÇø+ÞøYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ òøéø âYáÈøÓø +ÕøòËøøÒøÛø}G(2.37) 

a-steya-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ sarva-ratnopasthānam. 

When there is establishment in non-usurping as a yama (avoidance), 
everything around becomes one’s jewels, as glories of the limitless reality, the 
Lord, not needing to be individually possessed. 

×øãöÜY²øÞøâYÕøãúÇøñÂøÞøø @ éøûÞøâYæøÙø:G(2.38) 

brahma-carya-pratiṣṭhāyāṃ vīrya-lābhaḥ. 

When there is establishment in pursuing the scripture, without distracting 
pursuits, as a yama (avoidance), then, like with satya (truth) in strengthing the 
results of action, there is the gain of strength, or rather tīvra-saṃvega 
(tenacity) in this pursuit. 

!øYÕøùáªøãôYòËøeÞø + â jøÒÛøY¡¢Ëø@ÇøøYòøÛ×øø+Ðø:G(2.39) 

a-parigraha-sthairye janma-kathaṃtā-sambodhaḥ. 

When there is establishment in renunciation as a yama (avoidance), there is 
an understanding of beginningless, unwarranted desires as being the reason, 
literally, the how-ness, for birth. 
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The Components of the Observances 

íøøe²øøÇø} òéøøw«¯Yjøüªø üÕòøø Õøáeá} !øYòø@òøªøâ:G (2.40) 

śaucāt svāṅga-jugupsā parair a-saṃsargaḥ. 

From the niyama (observance) of physical cleanliness, where the naturally 
accumulating bodily filth is recognized for what it is and then expunged, there is 
prati-pakṣa-bhāvana (contemplating the contradiction) of repulse from aspects 
of one’s own body, which counter-acts excessive admiration of one’s body, and 
there is non-attachment with others—the alluring beauty in others is 
objectively balanced with the non-alluring that will also be present. 

òøÉÉÇéøYíøüúpÑYòøøeYÛøÒøòÞøe¡¢øªøãß+úÒÌãÞøYjøÞøøÇÛøYÌíøâÒøYÞøø+ªÞøÇéøøúÒø ²øG (2.41) 

sattva-śuddhi-sau-manasyaikāgryendriya-jayātma-darśana-yogyatvāni ca. 

From the niyama (observance) of mental cleanliness—the second aspect of 
śauca (cleanliness), where the mental waste and misuses, including excessive 
rajas (agitation) and tamas (dullness), and the errors in thinking that increase 
these two, is recognized for what it is and then reduced or neutralized—there 
arises contentment—the alert, clear, and bright mind attains an abiding peace; 
from that arises the ability to stay on one topic of contemplation; from that 
arises the mastery over the senses—mastering the mind first, which should be 
and now is the master of the senses; and from that arises the capacity of 
knowing the self—the clarity of mind to stay in contemplation leading to 
assimilated knowledge of the self. 

òøÒÇøø+ðøøÌ} !øÒø}Y$ÉÇøÛø: òøü¨øYæøÙø:G(2.42) 

santoṣād an-uttamaḥ sukha-lābhaḥ. 

From the niyama (observance) of contentment, where satisfaction is found in 
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one’s self instead of in circumstances, one attains the unsurpassed fullness, 
which is the nature of the self. 

¡¢øÞø+úÒÌãÞøYúòøúpÑá} !øYíøüúpÑY¦øÞøøÇø} ÇøÕøòø:G (2.43) 

kāyendriya-siddhir a-śuddhi-kṣayāt tapasaḥ. 

From the niyama (observance) of prayerful discipline, due to the wane of 
impurities, then the body and senses attain their success. 

òéøøÐÞøøÞøøÌ} "ñÀYÌ+éøÇøøYòø@Õø ãÞøø +ªø:G(2.44) 

svādhyāyād iṣṭa-devatā-saṃprayogaḥ. 

From the niyama (observance) of one’s study of the family’s Veda scripture as 
it has been taught by one’s teacher, there is identity with the nature of the Lord 
of one’s family or personal worship. 

òøÛøøúÐøYúòøúpÑá} #îøêáYÕøãúmøÐøøÒøøÇø}G(2.45) 

samādhi-siddhir īśvara-praṇidhānāt. 

From the niyama (observance) of contemplation on and intelligently 
surrendering what is the Lord’s—this body-mind and its actions—to the Lord 
as the whole, there is attainment of contemplation resulting in assimilation. 

3. The Sitting Posture 

úòËøáYòøü¨øÛø} !øøòøÒøÛø}G(2.46) 

sthira-sukham āsanam. 

The third limb of yoga: the sitting posture—controlling the body for 
meditation—is stable and comfortable. 
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ÕøãÞøÈøÓYíøeúËøèÞøøÒøÒÇøYòøÛøøÕøúÉÇøÙÞøøÛø}G(2.47) 

prayatna-śaithilyānanta-samāpattibhyām. 

Sthairya (stability) is gained by relaxation of straining, and sukha (comfort) is 
gained by contemplating on the limitless, for example, on limitless space, or on 
the limitless Lord, reality, or consciousness, which are all three the same.  

ÇøÇøø+ ÌêÒÌêøÒøúÙø¬øøÇø:G(2.48) 

tato dvandvānabhighātaḥ. 

From that stable and comfortable sitting posture one is not assailed by the 
pairs of opposites, for example, environmental hot-cold, bodily pain-pleasure, 
and other pairs of sensations. 

4. Controlling of Breath 

ÇøúòÛøÒø } òøúÇø îøêøòøYÕø ãîøêøòøÞøø+á} ªøúÇøYúéø²µ+Ì: ÕøãømøøÞøøÛø:G (2.49) 

tasmin sati śvāsa-praśvāsayor gati-vicchedaḥ prāṇāyāmaḥ. 

Established in this āsana, the fourth limb of yoga: controlling the breath is 
separating with a pause the flow of inhalation and exhalation. 

×øøöàøÙÞøÒÇøáYòÇøÛÙøYéø;úÉÇøá} Ì+íøY¡¢øæYòø@¨ÞøøúÙø: ÕøùáÌ;ñÀø + Ìû¬øâYòøþ¦Ûø:G (2.50) 

bāhyābhyantara-stambha-vṛttir deśa-kāla-saṃkhyābhiḥ paridṛṣṭo dīrgha-
sūkṣmaḥ. 

In prāṇāyāma (controlling the breath), the operation of pausing the breath first 
happens outward—after the out-breath when the lungs are empty. Next, the 
pausing is inward—after the in-breath when the lungs are full. And also there 
is stoppage—during out-breathing or in-breathing there is stoppage, where at 
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least some air is retained in the lungs and held there. These three prāṇāyāmas 
are observed according to location, length, and count of the breaths, and their 
pausing and stoppage. With practice, they become long—the lengths of the 
out-breath and the pausing and stoppage become long, and subtle—the 
observance moves from the gross movement of the breath to the subtle presence 
of this life-force called prāṇa. 

×øøöàøÙÞøÒÇøáYúéøðøÞøø¦ø+Õøû ²øÇøüËø â:G(2.51) 

bāhyābhyantara-viṣayākṣepī caturthaḥ. 

The fourth prāṇāyāma is diminishing attention, literally, objectification, 
towards the outward and the inward movements and holding of the breath, so 
that they become imperceptibly lost in the attention upon the quiet stillness of 
the presence of the life breath itself. 

ÇøÇø: ¦øûÞøÇø+ Õøã¡¢øíøøéøámøÛø}G(2.52) 

tataḥ kṣīyate prakāśāvaraṇam. 

From that prāṇāyāma, the blocking of clarity of mind is lessened. 

Ðøøámøøòøü ²ø Þøø+ªÞøÇøø ÛøÒøòø:G(2.53) 

dhāraṇāsu ca yogyatā manasaḥ. 

And the mind gains fitness—discipline—for restraining the pursuit of 
unwanted or hindering thoughts in contemplation. 
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5. Withdrawal of the Senses 

òéøYúéøðøÞøøòø@Õø ãÞøø +ªø + ú²øÉÇøòÞø òéøY*ÕøøÒøü¡¢øá "éø+úÒÌÞøømøø@ ÕøãÇÞøøôøá:G (2.54) 

sva-viṣayāsaṃprayoge cittasya sva-rūpānukāra ivendriyāṇāṃ pratyāhāraḥ. 

The fifth limb of yoga: withdrawing of the senses is their seeming to take on 
the very nature of the mind, when, because the mind’s attention has been 
withdrawn by āsana and prāṇāyāma, they also withdraw from their own 
objects. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøáÛøø éøíÞøÇø+úÒÌãÞøømøøÛø}G(2.55) 

tataḥ paramā vaśyatendriyāṇām. 

The best mastery of the senses is by that taking the lead by a mind, which is 
first itself quiet. 
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Chapter 3 
On Accomplishments 

6. Restraining Thoughts 

Ì+íøY×øÒÐøíø} ú²øÉÇøòÞø ÐøøámøøG(3.1) 

deśa-bandhaś cittasya dhāraṇā. 

The sixth limb of yoga: restraining the pursuit of unwanted or hindering 
thoughts in contemplation is keeping the mind in one place. 

7. Retaining Thoughts 

ÇøÊø ÕøãÇÞøÞøe¡¢ÇøøÒøÇøø ÐÞøøÒøÛø}G(3.2) 

tatra pratyayaikatānatā dhyānam. 

When that is complete, the seventh limb of yoga: retaining the flow of wanted 
or helpful thoughts in contemplation is this mind’s nature of having a oneness 
of thoughts. 

8. Contemplation 

ÇøÌ} %éøøËøâYÛøøÊøYúÒøÙøøâòø@ òéøY*ÕøYíøþÒÞøÛø} "éø òøÛøøúÐø:G(3.3) 

tad evārtha-mātra-nirbhāsaṃ sva-rūpa-śūnyam iva samādhiḥ. 

The eighth and final limb of yoga: contemplation that culminates in 
assimilation is the same dhyāna (retaining in contemplation), where there is 
the appearance of only the object of the contemplation as if the mind lacks its 
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own separate form. 

Uniting (Saṃyama) of the Last Three Limbs 

ÊøÞøÛø} %¡¢Êø òø@ÞøÛø:G(3.4) 

trayam ekatra saṃyamaḥ. 

The three—dhāraṇā, dhyāna, and samādhi—together is called saṃyama 
(uniting). 

Çøjø}YjøÞøøÇø} Õøã¹øøæø+¡¢:G(3.5) 

taj-jayāt prajñālokaḥ. 

By mastering that saṃyama (three-fold uniting) there manifests a knowledge 
that is assimilated—the jñāna (scriptural knowledge) brought into the 
contemplation becomes pra-jñā (assimilated knowledge). 

ÇøòÞø ÙøþúÛøðø ü úéøúÒøÞøø+ªø:G(3.6) 

tasya bhūmiṣu viniyogaḥ. 

The application of that saṃyama (three-fold uniting) should occur in the 
various stages in one’s progress in yoga. 

Which are the Internal Limbs of Yoga? 

ÊøÞøÛø} !øÒÇøá}Y!øw«¯ @ Õø þéø + âÙÞø:G(3.7) 

trayam antar-aṅgaṃ pūrvebhyaḥ. 

These three, namely, dhāranā, dhyāna, and sa-bīja samādhi, are more internal 
limbs than the preceding five limbs of yoga, namely, yama, niyama, āsana, 
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prāṇāyāma, and pratyāhāra. 

ÇøÌ} !øùÕø ×øùôá}Y!øw« @¯ úÒøá}Y×øûjøòÞøG(3.8) 

tad api bahir-aṅgaṃ nir-bījasya. 

But even they are external limbs to the nir-bīja (free of seed) samādhi. 

Change Regarding Contemplation 

éÞøüÇËøøÒøYúÒøáø+ÐøYòø@ò¡¢øáÞøø+á} !øúÙøÙøéøYÕøãøÌüá}YÙøøéøøe úÒøáø+ÐøY¦ømøYú²øÉÇøøÒéøÞøø+ 
úÒøáø+ÐøYÕøùámøøÛø:G(3.9) 

vyutthāna-nirodha-saṃskārayor abhibhava-prādur-bhāvau nirodha-kṣaṇa-
cittānvayo nirodha-pariṇāmaḥ. 

There is a change by way of dharmas (distinguishing characteristics) during 
assimilation of the teaching in samādhi regarding the mind at the first 
moment of assimilation. The change is the arising of the saṃskāras (latent 
tendencies) introduced by the teaching that negate the kleśas (afflictions) in 
assimilation and the quelling of the other saṃskāras from the active mind that 
nourished the kleśas. 

ÇøòÞø ÕøãíøøÒÇøYéøøùôÇøø òø@ò¡¢øáøÇø}G(3.10) 

tasya praśānta-vāhitā saṃskārāt. 

Its, the mind’s, flow of clarity is due to the final latent tendency, which is 
knowledge of reality in the form of the teaching becoming fully assimilated.  

òøéøøâËø âÇø e¡¢øªøãÇøÞøø+: ¦øÞøø+ÌÞøøe ú²øÉÇøòÞø òøÛøøúÐøYÕøùámøøÛø:G(3.11) 

sarvārthataikāgratayoḥ kṣayodayau cittasya samādhi-pariṇāmaḥ. 
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The change by way of lakṣaṇas (extrinsic symptoms) prior but leading to 
samādhi (contemplation) is the mind’s losing its all directedness and gaining 
its one directedness starting in dhyāna. 

ÇøÇø: ÕøüÒø: íøøÒÇøø+ùÌÇøøe ÇøüèÞøYÕøãÇÞøÞøøe ú²øÉÇøòÞøe¡¢øªøãÇøøYÕøùámøøÛø:G (3.12) 

tataḥ punaḥ śāntoditau tulya-pratyayau cittasyaikāgratā-pariṇāmaḥ. 

And apart from those two changes, the change by way of avasthās (periods) 
during one directedness starting in dhyāna is the mind’s same thought in the 
past, literally, the ended, and the present, literally, the arisen. 

Change Regarding All Objects 

%Çø+Òø ÙøþÇø +úÒÌãÞø+ðø ü ÐøÛøâYæ¦ømøøéøòËøøYÕøùámøøÛøø éÞøø¨ÞøøÇøø:G (3.13) 

etena bhūtendriyeṣu dharma-lakṣaṇāvasthā-pariṇāmā vyākhyātāḥ. 

By this three-fold change of the mind within saṃyama are explained the 
changes in distinguishing characteristics, extrinsic symptoms as to place, and 
periods in time, respectively, namely, the three factors of everything—in terms 
of content, place, and time—in regard to all objects—the elements and 
everything made from them, both subtle and material, including the subtle 
senses for experiencing the material objects. 

íøøÒÇøø+ùÌÇøøéÞøÕøÌ+íÞøYÐøÛøøâÒø üÕøøÇøû ÐøÛøûâG(3.14) 

śāntoditāvyapadeśya-dharmānupātī dharmī. 

With regard to objects and their characteristics, the domain of the 
characteristics, literally, that which has dharmas (distinguishing 
characteristics), is the object. It is the conditioned reality basis within which the 
characteristics appear as recognizable phenomena. This domain of the 
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characteristics is an indirect consequence of its distinguishing characteristics 
in the past, the present, and the future, literally, the not yet manifest. 

¡ã¢ÛøøÒÞøÇéø@ ÕøùámøøÛøøÒÞøÇéø+ ô+Çø ü:G(3.15) 

kramānyatvaṃ pariṇāmānyatve hetuḥ. 

Difference during sequence of past, present, and future is a cause for 
difference in change. 

Accomplishments and Superpowers – Siddhis 

Saṃyama on Change 

ÕøùámøøÛøYÊøÞøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} !øÇøûÇøøÒøøªøÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.16) 

pariṇāma-traya-saṃyamād atītānāgata-jñānam. 

From the three-fold saṃyama (contemplation) on change there is knowledge 
of past and future, as being essentially a mental construct in the mind.  

Saṃyamas on the Seen and on the Seer 

íø×ÌøËøâYÕøãÇÞøÞøøÒøøÛø} "Çøá+ÇøáøÐÞøøòøøÇø } òøw£¯áòø} ÇøÇø}YÕøãúéøÙøøªøYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} 
òøéøâYÙøþÇøY)ÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.17) 

śabdhārtha-pratyayānām itaretarādhyāsāt saṅkaras tat-pravibhāga-saṃyamāt 
sarva-bhūta-ruta-jñānam. 

The confusion of word-referent-idea is due to their being imposed on each 
other. From saṃyama (contemplation) on its, the confusion’s, separate parts 
there is knowledge about sounds—communication—of all beings. 
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òø@ò¡¢øáYòøø¦øøÇø}Y¡¢ámøøÇø} Õøþéø âYjøøúÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.18) 

saṃskāra-sākṣāt-karaṇāt pūrva-jāti-jñānam. 

From saṃyama on latent tendencies one is born with, as being the immediate 
instrumental cause of one’s birth, there is knowledge of prior births—their 
role in effecting and affecting one’s own tendencies and the tendencies in o thers. 

ÕøãÇÞøÞøòÞø ÕøáYú²øÉÇøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.19) 

pratyayasya para-citta-jñānam. 

From saṃyama about one’s own thought there is knowledge of the thoughts in 
other minds. 

Òø ²ø ÇøÇø}YòøøæÛ×øÒø@ ÇøòÞøøúéøðøÞøûYÙøþÇøÇéøøÇø}G (3.20) 

na ca tat-sālambanaṃ tasyāviṣayī-bhūtatvāt. 

But the other mind’s thought is not accompanied with its basis—its object—
since that latter is not within the scope of that yogin’s mind. Hence, the 
particular reasons others think the way they do cannot be fully known. 

¡¢øÞøY*ÕøYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} ÇøÌ }YªøãøöàYíøúÇølYòÇøÛÙø+ ²ø¦øü:Y Õøã¡¢øíøøòø@Õø ãÞøø +ªø +{ÒÇøá}YÐøøÒøÛø}G (3.21) 

kāya-rūpa-saṃyamāt tad-grāhya-śakti-stambhe cakṣuḥ-
prakāśāsaṃprayoge'ntar-dhānam. 

From saṃyama on the form of a body when its capability of being grasped is 
stopped and there is non-contact of the light of sight, then there is 
concealment of the body, when need of avoiding others is helpful. 
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òøø+Õø¡ã¢Ûø@ úÒøá}Y$Õø¡ã¢Ûø@ ²ø ¡¢Ûøâ ÇøÇø}Yòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} !øÕøáøÒÇøY¹øøÒøÛø } !øùáñÀ +ÙÞøø+ éøøG (3.22) 

sopakramaṃ nir-upakramaṃ ca karma tat-saṃyamād aparānta-jñānam 
ariṣṭebhyo vā. 

The karma (subtle result of willful action) has a sequence that is quick and 
has a sequence that is slow. From saṃyama on that, or from noticing 
ill-omens, there is knowledge of certain death and perhaps when it will come. 

ÛøeÊÞø}Y!øøùÌðøü ×øæøúÒøG(3.23) 

maitry-ādiṣu balāni. 

From saṃyama on goodwill, […karuṇā (compassion), mudita (approval), and 
upekṣa (allowance)], there are strengths of being in accord with all, in these 
ways. 

×øæ+ðøü ôúòÇøY×øæøÌûúÒøG(3.24) 

baleṣu hasti-balādīni. 

From saṃyama on strengths there is the strength, […grace, balance, and so 
on] of an elephant, and of other creatures. How the creatures exhibit their 
powers can be helpful in your own life. 

Õøãéø ; ÉÇÞø}Y!øøæø+¡¢YÒÞøøòøøÇø} òøþ¦ÛøYéÞøéøùôÇøYúéøÕøã¡; ¢ñÀY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.25) 

pravṛtty-āloka-nyāsāt sūkṣma-vyavahita-viprakṛṣṭa-jñānam. 

By directing the light of the intellect outward, there is the knowledge of the 
subtle, the concealed, and the remote in this universe before us. 

ÙøüéøÒøY¹øøÒø @ òøþÞø + â òø@ÞøÛøøÇø }G(3.26) 

bhuvana-jñānaṃ sūrye saṃyamāt. 
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From saṃyama on the sun there is knowledge of the worlds—the other solar 
systems and the realms beyond the physical. 

²øÒÌã + ÇøøáøYéÞøþôY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.27) 

candre tārā-vyūha-jñānam. 

From saṃyama on the moon there is knowledge of the relative arrangement 
of the stars—the zodiac, and the path for rebirth. 

Ðøã üéø + ÇøÌ}YªøúÇøY¹øøÒøÛø }G(3.28) 

dhruve tad-gati-jñānam. 

From saṃyama on the pole star there is knowledge of their movement—the 
movement of the constellations and the annual and epochal rhythms of the 
universe from the human perspective. 

ÒøøúÙøY²ø¡ã +¢ ¡¢øÞøYéÞøþôY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.29) 

nābhi-cakre kāya-vyūha-jñānam. 

From saṃyama on the navel plexus, as a point of reference physically and 
energetically, there is knowledge of the arrangement of the body. 

¡¢mÁY¡þ¢Õø+ ¦øüÇø }YùÕøÕøøòøøYúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G(3.30) 

kaṇṭha-kūpe kṣut-pipāsā-nivṛttiḥ. 

From saṃyama on the cavity of the throat there is suppression of hunger and 
thirst—when needed. 

¡þ¢ÛøâYÒøø®ßø@ òËøeÞø âÛø }G(3.31) 

kūrma-nāḍyāṃ sthairyam. 
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From saṃyama on the bronchial passage[s], literally, the turtle tube, there is 
calmness. 

ÛøþÐø âYjÞøø+úÇøúðø úòøpÑYÌíøâÒøÛø}G(3.32) 

mūrdha-jyotiṣi siddha-darśanam. 

From saṃyama on the light in the head there is the vision of ethereal 
accomplished beings that may help guide one’s way in the afterlife, or inspire 
one in this. 

ÕøãøúÇøÙøøÌ} éøø òøéøâÛø }G(3.33) 

prātibhād vā sarvam. 

And from saṃyama on the light of intelligence there is knowledge of 
everything that needs to be known. 

/ÌÞø+ ú²øÉÇøYòø@ úéøÇø}G(3.34) 

hṛdaye citta-saṃvit. 

From saṃyama on the center, literally, the heart, and in particular the limitless 
expanse within the heart, there is knowledge of the mind—and the limitless 
expanse within, lit by the light of awareness, like the sun and stars light the 
universe outside. 

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøÞøø+á} !øÇÞøÒÇøøòøw£¯ûmøâÞøø +: ÕøãÇÞøÞøøúéøíø+ðøø + Ùøø+ªø: ÕøáøËøâÇéøøÇø} òéøøËøâYòø@ÞøÛøøÇø} 
Õøü)ðøY¹øøÒøÛø}G(3.35) 

sattva-puruṣayor atyantāsaṅkīrṇayoḥ pratyayāviśeṣo bhogaḥ parārthatvāt 
svārtha-saṃyamāt puruṣa-jñānam. 

Seeking experience for the sake of the other—all other objects—is a 
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non-distinguishing—a mixed up—notion between the mind, literally, pure-
energy, and the puruṣa (self), which are completely separate. From saṃyama 
for the sake of the self there is knowledge of the puruṣa (self). 

ÇøÇø: ÕøãøúÇøÙøYîøãøéømøYéø+ÌÒøøÌíøøâòéøøÌYéøø ÉÇøø â jøøÞøÒÇø+G(3.36) 

tataḥ prātibha-śrāvaṇa-vedanādarśāsvāda-vārttā jāyante. 

From that saṃyama for the sake of the self may arise various degrees of 
powers of the light of intelligence, and the activities of hearing, sensation—
touch, sight, and taste. 

Çø+ òøÛøøÐøøéø} $Õøòøªøøâ éÞøüÇËøøÒø+ úòøpÑÞø:G(3.37) 

te samādhāv upasargā vyutthāne siddhayaḥ. 

Though being siddhis (superpowers) in the active mind outside of 
contemplation, these are, or may be, impediments [or secondary] in final 
progress in samādhi. 

×øÒÐøY¡¢øámøYíøeúËøèÞøøÇø} Õøã²øøáYòø@éø +ÌÒøø²ø} ²ø ú²øÉÇøòÞø ÕøáYíøáûáøéø+íø:G (3.38) 

bandha-kāraṇa-śaithilyāt pracāra-saṃvedanāc ca cittasya para-śarīrāveśaḥ. 

From the loosening of the cause of bondage to this body and from fully 
understanding the travel of the mind to new embodiments, there may be the 
entering of the mind into another body of the next life, perhaps even in this 
life, if one goes by the stories. 

$ÌøÒøYjøÞøøjø} jøæYÕøw£¯Y¡¢m¾¡¢øùÌðéø} !øYòøw«¯ $Ç¡ã¢øúÒÇøíø} ²øG(3.39) 

udāna-jayāj jala-paṅka-kaṇṭakādiṣv a-saṅga utkrāntiṣ ca. 

From mastering the upward energy in the body there is the power of not 
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getting stuck in water or mud, or by thorns and so on, and the power of 
ascending out of the body at will. 

òøÛøøÒøYjøÞøøjø} jéøæÒøÛø}G(3.40) 

samāna-jayāj jvalanam. 

From mastering the uniting energy—center directed energy, including 
digestion in the body—there is glowing of good health in body, senses, and 
mind. 

îøãø +Êøø¡¢øíøÞøø+: òø@×øÒÐøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} ùÌéÞø@ îøãø +ÊøÛø}G(3.41) 

śrotrākāśayoḥ saṃbandha-saṃyamād divyaṃ śrotram. 

From saṃyama on the connection between the sense of hearing and the 
element space there is divine hearing—the listening to and the understanding 
of the cosmic worldview from the scripture, and the pervasive connection 
between the individual and the universe, including the divine realms therein. 

¡¢øÞøø¡¢øíøÞøø+: òø@×øÒÐøYòø@ÞøÛøøæ} æ¬øüYÇøþæYòøÛøøÕøÉÇø+íø} ²øø¡¢øíøYªøÛøÒøÛø }G (3.42) 

kāyākāśayoḥ saṃbandha-saṃyamāl laghu-tūla-samāpatteś cākāśa-gamanam. 

From saṃyama on the connection between the body and space, and from 
contemplation on light cotton, there is movement through space—the free 
“movement,” as it were, of the body-space within space, and the free movement 
of the mind within the space of the heart. 

×øùôá} !øY¡¢úèÕøÇøø éø;úÉÇøá} ÛøôøYúéøYÌ+ôø ÇøÇø: Õøã¡¢øíøøéøámøY¦øÞø:G (3.43) 

bahir a-kalpitā vṛttir mahā-vi-dehā tataḥ prakāśāvaraṇa-kṣayaḥ. 

Thought directed externally to the nature of the universe that is without error, 
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correctly seeing the limitations as only belonging to the phenomenon, not to 
oneself, is called the great disembodiment—oneself disembodied of all 
limitations. From that, the covering of the light of knowledge is removed. 

òËøþæYòéøY*ÕøYòøþ¦ÛøøÒéøÞøøËøâéøÉÇéøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} ÙøþÇøYjøÞø:G(3.44) 

sthūla-sva-rūpa-sūkṣmānvayārthavattva-saṃyamād bhūta-jayaḥ. 

From saṃyama on the significance of the connection between the gross, the 
subtle, and its own real nature—the latter sub-rating the prior, there is 
mastery over the created universe, through this mature, objective 
understanding of realities, wherein one appreciates one’s reality as the reality 
that swallows, subsumes, all. 

ÇøÇøø+{úmøÛøøùÌYÕøãøÌüá}YÙøøéø: ¡¢øÞøYòø@ÕøÇø} ÇøÌ}YÐøÛøøâÒøúÙø¬øøÇøíø} ²øG (3.45) 

tato'ṇimādi-prādur-bhāvaḥ kāya-saṃpat tad-dharmānabhighātaś ca. 

From that mastery, in terms of knowledge, becomes evident what is both the 
smallest and the largest—namely, the self—as well as the attainment of the 
body of the universe itself, and that body’s nature cannot be assailed by 
anything. 

*ÕøYæøéømÞøY×øæYéøjøãYòø@ôÒøÒøÇéøøúÒø ¡¢øÞøYòø@ÕøÇø}G (3.46) 

rūpa-lāvaṇya-bala-vajra-saṃhananatvāni kāya-saṃpat. 

And there is the attainment in terms of knowledge of all bodies that are 
shapely, beautiful, strong, and hard as diamond [cf. Yoga Sūtra 2.37]. 

ªøãômøYòéøY*ÕøøúòÛøÇøøÒéøÞøøËøâéøÉÇéøYòø@ÞøÛøøÌ} "úÒÌãÞøYjøÞø:G (3.47) 

grahaṇa-sva-rūpāsmitānvayārthavattva-saṃyamād indriya-jayaḥ. 
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From saṃyama on the significance of the connection between the I-notion—
the is-ness presence notionally appearing in the landscape of the mind—and its 
own real nature—the limitless is-ness that is the presence everywhere—in 
regard to perceiving, there is mastery over the sense organs. 

ÇøÇøø+ ÛøÒøø+YjøúéøÇéø@ úéøY¡¢ámøYÙøøéø: ÕøãÐøøÒøYjøÞøíø} ²øG (3.48) 

tato mano-javitvaṃ vi-karaṇa-bhāvaḥ pradhāna-jayaś ca. 

From that mastery over the sense organs, there is the swiftness of the mind. 
One exists completely free from the senses, and there is mastery of mother 
nature, instead of mother nature mastering the senses and mind. 

The Final Accomplishment is Freedom 

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøøÒÞøÇøøY¨ÞøøúÇøYÛøøÊøòÞø òøéøâYÙøøéøøúÐøñÂøÇø;Çéø@ òøéøâY¹øøÇø;Çéø@ ²øG (3.49) 

sattva-puruṣānyatā-khyāti-mātrasya sarva-bhāvādhiṣṭhātṛtvaṃ sarva-jñātṛtvaṃ 
ca. 

For one who has reached discernment of the distinction between the mind—
any object including the mind—and the puruṣa (self), then like/as the Lord, one 
presides as the reality in all beings, and is the very nature of the knower of 
all. 

ÇøÌ}YéøeáøªÞøøÌ} !øùÕø Ìø+ðøY×øûjøY¦øÞø+ ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø }G(3.50) 

tad-vairāgyād api doṣa-bīja-kṣaye kaivalyam. 

And from non-attachment to that—from no longer identifying with that mind 
and all other objects, including superpowers and even the teaching as a last 
crutch, in other words, from ultimate non-attachment—when the defect-seeds—
the afflictions in their seed form onwards—are finally withered by this 
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complete knowledge that destroys the ignorance that is the fertile field for these 
seeds, there is kaivalya (freedom). 

òËøøÒÞø}Y$ÕøúÒøÛøÒÊømø+ òøw«¯YòÛøÞøø¡¢ámø @ ÕøüÒøá}Y!øÒø}Y"ñÀYÕøãòøw«¯øÇø}G(3.51) 

sthāny-upanimantraṇe saṅga-smayākaraṇaṃ punar-an-iṣṭa-prasaṅgāt. 

When there is invitation to join those in high position, no matter what one’s 
karma brings, there is no reason for attachment or conceit, because 
attachment and conceit necessitate a return of what would not be chosen. 

¦ømøYÇøÇø}Y¡ã¢ÛøÞøø+: òø@ÞøÛøøÌ} úéøéø+¡¢Yjø@ ¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.52) 

kṣaṇa-tat-kramayoḥ saṃyamād viveka-jaṃ jñānam. 

From saṃyama on the notional reality basis of the moments of time and their 
sequence, there is knowledge born of discernment between the timeless self 
and the transactional universe. 

jøøúÇøYæ¦ømøYÌ+íøeá} !øÒÞøÇøøÒøéø²µ+ÌøÇø} ÇøüèÞøÞøø+òø} ÇøÇø: ÕøãúÇøÕøúÉÇø:G (3.53) 

jāti-lakṣaṇa-deśair anyatānavacchedāt tulyayos tataḥ pratipattiḥ. 

From that knowledge born of discernment of the self in this transactional 
universe, since there is no real separation of distinction in terms of character, 
symptom, and place in time—the very ways we carve out dualities are 
themselves exposed as fleeting notions and their separations and limitations are 
known to be only apparent—then there is ascertainment of both the mind or 
universe within time and the self as being the same—the one reality within 
which the apparent are active. 
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Liberating Knowledge – Kaivalya 

Çøøá¡@¢ òøéøâYúéøðøÞø@ òøéøâËøøYúéøðøÞøÛø} !øY¡ã¢Ûø@ ²ø+úÇø úéøéø+¡¢Yjø@ ¹øøÒøÛø}G (3.54) 

tārakaṃ sarva-viṣayaṃ sarvathā-viṣayam a-kramaṃ ceti viveka-jaṃ jñānam. 

This knowledge, born of discernment of the self from this transactional 
universe, is said to liberate one from saṃsāra, which is mistaken identification 
of oneself with the limitations of this transactional universe, includes 
everything in the universe in everyway, and lacks a progression—since 
liberation is not a simple gradual feeling of freedom on a relative, sliding scale 
of reaching in condition, place, and time, but is an absolute and timeless 
knowledge of what already is, as complete freedom.  

òøÉÇéøYÕøü)ðøÞøø+: íøüúpÑYòøøÛÞø+ ¡e¢éøèÞøÛø} "úÇøG (3.55) 

sattva-puruṣayoḥ śuddhi-sāmye kaivalyam iti. 

When there is understanding and assimilation of the pure equality of the 
mind, including any and all objects, and the puruṣa (self), this is called 
kaivalya (freedom). 
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Chapter 4 
On Freedom 

Causes of the Accomplishments 

jøÒÛøøeðøúÐøYÛøÒÊøYÇøÕø:YòøÛøøúÐøYjøø: úòøpÑÞø:G(4.1) 

janmauṣadhi-mantra-tapaḥ-samādhi-jāḥ siddhayaḥ. 

The siddhis (superpowers or accomplishments) mentioned in the preceding 
section can be effected by one’s birth with a fast-track to maturity due to one’s 
prior efforts, or in this life by healthy herbs, repetition of mantras, austerities, 
and/or samādhi. 

Action and the Mind 

jøøÇÞø}Y!øÒÇøáYÕøùámøøÛø: Õøã¡;¢ÇÞø}Y!øøÕø þáøÇø}G (4.2) 

jāty-antara-pariṇāmaḥ prakṛty-āpūrāt. 

The change into and within another birth, which may bring these powers, as 
well as any and all abilities one is capable of in keeping with that embodiment, 
is due to the filling in of one’s pre-existing nature. In the context of change 
into a new birth, this filling in is the possibility within one’s entire storehouse of 
karma; in the context within this birth, this is the subset of latent tendencies one 
is born with. 

úÒøúÛøÉÇøÛø} !øYÕøãÞøø +jø¡@¢ Õøã¡;¢ÇøûÒøø@ éøámøYÙø+Ìòø} Çøü ÇøÇø: ¦ø+ùÊø¡¢éøÇø}G (4.3) 

nimittam a-prayojakaṃ prakṛtīnāṃ varaṇa-bhedas tu tataḥ kṣetrikavat. 

An efficient cause—one’s current action—is not the instigator of the pre-
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existing causes—the already existing store of karma—rather, like a farmer 
opening a gate in an irrigation system and removing weeds, there is only the 
removal of obstacles to them, to the preferred karma pathways possible in this 
life. 

úÒøÛøøâmøYú²øÉÇøøÒÞø} !øúòÛøÇøøYÛøøÊøøÇø}G(4.4) 

nirmāṇa-cittāny asmitā-mātrāt. 

Minds are fashioned purely by a notional-I, identified with actions as the doer 
and enjoyer, creating new and different karma—adding to and reinforcing the 
latent tendencies in these minds. 

Õøãéø ;úÉÇøYÙø+Ì+ ÕøãÞøø +jø¡@¢ ú²øÉÇøÛø} %¡¢Ûø} !øÒø}Y%¡+¢ðøøÛø}G (4.5) 

pravṛtti-bhede prayojakaṃ cittam ekam an-ekeṣām. 

When there is distinction of one’s self from activity, hence no doership and no 
limited I-notion, there is only the one Mind or self—the Lord or the limitless 
consciousness—that instigates all other ones, all other individuals. 

ÇøÊø ÐÞøøÒøYjøÛø} !øÒø}Y!øøíøÞøÛø}G(4.6) 

tatra dhyāna-jam an-āśayam. 

In that clear vision of oneness, born of contemplation that brings the clarity 
and allows assimilation of this teaching, there is no storehouse of karma. 

¡¢Ûøøâíøü¡ç¢ø¡;¢ðmø@ Þøø+úªøÒøòø} ùÊøYúéøÐøÛø} "Çøá+ðøøÛø}G (4.7) 

karmāśuklākṛṣṇaṃ yoginas tri-vidham itareṣām. 

For that yogin (the one who has attained success in yoga) there is neither 
pure nor impure karmas; for everyone else there is the three-fold—
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sattva-rajas-tamas karmas—with their full range from pure to impure. 

ÇøÇøòø} ÇøÌ}YúéøÕøø¡¢øÒøüªø ümøøÒøøÛø} %éøøúÙøéÞøúÇølá} éøøòøÒøøÒøøÛø}G (4.8) 

tatas tad-vipākānuguṇānām evābhivyaktir vāsanānām. 

For everyone else, from that store of karmas, there is the manifestation of 
latent tendencies that are in keeping with the fruition of those karmas alone 
which are not obstructed. 

jøøúÇøYÌ+íøY¡¢øæYéÞøéøùôÇøøÒøøÛø} !øÕÞø} !øøÒø }Y!øÒÇøÞøâ @ òÛø;úÇøYòø@ò¡¢øáÞøø+á} %¡¢Y*ÕøÇéøøÇø}G(4.9) 

jāti-deśa-kāla-vyavahitānām apy ān-antaryaṃ smṛti-saṃskārayor eka-rūpatvāt. 

Due to having the same form, there is linkage between memories and their 
latent impressions that cause them, though the formation of those latent 
impressions by past karmas are separated from their manifest memories by 
many, different intervening births, locations, and times. 

ÇøøòøøÛø} !øÒø }Y!øøùÌÇéø@ ²øøúíøðøø+ úÒøÇÞøÇéøøÇø}G (4.10) 

tāsām an-āditvaṃ cāśiṣo nityatvāt. 

And there is no beginning for these saṃskāras (latent tendencies) because 
desire that induces will-based action which in turn creates karma is eternal—
beginningless. 

ô+ÇøüYÕø¢æøîøãÞøøæÛ×øÒøe: òø@ªø ;ôûÇøÇéøøÌ} %ðøøÛø} !øYÙøøéø+ ÇøÌ}Y!øYÙøøéø:G (4.11) 

hetu-phalāśrayālambanaiḥ saṃgṛtītatvād eṣām a-bhāve tad-a-bhāvaḥ. 

Since the saṃskāras (the latent impressions) are held together by their causes 
starting from ignorance of oneself, initiating a chain of causes, their results 
which instigate a new round of saṃskāras, their abode—the uninformed mind, 
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and their bases—the physical or subtle objects that form the basis or motive for 
the saṃskāras, when these have no overvalued existence, then these saṃskāras 
have no overvalued existence. 

The Past and Future and the Present 

!øÇøûÇøøÒøøªøÇø@ òéøY*ÕøÇøø+{òÇÞø} !øÐéøYÙø+ÌøÌ} ÐøÛøøâmøøÛø}G (4.12) 

atītānāgataṃ sva-rūpato'sty adhva-bhedād dharmāṇām. 

The past and the future exist in their own form as different notions in the 
mind, because of the difference in the path of their characteristics. 

Çø+ éÞøÇølYòøþ¦Ûøø ªøümøøÇÛøøÒø:G(4.13) 

te vyakta-sūkṣmā guṇātmānaḥ. 

These times exist as the manifest—as the manifest present—and subtle—as the 
subtle thought of a past and future—natures of their characteristics. 

Oneness Determines Entities 

ÕøùámøøÛøe¡¢ÇéøøÌ} éøòÇøüYÇøÉÇéøÛø}G(4.14) 

pariṇāmaikatvād vastu-tattvam. 

The reality of an entity is due to the oneness of its various modifications. 

Distinction of Objects and Thoughts 

éøòÇøüYòøøÛÞø+ ú²øÉÇøYÙø+ÌøÇø} ÇøÞøø+á} úéøÙøÇøl: ÕøÒËø ø:G(4.15) 

vastu-sāmye citta-bhedāt tayor vibhaktaḥ panthāḥ. 
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Though there is a oneness of an entity, because of different thoughts about 
that one entity, there is a separate karma path for the two—the object and the 
thought of the object. 

Òø ²øe¡¢Yú²øÉÇøYÇøÒÊø@ éøòÇøü ÇøÌ} !øYÕøãÛøømø¡@¢ ÇøÌø ù¡@¢ òÞøøÇø}G(4.16) 

na caika-citta-tantraṃ vastu tad a-pramāṇakaṃ tadā kiṃ syāt. 

Nor is an object totally dependent on—only equal to—a single thought of it. 
Were that ever to be the case, that object, being unique and momentary, would 
never have a means of knowing it as true or false—as being verifiable. 

ÇøÌ}Y$ÕøáøªøøÕø+ú¦øÇéøø²ø} ú²øÉÇøòÞø éøòÇøü ¹øøÇøø¹øøÇøÛø}G (4.17) 

tad-uparāgāpekṣitvāc cittasya vastu jñātājñātam. 

From the requirement of its influence on the mind [or thought]—its mutation 
of the mind—an object becomes known or remains unknown. Therefore, the 
mind has to distinctly mutate over time for its object to be known. 

Distinction of Thoughts and Self 

òøÌø ¹øøÇøøíø} ú²øÉÇøYéø;ÉÇøÞøòø} ÇøÇø}YÕøãÙøø+: Õøü)ðøòÞøøÕøù ámøøúÛøÇéøøÇø}G(4.18) 

sadā jñātāś citta-vṛttayas tat-prabhoḥ puruṣasyāpariṇāmitvāt. 

Though the mutation of the mind is the form of the knowledge, it is not the 
knowledge itself, since the thoughts themselves need to be known. Due to the 
immutability of the puruṣa (self) who is its, the mind’s, master, the thoughts 
in the mind are always known. 
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Òø ÇøÇø} òéøøÙøøòø@ Ì;íÞøÇéøøÇø}G(4.19) 

na tat svābhāsaṃ dṛśyatvāt. 

Nor is it, the mind—each thought in the flow called the mind—self-revealing, 
because it has the nature of being seen. 

%¡¢YòøÛøÞø+ ²øø+ÙøÞøøÒøéøÐøøámøÛø}G(4.20) 

eka-samaye cobhayānavadhāraṇam. 

And at the same moment, there is no ascertainment of both the object and the 
thought, for example, “this is a pot” and “this is a thought about a pot”—one or 
the other disappears in attention. Therefore, thought cannot always be self-
revealing itself. 

ú²øÉÇøøÒÇøáYÌ;íÞø+ ×øüúpÑY×øüpÑ +á} !øúÇøYÕøãòøw«¯: òÛø;úÇøYòøw£¯áíø} ²øG (4.21) 

cittāntara-dṛśye buddhi-buddher ati-prasaṅgaḥ smṛti-saṅkaraś ca. 

In the case of a thought becoming an object of another following thought in 
order to be known, there is an over necessity—a logically vicious infinite 
series, infinite progression—of cognitions of cognitions, and there would be 
confusion with memories, which would be required, but could not even exist, 
for this endless series to continue. 

ú²øÇø+á} !øYÕø ãúÇøòø@¡ã¢ÛøøÞøøòø} ÇøÌ}Y!øø¡¢øáøÕøÉÇøø e òéøY×øüúpÑYòø@éø +ÌÒøÛø}G (4.22) 

citer a-pratisaṃkramāyās tad-ākārāpattau sva-buddhi-saṃvedanam. 

The unchanging consciousness has the knowledge of its cognition when it 
seems to take the form of that cognition. 
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ÌãñÀ <YÌ;íÞøø+ÕøáÇø@l ú²øÉÇø @ òøéøøâËø âÛø }G(4.23) 

draṣṭṛ-dṛśyoparaktaṃ cittaṃ sarvārtham. 

The mind, affected by the limited seen and the presence of the limitless 
witness—limitless existence-consciousness—has everything, the entire known 
and unknown universe, as its object. 

ÇøÌ} !øYòø@¨Þø+ÞøYéøøòøÒøøúÙøíø} ú²øÊøÛø} !øùÕø ÕøáøËøâ @ òø@ôÇÞøY¡¢øùáÇéøøÇø}G (4.24) 

tad a-saṃkhyeya-vāsanābhiś citram api parārthaṃ saṃhatya-kāritvāt. 

That mind, though diverse—consisting of parts through the countless old and 
new latent tendencies, seeming adjusting itself—is for another, not for itself, 
since it acts like it is being put together—is a construction with a foundation 
and new additions, like a house made for its occupant. 

Knowledge as Freedom 

úéøíø+ðøYÌúíøâÒø !øøÇÛøYÙøøéøYÙøøéøÒøøYúéøúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G (4.25) 

viśeṣa-darśina ātma-bhāva-bhāvanā-vinivṛttiḥ. 

For the one who knows as clear as seeing the distinction of the witness self 
from the mind there is cessation of imagining the mind being ātman (oneself). 

ÇøÌø úéøéø+¡¢YúÒøÛøÓ @ ¡e¢éøèÞøYÕøãøªø }YÙøøá@ ú²øÉÇøÛø}G (4.26) 

tadā viveka-nimnaṃ kaivalya-prāg-bhāraṃ cittam. 

Then the mind surrenders to this discernment and has freedom before it. 
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Çø²ø}YúµÌã +ðø ü Õø ãÇÞøÞøøÒÇøáøúmø òø@ò¡¢øá+ÙÞø:G(4.27) 

tac-chidreṣu pratyayāntarāṇi saṃskārebhyaḥ. 

When there are cracks in that discerning knowledge, those different thoughts 
are to be known as born of the latent tendencies in the mind, laid down by 
prior ignorance. 

ôøÒøÛø} %ðøø@ ¡ç +¢íøéøÌ} $ÇølÛø}G(4.28) 

hānam eṣāṃ kleśavad uktam. 

Their, the ignorant saṃskāras’, giving up is like that said for the afflictions. 

Õøãòø@¨ÞøøÒø+{ÕÞø} !øY¡ü¢òøûÌòÞø òøéøâËøø úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøÇø+á} ÐøÛøâYÛø+¬ø: òøÛøøúÐø:G(4.29) 

prasaṃkhyāne'py a-kusīdasya sarvathā viveka-khyāter dharma-meghaḥ 
samādhiḥ. 

For one who even has no interest in any way in the pleasurable meditation 
process, including secondary benefits, and who has discerning knowledge, 
samādhi (contemplation) is a mass of support. 

ÇøÇø: ¡ç +¢íøY¡¢ÛøâYúÒøéø;úÉÇø:G(4.30) 

tataḥ kleśa-karma-nivṛttiḥ. 

From that discerning knowledge there is cessation of afflictions and results of 
action that seem to bind the individual. 

ÇøÌø òøéøøâéøámøYÛøæøÕø+ÇøòÞø ¹øøÒøòÞøøÒøÒÇÞøøjø} ¹ø+ÞøÛø} !øèÕøÛø}G (4.31) 

tadā sarvāvaraṇa-malāpetasya jñānasyānantyāj jñeyam alpam. 

Then, for the one whose impurities that cover everything have all gone 
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away—have become transparently unreal—what is to be known is 
insignificant because one’s knowledge is limitless. 

Ç ø Ç ø :   ¡ ; ¢ Ç ø ø Ë ø ø â Ò ø ø @   Õ ø ù á m ø ø Û ø Y ¡ ã ¢ Û ø Y ò ø Û ø ø ú Õ Ç ø á }   ª ø ü m ø ø Ò ø ø Û ø } G(4.32) 
tataḥ kṛtārthānāṃ pariṇāma-krama-samāptir guṇānām. 

From that, when the guṇas (constituents of nature) in the form of this 
embodiment and its karma, have completed their purpose—the wisdom is 
gained, nothing more needs to be known, and the karma that brought the 
physical embodiment has played out—then the sequence of their changes 
comes to an end. 

¦ ø m ø Y Õ ø ã ú Ç ø Y Þ ø ø + ª ø û   Õ ø ù á m ø ø Û ø ø Õ ø á ø Ò Ç ø Y ú Ò ø ª ø ã ø â ö à :   ¡ ã ¢ Û ø : G(4.33) 
kṣaṇa-prati-yogī pariṇāmāparānta-nirgrāhyaḥ kramaḥ. 

Sequence is associated with moments of time, which only exist for the guṇas 
not the puruṣa, and can only be assumed to exist at the other end of a change, 
of which the puruṣa has none. 

Õ ø ü ) ð ø ø Ë ø â Y í ø þ Ò Þ ø ø Ò ø ø @   ª ø ü m ø ø Ò ø ø @   Õ ø ã ú Ç ø Õ ø ã ò ø é ø :   ¡ e ¢ é ø è Þ ø @   ò é ø Y * Õ ø Y Õ ø ã ú Ç ø ñ Â ø   é ø ø   ú ² ø ú Ç ø Y í ø ú Ç ø l á }  
" ú Ç ø G(4.34) 
puruṣārtha-śūnyānāṃ guṇānāṃ pratiprasavaḥ kaivalyaṃ sva-rūpa-pratiṣṭhā vā 
citi-śaktir iti. 

When they serve no more purpose for the puruṣa (person), the guṇas 
(constituents of nature)—the elements that make up this embodiment and this 
universe—return to their origin without identifying with and thus limiting the 
person. This is kaivalya (freedom). Otherwise, positively it is known as the 
pure power of consciousness remaining in its own nature, always beyond 
time, beyond change. 
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Sanskrit of 
Footnote Quotations 

(The sandhis between words are split for easier comprehension) 

Chapter 1 

1 !øËø "úÇø !øÞøÛø} !øúÐø¡¢øáY!øËøâ: u=!øøáÛÙøY!øËøâ:v (Vyāsa’s Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 1.1). 

2 !øYúéøÏøY¡¢øÛøY¡¢ÛøâY$ÕøøÌøÒøYô+ÇøüYúÒøéø;ÉÇøøe òéøY!øøÇÛøúÒø !øéøòËøøÒø@ Ûøø+¦ø: "úÇø (Taittirīya Up. Śāṅkara Bhāṣya 

introduction). 

3 òøü¨øÛø} !øøÇÞøúÒÇø¡@¢ ÞøÌ} ÇøÌ} ×øüúpÑYªøãøöàÛø} !øÇøûúÒÌãÞøÛø}| éø+úÉÇø ÞøÊø Òø ²ø %éø !øÞø@ úòËøÇø: ²øæúÇø ÇøÉÇéøÇø:G Þø@ æ×Ðéøø ²ø !øYÕøá@ 

æøÙø@ ÛøÒÞøÇø+ Òø !øúÐø¡@¢ ÇøÇø:| ÞøúòÛøÒø} úòËøÇø: Òø Ìü:¨ø+Òø ªøü)møø !øùÕø úéø²øøèÞøÇø+G Çø@ úéøÏøÇø} Ìü:¨øYòø@Þøø+ªøYúéøÞøø+ªø@ Þøø+ªøYòø@ú¹øÇøÛø} 

(Bh. Gītā 6.21 through 23). 

7 òéøÞø@ ²ø !øøÇÛøø ×øãöÜ| ÇøÌ}Yúéø¹øøÒøøÇø} !øYúéøÏøYúÒøéø;úÉÇø: "úÇø ×øãöÜYúéøÏøY!øËøâY$ÕøúÒøðøÌ} !øøáÙÞøÇø+| $ÕøúÒøðøÌ} "úÇø úéøÏø 

$²ÞøÇø+| ÇøÌ}YíøûúæÒøø@ ªøÙøâYjøÒÛøYjøáøY!øøùÌYúÒøíøøÇøÒøøÇø} ÇøÌ}Y!øéøòøøÌÒøøÇø} éøø, ×øãöÜmø: éøø $ÕøúÒøªøÛøúÞøÇø;ÇéøøÇø}, $ÕøúÒøðømmø@ éøø 

!øòÞøø@ uúéøÏøÞøø@v Õøá@ îøã+Þø: "úÇø (Taittirīya Up. Śāṅkara Bhāṣya introduction). 

8 Çøø@ Þøø+ªøÛø} "úÇø ÛøÒÞøÒÇø+ úòËøáøÛø} "úÒÌãÞøYÐøøámøøÛø} (Kaṭha Up. 2.3.11). ÕøãÇÞøøôøá: ÇøËøø, ÐÞøøÒø@, ÕøãømøY!øøÞøøÛø: !øËø, Ðøøámøø, 

Çø¡â¢: ²ø %éø òøÛøøúÐø: ²ø ðø®}Y!øw«¯: Þøø+ªø: $²ÞøÇø+ (Amṛta-nāda Up. 6). uÛøÒøòø:v òøÛøÇéø@ Þøø+ªø: $²ÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 2.48). 

Þøø+ªø: ¡¢Ûøâòøü ¡¢øeíøæÛø} u=¡ü¢íøæYÙøøéø:, ÞøËøøËøâÇøøv (Bh. Gītā 2.50). Ìü:¨øYòø@Þøø+ªøYúéøÞøø+ªø@ Þøø+ªøYòø@ú¹øÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 6.23). 

13 ²ø¼ǿæ@ ùô ÛøÒø: ¡;¢ðmø ÕøãÛøøúËø ×øæéøÇø} Ì;ÄÛø}| ÇøòÞø !øô@ úÒøªøãô@ ÛøÒÞø+ éøøÞøø+: "éø òøüÌüð¡¢áÛø} (Bh. Gītā 6.34). 

27 îøã+Þø: ²ø Õøã+Þø: ²ø ÛøÒøüðÞøÛø} !øøY"Çø: Çøøe òøÛÕøáûÇÞø úéøúéøÒøúÇøl Ðøûá:| îøã+Þø: ùô Ðøûá: !øúÙø Õøã+Þøòø: éø;møûÇø+ Õøã+Þø: ÛøÒÌ: Þøø+ªøY¦ø+ÛøøÇø} 

u=íøáûáY!øøùÌY$Õø²øÞøYá¦ømøøÇø}v éø;møûÇø+ (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.2). 
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28  Òø  Ì;ñÀ+:  ÌãñÀøá@   ÕøíÞø+:|…%ðø:  Ç ø +  !øøÇ Ûøø  òøéøâY!øÒÇøá:,  !øÇø:  !øÒÞøÌ}  !øøÇøâÛ ø}  u=úéøÒøøúíøv (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.4.2). 
òøúææ:  u=ò é ø²μûÙøþÇ ø :  òøúææ:  "éøv  %¡¢:  ÌãñÀø  !øYÌêeÇø:  ÙøéøúÇø,  %ðø:  × øãöÜYæø+¡¢:  ò ø Û øãø¾}  " ú Ç ø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 
4.3.32). 
30 jøøªøãÇ ø}YòéøÕøÓYòøüðøüúÕÇøY!øøùÌYÕøãÕø¼ø´@  ÞøÌ}  Õøã¡¢øòøÇø+|  Ç ø Ì}  × øãö Ü  !øôÛø}  " ú Ç ø  ¹øøÇéøø  òøéøâY×øÒÐøe:  ÕøãÛ øü²ÞøÇø+G  ùÊøðøü  ÐøøÛøòøü  ÞøÌ}  Ùøø+ªÞø@  
Ùøø+Çølø Ùøø+ªø: ²ø  ÞøÌ} Ùøéø+Çø}| Çø+ÙÞø: úéøYæ¦ømø: òøø¦øû  ú²øÒÛøøÊø: !øô@ òøÌø úíøéø: (Kaivalya Up. 17 and 18). 
31 òøÇÞø@  éøÌ|   ÐøÛøâ@  ²øá (Taittirīya Up. 1.11.1). ò ø Ç Þ ø@  ²ø  !øÒø}Y & Ç ø@  ²ø|  ò ø Ç Þ ø@  !øÙøéøÇø}|   ÞøÌ}  "Ì@  ù¡¢¼ǿ|   Ç ø Ì}  ò ø Ç Þ ø Û ø}  "úÇ ø  
!øø²ø¦øÇø+ (Taittirīya Up. 2.6.1). 
32 ÙøªøéøøÒø},  ¡¢ú Ç ø  %éø  Ì+éøø:  Õøãj ø ø@  úéøÐøøáÞøÒÇø+,  ¡¢Çøá+  % Ç ø Ç ø}  Õøã¡¢øíøÞøÒÇø+,  ¡¢:  ÕøüÒ ø á}  %ðøø@  éøùáñÂ:   " ú Ç ø G  Ç ø ò Û øe  ò ø :  ôø+éøø²ø  !øø¡¢øíø:  
ô  éøe  %ðø:  Ì+éø:  éøøÞøüá}  !øúªøÓ:  !øøÕø:  Õø;úËøéøû  éøø¡}¢  ÛøÒøòø}  ²ø¦øüá}  îøãø+Êø@  ²ø|  Ç ø +  Õøã¡¢ øíÞø  !øúÙøéøÌúÒÇø  éøÞøÛø}  %ÇøÇø}  ×øømøÛø}  !øéøñÀÙÞø 
úéøÐøøáÞøøÛø:G  ÇøøÒø}  éøùáñÂ:  Õøãømø:  $éøø²ø|  Ûøø  Ûøø+ôÛø}  !øøÕøÏËø,  !øôÛø}  %éø  %ÇøÇø}  Õø¼ǿÐøø  !øøÇÛøøÒø@  ÕøãúéøÙøjÞø  %ÇøÇø}  ×øømøÛø}  !øéøñÀÙÞø 
úéøÐøøáÞøøúÛø  "úÇø,  Ç ø +  !øîøãÍÎÐøøÒøø:  ×øÙøþéøü:G   ò ø :  !øúÙøÛøøÒøøÇø}  $¢ÐéøâÛ ø}  $Ç¡ã¢ÛøÇø+  "éø,  ÇøúòÛøÒø}  $Ç¡ã¢ ø Û ø ú Ç ø  !øËø  "Çøá+  òøéø+â  %éø 
$Ç¡ã¢øÛøÒÇø+,  ÇøúòÛøÒø}  ²ø  ÕøãúÇøñÂÛøøÒø+  òøéø+â  %éø  ÕøãøúÇøñÂÒÇø+|  Ç ø Ì}YÞøËøø  Ûøú¦ø¡¢ø:  ÛøÐøü¡¢áYáøjøøÒøÛø}  $ Ç ¡ã¢øÛøÒÇø@  òøéøøâ:  %éø  $Ç¡ã¢øÛøÒÇø+,  
ÇøúòÛøÒø}  ²ø  Õøãú Ç øñÂÛøøÒø+  òøéøøâ:  %éø  ÕøãøúÇøñÂÒÇø+,  % é ø@  éøø¡}¢  ÛøÒøòø}  ²ø¦øüá}  îøãø+Êø@  ²ø  Ç ø +  ÕøãûÇøø:  Õøãø m ø@  ò Ç øüÒéøúÒÇø (Praśna Up. 2.1 
through 4). 
33 u!øYòøÇø:v  !øøªøÛøY!øÕøøúÞøÒø:  !øYúÒøÇÞøø:G…Òø  !øYòøÇø:  úéøÏÇø+  Ùøøéø:  Òø   !øYÙøøéø:  ú é ø Ï Ç ø +  ò ø Ç ø : (Bh. Gītā 2.14 and 
16). 
34 éøøòøø@ú ò ø  jøûmøøâúÒø  ÞøËøø  úéøôøÞø  ÒøéøøúÒø  ªø;õøúÇø  Òøá:  !øÕøáøúmø|  ÇøËøø  íøáûáøúmø  úéøôøÞø  jøûmøøâúÒø  !øÒÞøøúÒø  ò ø@ÞøøúÇø  ÒøéøøúÒø  Ì+ôû 
(Bh. Gītā 2.22). 
35 ! øò Ç øÛ ø}  "Çø+  !øøùÌÇÞø+  Þøø¹øéøè¡¢à,  ²øÒÌãÛ ø ú ò ø  ! ø ò Ç øÛ ø}  "Çø+,  íøøÒÇø+  !øªøÓøe,  íøøÒÇøøÞøø@  éøøú²ø  ù¡@¢  jÞøø+úÇø:  %éø  !øÞø @  Õøü)ðø:  " ú Ç ø  YY 
!øøÇÛøø  %éø  !øòÞø  jÞøø+úÇø:  ÙøéøúÇø  "úÇø,  !øøÇÛøÒøø  %éø  ! øÞ ø@  jøø+úÇøðøø  !øøòÇø+  ÕøèÞøÞøÇø+  u=ÕøùáY!øÞøÇø+v  ¡¢Ûøâ  ¡ü¢)Çø+  úéøÕøèÞø+úÇø 
u=úéøÕøùáY%úÇøv " ú Ç ø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.6). 
36 ÞøÌ}  éøe  Ç ø Ì}  Òø  ÕøíÞøúÇø  ÕøíÞøÒø}  éøe  Ç ø Ì}  Òø  ÕøíÞøúÇø,  Òø  ùô  ÌãñÀý:  Ì;ñÀ+ :  úéøÕøùáæø+Õø:   úéøÏÇø+  !øYúéøÒøøúíøÇéøøÇø}|   Òø  Çøü  Ç ø Ì}  ùÌêÇ ø û Þ øÛ ø} 
!øúòÇø Ç øÇ ø : !øÒÞ øÌ} úéøÙøÇø@l Þ ø Ç ø}  ÕøíÞø+Çø} (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.23). 
37 Òø Ç øü %éø !øô@ jøøÇøü Òø !øøòø@ Òø Ç é ø@ Òø "Ûø+ jøÒøY!øúÐøÕøø:| Òø ²ø %éø Òø ÙøúéøðÞøøÛø: òøéø+â éøÞøÛø} !øÇø: ÕøáÛø} (Bh. Gītā 2.12). 
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38 ÞøÊø ùô ÌêeÇøÛø} "éø ÙøéøúÇø ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "Çøá@ újø¬øãúÇø, ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "Çøá@ ÕøíÞøúÇø, ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "Çøá@ îø;møø+úÇø, ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "ÇøáÛø} 

!øúÙøéøÌúÇø, ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "Çøá@ ÛøÒøüÇø+, ÇøÌ} "Çøá: "Çøá@ úéøjøøÒøøúÇø| ÞøÊø éøø !øòÞø òøéøâÛø} !øøÇÛøø %éø !øÙøüÇø} ÇøÇø} ¡+¢Òø ¡@¢ újø¬øã+Çø}, ÇøÇø} 

¡+¢Òø ¡@¢ ÕøíÞø+Çø}, ÇøÇø} ¡+¢Òø ¡@¢ îø;møüÞøøÇø}, ÇøÇø} ¡+¢Òø ¡¢Ûø} !øúÙøéøÌ+Çø}, ÇøÇø} ¡+¢Òø ¡@¢ ÛøÒéøûÇø, ÇøÇø} ¡+¢Òø ¡@¢ úéøjøøÒøûÞøøÇø}}| Þø+Òø "Ì@ òøéøâ@ 

úéøjøøÒøøúÇø Çø@ ¡+¢Òø úéøjøøÒøûÞøÇø}| úéø¹øøÇøøáÛø} !øá+ ¡+¢Òø úéøjøøÒøûÞøøÇø} "úÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.4.14). 

39 ÛøúÞø %éø òø¡¢æ@ jøøÇø@ ÛøúÞø òøéøâ@ ÕøãúÇøúñÂÇøÛø}| ÛøúÞø òøéøâ@ æÞø@ ÞøøúÇø ÇøÌ} ×øãöÜ !øYÌêÞøÛø} !øúòÛø !øôÛø} (Kaivalya Up. 19). 

41 %ðø: òøéø+âðøü ÙøþÇø+ðøü ªøþÄ: !øøÇÛøø Òø Õøã¡¢øíøÇø+ (Kaṭha Up. 1.3.12). 

42 òøÌ} %éø òøø+ÛÞø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø} %¡¢Ûø} %éø !øYùÌêÇøûÞøÛø} (Chāndogya Up. 6.2.1). 

43 !øYúéøÒøøúíø Çøü ÇøÌ} úéøúpÑ Þø+Òø òøéøâÛø} "Ì@ ÇøÇøÛø}| úéøÒøøíøÛø} !øYéÞøÞøòÞø !øòÞø Òø ¡¢úïøÇø} ¡¢ÇøüâÛø} !øôâúÇø (Bh. Gītā 2.17). 

51 ú²øÉÇøÛø} %éø ùô òø@òøøá: ÇøÌ} ÕøãÞøÈøÓ+Òø íøø+ÐøÞø+Çø}| ÞøÌ}Yú²øÉÇø: ÇøÌ}YÛøÞø: ÙøéøúÇø ªøüöàÛø} %ÇøÌ} òøÒøøÇøÒøÛø} (Maitrāyaṇī Up. 1.9). 

57 ÕøãjøøYÕøúÇø: æø+¡¢øÒø} !øÙÞøÇøÕøÇø} Çø+ðøø@ ÇøÕÞøÛøøÒøøÒøø@ áòøøÒø} Õøãøéø;ôÇø} !øúªøÓ@ Õø;úËøéÞøø: éøøÞøüÛø} !øÒÇøùá¦øøÇø} !øøùÌÇÞø@ ùÌéø:G òø: %Çøø: 

úÇøòøã: Ì+éøÇøø: !øÙÞøÇøÕøÇø} Çøøòøø@ ÇøÕÞøÛøøÒøøÒøø@ áòøøÒø} Õøãøéø;ôÇø} !øªøÓ+: &²ø: éøøÞøø+: Þøjøþ@úðø òøøÛøúÒø !øøùÌÇÞøøÇø} (Chāndogya Up. 

4.17.1 and 2). 

58 %¡¢Y%¡@¢ jøøæ@ ×øôüÐøø úéø¡ü¢éøâÒø} !øúòÛøÒø} ¦ø+Êø+ òø@ôáúÇø %ðø: Ì+éø:| ÙøþÞø: òø;ñÀëø ÕøÇøÞø: u=ÕøãjøøYÕøÇøÞø:v ÇøËøø #íø: òøéøâY!øøúÐøYÕøÇÞø@ 

¡ü¢)Çø+ ÛøôøY!øøÇÛøø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.3). 

59 Òø ¡¢Ûøâmøø Òø ÕøãjøÞøø ÐøÒø+Òø ÇÞøøªø+Òø %¡+¢ !øYÛø;ÇøÇéøÛø} !øøÒøíøü:| Õøá+mø Òøø¡@¢ úÒøùôÇø@ ªøüôøÞøø@ úéøÙøãøjøÇø+ ÞøÌ} ÞøÇøÞø: úéøíøúÒÇøG 

éø+ÌøÒÇøYúéø¹øøÒøYòøüúÒøúïøÇøY!øËøøâ: òøNÞøøòøYÞøø+ªøøÇø} ÞøÇøÞø: íøüpÑYòøÉÇéøø:| Çø+ ×øãöÜYæø+¡+¢ðøü ÕøáøÒÇøY¡¢øæ+ ÕøáøÛø;Çøø: ÕøùáÛøü²ÞøúÒÇø òøéø+â 

(Kaivalya Up. 3 and 4). 

60 Òø ùô ¹øøÒø+Òø òøÌ;íø@ ÕøúéøÊøÛø} "ô úéøÏÇø+| ÇøÌ} òéøÞø@ Þøø+ªøYòø@úòøpÑ: ¡¢øæ+Òø !øøÇÛøúÒø úéøÒÌúÇø (Bh. Gītā 4.38). 

61 ÌþáÛø} %Çø+ úéøÕøáûÇø+ úéøðøþ²øû !øúéøÏø Þøø ²ø úéøÏø "úÇø ¹øøÇøø (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.4). 

63 ÕøãømøY!øøùÌúÙø: !øÒøÒÇøe: ²ø Ùøøéøe: %Çøe: úéø¡¢úèÕøÇø:| ÛøøÞøø %ðøø ÇøòÞø Ì+éøòÞø u=jøûéøY!øøÇÛøÒø:v ÞøÞøø òø@Ûøø+ùôÇø: òéøÞøÛø} 

(Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.19). 
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64 ÞøËøø òøø+ÛÞø %¡+¢Òø Ûø;Çø}YùÕøm®+Òø òøéøâ@ Ûø;ÒÛøÞø@ úéø¹øøÇø@ òÞøøÌ} éøø²øøY!øøáÛÙømø@ úéø¡¢øá: ÒøøÛøÐø+Þø@ Ûø;úÉÇø¡¢ø "úÇø %éø òøÇÞøÛø}| ÞøËøø 
òøø+ÛÞø %¡+¢Òø æø+ôYÛøúmøÒøø òøéøâ@ æø+ôÛøÞø@ úéø¹øøÇø@ òÞøøÌ} éøø²øøY!øøáÛÙømø@ úéø¡¢øá: ÒøøÛøÐø+Þø@ æø+ôÛø} "úÇø %éø òøÇÞøÛø} (Chāndogya 

Up. 6.1.4 and 5). 

65 *Õø@ *Õø@ ÕøãúÇø*Õø: ×øÙøþéø ÇøÌ} !øòÞø *Õø@ ÕøãúÇø²ø¦ømøøÞø| "ÒÌã: ÛøøÞøøúÙø: Õøü)Y*Õø: #ÞøÇø+ ÞøüÇølø: ùô !øòÞø ôáÞø: íøÇøø: ÌíøG 
"úÇø (Ṛg Veda 6.47.18)| !øÞø@ éøe ôáÞø:, !øÞø@ éøe Ìíø ²ø òøôòøãøúmø, ×øôþúÒø ²ø !øÒø}Y!øÒÇøøúÒø ²ø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 

2.5.19). òéøÕøÓYjøøªøùáÇøYòËøøÒø+ ùô %¡¢Ûø} !øøôü: ÛøÒøûúðømø:| Ùø+ÌøÒøø@ ùô òøÛøÇéø+Òø ÕøãúòøpÑ+Òø %éø ô+ÇøüÒøøG !øøÌøe !øÒÇø+ ²ø ÞøÌ} Òø 
!øúòÇø éøÇøâÛøøÒø+ !øùÕø ÇøÌ} ÇøËøø| úéøÇøËøe: òøÌ;íøø: òøÒÇø: !øYúéøÇøËøø: "éø æú¦øÇøø:G òøYÕøãÞøø+jøÒøÇøø Çø+ðøø@ òéøÕøÓ+ úéøÕøãúÇøÕøÏÇø+| 
ÇøòÛøøÇø} !øøùÌY!øÒÇøéøÉÇéø+Òø úÛøËÞøø %éø ¨øæü Çø+ òÛø;Çøø: (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.5 through 7). ¡¢èÕøÞøúÇø !øøÇÛøÒøø 
!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} !øøÇÛøø Ì+éø: òéøYÛøøÞøÞøø| òø: %éø ×øüÐÞøÇø+ Ùø+ÌøÒø} "úÇø éø+ÌøÒÇøYúÒøïøÞø: (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.12). 

66 Þøø+ªø: !øúòÇø…Òø ²ø !øúÇøYòéøÕøÓYíøûæòÞø (Bh. Gītā 6.16). 

67 ÞøÊø òøüÕÇø: Òø ¡¢¼ø´Òø ¡¢øÛø@ ¡¢øÛøÞøÇø+ Òø ¡¢¼ø´Òø òéøÕøÓ@ ÕøíÞøúÇø ÇøÇø} òøüðøüÕÇøÛø}| òøüðøüÕÇøYòËøøÒø: %¡¢ûÙøþÇø: Õøã¹øøÒøY¬øÒø: %éø !øøÒøÒÌÛøÞø: 
ùô !øøÒøÒÌYÙøþ¡}¢ ²ø+Çøø+YÛøü¨ø: Õøãø¹ø: Çø;ÇøûÞø: ÕøøÌ: (Māṇḍūkya Up. 1.5). 

69 òéøYÌ+ôÛø} !øáúmø@ ¡;¢Çéøø Õøãmøéø@ ²ø $ÉÇøáY!øáúmøÛø}| ÐÞøøÒøYúÒøÛøâËøÒøY!øÙÞøøòøøÌ} Ì+éø@ ÕøíÞø+Çø} úÒøªøþÄéøÇø} (Śvetāśvatara Up. 

1.14). !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} !øáúmø@ ¡;¢Çéøø Õøãmøéø@ ²ø $ÉÇøáY!øáúmøÛø}| ¹øøÒøYúÒøÛøâËøÒøY!øÙÞøøòøøÇø} ÕøøÕø@ ÌôúÇø Õøúm®Çø: (Kaivalya Up. 11). 

ÛøÒø: Ìüá}YúÒøªøãô@ ²øæÛø}| !øÙÞøøòø+Òø Çøü ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø éøeáøªÞø+mø ²ø ªø;öàÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 6.35). 

70 !øYúéøÏøÞøø@ ×øôüÐøø éøÇøâÛøøÒøø: éøÞø@ ¡;¢ÇøY!øËøøâ: "úÇø !øúÙøÛøÒÞøúÒÇø ×øøæø:| ÞøÇø} ¡¢úÛøâmø: Òø Õøãéø+ÌÞøúÒÇø áøªøøÇø} Çø+Òø !øøÇøüáø: 
¦øûmøYæø+¡¢ø: ²ÞøéøÒÇø+ (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.2.9). 

73 ÐÞøøÞøÇø: úéøðøÞøøÒø} Õøü@òø: òøw«¯: Çø+ðøü $ÕøjøøÞøÇø+| òøw«¯øÇø} òø¼ø¸øÞøÇø+ ¡¢øÛø: ¡¢øÛøøÇø} ¡ã¢ø+Ðø: !øúÙøjøøÞøÇø+G ¡ã¢ø+ÐøøÌ} ÙøéøúÇø òø@Ûøø+ô: 
òø@Ûøø+ôøÇø} òÛø;úÇøYúéøÙøãÛø:| òÛø;úÇøYÙøã@íøøÌ} ×øüúpÑYÒøøíø: ×øüúpÑÒøøíøøÇø} uÕøüÛøøÒø}v ÕøãmøíÞøúÇø (Bh. Gītā 2.62 and 63). 

74 ÞøøÛø} "Ûøø@ ÕøüúðÕøÇøø@ éøø²ø@ ÕøãéøÌúÒÇø !øYúéøÕøúïøÇø:| éø+ÌYéøøÌYáÇøø: ÕøøËøâ Òø !øÒÞøÌ} !øúòÇø "úÇø éøøùÌÒø:| ¡¢øÛøY!øøÇÛøøÒø: 
òéøªøâYÕøáø: jøÒÛøY¡¢ÛøâYÕø¢æYÕøãÌøÛø}| ù¡ã¢ÞøøYúéøíø+ðøY×øôüæø@ Ùøø+ªøY%+îøêÞøâYªøúÇø ÕøãúÇø (Bh. Gītā 2.42 and 43). 

76 Þø: ²ø òéøYÙøøéø@ Õø²øúÇø úéøîøêYÞøø+úÒø: Õøø²ÞøøÒø} ²ø òøéøøâÒø} ÕøùámøøÛøÞø+Çø} Þø:| òøéøâÛø} %ÇøÌ} úéøîøêÛø} !øúÐøúÇøñÂúÇø %¡¢: ªøümøøÒø} ²ø 
òøéøøâÒø} úéøúÒøÞøø+jøÞø+Çø} Þø:G…ªøümøY!øÒéøÞø: Þø: Õø¢æY¡¢ÛøâY¡¢Çøøâ ¡;¢ÇøòÞø ÇøòÞø %éø òø: ²ø $ÕøÙøø+Çølø| òø: úéøîøêY*Õø: ùÊøYªøümø: 
ùÊøYéøÇÛøøâ ÕøãømøY!øúÐøÕø: òø¼ø´áúÇø òéøY¡¢ÛøâúÙø: (Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.5 and 7). 
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77 òø: ô $éøø²ø ªøøªÞøâ:, Þø: %éø !øòøøe !øøùÌÇÞø+ Õøü)ðø: %ÇøÛø} %éø !øô@ ×øãöÜ $Õøøòø+ "úÇø, òø: ô $éøø²ø !øjøøÇøíøÊøü: Ûøø Ûøø %ÇøúòÛøÒø} 
òø@éøùÌñÂø:… (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.1.2… to end of the Chapter in 2.6.3). òø: éøe !øÞø@ Õøü)ðø: òøéøøâòøü Õøþðøüâ 
ÕøüùáíøÞø:, Òø %Òø+Òø ù¡@¢²øÒø !øÒø}Y!øøéø;ÇøÛø} (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.5.18). 

80 !øøªøÛøòÞø !øYúéøáø+Ðø+Òø $¢ôÒø@ Çø¡â¢: $²ÞøÇø+ (Amṛta-nāda Up. 17). 

82 úéø¹øøÒøÛø} !øøÒøÒÌ@ ×øãöÜ, áøúÇø:YÌøÇøü: ÕøáY!øÞømøÛø}, úÇøñÂÛøøÒøòÞø ÇøÌ}YúéøÌ: "úÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.9.28.7). %ðø: 
!øòÞø ÕøáÛø: !øøÒøÒÌ:, %ÇøòÞø %éø !øøÒøÒÌòÞø !øÒÞøøúÒø ÙøþÇøøúÒø ÛøøÊøøÛø} $ÕøjøûéøúÒÇøG …òø: %¡¢: ×øãöÜYæø+¡+¢ !øøÒøÒÌ:, Þø: ²ø 
îøãø+ùÊøÞø: !øYéø;újøÒø: !øY¡¢øÛøYôÇø:, !øËø %ðø: ÕøáÛø: !øøÒøÒÌ:, %ðø: ×øãöÜYæø+¡¢:, òøÛøãø¾} YY "úÇø Þøø¹øéøè¡¢à: (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka 

Up. 4.3.32 and 33). òøÇÞø@ ¹øøÒøÛø} !øÒøÒÇø@ ×øãöÜ (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). áòø: éøe òø:| áòø@ ùô %éø !øÞø@ æ×Ðéøø !øøÒøÒÌû 
ÙøéøúÇø (Taittirīya Up. 2.7.1). òø: %¡¢: ×øãöÜmø: !øøÒøÒÌ:| îøãø+ùÊøÞøòÞø ²ø !øY¡¢øÛøYôÇøòÞø (Taittirīya Up. 2.8.1). !øøÒøÒÌ@ 
×øãöÜmø: úéøÌêøÒø}| Òø ú×øÙø+úÇø ¡ü¢ÇøïøÒø "úÇø (Taittirīya Up. 2.9.1). 

88 ÞøÌø éøe îøãÍÎÐøøúÇø !øËø ÛøÒøüÇø+, Òø !øYîøãÍÎÐøÒø} ÛøÒøüÇø+, îøãÍÎÐøÌ} %éø ÛøÒøüÇø+, îøãpÑø Çøü %éø úéøújø¹øøúòøÇøéÞøø "úÇø, îøãpÑø@ Ùøªøéø: 
úéøújø¹øøòø+ "úÇø| ÞøÌø éøe úÒøúòÇøñÂúÇø !øËø îøãÍÎÐøøúÇø, Òø !øYúÒøúòÇøñÂÒø} îøãÍÎÐøøúÇø, úÒøúòÇøñÂÒø} %éø îøãÍÎÐøøúÇø, úÒøñÂø u=ÇøÇÕøáÇéø@v Çøü 
%éø úéøújø¹øøúòøÇøéÞøø (Chāndogya Up. 7.19.1 and 20.1). 

89 ×øãöÜ²øÞøâÛø} !øùô@òøø@ ²ø !øÕøùáªøãô@ ²ø òøÇÞø@ ²ø ÞøÈøÓ+Òø ô+ á¦øÇø: ô+ á¦øÇø: ô+ á¦øÇø: "úÇø (Āruṇeya Up. 3). 

90 ÞøüÇøl: ¡¢ÛøâYÕø¢æ@ ÇÞø¡Çéøø íøøúÒÇøÛø} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø ÒøeúñÂ¡¢ûÛø}| !øYÞøüÇøl: ¡¢øÛøY¡¢øá+mø Õø¢æ+ òøÇøl: úÒø×øÐÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 5.12).  

91 éøûÇøYáøªøYÙøÞøY¡ã¢ø+Ðøø: ÛøÒÛøÞøø: ÛøøÛø} $ÕøøúîøãÇøø:| ×øôéø: ¹øøÒøYÇøÕøòøø ÕøþÇøø: ÛøÌ}YÙøøéøÛø} !øøªøÇøø: (Bh. Gītā 4.10). 

93 òøÛø@ òøéø+âðøü ÙøþÇø+ðøü úÇøñÂÒÇø@ ÕøáÛø+îøêáÛø}| úéøÒøíÞøÇòøü !øYúéøÒøíÞøÒÇø@ Þø: ÕøíÞøúÇø òø: ÕøíÞøúÇø| òøÛø@ ÕøíÞøÒø} ùô òøéøâÊø òøÛøéøúòËøÇøÛø} 
#îøêáÛø}| Òø ùôÒøúòÇø !øøÇÛøÒøø !øøÇÛøøÒø@ ÇøÇø: ÞøøúÇø Õøáø@ ªøúÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 13.27 and 28). 

96 %ðø: òøéø+âîøêá: %ðø: òøéøâ¹ø: %ðø: !øÒÇøÞøøâÛøû %ðø: Þøø+úÒø: òøéøâòÞø ÕøãÙøéøY!øÕÞøÞøøe ùô ÙøþÇøøÒøøÛø} (Māṇḍūkya Up. 6). 

98 "Ûø@ úéøéøòéøÇø+ Þøø+ªø@ Õøãø+ÇøléøøÒø} !øôÛø} !øéÞøÞøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 4.1). 

99 Õøü)ðø: %éø "ÌE òøéøâÛø}| ÞøÌ} ÙøþÇøÛø} ÞøÌ} ²ø ÙøéÞøÛø}| $Çø !øYÛø;ÇøÇéøòÞø #ðøøÒø: (Puruṣa Sūkta, Ṛg Veda 10.90.2). ÇøÌ} 
%ÇøÌ} ×øãöÜ !øYÕøþéøâÛø} !øÒø}Y!øÕøáÛø} !øÒø}Y!øÒÇøÛø} !øY×øøöàÛø}, !øÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøø ×øãöÜ òøéøâY!øÒøüÙøþ: "úÇø !øÒøüíøøòøÒøÛø} (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka 

Up. 2.5.19). 
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100 uÇøÌ} Õøá@ ×øãöÜv ¹øøÒø@ ¹ø+Þø@ ¹øøÒøYªøÛÞø@ /ùÌ òøéøâòÞø úéøúñÂÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 13.17). 

101 òø: ô $éøø²ø ÞøÌ} $¢Ðéøâ@ ªøøúªøâ ùÌéø: ÞøÌ} !øéøø¡}¢ Õø;úËøéÞøø: ÞøÌ} !øÒÇøáø ÏøéøøYÕø;úËøéøû "Ûø+ ÞøÌ} ÙøþÇø@ ²ø ÙøéøÇø} ²ø ÙøúéøðÞøÇø} ²ø 
"úÇø !øø²ø¦øÇø+ !øø¡¢øíø+ ÇøÌ} !øø+Çø@ ²ø Õøãø+Çø@ ²ø "úÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.8.4). 

102 ÛøÌ}YòËøøúÒø òøéøâYÙøþÇøøúÒø Òø ²ø !øô@ Çø+ðøü !øéøúòËøÇø:G Òø ²ø ÛøÌ}YòËøøúÒø ÙøþÇøøúÒø…ÙøþÇøYÙø;Çø} Òø ²ø ÙøþÇøYòËø: ÛøÛø !øøÇÛøø 
ÙøþÇøYÙøøéøÒø: (Bh. Gītā 9.4 and 5). 

103 Õøãmøéø@ ùô #îøêá@ úéøÏøÇø} òøéøâòÞø /ùÌ òø@úòËøÇøÛø}| òøéøâYéÞøøùÕøÒøÛø} !øø+w£¯øá@ ÛøÇéøø Ðøûá: Òø íøø+²øúÇø (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 

1.28). 

104 Òø !øÒÇø:YÕøã¹ø@ Òø ×øùôðø}YÕøã¹ø@ Òø $ÙøÞøÇø:YÕøã¹ø@ Òø Õøã¹øøÒøY¬øÒø@ Òø Õøã¹ø@ Òø !øYÕøã¹øÛø}| !øYÌ;ñÀÛø} !øYéÞøéøôøÞøâÛø} !øYªøãøöàÛø} !øYæ¦ømøÛø} 
!øYú²øÒÇÞøÛø} !øYéÞøÕøÌ+íÞøÛø} %¡¢Y!øøÇÛøYÕøãÇÞøÞøYòøøá@ ÕøãÕø¼ø´Y$ÕøíøÛø@ íøøÒÇø@ úíøéøÛø} !øYÌêeÇø@ ²øÇøüËøâ@ ÛøÒÞøÒÇø+ òø: !øøÇÛøø òø: úéø¹ø+Þø: 
(Māṇḍūkya Up. 1.7). 

106 ¡¢úïøÌ} Ðøûá: ÕøãÇÞøªø}Y!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} %+¦øÇø} !øøéø;ÇøY²ø¦øü: !øÛø;ÇøÛø} "²µÒø} (Kaṭha Up. 2.1.1). 

107 ²øÇøüá}YúéøÐøø ÙøjøÒÇø+ Ûøø@ jøÒøø: òøü¡;¢úÇøÒø: !øjøüâÒø| !øøÇøâ: újø¹øøòøü: !øËøøâËøûâ ¹øøÒøû ²ø ÙøáÇøY&ðøÙøG Çø+ðøø@ ¹øøÒøû úÒøÇÞøYÞøüÇøl: 
%¡¢YÙøúÇøl: úéøúíøðÞøÇø+| ùÕøãÞø: ùô ¹øøúÒøÒø: !øÇÞøËøâÛø} !øô@ òø: ²ø ÛøÛø ùÕøãÞø:G $Ìøáø: òøéø+â %éø %Çø+ ¹øøÒøû Çøü !øøÇÛøø %éø Ûø+ 
ÛøÇøÛø}| !øøúòËøÇø: òø: ùô ÞøüÇølY!øøÇÛøø ÛøøÛø} %éø !øÒøüÉÇøÛøø@ ªøúÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 7.16 through 18). 

108 ÕøãíøøÒÇøY!øøÇÛøø u=ÕøãíøøÒÇøYÛøÒø:v úéøªøÇøYÙøû: ×øãöÜY²øøùáYéøãÇø+ úòËøÇø:| ÛøÒø: òø@ÞøÛÞø ÛøÌ}Yú²øÉÇø: ÞøüÇøl: !øøòøûÇø ÛøÌ}YÕøá: (Bh. 

Gītā 6.14). 

109 ×øãöÜYúéøÌ} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø ÕøáÛø}|…òøÇÞø@ ¹øøÒøÛø} !øÒøÒÇø@ ×øãöÜ}| Þø: éø+Ì úÒøùôÇø@ ªøüôøÞøø@ ÕøáÛø+ éÞøø+ÛøÒø} u=ÕøáÛø+ éÞøø+úÛøÓv| òø: !øîøÓüÇø+ 
òøéøøâÒø} ¡¢øÛøøÒø} òøô (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). ÇøÇø} u×øãöÜÒø}v ÇéøÛø} !øúòø (Chāndogya Up. 6.8.7…). ÇøÌ} "ÌÛø} !øùÕø %Çøùôâ 
Þø: %éø@ éø+Ì, !øô@ ×øãöÜ !øúòÛø "úÇø, òø: "Ì@ òøéøâ@ ÙøéøúÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.10). 

112 ÕøãømøøÒø} ÕøãÕøû®ß "ô òø@ÞøüÇølY²ø+ñÀ: ¦øûmø+ Õøãømø+ Òøøúòø¡¢Þøø $²µ}éøòøûÇø| ÌüñÀY!øîøêYÞøüÇølÛø} "éø éøøôÛø} %Òø@ úéøÌêøÒø} ÛøÒø: ÐøøáÞø+Çø 
!øÕøãÛøÉÇø: (Śvetāśvatara Up. 2.9). 

113 !øËø ÞøÌ} !øÇø: Õøá: u=Õøá@v ùÌéø: jÞøø+úÇø: ÌûÕÞøÇø+ úéøîøêÇø: Õø;ñÂ+ðøü òøéøâÇø: Õø;ñÂ+ðøü !øÒø}Y$ÉÇøÛø+ðøü $ÉÇøÛø+ðøü æø+¡+¢ðøü "Ì@ éøøéø ÇøÌ} ÞøÌ} 
"ÌÛø} !øúòÛøÒø} !øÒÇø: Õøü)ðø+ jÞøø+úÇø: (Chāndogya Up. 3.13.7). jÞøø+úÇøðøøÛø} !øùÕø ÇøÌ} jÞøø+úÇø: ÇøÛøòø: ÕøáÛø} $²ÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 

13.17). 
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114 Òø !øòÞø uÌ+ôòÞøv jøáÞøø %ÇøÌ} u!øÒÇøá}Y!øø¡¢øíø: ×øãöÜv jøûÞøâúÇø, Òø éøÐø+Òø !øòÞø ôÒÞøÇø+, %ÇøÇø} òøÇÞø@ ×øãöÜYÕøüáÛø}, !øúòÛøÒø} 
¡¢øÛøø: òøÛøøùôÇøø:, %ðø: !øøÇÛøø !øÕøôÇøYÕøøÕÛøø úéøYjøá: úéøYÛø;ÇÞøü: úéøYíøø+¡¢: úéøYújø¬øÇòø: !øYùÕøÕøøòø: òøÇÞøY¡¢øÛø: òøÇÞøYòø@¡¢èÕø: 
(Chāndogya Up. 8.1.5). /Ì}YÕøüm®áû¡@¢ úéøájø@ úéøíøüpÑ@ úéøú²øÒÇÞø ÛøÐÞø+ úéøíøÌ@ úéøíøø+¡¢Ûø} (Kaivalya Up. 5). 

115 òø@ÕøãøÕÞø %ÒøÛø} &ðøÞø: ¹øøÒøYÇø;ÕÇøø: ¡;¢ÇøY!øøÇÛøøÒø: éøûÇøYáøªøø: ÕøãíøøÒÇøø:| Çø+ òøéøâYªø@ òøéøâÇø: ÕøãøÕÞø Ðøûáø: ÞøüÇølY!øøÇÛøøÒø: òøéøâÛø} 
%éø !øøúéøíøúÒÇø (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.2.5). 

118 òøéø+â éø+Ìø: ÞøÇø} ÕøÌÛø} !øøÛøÒøúÒÇø ÇøÕøø@úòø òøéøøâúmø ²ø ÞøÌ} éøÌúÒÇø| ÞøÌ} "²µÒÇø: ×øãöÜY²øÞøâ@ ²øáúÒÇø ÇøÇø} Çø+ ÕøÌ@ òø@ªøãô+mø ×øãéøûúÛø 
!øø+Ûø} "úÇø %ÇøÇø}G…%ÇøÌ} !øøæÛ×øÒø@ îøã+ñÂÛø} %ÇøÌ} !øøæÛ×øÒø@ ÕøáÛø}| %ÇøÌ} !øøæÛ×øÒø@ ¹øøÇéøø ×øãöÜYæø+¡+¢ ÛøôûÞøÇø+ (Kaṭha Up. 

1.2.15 and 17). 

119 Òø Òøá+mø !øYéøá+mø Õøãø+Çøl: %ðø: òøüYúéø¹ø+Þø: ×øôüÐøø ú²øÒÇÞøÛøøÒø:| !øÒø}Y!øÒÞøYÕøãø+Çø+l ªøúÇø: !øÊø Òø !øúòÇø (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.8). 

120 ÇøòÞø éøe %ÇøòÞø Õøü)ðøòÞø Ìê+ %éø òËøøÒø+ ÙøéøÇø:, "Ì@ ²ø ÕøáYæø+¡¢YòËøøÒø@ ²ø, òøÒÐÞø@ Çø;ÇøûÞø@ òéøÕøÓYòËøøÒø@, ÇøúòÛøÒø} òøÒÐÞø+ òËøøÒø+ 
úÇøñÂÒø} %Çø+ $Ùø+ òËøøÒø+ ÕøíÞøúÇø "Ì@ ²ø ÕøáYæø+¡¢YòËøøÒø@ ²ø| !øËø ÞøËøøY!øø¡ã¢Ûø: !øÞø@ ÕøáYæø+¡¢YòËøøÒø+ ÙøéøúÇø ÇøÛø} !øø¡ã¢ÛøÛø} !øø¡ã¢ÛÞø 
$ÙøÞøøÒø} ÕøøÕÛøÒø: !øøÒøÒÌøÒø} ²ø ÕøíÞøúÇø, òø: ÞøÊø ÕøãòéøùÕøúÇø, !øòÞø æø+¡¢òÞø òøéøâY!øéøÇø: ÛøøÊøøÛø} !øÕøøÌøÞø òéøÞø@ úéøôÇÞø, òéøÞø@ 
úÒøÛøøâÞø, òéø+Òø Ùøøòøø òéø+Òø jÞøø+úÇøðøø ÕøãòéøùÕøúÇø, !øÊø !øÞø@ Õøü)ðø: òéøÞø@ jÞøø+úÇø: ÙøéøúÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.3.9). 

121 Þø: Çøü !øøÇÛøYáúÇø: %éø òÞøøÌ} !øøÇÛøYÇø;ÕÇø: ²ø ÛøøÒøéø:| !øøÇÛøúÒø %éø ²ø òø@ÇøüñÀ: ÇøòÞø ¡¢øÞøâ@ Òø úéøÏÇø+G Òø %éø ÇøòÞø ¡;¢Çø+Òø 
!øËøâ: Òø !øY¡;¢Çø+Òø "ô ¡¢ïøÒø| Òø ²ø !øòÞø òøéøâYÙøþÇø+ðøü ¡¢úïøÌ} !øËøâYéÞøÕøøîøãÞø: (Bh. Gītā 3.17 and 18). 

124 !øjøüâÒø: $éøø²ø| ÕøíÞøøúÛø Ì+éøøÒø} Çøéø Ì+éø Ì+ô+ òøéøøâÒø} ÇøËøø ÙøþÇøYúéøíø+ðøYòøw¯øÒø}| ×øãöÜømøÛø} #íø@ ¡¢ÛøæY!øøòøÒøYòËøÛø} &ðøûÒø} ²ø 
òøéøøâÒø} $áYªøøÒø} ²ø ùÌéÞøøÒø}G !øÒø}Y%¡¢Y×øøôüY$ÌáYéø¡ÊøYÒø+Êø@ ÕøíÞøøúÛø Çéøø@ òøéøâÇø: !øÒø}Y!øÒÇøY*ÕøÛø}| Òø !øÒÇø@ Òø ÛøÐÞø@ Òø ÕøüÒø: Çøéø 
!øøùÌ@ ÕøíÞøøúÛø úéøîøêY#îøêá úéøîøêY*Õø… (Bh. Gītā 11.15 and 16). 

127 ×ø;ôÇø} ²ø ÇøÌ} ùÌéÞøÛø} !øYú²øÒÇÞøY*Õø@ òøþ¦ÛøøÇø} ²ø ÇøÇø} òøþ¦ÛøÇøá@ úéøÙøøúÇø| ÌþáøÇø} òøüYÌþá+ ÇøÌ} "ô !øúÒÇø¡+¢ ²ø ÕøíÞøÇòøü "ô %éø 
úÒøùôÇø@ ªøüôøÞøøÛø} (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.1.7). 

128 ÛøøÞøø Çøü Õøã¡;¢úÇø@ úéøÏøÇø} ÛøøúÞøÒø@ ²ø Ûøô+îøêáÛø} (Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.10). Ìeéøû ùô %ðøø ªøümøÛøÞøû ÛøÛø ÛøøÞøø Ìüá}Y!øÇÞøÞøø| 
ÛøøÛø} %éø Þø+ ÕøãÕøÏÒÇø+ ÛøøÞøøÛø} %Çøø@ ÇøáúÒÇø Çø+ (Bh. Gītā 7.14). 

129 ÞøÌ} %éø òøø¦øøÌ}Y!øYÕøáø+¦øøÌ}Y×øãöÜ…%ðø: Çø+ !øøÇÛøø òøéøâY!øÒÇøá:|…Òø Ì;ñÀ+: ÌãñÀøá@ ÕøíÞø+:, Òø îøãüÇø+: îøãø+Çøøá@ îø;møüÞøøÇø}, Òø ÛøÇø+: 
ÛøÒÇøøá@ ÛøÒéøûËøø:, Òø úéø¹øøÇø+: úéø¹øøÇøøá@ úéøjøøÒøûÞøø: (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.4.2). 
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131 Þø+ Çøü %ÇøÌ} !øÙÞøòøþÞøÒÇø: Òø !øÒøüúÇøñÂúÒÇø Ûø+ ÛøÇøÛø} u=!øÒøüíøøòøÒøÛø}v| òøéøâY¹øøÒøYúéøÛøþÄøÒø} ÇøøÒø} úéøúpÑ ÒøñÀøÒø} !øY²ø+Çøòø: (Bh. 

Gītā 3.32). 

134 Ìê+ úéøÏ+ éø+ùÌÇøéÞø+ "úÇø ô òÛø ÞøÌ} ×øãöÜYúéøÌ: éøÌúÒÇø Õøáø ²ø %éø !øYÕøáø ²øG ÇøÊø !øYÕøáø &ªø}Yéø+Ì: Þøjøüá}Yéø+Ì: òøøÛøYéø+Ì: 
!øËøéøâYéø+Ì: úíø¦øø ¡¢èÕø: éÞøø¡¢ámø@ úÒø)Çø@l µÒÌòø} jÞøø+úÇøðÛø} "úÇø| !øËø Õøáø ÞøÞøø ÇøÌ} !ø¦øáÛø} !øúÐøªøÛÞøÇø+ (Muṇḍaka Up. 

1.1.4 and 5). 

136 ÞøøéøøÒø} !øËøâ: $ÌYÕøøÒø+ òøéøâÇø: òøÛÕøçýÇøY$Ì¡+¢| ÇøøéøøÒø} òøéø+âðøü éø+Ì+ðøü ×øãøöÜmøòÞø úéøjøøÒøÇø: (Bh. Gītā 2.46). 

137 áøªøYÌê+ðøYúéøÞøüÇøel: Çøü úéøðøÞøøÒø} "úÒÌãÞøe: ²øáÒø}| !øøÇÛøYéøíÞøe: úéøÐø+ÞøY!øøÇÛøø u=úéøÐø+ÞøYú²øÉÇø:v ÕøãòøøÌÛø} !øúÐøªø²µúÇøG ÕøãòøøÌ+ 
òøéøâYÌü:¨øøÒøø@ ôøúÒø: !øòÞø $ÕøjøøÞøÇø+| ÕøãòøNøY²ø+Çøòø: ùô !øøíøü ×øüúpÑ: ÕøÞøâéøúÇøñÂÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 2.64 and 65). 

141 !øËø !øÇø: !øøÌ+íø: YY Òø+úÇø Òø+úÇø u=Òø "úÇø Òø "úÇøv (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.3.6). òø: %ðø: Òø+úÇø Òø+úÇø !øøÇÛøø, 
!øYªø;öà: Òø ùô ªø;öàÇø+,… (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 3.9.26, 4.2.4, 4.4.22 and 4.5.15). 

144 Òø !øÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøø Õøãéø²øÒø+Òø æÙÞø: Òø Ûø+ÐøÞøø Òø ×øôüÒøø îøãüÇø+Òø| ÞøÛø} %éø %ðø: éø;møüÇø+ Çø+Òø æÙÞø: ÇøòÞø %ðø: !øøÇÛøø úéøéø;møüÇø+ ÇøÒøþ: 
òéøøÛø} (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.23, Muṇḍaka Up. 3.2.3). 

145 !øÒø}Y%jøÇø} %¡@¢ ÛøÒøòø: jøéøûÞø: Òø %ÒøÌ} Ì+éøø: !øøÕøÓüéøÒø} ÕøþéøâÛø} !øðøâÇø} (Īśā Up. 4). ÞøÇø: éøø²ø: úÒøéøÇøâÒÇø+| !øYÕøãøÕÞø ÛøÒøòøø 
òøô| !øøÒøÒÌ@ ×øãöÜmø: úéøÌêøÒø}| Òø ú×øÙø+úÇø ¡ü¢ÇøïøÒø "úÇø (Taittirīya Up. 2.9.1). Òø ²ø¦øüðøø ªø;öàÇø+ Òø !øùÕø éøø²øø Òø !øÒÞøe: Ì+éøe: 
ÇøÕøòøø ¡¢Ûøâmøø éøø (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.1.8). Òø ÇøÊø ²ø¦øü: ªø²µúÇø Òø éøø¡}¢ ªø²µúÇø Òø $ ÛøÒø:|…ÞøÌ} éøø²øø !øÒø}Y!øÙÞøüùÌÇø@ Þø+Òø 
éøø¡}¢ !øÙÞøüÏÇø+| ÇøÌ} %éø ×øãöÜ Çéø@ úéøúpÑ Òø "Ì@ ÞøÌ} "ÌÛø} $ÕøøòøÇø+ (Kena Up. 1.3 and 5). îøãéømøøÞø !øùÕø ×øôüúÙø: Þø: Òø 
æÙÞø: îø;méøÒÇø: !øùÕø ×øôüéø: Þø@ Òø úéøÏü: (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.7). Òø %ðøø Çø¡+â¢mø ÛøúÇø: !øøÕøÒø+Þøø (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.9). îøãüÇéøø 
!øùÕø %Òø@ éø+Ì Òø ²ø %éø ¡¢úïøÇø} (Bh. Gītā 2.29). 

146 !øøÇÛøø éøe, !øá+, ÌãñÀéÞø: — îøãø+ÇøéÞø: ÛøÒÇøéÞø: úÒøùÌÐÞøøúòøÇøéÞø:, ÛøeÊø+úÞø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.4.5 also 4.5.6). 

146 ×øôüYjøÒÛøYÌ;ÄY!øÙÞøøòøøÇø} Ì+ôY!øøùÌðøü !øøÇÛøYÐøû: ¦ømøøÇø}| ÕøüÒø: ÕøüÒø: $Ì+úÇø %éø@ jøªøÇø}YòøÇÞøÇéøYÐøû: !øùÕøG úéøÕøáûÇøø ÙøøéøÒøø 
"Þø@ %+¡¢Y!øªøãßøÇø} òøø úÒøéøÇøâÇø+| ÇøÉÇéøY$ÕøÌ+íøøÇø} Õøãø¡}¢ %éø ÙøéøúÇø %ÇøÌ} $ÕøøòøÒøøÇø}G $ÕøøòÇøÞø: !øÇø: %éø !øÊø ×øãöÜYíøøòÊø+ !øùÕø 
ú²øúÒÇøÇøø:| Õøãø¡}¢ !øÒø}Y!øÙÞøøúòøÒø: ÕøïøøÇø} ×øãöÜY!øÙÞøøòø+Òø ÇøÌ} Ùøéø+Çø} (Pañca-Daśī 7.103 through 105). 

149 ÞøÊø $ÕøáÛøÇø+ ú²øÉÇø@ úÒø)pÑ@ Þøø+ªøYòø+éøÞøø| ÞøÊø ²ø %éø !øøÇÛøÒøø u=ÛøÒøòøøv !øøÇÛøøÒø@ ÕøíÞøÒø} !øøÇÛøúÒø ÇøüðÞøúÇø (Bh. Gītā 

6.20). 
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156 éø+Ì !øôÛø} %Çø@ Õøü)ðø@ ÛøôøÒÇøÛø} !øøùÌÇÞøYéømøâ@ ÇøÛøòø: ÕøáòÇøøÇø}}| ÇøÛø} %éø úéøùÌÇéøø !øúÇø Ûø;ÇÞøüÛø} %úÇø Òø !øÒÞø: ÕøÒËøø úéøÏÇø+ 
!øÞøÒøøÞø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.8). 
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Chapter 2 

1 Ì+éøYùÌêjøYªøü)YÕøãø¹øYÕøþjøÒø@ íøøe²øÛø} !øøjøâéøÛø}| ×øãöÜY²øÞøâÛø} !øYùô@òøø ²ø íøøáûá@ ÇøÕø: $²ÞøÇø+G !øÒø}Y$Ìê+ªø¡¢á@ éøø¡¢à@ òøÇÞø@ ùÕøãÞøYùôÇø@ 

²ø ÞøÇø}| òéøY!øÐÞøøÞøY!øÙÞøòøÒø@ ²ø %éø éøø»ÛøÞø@ ÇøÕø: $²ÞøÇø+G ÛøÒø:YÕøãòøøÌ: òøøeÛÞøÇéø@ ÛøøeÒøÛø} !øøÇÛøYúéøúÒøªøãô:| ÙøøéøYòø@íøüúpÑ: "úÇø 

%ÇøÇø} ÇøÕø: ÛøøÒøòøÛø} $²ÞøÇø+G îøãpÑÞøø ÕøáÞøø ÇøÕÇø@ ÇøÕø: ÇøÇø} ùÊøúéøÐø@ Òøáe:| !øYÕø¢æY!øY¡¢øúw§¯úÙø: ÞøüÇøel: òøøúÉÇéø¡@¢ Õøùá²ø¦øÇø+ (Bh. 

Gītā 17.14 through 17). 

2 !øø²øøÞøâY¡ü¢æøÇø} éø+ÌÛø} !øÐøûÇÞø ÞøËøøYúéøÐøøÒø@ ªøüáø+: ¡¢ÛøâY!øúÇøíø+ðø+mø !øúÙøòøÛøøéø;ÇÞø ¡ü¢¾üÛ×ø+ u=ªøøôâòËÞø+v íøü²øøe Ì+íø+ òéøøÐÞøøÞøÛø} 

!øÐøûÞøøÒø:… (Chāndogya Up. 8.15.1). 

3 òøÇøÇø@ ¡¢ûÇøâÞøÒÇø: Ûøø@ ÞøÇøÒÇø: ²ø Ì;ÄYéøãÇøø:| ÒøÛøòÞøÒÇø: ²ø Ûøø@ ÙøÇølàø úÒøÇÞøYÞøüÇølø: $ÕøøòøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 9.14). 

4 ÊøÞø: ÐøÛøâYò¡¢ÒÐøø: Þø¹ø: !øÐÞøÞøÒø@ ÌøÒøÛø} "úÇø ÕøãËøÛø:, ÇøÕø: %éø ùÌêÇøûÞø:, ×øãöÜY²øøáû !øø²øøÞøâY¡ü¢æYéøøòøû Çø;ÇøûÞø: !øÇÞøÒÇøÛø} 

!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} !øø²øøÞøâY¡ü¢æ+ !øéøòøøÌÞøÒø} òøéø+â %Çø+ ÕøümÞøYæø+¡¢ø: ÙøéøúÒÇø, ×øãöÜYòøEòËø: !øÛø;ÇøÇéøÛø} %úÇø (Chāndogya Up. 2.23.1). 

8 úòøúpÑ@ ÕøãøÕÇø: ÞøËøø ×øãöÜ ÇøËøø !øøÕøÓø+úÇø úÒø×øø+Ðø Ûø+| òøÛøøòø+Òø %éø ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø úÒøñÂø ¹øøÒøòÞø Þøø ÕøáøG ×øüpÑßø úéøíøüpÑÞøø ÞøüÇøl: Ðø;ÇÞøø 

!øøÇÛøøÒø@ úÒøÞøÛÞø ²ø| íø×ÌY!øøÌûÒø} úéøðøÞøøÒø} ÇÞø¡Çéøø áøªøYÌê+ðøøe éÞøüÌòÞø ²øG úéøúéøÇølYòø+éøû æ¬øüY!øøíøû ÞøÇøYéøø¡}¢Y¡¢øÞøYÛøøÒøòø:| 

ÐÞøøÒøYÞøø+ªøYÕøá: úÒøÇÞø@ éøeáøªÞø@ òøÛøüÕøøúîøãÇø:G !øôw£¯øá@ ×øæ@ ÌÕøâ@ ¡¢øÛø@ ¡ã¢ø+Ðø@ ÕøùáªøãôÛø}| úéøÛøü²Þø úÒøá}YÛøÛø: íøøÒÇø: ×øãöÜYÙøþÞøøÞø 

¡¢èÕøÇø+G ×øãöÜYÙøþÇø: ÕøãòøNøY!øøÇÛøø Òø íøø+²øúÇø Òø ¡¢øw§¯úÇø| òøÛø: òøéø+âðøü ÙøþÇø+ðøü ÛøÌ}YÙøúÇøl: æÙøÇø+ ÕøáøÛø}G Ùø¡ÇÞøø ÛøøÛø} 

!øúÙøjøøÒøøúÇø ÞøøéøøÒø} Þø: ²ø !øúòÛø ÇøÉÇéøÇø:| ÇøÇø: Ûøø@ ÇøÉÇéøÇø: ¹øøÇéøø úéøíøÇø+ ÇøÌ}Y!øÒø}Y!øÒÇøáÛø} (Bh. Gītā 18.50 through 

55). 

11 "ô %éø òøÒÇø: !øËø úéøÍÜ: ÇøÌ} u×øãöÜv éøÞøÛø}, Òø ²ø+Ì} !øYéø+ùÌ: ÛøôÇøû úéøÒøúñÀ:| Þø+ ÇøÌ} úéøÌü: !øYÛø;Çøø: Çø+ ÙøéøúÒÇø, !øËø "Çøá+ 

Ìü:¨øÛø} %éø !øùÕøÞøúÒÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.4.14). 

12 ájøòø} ÇøÛøòø} ²ø !øúÙøÙøþÞø òøÉÇéø@ ÙøéøúÇø ÙøøáÇø| ájøòø} òøÉÇéø@ ÇøÛøòø} ²ø %éø ÇøÛøòø} òøÉÇéø@ ájøòø} ÇøËøø (Bh. Gītā 14.10). 

13 !øYíøø+²ÞøøÒø} !øÒéøíøø+²ø: Çéø@ Õøã¹øøYéøøÌøÒø} ²ø Ùøøðøòø+| ªøÇøY!øòøþÒø} !øYªøÇøY!øòøþÒø} ²ø Òø !øÒøüíøø+²øúÒÇø Õøúm®Çøø: (Bh. Gītā 

2.11). ÛøøÊøøYòÕøíøøâ: Çøü ¡¢øeÇø+Þø íøûÇøY$ðmøYòøü¨øYÌü:¨øYÌø:| !øøªøÛøY!øÕøøúÞøÒø: !øYúÒøÇÞøø: ÇøøÒø} úÇøúÇø¦øòéø ÙøøáÇø (Bh. Gītā 

2.14). 
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14 !øËø ²ø %Òø@ úÒøÇÞøYjøøÇø@ úÒøÇÞø@ éøø ÛøÒÞøòø+ Ûø;ÇøÛø}| ÇøËøø !øùÕø Çéø@ ÛøôøY×øøôø+ Òø %éø@ íøø+ú²øÇøüÛø} !øôâúòøG jøøÇøòÞø ùô Ðøãüéø: Ûø;ÇÞøü: 

Ðøãüéø@ jøÒÛø Ûø;ÇøòÞø ²ø| ÇøòÛøøÇø} !øYÕøùáôøÞø+â !øËø+â Òø Çéø@ íøø+ú²øÇøüÛø} !øôâúòøG !øYéÞøÇølY!øøÌûúÒø ÙøþÇøøúÒø éÞøÇølYÛøÐÞøøúÒø ÙøøáÇø| 

!øYéÞøÇølYúÒøÐøÒøøúÒø %éø ÇøÊø ¡¢ø ÕøùáÌ+éøÒøø (Bh. Gītā 2.26 through 28). 

15 úéøðøÞøø: úéøúÒøéøÇøâÒÇø+ úÒøá}Y!øøôøáòÞø Ì+ùôÒø:| áòøYéøjøâ@ áòø: !øùÕø !øòÞø Õøá@ Ì;ñÀëø úÒøéøÇøâÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 2.59). ¡¢ÛøâY"úÒÌãÞøøúmø 

òø@ÞøÛÞø Þø: !øøòÇø+ ÛøÒøòøø òÛøáÒø}| "úÒÌãÞøY!øËøøâÒø} úéøÛøþÄY!øøÇÛøø úÛøËÞøøY!øø²øøá: òø: $²ÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 3.6). 

17 ÞøøéøÇø} òø¼ø¸øÞøÇø+ ù¡¢ú¼ø´Çø} òøÉÇéø@ òËøøéøáYjøw«¯ÛøÛø}| ¦ø+ÊøY¦ø+Êø¹øYòø@Þøø+ªøøÇø} ÇøÌ} úéøúpÑ ÙøáÇøY&ðøÙø (Bh. Gītā 13.26). 

18 òøéøâY"úÒÌãÞøYªøümøY!øøÙøøòø@ òøéøâY"úÒÌãÞøYúéøéøújøâÇøÛø}| !øYòøÇø@l òøéøâYÙø;Çø} ²ø %éø úÒøá}Yªøümø@ ªøümøYÙøø+Çø;l ²ø (Bh. Gītā 13.14). 

Õøã¡¢øíø@ ²ø Õøãéø;úÉÇø@ ²ø Ûøø+ôÛø} %éø Õøøm®éø| Òø Ìê+úñÀ òø@Õøãéø;ÉÇøøúÒø Òø úÒøéø;ÉÇøøúÒø ¡¢øw§¯úÇøG $ÌøòøûÒøéøÌ} !øøòøûÒø: ªøümøe: Þø: Òø 

úéø²øøèÞøÇø+| ªøümøø: éøÇøâÒÇø+ "úÇø %éø Þø: !øéøúÇøñÂúÇø Òø "w«¯Çø+G òøÛøYÌü:¨øYòøü¨ø: òéøòËø: òøÛøYæø+ñÀY!øíÛøY¡¢ø¼ø´Òø:| 

ÇøüèÞøYùÕøãÞøY!øYùÕøãÞø: Ðøûá: ÇøüèÞøYúÒøÒÌøY!øøÇÛøYòø@òÇøüúÇø:G ÛøøÒøY!øÕøÛøøÒøÞøø+: ÇøüèÞø: ÇøüèÞø: úÛøÊøY!øùáYÕø¦øÞøø+:| 

òøéøâY!øøáÛÙøYÕøùáÇÞøøªøû ªøümøY!øÇøûÇø: òø: $²ÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 14.22 through 25). 

21 "úÒÌãÞø+ÙÞø: Õøáø: ùô !øËøøâ: !øËø+âÙÞø: ²ø Õøá@ ÛøÒø:| ÛøÒøòø: Çøü Õøáø ×øüúpÑ: ×øüpÑ+: !øøÇÛøø ÛøôøÒø} u=ÛøôÇø}v Õøá:G ÛøôÇø: ÕøáÛø} 

!øYéÞøÇølÛø} u=Õøã¡;¢úÇø:, !øYúæw«¯Ûø}v !øYéÞøÇøløÇø} Õøü)ðø: Õøá:| Õøü)ðøøÇø} Òø Õøá@ ù¡¢ú¼ø´Çø} òøø ¡¢øñÂø òøø Õøáø ªøúÇø: (Kaṭha Up. 

1.3.10 and 11). 

23 ÞøËøø %éø ú×øÛ×ø@ Ûø;ÌÞøø $ÕøúæÕÇø@ Çø+jøø+ÛøÞø@ ÙøãøjøÇø+ ÇøÇø} òøüÐøøÒÇøÛø} u=òøüÐøøeÇøÛø}v| ÇøÌ} éøø !øøÇÛøYÇøÉÇéø@ ÕøãòøÛøû¦Þø Ì+ôû %¡¢: 

¡;¢ÇøY!øËøâ: ÙøéøÇø+ éøûÇøYíøø+¡¢: (Śvetāśvatara Up. 2.14). "úÇø ªøüöàÇøÛø@ íøøòÊøÛø} "ÌÛø} $Çø@l ÛøÞøø !øÒø}Y!ø¬ø| %ÇøÌ} ×øüpÑìø 

×øüúpÑÛøøÒø} òÞøøÇø} ¡;¢ÇøY¡;¢ÇÞø: ²ø ÙøøáÇø (Bh. Gītā 15.20). 

26 ÒøñÀ: Ûøø+ô: òÛø;úÇø: æ×Ðøø ÇéøÌ}YÕøãòøøÌøÇø} ÛøÞøø !ø²ÞøüÇø (Bh. Gītā 18.73). 

28 òøÇÞø@ ¹øøÒøÛø} !øÒøÒÇø@ ×øãöÜ (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). 

29 !øÒø+Òø u×øãöÜYúéøÏÞøøv ¹øøÒøÛø} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø òø@òøøáY!ømøâéøYÒøøíøÛø}| ÇøòÛøøÌ} %éø@ úéøùÌÇéøø %Òø@ ¡e¢éøèÞø@ ÕøÌÛø} !øîøÓüÇø+ (Kaivalya Up. 

24). 
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32 ÞøËøø òøø+ÛÞø Õøü)ðø@ ªøÒÐøøá+ÙÞø: !øúÙøÒøpÑY!ø¦øÛø} !øøÒøûÞø Çø@ ÇøÇø: !øúÇøYjøÒø+ úéøòø;jø+Çø} òø: ÞøËøø ÇøÊø Õøãø®}¯ éøø $Ì®}¯ éøø !øÐøáø®}¯ 
éøø ÕøãÇÞø®}¯ éøø ÕøãÐÛøøÞøûÇø '!øúÙøÒøpÑY!ø¦ø: !øøÒøûÇø: !øúÙøÒøpÑY!ø¦ø: úéøòø;ñÀ:'G ÇøòÞø ÞøËøø !øúÙøÒøôÒø@ ÕøãÛøü²Þø Õøã×øãþÞøøÇø} '%Çøø@ ùÌíø@ 
ªøÒÐøøáø: %Çøø@ ùÌíø@ éøãjø' "úÇø òø: ªøãøÛøøÇø} ªøãøÛø@ Õø;²µÒø} Õøúm®Çø: Ûø+Ðøøéøû ªøÒÐøøáøÒø} %éø $Õøòø@ÕøÏ+Çø %éøÛø} %éø "ô !øø²øøÞøâéøøÒø} 
Õøü)ðø: éø+Ì ÇøòÞø ÇøøéøÌ} %éø ú²øá@ ÞøøÇøÌ} Òø úéøÛøø+¦Þø+ !øËø òø@ÕøÇòÞø+ "úÇøG òø: Þø: %ðø: !øúmøÛøø %+ÇøÌ}Y!øøÇÛÞøÛø} "Ì@ òøéøâ@ ÇøÇø} òøÇÞø@ 
òø: !øøÇÛøø ÇøÇø} ÇéøÛø} !øúòø îøê+Çø¡+¢Çøø+ "úÇø (Chāndogya Up. 6.14.1 through 3). Õøáû¦Þø æø+¡¢øÒø} ¡¢ÛøâYú²øÇøøÒø} ×øãøöÜmø: 
úÒøéø+âÌÛø} !øøÞøøÒø} Òø !øúòÇø !øY¡;¢Çø: ¡;¢Çø+Òø| ÇøÌ}Yúéø¹øøÒøY!øËøâ@ òø: ªøü)Ûø} %éø !øúÙøªø²µ+Çø} òøúÛøÇø}YÕøøúmø: îøãø+ùÊøÞø@ ×øãöÜYúÒøñÂÛø} 
(Muṇḍaka Up. 1.2.12). 

34 ÇøÌ} ÞøËøø — Õøùá¹øøÇø@ ô+Þø@ Òø !øòÞø ÕøüÒø: Õøùá¹ø+ÞøÛø} !øúòÇø| ¦øûmøø: ô+ÞøYô+Çøéø: Òø ÕøüÒøá} %Çø+ðøø@ ¦ø+ÇøéÞøÛø} !øúòÇø| òøø¦øøÇø}Y¡;¢Çø@ 
úÒøáø+ÐøYòøÛøøúÐøÒøø ôøÒøÛø}| ÙøøúéøÇø: úéøéø+¡¢Y¨ÞøøúÇøY*Õø: ôøÒøY$ÕøøÞø:|…²øùáÇøY!øúÐø¡¢øáø ×øüúpÑ:| ªøümøø: úªøùáYúíø¨øáY¡þ¢¾Y²ÞøüÇøø: 
"éø ªøãøéøømø: úÒøáéøòËøøÒøø: òéøY¡¢øámø+ ÕøãæÞøY!øúÙøÛøü¨øø: òøô Çø+Òø !øòÇø@ ªø²µúÒÇø, Òø ²ø %ðøø@ úéøÕøãæûÒøøÒøø@ ÕøüÒøá} !øúòÇø $ÇÕøøÌ: 
ÕøãÞøø+jøÒøY!øÙøøéøøÇø} "úÇø| %ÇøòÞøø@ !øéøòËøøÞøø@ ªøümøYòøÛ×øÒÐøY!øÇøûÇø: òéøY*ÕøÛøøÊøYjÞøø+úÇø: !øYÛøæ: ¡+¢éøæû Õøü)ðø: "úÇø (Vyāsa’s 

Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 2.27). 

36 æø+¡+¢ !øúòÛøÒø} ùÌêúéøÐøø úÒøñÂø Õøüáø Õøãø+Çølø ÛøÞøø !øÒø}Y!ø¬ø| ¹øøÒøYÞøø+ªøÒø òøøw©¯ßøÒøø@ ¡¢ÛøâYÞøø+ªø+Òø Þøø+úªøÒøøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 3.3). 

òøNÞøøòø: ¡¢ÛøâYÞøø+ªø: ²ø úÒø:îøã+ÞøòøY¡¢áøe $Ùøøe (Bh. Gītā 5.2). 

37 îøê+Çø¡+¢Çøü: ô !øø)mø+Þø: !øøòø Çø@ ô ùÕøÇøø $éøø²ø îøê+Çø¡+¢Çøø+ éøòø ×øãöÜY²øÞøâÛø}| Òø éøe òøø+ÛÞø !øòÛøÇø} ¡ü¢æûÒø: !øÒø}Y!øÒøþ²Þø ×øãöÜY×øÒÐøü: 
"éø ÙøéøúÇø "úÇøG òø: ô ÌêøYÌíøYéøðøâ: $Õø+ÇÞø ²øÇøüá}Yúéø@íøúÇøYéøðøâ: òøéøøâÒø} éø+ÌøÒø} !øÐøûÇÞø…%ÞøøÞø (Chāndogya Up. 6.1.1 

and 2). 

39 !øYòøúÇøl: !øÒø}Y!øúÙøðéøw«¯: ÕøüÊøYÌøáYªø;ôY!øøùÌðøü| úÒøÇÞø@ ²ø òøÛøYú²øÉÇøÇéøÛø} "ñÀY!øÒø}Y"ñÀY$ÕøÕøúÉÇøðøüG…%ÇøÌ} ¹øøÒøÛø} "úÇø 
Õøãø+ÇølÛø} !øY¹øøÒø@ ÞøÌ} !øÇø: !øÒÞøËøø (Bh. Gītā 13.9 and 11). 

40 …¡+¢Òø ÙøªøéøÒø} uÕøãjøøÕøÇø+v ¡¢Ûøøâúmø !øYíø+ðøÇø: úéøòø;jøøúÒø "úÇø| Çø@ u!øø)úmø@v ô $éøø²ø ÕøãjøøÕøúÇø: Çøéø ÕøüÊøøÒø} ÙøãøÇø>Òø} 
×øÒÐøüY!øøÌûÒø} úíø¨øø@ Þø¹øY$ÕøéøûÇø@ Þøøªø@ òøþÊø@ òéøøÐÞøøÞø@ ²ø Ùøþæø+¡¢YÙøüéøæø+¡¢Yòéøæø+â¡¢YÛøôæø+â¡¢YjøÒøø+æø+¡¢YÇøÕøø+æø+¡¢YòøÇÞøæø+¡@¢ ²ø 
!øÇøæYÇøæøÇøæYúéøÇøæYòøüÇøæYáòøøÇøæYÛøôøÇøæYÕøøÇøøæ@ ×øãöÜøm®@ ²ø úéøòø;jø+Çø}|…òøúÒÐø@ òøÛøøÐøøe !øøÇÛøúÒø !øø²øá+Çø}| òøéø+âðøü éø+Ì+ðøü 
!øøámÞø¡¢Ûø} !øøéøÇøâÞø+Çø} $ÕøúÒøðøÌÛø} !øøéøÇøâÞø+Çø} $ÕøúÒøðøÌÛø} !øøéøÇøâÞø+Çø} "úÇø|…×øãöÜY²øÞøâÛø} !øùô@òøø@ ²ø !øÕøùáªøãô@ ²ø òøÇÞø@ ²ø ÞøÈøÓ+Òø 
ô+ á¦øÇø: ô+ á¦øÇø: ô+ á¦øÇø: "úÇø (Āruṇeya Up. 1 through 3). 

42 !øÒø}Y$Ìê+ªø¡¢á@ éøø¡¢à@ òøÇÞø@ ùÕøãÞøYùôÇø@ ²ø (Bh. Gītā 17.15). 
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45 Þø: Çøü !øøÇÛøYáúÇø: %éø òÞøøÇø} !øøÇÛøYÇø;ÕÇø: ²ø ÛøøÒøéø:| !øøÛÇøúÒø %éø ²ø òøÒÇøüñÀ: ÇøòÞø ¡¢øÞøâ@ Òø úéøÏÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 3.17). 

47 òø: %éø ¡¢øæ+ ÙøüéøÒøòÞø ªøø+ÕÇøø úéøîøêY!øúÐøÕø: òøéøâYÙøþÇø+ðøü ªøþÄ:| ÞøúòÛøÒø} ÞøüÇølø: ×øãöÜY&ðøÞø: Ì+éøÇøø: ²ø ÇøÛø} %éø@ ¹øøÇéøø 
Ûø;ÇÞøüYÕøøíøøÒø} úµÒøúÉÇø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.15). 

48 ÇøÛø} %éø íøámø@ ªø²µ òøéøâYÙøøéø+Òø ÙøøáÇø| ÇøÇø}YÕøãòøøÌøÇø} Õøáø@ íøøúÒÇø@ òËøøÒø@ ÕøãøÕòÞøúÇø íøøîøêÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 18.62). 

49 òÕøíøøâÒø} ¡;¢Çéøø ×øùô: ×øøöàøÒø} ²ø¦øü: ²ø %éø !øÒÇøá+ Ùøãüéøø+:| ÕøãømøY!øÕøøÒøøe òøÛøøe ¡;¢Çéøø ÒøøòøøY!øÙÞøÒÇøáY²øøùámøøeG 
ÞøÇøY"úÒÌãÞøYÛøÒøø+Y×øüúpÑ: ÛøüúÒø: Ûøø+¦øYÕøáY!øÞømø:| úéøªøÇøY"²µøYÙøÞøY¡ã¢ø+Ðø: Þø: òøÌø ÛøüÇøl: %éø òø: (Bh. Gītā 5.27 and 28). 

íøü²øøe Ì+íø+ ÕøãúÇøñÂøÕÞø úòËøáÛø} !øøòøÒøÛø} !øøÇÛøÒø:| Òø !øúÇøY$ú²µåÇø@ Òø !øúÇøÒøû²ø@ ²øeæY!øújøÒøY¡ü¢íøY$ÉÇøáÛø}G ÇøÊø %¡¢Y!øªøã@ ÛøÒø: 
¡;¢Çéøø ÞøÇøYú²øÉÇøY"úÒÌãÞøYù¡ã¢Þø:| $ÕøúéøíÞø !øøòøÒø+ Þøü¼ø¸ßøÇø} Þøø+ªøÛø} !øøÇÛøYúéøíøüpÑÞø+G òøÛø@ ¡¢øÞøYúíøáø+Yªøãûéø@ ÐøøáÞøÒø} !øY²øæ@ 
úòËøá:| òø@Õøã+¦Þø Òøøúòø¡¢øY!øªøã@ òéø@ ùÌíø: ²ø !øÒø}Y!øéøæø+¡¢ÞøÒø}G ÕøãíøøÒÇøY!øøÇÛøø úéøªøÇøYÙøû: ×øãöÜY²øøùáYéøãÇø+ úòËøÇø:| ÛøÒø: òø@ÞøÛÞø 
ÛøÌ}Yú²øÉÇø: ÞøüÇøl: !øøòøûÇø ÛøÌ}YÕøá: (Bh. Gītā 6.11 through 14). 

52 Þø: Çøü !øYúéø¹øøÒøéøøÒø} ÙøéøúÇø !øYÞøüÇø+lÒø ÛøÒøòøø òøÌø| ÇøòÞø "úÒÌãÞøøúmø !øYéøíÞøøúÒø ÌüñÀY!øîøêø: "éø òøøáËø+:G Þø: Çøü úéø¹øøÒøéøøÒø} 
ÙøéøúÇø ÞøüÇø+lÒø ÛøÒøòøø òøÌø| ÇøòÞø "úÒÌãÞøøúmø éøíÞøøúÒø òøÌ}Y!øîøêø: "éø òøøáËø+: (Kaṭha Up. 1.3.5 and 6). áøªøYÌê+ðøYúéøÞøüÇøel: Çøü 
úéøðøÞøøÒø} "úÒÌãÞøe: ²øáÒø}| !øøÇÛøYéøíÞøe: u=×øüúpÑYéøíÞøe:v éø+Ðø+ÞøY!øøÇÛøø u=úéøÐø+ÞøY!øÒÇø:¡¢ámø:v ÕøãòøøÌÛø} !øúÐøªø²µúÇø (Bh. Gītā 

2.64). 

53 "úÒÌãÞøømøø@ ùô ²øáÇøø@ ÞøÌ} ÛøÒø: !øÒøüúéøÐøûÞøÇø+| ÇøÌ} !øòÞø ôáúÇø Õøã¹øø@ éøøÞøü: ÒøøéøÛø} "éø !øÛÙøúòø (Bh. Gītā 2.67). 
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4 ÞøÇø: ÞøÇø: úÒøïøáúÇø ÛøÒø: ²ø¼ø´æÛø} !øYúòËøáÛø}| ÇøÇø: ÇøÇø: úÒøÞøÛÞø %ÇøÌ} !øøÇÛøúÒø %éø éøíø@ ÒøÞø+Çø} (Bh. Gītā 6.26). 

6 ÇøeæYÐøøáøÛø} "éø (Dhyāna-bindū Up. 18). 

7 Þø¹øøÒøø@ jøÕøYÞø¹ø: !øúòÛø (Bh. Gītā 10.25). 

9 ÇøòÞø ô éøe %ÇøòÞø %éø@ ÕøíÞøÇø %éø@ ÛøÒéøøÒøòÞø %éø@ úéøjøøÒøÇø: YY !øøÇÛøÇø: Õøãømø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: !øøíøø, !øøÇÛøÇø: òÛøá:, !øøÇÛøÇø: 
!øø¡¢øíø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: Çø+jø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: !øøÕø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: !øøúéøá}YÙøøéøYúÇøáø+YÙøøéøøe, !øøÇÛøÇø: !øNøÛø}, !øøÇÛøÇø: ×øæÛø}, !øøÇÛøÇø: 
úéø¹øøÒøÛø}, !øøÇÛøÇø: ÐÞøøÒøÛø}, !øøÇÛøÇø: ú²øÉÇøÛø}, !øøÇÛøÇø: òøw£¯èÕø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: ÛøÒø:, !øøÇÛøÇø: éøø¡}¢, !øøÇÛøÇø: ÒøøÛø, !øøÇÛøÇø: ÛøÒÊøø:, 
!øøÇÛøÇø: ¡¢Ûøøâúmø, !øøÇÛøÇø: %éø "Ì@ òøéøâÛø} "úÇøG ÇøÌ} %ðø: îøçø+¡¢: YY Òø ÕøíÞø: Ûø;ÇÞøü@ ÕøíÞøúÇø, Òø áø+ªø@, Òø $Çø Ìü:¨øÇøø@, òøéøâ@ ô 
ÕøíÞø: ÕøíÞøúÇø, òøéøâÛø} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø òøéøâíø: "úÇø (Chāndogya Up. 7.26.1 and 2). 

11 Òø úÒøáø+Ðø: Òø ²ø $ÇÕøúÉÇø: Òø ×øpÑ: Òø ²ø òøøÐø¡¢:| Òø ÛøüÛøü¦øø Òø ÛøüúÇøl: ²ø "úÇø %ðøø ÕøáÛøY!øËøâÇøø (Brahma-bindu Up. 10, 

Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.32). 

14 ÛøÒøY!øøùÌ: ²ø ÕøãømøY!øøùÌ: ²ø "²µøY!øøùÌ: ²ø òøÉÇéøY!øøùÌ: ²ø ÕøümÞøY!øøùÌ: ²ø %Çø+ Õø¼ø´Yéøªøøâ: "úÇø, %Çø+ðøø@ Õø¼ø´Yéøªøøâmøø@ ÐøÛøûâ 
ÙøþÇøY!øøÇÛøY¹øøÒøøÇø} &Çø+ Òø úéøÒøíÞøúÇø, !øøÇÛøYòøúNøÐøøe úÒøÇÞøÇéø+Òø ÕøãÇøûÞøÛøøÒø: !øøÇÛøY$ÕøøúÐø: Þø: ÇøÌ} úæw«¯Yíøáûá@ /Ì}YªøãúÒËø: "úÇø 
$²ÞøÇø+| ÇøÊø ÞøÌ} Õøã¡¢øíøÇø+ ²øeÇøÒÞø@ òø: ¦ø+ÊøY¹ø: "úÇø $²ÞøÇø+ (Sarva-sāra Up. 16, or 7 and 8 by a different 

numbering). 

15 òøüY!øèÕøY!ø¦øáÛø} !øYòøúÒÌªÐø@ òøøáéøÇø} úéøîøêÇøø+YÛøü¨øÛø}}| !øYòÇøø+ÙøÛø} !øÒø}Y!øYéøÏ@ ²ø òøþÊø@ òøþÊøYúéøÌ: úéøÌü: 
(Śabda-Stoma-Mahānidhi: A Sanskrit Dictionary by Tārānātha Bhaṭṭāchārya). 

22 ÇøÊø ÞøËøø Çø¾ø¡¢Y$Ì¡@¢ úµÌãøÇø} úÒøªøâÇÞø ¡ü¢èÞøøY!øøÇÛøÒøø ¡+¢ÌøáøÒø} ÕøãúéøíÞø ÇøÌêÇø} %éø ²øÇøüá}Y¡¢ø+møY!øøùÌY!øø¡¢øá@ ÙøéøúÇø ÇøËøø 
ÇøejøòøÛø} !øÒÇø:¡¢ámøÛø} !øùÕø ²ø¦øüá}Y!øøùÌYÌêøáø úÒøªøâÇÞø ¬ø¾Y!øøùÌYúéøðøÞøYÌ+íø@ ªøÇéøø ¬ø¾Y!øøùÌYúéøðøÞøY!øø¡¢øá+mø ÕøùámøÛøÇø+| òø: %éø 
ÕøùámøøÛø: éø;úÉÇø: "úÇø $²ÞøÇø+ (Vedānta-paribhāṣā 1.18). 

25 ÇøÇø} òøDúéøCÇøüá} éøá+ BmÞøC@ Ùøø+ªøø+D â Ì+CéøòÞøD ÐøûÛøùô| úÐøÞøø+C Þøø+ ÒøD: Õøã²øø+CÌÞøøBÇø} (Gāyatrī Mantra, Ṛg Veda 3.62.10). 

26 !øøùÌÇÞø@ ªø²µúÇø %ÇøÌ} éøe ¨øæü æø+¡¢YÌêøáÛø} (Chāndogya Up. 8.6.5 and 6). ùôámÛøÞø+Òø ÕøøÊø+mø òøÇÞøòÞø !øùÕøùôÇø@ Ûøü¨øÛø}| 
ÇøÌ} Çéø@ ÕøþðøÒø} !øÕøøéø;møü òøÇÞøYÐøÛøøâÞø Ì;ñÀÞø+ (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 5.15.1). 
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27 Çø+ Þø+ %éøÛø} %ÇøÌ} úéøÌü:, Þø+ ²ø !øÛøû !øámÞø+ îøãpÑø@ òøÇÞøÛø} $ÕøøòÇø+, Çø+ !øú²øâ: !øúÙøòø@ÙøéøúÒÇø, !øú²øâðø: !øô:, !øöÓ: 

!øøÕøþÞøâÛøømøYÕø¦øÛø}, !øøÕøþÞøâÛøømøYÕø¦øøÇø} ÞøøÒø} ðømÛøøòøøÒø} $ÌÒø} !øøùÌÇÞø: %úÇø, Ûøøòø+Ùø: Ì+éøYæø+¡¢Ûø}, Ì+éøYæø+¡¢øÇø} !øøùÌÇÞøÛø}, 

!øøùÌÇÞøøÌ} éøeÏüÇøÛø}, ÇøøÒø} éøeÏüÇøøÇø} Õøü)ðø: ÛøøÒøòø: %ÇÞø ×øãöÜYæø+¡¢øÒø} ªøÛøÞøúÇø, Çø+ Çø+ðøü ×øãöÜYæø+¡+¢ðøü Õøáø: ÕøáøéøÇø: éøòøúÒÇø, Çø+ðøø@ Òø 

ÕøüÒøá}Y!øøéø;úÉÇø: (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 6.2.15). 

28 !øËø Þø+ Þø¹ø+Òø ÌøÒø+Òø ÇøÕøòøø æø+¡¢øÒø} jøÞøúÒÇø Çø+ ÐøþÛøÛø} !øúÙøòø@ÙøéøúÒÇø, ÐøþÛøøÇø} áøùÊøÛø}, áøÊø+: !øÕø¦øûÞøÛøømøYÕø¦øÛø}, 

!øÕø¦øûÞøÛøømøYÕø¦øøÇø} ðømÛøøòøøÒø} Ìú¦ømøY!øøùÌÇÞø: %úÇø, Ûøøòø+ÙÞø: ùÕøÇø;Yæø+¡¢Ûø}, ùÕøÇø;Yæø+¡¢øÇø} ²øÒÌãÛø}, Çø+ ²øÒÌã@ ÕøãøÕÞø !øNø@ ÙøéøúÒÇø, 

ÇøøÒø} ÇøÊø Ì+éøø: ÞøËøø òøø+Ûø@ áøjøøÒøÛø} !øøÕÞøøÞøòéø !øÕø¦øûÞøòéø "úÇø, %éøÛø} %ÒøøÒø} ÇøÊø Ùø¦øÞøúÒÇø, Çø+ðøø@ ÞøÌø ÇøÌ} ÕøÞøâéøeúÇø !øËø "ÛøÛø} 

%éø !øø¡¢øíøÛø} !øúÙøúÒøðÕøÏÒÇø+, !øø¡¢øíøøÇø} éøøÞøüÛø}, éøøÞøø+: éø;úñÀÛø}, éø;ñÀ+: Õø;úËøéøûÛø}, Çø+ Õø;úËøéøû@ ÕøãøÕÞø !øNø@ ÙøéøúÒÇø, Çø+ ÕøüÒø: 

Õøü)ðøY!øªøÓøe ôþÞøÒÇø+, ÇøÇø: Þøø+ðøøY!øªøÓøe jøøÞøÒÇø+, æø+¡¢øÒø} ÕøãúÇø $ÇËøøúÞøÒø: Çø+ %éøÛø} %éø !øÒøüÕøùáéøÇøâÒÇø+, !øËø Þø+ %Çøøe ÕøÒËøøÒøøe Òø úéøÌü: 

Çø+ ¡¢û¾ø: ÕøÇøw«¯ø: ÞøÌ} "Ì@ ÌÒÌíøþ¡¢Ûø} (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 6.2.16). 

32 !øËø ÞøÊø %ÇøÌ} !øòÛøøÇø} íøáûáøÇø} $Ç¡ã¢øÛøúÇø !øËø %Çøe: %éø áúíøÛøúÙø: $¢ÐéøâÛø} !øø¡ã¢ÛøÇø+ òø: !øø+Ûø} "úÇø éøø ô $Ì} éøø ÛøûÞøÇø+ òø: 

ÞøøéøÇø} ú¦øÕÞø+Òø} ÛøÒø: ÇøøéøÇø} !øøùÌÇÞø@ ªø²µúÇø %ÇøÌ} éøe ¨øæü æø+¡¢YÌêøá@ úéøÌüðøø@ ÕøãÕøÌÒø@, úÒøáø+Ðø: !øYúéøÌüðøøÛø}G ÇøÌ} %ðø: îøçø+¡¢:| íøÇø@ 

²ø %¡¢ø ²ø /ÌÞøòÞø Òøø®ß: Çøøòøø@ ÛøþÐøøâÒøÛø} !øúÙøúÒø:òø;Çøø %¡¢ø| ÇøÞøø $¢ÐéøâÛø} !øøÞøÒø} !øYÛø;ÇøÇéøÛø} %úÇø úéøðéøÒø} !øÒÞøø: $Ç¡ã¢Ûømø+ 

ÙøéøúÒÇø $Ç¡ã¢Ûømø+ ÙøéøúÒÇø (Chāndogya Up. 8.6.5 and 6, and Kaṭha Up. 2.3.16). òøéøâYÌêøáøúmø òø@ÞøÛÞø ÛøÒø: /ùÌ 

úÒø)ÐÞø ²ø| ÛøþúÐøÓâ !øøÐøøÞø !øøÇÛøÒø: ÕøãømÛø} !øøúòËøÇø: Þøø+ªøYÐøøámøøÛø}G !øø+Ûø} "úÇø %¡¢Y!ø¦øá@ ×øãöÜ éÞøøôáÒø} ÛøøÛø} !øÒøüòÛøáÒø}| Þø: 

ÕøãÞøøúÇø ÇÞøjøÒø} Ì+ô@ òø: ÞøøúÇø Õøáø@ ªøúÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 8.12 and 13). 

33 Þø: %éø !øòøøe !øøùÌÇÞø+ Õøü)ðø:…!øúÇøñÂø: òøéø+âðøø@ ÙøþÇøøÒøø@ ÛøþÐøøâ áøjøø "úÇø éøø !øôÛø} %ÇøÛø} $Õøøòø "úÇø, òø: Þø: %ÇøÛø} %éøÛø} 

$ÕøøòÇø+ !øúÇøYñÂø: òøéø+âðøø@ ÙøþÇøøÒøø@ ÛøþÐøøâ áøjøø ÙøéøúÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 2.1.2). 

35 íøøeÒø¡¢: ô éøe ÛøôøYíøøæ: !øúÒw«¯áòø@ úéøúÐøéøÇø} $ÕøòøNø: ÕøÕøã²µ| ¡¢úòÛøÒø} $ Ùøªøéø: úéø¹øøÇø+ òøéøâÛø} "Ì@ úéø¹øøÇø@ ÙøéøúÇø "úÇø 

(Muṇḍaka Up. 1.1.3). 

36 ÞøøéøøÒø} éøe !øÞøÛø} !øø¡¢øíø: ÇøøéøøÒø} %ðø: !øÒÇøá}Y/ÌÞø: !øø¡¢øíø: $Ùø+ !øúòÛøÒø} ÏøéøøYÕø;úËøéøû !øÒÇøá} %éø òøÛøøùôÇø+ $Ùøøe !øúªøÓ: 

²ø éøøÞøü: ²ø òøþÞøøâY²øÒÌãÛøòøøe $Ùøøe úéøÏüÇø}YÒø¦øÊøøúmø ÞøÌ} ²ø !øòÞø "ô !øúòÇø ÞøÌ} ²ø Òø !øúòÇø òøéøâ@ ÇøÌ} !øúòÛøÒø} òøÛøøùôÇøÛø} "úÇø 

(Chāndogya Up. 8.1.3). 
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37 ÇøÊø òøÉÇéø@ úÒøá}YÛøæÇéøøÇø} Õøã¡¢øíø¡¢Ûø} !øÒø}Y!øøÛøÞøÛø}| òøü¨øYòøw«+̄ Òø ×øÐøÓøúÇø ¹øøÒøYòøw«+̄ Òø ²ø !øÒø}Y!ø¬øGájø: áøªøY!øøÇÛø¡@¢ úéøúpÑ 
Çø;ðmøøYòøw«¯YòøÛøüpÚéøÛø}| ÇøÌ} úÒø×øÐøÓøúÇø ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø ¡¢ÛøâYòøw«+̄ Òø Ì+ùôÒøÛø}G ÇøÛø: Çøü !øY¹øøÒøYjø@ úéøúpÑ Ûøø+ôÒø@ òøéøâYÌ+ùôÒøøÛø}| 
ÕøãÛøøÌY!øøæòÞøYúÒøÌãøúÙø: ÇøÌ} úÒø×øÐøÓøúÇø ÙøøáÇø (Bh. Gītā 14.6 through 8). Òø !øÒÞø@ ªøümø+ÙÞø: ¡¢Çøøâá@ ÞøÌø ÌãñÀø !øÒøüÕøíÞøúÇø| 
ªøümø+ÙÞø: ²ø Õøá@ éø+úÉÇø ÛøÌ}YÙøøéø@ òø: !øúÐøªø²µúÇø (Bh. Gītā 14.19). 

39 ÇøÌ}Yúéø¹øøÒøY!øËøâ@ òø: ªøü)Ûø} %éø !øúÙøªø²µ+Çø} òøúÛøÇø}YÕøøúmø: îøãø+ùÊøÞø@ ×øãöÜYúÒøñÂÛø} (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.2.12). !øÒø}Y!øÒÞøYÕøãø+Çø+l 
ªøúÇø: !øÊø Òø !øúòÇø !ømøûÞøøÒø} ùô !øYÇø¡¢àâÛø} !ømøüYÕøãÛøømøøÇø} (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.8). 

40 éø+Ì !øôÛø} %Çø@ Õøü)ðø@ ÛøôøÒÇøÛø} !øøùÌÇÞøYéømøâ@ ÇøÛøòø: ÕøáòÇøøÇø}| ÇøÛø} %éø úéøùÌÇéøø !øúÇøYÛø;ÇÞøüÛø} %úÇø Òø !øÒÞø: ÕøÒËøø: úéøÏÇø+ 
!øÞøÒøøÞø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.8). 

43 òø: Þø: %éø@ éø+Ì ÕøãúÇøúÇøñÂúÇø| !øNøéøøÒø} !øNøY!øÌ: ÙøéøúÇø| ÛøôøÒø} ÙøéøúÇø ÕøãjøÞøø ÕøíøüúÙø: ×øãöÜYéø²øâòø+Òø| ÛøôøÒø} ¡¢ûÇÞøøâ 
(Taittirīya Up. 3.6.1). 

44 ÕøøËøâ Òø %éø "ô Òø !øÛøüÊø úéøÒøøíø: ÇøòÞø úéøÏÇø+| Òø ùô ¡¢èÞøømøY¡;¢Çø} ¡¢úïøÇø} Ìüá}YªøúÇø@ ÇøøÇø ªø²µúÇøG ÕøãøÕÞø ÕøümÞøY¡;¢Çøø@ 
æø+¡¢øÒø} $úðøÇéøø íøøîøêÇøû: òøÛøø:| íøü²øûÒøø@ îøãûÛøÇøø@ ªø+ô+ Þøø+ªøYÙøãñÀ: !øúÙøjøøÞøÇø+G !øËøéøø Þøø+úªøÒøøÛø} %éø ¡ü¢æ+ ÙøéøúÇø ÐøûÛøÇøøÛø}| 
%ÇøÌ} ùô Ìüá}YæÙøÇøá@ æø+¡+¢ jøÒÛø ÞøÌ} #Ì;íøÛø}G ÇøÊø Çø@ ×øüúpÑYòø@Þøø+ªø@ æÙøÇø+ ÕøøeéøâYÌ+ùô¡¢Ûø}| ÞøÇøÇø+ ²ø ÇøÇø: ÙøþÞø: òø@úòøpÑøe 
¡ü¢)YÒøÒÌÒøG ÕøþéøâY!øÙøøòø+Òø Çø+Òø %éø úöãÞøÇø+ ùô !øYéøíø: !øùÕø òø:| újø¹øøòøü: !øùÕø Þøø+ªøòÞø íø×ÌY×øãöÜ !øúÇøéøÇøâÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 

6.40 through 44). 

45 %ðø: ùô %ÇøÌ} ôüÇø@ !øNø@ òøÛø@ ÒøÞøúÇø ÇøòÛøøÇø} %Çøø: òøÕÇøY!øú²øâðø: ÙøéøúÒÇø (Praśna Up. 3.5). 

47 ÇøòÛøøÇø} éøø %ÇøòÛøøÇø} !øøÇÛøÒø: !øø¡¢øíø: òø@ÙøþÇø:| !øø¡¢øíøøÇø} éøøÞøü:| éøøÞøø+: !øúªøÓ:| !øªøÓ+: !øøÕø:| !øpÚß: Õø;úËøéøû (Taittirīya 

Up. 2.1.1). 

48 òøÇø} %éø òøø+ÛÞø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø} %¡¢Ûø} %éø !øYùÌêÇøûÞø@|…ÇøÇø} %+¦øÇø ×øôü òÞøø@ ÕøãjøøÞø+Þø "úÇø ÇøÌ} Çø+jø: !øòø;jøÇø| ÇøÌ} Çø+jø: 
%+¦øÇø ×øôü òÞøø@ ÕøãjøøÞø+Þø "úÇø ÇøÌ} !øÕø: !øòø;jøÇø| ÇøòÛøøÇø} ÞøÊø ¡ê¢²ø íøø+²øúÇø òéø+ÌÇø+ éøø Õøü)ðø: Çø+jøòø: %éø ÇøÌ} !øúÐø !øøÕø: 
jøøÞøÒÇø+G Çøø: !øøÕø: %+¦øÒÇø ×øöêß: òÞøøÛø ÕøãjøøÞø+Ûøùô "úÇø Çøø: !øNøÛø} !øòø;jøÒÇø| ÇøòÛøøÇø} ÞøÊø ¡ê¢²ø éøðøâúÇø ÇøÌ} %éø ÙøþúÞøñÂÛø} !øNø@ 
ÙøéøúÇø !øpÚß: %éø ÇøÌ} !øúÐø !øNøY!øÏ@ jøøÞøÇø+ (Chāndogya Up. 6.2.1 and 6.2.3 and 4). Õø;úËøéÞøø: !øø+ðøÐøÞø:| 
!øø+ðøÐøûÙÞø: !øNøÛø}| !øNøøÇø} Õøü)ðø:| òø: éøe %ðø: Õøü)ðø: !øNøYáòøÛøÞø: (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). %ÇøøéøÇø} éøe "Ì@ òøéøâÛø} !øNø@ ²ø %éø 
!øNøøÌ: ²ø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.6). 
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49 òøø "Þø@ Ì+éøÇøø %+¦øÇø ôÒÇø !øôÛø} "Ûøø: úÇøòøã: Ì+éøÇøø: !øÒø+Òø jøûéø+Òø !øøÇÛøÒøø !øÒøüÕøãúéøíÞø ÒøøÛøY*Õø+ éÞøø¡¢áéøøúmø "úÇøG Çøøòøø@ 

uÇø+jøòø}Y!øÕø}Y!øNøYÌ+éøÇøøòøø@v ùÊøYéø;Çø@ ùÊøYéø;ÇøÛø} %¡¢Y%¡¢ø@ ¡¢áéøøúmø "úÇø òøø "Þø@ Ì+éøÇøø "Ûøø: úÇøòøã: Ì+éøÇøø: !øÒø+Òø %éø jøûéø+Òø 

!øøÇÛøÒøø !øÒøüÕøãúéøíÞø ÒøøÛøY*Õø+ éÞøø¡¢áø+Çø}G…ÞøÌ} !øªøÓ+ áø+ùôÇø@ *Õø@ Çø+jøòø: ÇøÌ} *Õø@, ÞøÌ} íøü¡ç@¢ ÇøÌ} !øÕøø@, ÞøÌ} ¡;¢ðmø@ ÇøÌ} !øNøòÞø YY 

!øÕøøªøøÇø} !øªøÓ+: !øúªøÓÇéø@ éøø²øøY!øøáÛÙømø@ úéø¡¢øá: ÒøøÛøÐø+Þø@ Êøûúmø *Õøøúmø "úÇø %éø òøÇÞøÛø} (Chāndogya Up. 6.3.2 and 3, 

and 6.4.1). 

51 Çø+ òøéøâYªø@ òøéøâÇø: ÕøãøÕÞø Ðøûáø: ÞøüÇølY!øøÇÛøøÒø: òøéøÛø} %éø !øøúéøíÞøúÒÇø (Muṇḍaka Up. 3.2.5). 

52 úéø¡¢áø+úÇø !øYÕøáøÒø} ÙøøéøøÒø} !øÒÇøíø}Yú²øÉÇø+ éÞøéøúòËøÇøøÒø}| úÒøÞøÇøøÒø} ²ø ×øùôíø}Yú²øÉÇø+ %éø@ ¡¢èÕøÞøÇø+ ÕøãÙøü:G ú²øÉÇøY¡¢øæø: ùô Þø+ 

!øÒÇø: Çøü ÌêÞøY¡¢øæø: ²ø Þø+ ×øùô:| ¡¢úèÕøÇøø: %éø Çø+ òøéø+â úéøíø+ðø: Òø !øÒÞøYô+Çøü¡¢:G !øYéÞøÇølø: %éø Þø+ !øÒÇø: Çøü òÕøü¢¾ø: %éø ²ø Þø+ 

×øùô:| ¡¢úèÕøÇøø: %éø Çø+ òøéø+â úéøíø+ðø: Çøü "úÒÌãÞøY!øÒÇøá+ (Māṇḍūkya Up. Kārikā 2.13 through 15). 

53 òø: Þø: ²ø !øÞø@ Õøü)ðø+| Þø: ²ø !øòøøe !øøùÌÇÞø+| òø: %¡¢:G òø: Þø: %éø@YúéøÇø}| !øòÛøøÇø} æø+¡¢øÇø} Õøã+ÇÞø| %ÇøÛø} !øNøÛø} !øÞøÛø} 

!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} $Õøòø@¡ã¢ÛÞø| %Çø@ ÕøãømøÛø} !øÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} $Õøòø@¡ã¢ÛÞø| %Çø@ ÛøÒøø+ÛøÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} $Õøòø@¡ã¢ÛÞø| %Çø@ úéø¹øøÒøÛøÞøÛø} !øÞøÛø} 

!øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} $Õøòø@¡ã¢ÛÞø| %Çø@ !øøÒøÒÌÛøÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} $Õøòø@¡ã¢ÛÞø| "Ûøø@ æø+¡¢øÒø} ¡¢øÛøY!øNøû ¡¢øÛøY*Õøû !øÒøüòø@²øáÒø}| %ÇøÇø} òøøÛø 

ªøøÞøÒø} !øøòÇø+| ôø éøü ôø éøü ôø éøüG !øôÛø} !øNøÛø} !øôÛø} !øNøÛø} !øôÛø} !øNøÛø}| !øôÛø} !øNøøÌ: !øôÛø} !øNøøÌ: !øôÛø} !øNøøÌ: 

(Taittirīya Up. 3.10.4 through 6). 

55 ÞøÌ} !øú²øâÛøÇø} ÞøÌ} !ømøüÙÞø: !ømøü ²ø ÞøúòÛøÒø} æø+¡¢ø: úÒøùôÇøø: æø+ù¡¢Òø: ²ø| ÇøÌ} %ÇøÌ} !øY¦øá@ ×øãöÜ (Muṇḍaka Up. 2.2.2). 

56 !ømøø+: !ømøûÞøøÒø} ÛøôÇø: ÛøôûÞøøÒø} !øøÇÛøø !øòÞø jøÒÇøø+: úÒøùôÇø: ªøüôøÞøøÛø} (Kaṭha Up. 1.2.20). 

57 ÛøúÞø òøéøâÛø} "Ì@ Õøãø+Çø@ òøþÊø+ ÛøúmøYªømøø: "éø (Bh. Gītā 7.7). ôÒÇø Çø+ ¡¢ËøúÞøðÞøøúÛø ùÌéÞøø: ùô !øøÇÛøYúéøÙøþÇøÞø:| ÕøãøÐøøÒÞøÇø: 

¡ü¢)Yîøã+ñÂ Òø !øúòÇø !øÒÇø: úéøòÇøáòÞø Ûø+…ÞøÌ} ÞøÌ} úéøÙøþúÇøÛøÇø} òøÉÇéø@ îøãûÛøÇø} $¢újøâÇøÛø} %éø éøø| ÇøÌ} ÇøÌ} %éø !øéøªø²µ Çéø@ ÛøÛø 

Çø+jøòø}Y!ø@íøYòøÛÙøéøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 10.19 and 41). 

58 Þø: Çøü òøéøøâúmø ÙøþÇøøúÒø !øøÇÛøúÒø %éø !øÒøüÕøíÞøúÇø| òøéøâYÙøþÇø+ðøü ²ø !øøÇÛøøÒø@ (Īśā Up. 6). Þø+Òø ÙøþÇøøúÒø !øYíø+ðø+mø Ìã¦Þøúòø 

!øøÇÛøúÒø !øËø $ ÛøúÞø (Bh. Gītā 4.35). 
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59 Òø %Òø@ úµÒÌúÒÇø íøòÊøøúmø Òø %Òø@ ÌôúÇø Õøøéø¡¢:| Òø ²ø %Òø@ ¡ç+¢ÌÞøúÒÇø !øøÕø: Òø íøø+ðøÞøúÇø Ûøø)Çø: (Bh. Gītā 2.23). !øôÛø} 
!øøÇÛøø ªøü®ø¡¢øY#íø òøéøâYÙøþÇøY!øøíøÞøYúòËøÇø:| !øôÛø} !øøùÌ: ²ø ÛøÐÞø@ ²ø ÙøþÇøøÒøøÛø} !øÒÇø: %éø ²ø (Bh. Gītā 10.20). Òø !øÒÇø: 
!øúòÇø ÛøÛø ùÌéÞøøÒøø@ úéøÙøþÇøûÒøøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 10.40). ¡¢øÞøâÛø} "úÇø %éø ÞøÌ} ¡¢Ûøâ úÒøÞøÇø@ ù¡ã¢ÞøÇø+ !øjøüâÒø| òøw«@¯ ÇÞø¡Çéøø Õø¢æ@ ²ø 
%éø òø: ÇÞøøªø: òøøúÇéø¡¢: ÛøÇø: (Bh. Gītā 18.9). 

61 ÞøËøø !øøÌíø+â ÇøËøø !øøÇÛøúÒø u=×øüpÑøev ÞøËøø òéøÕøÓ+ ÇøËøø ùÕøÇø;Yæø+¡+¢| ÞøËøø !øÕòøü Õøùá "éø ÌÌ;íø+ ÇøËøø ªøÒÐøéøâYæø+¡+¢ u%éø@ ²ø 
æø+¡¢Y!øÒÇøá+ðøü !øùÕø YY Śāṅkara Bhāṣyav (Kaṭha Up. 2.3.5). 

62 ¡¢ÛøâY"úÒÌãÞøúmø òø@ÞøÛÞø Þø: !øøòÇø+ ÛøÒøòøø òÛøáÒø}| "úÒÌãÞøY!øËøøâÒø} úéøÛøþÄY!øøÇÛøø úÛøËÞøøY!øø²øøá: òø: $²ÞøÇø+G Þø: Çøü "úÒÌãÞøøúmø 
ÛøÒøòøø úÒøÞøÛÞø !øøáÙøÇø+ !øjøüâÒø| ¡¢ÛøâY"úÒÌãÞøe: ¡¢ÛøâYÞøø+ªøÛø} !øYòøÇøl: òø: úéøúíøðÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 3.6 and 7). "úÒÌãÞøøúmø Õøáøúmø 
!øøôü: "úÒÌãÞø+ÙÞø: Õøá@ ÛøÒø:| ÛøÒøòø: Çøü Õøáø ×øüúpÑ: Þø: ×øüpÑ+: ÕøáÇø: Çøü òø:G %éø@ ×øüpÑ+: Õøá@ ×øüpÑìø òø@òÇøÙÞø !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} !øøÇÛøÒøø 
u=òø@ò¡;¢Çø+Òø ÛøÒøòøø YY Śānkara Bhāṣyav| jøùô íøÊøü@ ÛøôøY×øøôø+ ¡¢øÛøY*Õø@ Ìüá}Y!øøòøÌÛø} (Bh. Gītā 3.42 and 43). 

63 Çø+ ÐÞøøÒøYÞøø+ªøY!øÒøüªøÇøø: !øÕøíÞøÒø} Ì+éøY!øøÇÛøYíøúÇø@l òéøYªøümøe: úÒøªøþÄøÛø}| Þø: ¡¢øámøøúÒø úÒøú¨øæøúÒø ÇøøúÒø ¡¢øæY!øøÇÛøYÞøüÇøløúÒø 
!øúÐøúÇøñÂúÇø %¡¢: (Śvetāśvatara Up. 1.3). Þø: Þøø+úÒø@ Þøø+úÒøÛø} !øúÐøúÇøñÂúÇø %¡¢: ÞøúòÛøÒø} "Ì@ òø@ ²ø úéø ²ø %úÇø òøéøâÛø}| ÇøÛø} 
#íøøÒø@ éøáYÌ@ Ì+éøÛø} #®ß@ úÒø²øøÞÞø "Ûøø@ íøøúÒÇøÛø} !øÇÞøÒÇøÛø} %úÇø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 4.11). òøéøøâ: ùÌíø: $¢ÐéøâÛø} !øÐø: ²ø 
úÇøÞøâ¡}¢ Õøã¡¢øíøÞøÒø} ÙøãøjøÇø+ ÞøÌ} $ !øÒø®}éøøÒø}| %éø@ òø: Ì+éø: ÙøªøéøøÒø} éøá+mÞø: Þøø+úÒøYòéøÙøøéøøÒø} !øúÐøúÇøñÂúÇø %¡¢:G ÞøÌ} ²ø òéøÙøøéø@ 
Õø²øúÇø úéøîøêYÞøø+úÒø: Õøø²ÞøøÒø} ²ø òøéøøâÒø} ÕøùámøøÛøÞø+Çø} Þø:| òøéøâÛø} %ÇøÌ} úéøîøêÛø} !øúÐøúÇøñÂúÇø %¡¢: ªøümøøÒø} ²ø òøéøøâÒø} úéøúÒøÞøø+jøÞø+Çø} Þø: 
(Śvetāśvatara Up. 5.4 and 5). ¹øøÒø@ ¹ø+Þø@ ¹øøÒøYªøÛÞø@ /ùÌ òøéøâòÞø úéøúñÂÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 13.17). 

64 !øËø !øÇø: !øøÇÛøY!øøÌ+íø: %éø !øøÇÛøø %éø !øÐøòÇøøÇø} !øøÇÛøø $ÕøùáñÀøÇø} !øøÇÛøø ÕøïøøÇø} !øøÇÛøø ÕøüáòÇøøÇø} !øøÇÛøø Ìú¦ømøÇø: 
!øøÇÛøø $ÉÇøáÇø: !øøÇÛøø %éø "Ì@ òøéøâÛø} "úÇø| òø: éøe %ðø: %éø@ ÕøíÞøÒø} %éø@ ÛøÒéøøÒø: %éø@ úéøjøøÒøÒø} !øøÇÛøYáúÇø: !øøÇÛøY¡ã¢û®: 
!øøÇÛøYúÛøËøüÒø: !øøÇÛøY!øøÒøÒÌ: òø: òéøáø¾} ÙøéøúÇø ÇøòÞø òøéø+âðøü æø+¡+¢ðøü ¡¢øÛøY²øøá: ÙøéøúÇø| !øËø Þø+ !øÒÞøËøø !øÇø: úéøÌü: 
!øÒÞøYáøjøøÒø: Çø+ ¦øÞÞøYæø+¡¢ø: ÙøéøúÒÇø Çø+ðøø@ òøéø+âðøü æø+¡+¢ðøü !øY¡¢øÛøY²øøá: ÙøéøúÇø (Chāndogya Up. 7.25.2). 

65 îøãø+Êø@ ²ø¦øü: òÕøíøâÒø@ ²ø áòøÒø@ ¬øãømøÛø} %éø ²ø| !øúÐøñÂøÞø ÛøÒøíø} ²ø !øÞø@ u#îøêá: jøûéøYÙøþÇø:v úéøðøÞøøÒø} $Õøòø+éøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 

15.9). 

66 Þø: Çøü !øøÇÛøYáúÇø: %éø òÞøøÌ} !øøÇÛøYÇø;ÕÇø: ²ø ÛøøÒøéø:|…Òø ²ø !øòÞø òøéøâYÙøþÇø+ðøü ¡¢úïøÌ} !øËøâYéÞøÕøøîøãÞø: (Bh. Gītā 3.17 

and 18). 
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70 îøêòø}YÙøøéøø: ÛøÇÞøâòÞø ÞøÌ} !øÒÇø¡¢ uô+ Ûø;ÇÞøø+v %ÇøÌ} òøéøâY"úÒÌãÞøømøø@ jøáÞøúÒÇø Çø+jø:| !øùÕø òøéøâ@ jøûúéøÇøÛø} !øèÕøÛø} %éø Çøéø %éø 
éøøôø: Çøéø Òø;ÇÞøYªøûÇø+G Òø úéøÉÇø+Òø ÇøÕøâmøûÞø: ÛøÒøüðÞø: æÕòÞøøÛøô+ úéøÉÇøÛø} !øÌãø¦Ûø ²ø+Ì} Çéøø| jøûéøðÞøøÛø: ÞøøéøÇø} #úíøðÞøúòø Çéø@ éøá: Çøü 
Ûø+ éøámøûÞø: òø: %éø (Kaṭha Up. 1.1.26 and 27). 

71 òøÛø: íøÊøøe ²ø úÛøÊø+ ²ø ÇøËøø ÛøøÒøY!øÕøÛøøÒøÞøø+:| íøûÇøY$ðmøYòøü¨øYÌü:¨ø+ðøü òøÛø: òøw«¯YúéøéøújøâÇø:G ÇøüèÞøYúÒøÒÌøYòÇøüúÇø: ÛøøeÒøû 
òøÒÇøüñÀ: Þø+Òø ¡+¢Òøú²øÇø}| !øYúÒø¡+¢Çø: úòËøáYÛøúÇø: ÙøúÇølÛøøÒø} Ûø+ ùÕøãÞø: Òøá: (Bh. Gītā 12.18 and 19). 

72 !øYÙøÞø@, òøÉÇéøYòø@íøüúpÑ:, ¹øøÒøYÞøø+ªøYéÞøéøúòËøúÇø:| ÌøÒø@, ÌÛø: ²ø, Þø¹ø: ²ø, òéøY!øÐÞøøÞø:, ÇøÕø:, !øøjøâéøÛø}G !øYùô@òøø, òøÇÞøÛø}, 
!øY¡ã¢ø+Ðø:, ÇÞøøªø:, íøøúÒÇø:, !øYÕøeíøüÒøÛø}| ÌÞøø ÙøþÇø+ðøü, !øYæø+æüÕÇéø@, ÛøøÌâéø@, öãû:, !øY²øøÕøæÛø}G Çø+jø:, ¦øÛøø, Ðø;úÇø:, íøøe²øÛø}, 
!øYÌãø+ô:, ÒøY!øúÇøÛøøúÒøÇøø| ÙøéøúÒÇø òøÛÕøÌ@ ÌeéøûÛø} !øúÙøjøøÇøòÞø ÙøøáÇø (Bh. Gītā 16.1 through 3). 

73 Òø jøøÞøÇø+ úÛøãÞøÇø+ éøø úéøÕøúïøÇø} Òø !øÞø@ ¡ü¢ÇøúïøÇø} Òø ×øÙøþéø ¡¢úïøÇø}| !øYjø: úÒøÇÞø@ íøøîøêÇø: !øÞø@ Õøüáømø: Òø ôÒÞøÇø+ ôÒÞøÛøøÒø+ íøáûá+ 
(Kaṭha Up. 1.2.18). úÒøÇÞø: !øYúÒøÇÞøøÒøø@ ²ø+ÇøÒø: ²ø+ÇøÒøøÒøøÛø} (Kaṭha Up. 2.2.13). 

75 ªøümøøÒø} %ÇøøÒø} !øÇøûÇÞø ÊøûÒø} Ì+ôû Ì+ôYòøÛøüpÚéøøÒø}| jøÒÛøYÛø;ÇÞøüYjøáøYÌü:¨øe: úéøÛøüÇøl: !øYÛø;ÇøÛø} !øîøÓüÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 14.20). 

76 !øøÇÛøø %éø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø}|…ÇøÌ} ô "Ì@ ujøªøÌ}v Çøùôâ !øYéÞøø¡;¢ÇøÛø} !øøòøûÇø}, ÇøÌ} ÒøøÛøY*ÕøøÙÞøøÛø} %éø éÞøøù¡ã¢ÞøÇø, !øòøøe 
ÒøøÛø !øÞøÛø} "Ì@ *Õø: "úÇø| ÇøÌ} "ÌÛø} !øùÕø %Çøùôâ ÒøøÛøY*ÕøøÙÞøøÛø} %éø éÞøøù¡ã¢ÞøÇø+, !øòøøe ÒøøÛø !øÞøÛø} "Ì@ *Õø: "úÇø| òø: %ðø: 
u!øøÇÛøøv "ô ÕøãúéøñÀ: !øø Òø¨øY!øªøã+ÙÞø:, ÞøËøø ¦øüá: ¦øüáYÐøøÒø+ !øéøùôÇø: òÞøøÇø}, úéøîøê@YÙøá: éøø úéøîøê@YÙøáY¡ü¢æøÞø+, Çø@ Òø ÕøíÞøúÒÇø| 
!øY¡;¢ÇóøÓ: ùô òø:, ÕøãømøÒø} %éø Õøãømø: ÒøøÛø ÙøéøúÇø, éøÌÒø} éøø¡}¢, ÕøíÞøÒø} ²ø¦øü:, îø;méøÒø} îøãø+ÊøÛø}, ÛøÒéøøÒø: ÛøÒø:, ÇøøÒø} !øòÞø %ÇøøúÒø 
¡¢ÛøâYÒøøÛøøúÒø %éø| òø: Þø: !øÇø: %¡¢Y%¡¢Ûø} $ÕøøòÇø+ Òø òø: éø+Ì, !øY¡;¢ÇóøÓ: ùô %ðø: !øÇø: %¡¢Y%¡+¢Òø ÙøéøúÇø| !øøÇÛøø "úÇø %éø 
$ÕøøòøûÇø, !øÊø ùô %Çø+ òøéø+â %¡@¢ ÙøéøúÒÇø| ÇøÌ} %ÇøÇø} ÕøÌÒøûÞøÛø}, !øòÞø òøéøâòÞø ÞøÌ} !øÞøÛø} !øøÇÛøø, !øÒø+Òø ùô %ÇøÇø} òøéøâ@ éø+Ì 

(Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.1 and 7). 

77 ÛøÌ}YòËøøúÒø òøéøâYÙøþÇøøúÒø Òø ²ø !øô@ Çø+ðøü !øéøúòËøÇø:G Òø ²ø ÛøÌ}YòËøøúÒø ÙøþÇøøúÒø ÕøíÞø Ûø+ Þøø+ªøÛø} %+îøêÞøâÛø}| ÙøþÇøYÙø;Çø} Òø ²ø 
ÙøþÇøYòËø: ÛøÛø !øøÉÇÛøø ÙøþÇøYÙøøéøÒø: (Bh. Gītā 9.4 and 5). 

79 "ô %éø Çøe: újøÇø: òøªøâ: Þø+ðøø@ òøøÛÞø+ úòËøÇø@ ÛøÒø:| úÒøá}YÌø+ðø@ ùô òøÛø@ ×øãöÜ ÇøòÛøøÇø} ×øãöÜúmø Çø+ úòËøÇøø: (Bh. Gītā 5.19). 

òøü/Çø}YúÛøÊøY!øùáY$ÌøòøûÒøYÛøÐÞøòËøYÌê+ðÞøY×øÒÐøüðøü| òøøÐøüðøü !øùÕø ÕøøÕø+ðøü òøÛøY×øüúpÑ: úéøúíøðÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 6.9). òøéøâYÙøþÇøYòËøÛø} 
!øøÇÛøøÒø@ òøéøâYÙøþÇøøúÒø ²ø !øøÇÛøúÒø| #¦øÇø+ Þøø+ªøYÞøüÇølY!øøÇÛøø òøéøâÊø òøÛøYÌíøâÒø:G Þø: Ûøø@ ÕøíÞøúÇø òøéøâÊø òøéøâ@ ²ø ÛøúÞø ÕøíÞøúÇø| 
ÇøòÞø !øô@ Òø ÕøãmøíÞøøúÛø òø: ²ø Ûø+ Òø ÕøãmøíÞøúÇøG òøéøâYÙøþÇøYúòËøÇø@ Þø: Ûøø@ ÙøjøúÇø %¡¢ÇéøÛø} !øøúòËøÇø:| òøéøâËøø éøÇøâÛøøÒø: !øùÕø òø: 
Þøø+ªøû ÛøúÞø éøÇøâÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 6.29 through 31). 
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80 òø: !øô@ Ùøªøéø: ÛøÒÊøYúéøÌ} %éø !øúòÛø, Òø !øøÇÛøYúéøÌ}, îøãüÇø@ ùô %éø Ûø+ ÙøªøéøÇø}YÌ;íø+ÙÞø: 'ÇøáúÇø íøø+¡¢Ûø} !øøÇÛøYúéøÌ}' "úÇø, òø: 
!øô@ Ùøªøéø: íøø+²øøúÛø Çø@ Ûøø ÙøªøéøøÒø} íøø+¡¢òÞø Õøøá@ ÇøøáÞøÇøü "úÇø, Çø@ ô $éøø²ø YY ÞøÌ} éøe ù¡¢¼ø´ %ÇøÌ} !øÐÞøªøûñÂø ÒøøÛø %éø %ÇøÇø} 
(Chāndogya Up. 7.1.3). )Ìã: Çøøá¡@¢ ×øãöÜ éÞøø²øñÀ+ Þø+Òø !øòøøe !øYÛø;ÇøûÙøþÇéøø Ûøø+¦øûÙøéøúÇø (Jābāla Up. 1.1). 

81 ÇøÌ} %ðø: îøçø+¡¢: YY Òø ÕøíÞø: Ûø;ÇÞøü@ ÕøíÞøúÇø, Òø áø+ªø@, Òø $Çø Ìü:¨øÇøø@, òøéøâ@ ô ÕøíÞø: ÕøíÞøúÇø, òøéøâÛø} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø òøéøâíø: "úÇø 
(Chāndogya Up. 7.26.2). 

82 ×øüúpÑ: ×øüúpÑÛøÇøøÛø} !øúòÛø (Bh. Gītā 7.10). "úÒÌãÞøømøø@ ÛøÒøòø} ²ø !øúòÛø (Bh. Gītā 10.22). òøÉÇéø@ òøÉÇéøéøÇøøÛø} !øôÛø} (Bh. 

Gītā 10.36). !øô@ ¡;¢ÇóøÓòÞø jøªøÇø: ÕøãÙøéø: ÕøãæÞø: ÇøËøø (Bh. Gītā 7.6). 

84 ÇøÌ} ÇéøÛø} %éø ÇéøÛø} %éø ÇøÌ} (Kaivalya Up. 16). 

85 !øYÞøúÇø: îøãpÑÞøø $Õø+Çø: Þøø+ªøøÇø} ²øæÇøYÛøøÒøòø:| !øYÕøãøÕÞø Þøø+ªøYòø@úòøúpÑ@ ¡¢ø@ ªøúÇø@ ¡;¢ðmø ªø²µúÇøG ¡¢ú³ǿÇø} Òø $ÙøÞøYúéøÙøãñÀ: 
µûNøY!øÙøãÛø} "éø ÒøíÞøúÇø| !øYÕøãúÇøñÂ: ÛøôøY×øøôø+ úéøÛøþÄ: ×øãöÜmø: ÕøúËøG…ÕøøËøâ, Òø %éø "ô Òø !øÛøüÊø úéøÒøøíø: ÇøòÞø úéøÏÇø+| Òø 
ùô ¡¢èÞøøÒøY¡;¢Çø} ¡¢úïøÇø} Ìüá}YªøúÇø@ ÇøøÇø ªø²µúÇø (Bh. Gītā 6.37, 38, and 40). 
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Chapter 4 

1 Þø¹øYúíøñÀY!øúíøÒø: òøÒÇø: Ûøü²ÞøÒÇø+ òøéøâYù¡¢úè×øðøøe: (Bh. Gītā 3.13). !øÕøá+ úÒøÞøÇøY!øøôøáø: ÕøãømøøÒø} Õøãømø+ðøü jøüöêúÇø (Bh. Gītā 

4.30). ÞøüÇølY!øøôøáYúéøôøáòÞø ÞøüÇølY²ø+ñÀòÞø ¡¢Ûøâòøü| ÞøüÇølYòéøÕøÓY!øéø×øø+ÐøòÞø Þøø+ªø: ÙøéøúÇø Ìü:¨øYôø (Bh. Gītā 6.17). òéøÐøø 
!øôÛø}, !øôÛø} !øøeðøÐøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 9.16). ªøøÛø} !øøúéøíÞø ²ø ÙøþÇøøúÒø ÐøøáÞøøúÛø !øôÛø} !øø+jøòøø| ÕøüðmøøúÛø ²ø !øø+ðøÐøû: òøéøøâ: òøø+Ûø: 
ÙøþÇéøø áòøY!øøÇÛø¡¢:G !øô@ éøeîøêøYÒøá: ÙøþÇéøø ÕøãøúmøÒøø@ Ì+ôY!øøúîøãÇø:| ÕøãømøY!øÕøøÒøYòøÛøøÞøüÇøl: Õø²øøúÛø !øNø@ ²øÇøüá}YúéøÐøÛø}G òøéøâòÞø 
²ø !øô@ /ùÌ òøúNøúéøñÀ: (Bh. Gītā 15.13 through 15). !øøÞøü:YòøÉÇéøY×øæY!øøáø+ªÞøYòøü¨øYÕøãûúÇøYúéøéøÐøâÒøø:| áòÞøø: úóøÓªÐøø: 
úòËøáø: /Ïø: !øøôøáø: òøøúÉÇéø¡¢YùÕøãÞøø: (Bh. Gītā 17.8). 

3 ¡¢Ûøâúmø %éø !øúÐø¡¢øá: Çø+ Ûøø Õø¢æ+ðøü ¡¢Ìø²øÒø| Ûøø ¡¢ÛøâYÕø¢æYô+Çøü: Ùøþ: Ûøø Çø+ òøw«¯: !øòÇøü !øY¡¢ÛøâúmøG Þøø+ªøYòËø: ¡ü¢) ¡¢Ûøøâúmø 
òøw«@¯ ÇÞø¡Çéøø ÐøÒø@YjøÞø| úòøúpÑY!øYúòøpÑßø+: òøÛø: ÙøþÇéøø òøÛøÇéø@ Þøø+ªø: $²ÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 2.47 and 48). 

4 !øÒø}Y!øøùÌÇéøøÇø} úÒøá}YªøümøÇéøøÇø} ÕøáÛøY!øøÇÛøø !øÞøÛø} !øYéÞøÞø:| íøáûáYòËø: !øùÕø ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø Òø ¡¢áø+úÇø Òø úæÕÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 

13.31). 

6 Þøø+ªø: ¡¢Ûøâòøü ¡¢øeíøæÛø} (Bh. Gītā 2.50). 

6 Õøã¡;¢úÇø %éø ²ø ¡¢Ûøøâúmø ù¡ã¢ÞøÛøømøøúÒø òøéøâíø:| Þø: ÕøíÞøúÇø ÇøËøø !øøÇÛøøÒøÛø} !øY¡¢Çøøâá@ òø: ÕøíÞøúÇø (Bh. Gītā 13.29). 

¦ø+ÊøY¦ø+Êø¹øÞøø+: u=Õøã¡;¢úÇøYÕøü)ðøÞøø+:v %éøÛø} !øÒÇøá@ u=Ùø+Ì@v ¹øøÒøY²ø¦øüðøø| ÙøþÇøYÕøã¡;¢úÇøYÛøø+¦ø@ ²ø Þø+ úéøÌü: ÞøøúÒÇø Çø+ ÕøáÛø} (Bh. 

Gītā 13.34). 

8 #îøêá: òøéøâYÙøþÇøøÒøø@ /Ì}YÌ+íø+ !øjøüâÒø úÇøñÂúÇø| ÙøãøÛøÞøÒø} òøéøâYÙøþÇøøúÒø ÞøÒÊøY!øø*ÄøúÒø ÛøøÞøÞøø (Bh. Gītā 18.61). 

10 òøéøâYÐøÛøøâÒø} ÕøùáÇÞøjÞø ÛøøÛø} %¡@¢ íøámø@ éøãjø (Bh. Gītā 18.66). 

11 òøéøâYÙøþÇøøúÒø ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø Õøã¡;¢úÇø@ ÞøøúÒÇø ÛøøúÛø¡¢øÛø}| ¡¢èÕøY¦øÞø+ ÕøüÒø: ÇøøúÒø ¡¢èÕøY!øøÌøe úéøòø;jøøúÛø !øôÛø} (Bh. Gītā 9.7). 

12 ùÊøúéøÐø@ Òøá¡¢òÞø "Ì@ Ìêøá@ ÒøøíøÒøÛø} !øøÇÛøÒø:| ¡¢øÛø: ¡ã¢ø+Ðø: ÇøËøø æø+Ùø: ÇøòÛøøÇø} %ÇøÇø} ÊøÞø@ ÇÞøjø+Çø} (Bh. Gītā 16.21). 

13 ÞøËøø òøø+ÛÞø ÛøÐøü ÛøÐøüY¡;¢Çø: úÒøúòÇøñÂúÒÇø ÒøøÒøøY!øÇÞøÞøøÒøø@ éø;¦øømøø@ áòøøÒø} òøÛøéøôøáÛø} %¡¢Çøø@ áòø@ ªøÛøÞøúÒÇøG Çø+ ÞøËøø ÇøÊø Òø 
úéøéø+¡@¢ æÙøÒÇø+ !øÛøüðÞø !øô@ éø;¦øòÞø áòø: !øúòÛø !øÛøüðÞø !øô@ éø;¦øòÞø áòø: !øúòÛø "úÇø %éø@ %éø ¨øæü òøø+ÛÞø "Ûøø: òøéøøâ: Õøãjøø: òøúÇø 
òø@ÕøÏ Òø úéøÌü: òøúÇø òø@ÕøÏøÛøô "úÇøG Çø+ "ô éÞøø¬øã: éøø úòø@ô: éøø éø;¡¢: éøø éøáøô: éøø ¡¢û¾: éøø ÕøÇøw«¯: éøø Ì@íø: éøø Ûøíø¡¢: éøø ÞøÌ} 
ÞøÌ} ÙøéøúÒÇø ÇøÌ} !øøÙøéøúÒÇø (Chāndogya Up. 6.9.1 through 3). 
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15 ¡¢Ûøâúmø %éø !øúÐø¡¢øá: Çø+ Ûøø Õø¢æ+ðøü ¡¢Ìø²øÒø| Ûøø ¡¢ÛøâYÕø¢æYô+Çøü: Ùøþ: (Bh. Gītā 2.47). ¡¢ÛøâYjø@ ×øüúpÑYÞøüÇølø: ùô Õø¢æ@ 

ÇÞø¡Çéøø ÛøÒøûúðøÒø: (Bh. Gītā 2.51). ÞøÌø Çø+ Ûøø+ôY¡¢úææ@ ×øüúpÑ: éÞøúÇøÇøùáðÞøúÇø| ÇøÌø ªøÒÇøøúòø úÒøá}Yéø+Ì@ îøãø+ÇøéÞøòÞø îøãüÇøòÞø 

²øG îøãüúÇøYúéøÕøãúÇøÕøNøø: Çø+ ÞøÌø òËøøòÞøúÇø úÒøïøæø:| òøÛøøÐøøe u=!øøÇÛøúmøv !øéø²øæø: ×øüúpÑ: (Bh. Gītā 2.52 and 53). ÛøúÞø 

òøéøøâúmø ¡¢Ûøøâúmø òøNÞøòÞø !øúÐøY!øøÇÛøY²ø+Çøòøø| úÒøá}Y!øøíøû: úÒøá}YÛøÛø: ÙøþÇéøø (Bh. Gītā 3.30). ×øøöàYòÕøíø+âðøü !øYòøÇølY!øøÇÛøø 

úéøÒÌúÇø !øøÇÛøúÒø ÞøÌ} òøü¨øÛø}| òø: ×øãöÜYÞøø+ªøYÞøüÇølY!øøÇÛøø òøü¨øÛø} !øY¦øÞøÛø} !øîøÓüÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 5.21). 

16 Òø !øYòøÇø: úéøÏÇø+ Ùøøéø: Òø !øYÙøøéø: úéøÏÇø+ òøÇø: (Bh. Gītā 2.16). 

17 òøÇø} %éø òøø+ÛÞø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø} %¡¢Ûø} %éø !øYùÌêÇøûÞø@| ÇøÌ} u=ÇøÊøv ô %¡+¢ !øøôü: !øYòøÇø} %éø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø} %¡¢Ûø} 

%éø !øYùÌêÇøûÞø@, ÇøòÛøøÇø} !øYòøÇø: òøÇø} jøøÞøÇø u=!øjøøÞøÇøvG ¡ü¢Çø: Çøü ¨øæü òøø+ÛÞø %éø@ òÞøøÇø} "úÇø ô $éøø²ø, ¡¢ËøÛø} !øYòøÇø: òøÇø} 

jøøÞø+Çø "úÇø| òøÇø} Çøü %éø òøø+ÛÞø "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø} %¡¢Ûø} %éø !øYùÌêÇøûÞøÛø} (Chāndogya Up. 6.2.1 and 2). 

21 !øËø ÞøÌ} "ÌÛø} !øúòÛøÒø} ×øãöÜYÕøüá+ Ìôá@ Õøüm®áû¡@¢ éø+íÛø Ìôá: !øúòÛøÒø} !øÒÇøá}Y!øø¡¢øíø: ÇøúòÛøÒø} ÞøÌ} !øÒÇø: ÇøÌ} !øÒéø+ñÀéÞø@ ÇøÌ} 

éøøéø úéøújø¹øøúòøÇøéÞøÛø} "úÇøG Çø@ ²ø+Çø} ×øãþÞøü: ÞøÌ} "ÌÛø} !øúòÛøÒø} ×øãöÜYÕøüá+ Ìôá@ Õøüm®áû¡@¢ éø+íÛø Ìôá: !øúòÛøÒø} !øÒÇøá}Y!øø¡¢øíø: ù¡@¢ 

ÇøÌ} !øÊø úéøÏÇø+ ÞøÌ} !øÒéø+ñÀéÞø@ ÞøÌ} éøøéø úéøújø¹øøúòøÇøéÞøÛø} "úÇø òø: ×øãüÞøøÇø}G ÞøøéøøÒø} éøe !øÞøÛø} !øø¡¢øíø: ÇøøéøøÒø} %ðø: !øÒÇøá}Y/ÌÞø+ 

!øø¡¢øíø: $Ùø+ !øúòÛøÒø} ÏøéøøYÕø;úËøéøû !øÒÇø: %éø òøÛøøùôÇø+ $Ùøøe !øúªøÓ: ²ø éøøÞøü: ²ø òøþÞøøâY²øÒÌãÛøòøøe $Ùøøe úéøÏüÇø} !ø¦øÊøøúmø ÞøÌ} ²ø 

!øòÞø "ô !øúòÇø ÞøÌ} ²ø Òø !øúòÇø òøéøâ@ ÇøÌ} !øúòÛøÒø} òøÛøøùôÇøÛø} "úÇø (Chāndogya Up. 8.1.1 through 3). 

22 ùÌêÇøûÞøøÇø} éøe ÙøÞø@ ÙøéøúÇø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 1.4.2). !øòøÌ} u=!øYúéø¡;¢Çø@ ×øãöÜv éøe "ÌÛø} !øªøã+ !øøòøûÇø}| ÇøÇø: éøe òøÌ} 

u=úéø¡;¢Çø@ ×øãöÜv !øjøøÞøÇø| ÇøÌ} !øøÇÛøøÒø: òéøÞøÛø} !ø¡ü¢)Çø| ÇøòÛøøÇø} ÇøÌ} òøü¡;¢ÇøÛø} $²ÞøÇø+ "úÇø| YY ÞøÌ} éøe ÇøÌ} òøü¡;¢ÇøÛø}| áòø: éøe 

òø:| áòø@ ùô !øÞø@ æ×Ðéøø !øøÒøÒÌû ÙøéøúÇø| ¡¢: ùô %éø !øÒÞøøÇø} ¡¢: ÕøãømÞøøÇø}| ÞøÌ} %ðø: !øø¡¢øíø: !øøÒøÒÌ: Òø òÞøøÇø}| %ðø: ùô %éø 

!øøÒøÒÌÞøøúÇø| ÞøÌø ùô %éø %ðø: %ÇøúòÛøÒø} !øYÌ;íÞø+ !øÒø}Y!øøÇÛÞø+ !øYúÒø)Çø+l !øYúÒøæÞøÒø+ !øYÙøÞø@ ÕøãúÇøñÂø@ úéøÒÌÇø+| !øËø òø: !øYÙøÞø@ 

ªøÇø: ÙøéøúÇø| ÞøÌø ùô %éø %ðø: %ÇøúòÛøÒø} $Çø} u=!øùÕøv !øáÛø} u=!øèÕøÛø}v !øÒÇøá@ ¡ü¢)Çø+| !øËø ÇøòÞø ÙøÞø@ ÙøéøúÇø| ÇøÌ} Çøü %éø 

ÙøÞø@ úéøÌüðø: !øYÛøÒéøøÒøòÞø (Taittirīya Up. 2.7.1). 

23 !øòÞø ÛøôÇø: ÙøþÇøòÞø úÒø:îøêúòøÇøÛø} %ÇøÌ} ÞøÌ} &ªø}Yéø+Ì: Þøjøüá}Yéø+Ì: òøøÛøYéø+Ì: !øËøéøâY!øúw«¯áòø: "úÇøôøòø: Õøüáømø@ úéøÏø $ÕøúÒøðøÌ: 

îøçø+¡¢ø: òøþÊøøúmø !øÒøüéÞøø¨ÞøøÒøøúÒø éÞøø¨ÞøøÒøøúÒø "ñÀ@ ôüÇøøúíøÇø@ ÕøøúÞøÇøÛø} !øÞø@ ²ø æø+¡¢: Õøá: ²ø æø+¡¢:, òøéøøâúmø ²ø ÙøþÇøøúÒø !øòÞø %éø 

%ÇøøúÒø òøéøøâúmø úÒø:îøêúòøÇøøúÒø (Bṛhad-āraṇyaka Up. 4.5.11). 
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26 ¡¢øÛøe: Çøe: Çøe: /ÇøY¹øøÒøø: ÕøãÕøÏÒÇø+ !øÒÞøYÌ+éøÇøø:| Çø@ Çø@ úÒøÞøÛøÛø} !øøòËøøÞø Õøã¡;¢ÇÞøø úÒøÞøÇøø: òéøÞøøG Þø: Þø: Þøø@ Þøø@ ÇøÒøü@ ÙøÇøl: 
îøãpÑÞøø !øú²øâÇøüÛø} "²µúÇø| ÇøòÞø ÇøòÞø !øY²øæø@ îøãpÑø@ ÇøøÛø} %éø úéøÌÐøøúÛø !øôÛø}G òø: ÇøÞøø îøãpÑÞøø ÞøüÇøl: ÇøòÞøø: uÌ+éøÇøøÞøø:v 
áøÐøÒøÛø} #ôÇø+| æÙøÇø+ ²ø ÇøÇø: ¡¢øÛøøÒø} ÛøÞøø %éø úéøùôÇøøÒø} ùô ÇøøÒø} (Bh. Gītā 7.20 through 22). 

27 %¡¢: Ì+éø: òøéøâYÙøþÇø+ðøü ªøþÄ: òøéøâYéÞøøÕøû òøéøâYÙøþÇøY!øÒÇøáY!øøÇÛøø| ¡¢ÛøâY!øÐÞø¦ø: òøéøâYÙøþÇøY!øúÐøéøøòø: òøø¦øû ²ø+Çøø ¡+¢éøæ: 
úÒøªøüâmø: ²ø (Śvetāśvatara Up. 6.11). !øÒø}Y!øøùÌÇéøøÇø} úÒøá}YªøümøÇéøøÇø} ÕøáÛøY!øøÇÛøø !øÞøÛø} !øYéÞøÞø:| íøáûáYòËø: !øùÕø ¡¢øeÒÇø+Þø 
Òø ¡¢áø+úÇø Òø úæÕÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 13.31). 

28 ÛøôøÒø} ÕøãÙøü: éøe Õøü)ðø: òøÉÇéøòÞø %ðø: ÕøãéøÇøâ¡¢: (Śvetāśvatara Up. 3.12). ªøúÇø: ÙøÇøøâ ÕøãÙøü: òøø¦øû (Bh. Gītā 9.18). 

31 òøÇÞø@ ¹øøÒøÛø} !øÒø}Y!øÒÇø@ ×øãöÜ (Taittirīya Up. 2.1.1). 

32 Ìê+ úéøÏ+ éø+ùÌÇøéÞø+ "úÇø ô òÛø ÞøÌ} ×øãöÜYúéøÌ: éøÌúÒÇø Õøáø ²ø %éø !øYÕøáø ²ø (Muṇḍaka Up. 1.1.4). 

33 ¹øøÒø@ ¹øøÒøéøÇøøÛø} !øôÛø} (Bh. Gītā 10.38). 

34 ÕøãúÇø×øø+ÐøYúéøùÌÇø@ ÛøÇøÛø} !øYÛø;ÇøÇéø@ ùô úéøÒÌÇø+ (Kena Up. 2.4). 

37 jøøªøãÇø}YòéøÕøÓYòøüðøüúÕÇøY!øøùÌYÕøãÕø¼ø´@ ÞøÌ} Õøã¡¢øòøÇø+| ÇøÌ} ×øãöÜ !øôÛø} "úÇø ¹øøÇéøø òøéøâY×øÒÐøe: ÕøãÛøü²ÞøÇø+G ùÊøðø} ÐøøÛøòøü ÞøÌ} Ùøø+ªÞø@ 
Ùøø+Çølø Ùøø+ªø: ²ø ÞøÌ} Ùøéø+Çø}| Çø+ÙÞø: úéøYæ¦ømø: òøø¦øû ú²øÒÛøøÊø: !øô@ òøÌø úíøéø:G ÛøúÞø %éø òøY¡¢æ@ jøøÇø@ ÛøúÞø òøéøâ@ ÕøãúÇøúñÂÇøÛø}| 
ÛøúÞø òøéøâ@ æÞø@ ÞøøúÇø ÇøÌ} ×øãöÜ !øYÌêÞøÛø} !øúòÛø !øôÛø}G !ømøø+: !ømøûÞøøÒø} !øôÛø} %éø ÇøÌêÇø} ÛøôøÒø} !øô@ úéøîøêÛø} !øô@ úéøú²øÊøÛø}| 
ÕøüáøÇøÒø: !øô@ Õøü)ðø: !øôÛø} #íø: ùôámÞøÛøÞø: !øô@ úíøéøY*ÕøÛø} !øúòÛø (Kaivalya Up. 17 through 20). 

39 òøéøâY¡¢Ûøøâúmø !øùÕø òøÌø ¡ü¢éøøâmø: ÛøÌ}YéÞøÕøøîøãø:| ÛøÌ}YÕøãòøøÌøÇø} !øéøøÕøÓø+úÇø íøøîøêÇø@ ÕøÌÛø} !øYéÞøÞøÛø}G…ÇøÛø} %éø íøámø@ ªø²µ 
òøéøâYÙøøéø+Òø ÙøøáÇø| ÇøÌ}YÕøãòøøÌøÇø} Õøáø@ íøøúÒÇø@ òËøøÒø@ ÕøãøÕòÞøúÇø íøøîøêÇøÛø} (Bh. Gītā 18.56 and 62). 

46 ×øãöÜ %éø Çø+Òø ªøÒÇøéÞø@ ×øãöÜY¡¢ÛøâYòøÛøøúÐøÒøø (Bh. Gītā 4.24). 

47 ÞøÌø òËøøòÞøúÇø úÒøïøæø| òøÛøøÐøøe !øY²øæø ×øüúpÑ: ÇøÌø Þøø+ªøÛø} !øéøø+ÕòÞøúÇø (Bh. Gītā 2.53). 

48 Ùøø+ªøY%+îøêÞøâYÕøãòøÇøløÒøø@ ÇøÞøø !øÕø/ÇøY²ø+Çøòøø@| éÞøéøòøøÞøY!øøúÇÛø¡¢ø ×øüúpÑ: òøÛøøÌøe Òø úéøÐøûÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 2.44). 

52 Òø %éø ù¡¢ú¼ø´Ì} ¡¢áø+úÛø "úÇø ÞøüÇøl: ÛøÒÞø+Çø ÇøÉÇéøYúéøÌ}| ÕøíÞøÒø} îø;méøÒø} òÕø;íøÒø} újø¬øãÒø} !øîøÓÒø} ªø²µÒø} òéøÕøÒø} îøêòøÒø}G ÕøãæÕøÒø} 
úéøòø;jøÒø} ªø;õÒø} $úÒÛøðøÒø} úÒøúÛøðøÒø} !øùÕø "úÒÌãÞøøúmø "úÒÌãÞøY!øËø+âðøü éøÇøâÒÇø+ "úÇø ÐøøáÞøÒø} (Bh. Gītā 5.8 and 9). 
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54 ÇøÉÇéøYúéøÌ} Çøü ÛøôøY×øøôø+ ªøümøY¡¢ÛøâYúéøÙøøªøÞøø+:| ªøümøø: ªøümø+ðøü éøÇøâÒÇø+ "úÇø ÛøÇéøø Òø òøoø̧Çø+ (Bh. Gītā 3.28). ×øãöÜúmø !øøÐøøÞø 
¡¢Ûøøâúmø òøw«@¯ ÇÞø¡Çéøø ¡¢áø+úÇø Þø:| úæÕÞøÇø+ Òø òø: ÕøøÕø+Òø ÕøÍÜYÕøÊøÛø} "éø !øÛÙøòøø (Bh. Gītā 5.10). Òø ²ø Ûøø@ ÇøøúÒø ¡¢Ûøøâúmø 
úÒø×øÐøÓúÒÇø ÐøÒø¼ø¸Þø| $ÌøòøûÒøéøÇø} !øøòøûÒøÛø} !øYòøÇø@l Çø+ðøü ¡¢Ûøâòøü (Bh. Gītā 9.9). Þø: %éø@ éø+úÉÇø Õøü)ðø@ Õøã¡;¢úÇø@ ²ø ªøümøe: òøô| 
òøéøâËøø éøÇøâÛøøÒø: !øùÕø Òø òø: ÙøþÞø: !øúÙøjøøÞøÇø+ (Bh. Gītā 13.23). Òø !øÒÞø@ ªøümø+ÙÞø: ¡¢Çøøâá@ ÞøÌø ÌãñÀø !øÒøüÕøíøúÇø| ªøümø+ÙÞø: ²ø 
Õøá@ éø+úÉÇø ÛøÌ}YÙøøéø@ òø: !øúÐøªø²µúÇø (Bh. Gītā 14.19). 

55 !øÒø+Òø ¹øøÒøÛø} !øøÕøÓø+úÇø òø@òøøáY!ømøâéøYÒøøíøÒøÛø}| ÇøòÛøøÇø} %éø@ úéøùÌÇéøø %Òø@ ¡e¢éøèÞø@ ÕøÌÛø} !øîøÓüÇø+, ¡e¢éøèÞø@ ÕøÌÛø} !øîøÓüÇø+ 
(Kaivalya Up. 24). 
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8.1.1 through 3— fn. 4.21 

8.1.3— fn. 3.36 

8.1.5— fn. 1.114 

8.6.5 and 6— fn. 3.26, fn. 3.32 

8.15.1— fn. 2.2 

Dhyāna-bindū Upaniṣad 

18— fn. 3.6 

Gāyatrī Mantra 

fn. 3.25 

Īśā Upaniṣad 

4— fn. 1.145 

6— fn. 3.58 

Jābāla Upaniṣad 

1.1— fn. 3.80 
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Kaivalya Upaniṣad 

3 and 4— fn. 1.59 
5— fn. 1.114 
11— fn. 1.69 
16—fn. 3.84  
17 and 18— fn. 1.30 
17 through 20— fn. 4.37 
19— fn. 1.39 
24— fn. 2.29, fn. 4.55 

Kaṭha Upaniṣad 

1.1.26 and 27— fn. 3.70 
1.2.2— fn. 1.27 
1.2.4— fn. 1.61 
1.2.7— fn. 1.145 
1.2.8— fn. 1.119, fn. 3.39 
1.2.9— fn. 1.145 
1.2.15 and 17— fn. 1.118 
1.2.18— fn. 3.73 
1.2.20— fn. 3.56 
1.2.23— fn. 1.144 
1.3.5 and 6— fn. 2.52 
1.3.10 and 11— fn. 2.21 
1.3.12— fn. 1.41 
2.1.1— fn. 1.106 
2.2.13— fn. 3.73 
2.3.5— fn. 3.61 
2.3.11— fn. 1.8 
2.3.16— fn. 3.32 
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Kena Upaniṣad 

1.3 and 5— fn. 1.145 
2.4— fn. 4.34 

Maitrāyaṇī Upaniṣad 

1.9— fn. 1.51 

Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad 

1.5— fn. 1.67 
1.7— fn. 1.104 
6— fn. 1.96 

Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad Kārikā 

1.28— fn. 1.103 
2.5 through 7— fn. 1.65 
2.12— fn. 1.65 
2.13 through 15— fn. 3.52 
2.19— fn. 1.63 
2.32— fn. 3.11 

Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad 

1.1.3— fn. 3.35 
1.1.4— fn. 4.32 
1.1.4 and 5— fn. 1.134 
1.2.9— fn. 1.70 
1.2.12— fn. 2.32, fn. 3.39 
2.2.2— fn. 3.55 
3.1.7— fn. 1.127 
3.1.8— fn. 1.145 
3.2.3— fn. 1.144 
3.2.5— fn. 1.115, fn. 3.51 
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Pañca-Daśī 

7.103 through 105— fn. 1.147 

Praśna Upaniṣad 

2.1 through 4— fn. 1.32 
3.5— fn. 3.45 

Puruṣa Sūkta 

fn. 1.99 

Ṛg Veda 

3.62.10— fn. 3.25 
6.47.18— fn. 1.65 
10.90.2— fn. 1.99 

Śabda-Stoma-Mahānidhi 

fn. 3.15 

Saṅkara’s Taittirīya Upaniṣad Bhāṣya Introduction 

fn. 1.2 
fn. 1.7 

Sarva-sāra Upaniṣad 

16 (or 7 and 8 by a different numbering)— fn. 3.14 

Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad 

1.3— fn. 3.63 
1.14— fn. 1.69 
2.9— fn. 1.112 
2.14— fn. 2.23 
3.8— fn. 1.156, fn. 3.40 
3.12— fn. 4.28 
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Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad (cont.) 

4.10— fn. 1.128 
4.11— fn. 3.63 
4.15— fn. 2.47 
5.3— fn. 1.58 
5.4 and 5— fn. 3.63 
5.5 and 7— fn. 1.76 
6.11— fn. 4.27 

Taittirīya Upaniṣad 

1.11.1— fn. 1.31 
2.1.1— fn. 1.82, fn. 1.109, fn. 2.28, fn. 3.47, fn. 3.48, fn. 4.31 
2.6.1— fn. 1.31 
2.7.1— fn. 1.82, fn. 4.22 
2.8.1— fn. 1.82 
2.9.1— fn. 1.82, fn. 1.145 
3.6.1— fn. 3.43 
3.10.4 through 6— fn. 3.53 

Vedānta-paribhāṣā 

1.18— fn. 3.22 

Vyāsa’s Pātañjali Yoga Sūtrāṇi Bhāṣya 

1.1— fn. 1.1 
2.27— fn. 2.34 
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The Nature of the Mind 

The term citta (mind) is generally used in this text as we would use the word mind in 
English. But there are various aspects of the mind in this teaching tradition. To 
elaborate, the mind is better indicated by the term antaḥ-karaṇa (the internal subtle 
organ). It is a flow of thoughts, one after another, with inbuilt tendencies for certain 
types of thoughts that can be modified and channeled by life’s experiences and by 
how one reacts to them. 

The inbuilt tendencies are the latent tendencies, called either saṃskāras or vāsanās. 
Although these two terms can generally be used as synonyms, they can also be 
distinguished in certain contexts. Saṃskāra is the more general term that covers all 
latent tendencies created in this life or even in prior lives, and retained between lives 
through a storehouse of karma (called the karmāśaya). They can influence any type of 
thought that occurs in the mind. Saṃskāra can also have a narrower meaning, limited 
to just tendencies that one wants—any positive tendency. Vāsanā likewise can have a 
narrower meaning, either limited to any saṃskāra that one does not want—any 
negative tendency, and/or limited to just those latent tendencies that pertain to liking 
or disliking something, and/or limited to those tendencies that recreate memories. In 
these senses, the vāsanās are just saṃskāras that have these limited functions during 
this current life. These distinctions are the result of terminologies employed over 
thousands of years by innumerable writers, with the added flexibility of the Sanskrit 
language that can have conventional usages and well as etymological usages, for 
example, saṃskāra etymologically means what is well formed, and vāsanā means 
what resides.  

Neither of these two, saṃskāras or vāsanās, appear as thoughts in the mind (the 
flow of thoughts—both conscious and subliminal), they only effect or affect the 
thoughts that occur in this flow. They are assumed to exist only by their affects on 
thoughts to explain why an individual tends to think and behave in a certain way. 
They are the unconscious mind. The other aspect of this unconscious mind is the 
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storehouse (the citta, literally, what is collected together) from which memories arise. In 
fact, the citta is technically the entire unconscious mind, and it is out of this that 
memories are recovered, not stored, some more easily than others. 

A thought that occurred earlier in this life is said to be stored in the citta as a 
certain latent tendency (saṃskāra). When it is brought back out of that citta, it is then 
called a memory (smṛti). A smṛti is one of four types of thoughts that consciously 
appear in the mind (antaḥ-karaṇa). 

The second of the four types of thought is ahaṅkāra. It is any thought that defines 
who the individual thinks he or she is. It is often translated as an I-notion or as ego. 

The third type of thought is buddhi. It is any thought whose nature is one of firm 
conviction, usually translated as an intellection or knowledge. 

The fourth type of thought is manas. It is the catch-all of every other kind of 
thought—from sensations and imaginations to emotions. Where an expressed emotion 
converges into a conviction, if it has a known logic, then it is a buddhi, otherwise it 
remains a manas. 

The terms manas, citta, and, sometimes, buddhi are common terms also used for 
the entire antaḥ-karaṇa. And the term smṛti can be synonymous with citta—as simply 
the storehouse that includes the latent tendencies (saṃskāras) that arise as manifest 
memories. 

Certain of these names are used for the collection of those four kinds of thoughts. 
For example, the memory is where memories reside, ego where ego thoughts reside, 
and intellect where intellections reside. Though convenient to use the collection 
terminology, to be exact these thoughts do not exist until they occur one after another. 
There is not a pile of them in the intellect, for example, to pick and choose. And the 
storehouse for memory is really the unconscious vāsanās that recreate the memory 
thought only when it is being recalled. Again there is not even a collection of these 
saṃskāras and vāsanās—they are just unmanifest potentialities. They are individually 
assumed to be there only when they effect or affect a manifest thought.  It is hard for 
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our manifest thoughts to conceptualize what a collection of unmanifest items could 
be. Still, it is easy to conceptualize why they might be assumed to be there, and few 
seem to doubt the existence of an unconscious, once it is suggested by a writer or a 
scientist. 

The mind, being subtle, is different from the physical brain. A particular 
intellection is not a particular neuron in the brain. The brain exists because of the 
subtle nature of the mind. The mind does not exist because of the physical brain. That 
is why the mind, as a facet of the subtle body—consisting of the mind plus the 
functionality of the sensing and movement—can survive the death of the body and the 
brain, travel to heavens and hells, and take new births. When it does, an appropriate 
brain, nervous system, or similar apparatus is formed to assist the mind in actualizing 
thoughts into actions. A thought is not the equivalent of one or more neurons firing. 
In this life a thought may not occur without these neurons firing. But our experience 
of thought is not of an electrical firing happening; it appears to have a nature totally 
different. In another life, for example in heaven where there can only be a subtle 
body, like a dream body, there is no physical brain required; some other subtle 
apparatus may be required. 

Also different from Western thinking is that the mind is not conscious (if by 
conscious one means self-conscious) in this tradition’s model. It is an unconscious 
object. Hence it can be misleading to call a thought ‘consciousness,’ like some 
Western translators do—trying to mimic Western psychology terminologies. This 
only confuses Western psychology with this very different model. Rather, thoughts 
are inert subtle material that appears to reflect the consciousness that is the ātman 
(self) simply by their subtle nature, like a light bulb manifests light illumining other 
objects when there is the presence of electricity in the bulb, whereas the wires and 
switches do not, though the same electricity is present in them as well. 

In sense perceptions the mind is said to go out through the senses to their 
respective objects. In vision, the mind goes out through the sense of sight to a distant 
tree, for example. This accounts for the total sense cognition of not only the color and 
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shape of the tree, but its distance too. This form of the thought that includes the 
distance to its visual object is called a vṛtti (thought form) and is lit up as knowledge 
by the ubiquitous presence of consciousness (see commentary on Yoga Sūtra 3.19). 
One of the other thoughts, an ego thought (ahaṅkāra), then thinks this is my 
perception in my mind—my experience different from other’s experiences.  

Consciousness, or awareness, called cit, ātman, or puruṣa among other 
appellations, is the same as reality (sat), the is-ness that is everywhere present. 
Wherever the mind travels in the universe and between embodiments, it is within 
ubiquitous consciousness, and so the mind, the thought, appears to be conscious. 
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Patanjali’s Five Stages of Contemplation 

Deliberative Contemplation 

(Saṃprajñāta Samāpatti) 

(1.17) 

included within 

With-Seed Contemplation 

(Sa-Bīja Samādhi) 

(1.46) 

Having four forms 

Depending on the type of Object (i.e., Seed), 

namely, Logical or Scriptural 

(Vitarka or Vicāra) 

contemplation of the Seer-Seeing-Seen (Grahītṛ, Grahaṇa or Grāhya) 

(1.41) 

 and whether or not it is mixed-up with Imagination, Word & Knowledge (about it) 

(Vikalpa, Śabda & Jñāna) 

Non-Deliberative Contemplation 

(A-Saṃprajñāta Samāpatti) 

(1.18) 

a culmination of Nir-Vicāra Samāpatti 

(1.47) 

starting as  

With-Seed Contemplation 

(Sa-Bīja Samādhi) 

then culminating through Nirodha 

(assimilation of teaching, where it no 

longer needs to be remembered) in 

Without-Seed Contemplation 

(Nir-Bīja Samādhi) 

(1.51) 

Once Self-knowledge (Prajñā) is 

completely clear, then this is permanent 

Freedom (Kaivalya) 
Having Logical Object 

(in keeping with the teaching) 

(Vitarka Artha) 

Initially mixed-up with Word & 

Idea 

(Sa-Vitarka Samāpatti) 

(1.42) 

Having Inquiry Object 

(i.e., scriptural teaching) 

(Vicāra Sūkṣma-Viṣaya) 

Initially mixed-up with Word & 

Idea 

(Sa-Vicāra Samāpatti) 

(1.44) 

Being simply 

the Logical Object (Artha) 

(Nir-Vitarka Samāpatti) 

(1.43) 

Being simply 

the Inquiry Object (Sūkṣma-Viṣaya) 

(Nir-Vicāra Samāpatti) 

(1.44) 
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Suggested Steps in Contemplation 
 Living a life of dharma, of yamas and niyamas 

o A life of the yamas and niyamas, a life of dharma, will bring an abiding 
peace and freedom of mind that can sit without conflict and without fears. 

 Sitting (āsana) 
o Structural alignment 

 Hold the body, head, and neck in-line and steady with a wide base. 
o The sitting is stable and comfortable (sthira-sukham), gained by relaxation 

(śaithilya) and contemplating beyond the confines of the body to the 
limitless (ananta-samāpatti), respectively. 

 See in the mind’s eye that the space this body occupies is not limited 
to here. It reaches to the bounds of the cosmos. This entire space of 
the cosmos is now within the space of my awareness, accommodating 
everyone and everything. 

o Take three deep breaths (filling the lungs to their very top, releasing each 
breath twice as slow as the inhalation), like I am filling the entire space of 
my universe. 

 To awaken the body and mind, and to mark the start of invoking a 
meditative mind. 

o Recollection of my intension (pratijñā) to sit in meditation. 
 See and appreciate the purpose and benefit of gaining a 

contemplative mind. This is my appointment with myself. 
o Witness the body 

 Visualize the parts of the body from the top of the head down to the 
toes, relaxing each part. As their observer, I am not identified with 
them. They are just objects, like anyone else’s body. Finish by 
observing this body sitting like a living, breathing statue in the 
limitless space of my awareness. 

 Witness the breath as a culmination of breath control (prāṇayāma) 
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o Move attention from the gross body to the more subtle energy body in the 
form of the breath. This may begin with prāṇayāma, only as instructed by a 
proper teacher. Then I can move on to simply, objectively watching the 
breath. This later helps loosen my identification with the energy within the 
body, as its observer. This same energy fills this entire limitless space of my 
awareness. It is not my energy; it is the energy of the cosmos within and 
without this body. 

 Withdrawal (pratyāhāra) 
o By non-identification (vairāgya) with all objects including the fleeting 

mind, not identifying with and thus being sucked into its desire-driven 
currents. Witness the thoughts, like I witness the body and the breath, as its 
observer. I neither seek out any object or thought, nor ponder them when 
they occur. I let them pass by me as their mere witness. 

 Restraining (dhāraṇā) the pursuit of unwanted/hindering thoughts and 
retaining (dhyāna) the flow of wanted/helpful contemplative thoughts 

o Now bring in a helpful, contemplative thought through japa. It is a 
repetition (abhyāsa) by way of chanting (japa), quietly with the voice then 
mentally, a mantra that invokes the limitless Lord, the perfect puruṣa, for 
example, Om Īśāya namaḥ (Om, I surrender what is the Lord’s to the Lord). 

 First the attention is predominantly on the mantra itself, later the 
attention is directed predominantly to the silence in-between, as my 
awareful being that precedes and follows the mantra and is the silent 
witness of the mantra. 

o Bring in a contemplation. A contemplation should always be in the form of 
a statement of a known fact with a clear logic (expressed or not)—not of an 
action that needs to be done later. For example, prati-pakṣa-bhāvana 
(contemplating the contradiction), “I cannot be this body, because I am the 
witness of this body, like of any other body.” 

 Being myself (samādhi) 
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o A profound, doubtless knowledge that I am this limitless freedom (ānanda), 
this limitless reality am I (asmitā). 
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Suggested Sutra Selections for Courses 

General Yoga Sutras Long Course—36 Sutras 

1
st
 Pada: Sutras 1–5, 12, 17–18, 23–24, 27–34, 41, 48–51. 

2
nd

 Pada: Sutras 1–5, 17, 20–21. 

3
rd

 Pada: Sutras 53–55. 

4
th

 Pada: Sutra 25–26. 

General Yoga Sutras Short Course—9 Sutras 

1
st
 Pada: Sutras 1–4, 24. 

2
nd

 Pada: Sutras 1–2, 28–29. 

Omkara Yoga Course—13 Sutras 

1
st
 Pada: Sutras 1–5, 12, 23–29. 

Disciplines of Yoga Course—47 Sutras 

1
st
 Pada: Sutras 1–5, 12, 23–29. 

2
nd

 Pada: Sutras 1, 28–55. 

3
rd

 Pada: Sutras 1–3, 7, 8. 
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Pronunciation Key for Sanskrit Transliteration Characters 
Char Sounds-like Location Char Sounds-like Location 

a o in son 
guttural 

ṭ t in but 

cerebral 

ā o in bottle ṭh th in but how 

i e in be 
palatal 

ḍ d in god 

ī ee in bee ḍh dh in godhead 

u o in move 
labial 

ṇ n in run 

ū oo in moon t t in cat 

dental 

ṛ rh in rhythm 
cerebral 

th th in cat hair 

ṝ rh - elongated d d in mad 

ḷ le in table dental dh dh in madhouse 

e a in tape 
guttural - palatal 

n n in numb 

ai y in my p p in loop 

labial 

o oe in toe 
guttural - labial 

ph ph in loop-hole 

au ow in now b b in rob 

ḥ half of a hard h 
conforms to following 

guttural or labial bh bh in rob him 

ṃ n in French bon 
conforms to preceding 

vowel m m in much 

k ck in block 

guttural 

y y in young palatal 

kh ckh in blockhead r r in drama cerebral 

g g in log l l in luck dental 

gh gh in log-hut v 
v in avert 

or  w in Swami 
labial–dental 
 or  bi-labial 

ṅ ng in song ś sh in ship palatal 

c ch in catch 

palatal 

ṣ sh in bushel cerebral 

ch 
chh in 

catch him 
s s in sit dental 

j ge in hedge h soft h in hum guttural 

jh geh in hedgehog The first 13 characters (a-au) are vowels,  

the rest (ḥ-h) are consonants. ñ n in cringe 
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Notes on Pronunciation of Transliterated Sanskrit Words 

The keys to pronouncing transliterated Sanskrit words are to watch out for misleading 
vowel pronunciations and to identify individual pronunciation syllables. The 
following will help eliminate the most egregious pronunciation errors.  

1) The international standard for Sanskrit transliteration slips into the bizarre when 
it comes to the vowels. The four most common vowels (a, i, u, and e) are not, in fact, 
pronounced in Sanskrit like we pronounce these vowels in English, either in isolation 
or within English words. See the Sounds-like column in the preceding chart for the 
correct pronunciation examples. There are two vowel sounds (ṛ and ḷ) that are 
transliterated as consonants with a dot under them. There are no good equivalents for 
these vowels in English. The key to remember here is to treat them exactly as vowels 
and not as consonants when determining what constitutes a pronunciation syllable in 
Sanskrit words. 

Of note is the pronunciation of the vowel i. It has often been described as sounding 
like i in sit. But sit can be pronounced in different ways. The vowel should be 
pronounced as e in be, since i is only the short version of the long vowel ī. The 
pronunciation of the long ī is often and correctly shown as sounding like ee in bee. 

Some vowels and consonants have two letters assigned to them. They are the 
vowels ai and au, and the aspirated consonants kh, gh, ch, etc. These are considered 
single vowels and single consonants with different beginning and ending sounds 
within them. Do not treat these aspirated consonants as conjunct consonants when 
determining the pronunciation syllables of Sanskrit words. 

Additionally, there are three forms of the sibilant consonant “s.” Each is a distinct 
letter, and this distinction makes a difference in the meaning of the word. 

All Sanskrit words, unlike English words, are pronounced as they are written. The 
one main exception is the common consonant conjunct jñ, which to me sounds best as 
“ññ.” 

2) A Sanskrit word is more clearly pronounced when there is a very slight 
pronunciation break between pronunciation syllables, just as we do when we speak 
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English. In English, a medial conjunct consonant is often split up so that the initial 
consonant in the conjunct is joined with the preceding vowel and its syllable, for 
example, “Web-ster.” Notice how wrong it sounds to pronounce the word as 
“We-bster.” When you do not break a Sanskrit word into its proper pronunciation 
syllables, then its pronunciation sounds just as wrong. The following are the main 
guidelines to identify pronunciation syllables. 

 The basic pronunciation syllable is either: 
 A consonant+vowel combination, even if the vowel is part of the next 

word (unless one is slowing pronunciation for clarity); or 
 An initial vowel preceded by a pronunciation break. 

 These two basic pronunciation syllables may also be joined into a single 
syllable with either: 

 A following final consonant, or conjunct consonant, itself followed by a 
pronunciation break; or 

 An initial consonant in a following conjunct consonant, even if that 
following conjunct is part of the next word (unless one is slowing 
pronunciation for clarity). 

The blended results of these two guidelines will give us the following Sanskrit words 
with their pronunciation syllables separated with a hyphen: 

Ma-hā-bhā-ra-ta 
U-pa-ni-ṣad 
Prāp-sya-sis-var-gam or Prāp-sya-si svar-gam (for the two words Prāpsyasi 
svargam) 

Again, for clarity there may be a slight pronunciation break between compounded 
words, for example, de-hān-ta-ra-prāp-tiḥ for the compound word dehāntara-prāptiḥ. 
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Index 

A 

abhiniveśa (fear of death) 
as kleśa ....................................... 137–40 

āgama (scripture) ........................... 51, 53 
a-hiṃsā (non-violence) 

as yama .................................... 169, 175 
ākāśa (the element space) 

contemplations on .................... 257–63 
a-liṅga (non-indicated, unmanifest 

prakṛti) ............................................ 149 
allowance towards others .................... 93 
ānanda (fullness) ................................. 68 
aṇiman-ādi (the most small, etcetera)

 ......................................................... 270 
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